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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
IA"m tWhe im halt uff tin) yeafr 1997, arnyltwi ot the Yuvma Nues Chw~acflorfliem G Unil w' 

Mountain Site (imwacrizauinn Projecvt(Project)weft focwcodon at Ymcca tAkunant ,4rvad 

Impthezinffobjectives ofdwe WJ@6Revision IPwvgrwim Plan #00rc h 3 1- I99 sIxV"$ Afga 
ueviadW Prorwi Plan) imawd byt the Offlt iv uf Civilim- Rm~icm6kmm* iurmns rcprtrsd in awc~w dance 
WeteM~anupnywnt of the t 'S- lkpurunct ofrunetg (Pepmlmrient), wuh O~w r."rqs OwwnA ~q stmucan 

ITo help support Project progress toward Plan objecOICyS, the hPolio Iat 'i 1"2C. at wsd 

IDejunment began re-evalwatirtg its vwuutccontainment and iadation 4"ud Im CFR SI) 1 six) 

strategy in light of the tewk informathin maboXut the pecollation fl Usc Mies 
descrihed in the last pogfess rcfxirt. A revesed qummr~iy of the 
strOWDg siAld-u be Available next WpW-litn addition, the 
flepanmen pabfrWhv it Notivc of Prolmised Rulemiking ti' 
wriwm the repmumtoi sittu* guidelines WWt began taking public 

[he fiscal ccn 19Q7 Fncit); Waster mud Ikvelopmtent 
Approwwuons Act pro' ides that the I )cafl~ment %hall complete a 
viability alscswfl ithbySCpwrtlher3AG, 1992. -Scientific muldT 
rngsneenrrng atin sties this penod were directed toward pruim stng 
iiiltniitiosi fo4r 6W I 99N viiattilit y assscn-smcnt. the Piroject 
adopted severul muissutes ito ensure the toWi systenm jerfouncwe 
LI-,wscsxnrilt to support the viahitiitx iscsessmcnt would prnn de a 

traceabilit and he muiciai wukdrskxxi h%. fte rederand revanmer 
ItraUNzqxvwes>I A as'~jtr cthmn tt~wrd thaisie etuds %kat the 

VAMIW hum" the Ii fysole fOstt~tPfN1  t-tk the 

%%snbc~lijwh~priwipal inte'gsuiptir lnAddtimn, fimsjj Nolhs 

tifll diihwNklt 11.1 11Ihctltitl iepnitOI %%teliait N1 IWLd Range 

wAstir pawkiig r grmdatittits mWOde Novo 

issues mid on dsgngs tesStuuf.aMcamxn'icnrnts of V~ f 

the feptst'M~wl i~swfl that hit littlewo a rcvtd~Akasoi pstwedent 
onJl hA cA 4 Iktjie iiipatto Ilicjr Itoviadku.k itiIit

p.kR cp-wt kqk ib*

N
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'Iwo temt in the thrmai testing. progrun acwle nr way mul a 
Whrd is being plowed and constnjctd. 'I'heve tests will provide 

i1m. atvwtje heat gnerte y the enplaed wage will 
affect thwtuk andthe flwds inthe epoitory systcvn. The aingle~heazer 
wtcs egiin Augwt 996. and prlininary rsults arebeomi'ng 

available. liw laige bkxk tm I wW i Femfewry 1997. TIestsetupis 
wxWe way for the drift-acale hawr tms, schedutled to begin in 
lOetenber 1997.  

'lTh fulkmift sctfir sunnwim'e rogrcs mowardw achving 
Program Plan objectime and rqxort the Projctsx technkca prog~ess.  

OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADJOAcIVE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

Jtwe Ie kmfneWfs revised Pftcmt Plan releamd logt reputirng 
penodi. outlines a fmicw&d integrited p-~ -,n ot sitc ciarateriminon, 
design. engiiwcring, e wirm nital. w-,. ~.e mwme~ amsancssre 
a~vivties that %rill achievc key pol Pyao mWmmtaq oiobjectives. I be 
revised plan mnodi fled the 194$4 "rogrnw Plan to re flet C. incrieawied 
understanding, oftti Ytu;4a Moutainan site and the. tngoing pol icy 
PraV", 

I* eved plan identifiesdthree am-temn oteciives for the 
I'miect It updating in I W)7 the reglulatory ti-4 nueork Imr repository 
miting tn he canximent %rith a amu ftwwwdc~ priaramn drivcn by- the 
results% ofctp onmaule asmessnuent. (2) --tupporming at 199'vi( ability 
ouvasrwr t'Yumav Mountain; and (.) if the site isi suitable, submittinig 
iaimt Srtai te recommendhation to the Prreiddent in 200)1, and a 
fi~cens aprz,4ion to the tU.S. Nudlca Regulatory Uminrixsio 

tmimasusman) in 20QI, outlirwd in t'ICe followitV sect irns are the bauses 
or the rW--tem~ objecti~cs ib., Dcpaztrmn' s smrteies tim achieving 

those oh~evi vet Prolect pnigress in &rhieving those objectiveim Wn the 
I trurmwnt's wastewu i utaiiunt wul ixolation strateg. [)ctals on 
Pyottjc pnt~mms wv ftsen2C1ted foullowing this Paignam sumnwy.  

I~qt.WFram oAu .r;pdate 

I o achieve the firmt ncar-tem objective, the I)epantmncn is 
ref1e-A ig nt W VPt"UW4A)gtorV~iX itS 41111# guidliMe 

ti ) 'K un Jf~t. 1w guidelines werv first pRoimulgaWlc when 
niultipkv sites were wkkder isidimrltaion I h er the r'atm decake, 
ho~weset kv vaI, § h4;4 aed~nt~'-~n a single site anm 

tk!ýA"p~ ifrhA r-larih u to cii the pUNh~IC )wiali this m-uiw
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perioil fth technical understanding of the site has increased 
dmruiticWily, especially after the Exploratory Studies Facility provided 
mcrpomid acces. Thus. the lDepartmrnt proposed to update its 
sifing guidelines by Adding a s-ibpaal that would focus specifically on the 
overull preclosure "n postlosure perfurmance of the potential 
reposito~y system at Yutcca Mountain, 

The Dearnent's proposed amendments to the guidelines would 
referr to the aite-specific nuliological prowetiorkouxinard being 
developed by the UI E.,Invironm'ental Protection Agency (Agency) 
pursuant to the [~nergy Policy Act of' 1992. The Agency's site-specific 
standard will appear in 40) Cl R Part 197. Thew Energy Policy Act 41m) 
Ieqwirci the ( ommission to implemnent the Agency stanidard by revising 
the disposal regulations ( 10 (CFR Part 60) within one year after the 
Agency Admnini.'rator p munzlj~atei the site-specific standard to mawke 
the regulati ýris consistent with the swandard. In the interagency review 
prtfccss. te ILkpartnient will provide input to both the Agency and the 
('ummissiion regarding their revisions to belpensur the resulting 
regulauiry thammcwork cmn be implemnirted Since the ust progress 
report, howe~ % r. tic iiher the status offte stapb!. rd nior the 1 )epartroertS 
view on i~sucs relevant t4o implementing the standard has changed.  

In rnodifN ing it% siting guidelinms the D~epartment is proceeding in 
"uxordAnie "~ Ith a1 Public ri-leuAi nig process that began 
letember I 6. 141$)(1. %k ith the publication ol'a Notice of Proposed 

Rutlcsit"Iing lo idldal~il oii ia4,ceptiing written commdentsi,in Januar-y the 

I )par'mcnt hulJ pub6La hcafings ina I s Vcgý_s. Nevadaý The public 
commtrnt period r, swho uled to clo~se nex, repo~rting period,. and the 
lDepururtwri expecos tit imitwa final rule in inid- late 1 99l8. It' 
imapkincotedI the ri:Vul~i4pr% c lafiges would streaniline the proccss t~r 
site Cv~i1i4aimi and] repoNliti~r% lvelopmnie. %%hile prItecting public 
"hlth id '~kI' %,A110 410 11W V0%ronnlieli 

1" fitit the ~4ni, the site suatabilitA deternuniationmt sitd'oe 
recommniidat ion RK.Wwr, it iN an interim step to~ward that 

first. to guide the conhpkton ol'the work reuirrd fora iii vualtionot' 
-,lt !UII~bitl' i and ptrcpltr-ataloi ita licens applicdlion, andwc sod, to 

111%1 Ide mal ~i~kcr" %% 1111a htwter estiniate kinb %h i Aaiht> ow 

gixilogai% fej~lmmtVn at thc N tiaca %lountain s~C ite ' I~.iabhgtt%

The~ lDepaiimenl published its 
?'bVotice of f ropnstd RmukmaA eg 
On D~ecember 115. 1096, 
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uq'date 1hesiting guid.'lotwA 
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assessment is P. logical convergence point at which the Department can 
make an improved appraisal of the prospects for geologic disposal at 
Yucca Mountain using the results of the program first described in the 
1 981 Site Characteniiation Plan and the results from excavation ofthe 
Eixploratory Studies Facility. These results allow the Department to 
develop an integrated picture of the repositozy system at the site that 
was previously impossible. The information the Department produces 
forthe viability a.ssessment will be an important validation ofthe 
practicality of the existing national policy of geologic disposal, and will 
allow policy makers to make a measurably improvedjudgment of the 
prospects ofrecommending Yucca Mountain for repository 
development and licensing to authorize construction.  

"lhe viability assessmrent will includethe following: 

I. lhe prliminary design concept for the critical elements for 
the repository and waste package 

2. A total system performance assessment, based upon the 
design concept and the scientific data and analysis available 
by September 30, 1498, describing the probable behavior of 
the repository in the Yucca Mountain geological setting 
relative to the ovendl system perlbrnnme standards 

3. A plan and cost estimate fbr the remaining work required to 
complete a l icense application 

4. An estimate of the cossL to construct and operate the 
repository i n uccordance with the design concept.  

The Department has de% eloped plans tur all four comoxnents of 
the viability assesment, as discussed in the following sections.  

Repobitor. and Waste Package Design, Currently, 
repositor' and waste package design activities are focusing on key 
design issues and design ofcritica syslems, structures, and components 
that have little or n, regulatory precedent and have a major impact on 
perbritnanceassssnient. schedule, construction, anti cost. When 
complete, the viability, sessrnentdesignefltir will have evaluated the 
technological fieasibility ofthe conceptual designs but will not have 
developed all the detail neede I tfr licensing.  

l)Dung this rcporling n 'n. the Plrxjci continued to nmodifhV 
designs to etlect the de-emphasis u4 the multi--purimse canister and to
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semndatoreiptofmainyered spemt nuclear fuel.  
Semiivitya•dia forhwp nigew ia e poonsluxc at poriyevel 
that were reported last period were performed on the engineered 
baricr system. taboratory tests on waste package materials and waste 
forms continued to provide input to degradation process models. in 
addition, both laboratory and field tests are being conducted to assess 
changes in concrete caused by the hydrothenmal cycle. These tests will 
be ued to support a design decision on using concrete for mechanical 
upport in theepositoryemplacement drifts. The Commission's 

revision of 10 CFR Part 60 on design basis events became effective this 
period and the Project grouped and prioritized analysis events 
previously identified forconsideration as design basis events. Thisrule 
change resulted in liniits and models for Project design basis events that 
ae more consistent with those of the commercial nuclear industy.  

Total System Performance Assessment. Total system 
perfermace assessment, the second component of the viability 
assesament, isa key element in the Department's performance-driven 
progrwm. This assessment will evaluate the range of probable behavior 
of the repository in the Yucca Mountain geologic setting.  

To provide a valid and d-fensible ev aluation ofthe sites 
peformance, the Project is developing an integrated total system 
perfonmnaceassessment to support the viability assessment. Important 
concerns are that model development be focused on issues that are 
most important to performance Pnd that the evaluation ensure 
traceability (provide acomplete and unambiguots record) and 
transparency (be easily understood by the reader and reviewer).  

To ensure traceability, the Project has adopted three processes 
along with accompanying records: a series of abstraction-testing 
workshops. a formal expert elicitation process, and peer review.  

Ilie first process, the abstraction-testing process, is used to 
ensure that the total system performance assessment properly reflects 
results from the highly detailed and computationally intensive site and 
engineered system process modes. 1he models characterize processes 
and features ofboth the natural and the engineered systems and 
represent the work of site characterization, design. environmental 
programs, and performance assessment. In the probabilistic total 
system performance assessment calculation, abstracted models are used 
as surrogates for the comptchensive process models. The abstracted 
models must, however, maintain the essential elements of the process 
models, including key interdependencies. Th'is abstaction-testing 
process is critical to the success of the Project.

Measures to Ensure 
Traceahikty in Total System 
Perfermance Assmsmeni 

"• A bstraction- Testing 
Workshops 

"* Formal Expert Elicitation 

"• Peer Reiww
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This period, Project staffprepared for, conducted, and 
evautthe sofseveral on-t WortAhs. During 
theseven workshops held this period, Project staffdeveloped a list of 
citenaagainst which all issues were then ranked for iportiance to 
postclosure performance. From this ranking. th highest Priority issues 
wereidentified. Finally, a shor synopsis for the abstracion-testing 
plans was developed. Following the workshops, work began on 
completing the detailsofthe plans dit will guide the --- of 

the analyses identified in the workshops. The reslts will be the 
parameters, process models, and alternave concepts used in the total 
system pcrfomance assessment supMrtding he viability asseMent 
Two more abstraction-testing workshops are scheduled for next period.  

The second process to achieve trleability is a forinal expert 
elicitation, which is used to character ze the state of existing knowledge 
in an area. The expert elicitations follow the guidance provided in the 
Commission's Branch Technical Position on the Use of Expert 
Elicitation in the High-Level Radioactive Waste Program. The expert 
elicitations are used (a) to quantify and document the imcertaintie in the 
process models to strengthen the assessment and (b) to involve outside 
expetin theevaluation of all available data. Formal expert elicitation 
is currently under way on the sitecAe wuins ated zone flowmodel-
one of the most important of the foundational process-level models.

Mmwues to Ensuwr 

SySOM Performan'€ 
ASie~auSN

- GhVdoh pr/esnnuum

• Fdec&rOwi k-'perle!x

* ('oamputeried data retrwval 
and zittlumss. sytem

For peer review, the third process, an external panel of experts 
has been established to monitor and review the preparations for the 
assessment, as well as the final product. The peer review panel will first 
review the previous total system performance assessments and then 
make observations en the plans. approach, and assumptions for the 
petiorma~ice assessment to support the viabilityasses t. Tle 
reviewers will also review the process modeling and the perfomance 
assessment abstraction process. Finally, they will provide a formal peer 
review of the assessment supporting the viability assessment, and the 
comments and recommendations will be incorporated into the 
performance assessment to support the license application. The peer 
review panel convened this period, and member orientation 1>-M in 
February 1997.

Besides the three steps to ensure traceability, the Project is also 
wting specific measures to ensure trmnspancy. There is an initiative 
under way to examine ways of graphically presenting the total system 
performance assessment results to make them mor easily undemood 
by those who are not performance assessment specialists. The Project 
is also invesgating using h rtext to increase the reviwcwa's lectronic
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TAW olbeciv of LDepartMew 
and .owmassion interavgtMtw are 
reaching a C'ommon 
widerstandbn of issues 
sigwmficat to o Irall repository 
performanc' and agrwrent (w 

tAimb, and approachwes to 
is*ra nt O f U)drcnic~a issues.

Afterthe viability assessment, the Project will prepare the 
a"ditial a required forsit recominendation and the license 
aplication. Ifthe site is found suitable in accordance with the then
existing siting guideline the Sec etaxyofEne will isue asite rommen ion in 2001, following public hearings to be Held in the 
State ofNevada bore apossi be site recommendation. Ifthe site is 
approved by the President and permitted to take effect after smiuisuion 
to the U.S. Congress, a license application will be sublmtted in 2002 
requesting authorization to consruct arepository. This schedule will 
allow repmository operations to emplace waste beginning in 2010.  

During this reporting period, the Project resumed preparation of 
the Envumo-ntal Impact Statement that would accompany any site 
recomnendation. Preparation was defered earlier after the public 
scoping period because ofbudget constraints. Work also began on 
several documents that will be key to developing the license application: 
the Project Integrated Safety Assessment, the Technical Guidance 
Document for License Application Preparation, and the License 
Application Management Plan. The Project Integrated Safety 
Assessment will summarize the cuwmit knowledge about the site 
obtained from scientific investigations, design, and perfomance 
asessmment. The document will becomea starting point for the license 
application by updating and using the information in the safety analysis 
report that supports the license application. TIle technical guidance 
document will provide authors with detailed content guidance.  
regulatwory requirements. and acceptance criteria for the license 
application. The License Application Management Plan establishes the 
process for managing the development of the license application.  

Interactions between the Department and the Commission are an 
important part ofthc prelicensing period before a decision is made 
whether to .-xmonmud the site. The Department believes that 
interactions with the Commission staffshould focus on two objectives: 
(i) reachinga common understanding regarding the issues that are 
significant to overall repository performance, and (2) reaching 
agreement on the adequacy ofproposed methodologies and 
approaches to address important technical issues, such as criticality 
control and seismic design. The goal offDeparunem and Commission 
interactions is to reach a mutual understanding ofthe repository concet 
as it devclops. This understanding will provide a basis for the 
Commission'spr liminaryonunents(tobe included inthk 
l)epart'nenfs site suitability package) on the sufficiency of'site
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tion and design forinclusion in a license application. During 
this repotingperiod, the Department continued interactions with the 
Commis onstaffto help resolve the issuesofseiwnic hazards. igneous 
activity. an posito ry criticality. Many ofthe interactions involved 
molvingCommissionconmenatsonthe Depatment's methdwology 
rorts.  

Waste Contaimnamt and Isiation Strategy 

The Department's waste containment and isolation strategy is 
being used to focus the efforts leading to the viability assessment and to 
guide the work beyond the viability asgsessment. The two technical 
objectives of the strategy are (I) to limit the annual dose to members of 
thegeneral public following pennanent closure offtie repository and 
(2) to provide total containment of the waste within the emplaced waste 
packages for several thousand years during the period ofhighest 
radionuclide inventory and temperature. The strategy outlines the 
Dlepartment's approach to addressing and resolving postclosure 
performance issues and also focuses the science and design work 
needed to determine postclosure performance.  

After a summary version of the strategy was completed and 
distributed in July 1996. new in.formation derived from interpretations ef 
several site investigations indicated the potential for average percolation 
flux values at the repository honzon in the rmage of I to 10 millimeters 
per year or potentially higher, with part ofthis flux associated with fast 
pathways. Percolation flux affects all the system attributes identified in 
the strategy as most important for predicting the performance of the 
engineered and natural barriers: rate ofwater seeping into the 
repository, waste package lifetime (containment), rate ofrelease of 
radionuclides from breached waste packages. radionuclide bansport 
through engineered and natural barriers, including dilution in the 
saturated zone below the repository. Higher percolation flux may result 
in an increase in flux into the repository and a redu'ftion of the time 
radioactive particles take to travel between the repository and the 
accessible environment. Also. higher percolation flux is expected to 
increase the relative humidity in the waste emplacement drifts.  
potentially leading to shorter waste package lifetimes. One of the 
highest priorities of the Project continues to be reducing the uncertainty 
in the range of percolation flux that can be e..pected at the repository 
horizon. A revised summary version of the strategy is scheduled to be 
issued next reporting period.

Percolation flux values ae&V all 
the s-stcm attribute's identified in 
the waste containment and 
isolation stratelr as onost 
important for predicting the 
performance of the enginered 
aisd natural barritrs
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The Project cmtunurs to ethilect 
data to reduce the uncertainties 
ir :hw ranoe jpercoiawuon flux 
Ihat "am bc expeted in the 
repwirio' h-rhzmo

Specific pMruss in site irvestitios, design. and performunce 
anesmie isupIoting the revised Program Plan is diAwued in the 
foIowi ng section on Project progres. 4, 

PROJECT PROGRESS 

Project activities this reporting period supported the objectives 
ofthe mymed Pogram Plahmajiculady the viability assawnen7 The 
following sections report prsss in site invesigatiom, repository 
design, waste package, performance assessment, Exploratory Studies 
Facility design ar4 consinaction. and Project programmatic activities.  
Specific details relating to Project activities are presented in the 
respective chapters, ofthe report and in supporting technical papers and 
reports ref wnced throughout dhe main body of the report.  

Site lnvexlgatdo. and Analyses 

Site investigations and analyses this period supported the 
development of the viability assessment through continued surface
based testing, testing in the Exploratory Studies Facility, and laboratory 
testing. In addition, analyses and process model development continue 
to provide infornation and input fordesip and the total system 
perfonmnnceassessnemt compen,.nts of the viability aesscment. I-ie 
major technical questions focus on thermal effects, hydrologic 
properties of major faults. percolation flux, saturated zone 
characteristics, and iwplications ofclimate change for repository 
perfornmace.  

SUnTturatedhZ&nCh trzc flon. 'le Project continued 
its modeling, testing, analysis, and data clleclion activities to reduce the 
uncertainties in the range of percolation flux that can be expected in the 
repository horizon. Evidence on percolation flux continues to 
accumulate from a suite of ongoing testing in the Exploratory Studies 
Facility and surface boreholes that includes environmental isotope and 
fracnwe-coating studies, temperature monitoring, perched water 
evaluations, moisture monitoring, twW pneumatic tetfing 

Systematic and feature samples in the ESF continue to show 
chki ine-3 6 from weapons testing in a few distinct fractured or faulted 
zones, indicating that at Icast a component ofthe water is le: 3 than 
50 ycars old. Locations whnere multiple samples indicate chlorine-36 
from weapons testing appear to be associated with major faults mapped 
at the surface. Rapid penetration of surface water to repository depth
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seems to occuronly where fauttscut all the --my through the Paunbtwh 
nonwtlded hyd op W c wut(Pfn in the diagram) overlying the 
repository host rock. The amount aWd distribotion ofthiorine-36 from 
weaponi testing found at the repository horizon seem to depend on the 
rate ofsurface water infiltration into and through the Tiva Canyon 
welded hydrogeologic unit (TCw). Dsributon also seemsto depend 
on the presence of small subsidiary faults or interconectedjoints ;n the 
"ropopah StongTuff(TSw) that cause the downward porcolating wow 
to spqedW laterally within the Topopah Spring Tuffaway from fault 
zones such as the Stw'danrc fault.  

Tritium araysis ofwater extracted from rock .samples in the 
Bow Ridge Fault Alcove ofthe Expyorativy Studies Facility confrnis 
the indications from chlorine-36 samples that water is amismitted 
rapidly through the Tiva Canyon welded hydrogeologic unit along the 
Bow Ridge fault. Likewise. tfibumi from weapons testing extrcted from 
rock samples from the I Jpper Paintbrush TuffContact Alcove, which is 
located at the ba.e of the Tiva Canyon welded hydrogeologic unit, 
suggent the relatively fast transport of water through the Tiva Ca, 4 an 
welde'd hydrogeologic utit above the powe- Akt repusitory horizon.  

Other studies indicate that pervolanon flOux rates may decrease 
with depth because oflateral flow both above and below the potential 
repositoryhorizon. Lstiuatesofunsaiurated7onepereolation flux from 
di fferences in temperature data between the saturated zone and the 
unsaturated zone .n three boreholes indicate percolation flux razes of 
about 5 to 24 millimeters per year. But differences in temperature 
within the uisaturated zone alone (lopopah SpringuTifand Calico Hills 
Formation) in two of the boreholes indicate lower rates of about 2 to 
5 millimeters per year. Studies ofthe ratios ofuranium-234 to 
urniWum-238 in calcite and opal veins also point to decreases in 
percolatior, flux with depth, Ilie ratios in samples from the'l iva Canyon 
Tuff, die Pairtbrush nonwelded hydrogeologic unit, and the upper part 
oftthe l'opopah Spring Tuff i-idicate larger rates ofpercolating water.  
The ratios in samples from the repository horizon, however, seem to 
indicatc that relatively sm Wler rates of percolating water reach the 
repository huriion.  

Moisture monitoring in the Paintbrush nonyIded hydrogcologic 
unit in the south ramp of the Exploratory Studies IFacility offered some 
clues about water potential aid also ventilation effects. The initial 
measurements taken Wim intruments indicated that the water potential 
is considerably higher than indicated by measurements from Koreholes.  
The datau•cest a gh erp colation flux though the Plaintbrush
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nonwelded hydrogeologic unit than would have been estinwted using 
lorehole data. Matrix flux in the Paintbmnsh nonwelded hydmgeologic 
unit 1re not yet been estimated usingthis new infonnatim.  

Charwcerizng percolation flux in the unaurated zone is critical 
to the Project's waste cotainnment and isolation strategy, and the 
Unsaturated zone flow model istherefose one of the most citical 
process-level models to be incorporated into the total system 
Perfonnm assessmen upporft t viabilityassesment. Thus, the 
first expert elicitation to support the viabiEtyassewssen has been 
started on the unsaturated zone model. A series of three workshops 
was conducted involving data collectors aid analysts, modelers, seven 
nationally recognized experts in the field ofunatuated zone flow 
characterization, and observers. The purpose of the elicitation is to 
assess quantitatively the uncertainties associated with the model 
preictions ofthe satial and tapora distribution of percolation flux.  

-- u.-tedZone TIW . Reactiveand 
conservative tracer testing was completed in the 
Bullfrog.Upper Tram interval of th. C-hole 
complex, the most productive zone of the 
volcanic aquifer. Tracer tests are used to 
estimate flow and transport parameters. These 
parameters are input to numerical flow and 
transport models and will be used in transport 
calculations to support the total system 
pcrformmace assessmnent for the viability 
assessment. Ultinatelythereasts-will help 
predict likely dilution rates for radionuclides 
released frwn the repository, as well as the 
probable ground-water travel time forthe 

radionuclides to move from the repository to the accessible 

Results from the C-hole pumping tests indicate that the system is 
a dual porosity flow and transport system. Tracers travel in the 
fractures but also diffuse into the rock matrix. This process is expected 
to increwc travel time and enhance sorption. Matrix diffusion and 
sorption appear to be eflfctive retardation and dilution rechanisms.  
"11w Project plans, additional testing throughout 1997 on the low-flow 
TOOC (Prow Pass interval),
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I' Te studies indicate that even ifa small iaction ofthe 
radionuclidces reaches the water tabl-, quickly (within I 0,t ", years). the 
suatedzo, would ignilk 4y dilute radionuchd'c concations 
before they reach the accessible environment. Thus, th •seratued zone 
provides a defense against the most unc.crt•in aspects ofunsaturated 
zone peuform.ance; namely, that a fra.tion ofthe inventory could be 
rapidly transport2d to the water table.  

Laumd. Transport activities this period continued to provide 
e- ideswe about the potential radionuclide transpon throuLh the natural 
system. The migration (or transport ofradionuclides is affected by a 
variety of physical and chemical facters ir the natural system. one of the 
most important being the amount and rate of flowing water.  

A workshop was conducted to ensure proper abstraction and 
testingofthe process-level model on unsaturated zon radionuclide 
transport. This workshop effort is part ofthe prrices., to ensure that the 
total system performance assessment for viability assessment is valid 
and defensible. At the workshop, an abstraction-testing proposal was 
developed ,'orsensitivity studies to examine the effects ofmineral 
alteration on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. Results of this 
workshop suggest that repository-induced alteration ofexisting minerals 
and glasses in Yucca Mountain tuffs could chinge the hydrologic 
properties (permeabi lity and porosity) and geochemical properti,s 
(sorption capacity, composition including water) of the natural media 
overtime. The end result of the reactions is that the unsaturated zone 
could be different in the future than it is today. and simulations of 
radionuclide transport in the unsaturated 7fnf should consider possible 
changes in the rock properties. Abstractions will continue throughout 
the fiscal year.  

lthjrW M. Modeling this period evaluated potential flow 
barriers in the altered zone-the region around the repository that may 
be changed by the heat of the emplaced radioactive waste. Reactive 
transport simulations in the altered 7one indicate that when a flux of 
100 millimeters per year is driven into the rock by the heat from the 
waste, solids could precipitate and seal ftactures in less than 100 years.  
Such blockages would then thrce fluid to drain through the pillars 
between emplacement drifts. Tlhis water would thus bypass the wast 
wi thout contawtirng it.  

1hermalTeihg. T'hree rnajor in situ tests are being 
conducted to determine effects. of heat from emplaced radioactive 
waste on surrounding rocks. Ihe single-element heater testing that 
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I Teting Facjty Layou b l periodcontinuedinthe 
Testing Facility. In this test, the h comes 
from electric heovers that simulate the hea 

Pis ""f" _ A* fromemplacedradioactivewasteina 
. • repository. Someprelminaryreutsindcate 

that convective heating efitcts are smaller than 
h peicted from the thermohydrologic 

a-lyses. 'Ing is may be because vapor 
escaping the block or heat loss through 

S..fra.ctu.systems is notiaccounted forsin the 
modeling. Indications are thatarrempcratures 

above boiling, temperature predictionsagree 
quite •ell with measured values. The heating 
phase of the single-heater test will be 
continued until the end of 

el resting May 1997, when a decision will be made lo continue the heating phase 
nrgl- eair for another thre: months or to begin a cooling phase. Datawill be 

taken throughout the heating and cool-down phase.

A lest configuration has been developed for the drift-scale test 
scheduled to begin at the rnd of 1997. This test will be used to predict 
"and mnasure coupled thena-mechanicaJ-hydrologicaJchenical 
processs. The st consists ofa single heated drift 5 meters in 
diameter with electrical heater canisters placed in the drift to simulate 
waste packages. The test will provide information on temperature 
distribution and heat transfer modes: on the propagation ofdrying and 
re-wetting regions: on changes in waterchemistry and mineralogy; and 
on thirnal expansion and defbomiation modulus. Two to four years of 
heating are planned, depending on the processes observed in the first 
two)cars.

The large block test to study coupled thermal.  
mechanicaW-hydmlogical..chemical processes began 
at Fran Ridge. The large block test is occurring in a 
medium with controlled thermal and moisture 
boundaries and with known multiple fractures and 
inhomogencities. Instrumentation and waste package 
materials will be tested in a quasi in situ environment.  
Instrumentation -s instal led and the heaters turned 
on in February 1997. The heating phase ofthe large 
block test will continue throughout most of the next 
reporting period. The interior block temperature will 
be raised to approximately 140('T, with the 
temperature at the top of the block kept near 60-C,

I.S-T4 -
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and these conditions will be held stable forabout a month. After that 
time, the heaters will be turned offto start a cool-down phase. Data 
acquisitionwilU becrmuon dunigthe heating and coo-down pa ses.  

fitpge. Mapping activities and data from alcove boreholes 
continue to provide a clearer picture of the faults affecting the Yucca 
Mountain central block. Mapping ofthe central block of Ytka 
Mountain has given geologists abetter dcscription ofintrabloc k faults.  
such as Ghost Dance, Abandoned Wash, and Busted Butte. These 
faults spread out toward the surface into a series ofbranching faults 
from convergence at depth. The mapping indicates the pattern is 
maintained forblock-boundingfaults. TIis jindamental undrsnding 
of fault geometry will help geologists understand the deformation 
associated with Solitario Canyon fault. which bounds the western edge 
of the repository area.  

Recent drilling in the Northern and Soithern Ghost Dance Fault 
Alcoves has confirmed that the contact between the repository horizon 
and the upper lithophysal zone of the Topopah Spring Tuffis within 
I meter ofthe location predicted by the three-dimensiona] 
lithostratigraphic model. Video logsandcore from the horizo,nraj 
borehole in the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove showed that the 
main trace ofthe 6 ihost Dance ftault isabout 154 meters east of the 
main drift of the 1-.xploratory Studies Facility. Projection of the surface 
trace underground of the fault to the location ofthe main trace indicates 
that the fault is nearl% venrical.  

A stud% ofpotentwl magma sources in the Yucca Mountain 
region was compketed Ih¢ results show that there is no large low
velocity zone under C riter Ilat or Yucca Mountain that would suggest 
a major near-sur ace ýsource ntfmagma. This in turn corroborates some 
ofthe assumptionms nude in the Pmbabilistic Volcanic Hayard -Analysis.  

The proces.% to dc-eelop gmund motion and fault displacement 
information for desmgr and peribmanceasessment advanced this 
period %ith the remumption ofthe Prohabilistic Seismic Hazards 
Assessment proccx I he asesmsment consists of two parts: (I ) seismic 
soure ad tlult d isplimcnt echaracterization and (2) growid motion 
characterization. I he process uses panels of experts and formal 
elicitation oftexpens to examine dataand interpretations. Several 
workshop.s and el icitauon meetings were held this period. The final 
assessment will pros ide input io the final calculations of the annual 
probabilities o var-ing levels of ground motion end fault displacement.  
T'he proce.s v ill be completed next reporting period.

Projectinm ylthe surface trace of 
the (hoI Dance !awh tIf the 
location of the main trace 
indicates that theiaull is nearly 
vertical.
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Cing.2 Piiieocljmsit records have been ftihrw refined, 

incraments. Also, sci'eral binch~sofevjin~i, ame converging to 
provide sufficient understanoding ofpast cli~nate cycles to be able to 
geneallY forecast timing and mainitude ef climide change in the Ytxcci 
Mowntain aima Analysis ofdiatonni(microscopic fresh water plants 
with silica shells) &-4e ostnicodesismajl fresh wuidrcrist.aems) 
indicates extremely rapid changes ib-. the climate at Owens Lake, 
California. f'kew'h 80 C daorgin uteay 
climate. oflen varied fron ijn overflowing. fivsh %Wazesyste to a closed, saline or even dry syi.sri-i in less than 1,000yars. These kinds 
of changes are more typical of inergiacial aix: transitional periods ithan of the glacial period.,. Ostracole record ' - from ab..wt 5 5,060 years ago 
to present show very rapid shifts from dry climates similar to those of 
today to brief periods ofwarmn. wet climates supported by summer 
rains.  

Scientists, have found that several types of records of past 
climate correspond well with each other. These inc~lude the isotope 
records at Devils HllIe. Nevadia., and the paleoclirnate records frrm 
Owens I ake. (aliforrnia. In addition. hu h these records correspond to the marine oxygen isolOpe rccords fiat document global change in the 
earth's temiperature and ice volume, T'he records indic .ue that the 

timing aind rate oi~past climnate change at Yucca 
- IMov'ntain coincided with the large, cyclic changes in 

global climate thrioughoiut the Quatcrnazy. Using this 
*knowledge and the knowledge that global climate shiffis 

ance are related ito changes in total solar heating, researchers 
think it may be possible in general termas to forx-ast the LEn'p IN timing ot'etiratic change in the Yucca Mountain are&.  
Simila4rly. using the know'edg. abi ut how past Imagnitudes ofc cirimatechange are reated toparticular 
segmenb; oft1e solar radiation cycle. they' think it may be 

I possi ble to ibrccast the magnitude of futur-, climate 
change in the region. Specifically, beocause the pres,,nt
day scgm4.iit of the solar cycle resembles thdt ofaboet 

rage 400.000 years ago, the characteristics ('Ide climate of' 
*that time may he expected to genem~ll recur in southern 
INevada.

RCpoIPior8 Design Activities 

T he Project continues its philosoph% ofa phased and 
evok-ing design that will supprKti the bitysealng
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environmena impect t t,SW ecmmendatim, and license 
aplication. Current work is focused on resolving key design isusm and 
on designingsystar smaurma and compoixthtsat have little orzw 
regulatory precedent and have a major impact on perfbrmance 
assessment, schedule, constructability, and cott. l'ven thoughthe key 
design i•ss do not have to be completely resolved to support the 
viabilit a ment. suftcivil progress is required to limit fugure 

ll In keeping with its design philosophy, the 
Project began developing technical guidance based on regulatory 
r wirtments to support its phased approach. ThM Project began 
identifying appropriate acceptance critcria for important systems.  
;traMMwl %, and components in support of phase one design for the 
viability assessment, Late, the guidance to suppon phase two design 
(design development to support the license application) will be 
developed. The Engineering Compliance Plan will document the 
guidance for use by the design organization and the authors of the 
engineeringchapters of'the eventual license application. 'lxe plan will 
identify the information necessary to provide rasenable assurance to 
t~he Corrnission that the repository design supports construction ofa 
repository that would not pose an unacceptable risk to the health and 
safety of the public or the repository workers. The plan will also 
identjt. regulatory guidance and industry standards that may apply to 
the repository design.  

lie rule change to 10 CFR Part 60 incorporating design basis 
events becani effective this period. In compliance with the 
requirements, the Project continued t) refax its preliminary set ofdcsign 
baisis events idtntiified last period and also began unalysis ofthe design 
basis events. Previouslyselected external events (caused by h.ctors not 
directly related to rcxository design or operation) and internal events 
were gmfuped into analysis groups and the groups were prioritized on 
the hasis ofrthir ix)tential impact on repository design. availability of 
inltomnation to support the analysis, and whether the analysis is needed 
to suppxort the viability assessment, 

Two pilot analyses were begun that will serve as templates for 
,the, isqucnce analysestha will beperforined in funire reporting 

periods. These pilot analyses are the first to incorporate revised 
radiological saWitt criteria frm the revised 10 t'FR Pan 60. Analysis 
of design basis events will be uscd to refine the list of repository arid 
waste package systems, stru'tures, and components suhijec to quality 
a4SSuranCe requirements and to help determine the level of design detail 
rmquired to supprtkw the viability aawsessment and the liwcnsc applicaion.

Regulalori guidance to support 
design will be dm-umented in the 
k.nginetrng (Cefpliance Plan

Tu'a piol inakies t¢re 
i'trAiwmed thai a•r the first it 
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774 PC•AfXfHy &sxgn and #ipI•.ugm co•.epts camwhnv~d 

to he refned Io minim ie the 
anow q/ creavationm neszwy 
10 eipliwv wacie.  

Mr Pro/ci anahled the ei¢'rcl 
1m W4C thandling Budditkg 
uwperJikm* (if changinfg 5 

reetipt IVf pevtdomwlMiIr 
•waniuwrrd Nfet

SiWptingactivities included improving 
the efiency ofth MbAwfre layout andamlyring activities tw will isnpagreiufyoperadam 

7he mpmkuwry design and m= lacana ccepts continued to 
be refined to limit the aount ofexcavation necessary to emplace 
waste. Three potential space-saving concepts were identified. First.  
"analysis ofareal mass loading indicated that raising the loadin to abot, 
8 5 metric tUns of uranium per acre woul mean he rpcsitory arm 
could be reduced slightly (2 percent) from that given in the advamced 
conccptua design while sffll meeting thernal goals. Second. minnimng 
drift space surrounding defense high-level waste could reduce the 
emplacement area required by about 10 percent. Finally, for a given 
weal mass loading, using a wider drift spacing coupled with closer 
waste package spacing in the drifts could also reduce the amount of 
excavation needed, The concepts have not yet been approved for 
implementation in the design, and further work to deternine whether to 
implemnent them is in progress.  

"The Project analy-d the effect on Waste Handling Building 
toprations ofchanging to receipt of predominandy wwanistered fiel.  
The analysis compmrd ,%t and dry handling concepts and prcliminarily 
r 11mn-- a pmferred waste handling ipproach that would include 
a staging area with five operation lines (thre, wet lines for uncanistemd 
assemblies and two dry lines for caniskered wtes). Handing 
operations for shipping casks and canisters hare and canistered fiWl, 
and disposal container operatitms were modeled. Almo analyzd were 
stalling and shielding requiremelits, Analyses continue and the results 
will eventually he reflected in figure revisions ofthe concept of 
operatimns mnd systeni design LkE WnCLns.  

Waste Patkage Deal" Activities 

Waste package design continued U) emphasize the receipt and 
handling ofuncanistered fuel because of'the dc-emphasis on the multi
purpose canister effort. Work this period focused on thermal, 
stniactuna and critic"alit anavyses; and on the electing of materials for 
wastle packages support and inverts.  

Iku~mlma�bitad. Lksign analyses included thermal, structural, 
ndw criticalit, wrk, liernal design eff(rts have advanced in three 

main anrs: (! )evaluating the retixporwy and emplacement drift thermal 
behavior and its impact upon waste pakaiges, (2) evaluating waste 
pockup thmnal onkdhtilns with regard to meeting the licensing 
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requir, nents. and (31 evajuating and designing the wante package.  
supro~t andl inven boned on its theimal and stixuctrsi perfornmanc 

unewnnltxmkno~fitns

Two n~ajof su~ctnmj design wwlywse 
art in pruv..zss: ( I) prmiminary deiign of the 
waste packaige support and pier. and 
(42) wustc package stnctural vtMyses. T he 
ot~ectiv. of#th firi'tumnayris is to ttoxmine 
SpSJWPVUtC 4±nnus andmaeniA6 for the 
waste package support a-d pier un the ba3i,, 
of structunul requirements. 1the puwpos of 

tsecond Is to determine componient 
dirnmisus. C'ampotient difmiunNis si 
required to show theAvunc% of the 
unr~istered fuel wple package design w~ith 
xtan6&-. seeI-honon neutron absa whet pl~tes 
under koiding encoutemtel during waste 
fuawkqe drop evenv.. Iisiir PiW*~ A49V Qt -V irlCO Piet 

Preimimn~ary Lkjiaj

Aw riticaq actiities consistodof deve~oping inputs in auppon 
ofRevision I oftJie l)s~oWI Cndrwir- Aniaysis Nlcthodology 
lehIc " " mpwt, devmlopirig the ig ic-,'. bami tur Integra jxincipa 
isoio" bumulp txcdit, evaluating wwite packsge designs for ctijiality 
control, and mneeting with Commission staff to discuss Revision 0) of the 
nwictbology report. lK visioii I of the tochnical rcpo~n is stchedued u) 
he rele-&wd late in tiwcal yew~ 19Y".. bes actvities wvsupporinjg the 
dtevelopmentiofthe Dispusal Criticility Analysis MethmduogojL lupicul 
Rcpw. uhchdulcd wo ht; completed wid submitted to the Curnmission in 
1999

Nitatr.~Eiiid.oniJ Sensitivity studies related to po~tential 
pervmktin flux continued One senitivity shidly investigared the 
telatiinsh~ip between drift scepage and pervolation flux frtxrhtli 

fltu)goicus and hetruineous rock cLiflditionfs. Ihe modeling 
klhlwed thitt when heterogeneity in fract~ure properties~ incriased. the 
threshold percolation flux at which water is ible to scep into the drift 
decreased. In homogencowi eonditionk1. nrrowinp the fraiiure aipcrurc 
di~rihution also rcumcd the p vdieted thresliod perco lation flux.

A wcxw4n scns~tivity stuihl Investigated the influence of 
pemilation t1w. tn tcrrperutures in the tlriti-scale test. i1he modeing 
itidicAWtati u lt 14 as nlillhimeter per yewi Ilux I ai value chotisen w; 

mpreentative ola6urnvnt prudictilois of pervohnitin flux ), the nuixIniUn
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drift-wall temnperammat the center between the t~nds of the heate 
drift would be mrnOrmta I W)0C lower tha for& flux of 0.05 millimeters 
Per year.  

A third w ity snady examined dw serw"iv of lactat flow 
to 14reotation flux. Greater wotw pressure (as would be expected for 
higher Percolation fl'ix) was komd to strongliy mmreue fraicture flow.%

"Bu Ihabwwmy 010 m m 1" 
are heisi Confduej 11) evaluate 
tht 46hydrmikem afteragim of 
CtWvrnrevv

IliM PrOcct is conducting both labiorasory and in situ tests to 
evaluate the hydromthen walteaon of cocrete. ixperimnWi rumits 
will support a design dccision about the use of concrete in the 
repoitorY 'Ad a 4peific decision on the use of preca concrete liner 
for mechianical uport in rePoW1orY epaceme~nt drifts. Laborao 
tests Armbking used to determline microstructurwal. mineralogical, and 
mechanical chainges in concrete and changs in wate chemnistry because 
of the hY*othemaicycle. For in situ textizw& concete samples have 
been Placed in the large block test at Fran Ridge anod the single-heater 
test in the l-ixploratna studies i-aility. Samples Will"as be placed in 
the drift-scak tes. ObservgicmS %i I I be made while the healers arm 
operating; after the tests, samiples willf he collecteJ Mnd fol low-up 

modiel. 'the moidelw uas ed to predict (a) the Maximum expected 
temperatur rixe at selected locations in the thermal test area, (b) the 
ventnviai NrWnnets fir the n hborng driftsand (c) the insW-Acitin 
re-quimreents for the thermal bulkhead that separate the heated atid 
unheated parts of tht heate drift, The results of the modeling willI be 
used in the design and commtntion of the test.  

Performane Auesmamata P~rorm 

Curet effoirt mr focusd on preparing for the next total.'ystemn 
pertiormane aWssesent, planned for the 1998 time fnune. in suport~ of 
the Viability assessmient. Much effort was Concentrarcuon model 
iibstnic~tionajid tcstin1gf process-level models. ndii..  
experinWents and mo~den n continued on waste package and enineerslc 
banier Materials and %Bste fornis. A waste retrievability rc4Wnentbs 
StUdv began; this study is 4 precursr to the design activity expmeri 
nextPeriod. In OditiolL peformancecorfn~innaion plan is being 
prepared-
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-a
MAdb ah. 'T1w Project has asiopted an abstraction

testing proen as one measure to ensure that the total system 
FrfraMO M 'Es wN mupmportg the viabilit asgnnnat is valid and 
d&fnible. The Peformance rawnent supportingthe viability 
uacn t will be consmnct of models developed to represent 
processes and ftures ofboth the nadural and the engineered systems.  
The abstraction-testing process is being used t.. ensme the results from 
the high4ydetiled and comptunaionally intensive site and cngineerd 
"avuim models are property reflected in the absuacted models used for 
perfrnvce m a 

A lthough the, prvesses and features are strongly interdependent, 
the pertfonnace assessment analysts have broken the proesses into 
,omponents to Mtciltate analysis th aNbstraction-testing proce.  

Thes proc e an their key outputs in abstraction arc shown in the 
box on this page.

The abstraction process 
includis thne ajorelenents: 
planning, vfwk.hps, and 

plans developed during the 
workshops. The workshop 

partipansincludedsa 
collector, process modelers, 
.%Mmysn jflorrnamnc 
assesment modelerm, and total 
s-terM p-rtonrance assessmernt 
nxnjcls.m

TProcess

L

Kevy Ovtpu W Abstmcon

Insaturated zone flow Percolatitm and seepage flux 
lhermohydrologic flow Hlium$ity temperaure 
4car-flctd environment Soyplnor. dispersion 
Vane package 4ep; JaoiiM Conutnment time 
Vastc form alteration and mobihzation Solubility, diffthive;advective flux 
Insaturated zone transport Advaclivc velocity distribution 
'riticalibty Probability, effects 
atturated zone flow and transport Dilution 
3ioiphere Do[.e c•mvefion factors

hibs reporting period, workshops were held on the foilowing 
topics: ( I ) unsaturated zone flow, (2) chennohydrologic flow, (3) near
field environment, (4) w-aste package degradation. (5) wte form 
alteraliom and mobiliation. (6) unsaturated tone traispofl. and 
(7) cnticality. I he results ofthese seven %workshU)ps include a listing of 
the perti-rmun-, ncasur" or prtinitJ'*tion crinteiin aianst which all 
issues were ranked tor importance to p)stclosure performance. Also, a 
list ofthe highest prioriN issues %as defin-d and it a short yrpis of the 
voaous testing and analysis plans was developed. Atter the works?.ops.  
wo'rk began or, the detailed Istingl and aNl> sis plans. Iwo more 
kkurkshops are scheduled for next period: (I ) saiurated zone flow and 
transport andt 2) biosphere.
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Testing in the hiiig-ienm 
awrwaian f4wdav

1AAMA~L1MM~Many diffmrnt types ormsteuia 
*Utiii We being COndUCte tO iiwenlgase the Potential 

- ~C~raoeonofw winepakage cntaem~atnukns plaedm dinte 
poftetia WaiitOry hMZiDO. Studi= in the 1o~g-teMn 
cwfosioIn testing facility, Which bega shortly WMi~ the eOd cf 
laMtPeniocOawinued. '11M clsmofm idrials webein~g 
studied: corrosion resistant, cWwakr W lalwance, moid 

ld pt1n ~tD lastattafive yeam with tMspcipnj" 
Miocl yi m wotd and ispected.Thfatsto 

SpV~iMMe ws Wiwthdran tthe end ofMarc 1997. The 
information from thee WUst will be used to refine proc~ss 
models that wilt be provided to the perfomnance assessmernt 
and the waste package design groups.  

Muscepibiliry Of metas to aqueous film corrosion bean to 
provide v! lxs about the mechanics of co 'osion on moaterials
ContAminated Witit smLsttypical oftkie rep sitory envimnmcinml.  
Investigators are particularly concerned about corrosion once 
conditions bmeome damp and humid. 'Ibis pe-riod, situdis 

showved that sa,11covered specimens of carbon steel corrode very fasnt 
41 firs"t. wisth, tirme. the salt ci~s"Cumed-'bv the oxidationt pmmne 
and the corrosion eventual~y stp I.ater, the oxide Urans'.*ns into a 
stable oxide and spails off b fiwcs

In electrochcmical tc- s, various at tys wmr tested to determine 
the potential fi to W- ized cot nision, such as pitfing. T'he alloys -Are 
tesed in bnnes otvariowisalt Content. Alloy ('-2? (a nickel-hromjwrn.  

immune to Iucaliicd attack lukderall experimental condifions tested. thus 
ýwuggesng theirsiiitahility for useas iner contamr maWeri&6l.  

In toth,,r testing, malh aniv corrosion tcxsf began in January 1Q97 
toin~vstigate the ektrtx * -.nuu intermilion between the dissimijar 

mietals ptopo)sed fo~r the multiharrier waste package designs. Trests to 
deteimiineif corroion ise"' Inced by mierxwrganisnispocscnt in the 
poitenitil repo~sito ryevr~cndtred hum r04 mntrnipcrat~urtti O.i(o, 

Strs~l-,,rrok~ierkk growth tests are heing PC611MIriic inn aeN' 
sevviv environiment used to distnguish betweevn caud~jat materiali.  
Results indkite tha Alloy 925 (an irxnn-nickel-chvM~iWn-mo~yt~deum 
alhoy). wh~ich is at potential candid or the inner hamrrir became 
SM4XPtible Ili stress-vortosion crackin~lafter being ii i tan acidified Wiat 
Solutitin at 90-T' for illt) 14) Ldavs,

Projrwc dmepa.w AO/



!a the abstractiori-teting workshop on waste packap containe 
de~aatiri.n samnof theindi vi&Wa modelsforth, different carrosion 

mo Were OW&AuOl~Wt. This w" particulary tn' for amoe affwting 
the ItwmnmThorcrrmavenaj and its interaction with the corrosion products 
mW rMvairnwg s nztetue of the outer burrier.  

W"a.E m Waste frm activitucs inchiued evaluationsi of 
cqnmmtacial spen nucle fuel and deferise high-ltvel wowt glass 
digoidwopawn w W&.-Nng. "p nuckwa fuel oxiidatiamt aid 
thanrmodynaic data develolwment for geochemkWa modeling, Tests on 
spent naclear fuel included flow-through tests, and testing of commerial 
Vpent nuiclear fuel in three types of wnsaturated i'Ane conditions: high 
drip rate, low drir rate, and vapor tests. Dry-bath weight gain tests ar 
in paogesx to determine the oxidation response of spent nuclear fuel.  
[wig-ternt unsaturated tests (drip tests) continued on two glass 
comtpoitiions (Savannah River Defense W.aste Processing Facility and 
West ValleyA FM-1O). A gi ass alteration model h&% been developed 
for wic in waste piwkagc perfoi-nncme modeling an! is rcported in the 
Waste Fern Chanscteriyation Report.  

In the a ttbon-testing worksho~p related it) waste firm (waste 
tIrm dcaraLauti and nilionmudad mbi~lizaiion). the highest rnkedW 
jimw* Wo Rpen nu.ww fuel wire diwaoutio.Vahration rate. ruleas. raw,.  
PAluhility limits, holluhidal kinetics, wud cadinag degradation High 
bornup spent nueclr "wil test samnpics were alsu i Jentifird as an issue.  
For higih-level wasw g"'s. the highest ranked issues were dissoiutkion 
W~aleutm rate rele&* nate. wilubility lWitibi and ctolkWa knti.  

)jU H21dsUabfjjM- A wAste rs itv~biliqty iudy is being 
4:u dul:ied it;de~elop the technical ritthotial for the mint4 J plogit.  
disjusal systemi dt sign arproach to be used fliwcomplying with the 
10 ( IK Pon W0 reuiremnents related to rctlnevability, I'hivitudywill 
atso idcraitr jotential axcnariosconcernliN the fina i pisition of the 
retrieved waste lie Ketnevahilitv Strategy ýReport was completed in 
April 19'97. and the related mined geologic disptisil system retrieval 
drsignwiwvitv is scheduled ito he completed .it the end of fiscal 
yearI 

i~duzaaa~afliim~iaaApcriwinanwcectmtir,,nagt 011pki 
6~bcing prepaed- Ow plan wiall prov'ide deta~ils io4'planned perliMIUVICC 

As~ In the Mn% hiuslh develtiped concert study reptort, the plan wiall 
(it Wadnti6 the ptiicvsws to' be simulated 1wr pxistc lasurc pertoihmcv

ben4eveMS i~hffdi wft~d inA 

package prffrMOMce modrlaag

4iudi repi~rl and Mei (du*, '4 

Teflieal drs tgi acli~velsir aret 

ru'p1il'tl perrwu
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wounhfwt in sup'otofa licmner app kadm(b) list thesitcmd 
rnim geologic disposa vystem design parameters needed fite 
Minulym.() frvmthis lst, reeornnenthepsuntetwn~diobe 
rrieamaud nmoutwW1 obsevvd. wM&ed and analy-nd following the 
submnittal oft license appication to construct a Mrepitory, aOd 
(d) tdeinrbssci g*0fic mx~n~itt~ ciiism facilities 
for perwmamne con onri daft acquw *Wo mWd reaedealtuabom.  

EipkwftM~ hStudles IPaeldy Desiu an4l CouuftrudU

Activities awviciad w~ith the lixplortot Studies Facility 
conctewed don cofnpleting thw south rwnp exesabaton mnd westng 
alcoves. Wny surfaue support facilities nhcessary to support 
subsurfacc constucticui vv being built. Construction of urnerground 
support mid utility facilities continued at a not nceedd to nupport the 
,wuwess ofthe tiunnl boring mcu~unc.

.:,*O, Ntk IftiUid rrahAWvj 

aw IM-cPmbv wWi Jamwri to 2. 3 
"ve-in msv rMWiRgj 440! 

V .7

LU~mfory~tud L lb.'Ib turanel boring nwhane is 
-ow tunneling up the south rampj and at the clos ofthe reporting 
peritd was 112 mecter% fiyn, reaching the south portal and daylight.  
Durtng the firmt two mm-iths ot this reportng period, the twmnl boting 
machine *dvuanmd at on average rate of 21.6 meters pier excavation 
day. eYm bloky gvita,4 howeme, %vx encowtered in late 
Novemba thait signifcntly redcWpogress, andduring Decemberr 
an-i Januai) tha av~ernge advunce rate fellI to 2.5 mhetersi per cxcavation 
"miy. The poor I owid coiditions required extettsivc material be 
rmnovd by himu fromtrwound the tnnft, boring machine betine invert 

installtion of steel setstrpgrond support 
%%sals requimrd.  

In arlY Februay, Swnwd ctnuitimui 
imphnve I significantly su that the tunnel 
boring machine udvawce rate ave-ge 
20 meter per excavafion day for the month.  
I 'nder the present schedule. the tunne boinng 
machine is -Xiected to reAtch daylight in 

alcovs were iwder constrwlon this period.  
Fxcaviauonot'thc]lbennal I -Uinj avility 
was completed In carly Fehruiur, 1997

A&I VW CCA .4-ikkA~
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Testig Facility to auppo tkl planned drift-scie Uest scheduled to u.tw 
in 1w liTt quwartetfrIiscl YearI 4. Excavation OFOWi acces drift of 
014 Northern(Abo Damr Fault Aloew wwvxften~d to its pluntcd 
kngth of 134 meters. and the exploratry burehole was reenwterd .*nd 
extanded io locat tOw fou1t and temng on the Wu~ began. flw 
cxaafoo th diltm itcNiwnGm acFault 
Aluyvc beWan In addiuon. the initWa phas t ab"u 143 rnwtr) of the 
dirift meem for the sotgthcn oiust Dmm= Fault Alcove %wu conpict4, 

Design wwk continued towuP.iothewhenina eating tamcility 
and Northr iin ihot IDanc Fault Alcove. Designs fior the excavation 
for the drift-scale heate test and associated test support features and 
the driii-test room for the Ntruliwm (Ghost D~ame Fault Alcove were 

forue tconstructio 

I'rqjvct plwuiing Ian " 6ensing aiiti% itio- wce re imu~ed im 
activitme to supp"r the viahality assessmnt of Yucca Mountain as a 
pCrnTn~eft VCwl4)gi mqxisitLov.  

pnIn lkvxmrhe I Y%. The visk rflt- ted ajj,-Jrfca 
) du 1997) work r.ope WWd fudi ng plan thAt waj-s haseirscd i n 
.Neptember1M).I 'Y6 Tbe long-ranger plan revision reffirrms the 

Wcivitivesdirectlx supoving the fictil)cii 19& 98 viaahalitv A&Wssnieni 
wVre ui~ned in ijewa, c~othwiiten wgit the 4&awlltwd kinirrwit riwa.  

11=1162 itnhnifiaa Inteructions with ('ommimison staff4nd 
tither twnain ~pn~.Issueresolution activjtjes%%wrr the 
fulls of severa intcwfictinrs ith -irnsto if bese anieriL j 
ventere don definingt thc nwict~idogieu used tto aLddr'es the aiue. UC 

niMwwnts n the wfci.oJ weiwnw topi;,u rv~pn 1144hr qiuuiirv 
c~eifw1 it) 1w rrissur~i next penti4l I he jlepffnment plawi tj picp 
the thurd and final wwAwn topwWa rtport all fiscaWsea I WS*

IJ.'&embur IV"M
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*f'" n*JOr illftfiiývion iVNOu5aWv1tYOccWTW this powd.  
FifA CýMmiggion sftff provided Om cornrnew on the L*pwftncW's 
IM)CWto axn*w Ow expM elmW"M for the repol Ofth,, 
hvh"st'r- Vokw"c Hzwd ArAlYsis for Yucca Mounain. -Me 
'PC" 4-1cýxl the rMdu of the expt" elicitaficm to A&MU the 
proboWlityofdixmptionofdwpo*nWfepmitofy hý, ;ti igne" 
erupfiwork&us"% 

ThCMffC0ftIu&dtW*aeIicjtafiwp=eu 
OW4rdIyWpwmd*w*jxt=w with the COMMisý -S &WCj, T0chnJcW 
Po"I'm 'b'ComtLqsýmftffWSobuficaWdUWSpahtof=lolve 

their WMftWM cm thc- UNC Of"Pe"judPwRI tO OVOY licensing 
infiwMiJun has bmaWremed.  

In the We(vid inwrvictitnL IkPMXnt and CoMrWszion s:affs 
Ave-ed on a pwh forwwd to rm)l'ýing the iPwus Mi vit.vi=w, At the 
""MICUM Ot dw 9XdMv. they dmkqpW a fin afftw.,,.M dw 
will help fesolve the imue, 

Rtg&&V the aitk-wity is&m, tl.K (.omrnisokm 4,ffpm,,idvd 
cuinments on &, Disrk" Criticafitv Analy.,ý,i N*dxdokW TWW.W 
R"rt. This repon K.Ovid03 a Preliminary deNcription Ofthe prupomd 
risk -hitsed disposw crifiWity analysi.5 

nxlhodoloa. '11w staff% nxt to 
d'3CuM W4 k9ln to "'Ive 30"W Ofthe comments. Revision I of this 
technical report is expected to be c(IMPICted by thgend of fi" 
yelAr 199 7 wW wl I I pn)vide the lu"is fi)r a toPicAl rePOrl that wil I Wek 
Cornmisshýn acceptame tfthc prtptwd FnetN4+)jLV that 'All] uwlu(k 
the Whnical haxi s for bumup crodit.  

UM.0h A 
NUMM "14Ualitv&WMWCdcfivi1ivs, the IXTanmcnt 

completed the tlrt pan j-,I-jhc WCOnd Pluse oftlic onvoing 
rec"U"Wetilig O'dw 4ublitv asstwanct himtton within the Prowwn. nýs 
CITM bosan in Mvpwdw tt;W6vtiVes to ipwove theetfectiyeness ot* 
wtvk in IJvpwtmnw jitykvs " 41NO to r 
ofthis pan orthe mvnjjikvrinV, plan was controlled by a tr-Mition Am 
tM WinsterW the mvvell"-v fj,&tKM FWf4MnW twy the individugil 
Affixudoy9w"'UhMs 14, 11W DepArtment, M .Wive in I, cbrum- 19Y7.  
Tlft M-partnwrit intcraUi Io intpletnent dw fir Wi phAw to tnvW 'twn thr 
mm4ining qutdit" M"UM'Ve figMitwu it) the OnwUnent during the next 
ftlx4ting PCmW. In addition, in hUrch tlw rkTm,#Wn, lasuejI 
Re-%lbit-4k 6 'WOW QUAIi I) Awnumv RcqWrrffwm gnd lk'sili*M 
thwurnen'. the PrifwiPW PfOgnun OditY wssunuwt "uirmwnts 
dtv'Urnent. Ibis wvisitm addrr.%scd Wvj ijW"qXMW (-cimmissiot, 
coninwnts ctwwen iingwitilt, tic jfjý t-,4,pijj"W.jddL..sjgnc4mM1I.

TIN- thrr1mgm amd I 
Jiger werd an a pgfhfiw*Ard 
W Pff-4,WX the W-row adivin 
ixvw

"W 110powt 11 W rimp4wa 1AW 
fir3l PWJ 
OAW IrdawmIA" 

4$IWWKY AM-IUMU *,"" 1)4

4%%*4 -MOWWU*U I., 1AW 
14rWMM
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. In ProrunouUmbactivitim PM*1 
slaff CMW'eW * Vi&O OW highliOts PtOjW activities =npleted 
dunnst1whWfinvilyew. Also updated wu the Ptoject mkeMkkj 
PW UW dewritxm pWm for fostering public involvement in Pro*t 
activitim 

Ntinvt e&wwt*W*.-tjvitm(xmfinuvd, 

centm. w4ioting sk 1CMC Howl 

cmnPetItIon, Scoul VxrW96, $:W a Vuhm Fxpo on 
cWwyMxwtuniti". PTviectpem;nnetWicipated 
inctimIonjesopertingthe Net Day *%injoative in 
Nev". Ibis initiative ww tovonnwtwhools to the 
Internei wid had been supponed by 'Irplect 
pemmml ftno contributions wid vc luntmeffimt.  
Fur the PAmth,.Science Center, Ow h-oject compiled 
an Obwn ot'hivoric r4k*-x% ofwwl) rmnive Affieriewis 
ior use in newcultural miauruv activities.  

F141AXXV 

4 * Apf 112 5.144 7. lix- fIrtiliect completed the txc4vation oklic 
"mirt h, fivc-nillv tim.twl of the f -xpkwakTmS i ich 

had begun in September 1994.  
the completed tuniwl.wr% es -Lsan tuidergrowid I.&Ixmitoryproviding 

togathrrinl4rniotionnol 
dVdIlaWt"MldP , Nother!4otave 

IJV % jltwbk- thcvlabiliN 
imw-arnent witt futurr imiviliesstichas the mite mcommend4tion MW 
licewscapplmawn lestinginthe ItK-TmW

%ingle-licatcrtc-it nu)%-cd intothccooling 

imMa% 2k IYO N-vimilingpho-se %ill continue forapproximatek 

he xialyzrd mid cvmr%ýtmd %% ith tvuxkl mstilts.  

I he Derumment rmended tbr a third tinw the p-Ablic coninirm 
tvnix1for its ntlcrimkiq ýwtv. aN for the pwix).sed revision ot assiting 
Unidelitic-, t 10 CI R Pan 4f-Al i. Fhe publiv co"mient peritni Otrwd 
Mily1h,1997 I ht., I kpmnicni expec Is k, Isstie it fimil rule in Mij- late 
I qQ# 

In "tine I 1W. thv Dej\iiiinent appro\ cd a iii(x1itication it, the 
rAnPC Phul 14 1 im- I tAk t1w Ck 111-stnIC thill Of all

,400111C.1 6d a U-10kC 4-COUff

Pt-xol Aw.,Wt al/h



n-esAC% drift& . lThe ~ihi will inchale desig n md conswtnriof t 
ftedriftsonsucxtwfl oftlh wwakovum. &W drillng taal 
UVMqdpffl w~ ezc~vazoA- Ot h bm diicwflvuctiuni WN stm 
skettle wnlntwdalngoflk btmvicwofWhgli t.ichiwvw 

The Depsuiwni if conxidein a revised forma for the Progres 
Repr OWe would pomve a n we sciumit Whigb.Mvu mxnnwyofft 
nwos impmaav wtivitiqs, o rcv pon- of the Program. The rvisd 
formnat would includ tmiefdzsv-wawis ofnwvaciivitin1 focus on 
ikwoos oI'numlinuet during she rqxmting period, and resuht in a 
aigmficai stronilmod doetancut. In nuwruning dii. &rcur mt 
inimugcd reliance would he place% on rct'cmwcs for t-vhnical details 
and Appendix A would he the first reference to the Progrms Revni 
Appendix A would he mai'tamned as awIw e mdaunte docuwme 
*id km mini ins everyix mnths. Provision ofatrearunlined 
"rogma lKepon would jvovWf remdcn with a muon uasr-fticndl> 
dueument &Wd mcetdw fteirding, rcquirenmc its' of the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act and the Nudcla Regulabory Commnnsion's 10 ('FR Pi'Ar 60.
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PROGRESS REPORT #16

CHAPTER 1.- INTRODUCTION 

1 di Site Charactenriation Progress Report summanrizes progress on site ch~rsctenzation 
activities! At Yucca Mrotntain. Nevoid*, for thr period OCtober 1. 1"~6. through March 31 1. 997.  
The " %r. is the sixterrth in a Aeriet issued approhtrnaeiy every six months to report piogrest 
and results of site char'acterization activities being conducted to evaluitte Yuccýa Mountain as a 
potsible geologic re-iository for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive 
waste . This progress repon is prepared in 6ccordazne with Sec~tion I I13(b)( 3)of the Nuclear 
Waue Policy Act of 1982. as ame~nded (NWPAA, 1987), arid 10(YR 60. 138(g).  

This luport higahlihis work sitated, in progrss. and completed during fth reporting 
per"Io In w1dititm. this report docurisenta, andids.cuhwi-change. it) the Office of Civ'iliani 
kadwat~ve Waste Mhanagcment t(JCRWVIN Site Chasracterization Program i 'Program) resulting 
from the ongoing collection and evaluation of %tic intomiation. systems walayses. development of 
rreptitory and waste packite designs, and results of perft'rmance asse,.semni activities. N)tuail 
on the actisritie --urnmAnzed can he found in the numerous technical reporis cited throughout the 
progffnm fepoht 

Yucca Mountain Site Chwitrizatciiun Project tProje-vo iwtavittcn this per;Qd locsed im.  
tmuplecnnticna the ni-ea~r-ter ckjectives of the revised Programn Plan visued last period Near-tenrm 
objw'cuve% of the reviied Progra~m Plan include updating the U.S [)epaulment of Energy'i !"OI 
reposAitory siting guidelines. to he consisten~t with a more tcwus-ed perforrmance-driven program, 
%uppwilng an a ssssment i n 19408Jl of the viability of Cntinuing with ii'sleading to the 

twesing of a re~usitn rv; and If the site is suitable submittal of a Secretarial sue rec-ominaeldaion 
to the Presideni in 200(1 and license application the U S Nuclear Kcgulstury Cotmoision INRC) 
in 2(X)2. Di-wing this reporting pcrii4d the Project des-eluptid And hase1ancd it% long-range plan in 
D-cembaer 1ltM* That revistio rrflected the detailed fiscal Nvar (FYi '1491%wok wope arid 
fituninf. plan pmvtuwslv baselined at the end olf FY 1~4". Site characteriration nctiviaucs have 
been locused it, answer fte fli~jot openl telhnicd issues, and it, slippoit ihc v,.Abilityassn' 

Die lollowin$ wectitwis of ChApter 1 In~n Pitipeci thimfv. iutline the haw.s fill 11w feicu 
terrilt ohiestises. diwus% Owi 1)(4l's strati'givs lot ochieving these rfcies n otep~gur- in 
achiving, these objctivr%'Ihelb chapter% atitt thr% antrotitwtonh tlsrith Ptor~ ct wtiittAc that 
kwcurrec during this Irlpoting peoud thAt suppcr t the Pforganit 

1.1 HIS~TORICAL. PFUSIFFTIVI 

The PTolei ,tiaacd irn 1977 when the IX)E1 begtn e~aiuating the pt,%sibilit) oipoiu 'A 
high-levsel rAwtlivr~ts w~sht in isgookriv repositurN -it the Nsev~iL~ lest Site. Owjv the next 
years. the [)XW1 inveaeiagated A suumber of 3-tics newr the Neida TeI Site And &ecided to 

uCkwntrate ckpki"aiau effotsrto on the tufts of Yucca Miountain In 1490. the rA)1E Coniutwtd .s 
forrnal wreening of Nlev&' aTest Site Areat 23 oiftutnwhich 4 part of NucaWC4Mi.Uan liesi 
I ho 4aziv~s.! As"~ corvu ed to be cotnp~ioihi Wbith ithe Areato kk~xtiOn phAWs 01 WiC SrernI j 
ats uit1 bt 1ii t he IAtiatil'Ad sit infg p.'At uwd nriIt itr t1he li~ag % qro tic Xu~ frka U, "Wa % I'toi icS A~ k it
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1986" (NWPA. 1993 1. As a result of this formal ev aluation, the DO)E Identifiedl Y'uwa Mountain 
as a potentially acceptabl site in February; 1983.  

The Nuclear Waste PNfc Act of 19821 et~iti ih a nation* Aicy for iheedispWa of high-level radinactivi: waste and spent nuclear ftue. The Act also ý. ;-d the OCRWM within ith DOEJj and assigned that offiu. the responsibility fmr developing a %sase management sysitem 

In respose to requiremfenzs ina Scction ii 12ja of the Act. the DO)E Issued the 10 &FR Pan 960 wdxelines in 1984 for evaluating the suitAblity of .ties for ftpostorics and sztamd the sttt sceermang proea~s The Enviuonmrwtal Asseismefnt for Yucca Mountain (DO)E. 1986). also reui~urtd by, Ith* Act, was Issued In 1986. in responsle to the issuance of the Frivironmental 
Atitsessirricn. iurface-basect stuadies at Yucca Mountain iievclcratei Initially, these studies --onsisted of nonsurface -disturbing testing nr existing explorator brehole~adwl c rle 
hy the gevernment, anayscs ot. and experi ~net.N with. rock and water saimp~cs. stuphyýuaij survey&, rnetcor4AuogwAl2 hydrologic, anad %eosmii: monitorin$. geologic mapping. and samnphrag of surfisctal materaal From the mid-1 980s to 1994, the fGOE plArux fin and then ctnductrA a comprvhensive site ch aterjzation progrm twa.ied on the Site Chwx wizatior, Plani SCP.  

Willi the 1'ia87 Ammnedivints, to the Ntutear Wa~jt Policy> Act, Congr-is desagmited Yucca -Mountain as the onI% site to be ch~a~ra~ctizd to Jete-rnasric It% suitability as ;s geologic repcmetory Durnng the fuloimcsnX ',eu (he OCRWM issued An. SCP in *iccrdance with the Act and continued conducting a program of dotailed sale-specific investagalioni and evaluAtions to assess the suitablitttv of Yucca Mountain The NRC is..urd it,. rtview of the' SCP, the Site Chari~cteri~aton Anflahss iNRC. 198'9), ini July 195'.I Tho, docwument identified points requitng 
clagitgAtrnJlld NHC k4nvt~rn% in the form- of co~rnent'a, question% anid tob)ecitons 

li'rin-Ir Ithe ftr hilt of FY' 1994. the f)()! condut~ctd prelimAinas c,.ajuataoas of vAt tous opia% o for wt-uý:Iufiny the reposlitiry prtogria It' inet Changing need.% and expectaationy.. The 1$48 SCP h adt prewnatd 4 comprehenmsve testing, design, and perfarawwc asbcssinent programi.  I hruwtentitiv intorm4iinnobiaaajincd as the P'roject iwta~t% ii proagrei-%ed waA% tpcctcJd to be used it) focus thc Prtagr~ri tin 4iktivitarc ineeded lot silte kjiwiateliatiaon and sately "aNaisa However, estcrnal and intern~l pr starex mtwec 19511 tendf;e14 two brad, rather tiW it) fotlu% ttw Program.  and resultcd if)rasanF pCitos Atiut the k-vel of ceirtainty an uiuerstanding the natural goologli. %t suril'. and tih 'tr-naa~ of crijeincrerd hArriet, in the~ evisitew wilting H) ihr Lite 11t.) Colf% KAId begon it) espres cnavern about continuing lifowth in fth estimlated t.o!st of %vt, In J,11,11h~i beCauseC IhC saw4 a.hra.st~e , Iwdulc did noet [etluirc 
ifrinitive fresults tarmsl thr liwenw ipplacaation *A.- conmpleted in 2Ntml, progreiss %&. difficult it, delonikk-cair wi,,,,l ntosur fllS~hu%. me, the last hialt of ii 1'1WM, the lX)(M desepopd and rrlincd .4 i~ .mprre.) t4ika.a i J4%i to ,ho-A col timthi ua rs~ pu grus %sithin the tinancial msiaurcei 

likr' to tvel~ 11w 191J.4 h~LrMigil Plani, Isssud teiCmtmcr I', 1994 ;LX)E,, VWJ4441.  sunwaanzed the ncic Appaa..hý ari the IFXW. hqegia anipteon ling this new aproach~ during the 
11110 hAlf 0a 11' 1U'Mi
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By the end of FY 995: Iktwever. Program redirection requested by Congress and 
conw.quent reductions in funding for FY 1996 again significantly altered the direction of the 
repository program descnbed in the 1994 Program Plan. The DOE recognized that, because of 
the significant reduction in funding. a much reduced repository program would be required that.  
consistent with Congressional guidance. focused on the core scientific activities at Yucca 
Mountain and that deferred the preparation and submittal of a license application to the NRC. As 
a result, the target dates in the 1994 Program Plan for constructing a geologic repository and for 
emplacing waste underground also were deferred. The funding reductions resulted in curtailed 
site investigations and postponement of both the environmental impact statement and revisions to 
the annotated outline Uo the license application.  

During th setvood half of F" 1996, the DOE rele*',cz Revision I of the Civilian 
Radioctwive Wat;e Management Program Plan in draft form (DOE, 1996a). This draft plan 
reflected a revised Program approach to be compatible with congressional guidance and expected 
funding !:veis and to answer the most critical technical issues remaining about the design of the 
repository and its expected performance in the geologic setting. This modified approach 
reifle4d the awreased technical understanding of the Yucca Mountain site. This draft plan, as 
implemented by the Pro-ject's long-range plan (CRWMIS M&O, 1996a) and annual fiscal year 
plans, irtcmrpofates a focused, integrated program of site characterization, design, and 
performrance assessmene that will result in a license application for a repository at Yucca 
Mountain. if the site is suitable The Energy and Water Development Appropriations Act for 
FY 1997 in effect approved the DOE's new strategy and directed that a viability assessment of 
the Yucca Mountain site he submitted to the President and Conriress by September 30, 1998.  

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE REVISED PROGRAM PLAN 

In it.s revised Program Plan, the [XOE Identified three near-term oh ',cttves- (1) updating in 
19Y7 the WXE tepository siting guidelines to he consistent with a more ft'cu.d program driven 
hy the r• .ulti 4l performnaance analysis. t2) suppo•ring an assessment by 1498 of the viability of 
i-',ttnottig with tictin% leading it, thet licensing of a repx'o-itor', and t 3) it the site is sutable.  
,initting a Secretarial site tecomniendation to the President in 210l, and a licenss. application 
to the NRC in 2(00.  

The tol•owing s•ectons discuss ntw near-terni obectiv¢,, ot the revioed Program Plan 

A key element in the revised I "ogram strategy is re•ewing and proposing rcvsi.Ions to the 
IW l r sepsntor'. Niting guldehiws Ovc. the passt decade. !gislatlon has nloed to 
chr'terizaton a single si1e meiad of multiple sites and towvrd developing site-specific 
Nttif,.4d% io pru.tect the pubhlw First. in 1987 ('Conress directed that the DOE characterize the 
ytk.'a Mo'wtAill slitC ,id tInIinate cIt ,ii itile ai the otht sicN, In 1992 Congress dtited the 
V U;p% ltonmenaldl |rotetion Ageno to pioiiaila~ate A1 ,site h[1-1 ifl•. t.-ifld.d htot N'Utt.J

I -,



Mountain for protection of tI public. The NRC must then modify the technical requirements and criteria for licensing a repository (10 CFR PaIt 60) to be consistent with that site specific standard. ThIts. the DOE proposes to amend its siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 9(k), which were promulgated in 1984, in response to these national policy changes and to increasing technical 
understanding of the Yucca Mountan site.  

The proposed revisions to the siting guidelines are intended to eliminate the comparative siting criteria for evaluating the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site for development as a repository. Instead, the DOE is proposing to add a site-specific subpart focused on the overall performance of the repository system during operations and after closure, rather than separtely evaluating individual aspects of the site. An overall system performance ar,,roach is the appropnate method to consider all relevant site features because it identifies in an integrated manner those attributes of the site and engineered components that are most important to the 
protection of public hcalth and safety.  

The DOE is using a public rulemaking pr :ess to modify 10 CFR Part 960, which began with a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (61 FR 66 i 57) issued for public comment. The Notice of Proposed Rulenti-knng published on December 16. 1996. began a public comment period that is scheduled to close next reporting period. The DOE expects to issue a final rule in mid-late 1998.  When implemented, the regulatory changes should s. .irnline the process for site evaluation and repository development, while protecting public health and safety and the environment.  

1.2.2 199M Viahility A&wUMsent 

The second principal objective of the revised plan is to address by 1998 the major open technical issues, including those related to the waste containment and isolation strategy. so that an informed assessment can be made of the viability of licensing and constructing a geologic 
repository at the Yuo:a Mountain site.  

The viability assessment is not the same as the site suitability determination and site recommendation. Rather, it is a step along the way that is essential for the rational completion of the site recommendation. The viability assessment has two purposes: first, to guide the completion of the work required for an evaluation of site suitability and preparation of a license application, and second, to provide the legislators with a better estimate of the viability of a 
geologic repository at the Yucca Mountain site.  

The viability assessment is a logical convergence point at which the DOE can make an improved appraisal ul the prospects tor geologic disposal at Yucca Mountain using the results of the piogran, first desribed in the 1988 SCP and the results from the excava!ion of the LEplorator, Studies Facility. These results allow the DOE to develop an integrated picture of the ipository system at the site that was previously impossible.

1-4
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The evaluation of the site will not be finished in 1998, but the assessment will bring many 
individual data elements together into a comprehensive perspective for the first time. The 
information produced for this viability assessment will be an important validation of the 
practicality of the existing national policy of geologic disposal and will allow policy makers to 
make a measurably improved judgment of the prospects for recommending, Yucca Mountain for 
repository development And licensing to authorize construction. When the data and information 
are delivered, policy makers may determine that the current program should be changed or 
amended or that DOE should continue to implement the revised Program Plan. Currently. the 
Project is concentrating most of it. effort on supporting the viability assessment.  

1.2.3 SiLiam_ b u•.au n 

If the site is determined to be suitable, the DOE would proceed with issuing the statutorily 
prescribed environmental impact statement and Secretarial recommendation to the President. If 
the site were approved by the President, the DOE would submit a license application to the NRC 
in 2002, 

Environmental Impact Statement 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. as amended, requires that a final environmental 
impact statement accompany any Secretarial site recommendation to the President. Any such 
environmental impact statement would be adopted to the extent practicable by the NRC in 
connection with the issuance of a construction authorization and license. The environmental 
impact statement process began with the Notice of Intent published in the Federal Register on 
August 7, 1995. The public comment period closed December 5, 1995, following 15 public 
meetings across the nation. Because of decreased Project funding for FY 1996 and direction 
provided by Congress in that fiscal year appropriation. preparation of the environmental impact 
statement was deferred until this reporting period. Work has now begun on reviewing and 
summarizing public scoping comments, gathering data, and identifying data needs. The draft 
environmental impact statement is scheduled to be issued in FY 1999 and the final 
environmental impact statement issued in FY 2000.  

Si:c Recommendation 

If the site is determined to be suitable with respect to the then-existing siting guidelines, a 
decision to recommend to the President that the site be approved for development as the nation's 
first high-level waste repository is expected in FY 2001. In FY 2000, the DOE would inform the 
public that it is considering a site recommendation and would announce a schedule for public 
hearings on the possible site recommendation. After the hearings and before recommending the 
site to the President, the DOE would notify the State of Nevada about the decision to recommend 
the site.

I.,
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As required by Section 114 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the basis for the 
decision on the site recommendation would include (a) a description of the proposed repository, 
inciuding preliminary engineering specifications: (b) a description of the waste form or 
packaging and an explanation of the relationship between the geologic environment and the 
waste packag-'s and waste forms. (c) a discussion of data obtained during site characterization 
relating to the safety of the site; (d) the final environmental impact statement, and (e) preliminary 
comments by the NRC concerning the sufficiency of site charact.Azation. The site 
recommendation also would include the views and comments of the Governo, of the State of 
Nevada, the State legislature, and any afftccd Indian tribe, as well as other information the 
Secretary of Energy considers appropriate and any impact report submitted by the State.  

A Project Integrated Safety Assessment, scheduled to be completed in 1998, will present 
integrated information about the technical elements of the Program. This document will describe 
and integrate information on site conditions, repository and waste package design. and 
performance assessment. After completion, the document will be provided to the NRC for 
review as one basis for its preliminary comments on the sufficiency of information on the site 
and design for inclusion in a license application. The Project Integrated Safety Assessment will 
be used as the starting point for developing the license application.  

Licene Applicgation and Revised Approach to Licensing 

The goal of submitting a successful license application remains central to the Program's 
mission. The technical reports and supporting data atciated with the components of the 
viability assessment will help improve the understanding of the repository concept, and provide a 
comprehensive appraisal of the prospects for licensing and constructing a geologic repository at 
Yucca Mountain, Although the information will not be sufficient for licensing, this work is a 
logical step toward developing a first-of-a-kind repository. In completing the license application.  
the Project will define a repository concept that includes a facility and waste package design 
consistent with the characteristics of the Yucca Mountain site and will assess the performance of 
this repository. Appropriately, the DOE will develop a repository concept and ensure that it 
adequately protects public health and safety before seeking approval from outside parties. In so 
doing, the Project will examine alternatives and will propose a repository system that can be 
achieved within rational cost and schedule restraints.  

During this reporting period, the DOE began developing three products that will support 
development of the license application: the License Application Plan, the License Application 
Management Plan. and the Technical Guidance Document for License Application Preparation.  
As described in Section 1 .1. the License Application Plan is one of the products of the viability 
assessment and will describe the work to be performed between the viability asessment and the 
license application.  

The License Application Management Plan will provide the management framework 
within which the license application will be developed. Information included will be the layout 
of the license application, the document control process for the license application, and a step-by-
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step description of the process by which the license application will be developed. The 
management plan is expecte. , be completed by the end of FY 1997.  

The Technical Guidance Document for License Application Preparation will provide 
guidance to authors on the technical and licensing content of their license application chapters.  
The technical guidance document will list the regulatory requirements applicable to each chapter 
and will provide acceptance criteria for the authors to use to verify they have provided an 
adequate licensing case in their chapters. The document will also describe how industry 
standards and other available guidance should be used in the licensing case to be presented in the 
license application. The initial guidance document is scheduled to be completed by the end of 
FY 1997. At that time, some of the regulatory requirements and acceptance criteria will still be 
under development, so this initial document will still have gaps and will provide interim 
guidance.  

The DOE believes that interactions with the NRC staff before the license application 
rhould focus on two objectives: reaching a common understanding regarding the issues that are 
significant to overall repository performance. and reaching agreement on the adequacy of 
proposed methodologies and approaches to address important technical issues such as criticality 
control and seismic design. The goal is to reach a mutual understanding of the repository 
concept as it develops. This understanding will provide a basis for NRC preliminary comments 
(to be included in the DOE site suitability package) on the sufficiency of site characterization and 
design for inclusion in a license application.  

This approach is a departure from previous efforts that focused on resolving individual 
issues related to specific site characteristics in isolation from one another or from a specific 
design concept. The DOE believes the sufficiency of site characterization data and analyses can 
only be determined within the context of a coherent repository concept that includes both design 
and system performance. Thas, the DOE will first develop the overall repository concept before 
addressing specific issues related to licensing. The DOE will seek insights from the NRC staff 
throughout this process regarding issues affecting licensing and approaches and methodologies 
for addressing specific technical issues. This reporting period, interactions continued with the 
NRC staff on the issues of seismic hazards, igneous activity, and repository criticality.  

Since the NRC's 1989 revision of 10 CFR Part 2, including a new Subpart J that required 
the DOE to design and develop an electronic information management and distribution system 
(designated the Licensing Support System) was issued, discussions with the NRC have led to an 
understanding that most of the requirements for a Licensing Support System may be met by using 
available Web technology. The NRC and DOE are actively pursuing al.,rmative solutions to a 
Licensing Support System. While the NRC is proposing reasonable alternatives to a Licensing 
Support System in a rewrite of Subpart J. Project staff is reprocessing records into a format that 
will allow access via the Internet or transfer to a Licensing Sippon System if that requirement 
remains and prototyping an electronic format for licensing documents. The prototype effort is 
expected to conclude in June 1997 and will allow the DOE to determine whether electronic 
licensing documents are feasible and the manner in which such documents should be generated.
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Linkages from a licensing document to its supporting documentation would provide easy 
traceability for reviewers.  

The current strategy recognizes that additional information would be obtained through 
continued surveillance, measurement, testing, analysis. and performance assessment during the 
construction and operation of the repository. This information would be reflected in subsequent 
license application updates and amendments.  

Beyond license application submittal, the Project would place high priority on those tests designed to enhance confid'.nce about long-term performance as part of the performance 
confirmation program required under 10 CFR Part 60, Subpart F. During this time, the long
duration in situ tests that measure moisture redistribution and changes in rock properties in 
resnonse to thermal loading would provide key information. The Project also would give high 
priority to confirming the behavior of engineered barriers within the range of expected repository 
conditions.  

If the NRC issues a license to receive and possess spenw nuclear fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste, the scientific work will focus on verifying the terms and conditions of the 
license with regard to site and repository characteristics and performance and on obtaining data 
on changes to the site caused by repository construction and waste emplacement. The object would be to confirm, in accordance with 10 CFR 60.140(a), the basis for earlier predictions about 
containment and isolation, to confirm that natural and engineered systems are functioning as 
expected, and to test the models that will be relied upon for confirming the long-term predictions 
required to support a decision by NRC to permit closure of the repository. The application for a license amendment to close the repository will not be submitted until sufficient confirmatory test 
information is available to provide adequate confidence to support a decision to close the 
repository. The repository will be designed and operated to preserve the option to retrieve the 
emplaced waste for up to 100 years after the beginning of waste emplacement. or until the NRC decides to permit permanent closure. A decision to exercise the retrieval option may be made on 
the basis of the results from performance confirmation, or it may be prompted by a policy decision related to geologic disposal of spent nuclear fuel, or recycling of fissile material in 
nuclear reactors.  

1.3 WASTE CONTAINMENT AND ISOLATION STRATEGY 

The waste containment and isolation strategy is being used to focus the remaining effort to 
the viability assessment and to guide the work beyond the viability assessment. The strategy 
focu.es on two technical objectives: first, to limit the annual dose to members of the general 
public following permanent closure of the repository; and second, to provide total containment of the waste within the emplaced waste packages for thousands of years during the period of highest 
radionuclide inventory and temperature. The strategy outlines the approach to addressing and 
resolving postclosure performance issues for licensing and also focuses the science and design 
work needed to determine postclosure performance in the periold leading to the viability
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assessment and beyond. The strategy also incorporates new site infurmation and designs, 
realistic performance predictions, and potential regulatory changes.  

A summary version of the strategy was completed and distributed to the Nuclear Waste 
Technical Review Board and to the NRC in July 1996. After the summary was completed, new 
information derived from interpretations of several site investigations indicated the potential for 
average flux values at the repository horizon in the range of I to 10 millimeters per year or even 
higher, with a part of this flux associated with fast pathways, Percolation flux affects all the 
system attributes identified in the strategy as most important for predicting the performance of 
the engineered and natural barriers: rate of water seeping into the repository, waste package 
lifetime (containment), rate of release of radionuclides from breached waste packages, 
radionuclide transport through engineered and natural barriers, including dilution in the saturated 
zone below the repository. Higher percolation flux could mean shorter travel times to the 
accessible environment, an increase in the number of waste packages being dripped on, higher 
relative humidity, and a reduction in the ability of the heat from the waste to drive water in the 
host rock away and to produce and maintain a dry repository. Determining percolation flux is 
particularly challenging becamse no method is available to measure these low flux values. Also, 
empirical data are scarce and there is a need for further study. Thus, the DOE began re
evaluating the strategy. A revised summary is scheduled to be issued next reporting period.  

The percolation flux information has far-reaching effects, impacting design, performance 
assessment, and cost--the components of the viability assessment. Thus, the evolving flux 
information and unsaturated zone models will be factored into the ongoing work toward viability 
assessment, site recommendation, and license application.  

The viability assessment will include: 

I. The preliminary design concept for the critical elements for the repository and waste 
package' 

2. A total system performance assessment, based upon the design concept and the 
scientific data and analysis available by September 30, 1998, describing the probable 
behavior of the repository in the Yucca Mountain geological setting relative to the 
overall system performanLe standards; 

3. A plan and cost estimate for the remaining work required to complete a license 
application; and 

4. An estimate of the costs to construct and operate the repository in accordance with the 

design concept.  

The following sections describe these deliverables and report ciirrent status.

N
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Repository and Waste Pakage Design 

The first component of ihe viability assessment- repository and waste package 
design-addresses those design elements critical to determining the feasibility and performance 
of the repository and engineered barrier system. The effort will evaluate the technological 
feasibility of the designs but will not develop all the detail needed far licensing.  

The repository awd waste package designs build on previous work. including the Mined 
Geologic Disposal System Advanced Conceptual Design Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996b) that 
was published in March 1996. The Project continues its philosophy of a phased and evolving 
design that will support the viability assecsment, environmental impact statement, site 
recommendation, and license application. Current design is focu-sing on designing systems, 
structures, and components that have little or no regulatory precedent and have a major impact on 
performance assessment, schedule, constructability, and cost. These issues, based on the waste 
containment and isolation strategy, arise from thermal management of the waste-generated beat, 
the role of supplemental engineered barriers, corrosion of waste packages, and dissolution of 
radioactive wastes.  

Scientific and engineering information obtained during testing and analysis of data from 
the Exploratory Studies Facility will be inc,--porated into the designs. Site programs and 
performance assessment activities will provide data and criteria for designs. The designs will 
serve as a basis for estimating repository costs and schedules and for identifying additional 
design work needed for licensing, The design information will also be used as ;in input to the 
total system performance assessment that will support the viability assessment.  

This period in keeping with its design philosophy, the Project began developing guidance 
to support its phased design approach toward licensing. Design activities this reporting period 
include modifying waste handling operations to reflect the de-emphasis of the multi-purpose 
canister and performing design analyses (inc' uding structural, thermal, shielding, and criticality) 
to accommodate uncanistered spent nuclear fuel. In addition, laboratory tests are being 
performed on waste package materials and waste forms to prvvide ii dt for waste fnrmn 
degradation process models.  

Total System Performance Assessment 

The second component of the viability assessment-total system performance 
assessment-will describe the probable behavior of the repository system consisting of the 
natural and engineering systems and calculate the variation and uncertainty in this performance.  

The performance assessment, scheduled for the 1997-1998 time frame, will reflect an 
integrated site and engineered system using design concepts and data available at that time.  
Uncertainties %sill continue to exist in the characterization of both the engineered component and 
natural system processes. These uncertainties will be reflected in the alternative conceptual 
models and parameter distributions considered in the analyses. Thus, the perfornmance
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assessment also will evaluate the possible range of performance caused by uncertainty in key 
factor., such as ground-water flow, thermal effects, and corrosion.  

To ensure that the bases for the assessment are valid and defensible, the Project has 
developed a process to perform an integrated total system performance assessment to support the 
viability assessment, Model developirent must be focumed on issues that are most important to 
performance. To ensure traceability (a complete and unambiguous record) and transparency 
(ease of understanding by the reader and reviewer), the bases for assumptions and results must be 
clear, readable, complete, and documented. Traceability and transparency are continuing 
concerns of both the Project and the NRC, and these concerns were also raised by the 
Performance Assessment Advisory Group of the Nuclear Energy Agency. This group compared 
and evaluated the specific technical approaches of ten recent system assessments, including two 
that address Yucca Mountain (one by DOE and one by NRC). In their review, the group noted 
problems in traceability and transparency.  

As a critical step to ensure traceability, a process was established to ensure that 
performance assessments properly reflect results from the highly detailed and compuLationally 
intensive site and engineered system models and from the scientific data that constitute the basis 
of these models. The activities are designed to inregr-e the work o'" site characterization, design, 
environmental programs, and perfornance assessment. It is not feasible nor efficient to 
incorporate all the complexity inherent in all the specific process models into a probabilistic total 
system performance assessment calculation. Instead, abstracted modcls are used as surrogates 
for the comprehensive process models. The abstracted models must, however, maintain the 
essential elements of the process model. including key interdependencies. Several processes 
have been identifie,1 as key: unsaturated zone flow, thermohydrologic flow, waste package 
degradation, near-field environment. waste form alteration and mobilization, unsaturated zone 
transport. saturated zone flow and transport criticality, and biosphere, This abstraction process is 
critical to the success of the Project.  

For the total system performance assessment supporting the viability assessment, Project 
staff have undertaken an extensive program of defining, developing, and testing abstracted 
models in the nine technical disciplines most important to repository performance. The 
abstraction and testing activities occur in three steps. The first st4 p is the planning needed to 
identify a preliminary list of issues and the activities to be accomplished. The next step is to hold 
a workshop to develop a consensus on the relative importance of issues related to the process 
model and to develop plans to analy,.e the highest ranked issues. The workshops include data 
collectors, process modelers, subsystem performance assessment modelers, and total system 
performance assessment modelers. Following tht workshops, the third step occurs when the 
details of the abstraction-testing plans are completed and the analyses aid testing performed.  

This reporting period, seven workshops were held, and two more vvorkshops are scheduled 
for next period. The abstraction workshops are only one of several measures the Project is taking 
to ensure the traceability and trarsparency of the total system performance assessment supporting 
the viability assessment. Two other measures, plus their accompanying records, are being used 
to ensure traceabiliiv
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First, a formal expert elicitation process has been instituted. In support of the assessment for the viability assessment, this process will follow the nine-step process outlined in the NRC's 
Branch Technical Position on the use of expert elicitation (NRC. 1996a). The purpose of this process is (a) to quantify and document the uncertainties in the process models to strengthen the 
assessment and (b) to focus on process models that are very significant to total system 
performance. This process is currently under way on the site-scale unsaturated zone flow 
model--one of the most important of the foundational process-level models. A series of three workshops involving data collectors and analysts, modelers, and nationally recognized experts in 
the field of unsaturated zone flow characterization was ý.onducted.  

Second, a peer review panel of external experts has been established to monitor and review the preparations for the assessment, as well as the final product itself. The peer review 
panel will first review the previous total system performance assessments from 1991. 1993, and 1995 and make observations on the plans, approach. and assumptions for the assessment to support the viability assessment. The reviewers will also review the process modeling and the abstraction process. Finally, they will provide a formal peer review of the assessment supporting 
the viability assessment and the comments and recommendations will be incorporated into the assessment that will support the license application. During this reporting period, the peer 
review panel was convened and its orientation began.  

Besides the steps to ensure traceability, the Project is also using specific measures to ensure transparency. An initiative is starting to examine ways of presenting the total system performance assessment results graphically so that they would be more easily understood by those who are not performance assessment specialists. The Project is also investigating using hypenext to increase the reviewer's electronic access to data sources and cited materials and 
developing t computerized data retrieval and selection system to help trace and document 
decisions made in data selection.  

License Application Plan 

The third component of the viability assessment-license application plan-will define the work required to complete a license application. Submittal and docketing of a license 
application to the NRC, should the Yucca Mountain site be found suitable, is the DOE's central 
goai.  

During this reporting period, Project staff began developing the License Application Plan.  which will guide the development of the license application. The plan will describe Project work 
to be performed between the viability assessment and the license application, and give a schedule 
and a cost estimate for this work. rhe plan will also outline the Project's licensing strategy.  describe the license application content requirements specified by 10 CFR 60.21, and describe 
the perfornance confirmation plan. The infornation developed for the License Application Plan will also be used to support the development of the license application, if the site is determined 
to be suitable. The draft plan is scheduled to be completed late in FY 1997
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CQOU and Schedule Estimates

A set of estimated costs and schedules 
for the repository system is the fourth 
component of the viability assessment, The 
estimates will encompass completion of site 
characterization, performance confirmation.  
and construction, operation, and cloure of a 
repository. The cost and schedule estimates 
will be a factor in policy decisions regarding 
the feasibility of and justification for 
continuing with the licensing and 
construction of a geologic repository.  

The estimates will be based on the 
repository and waste package designs 
developed for the viability assessment and on 
scientific testing and analyses completed by 
1998. Because not all the details of the 
design will be developed fully by the 1998 
viability assessment, some design 
assumptions will be used to complete the 
estimates.  

Work began this period on developing 
the cost to construct and operate a repository.  
The cost estimating process includes the 
development of a cost analysis document that 
will summarize the assumptions to support 
the cost estimate. the development of a life 
cycle cost schvdule, and the identification of 
models to be used in the estimate. The cost 
analysis document wall also define data bases 
and data sources, used and will contain a draft 
cost estimate for re' ie%. This reporting 
period, the Project generated an annotated 
ottline for the cot analysis documenrt, 
updated the cost account structure, updated 
cost models, and developed a life cycle cost 
schedule Work is continuing on assembling 
model descriptions for each cost module, 
assembling assumptions, collecting and 
integrating data. and gaeerating a draft of the 
cost analysis document summarizing the 
FY 1997 work
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1.4 PROGRESS REPORT CONTENT 

As shown in the box on Page 1- 13, the main chapters of the progress report deal with 
programm1,atic, site, design and cc. -ction, and performance assessment activities. Various appendix ., support the main text. This report reflects the information available and the status of 
the Project as of March 31, 1997. An Epilogue has been added at the end of the Executive 
Summary to identify important events occumng after the close of the reporting period and before 
the report is printed.  

In addition, for more general readers, the report begins with a Note to Readers that 
summarizes major achievements during the reporting period. The Executive Summary is a 
summary of major decisions, accomplishments, and issues of interest during the reporting period.
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CHAPTER 2 - PROGRAMMATIC ACTIVITIES 

This chapter reports the results of the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project 
(Project) planning and regulatory activities, including baseline control, environmental 
compliance, and licensing. Other programmatic activities reported include those in quality 
assurance (QA) and public outreach. Programmatic activities focus, evaluate, plan, control, and 
ensure the quality of site characterization, design, and performance assessment activities.  

Programmatic activities this period focused on supporting two of the three near-term 
objectives of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) revised Program Plan: updating in 1997 
the regulatory framework for determining the suitability of the site for the proposed repository 
concept and providing information for a 1998 viability assessment of continuing toward the 
licensing of a repository (DOE, 1996a). The key features of the revised Program Plan. as well a3 
DOE's philosophies for achieving its near-term objectives, are discussed in Chapter 1. The 
following summarizes the notable programmatic accomplishments during this reporting period.  

In hoe with the goals of the Plan, the DOE published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on 
December 16,1996 (61 FR 66157). to amend its siting guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960 by adding 
a new site-specific subpart for Yucca Mountain, Public comments are currently being taken, and 
the public comment period is scheduled to close next period. In other planning and control 
activities, the Project baselinoc a revision to its long-range plan. The revision reflected the work 
scope and funding plan for fiscal year (FY) 1997.  

In regulatory activities, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and DOE 
identified several points of agreement that define a path for resolving the issue of igneous 
activity. Work began on three documents that will support the development of the license 
application: the license Application Plan, the License Application Management Plan, and the 
Technical Guidance Document for Preparation of the Lif-ense Application.  

Additional progress was made in reenginearing the QA function within the Office of 
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OC.RWM) Site Characterization Program (Program), 
This is a phased transition of QA functions from the individual affected organizations to the 
OCRWM Office of Quality Assurance; the transition is expected to bt complete in the next 
reporting period. Once complete, the Office of Quality Assurance would have complete 
responsibility for all QA functionis within the OCRWM Program.  

Details of these and other programmatic activities are presented in the rest of the chapter.  

2.1 PROJECT PLANNING AND BASELINE CONTROL 

The Project baselined a revision to its long-range plan and also began implementing the 
recommendations for streamlining the document hierarchy. The Mined Geologic Disposal 
System (MODS) Requirements Document is currently being revised, and when appro' cd, that 
revision will affect several of the Project regulatory and management control documents.
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.1.1 Fricd tPlanani and Schg .inuhn 

The Project baselined a revision to its long-range plan in December 1996. That revision 
reflected the detailed FY 1997 work scope and funding plan that was baselined on Svptember 30, 
1996. The long-range plan revision reaffirms the e:,.cntial schedules, milestones, and key Yucca 
Mountain site characterization activities descrnbed ni the revised Program Plan.  

Detailed annual painning for FY 1998 work scope is being carried out in stages. The 
activities directly supporting the FY 1998 viability assessment were planned in detail during this 
reporting period using an integrated schedule and detailed basis-of-estimates (a correlation of the 
scope of work and the resources required to complete the work). The detailed planning is 
consistent with the baselined long-range plan, although some schedule adjustments have been 
made. No major Project milestones have been negatively impacted.  

Eg imal: The r-nminder of the FY 1998 activities will be planned, but not to the level of 
detail as those activities directly supporting the viability assessment. ristead, a compilation of all 
activities will be costed, analyzed, and prioritized. Some adjustments may be made to the 
detailed bcope or schedule to accommodate required work interfaces and to remain within the 
administration's budget submittal. This work will support a further update to the Project long
range plan that will also address results of Project work accomplished to date. During the last 
quarter of FY 1997, the detailed Project annual plan for FY 1998 will be prepared and baselined.  

2.1.2 Umment Hierarchy and Pmram Baseli)e 

The Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System (CRWMS) Document Hierarchy for 
OCRWM identifies both Program- and Project-lcve! documents, including both regulatory and 
management documents. During !his reporting period, streamlining of the document hierarchy, 
as recommended by the Technical Baseline Hierarchy Task Group. was approved, and 
implementation began. The recommendations of the task group were incorporated into baseline 
change proposals The changes incorporated included (a) moving the MGDS Requirements 
Document from Program-level control to Project-level control; (t) replacing the existing 
repository and engineered barrier requirements documents with the MGDS Requirements 
Document- and (c) moving the repository and engineered barrier requirements documents to the 
CRWMS Management and Operating Contractor (M&O) control until the system design 
documents are approved and controlled by the Change Control Board. Implementing this 
streamlining of the document hierarchy will directly affect the requirements documents listcd in 
Appendix B.  

21.2.1 Regulatory and Management Controls 

Changes in Project-level documents that control both regulatory and management 
activities were made during this reporting period. The MGDS Requirements Document (DOE, 
1996b) was revised to coincide with Revision 3 (f CRWMS Requirements Dmnument and the
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Technical Baseline Streamlining Initiative, Revision 3 of the MGDS Requirements Document is 
in review. The Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS M&O, 1996c) is being 
revised to incorporate key design assumptions supporting the viability assessment. Changes to 
several documents, however, are on hold pending the completion of the current revision of the 
MGDS Requirements Document.  

Foecast: When Revision 3 of the MGDS Requirements Document is approved, the 
repository and engineered barrier requirements documents will be removed from Level 2 Change 
Control Board control. The changes in Project-level docunents that control both regulatory and 
management activitics wt- identified in the cunrent CRWMS Document Hierarchy am summarized 
in Appendix B.  

2.1.2.2 Change Control Board Actions 

The mission of the Project Change Control Board is to ensure that changes to the Project 
baseline or documents controlled by the Change Control Board are made with adequate 
consideration of the technical, iegulatory. QA, programmatic, and cost and schedule impacts that 
such a change would have on each element of the Project. Change control, as exercised by the 
Change Control Board. prevents unnecessary, untimely, or marginal changes and expedites the 
approval and implementatior of changes that are needed to significantly benefit the Project.  

Appendix C provides a table summarizing signific.ant changes presented to the Project 
Change Control Board since October 1. 1996. The changes exhibit cost, scheduie, and work 
scope activities that impacted the cost and schedule baseline.  

.orag: Charges to regulatory and management control documents will proceed 
following the completion of the current revision of the MGDS Requirements Document.  

2.2 REGULATORY ACTIVITIES 

Regulatory activities associated with suitability, environmental compliance, and licensing 
(including interactions with the NRC) continued this reporting period to support the near-term 
objectives of the revised Program Plan.  

2.2.1 •;ui yAkilW•fActiv s 

The DO)E published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in th( Federal Register on 
December 16. 1996, (61 FR 66157) to amend its siting guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960 by addinrg 
a new sile-specific subpart for Yucca Mountain. A publi: hearing was held in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. on January 23, 19947, as part of the public comment process. In response to comments 
received from the public. the original 60-day public comment period that began on December 16.  
19%, was extended to 91 days. This extension was announced in a second Federal Register
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noice on February 3. 1997. (62 FR 4941). A second 30-day extension was announced in a third 
Federal Register notice on March 20. 1997 (62 FR 13355). This notice extended the public 
comnent period to April 16, 1997.  

EarWad: A draft final Notice of Proposed Rulemaking will be prepared after the DOE has considered the public comments. The draft final version will then be submitted to the NRC 
ior their concurrence review.  

2 Knilrmý C.mpnu Anti_ 

During the reporting period, several environmental surveys and permitting actions were 
completed for new and planned site characterization activities at Yucca Mountain. Progress in 
these areas is reported in this section.  

"2.1. Pe.rmits 

Permits are required for some land use activities having p.Acntial environmental impacts.  
This section discusses progress or activity associated with these permits.  

Quarterly bact--rioiogical samplint of the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) potable water 
system required by the Nevada Department of Health, continued this reporting period. The 
state-certified laboratory that analyzed the samples reported the absence of coliform bacteria in 
the system In addition, as required by the septic tank general discharge permit, the annual 
discharge monitoring relort, filed in January 1997 for the F.SF septic/leachfield system.  
documented compliance with permit conditions.  

Two waiver tinim extensions for pernits 59827 and 58829 were submitted to the State 
Engineer for continued testing ,t the boreholes at the C-hole complex.  

k'gWtt: Submzi'al of water quality permits will continue in FY 1997. as needed.  

&r_ Qualit 

On November 25. 1996. a revised Air Quality Operating Permit No AP96 1-0573 was 
received. The revised permit included numnirous clerical corrections and the following three 
changes requested by the Project: t li the deletion of the grout batch plant, the CME 85 drill rig.  
and two Top Head Drive Core drill rigs; (2) the reduction of annual operation hours for the 
LM300 drill rig; and (3) the reduction of annual operation hours for the Atlas Copco air 
corriiessors. The reduction in hours will help maintain the threshold for the Class U Air Quality 
Operating Permt.
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Eom:: Because of changing Project needs, a change in operational hours for certain 
permitted air emission sources is projected in the second half of FY 1997. The submission of 
new air quality operating permit applications will continue in FY 1997, as needed.  

Und•kgj d Inji.etion - DUlling and Trcers 

Two tracer tests were requested for the C-hole complex. The tests were conducted to evaluate hydrogeologic properties of the Bullfrog Formation. Tracers currently approved under 

the Underground Injection Control Permit UNEV89031 were used. Approval was granted by the 
State of Nevada for the following tests: 

I Injection of lithium bromide, pentafluorobenzoic acid. and fluorescent microsphcrcs in 
borehole UE-25 c#2 at C-hole complex. Approval was granted on October 8. 1996.  

2 Concurrent injection of pyridone into borehole LJE-25 c#l and difluorobenzoic acid 
into borehole U1,E-25 c#2 and at C-hole complex. Approval was granted on 
December 16. 1996.  

Approval trom the State of Nevada was granted on Oc tober 11, 1996. for a request to 
install an inflatable borehole liner at borehole USW UZ- 14. The liner is a temporary instrument 
capable of providing anbi.,it pneumatic data The liner V. as installed in November 1996.  

On November 26. 1996. the second ventilation tracer test for the ESF ventilation system 
was requested. The second test wa&s to evaluate leaks at botl the tunnel boring machine cutter 
head and the trombone air inlet area. The use of 3.75 cubic feet of sulfur hexafluoride tracer was 
requested. and approval was granted on December 16, 1996. The test was conducted on 
February 26, 1i97 

A letter proposing the use of oil skimmer-tieated water for dust control was submitted to 
the Slate of Nevada on January 29, 1997. Approval is expected in early \pril.  

FaMRw1: Traý;er requests for dr ling new boreholes into the water table and conducting 
pump tests are expected in the second h. ;of FY 1947. Submittal of additional tracer test 
requests for the C-hole complex and the ESP ventilation system will continue in the second half 
of FY 1997, a-% needed. A request to modify the underground injection control permit to include 
new reactive tracers proposed for ('-hole testing is also projected in the second half of FY 1997.  

2.2.2.2 Environmental, Safety, and Health Asesments 

Co'aprehensive and focused, special-issue environmental, safety, and health assessments 
are performed under a Project proactive 4,ssesswent program to evaluate organizational and 
programmatic compliance with Federal and State statutory requirements, DOE Orders, and 
Project plans and procedures. Comprehensive assessnents evaluate a bro'oad range of 
environmental. waety. and hralth topics in a spcctfw organization or Project-widr program.
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Focused special-issue assessments examine a particular program element, a potential 
nIoncoMPliance condition, or a specific area of concern that is time-sensitive or requires 
imTediate attention.  

Comprehensive assessments during this period evaluated the Radiation Protection 
Program and the Permit Compliance Program. Both programs were found to be in compliance with external regulatory and Project-directed requirements, Recommendations were provided to 
improve those program elements and practices relating primarily to administnrtive and training requirements. Focused assessments performed during this period evaluati management of 
hazardous waste satellite accumulation areas, used oil, and heavy equipmet.. ,elative to 
applicable environmental. safety. and health requirements. As an overall result of these as,,essments, specific program elements were revised and implemented to improve management 
practices in these areas. Another assessment examined trends from all past assessments and identified general areas where opportunities exist to enhance specific environmental, safety, and 
health program elements.  

Foreut: Two comprehensive Environmental. Safety. and Health Assessments and four focused, special-issue assessments are planned for the period April 1. 1997. through 
September 1997

2.2.2.3 Environmental Surveillance 

Approximately 140 environmental surveillances were conducted at the Yucca Mountain 
site to ensure compliance with environmentd, programmatic, and permit requirements.  
Corrective action and follow-up work were required on 17 (12 pcrcent) of the surveillances, and 3 (about 20 percent) of those follow up activities were completed during this reporting peric,.  

ku&lWu: Approximately 170 surveillances are projected for the second half of FY 1997.  Remaining corrective action and follow-up work from the first half of FY 1997 will be 
completed during the second half of FY 1997.  

2.2.2.4 Prea(tivity Surveys 

During th's reporting period. three land accest and environmental compliance activity 
reviewi were completed. and one partially completed preactivity survey for the south portal was canceled because of a requirements change The preactivity piocess involves acquiring land 
acess appiovals and right-of-way reservations and completing environmental preactivIty survevs 
(which include archaeological. biological and. in certain instances. radiological surveys) before" anu Proteci site acti= Its cAn he initiated. During the first half of FY 1997. one request to initiate 
pricativily surveys was reieived, 

FIurta: Apprtnimately three to %ix land a-ce%% anti envinrnnnental compliance ctivilty rci-VC N arm expected to be completed during the second halt of FY N19'7
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Z72.ZS Land Acquisition and She Access 

One new participant request to initiate a site characterization activity was received during 
this reporting period. The request (Installation of Seismic Stations by Los Alamos National 
Laboratory) was completed and access authorization granted.  

Three requests from the last reporting period have not yet been completed. These inlud-.  
two requests (Installation of University of Nevada. Reno, Seismological Laboratory Seismic 
lnstrumentati-m in Y-Tunnel and Pos' Activity Survey for Four Seismic Sttions) that are 
awaiting Nevada Test Site Operations Permits. The third request (Amargosa Desert Digital 
Seismic Station for Southern Great Basin Seiirnic Network) is awaiting a right-of-way 
reservation from the Bureau of Land Management.  

FEIRmftg: Three to six land access and environmental compliance activity reviews ame 
expected to be completed during the last half of FY 1997 

2.2,3 Lieendiny Activities 

The DOEs eventual goal is to obtain the necessary licenses and permits tlt iie repository.  
if the site is found suitable. In ptursuit of this goal. liccnsing activities included the management 
of and participation in interactions with the NRC and other oversight orga, .zations. Taese 
interactions help to clarify regulatory and technical issues and to reach a common ueJerstanding 
of rmgulatory requirements.  

2.1.3.1 Interactions with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and Other 
Orlnizations 

This section reviews and discusses signilfict actitmis, ••i-eem•nts, and aiwioIplishiment% 
thiat resulted fromi interactions hetweci DO-E and NRC, nweetings oi the A&visorF ComuitteC on 

Nuclear Waste, and meetings ol Ihe Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board. Aipendix D 
toIbulates the interactions with each of the totlowing agencie% 

LS. Nuclea_ cruatora i'orntsim 

From (-Otober 1996 through March 1997, the DOE participated in several interaction% with 
the NRC. including one technical exchange on the igneous activity program. In addition there 
were two technical meetings (on ESF construction, scientific studies and testing and design 
status) and two management neetings_ Numerous infomaml interactions also c. Zufred between 
DOE personnel and NRC onsite representatives, inclading regularly schduled meetings with the 
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office {YMSCO) Project Manager and Assistant 
Managers Also. three Appendix 7 meetings, one ont Disposal Criticality Analysis Methodflogy, 
one on Level ot Design Detail, and one on Seismic Topical Report l1 (DOE, 199&-) tectonics 
Inuelx were held during this petiod. Appendix 7 mectings 4ar infurmal nectings condui.tcd
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under the procedures outlined in Appendix 7 of a prvcedutal agreement between NRC and DOE 
on The principles for interface during geolr',ic site investigation and site characterization (DOE.  
1993a). Appendix 7 deals specifically with NRC c'".site representatives.  

The DOE and the NRC hold periodic management meetings to provide a forum for 
management-level discussienw of issucs and concerns ass.ciated •,ith the Yucca Mountain Site 
Characterization ProjeCt and ,•her aspects of the CRWMS prorram. Twto such meetings were 
h'd on October 23, 19%. and January 15, 1997, by video confeaince a"rnng multiple sites. The 
lo,+ations involved were YMSCO. DOE Headquarters. NRC Headquarters. and the Center for 
Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses in Sai, Antonio. Texas. T7hese meetings covered a number 
of topics, including an update of the Program Plai and budget, me legislative process, an update 
of Office of Waste Acceptance arJ Suctage and Transportation activities, and regulatory and 
licensing issues and topics The iegulatory auJ !icensing topi-s docussed included the status of 
10 CFR Part 960. an update or. D<E doctmentation of decisions, the de.velopment of the third 
seismic to-)icat ;eponr an update of the licensing su.ippon system, and NKC QA concerns. Also.  
an ove. view was presented of tl',e NRC High-Level R.idi.oactiv.- Waste Program Annual Progress 
Report Fis,.al Year IY96 (NRC, 1997a) before its distribution 

On February 25-26. 1997. at the NRC offices in Rockville, Maryland, the DOE and the 
NRC conducted a vtchnical exchange ,.z igneous activity. The purposrs of the exchange were 
(a) to define the approach for considering the ignous activity ,siC in the total system 
performance assessment supporting the viability assessment and (b to identify areas of 
agreement and disagreenent on the relevant geologic data, the probability of volcanism, models 
tfr calculating consequences, anp 'erformance assessment mod Is of igneous a:tivity. Topics 
dliscussed at the cxi! inge included the geologic setting "nd relevant data from the NRC. field 
s'udirs oi the Cc., i or Nuclear Waste Regul.tory Analyses. gtound niagrietic surveys in the 
Yucca Mountain region. definition of the Yucca Mountain regional system. results from DOE's 
prmahilistic volcanii- haiard atisrsment. I1<-1, plan- for the total system pertormance 
assessinent s,lpponhng the viability asse.,nent, NRC staff prohahility n .idcIs and their concerns 
with soue:e torte definitions lot the probd: .,llt" volvanic ha.ard analysis, the structural setting 
of (he Yucca Mountain region releoait it the tepetlory., and integrated volcanism structural 
nmotels In addition, the Nk(" staffo resented consequence micdels ter tephra dispersion, 
subsurfa'e arma of dispersion and critical modls used int fvr1,.rmancc assessment, and sensitivity 
s'udies periornmd by the ('enter for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Ani-li ses.  

"*l'v Ichnical exchange was significant in hat luh iI-,+ NRC" 4ff ond the DOE agreed 
that the Is%.ue of igneous ac-tivit can he rr';olved by dctiinng :. path lor oesolution and hN 
identifying the areas where additional wiork may he re,(jired In closing, both parties further 
dist uss,wd the points of agrcelweit betwcvn the NRC auid tx[: and the proposed path to resolve 
the subtssue ot probabdisth of igneous activity. The tollowing agreements reached by the NRC 
and the DOI: are hellesed to prtovitd a path Iuawuid for the resm)ution ol the igneous aavuit) 
issue' 

I Ix)l-" and NRC agree. that ta) the rate of kolcaimi is relaitis,.v r onstant for the last 
S 1U11t it ',CA[s ad4.1 ill a C dtssi0ik!a to rn'aaIIItl iclatisel. Lval'nail Io0 thc ivriot tit
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performance; (b) current information indicates silicic volcanism need not be further 
evaluated; (c) volcanism i- of regulatory interest and its probability and consequences 
will be considered; (d) if determined to be significant with respect to repository 
performnce. the effects of volcanism will be included in the total system performance 
assessmetnt; (e) the treatment of consequences outlined by DOE that includes extrusive 
magmatic events (cone and dike formation) and intrusive magmatic events (sill and 
dike formiation) with both direct and indirect effects is generally appropriate at the 
level of detail provided; and (f) there is uncertainty in consequence analysis for 
magnatic waste package interactions and that DOE will evaluate this uncertainty.  

2. DOE agrees to consider evaluating, through hazard sensitivity studies, new data such 
as the following, 

"• The sire and volume of Little Cone 

"• The number of events at Anomaly A (a possible buried cinder cone, or intrusion, 
south of Lathrop Wells cone).  

3. NRC believes that a probability of I x 10 per year is a reasonably consern dtive upper 
bound for extrusive events. There are differing views on the lowef bound. DOE 
considers that the probabilistic volcanic hazards assessment provides a defensible basis 
for characterizing the probability of disruption (includes both intrusive and extrusive 
magmatic eventst. The probability distribution function has an upper bound frequency 
of I x I17. A tower bound of I x I&O". and a mean of 1.5 x I1al per year. DOE agrees 
to explain how the prubabilaty distribution function for the probability of disruption 
will be used in performance assessment, including sensitivity studies, reognizing 
NRC's comments.  

4. DOE agrees to provide the NRC with a letter de.,cribing the DOE basis for subissue 
resolution. &-i specified in 2 and 3. for consideration in the development of NRC's Issue 
Resolution NeKxir 

The DOE and the NRC staff conducted technical meetngs on December 16, 1996, and 
March 13, 1997, to discuss the status of ESF construction, design, and ESF-rclated site 
characterization activities, and to resolve identified issues. Participants in the multisite video 
conference were from the NRC offices in Rockv-'.le. Maryland, the DOE headquarters, YMSCO, 
and the (Center for Nuclear Waste Regolator' Analyses in San Anmonio. Texas Major topics 
addressed during the meetings were related to the status of the ESF tunnel and alcove 
¢onstfglhtitn,...ititlifiv studics wid testing updaatc, and dtwription of the engincefing design 
program. Also discussed during the kecember 16. 199)7. technical meeting were NRC staff 
ctuwoems related to alcove excasiation rwetlhWJ, drill-and-bhk.st and inethani.4A excaation, and 
theinal tests identified during a July 24. 1996. Appendix 7 meeting on thermal tests. During the 
March 13, 1497. DOE presented its plans for retnevability. Also discussed were the potential of 
tiwluding tit Iuture quarerlv meetings a br•ad range ot technical topics related to ihe ESI" and the 
priTposd reposttorý constuction, testing, design. aJd perf'ornic assessent.
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Li~ tdition to the forinal interactions with the NRC straff, regularly scheduled informal 
*Mttract'rmis with The NRC onsite representatives and Appendix 7 meetings were conducted to 
P'scuss and zvnrntiun commiunication with die NRC staff on technical and programmatic matters 
Of ir~crta to brth agencles. Jn Februarv 5. 1997, in1 Appendix 7 rim~ting on dispcsa.I criticality 
-is fs% ethodoloty wam held in Washington, D.C. Participants were from OCR WM. YMSCO, 

vtii tic NRC' Elivisaun v! Waste Management. The DOE's objectives for the meeting wer (a) to 
,-:-cost. the DOE's proposed po~tclosure disposal criticality analysis methodology. (b,) to 

u'n'i' tvand "uid address NRC staff concerns anid questions on the methodology and on the 
LDaspw~al Criticality Analysi. Methodology Toxhnical Report (R WIMS M&O, 1996c1}. (c) to 
bf-ter -ineleftitand the NR(C tatff' views. regarding identified disposal criticality t.ile issues, andl 
hI) to beeir' NRC staff feedback on tlae Iikclihood of acceptance of the planned criticality &.ialysis 
t'wIItkxk.Irv The NRC'S. tojectivc was to provide DOE early tecdback an the acceptabilil: of 
0t% pr-'4wi%?41 da'sposal criticcality analysis ni thvodology. At the conclusion of the meceting the DOF 

ree-w the iO NR(",; conce~rn' and commients, and noted that additional work will b-, needed to 
justify tLce approach in support 01a potential licensec application.  

&A~iippendix 7 meeting on; design detai for the licen~se application was held on 
Feb'uary h. 1947. at the NRC Hvadqu~..rter&. in Rtockvdllc. Ma.-yland. Participant.% n. incJcd 
(ICR WI. YMSCO, and the NRC Division of Wastc Managentern. The DO)E's objectivei for 
the trree ig were to update fth NRC participants oti the riopositury design, to provide an 
ovetv e"v of DOE ý. approach to detcmuninit and developing the uppiopriate level of design drtuad 
for 11-v lict rise aipplicationi. to provide examlples of upplication of that approach. and 10 seek NRC 
feedbak .)n the Approach.  

Ant Appendix 7 iiectins betweeni the NkC'and DOE staffs was held oni February 27, 1947, 
it) disct.ss [Csolu1iiof ofNRlC staff comminents #r~ the second in the series of DOE seismic topica' 
reperv, entitled Ptecinsure Seismic Design Methodolcgy for a Geologic Repository at Yucc4 

M'~ntari.il~(*.l~e'~ the mee1I1-.g discusmaor% inowa'ted that all NRC staff 'xrmmet;*\ could 
be resoilti w ~ith relatively utinor elanges and clarifications to the topical report TheDOU) 

rw,,4-ir cteive att NRC %taff letter to this effect an(! plan% to revise nad Thcisue the topic .d 
reroit. 'cordindyi 

AAdyUj xi riumit tee opn Niuciear Was'jgr 

- ,ý F[O)Fs parti "pation in the NR('.. Advisoor (oninuttt,ý onl Nuclear Waste niectings, 
Was lan I uring th!% erio(I *'polte of I ie Dicettrir'v Itucrded b%- the DOE-.! aff included 
(tiswii%%.'v of topics relatedt to the Ot'RWNI .1t'0 tric Y11ca Mlouijnman Site Characterizat ion 
Pro ,eict I he fullowing paragi aphý, Irov We t lt hi -h gr of the' ~7th. Ngtth. 89th. and Wth 
(%qui' he.. iliectin~g'.  

-. lw th oinctirng ot the Advs iory C'ommittee on Nu(;er- Wastc -ncetins was twld 
Octobct 21-23. 199( in Rkwkvin i. miao'lmd This meoting ititstly dealt with the admiunistrative 
tpicws. I .uurý, ' ommift iet Acimv ties wnd plaii.' I wsid the ptrparationi i f the C'ommrit tee reprtsn One
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Riadioactive Waste Land Ounal Sites Authorized Under Former 10 C"R 20.302. 20.304 and 
current 20.2002 This meting was nx attendod by Prowect personnel.  

The 88th r•eting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste was held 
November 12-13. 19%. in Rokville. Maryland The meeting was attended by the DOE-HQ 
staff. The meeting was originally planned as a retreat and thus. was primarily concerned with 
planning and issues iaternal to the Committee Di~icussea were the conduct ,/f Committee 
activities, internal operations and methIXod tnt fomnulatin2 advicL., and pr ionrV isues for 
Comi~uttee LonsidrazId o. The Cornmttee ais d iscussed the preparation of proposed Committee 
reports and fu'ure Committee activities and agendas.  

The 89th mecting of the Adis 'o' Coimittec on Nuclear Waste held January 28-30. 1997.  
in Rockville. Maryland. Reports discussed that ',,ere relevant to Yucca Mountain included the 
Radlonuclide Transport at Yucca Mountain. Crit. a] Group and Reference Biosphere for a Waste 
Di: posW, Facdity Performance Assessment. and Time of Compliance in Low-Level-Waste 
Disposal. Also discussed were the status of site characterization at the proposed Yucca 
Mountain repository, the status of the. NRC staffs efforts to revise 10 CFR Part 60, the status of 
an NRC staff paper giving option for NRC response to the l)OE-prop)sed revision ot 10 CFR 
Pan 960. 4and the matus otit S Environmenta: Protection A rgicy rulemaking activities On a new 
public; health and safcly .standard for Yucca Mountain. This meeting % as attended by Pr(,j-ct 
personnel, howcvcr. they did not make any presentations, 

The YItth .Advsory ('ommittee on Nuclear Waste meeting, conducted Ma.-:h 20-21. 1997.  
in Rockville. Marn land. ,. aitendd by Project staff. Ptesentations were siven on the statu.s Of 
the NRC itall r• irA of DOEb' siting guidehne• (1il) FR Pan 960) and on Phaxw I1 of the 
Biospherr MtdtL I Vald.ition Study (BIOMOVS l1t A representative front the Electric Power 
Research lnstuic dcu•scd the hiosphere modeling and dose aswssment for Yucca Mountain; 
thi% modeling is akockaled with the BIOMASS theme sponsored by the International Atomic 
hnergry Agency A rteprewsntative of the Divisison of Wate Management discus.sd the majot 
4ctivitie% the Fhi% ion %ill focus on in FY 1497 and proposed a number of imeractions with the 
Ciommittee to di.cus, thoe aci'vitirs Also d•scr ,ed were the historical perspective ot defense 
in depth phtlosophs ,nd the ('Ommittce letter to the (Commission on the hio' phere and critical 
group consideration- fur Yucca Mountain 

lDiirin- the lav, o% nhinih,.h the N,'tear Waite T"fchnical Review. Board held tsso rneetings 
to d i•juss issueN related to ihe O(CRWM Program The full Board Mreeing, prosidetd a forum for 
dawusit•it o" it,,,us rclatcd ito the inuagericnt and di.,p|sal of high-les-l rAdioa&tive wastc 
bet•v,-cn tW UoArd prof ram patclpartt,,. representatives ot Statc and Federal agencies, and the 
pUblic At thw (kitoer Q- 10, 14%. ,neetie. in Arlington, Virginia, Di Daniel Dreyfus. OCRWM 
Dirctot, pr-ewnted -in ,,eitview of the viability assesinent. highlighting s Asignifi.cnce to the 
Program id] its. illente to the nation's z-adiioustive waste franavement poli. In a series nf 
presentalions llroecl ltatt dhwcussed asp•cts of the "roilram related to repository design. staltis 
Of exploiati•.'u .Ifid Lesiih_- Utid det•iled phula lot the oinput.nens of the viabihtla •,•-scsment
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Dunng the mewting, teverai Board members corrmmncted favurably on Ox bubstantiaJ progress the 
PrVgram had made in 1996 and the evidence of better integration of Project activities. In 
additon, several Board members commented on the need for the Program to retain flextbahty in 
the repository design "o accommodlate new information resulting from the viabity a•sexsment.  

During its tanuary 28-29. 1997. meeting in Pahrump, Nevada, the Board met to discuss 
such topics a.s tranl %prlatiion. total system performance assessment, Program and Project 
a4mvities. and investigations. and reduction of hydrologic uncertainties. Following Project staff 
presentation., a round.table diw.us, in addressed transportation-related topics. Participants 
i.ntuded the DOE. the State, anti local and public interest groups. OCRWM updated the status 
of activities related to the upcoming viability assessment, the priv.•tization initiative for 
transportation semices, and the generic puanning and analysis for possible interim storage of 
spent nuclear fuel Hydroireologic modeling efforts in both the saturated and unsaturated tones 
at Yucca Mountain, thr"rnal and underground testing. and the ?icatifiac work heing c:onducted by 
Nye Counly. NevAda. were also discussed on the second day.  

On October 3. 1Q96. the [epartment iesponded to recommendiat ions mnide by the Board in 
its 13th report entitled "Report to the U S. Congress and the Secretary of Energy--- 1995 Findings 
and Recomn-cndations" fNWTRB, 1996). In its report. the Board stated that OCRWM had madt 
significant progres in icharacteriiang the Yucca Mountain site. despite the budgetary, 
programmatic, and regulatory uncertainties facing the Program, but it made numerous technical 
recommendattuns for strengthening the site charactcritation program. The Board specifically 
highlighted the need for 4dequate and stable funding for the Program to achieve its objectives.  

On March 31. 1997, the Board issued its 14th report entitled "Report to the U.S. Congress 
and tie Secretary of Lnergy�- 19% Findings and Recornmendatwons- tNWTRB, 1QQ7) In this 
rcpoit. the Board summai •zed thr. iajoi findings. conclusions, and recommndatitons that have 
rtsulted from Board activities during calendar year 199.. While ircognizing that mtauch scientific 
progress has oecurr'd at Yucca Mountain. the Board identified three major areas of concern 
These concerns involved the distinction betwcen the viability assessrment and site suitabilitv, the 
need tor eXcavation ol an east-west tunnel to determine site sul(abilhty. a•rd the evaluationt oi 
alternative reposllory desigi' In 4dditioll, the Board identifted several additional enhancements 
to the Frograni and rccvnuiicndcd that 0' dvantages of thh tnulti-purposc canister program, 
such as stand4rdization. be incorporatew .levelopment of the market-driven approach for 
w.-.aste acceptance and traiisrpntation scr',, uid 12) the total system performance assessment te "*transp,•ulil" (easily understtodl. valid" (reasonably accurate and representative of actual 
cotndition,). properl. trcat uncertaint., and oh!¢ciscldx lvet reviewed The Board als,.  
reconinended that public understanding and acceptance of total systein performance assessiient 
be increased through broader public involvenieait m the prix'ess The reporn nItjd that 
developin$ the wst0 Isolatti'i strategy slowed in lv" lxcause of dtiticulty in reaching 
consensus on th" t.s-ues. The Board. however. was -satistied thait the o•oal of aniculamng a 0€w 
wste isolation stratr•gy seems to he serving Its purpose "
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US. Environental Prctecti~o Agency 

Since the last progress report, the status of a new publc health and safety standard for 
Yuc., , Mountain, as well as the DOE's view on the issue,, that are important to the ability to 
implernwnt the standard, have not changed.  

Eq.sl": The next key step in this proces. is the interagency review of the draf. rule that 
•s coordinated by the Office of Management and Budget. Regular technical interactions and 

exchanes with the NRC will continue, as will meetings with the Advisory Committee on 
Nuclear Waste and Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board.  

7.2.3.2 osue Resolution 

The DOE's approach to licensing and issue resolution has evolved from the process 
outlined in Section 8.1 of the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) (DOE. 1988), which focused on 
resolving individual issues relatmd to specific site characteristics. Issues were dealt with in 
relative isolation from one another and from an overall concept for the repository system.  
Expenence gained in applying this prtwess, however, indicates that the sufficiency of site 
characterization data and analyses can generally only be determined within the context of a 
coherent repository concept that includes both a design and an a.sessment of it- performance in 
the geologic setting. The DOE believes that licensing success will depend in part on establishing 
such a conceptual framework and on focusing nt% near-term interactions with the NRC within the 
context of this framework.  

The DOE is currently in the prtxcess of developing an overall repolsilory concept to support 
the viability assessment and will communicate its prugress to .he NRC. The concept is cxpected 
to evolve over time as the design. site data, and performance analyses mature. As this conceptual 
framework develops, the X.)l- will seek to rcach a common understanding with the NRC 
regarding the issue- that are significant to the overall pertormamce ot a repository at Yucca 
Mountain The 1)41 also will seek to reach agreement on the methodologies and approaches 
ued to address important technical issues such as criticality control and seismic design. A 
hlruted number of topical reports will be developed % tth the goal of ;eceiving NRC safetv 
evalitatioLi reports that can be referenced in a license application as an appopiatCe means for 
resolins nglected issues.  

The goal of this new approach o. to reacti a muThtukl tinderstandtng of the developing 
relosimry concel-a that will prtvide a basis for the NRC'S preliminary comments (n the 
surficiencty of the DOE's site chatacterisation ,nalysis and design for inclusion in a license 
application. The revised apprach is conistent with the intent ot the ivtws-hb,*wj apptio.k h that 
wias detcribed in the SCP. Thin, approach also reflects the substantial change in the policy 
framework •or repository developuent and the increased understanding of the Yucca, Mountain 
site an repository design thai have occurred since the SCP % ax written
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Activities conduced during the reporting period thm relate to the evaluation of seismic 
hazads. igneous activity. ard repository criticality wre summarized in the followmig sections.  
The Matus of actions related to open terits from the NRKC Site Characterization Analysis (NRC, 
1919) is also discussed.  

The DOE revised the topical report. Methodology to Atsess Fault Displacement and 
Vibratory Ground Motion Hazards at Yuccik Motmlain (DOE, 1994b) to reflect the resolution of 
NRC staff comments aid to incorporate the results of recent work. The resolution of slaff 
commnts is documented in an NRC staff letter Jined July 25. 1Iq6 (NRC, 1096b) The revksed 
topical report is undergoing QA review, and the DOE plans to issue Revision I of the report 
during the next reporting period 

An Appendix 7 neeting between NRC and DOE staffs was held on February 27, 1997. to 
discuss resolution of NRC staff comuents on tht second in the -rics of DOE m-isini topicaU 
reports, PTlsiDure Se-iuntc Design Methodology for a Geolotic Reposiory at Yucca Mountain, 
Rev. I (DOE, 1996c). The meeting discussions indicated that all NRC staff comments could be 
resolved with relatively minor changes and clarifications to the topical report. The DOE expects 
to receive an NRC staff letter to this effect and plains i) revie and reissue the topical report, 
accordingly 

The DOE plani. to prepare the third and final seismic topicad report dunng FY 1998. This 
report will present the preclosure %eismic design inputs for repository fucilities that are important 
to safety. based on the results ot the application of the methodologies in the first two topical 
reports After the third ,,cienc topical report has been issued, the DOE expects that the NRC 
staff will prcparc a Prrrlicersing Evaluation Rcport for the DOE's seismic hazards evaluation aind 
r-eelosure seismic desig, methodoltcies and the preck-lurr -,•imic dsign input-. A 

Prelwcensing Ualuat ion Rcort would be .%iilam to a Safety Evaluation Reporm. however, no 
licensing precedcnt ex-t-. tor a Prlicensiing Evaluation Report, 

Uxtalnsn,• % kcinismi studies And dat4 collection for the DOE Yucca Mountain Site 
("hAracteriijwt' Proici hI*', been conducted since 1979 fito provide 4 scientific habis for 
volemI hAlid a'ssen-t And to absist in applying the data to the regulatory requirements for 
siting a potenIttl trrp,'ItoP it Yucc'a MolintAtn Igneou% activity has been identified by the NRC 
staff as a ke, technicl t%-,uC for the Yucca Mountain site m pa•rt of the issue resolution Activities 
on the subiect of %'kaniLk hArrd%.  

The DOE D ptious activity program is direted toward evaluating the signiticance 0l 
Igneoub aclis it% h% me, iet% in; and indiplendntly cmfitrming the data, and evaluating and 
developing Alterna.tir ci.epwtal nmdkls for the prtobability and c4msequences of igneous 
activity at ý uci•a•', .••inl4iln RcA.oAhke tbooshng rane oe- f probabill antid A•oineqtlente- oM 
Isnetwus Aetl% 1is 'A illhbeiised to a--sthe impacwt oin refutsitorv pertoitmi.ww D~uring the,
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previous reporing period, the Probabiistic Volcanic Hazard Anfalyisr for Yucca Mounti[n, 
Nevada. was subrutued to the NRC on June 25. 1996 ICKWMS M&O. 1996c) The report 
d(Wlwnb~- the rewlis Of An exjrn CIKiLWlo0 t& WMS the probability of disnaption of the.  
potential hbigh-level waste repsitnrw.- at Yucca Mountain. Nevada, by igneous events and 
quantifies the uncertanties associated with this assessment.  

Since the la.t suhrntlal obf lh report, there have been two interactions with the NRC staff 
to dicuss palth for resolution of the igneous activity issue During an Appendix 7 meedinn on 
September 10. 1996, the NRC staff provided feedback ancd comments on DME'. Proltilisti 
Vokanicl Hanrd Analysis repor Tb 1 ;RC ;taff conmment; mostly dealt with the elicitamion 
proces., dowunwnr•aton of the reslwts, and uwilaration of new data. as compared to the guidance 
provided in the NRC Branch Technical ltsition on expert judgment n NRC. l9Q6a; Dunng this 
meeling the NRC concluded that the Prohabilistic Volcanic Haard Anavs:. generaly appeared 
to he con':'tent with the Branch Technical Po.ition and provided sme specific 
ircolnnmndAitons to considcr tot subsequcnt expert elicut4tion projects. The NRC Alm) indicated 
that, a. a result of the Probabil'lst Vulcanit: Il•uad Analyi". the NRC'% Site Cheractenizeuon 
(Opn Item I has been addrssed and several other cownhmnents oated to the Study Plan 8..1.8. 1 
will be cloed by a separate NRC sitall letter to 1)01 The NRC stafl provided guidarce !or 
closure ot Cornmmnt 3 regarding reliance oin etpert judgment tor licensing and Comment 7 
regarding ust of expert judgne•nt versus peer review in a letter to DOE on Decembcr 26. 196 
(NRC, 1996L i.  

On Febmary 25-21. 1'97. a techntcal exchange was conducted in the NRC offices in 
Rockville, M"arylnd The purp)is of the exchange was to defin' the approach to considering 
igneous actiN ily in total systiem pertlorlaine .sscxslllenl tor Ith viability assessnent an to 
id'enitt ar-ca. of agreceiment and dtsagreemrrnt oin the rele-%ant geologic dAta, the probabilit% of 
volcanism, itidels for calculating consfquienccs. and pcrtonnance assv.xsmert ml'-4•ck , [grinoUs.  
4cttNit% BHth NRC and [NW sItaft, made presentntuon.; 

At the concluilon of this nr-inn;. both agencies developed a list of JgfleIfhtni and 
kletined 4ddituinal work needed to r•s•olve the igneous activity isue A sumrmary of thu, 
inlcra-ion a•nd .a complect list of T)i. iind NRL" ag-w.enwnts in defining a path for resolution of 
tIe igneous activit'' i,,,c Are orovided in Section 2.2.3. 1 ot this progress report.  

The di•p,,,•l, ritcjhto iotie inr tdx,, demor...tratnng that critical.t ontrol s% ill tie 

maintained in the rqxositlor- %K-h that 10 CFR Part 60 ciithc-alit' rtquiirenientls And repritlor
performuance otblccti~e' will be in etl isil•i iterial rcnl4ins in slpnt nuclear fuel iftei Jixchuge 
hilo 411 4 tClkOt, and14 llu'-h of tfmwa iiiaitiAl is vto!s long ltaed llou this mnlisciil gr.hduad!l' 
decitys co nonfo.isle nuirtrlals, additionAl hisscll iaterials resulting tbont tUw dtie-> of Some 
nI..Ifitslc imatefnial irctcreatld after the spent fuel i•s enipl;cd in lite repo•w-or. Theriefto.  
daiotrlt criucliNi. An141V%1 i•% riquited tot the pernid tronm the tine of cippixau•rni it, thput4nd..
of Vest.. in the fitult'
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The Projets. approch to dealing with the issue of disposal critacalit) invtolves a rask
heed coribicalitv aaivii vwiatWidlyf tha wtill be used to drtinwimst that poentea~l cflhicaleIy 
events dunnp itk posttlosc wcrW' wall nin powt An unacceptabl ri to the heulth aNodsaety of 
the public This approach is cossanetrn *,th ithe l9Q9 rm'mmryendaunns of tlit Naio1nal Acadeorn 
of U-ciences fmr Yucca Mountain stadards (NAS. 1l93ir 

The Project will alto ceck NkC approval] of acocunuing for the reduced rectiavity 
"a"wtimed with %pent nudleu fuel A-. compared with unhrraodiated fuel offth smqw initial 
Cnoflchmhtft The''igi, Wcwh 14 known am tau edit Additioal possible cmiicalitry control 

nmhcitw me be-ing conmadered. tnchsdrnig the AMiOfof supplemental mutton absorbling 
matenalt andkw rnoiderwtw-dasplaceng materials it) the waste packapc 

Reuilutum of daspurtat cntcaitr, iii'unir% w~il he based pnarirnth on the DI'posal ('ntialaiv4t 
An'dly'u' Methodology Topical Repor. which v~. plAnncd fig wahriltaal to the NRC en 1998. This 
"ItoAtl rCpsnt01 Wall seek NRC .eCAejane Of the [ME -- propoxsed cnitiaclaay analymsi metMdology 
and it,- iiethlux lot obtaning bwrnup L~cdtht 

[tflain the pflvsuiaes frcjnung periodi. 11w D01" sent the Disposal ('otacality Analymx 
le-thodology 1'achnical Repon ('RWMS -M&O, l996i Iin the NRC '4Iatf for comnwnz and 

feedback This reruin poavided a Imelanutas%, tlescripoon tof the DOE s proposed nk-si-bised 
dise~I t~t~ilIVtfllrIS iitbttlIILg>It will hit used &s the laMilfo dnýelepang the [)iNpoN4l 

('rn,-alacv An4~Alls Nleahodolog Topical Report [During this rreporting period. MOE received 
NR" sitaff comments on the lechngacal repo~r (hn Febsuary S. 1997. the DOE And the NRC held 
an Appendix 7 meeting in Was~hington, rB r , to discu~s commfents I toni NRC'scafi and to be-gin 
%4twk towiuid ueso~l;an iissues idcrntified biy the commnints 

Emucag Addiriona POP NRC' iiwrctings ixiav nct-tr in upc~oming reporting frkrIt idto 
irt'prrsnlve openi assuct D~uring the nest repofling pewitI~i. itie DOE- %&i .oninu tbtiUIt) dcsriojv (hec 
daspoJ1 critiacaala aniilyses rnethot'logy and it% supporting naudeks. This effort as. plnned toi 
lead to a revison it' the Disposal Crnticality Analyses Mlethodology Tcchauwe Replotrt. scheduled 
for ctilfplettiin in Late IN 19911 DOE pbxsa to rcis'41 the sretnaid seasonac toipc~tl reptirl and en) 
ptirored ovn wkork il ut~o & diawe %4 ith the ogirorulants on igneous activatt established in -he 
Appradas 7 ticctuaig hlwd ill Febnwv 1Q97 

RLhbaUULa.QO 'WuCha au nlp 'Jn licm 
Ther N'RC'ha t wii' , itled guidan~c- toi v-losua ot Site ('hati Ea el at atitlm Aaaak sis 

('onuents I. ia.d 7 relating to L'we tit [speri Judgnwnct (NRC.c l9 

At the- 4tnd of this reporting peatiml, 914 Sate Chartwctenrairaon Anal. .-,s open items have 
beenvdowod by the NIRC tintivudng 2 obpccuomi-t, and IOU items remithn openl Ntros ill the 
ten. ainag ojvn 1lVhhs await data ito he acquired throvuyh suec chasaererizatmon activ lairs for 
ettstuittn (7if the rduaining 1004 Site ('haracweruatann An~alv~sas open itemns. 12 afrcocrreaaal%ý 

twan# rrstwwrdl bs the NK( siatt
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SuppI lmental responses to Site Charactenzation Analysis Comment 24 (DOE. 1996d) and 
Commm 31 (DOE, 1996e) were forwarded to the NRC for consideration.  

Appendix E pripvides the status of Site ChaMicterization Analysis comment resolution, 
dentifying actions that need to he performdc to Close the itefi.  

Egatoca: The Project will continue discussions with NRC to address questions and 
cmlcrns that may result from the staff s continued review of Seismic Topical Reports I and II.  

Activities related to disposal criticality during the next reporting period will be focused on 
further development of the Disposal Cnticality Analysis Methodology Topical Report and on 
conlhttnig discus',ons with the NRC regarding the cticality rule in 10 CFR 60.13 1 (b)(7).  

Sitc Charactr.zation Analysis open items will continue to be resolved as the site 
wacwote tiaon and other progr(arnmatic activities prov ide pertinent data.  

2.2,3. Lkcnse Applikation 

As discussed n Progrcss Report #15. this section (2.2.3.3) will be titled "License 
Applsation" from thib piogres% repor forward and will report progrcss in planning for and 
de.elopment of the license applihation. The license application v'. phlnned to he submitted to the 
NRC in 2002 to request authorization to begin repository construction. Submittal of the license 
4pplw-ation woudu follow successful accompli.hrnent of activities that, by law. precede it. These 
activities Include the following.  

"* Completion of tfl [re;x)sitory rnvironmental impact stai.cnigilt 

"* 1X, re-omninerdation of the site to thle President 

"* Preridentia1 recommendation of the .itc to the Congress 

"* The site reconnicndaiuon becoming effective as provided for in the Nuclear Wwste 
Policy A1t of 1982.  

During thi% reporting period, the WEX) began developing three products that will support 
developntni of the license application thcsc prodmcts are the Licenc Application Plan. the 
license Application kianagenwnt Plan. and tht Technical (Guidance Dcwument for Preparation of 
the, .-irnw Application 

I he Lcense Apphcation Plan will dest-ribe the Pro-qect wofk needed to produce a 
docketable license application between the viahility ams-s.•nent anrd the blcense application 
sub~mtttl. givea schedule for this work, anti provide a cosv estimate for this work The .liccnsc 
Application Ptan will almsi mtline the Projreets licensing %trategy and give the contr:" 
frqourenwnm toi the lihensXe Applicttion fhis l iti t the tour products that will he
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prepared to support the viability assessment. The information developed for the License 
Application Plan will also be used to support the development ý the license application. if the 
site is determined to be suitable, 

The License Application Management Plan will provide the management framework 
within which the license application will be developed. Infoimation included will be the layout 
of the license application, the document control process for the license application, and a step-by
step description of the process by which the license application will be developed.  

The Technical Guidance Document for Preparation of the License Application will 
eventually provide guidance to authors on the technical and licensing content of their license 
application chapters. The technical guidance document will list the regulatory requirements 
applicable to each chapter and will provide acceptance criteria for the authors to use to verify 
they have provided an adequate licensing case in their chapters. The document will also describe 
how industry standards and other available guidance should be used in the licensing case to be 
presented in the license application.  

In addition. the Management Plan was developed for the Project Integrated Safety 
Assessment (DOE. 1497 a), Project staff then began drafting various sections of the Project 
Integrated Safety Assessment, which will be used as a starting point for developing the license 
application. The document will integrate current knowledge of the site obtained from site 
programs, design. and performance assessment and contain information in a format suitable for 
updating into a Safety Analysis Report. The document may also be used to initiate the NRC's 
preliminary sufficiency comments as required by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The Project 
Integrated Safety Assessment is scheduled to be completed in August 1998.  

FomErat: The Diaft License Applicilion Plan and the Draft Technical Guidance 
DXcument, both based on information available in FY 1997. will be completed by the end of 
September 1997. Revisions to both documents are planned for FY 1998 to incorporate additional 
information expected to be available at that time. The License Application Management Plan is 
expected to be completed by the end (f FY 1997.  

2.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The WOE is continuing to monitor the status and adequacy of the OCRWM QA Program.  
In addition, the DOE continue., ,th the rcengineering of the OCRWM QA Program started 
during the Progress Report #12 relx-,r1 ng period The reengineering effort began with DOE 
initiatives to impfove effectiveness and to cut costs.  

2.3.1 rorm Atidity 

Revision t of thic Quality Assurance Requirements and Description document was issued 
during this period t(DOE, 1997b) This dcwument is the principal QA requirements document for
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the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program and contains regulatory requirements and 
commitments necessary to develop an effective QA proiram. Revision 6 was devel )ped to 
address and incorporate NRC comments concerning scientific investigation and design control.  

Ten internal audits were conducted during this reporting period. Audits are verification 
activities that are planned and documented to evaluate compliance with requirements and to 
determine effectiveness of implementation through a review of objective evidence. The 
following organizations were audited: U.S. Geological Survey, Kiewit/PB, DOE Office of 
Environmental Management and the CRWMS M&O, including its activities at national 
laboratories.  

Forty-five surveillances were also conducted during this reporting period. Surveillances 
are observations of real-time quality-affecting activities and/or the review of documentation to 
verify conformance with specified requiremcnts. The surveillances evaluated specific site 
characterization activities, incliding the adequacy and effectiveness of conrrctive actions taken to 
resolve previously reported conditions.  

Results (f audits and surveillances conducted this reporting period indicated that the 
OCRWM QA Program was in compliance with requirement%, effectively implemented. and 
satisfactory overall. None of the verification activities conducted this reporting period identified 
ronditions that wanranted initiation of immediate corrective action or issuance of a stop work 
order.  

In addition to the internal audits and surveillances, a total of 17 ý,upplier audits and 
I supplier qualification survey were performed. Deficiencies identified during these activities 
are being monitored by the DOE to ensure satisfactory disposition.  

During the first half of FY 1995, the DOE initiated a plan to reengineer the QA function 
on the OC.RWM Program. The first phase of this plan, titled "Reengineering of the Quality 
Assurance Function on the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program Transition Plan" 
(DOE. 1994c) was completed during the Progress Report #13 reporti4g period. This phase 
transferred certain verification functions (that is, internal audits, supplier audits and supplier 
qualification surveys) performed by the individual affected organizations to the OCRWM Office 
of Quality Assurance, In addition, the DOE assumed complete respornsibility for tracking and 
trending Corrective Action and Nonconformance Reports.  

During thlm reporting period, DOE completed the initial part of Phase HI of the ongoing 
reenginering ol the QA function on the OCRWM Program. The implementation of this rortion 
of the reengmcering plan was controlled by the plan "Reenginrering the Quality Assurance 
Function on the Office of Civilian Radioa:tive Waste Management Program Consolidation of 
OCRWM QA Functions. Phase 11 Transition Plan, Phase A" (DOE. 1997c). This phase 
transferred the surveillance function performed by the individual affected organizations to the 
OCRWM Office of Quality Assurance. The effective date for Phase A implementation was 
February 1. 1997.
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FaMgt: The plan to control the implementation of the final phase of the reengineering 
of the QA function within the OCRWM Program is currently in the approval process. Once 
approved and implemented, this plan will transition the remaining QA functions performed by 
the individual affected organizations to the OCRWM Office of Quality Assurance. The Office of 
Quality Assurance will then have complete responsibility for the management and performance 
of the QA function within the OCRWM Program. Implementation of the final phase of the 
transition is scheduled to occur in the next reporting period.

2.3.2 Dof J rtancne

The DOE is responsible for performing determination of importance evaluations, which 
remain the mechanism established by the Project to evaluate proposed field activities with 
respect to their potential for adverse impact to Q-List items o0 site characterization testing.  
Because the natural barriers are included in the Q-List. each determination of importance 
evaluation essentially comprises both a waste isolation evaluation and a test interference 
evaluation for the proposed activity. Where a reasonable potential for adverse impact is 
identified, the evaluation establishes appropriate QA controls for the activity to prevent or limit 
the adverse impact. These controls are then transcribed into the applicable documents for 
implementing the activity (for example, field work packages, design packages, specifications.  
and drawings).  

The implementing line procedure NLP-2-0. Detentinaion of Importance EwdJtuaions that 
controls this process requires that every determination of importance evaluation be reviewed 
annually to determine whether critical inputs or assumptions have changed enough that the 
conclusions of the earlier deternination of importance evaluations may no longer be valid.  

During the reporting period, a number of determination of importance evaluations received 
their annual review as required by procedure. No significant changes were identified in eithei 
critical inputs or assumptions for the reviewed determination of importance evaluations. Various 
minor changes were recommended to improve consistency and to update references.  

In addition. a number of tracers, fluids. and materials reports from various responsible 
organizations were ieviewed before inclusion in the tracers, fluids, and materials data base. A 
list of detenrination of importance evaluations performed during this reporting period is 
provided in Appendix F.  

Formiad: Continuing determination of importance evaluat.on development work is 
scheduled for the next reporting period, predominantly in support of surface-based testing and 
testing in the subsurface ESF.
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L3.3 .9. n, - Vz 

The Q4ist (DOE, 1997d) and Management Control List (DOE. 1994d) delineate 
permanent items (that is, items that may become part of a licensed pre- or postclosure 
repository). The Q-List includes those permanent items determined to be important to 
radiological safety, important to waste isolation, or otherwise subject to the requirements of the 
Quality Assurance Requirements and Description document (DOE, 1997b). The Management 
Control List includes those permanent items determined not to be aubject to those requirements: 
they are instead subject to conventional quality management and design controls.  

Both documents reflect the conclusions of classification analyses. The Q-List also 
contains items originally placed on it by "direct inclusion," a conservative approach initiated 
when the document was first issued. Such items can only be removed through documented 
analysis.  

Classification analyses support the Implementation Line Procedure that identifies whether 
a permanent item has a function that falls within one of the following seven categories (order 
does not imply relative importance): 

QA-I Important to Radiological Safety 

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation 

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control 

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection (applicable to QA- I or -2 items) 

QA-5 Important to Potential lnteraction (this does not include permanent item function.  
but, rather, failure impact to QA- I or -2 items) 

QA,-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials 

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure.  

The classification analysis for ground support systems was rc% ised during the reporting 
period. The revision clarified ESF permanent function ground support maintenance 
requirements. Conclusions in this evaluation revision art consistent with the previous ground 
support evaluations. A classification analysis was also performed for the offsite transportation 
configuration item. (Offsite transportation had conservatively been included on the Q-List by 
dirnction.) The analysis concluded that offsite transportation did not meet any of the QA 
classification categories and could therefore be removed from the Q-List.  

The DOE approved and issued a revision to the Q-List to include classification analysis 
revisions iad to incorporate the Management Control Lit.t as an appendix to the Q-List. As a 
result of this revision, a document action request has been issued to delete the Management
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Control List as a separate document. Another major revision to the Q-List is also in progress that will align the Q-List with the current System Description Document organization of strictures, 
systems. and components, which is based on a functional classification analysis of the proposed 
repository structures, systems, and components. This analysis is expected to be approved next 
reporting period.  

Eawwl: Design basis event analyses will continue to be defined and coordinated to evaluate the response of repository structures, systems, and components to potential design basis 
events to support the designs for the MGDS and Waste Package and to support the establishment 
of QA classifications for repository items important tu radiological safety or waste isolation. A 
full scope revision of the Q-List will be issued to reflect the current repository design, as defined 
in the MGDS Advanced Conceptual Design Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996b) as modified 
through the Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS M&O, 1996c). In addition, formal QAP-2-3 Classification of Permanent Items classification analyses are expected to be 
performed for Bin 3 system description documents. The results of the analyses from the Design 
Basis Event Integrated Task Tcam effort (see Section 4.2.1 of this progress report) will form the basis for QA classifications of repository structures, systems, and components. These results will 
be included in future Q-List revisions.  

2.4 PROGRAM OUTREACH 

Ihe objective of Program Outreach is to ensure open and informative interactions with the public and Project stakeholders in accordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act ai'd the 
Secretary of Energy's Public Participation Policy. To comply with these requirements, the 
Project conducts interactions with the State of Nevada, the public and public interest groups, the Nevada business community, affected cot.nties, local government agencies, the legislature, and the media. The approach to these interactions can be broken into three areas of emphasis: 
stakeholder involvement, public outreach, and product development. The following ar, means by which the Project interacted ivith. and provided information to, the public and Project 
stakeholders.  

Project staff completed a milestone deliverable, the "1996 Year in Review" video, which 
highlights activities accomplished on the Project during the last fiscal year. The staff also 
completed and submitted the FY 1997 Yucca Mountain Project Stakeholder Plan Update. The 
Plan describes the opportunities planned for involving the public in Project activities through use 
of meetings. workshops, and other forunis as,.ociated with the Project.  

During this reporting period, 89 tours of Yucca Mountain, including two public open 
house lours, were conducted for approximately 1249 members of the public and other interested 
parties. Tours of special interest included the Public Broadcasting System, British Broadcasting, 
the Associated Press, Waste Management '97. the Nuclear Energy Institute. members of 
Congress. and Congressional staff members.
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Numerous programmatic and technical workshops, presentations, and meetings were held 
in various Nevada communities to provide current informaton to the public regarding site 
characterization progress. The staff held individual meetings with officials of the affected units 
of government to discuss Project issues and provide updates of Project activities. The staff also 
held a teleconference meeting with the affected units of government and other interested 
members of the public on February 20, 1997. to discuss the proposed FY 1998 budget for 
OCRWM. A total audience of approximately 8300 people attended 110 speaking presentations 
during this period, which included 13 technical prcsentations, 30 general Project overviews, and 
67 educational presentations.  

Approximately 5800 individuals visited the Yucca Mountain Science Centers, lecated in 
Las Vegas. Beatty, and Pahrump, Nevada. during this period. At these centers, Project staff 
presented !wo Yucca Mountain Speaker Series lectures, 13 teacher workshops; 3 YMCA 
workshcos; and 7 environmental, energy, and geology workshops for fifth-graders. Other events 
under the Educational Program included two geology walk-n-talks, tw3 Cadette Girl Scouts 
workshops, one Brownie Troop workshop, one Cub Scout workshop. one Girl Scout Geology 
Merit Badge Workshop. and one Science Bowl competition. Project staff also participated in Net 
Day 196. and set up and staffed exhibits for Scout Expo '96 and the Futures Expo on career 
opportunities, Project personnel participated in ceremonies opening the Net Day '96 initiative in 
Nevada. The initiative was to connect schools to the Internet and had been supported by Project 
personnel through contributions and volunteer labor. The Project also revised the Geology 
Overview. For the Beatty Science Center, staff composed an album of historic photos of early 
native Americans for use in new cultural resource activities.  

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project Home Page on the Internet was 
accessed over 300.000 times this period by various national and international business, 
educational and government entities, and members of the public.  

The Project researched, created, revised, modified, and distributed a variety of public 
intormation products, responded to external information requests, and operated the Civilian 
Radioactive Wat,:ce Management Information Center toll-free number.  

Foreast: Projcct interactions with public and Project stakeholders will continue as 
needed.
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CHAPFER 3 -SITE PROGRAMS 

INRODUCTION 

The Site Characmerization Progx amr (Program) consists of 13 scientific investigation 
programs comprising more than i 00 studies. Through the studies. information about the natural 
features and processes of the Yucca Mountain site ;s collected, analyzed, and synthesized. This 
information is needed to detrmnine whether the Yucca Mourtain site is suitable for a repository 
and, if so, to support repository design and application for the license that would authorize 
construction of a repository. The information collected will be used to deter~nine (a) whether a 
--nository car, be constructed and operated at the site while ensuring the health and safety of the 

"c, and (b) whether the waste emplaced in the repository will remain isolated from the 
. I-ere for thousands of years.  

HUgk~grund 

The original testing and analysis approach. as envisioned in the 1988 Site Characterizauon 
Plan (SCP) (DOE, 1988), was intended to identify and evaluate significant risks and uncertainties 
in scientific hypotheses before the license application was prepared and submitted. That testing 
and analysis program was based on the information requirements in the disposal regulations 
(10 CFR Part 60) and in the siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 960). The purpos( of the SCP was to 
ensure that sufficient informatioi, would be collected to determine the suitability of the site, 
design a sepository, assess the performance of the repositoy system, and develop an adequate 
license application for construction authorization. The E'ZCP approach included the flexibility to 
modify the programn as new data confirmed or refuted the importance of specific items of 
information (see, for ex,-uiple, p. 8-0-1 of DOE. 1988).  

Progress in• surface and subsurface investigations, especially over the last four and a half 
years. has allowed the scope of site characterization to be rtduced. Observations of the natural 
ý,ystem and site data collected since 1978 have allowed many site conditions to be characterized, 
conceptual models to be advanced, and uncertainties to be bounded. Aiong with a.isessments of 
expected repository performance and continued development of a strategy to contain and isolate 
the waste, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), has used the results from site characterization 
activities to develop a long-range plan (CRWMS M&O, 1996a) that narrows the scope of the 
testing and analysis program to focus on the relatively few remaining scientific and technical 
uncertainties that are important to the design and long-term performance of the potential 
repository. Recognizing the charges and the need for traceability in the site characterization 
program. the DOE initiated an efort to document the changes to the program since the SCP was 
issued Summary information at the inestigation and study level (i.e., 8.3.1 .x.x) is included in 
Appendix A of this progress rport.  

Data from observation, testing, design and mod ing activities, plus published information 
from non-Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (Project) sources will provide the 
technical ba.Nis for the viability assessment, th.. suitability determination, the Secretarial 
recommendation. and the license application. By the end of fiscal year (WY) 1998, Project staff 
,..-pects to provide sufficient information regarding the technical questions about the
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characteristics of the site and the expected performance of the repository system to support the 
viability assessment.  

JnuerlationshfiVs with Other Pro&=a Element., 

The site investigations program is designed to provide information on tht geologic.  
hydrologic, geomechanical, geochemical, climatological, and meteorological characteristics ot 
the site. Information is gathered using a variety of field and laboratory studies The information 
collected under the site investigations program will provide the basis for the site viability 
assessment and also will be used by other Program elements to support the Site Recommendation 
Report and license application.  

Systems engineering determines various requirements to ensure that (a) site 
characterization activities do not compromise the design and construction of the Mined Geologic 
Disposal System and (b) that construction activities do not compromise site characterization 
activities. Information on the three-dimensional structural and stratigraphic characteristics of the 
potential repository block is needed for repository design. In particular, faults will affect 
repository layout. and tectonics studies are needed to establish seismic design parameters.  
Likewise. site characterization provides information needed to construct the Exploratory Studies 
Facility (ESF) and establish controls needed to prevent potential interference between tests.  Design organizations identify information needs related to ESP and repository design, and 
-stablish controls to prevent potential interference between construction and tests. Particularly 
important items of information for design and construction are geotechnical properties of the 
rock and seismic hazard assessments.  

Site characternzation activities provide information vital to waste package design and 
matenal selection, including information on climatology: infiltration: and the unsaturated zone, 
including bounds on infiltration and percolation flux rates and water chemistry. The site 
investigations progs am also provides data on the effects of heat on the physical behavior of rock.  on the chemical composution of the water, on matrix and fracture flow in the potential host rock 
for consideration in wna.ie package design, and on relatively humidity. Design issues pertaining 
to percolation flu% and relative humidity are discussed in Chapter 5 of this progress report.  
Performance as..e.,.,nt issues pertaining to percolation flux and relative humidity are discussed 
in Chapter 6 of this progress report.  

SignLficant Re,,li-, Duri_•! this Repornin2 Period 

The tollowing numbered items describe significant results from various studies during the 
reporting period Generial. the results are listed in three subject areas: hydrologic and 
pneumatic and transport properties. geology and rock properties, and climate.  

Hydrologiic. Pneumatc and Transport Propertief 

L In the ESIK chlorine-36 from weapons testing occurs in a few distinct fractured and/or 
faulted 7one,, indicating that at least a detectable amount of the water at depth is less 
than 50 years old. Initial analysis suggested that chlorine-36 from weapons testing 
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appeared to be associated with major faults mapped at the surface. No samples 
containing chlorine-36 that is unambiguously from weapons testing have been detected 
in samples collected more than 4500 mn from the north portal.  

During this reporting period analysis (Levy et al., in prcp.) of the distribution in the 
ESF of chlorine-36 from weapons testing appears to depend on (a) the presence of 
faults that cut the Paintbrush nonwelded (Fin) hydrogeologic unit; (b) the magnitude 
of surface infiltration; and (c) the structural features that produce downward lateral 
spreading away from fault zones (Section 3.1.5, Activity 8.3.1.2.2.2. 1).  

In the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove, higher porosities occur on the western side 
(hanging wall) of the Ghost Dance fault, and lower porositi_*s occur on the eastern side 
(foot wall) of the fault. Sample results indicate that in situ saturation and saturated 
conductivity may be influenced by the zeolite content of the rock (Section 3.1.7.  
Activity 8.3.1.2.2.3. 1).  

2. Recent temperature data collected from two boreholes in Pagany Wash may indicate 
the passage of an infiltration front through the Tiva Canyon Tuff and upper half of the 
PTn at UE-25 UZ#5.  

Instabilities and unusual oscillations in temperature and water potential data in USW 
NRG-7a may be the result of air circulation within the Tiva Canyon Tuff that could be 
driven by density differences related to topography.  

Changes in temperatures and pneumatic pressures from all Topopab Spring Tuff 
instrument stations in boreholes USW SD-12, USW NRG-7a, and USW SD-7 are 
apparently responses to ESF construction operations. In USW SD- 12, data from the 
deepest instrument station (situated below the perched-water zone) indicate an 
atmospheric loading or strain-induced response associated with the synoptic signal 
component present in the pressure record. This finding indicates that the perched
water zone is of limited extent. Temperature changes attributable to ESF construction 
have not been observed in other monitored boreholes at Yucca Mountain 
(Section 3.17, Activity 8.3.1.2.2.3.2).  

3. Rock temperatures near the tunnel boring machine were observed to change spatially 
and temporally, and the changes have beer, related to evaporation from the rock 
surfaces. Recent estimates indicate that ESF ventilation operations effectively remove 
the equivalent of approximately 200 nm/yr (±100 mr/yr) of moisture. Ventilation 
effects preclude measurements or observations of natural seepage along the ESF, 
because modern day percolation flux that would be observed as seepage is estimated to 
be significantly less than the ESF dryout rate.  

Initial values of water potential measured in the south ramp of the ESF were 
considerably greater than in situ measurements in surface-based boreholes in simlar 
zones; o" the PTn. The greater water potential values suggest a higher percolation flux 
through the PTn than would have been estimated using the surface-based borehole
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data. However, sensors installed near the ESF wall are drying out at a rate equivalent 
to 0.5 to I mn/day (180 to 365 mm/yr). This rate is supported by the dryout estimated 
from changes in vapor density calculated using temperature, relative humidity, and 
wind-speed data. Matrix flux in the PTn using this new data has not yet been 
estimated (Section 3.1.9, Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.2).  

4. Pneumatic monitoring of boreholes in the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove showed no 
differential pressure among three boreholes, and between thL boreholes and 
atmospheric pressure Thesc observations confirmn the large fracture permeability of 
the Tiva Canyon Tuff. In addition, gaseous-phase carbon-14 data indicate a large 
degree of mixing between atmospheric aJ rock gases. Comparisons of matrix air 
permeability values for the Tiva Canyon Tuff indicate that the tuff is isotropic at 
shallow depths. However, comparison of pneumatic permeability values in the 
Tiva Canyon Tuff lower lithophysal zone in the ESF with surface values indicates that 
the zone in the ESF is anisotropic and has a horizontal-to-vertical permeability ratio of 
approximately 10:1. Tracer tests in the Tiva Canyon Tuff indicated adsorption of the 
gaseous tracer in the fault breccia and tortuosity in the tuff (Section 3.1.8, 
Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.4).  

5. Datar from tritium analyses of pore witter extracted from rock samples collected from 
various locations in the ESF have been used to determine the spatial distribution of 
percolation flux. Tritium detected in the vicinity of the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove is 
consistent with the concept that water percolates readily from the land surface to the 
top of the PTn. Alternative interpretations of the data do not preclude the possibility 
that young water may have percolated below the PTn into the Topopah Spring Tuff 
middle nonlithophysal zone at three additional locations in the ESF (Section 3.1.8, 
Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.8).  

6. Pneumatic monitoring in the B3ow Ridge Fault Alcove indicated high permt.ibility in 
the Tiva Canyon Tuff. Bow Ridge fault breccia, and pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff bedded 
tuff. Tritium values in matrix water indicate that water less than 50 years old has 
percolated downward along the Bow Ridge fault and mixed with older water in the 
rock matrix.  

Air-injection testing in a borehole drilled from the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove 
showed that the permeability of the Ghost Dance fault zone is more than ten times 
greater than that of the sunrr-nding tuff. Also. because water was redistributed during 
the single-hole and cross-hole air-injection tests, the capillary pressure of water held in 
fractures must be less than one atmosphere (Section 3.1.8. Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.10).  

7. Pore water from the unsaturated zone in the PTn has significantly greater 
concentrations of major ions and dissolved solids than does perched watel or saturated 
zone water. Recharge of perched or saturated-zone waters, therefore, apparently 
requires rapid flow through fractures or more permeable regions in the unit to -void 
mixing with the chemically concentrated water contained within the PTn. These
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interpretations are consistent with tritium and chlorine-36 contents of samples from the 
deep unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.  

Deuterium and carbon- 14 data from pore water in the Topopah Spring Tuff have been 
interpreted as indicating a post-glacial age (2,000 to 10,000 years old) for the pore 
water. Corrected carbon-14 data indicate perched water in boreholes USW NRG-7a, 
USW UZ- 14, and USW SD-9 is from 2,150 to 6,260 years old (Section 3.1.11, 
Activity 8.3.1.2.2.7.2).  

8. Using temperature differences between the saturated an I unsaturated zone, estimates 
of unsaturated zone pet -olation in three boreholes were, respectively, 9.1 nun/yr at 
USW H-3, 23.5 mm/yr at USW G-1. and 4.9 mm/yr at USW G-3. However, using 
temperature data from the unsaturated zone alone (Topopah Spring Tuff and the Calico 
Hills Formaiion), estimates of percolation flux were 1.8 mm/yr at USW G-I and 
4.6 mrn/yr at USW G-4. The difference in the two percolation flux estimates ft,. USW 
G- I may be reflecting nonvertical flow in the lower part of the unsaturated zone.  
Alternatively, the difference could indicate that, even without obvious evidence in the 
temperature profile. nonconductive transport of heat in the saturated zone is 
introducing bias into estimates of the unsaturated-zone percolation flux. If the latter is 
true, more reliable estimates of the percolation flux might be obtained if heat flows are 
determined using only data from the unsaturated zone.  

A Project initiative titled "Unsaturated-Zone Model Expert Elicitation" began during 
the reporting period. In general, experts estimate an average percolation flux of 
5 tol0 mm/yr within the potential repository area based on results of infiltration 
studies, borehole temperature data, and geochemical isotopic data (Section 3.1,13, 
Ai.tivity 8.3. 1 ... 2.9. 1).  

9. Borehole monitoring of water levels in the saturated zone has indicated no seasonal 
water-level trends in any of the monitored intervals. Regional ground-water 
withdrawals did not appear to cause water-kvel changes. Most annual water-level 
fluctuations were attributed to responses to barometric-pressure changes and earth 
tides (Section 3.1.14. Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.2).  

10. A long-term pumping test at the C-hole complex has estabi .r2e-cale structural 
control on flow in the saturated zone southeast of the potent .y site. The test 
also confirmed hydraulic connection between the C-holes ant.. 25 ONC#l 
and USW H-4. Ihe overall cone of depression for the test i% cli,, a-d along the axis 
aligned in a west-noith-west direction where recent geologic mapping indicates 
discontinuous faults with associated fiactures. The faults and fractures probably are 
the reason for the hydraulic connections between the C-holes and both UE-25 ONC#I 
and USW H.4.  

11. Recently completed research about chelated transport of iron has shown that chelation 
sigijificantly affects the transport of iron in crushed tuff. Therefore, there o strong 
potential for enhanced transport of radioactt•ve wastes by chelation.
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12, Calcite and opal veins from the Tiva Canyon Tuff, the Paintbrush nonwelded 
hydrogeologic unit, and the upper part of the Topopah Spring Tuff have low 
uranium-234/uranium-238 ratios similar to surficial -alcite. The data are interpreted as 
evidence that large volumes of percolating water would strip available uranum-234 
resulting in low ratios. However, samples from the repository horizon have much 
higher ratios. The higher ratios are interp- :d to indicate that relatively small volumes 
of percolating water reach the repository horizon.  

Reactive transport simulations were conducted for flow regimes that may be ex'ected 
near the boiling front under conditions in which saturation has been achieved.  
Preliminary results indicate that the primary concern for hydrologic pruperties is the 
formation of cristobalite and/or calcite plugs in fractures in which flux exceeds about 
100 nun/yr. The results indicate that under these conditions, precipitation of solids at 
the boiling front could seal fractures in less than 100 years. Where the movement of 
the front is slow. fracture sealing could restrict fluid movement at the boiling front.  
The results also sugge:t that drainage of fluid through piliars between emplacement 
drifts may constrain flow because of precipitation from cooling water as the flow 
enters regions of lower temperatures (Section 3.2.2, Activity 8.3.1.3.2.1.3.  
Section 3.14. Activity 8.3.1.20.1.1.4).  

GeoloCy and Rock Properties 

1. Recent drilling in the crowns of the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove and the 
Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove has confirmed that the contact between the 
Topopah Spring Tuff upper lithophysa! zone (Tptpul) and the middle nonlithophysal 
zone (TpIpmn- repository horzon - see Buesch et al., 1996a) is within I mn of the 
location predicted by the three-dimensional lithostratigraphic model, Video logs and 
core from a horizontal hole, drilled from the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove 
access drift showed that the main trace of the Ghost Dance fault is located about 154 m 
east of the ESF main drift. The geometry of distributed fractures in the hanging wall 
(west side) and the foot wall (east side) is coi:sisten with observations on the surface.  
Projection of the surface trace of the fault to the locition of the main trace at the ESF 
level indicates that the fault is nearly vertical (Section 3.3.3, Activity 8.3.1.4.2. 1. 1).  

2. Mapping of the central block of Yucca Mountain (Day et al., in press) has shown that 
numerous intrablock faults that are a narrow zone at depth, such as the Ghost Dance, 
Abandoned Wash, and Busted Butte faults, "horsetail" toward the surface into a sries 
of bifurcating faults. Mapping during the reporting period has shown that this pattern 
is maintained for block-bounding faults. The results of this work can be applied 
directly to understand the foot wall deformation associated with the Solitario Canyon 
fault, which bounds the western margin of the repository area. Bulk perr.eability is 
generally proportional to deformation: so if a reliable method to project changes in 
deformation can be developed. it may, be possible to identify areas of potentially 
incrca:.cd permeability that would increa,, the amount of percolation flux 
(Section 3.3-4, Activity 8.3,1.4.2.2.1)
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3. Ocateclmical characterization of the main drift focused primarily on rock-mass quality 
and mechanical properties. For the main drift, the averages of all rating systems yield 
rock quality ratings of poor to fair. Between ESF Stations 28 + 00 (2800 m) and 
37 + 00 (3700 m) rock quality was fair and decreases to the south (Section 3.3.4.  
Activity 8.3.1.4.2.2.4).  

4. Prehminar,. esults from the single heater test indicate that (a) convective heating 
effects are smaller than predicted from the thermohydrologic-hydrologic analyses, 
possibly because of vapor escaping the block or from heat loss through fracture 
systems not accounted for in the modeling; (b) at temperatures above boiling, 
temperature predictions agree quite well with measured values: (c) the rock mass 
thermal expansion coefficient is 10 to 20 percent less than the thermal expansion 
coefficient of the intact rock; (d) the rock mass modulus does not yet show any 
significant effect from temperature; and (e) the rock bolts installed in the heated zone 
of the test show greater reduction in tension load than bolts installed in rock remaining 
at ambient conditions. The tension load is reduced because the expansion of steel in 
the rock bolts is greater than the espansion of the rock in the temperature range of the 
test (Section 3 1 l.L. Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.2).  

5. Data from geotechnical instruments monitoring ground-support conditions and drift 
convergence have identfied no significant concerns regarding the integrity of the 
ground support or the stability of the opening.  

6. A report describing the results of foam-rubber modeling of normal-fault earthquakes 
provides evidence that near-field ground motions from normal faulting earthquakes 
may be less than from similar size thrust and strike-slip earthquakes (Section 3.13.9, 
Activity 8.3.1.17.41.2).  

7. Observations from the distribution of precariously balanced rocks in the Yucca 
Mountain region indicate that earthquakes similar in size to the Little Skull Mountain 
earthquake (Mt - 5.6) have not occurred during the last few thousand years.  

8. Results from teleseismic tomography studies indicate that no large low-velocity zone 
exists under Crater Flat or Yucca Mountain. Therefore, no major source of magma is 
indicated beneath Crater Flat or Yucca Mountain.  

Various paleoclimate and paleohydrologic data were interpreted and synthesized in efforts 
to establish the nature. duration, amplitude, and magnitude of past climatic changes in the Yucca 
Mountain region These interpretations arm being used to constrain and oound future climate 
scenarios for Yucca Mountain, and to guide simulations of possible future conditions with the 
nested global-regional climate model.  

I The re-,ults from diatom and o.trat•e high-reolution records indicate that limnto
climate changes at Owens Lake were extremely rapid; the lakc often vart.ied from an
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overflowing, freshwater system to a closed, saline or even dry system, in less than a 
millennium. These types of changes are more typical of interglacial and transitional 
periods than they are of glacial periods.  

Ostracod records for the period from about 55 ka through the Holocene (10 ka to 
present) show very rapid (decadal) shifts from dry ciimates, like those of today. to brief 
periods of warm. wet climates, probably supported by summer rains. The appearln.0 
of the full glacial climate (25 ka) was also rapid, but the condition persisted for several 
millennia.  

Radiocarbon-age control has shown that deposition in paleowetlands in the Las Vegas 
and Indian Springs Valleys was more episodic that originally thought. Pickrat 
(Nveotoma sp.) midden data imply that the local water table elevation rose above the 
surface of the valley bottoms only during century- to millennium-long wet periods.  

Data from the Owens Lake and from the paleowetlands records indicate that the 
penultimate glacial period ( 70 to 130 ka) was substantially wetter than the last glacial 
period (40 to 10 ka) (Section 3.4.2. Activity 8.3.1.5.1.2).  

2. A significant amount of correspondet.ce has been observed between the isotope record 
at Devils Hole, Nevada, and the paleoclirnate records from Owens Lake, California. Li 
addition, both of these records correspond to the marine oxygen isotope records that 
document global changes in the earth's temperature and ice volume. The 
correspondence demonstrates that the timing and rate of past climate change at Yucca 
Mountain coincided with the large, cyclic changes in global climate throughout the 
Quaternary. Global climates are closely linked to astronomically derived changes in 
solar insolation and future changes in solrr insolation can be determined accurately.  
Because soni understanding has been gained of the magnitude of regional climate 
change within particular segments of the solar insolation cycle, it may be possible, in 
gsneral terms. to forecat the magnitude of future climate change in the Yucca 
Mountain region. In particular, the present-day segment of the insolation cycle 
resembles the climate that occurred about 400,000 years ago. Therefore. the 
characteristics of climate that happened about 400,000 years ago may be expected to 
generally recur in southern Nevada (Section 3.4.5. Activity 8.3.1.5.1.5).  

Table 3.1 lists the 13 scientific programs. and one study that was added after the SCP was 
issued, that now make up the site characterization effort at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, This table 
awso lists the progress report section number for each program, briefly describes the scope of each 
program. and references the corresponding section of the SCP.  

These programs are discussed in detail in the progress report sections listed in Table 3-1.  
The discussions ito these sections reflect the impact of consolidating study plan work ,.copes on 
the iudividual studies and activities of the SCP. The di.-ussions contain manm references to 
!study plans. identify SCP sections for which study plans have not bitn written, and explain why 
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Table 3- I. Descriptions and Site Characterizaion Plan Sections (in parentheses) 
for Site Programs Described in Chapter 3 

3.1 Geohydrology Investigates surface and subsurface hydrology on both site and 
regional scale,,. with ground-water flow system characterization and 
modeling for both the unsaturated zone and saturated zone (SCP 
Section 8.3.1.2) 

3.2 Geochemistry Investigates and models rock chemistry and mineralogy, ground
water chemistry, and gmochcmicýJ behavior of materials along 
potential radionuclide transport pathways (SCP Section 8.3.1.3) 

3 3 Rock Characterizes and models rock stratigraphic and structural features 
Characteristics and distributions within the site area, and integrates geophysical and 

drilling activiues to obtain subsurface stratigraphic and structural 
data (SCP Section 8.3.1.4) 

3.4 Climate Analyzes paleoclimate. paleohydrology, and palcomnvironment. and 
characterizes modern climate. futurc climate, and future hydrology 
(SCP Section 8 3.1.5) 

3.5 Erosion Characterizes modem and past erosion and evaluates the potential 
effects of future climate and tectonics on erosion (SCP 
Section 8.3.1.6) 

3.6 Postclosure Chzracterize,, .ectonic features. such as igneous activity and fault 
Tectonics and fold deformation in the Yucca Mountain vicinity, with emphasis 

on volcanic activity, and analyzes the potential effects of tectonic 
processes on a potential repository and the site ground water system 
(SCP Section 8 3.1.8) 

3.7 Human Evaluates the known and potential natural resources in the site area, 
Interference and the potential for future human intrjsl-ln into the site area in 

search of such resources (SCP Section 8.3.1.9) 

3.8 Meteorology Characteiizes the site and regional meteorological conditions of the 
Yucca Mountain vicinity (SCP Section 8.3.I.12) 

3.9 Offle l-ternmines the presence, and potential impacts on the sie area, of 
Installations and offsite industrial, transportation, and military installations and 
Operation% operations in the Yucca Mountain vicinity (SCP Section 8.3.1.13) 

3 10 Surface Characterize% the topx)graphic characteristics and properties of soil 
Characteristics and rock in the site area (SCP Section 8.3. 1.14) 

3 It Themial and Determunes rixk thermal and mechanical properties from laboratory 
Mechanical and in situ investigations and characterizes thermal and mechanical 
Rc:k ti.r-s conditioans al tlie it tSC1I Section 8 3 1 15) 
Characteristics
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Table 3-1. Descriptions and Sit& Charactnrization Plan Secaions (in parentheses) 
for Site Programs Described in Chapter 3 (continued)

3.12 Pfeclosure Characterizes the potcntial for flooding, determines the location of 
Hydrology an adequate water supply for repository construction and operation.  

and characterizes preclosure hydrologic conditions in the 
unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain (SCP Section 8.3.1.16) 

3.13 Preclosure Characterizes faults, seismicity and tectonic stress field, and 
T&etonics evaluaces the potential for faulting, ground motion, and volcanic 

activity in the site vicinity during the preclosure period (SCP 
Section 8.3.1.17)

3.14 Altered Zone 
Characterization

A new activity that was not addressed in the SCP has been created 
to develop and validate techniques to analyze the p.erformance of the 
natuical system under potential changes resulting hora waste 
emplacement (SCP Section - N/A [new study added after SCP 
issued]-

specific study plans may not be developed. Explanations may include work scope that has been 
transferred or aggregated into other study plans. work that has been completed and reported; or 
work for which no study is necessary because data are available from other sources. The status 
of the study plans is summarized in Appendix G.  

Four figures and one additional tdble have been included to help the reader understand the 
information presented in this chapter. These figures and the table arc referenced in many of the 
study descriptions.  

"* Figure 3-1 shows surface features in the Yucca Mountain region.  

"* Figure 3-2 shows the locations of the proposed repository block and of boreholes in the 
potentid repository area.  

" Figure 3-3 sho-s locations of selected geologic and pctential repoyitory features related 
to significant results reported this perioti.  

" Figure 3 4 shows the ESF and test alcoves and presnts a summary of the remaining test 
activities for each alcove 

"* Table 3-2 shows the stratigraphy of Yucca Mountain as determined tor various usage 
classifications_ 

See the references sectvion (Appendix 1.) for information about compilation of figures 
required by Federal Executive Order 12ýO6 (S5 FR 7 1. p 17671 -16741
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Table 3-2- Companion of the Lithostrafigraphic. Hydrogeologic and 
Thermomrechanical units of the Paintbrush Group. Calico Hills Fcrmation.  
and Crater Flat Group Used at Yucca Mountain (Modified from CRWMS 
M&C. 1996f) 

Formme Geologi Hydrogeoogic Units Thernal/Mecthanical 
Stratigraphy ý(Modfltl from Montazer Units 

(oftr Sowyer at Al,, 1904) and WOlson, 1984) (Ovtzeat of. 1985) 

Qlac I Alluvium ______

Tive Canyon 
Tuff

Tiva Canyon 
Welded Unit 
TCw

Yucca Mountain 
Tuft 
pro.VYwi MOuMO" 
bed" 01a 
Pah Canyon 
Tuff

Paintbrush 
Nonwelde Unit 
PTn

Topopah Spring 
Welded Unit 
TSw

Calio Hills

* Calico Hills 
* Nonwelded Unit 

CHn

I ~Crater Flat Unit 
S BUIWVOQTuft 

CFu CFMn Tram TOf __ ~ 

I*Tlk* i CM ~~iS~*~15
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3.1 GEOHYDROLOGY (SCP SECTION 43,1.2) 

The changes to the (jeohydrology Progrrm since the SCP was issued are summarnzed in 
Appendix A in Section A. i. 1.  

3.1.1 l_ .I.1. - 0hm heteorooyfor Real Hydro_ 

The objtctives of this study are (a) to characterize the area surrounding Yucca Mountain in 
terms of precipilation and its relationship to surface runoff, with partscular emphasis on the 
Fornymile Wash drainage basin, and (b) to provide input into the rainfall-runoff model 
4kvelopmrcnt effort.  

In 1990. the study was modified to emphame meteorological information needed to 
develop an infiltration miodel for Yucca Mountain. At that time, precipitation-runoff modeling 
was de-emphasized (Nee Appendix A, Section A 1. i1 I of this progress report).  

Closing calibrations for al field instruments used on the weather stations were completed 
as pan ot preparing FY 1996 data packages. The weather-station data. collected before 
disassembly of th? remaining two weather stations, were compiled into daily files and technically 
reviewed 

Closing calibrations for all instruments used in the network of 14 tipping-bucket 
precipitation gm.iges were completeJ, and the timing of 0I 1 mm precipitation events was 
deter,nined. The network of 14 tipping-bucket gauges was transferred to the Environmental 
Field Program for air quality and rnrtcorology (see Section 3.8 of this progress report). As pan 
of the transfer. all equipnmnt was removed f'rom the field, cleaned, calibrated, and reinstalled for 
use by the Environmental Field Program The Environmental Field Program now has assumed 
tesponsibility fou collecting all meteorological data previously collected under this study.  

All teti,,logi.ai data and %upporiing doc'umentation from the t•o weather stations, the 
tipping-bucket network, and the ,torage-gauge network have been technically reviewed and 
subitnitled it) the Records Processing (enter and Technical Pat- Base.  

Work under this study was discontinued,. ftective March 31, 1997.  

tlrecast: All future mnteorological oata collection will be conducted under the 
Meteorology Program 1SCP Secticn 8.3 1 I121 descnhed in Section 3 K of th's progreos report 

3.1.2 ,h .3.!.2. !. r JArion RunotSUm 0l 

"The oblecttie's of this study are io (a) collect basic data on surrace-water runoff at, and 
pIriphcrai to, Yucca Mountain and on its hNdrologic flow %vstenm. (t) LsC the %treaithlow data to 
describe the Iunoll chal.teriastics of the wea and tw assess the ten.1knrise t -ruoff to preci•ptation.  
tl asws.i the po-enlual toi Ol-A hazidus and rclatcd fluvial-debris hazards. and idi prov ide ba~sic

;-It6
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data and interpretations of surface-water runoff to investigations that evaluate the amounts and 
processes of infiluxtion and ground-water recharge at Yucca Mountain and iurrounding areas.  

A&61vity 9.3.1-2.1.2.1 - Surface-watr nmoff monitQnn The objectives of this activity 
are (a) to develop needed basic data on the characteristics, magnitudcs, frequencies. and timing 
of surface-water rueoff to develop an understanding of the relation between specific runoff 
events and the characernstics of the storms and assciated precipitation; and (b) to develop a 
streamflow data base adequate to provide the necessary calibration data for precipitatior.runoff 
modeling efforts for the regional study area, and site-scale water-balance and infiltration 
modeling.  

Monitoring continued at the three continuous-recording strearmflow gauges on Fortymile 
Wah at the Narrows. Fortyrnile Wash near well UE-25 J# 13. and Fortyrmile Wash near 
Amargosa Valley. During November 1996 several storms moved across southern Nevada. and 
minor runoff resulted in the Yucca Mountain are4 .. Small amounts of flow were reported at the 
Fonyrnile Wash gauges at the Narrows and near well UE-25 J#13. Stages were too low.  
however, to be recorded by the monitoring equipment.  

Records of data collected dunng water year 1996 for the three continuous-recordinp 
streamflow gauges were processed for publication in the I IS. Geological Survey (LISGS) annual 
water-data report for Nevada 

Activity •_. .2L2 2.- Transpm_ of debris by eSerc runot. The objective of this activity 
is to document, both quantitatively and qualitatively, the characteristics of debris transported by 
intense surface runoff.  

No progress was made dunng the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

For•t: Monitoring will continue at the three continuous-recording streamflow gauges.  
Data rccords for water year 1996 will be published in the annual water-data rcport for Nevada.  

3.1.3 1•(hanirivaatigna2f ot ihe Ixonal Ground-water Flow System 

The oblcctive% of this study are to further define the distributwin of hydraulic properties of 
the regional ground-water fliow systemi and to use hydrologic. hydrochemtcal. and heai-flow data 
to detenmine the magnitude and direction of ground- ater flow 

Activity 8,3 1, .,1.3 1 Ass.,•,ent of rmornal hydrnlosie data need=C in the _aturated ,onc.  
"The ohjetii'*e ot this a•'tlvity m% t', priortmitc data needs for us, In trw regional ground-water flow 
desctiption.  

This a*:t%- It wa-s conmpleted in FY I't,) See Progress Report #.15 (I)OE. l47c)ý

.4-17
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"A'ti,,y_ 83.-1.2- 13.2 -_-Ueona! Rentuometnc-level distribution and hydroeCologic 
fimawork z dudes. The objectives of this activity are to determine the poentioretric 
distnbution within the regiona] ground-water flow system, and to characterize the hydrogeologic 
fruwwmr, of the regionaJ ground-water flow system to support reliable estimates o.t ground 
waer flow direction and magnitude within the saturated zone.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity 

Actlyity B.3. 1.2.1.3 -. - of__mile Wash recharge study. The objective of this study is to 
determine to what extent (quantitatively. if feasible) Fortymile Wash has been a source of 
recharge to the saturated zone under present and past conditions.  

No progress was made durng the reporting period: this was ai unfunded activity.  

Activitv• ._ 1 2.1,,4 - Eyvatxtranspiratton studtes. The objective of this activity is to 
improve estimates of groond-water discharge by evapotranspiration in the Amargosa Desert to 
provide boudor-y-condition data for regional ground-wmer flow models

No progress was made dunng the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

EjT.mtB : This study was not funded for FY 1997 and no work is planned.  

3.1.4 Study 8-3. I_2.. 1._4- heIonal Liydrologic System Syntlats aMW Modeling 

The objectives of this study are to synthesize the available data into a model and make a 
qualitative analysis of how the system i functioning, and to represent quantitative ohbervations 
of hydrogeolngic data pertaining to the ground-water flow %ystem in a comprehensive numerical 
model of ground-water flow.  

AU ~vI LLLZ.l .4_1 - Conctatualizataon of regional hydIrologic flo3E models The 
O(leCtive,% of this activit) te to synthesize available data into a conceptual model that 
incorporate alternattive hypotheses and/or existing hypotheses, to make a qualitative analysis of 
how the regional and subregional ground-water flow systems function, and to de.ctibe the 
regional saturated tone ground-water flow, system.  

No actiity t''occurred during the reporting period Work scope for this actitvit has heen 
transferred to Activity 8-t. 1 2.1.4 4 isce Section A I I of Appendix A of this progress report) 

A±tvit 811 . 1.41.2 -S- I ionaarcal hvdrolioec mode-ling. The 
objective of this &tivtty io to improve eAIIIIAtes of regional ground-watex flow by updating art 
existing two-dimensitonal, subregional, parMineter-estimation model b• incorporating -additional 
hvdrogeologic datag 

No A-cti it,, t.i-ufreJ during the reporting period. Work scope Io' this activi•y has becn 
tranittrrTd it- Acltiv it S 3. 1. -1 .4 4 (-we Section A. I I of Appendix A of this progress report)

4.18
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A&Ukit_" 8.3.1.2.1.4.3 -Subheional two-diMnsional cross-s._tiona1 hydrologc modeling.  
The ob*tive of this activity is to estimate the ground-water flow direction and magnitude along 
a potential flow path through the repository blo.k to the accessible environment, and extending 
into the region, to help test the ussumption of horizontal flow.  

No activity occurred during the reporting period Work scope for this activity has been 
transfrrred to Activity 8.3,12 1.4 4 (see Section A I I of Appendix A of this progress repon).  

Ativity 8.3- 1 -21.4.4 - Rrjelonaj _tJh-dimensiona1 hydWo;ogu& modeling. The objective of 
this activity is to construct a three-dinmnsional mode) of the regional ground-water flow system 
of Yucca Mountain and vicinity.  

The thtwe-dimes1•ional hydrogeologic framework model used to con.truct the regional 
grota'-vjazer ilow mrmel was updated to ensure consistency with the calibrated flow model.  
llydrauhc -conductivity attribute, froni the calibrated regional flow model were 4ddcd to the 
appropriate framework model grid cells. The revised framework model was reviewed and 
hubnutled to the Records Processing Center. Model output of simulated fluxes along the 
boundaries of the site %aturated zone flow model were extracted from the regional model and 
reformatted for use in the sitc saturated tonc flowk nmodel Calibration ot the rcgional flow nadel 
was completed and docurmented during the last report-ng p-riod (Progress Report #15. DOE.  
199-C).  

Regional flow troihaling focused to kimulating past- n poitential future-climate skenarios 
using the existing calihrated flow model Precipitation data for two climate scenarios were 
received from the National Center Ir Atmospheric Research. wvhich is conducting tht numerical 
simulations of futur Oilmatc. The first data set reprcscnts results of the simulation of maximum 
continental ice cover during glaciation, which is believed to have occurred about 21 OM years 
ago and are helieved to repr"esnt the wettest., cmlexi climate pti%%Ihle at the Yucca Mciuntun site 
that might ox.cur during the proposd reposltory pertformancc period. The second data set 
epreenthis results of thie sirinulaton of a lio•ssble fulute ;lhnwtal sweniarto in w11dh Ctarhon dioxide 

cttrncentratoji in the edr•-hi' atnito.sphete h4s doubled because of the "gieithouse ef-fe. Flic 
ilmulated precipitation data , err teprtie'ssed into distribution% of recharge corres••inotitg with 

the grid tor the regional ground -water tIow rnn.lel l'hth rpnrcin8g was Accompli,' by 
knging pnecipitation output from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (3l- 'limatL
Moidel (ser Sew-titn 4 I Sok this progrte, repo•,r 4nd then applytrg meth.ds describcu v Hevesi 
and Flint (in press) l)wt•ized data input arrays ot recharge tor the MODFLOWP simulation 
cmde were conmtructed using the reprto'es-ed rrcharge ditributon.,i Maps of past-discharge areas 
were constructed and qualitative estimates of discharge rates for each area were provided by 
Pio~te'st ienti's These d%.-s.h4•¢ •%11stilas va ill 'Atlihbe UsCd1 ,lUA1C Atbd houtid tsimu1lUatiotns of 

past arid possible tuture clhirnae s-cnamios Stmulutiun began ot the p4st mid possible future 
climate C¢nAl SO', vitl, the regional ground- ater flow model 

The re,%ults ot the regional flow nkldcel calibration are found in D'Agne, e Al l In presslal 
.Adthtion~l re% 5sorts %ere milde t(0 A .econd relpor t1D Agnew e al.. In prep Itham docwunents the 
rt iiiaiJ rehh', lo&ai l.lVIIcnrotlltic -.ultci, A .~llotiltn•l ,utik Ic i .\gesc 0m dl . III prrssh])
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documenting regional recharge and discharge area, using regional distributions of vegetation 
types. was prepare& 

E=M The simulatiov of the paisr and posisble future climate scenanos using the 
existing flow model will he completed A draft re"or documenting the results Lf those 
simulations wit; be completed antd submitted fm review and apprval The report documnenting 
the calibration of the existing regional nlow model will be revised and published The report 
dmtumenting the regional pltentiomnetric surface will be subrwutted far approval and prepari:d for 
pubhtcat"o.  

The ohjectivet. of ti-i' oiudy Are its determvne the effective hydraulic conductivity. v, 
pr(putlics. and transport properties as functions of moisture content or potential, and to 
deternitne the present and estimate the future spatial distribution of infiltration ruesi over the 
fcpoMtinoy block.  

The primary pgoal of the recotfigured study is to define the appiri-Niundaux contditiow. for 
the -%ite unNAUt'irted tone hydrologic 3.vsemt ti terrni of Npuai~ and irftimpral distribution of 
moistuie fluxi, for use in %s~icesajj nmodek ol un%atuiaied tone grotind water flow and transport 
The integration of hydrologiv proxccvs midels for the %turface And near-surface em~ ironnwritis with 
Lilapped iiurliciaJlinatnal hydriooIsc pnpenie.s and mapped present-day net infiltration rates ican 
terms. of both rmatrix Wn fracture flow) Will prou de the bashi fo4 a s-tLochashti-deteivnintitic 
%imulat-rv of future upper tioundary condmnonis, including the probabriit) anti magnitude til 
poitential f~ast pathway% (it net infiltration Once the infiltratioin flux at the upper buiundaarN ot the 
unsmturated zone has~ been defined, the tite-%cale model will tv u~vi to %imulate flo~w Acto~-s- fth 
pimntir.l re-po-Amrv N-wn on fmr the vet f*5 condition' chivien 

Ajlud1.2 2 1 1 . a~riatpg vrlvcDOfIC of surticial materials 
Th b~~ue 0iV li itIh* i ti v itmyrt% it, 0iv ctairftie the if ltrat tion relfated hydrotog ic propen iie, and 
kcondtions tit the surficial seals 4nd rtxiks covering Ytuczca Nlour.;ýAin 

This activitN ww. completed in ft 19% Sce Progtr-. Repotrt 015 iTX)E. l'$)7e

Ajtlki, U- ý ! - LVAluatuuM ft natural ILI iat r(Iiin 1obetvoftiatini 
it, iharwicnirr prew.ni dav uitiltratii'n pfxrci'cse, and net infiltratioti ratit% an the %wfiti Wa smlk 
And rt'ackl Coti Ofing Y LWCA Mouintilin 

Net infilthration r, thr 4iinouint ut nawal Xurf4L:C-Inn~tdtrcd WAICt es lavwc. ~it 
Co6tidIIslbI,1IAtIIVe 4i0 %VIIWe pais setsh 4,% ctivulatiun ol ait within ihe porou., rot.k m*,%-s 
Stukh ritsulitsidwime dihA the litipterties 4r1J- pitess muwtN itupoftart tfr deternun.nig net 

infiltr~Atu ate the timngir And Ankitunt of ptccapittitan. the Nstoraee cApacat% of the wo tsi h 
tncludes !.t'a depth). ihcw seaLmqmhIt ovanouitjil of e apnuittispirauokn. anti the hA~rtalogit, 
ritivwtie%. ill the Urmderls trig Wuwo~k
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This pat of the natural-infiltration activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress 
Rep"" #Ili 

hnfilhralwa Proct".56 

Analysis to confirm the numerical model of net infiltration was conducted ushilg 15 years 
of ptvclpitstulof dau and 10 years of neutron-hole moisture data. With ninor exceptions, the 
multis msented in Progmss Report #15 were substantiated by the additional analysis. The 
analysis indicated that the principal weakness in the infiltration model is the lack of a module to 
simulate the gencratton and routing of surface runoff Although the overall output of the 
infiltration model may not be affected significantly. the lack of runoff routing information makes 
the net- Infiltration values produced by the model more difficult to evduate Any additional 
changes to the net-infiliration model, such as the addition of runoff touting. likely will increase 
the estimates of net infiltration above those currently being generated.  

Analysi% of two climate scenarios was completed for the regional ground-water-modeling 
stuldy Isee Section 3:1.4 of this progress reporl). One scenario involves a past climatic condition 
about 21 ,L() years ago when glaciation was at a maximum, and the other involves a possible 
future climatic condition wht-n atmosphenc carbon-dioxide concentration might be doubled by 
the 'gmeenhouse effect ' The past climatic condition is important to repository performance 
"assesilJnbs becau.- it could recut within the next 100.0(00 years. Simulated precipitation data 
for ewh of these climatic coidtoions were obtain-Ž, from the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research Global Climatuc Model Isee Section 3 4 6 of this progress report). For each scenario, 
the ratio of the changed climate scenario to the base case (current climate) was used to produce a 
"thant"e map" of p ecipitatitm E-ach change map wa- produced by kragag the 64 (ohal 
('latsiaui Mtodel modeled points i50-km spacing) covering the Yucca Mountain regiomnal study 
area The 'change m " was used in combination with the present-day regional precipitation 
amp to produce paii ivnd future petpitaiion maps. The kriged piecipitation maps indicated a 
"7I percerit iknt'ce iln proaipiaitlmio for the p.%i-.l-hnatc cceniuio and a 17 percent increasc In 
precipitlion tor the hiture-climate -cenario The climate ,,enario precipitation maps were then 
uwd as input so the Maxey-Eakin method for calculating recharge, which is described in Hevesi 
and Flint tin press) Given that on a regional basis the recharge at Yucca Mountain is I to 
2 5 mm/yr. the past cima.e cenario yielded 10 so 25 mnunyr (a ten-fold increase in recharge: and 
the lutuu• climhte scenario yielded 2.5 to 5 nai/yr ta two-told increase in recharge). Because 
these values are really averaged over the regional study area. they should not be interpreted as an 
cstimate Ut net ifiltration over the area of the Potential replsitory Estimated infiltration rates at 
the potential repository location lhkcl would be larger tFlint vt al-. in prep.) because of 
"adslilonal nirtiff rotating m.lorti-lation 

u ,i3. 1 ..... L3 - lvaluioin si artificial nfilratmuW_ The objective of this activity is 
to charactenzie wa•tr movement in the surficial materials of Yucca Mountain under controlled 
%ondationmi Eperinments designed to determaine the tca Walei fluix, flow velc-ities, and flow 
path, will be performed on the geohydrotgik surficial unit- under btx-h precnt-dmy precipitation 
rat" and suimulated hihict raits cot--s-ponding to w-uet ctirnatic conditions

3-211
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With the reconfiguration of the study, this activity is now limited to field validation of the 
infiltration model described in Activity 8.3.1.2.2.1.2 for simulated wetter conditions.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activity.  

E.ogi : No additional work is p'anned under this study for the remainder of FY 1997.  A proposal will be prepared to incorporate a stream runoff-routing subroutine into the numerical 
infiltration model during FY 1998.  

3.1.6 Study 8.3.1-.2.2- Water Movement Tgst 

The objective oi this study is to obtain information from isotopic measurements of soil, 
tuff. and water samples collected to help quantify the amount of percolation into the unsaturated 
zone at Yucca Mountain.  

"Activity 8.3.1.2.2.2.1 Chloride and chlorir&-36 measurements of percolation at Yugga 
Mwr;:na- The objective of this activity is to help quantify the amount of percolation into the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountamn. The data will be used as part of the input to characterize 
the movement of water through the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain.  

Analyses of Exploratory Studies Facility Sainol,.  

As of March :997. sampling to support FY 1997 deliverables was completed up to ESF Station 69 + 42 (6942 m from the ESF north portal), and analytical data were available up to ESF 
Station 67 + 90 (6790 m). Results of the atialysis of chlorine-36 data for 187 samples xkcre used 
to assess ground-water travel times and identify poiential fast paths for infiltrating water (Levy et 
al . in prep) Rock samples were systematically collected every 200 n, throughout the tunnel 
[every 100 m starting with Station 61 + 00 (6100 rn)l, and feature-based samples were collected from specific geologic features such as faults, fractures. !ithoph) sal cavities, and subunit 
contacts Chlormne-36 orom weapons testing occurs in a few distinct fractured and/or faulted 
zones, indicating that at least a detectable amount of the water is less than 50 years old. Initial 
analysis suggested that chlorine-36 from weapons testing appear to be associated with major 
faults mapped at the surface. Levels of chlorine-36 unambiguously from weapons testing have 
not been detected in any of the 54 samples collected beyond Station 45 + 00 (4500 m) 

A report (Ievy et aL., in prep ) examining the sampling results primarily focuses on the 
detailed characterniotnon of the petrologic and struetural settings of samplc sites, particularly the 
so-called 'fast paths" that contain a comrpnent ot chlorine-36 from wearpms testing. The 
methodology involves examining relevant tield evidence tot a) correlations between surface and 
suhsurf-e structural features; (b) vertical connectivity and characteristics of the fracture 
networks in the Tiva Canyon welded (TCwI. the Pin. and the Topopah Spring welded (TSw) 
hydropeologwC units: and (c) posible changes in fracture intensity near fault zones. These lines 
of evidence indicate the distribution of chlorine-36 in the ESF from weapons testing depends on 
si Ite preserve of faults. that cut the H'n hydrogeologic unit. (I) the magnitude of surface
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irifiltration. and (c) the structural features that produce downward lateral spreading of flow from 
fault zonts.  

I. Presence of faulthaI cut the PTn hydrogeologic unit. The most important structural 
control seems to be the presence of faults that create breaks in the PTn. Sample 
locations in the north ramp and main drift of the ESF that show evidence of 
chlorine-36 from weapons testing are located in the general vicinity of projections of 
faults mapped at the surface. These include a block-bounding fault (Bow Ridge fault).  
a probable strike-rlip fault (Drill Hole Wash fault), and smaller, intrablock faults (the 
Sundance fault). The defining characteristic is that the fault must be large enough to 
break the PTn; fault type, orientation, and amount of offset have no apparent affect on 
the presence of chlorine-36. This observation is consistent with the results of 
hydrologic modeling of percolation through the PTn hydrogeologic unit. Model results 
required a fault through the PTn for at least a sma'! aincunt of water with the weapons 
testing signature to arrive at the middle nonlithophy,;al zusi,' of the Topopah Spring 
Tuff (muin drift of the ESE).  

In some instances, the locations of ESF samples containing chlorine-36 from weapons 
testing do not appear to correspond to a fa-ilt mapped at the surface. yet the presence of 
chlorine-.% from weapons testing may still be inferred to be the likely result of a fault 
that cuts the PTn hydrogeologic unit. One example i. a sample site located under 
Diabolus Ridge. which is not obviously assoxiated with a fault mapped at the surface.  
However, across the central part of Diabolus Pidge, a gently east-dipping reverse fault 
is mapped at the surface. This fault has about 7 m of offset at the level of the upper 
portion of the Tiva Canyon Tuff. Projected downward, this fault cuts the base of the 
PTn hydrologic unit almost directly above the chlormne-36 sample location at ESF 
Station 26 + 79 (2679 m). Although various other pathways could be envisioned, the 
simplest explanation for the presence of chlorine-36 from weapons testing is that the 
fast pathway includes the fault that cuts the PTn hydrogeologic unit above the sample 
location.  

2. M itu o facinfiltritg. Limited data indicate a correlation between the 
chlorine-36 signature of a particular fault zone and the surface location of the fault 
with respect to spatially distributed infiltration. In the main drift of the FSF. faults that 
have elevated chlorine-36/chloride values indicating a component of chlorine-36 from 
weapms testing tend to coincide with infiltration highs a&, defined by .9int et al. (in 
prep ) For example. both the Sundance fault and the fault on Diabolus Ridge are 
relatively minor features at the surface, but their surface traces intersect fractured 
bedrock on topographically high ridge tops that are free of alluvial cover, conditions 
that may be conducive to elevated infiltration rates In contrast, faults that do not have 
elevated chlorine. %/chloride value% have surface traces that tend to coincide with 
infiltration lows. For example. where the surface traces of the southwestern splay of 
the Drill Hole Wash fault and the southern pan of the Ghost Dance fault overlie the 
ESF, the faults ame exposed in topographically low wash bottoms or side %lope% with 
thick alluvial material, conditions associated with low levels of infiltration These 
limited data indicate thai in the ESF, even fault% with relatively minor ottet may be
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associated with the presence of chlorine-36 from weapons testing, where they intersect 
zones of sufficiently high infiltration. Conversely, faults of similar, or even greater, 
offset that interwc zones of low infiltrazion may not have elevated chlorine-36/ 
chloride values.  

3. Structural features that result in downward Imeral &prMading of flow away from fault 
u=. A number of the sample localities along the north ramp of the ESF have 
elevated chlorne-36/chloride values and are tightly grouped near a single fault or an 
individual joint. In contrast, ESF sample localities near the Sundance fault with 
elevated chlonne-36/chloride values tomr a broad zone encompassing a 300-m 
distance along the ESF The Sundance fault is the only known structure mapped in 
this vicinity that could have served as the pathway through the PTn hydrogeologic unit.  
Therefore, it is hypothesized that the broad zone of elevated chlorine-36/chloride 
values north of the fault thus represents downward lateral spreading of flow away from 
the plane of ft fault. Such flow implies a connection between the fault and other 
structures, either small subsidiary faults or intcrconnectcd joints, in the ruck mass 
surrounding the fault.  

Levy et &I. (in prep.) also describes the attributes of fast pathways that contribute to the 
formation of distinctive secondary mineral assemblages. Preliminary mineralogic and petrologic 
analysis of 39 samples in the chiorine-36 data base suggests that fast pathways may have some 
subtly distinctive mineralogic characteristics. Calcite. a common mineral in the ESF, is even 
more common in samples containing chlorine-36 from weapons testing, but this criterion alone is 
tnufficient to predict the locations of fast paths. Observations indicate that the calcite deposits 
in fast-path transmissive features are much thinner than the calcite-opal deposits used for 
thorium-230/uranium geochronologic studies of mineral deposition and inferred infiltration rates.  
Opal, unlike calcite, appears to be less common in fast pathways than its overall abundance in the 
ESF would suggest.  

Clay deposits that coat fractures or breccia clasts are assumed to result from ac'&eous 
transport of fine clay particles within the fracture network and are unlikely to have been derived 
from the adjacent rock matrix. The mineralogic data set described in Levy et aW. (in prep.) does 
not indicate a consistent connection between fast paths, and the presence of clay/mordeuite.  
Fast-path sites associated with the Sundance fault, however, are correlated with the presence of 
clay/mordenite deposits. In addition to clay, there are also deposits of coarser particulate 
materials The most prominent of these is a deposit in a fracture in the Topopah Spring Tuff with 
graded bedding that clearly indicates particle settling in a water-filled fracture in the past. This 
sample has no weapons testing chlorine-36 signature. The material in this deposit was probably 
transported before the PTn nonwelded tuffs were emplaced on top of the "opopah Spring Tuff.  
Particulate deposts such as this may relatc more to former than to present fast pathways in the 
Toptipah Spring Tuff.  

Elg The results of this study wviii be applied to the validation of site-scale 
hydrologic flow and solute translpm models being developed under other activities. Project 
scientists will continue collecting atid anmlyzing samples from the ESF to test or confirm 
hydrologic-flow hypotheses made using pWvtous results Collecting and analyzing of samples 
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from boreholes will continue, as appropriate. The contribution of the in situ produced 
chlorine-36 (e.g., from soil calcite) to the subsurface concentrations of this isotope will be 
evaluated.  

Existing chlomide and chlorine-36 data for boreholes and the ESF will be interpreted in 
terms of infiltration rates and identification of fast-transport paths from the surface to the 
sampled depths. Chlorine-36 distributions will be correlated with lithology, structural features, 
and past climates. Corrected ground-water travel time estimates will be produced using data 
from chlorine-36 samples from boreholes and the ESF. Chlorine-36 analyses will be 
synthesized. Hydrologic analysis and simulation activities will be performed using the Finite 
Element Heat and Mass (FEHM) code to help interpret chlorine-36 data. Data and 
interpretations will be provided to hydrologic and solute transport modelers (a) to ensure 
appropriate use of isotopic results in model validation exercises and in the various hydrology 
reports, and (b) to ensure consistency in interpretation of results from this activity with those 

geochemical and isotopic results obtained from other activities.  

Elevated chlorine-36 occurrences, possibly from weapons testing, will be corroborated 
using other environmental tracers such as iodine- 129 and technetium-99. Input functions for 
these tracers will be developed, as appropriate, to compare their timing and magnitude relative to 
that for chlorine-36 attributed to weapons testing.  

3.1.7 Shtdy 8.3,1.2.2.3 - Characterization of Percolation in the Uhnaturated 
Zonat,-uftceBand Study 

The objectives of this study are to determine the present in situ hydrologic properties of 
the unsaturated zone hydrogeologic units and structural features: to determine the present vertical 
and lateral variation of percolation flux through the hydrogeologic units and structural features; 
to investigate the relation between present flux and past climatic conditions, and to determine the 
effective hydraulic conductivity, storage properties, and transport properties as functions of 
moisture content or potential.  

Locations of most of the boreholes identified in the activities included in this study are 
shown in Figure 3-2. Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at 
Yucca Mountain (e~g.. Tptpmn and Tptpll) are found in Buesch ct al. (1996a).  

Activity 8.. 1.2.2.3.1 - Matrix h d~rogoc pg •if lg The objectives of this activity 
are to conduct laboratory measurements of rock-matrix hydrologic properties on borehole and 
ESF samples from all hydrogeologic units in the un.,aturated zone to charactetize the spatial 
distribution of hydrologic properties within the unsaturated zone.  

This activity has been focused to provide two primary information products: (I) a data 
base of rock matrix hydrologic properties from a series of boreholes that is qualified for site 
charactenzation use. and (2) an interpretation of the hydrologic properties of specific 
hydrogeologic units. Hydrogeologic units havc been determned on the basis of similarities-
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within and differences between lithostratigraphic units for the puqpose of developing hydrolugic 
flow models.  

A study was conducted in the ESF main drift to assess the spatial variability of properties 
within the Topopah Spring Tuff middle noclithophysal zone (Tptpmn). the host rock for the 
potential repository. The study addressed several technical concerns of the unsaturated zone site 
charcterization and performance assessment modelers. Typically. rock properties are input into 
numerical model layers in one of three ways: (1) as a mean value (either arithmetic, geometric, 
or power-law mean depending on the property); (2) as a random distribution based on a 
probability-distribution function determined from all measured values of the property, or (3) as 
the measured mean value and variance of the rock property as an initial condition for inverse 
modeling to match a hydrologic pioperty, such. as saturawion, The properties of the rocks also can 
be distributed spatially using geostatistical analyses for those properties for which there are 
spatially distributed estimates, such as porosity. Overall, the Tptpmn has low matrix 
permeability and high in situ saturations.  

Seventy rock samples were collected systematically every 40 m along the wall of the ESF 
main drift to investigate the possible presence of preferential matrix-flow zones within the 
Tptpmn. Samples were collected along a transect from the top of the unit at ESF Station 28 + 00 
(2800 m) through the base of the unit and into the lower lithophysal zone (Tptpll) at ESF 
Station 58 + 00 (5800 m). To date, only porosity, bulk density, and particle density have been 
measured. These data have been compared with the lithostratigraphic descriFtions. borehole 
samples collected from nearby boreholes, mineralogy surveys, chlorine-36 measurements, and 
line fracture surveys. From top to bottom, porosity along the transect within the middle 
nonlithophysal zone ranges from 9 to 16 percent in an upper lithophysal subzone, porosity then 
decreases to about 8 to 12 percent through the primary nonlithophysal subzorpc. increases to 10 to 
13 percent in a lower lithophysal subzone (which at this location does not contain lithophysal 
cavities but merelh u higher matrix porosity and which corresponds to the closely spaced vertical 
fracture zone informally named the Broken Limb fracture zone). Finally, porosity decreases to 
7 to 1 I percent as the middle nonlithophysal zone transitions into the lithophyal rocks (Tptpll) 
below. These changes in porosity can be explained relatively well based on lithostratigraphy and 
vapor-phase aclv'tty during cooling of the tuffs and are supported by measurements of samples 
from nearby boreholes. The significant interpretation of these data is that there arm trends 
indicating areas of higher and lower porosity that are not randomly distributed where water flow 
may be concentrated in the mat-ix. Interpretations of mineral. coatings data that might 
corroborate the matrix-flow hypothesis presently are inconclusive. There is. however, evidence 
of a relation.ship bet, cen the color in the rock unit and the matrix properties; gray is associated 
with higher matrix porosity and pink with more massive rock with lower matrix porosity.  

Samples, collected from various boreholes in ESF alcoves were processed for matrix 
hydrologic properte', in support of borehole pneumatic monitoring, air-permeability testing, gas 
sampling, moistuternonitoring, and percolation studies. Borehole samples were collected and 
processed from the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove. Upper Paintbrush Tuff Contact Alcove, Lower 
Paintbrush Tuff Contact Alcove, and Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove. Results of analyses of 
.anples from the Northenm Ghost Dance Fault Alcove indicated higher porosities (9 to 
I I percent) on the western side (hanging wall) of the fault and lcwer porosities (8 to 9 percent)
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on the eastern side (footwall). Only one sample, collueted from the edge of the fault on the 
hanging wall, exhibited a saturated water content. This sample may be indicative of water flow 
within the fault, but more likely is evidence of a very localized condition caused by a capillary 
barrier at the end of the fault zone.  

Additional analyses were performed to correlate matrix hydrologic properties of borehole 
core samples with mineral percentages. Results of analyses indicated that an estimate of the 
influence of altered minerals on hydrologic properties could be reasonably predicted from 
measurements of the volumetric water content held in rocks when dried in an oven at 60°C and 
65 percent relative humidity. The minerals (generally zeolite) present in a rock that holds 
5 percent water content under these drying conditions influence the in situ saturation (usually 
greater than 90 percent saturation) and saturated conductivity (reducing it by ? to 3 orders of 
magnitude).  

An important parameter that has not been characterized at Yucca Mountain is unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity. Typically, this flow parameter is predicted from equations using 
moisture-retention data. An ultra-centrifuge has been configured at the Hydrologic Research 
Facility in Nevada Test Site Area 25 to measure unsaturated hydraulic conductivity directly under 
steady-state conditions. I o date, two core samples have been tested. Moisture-retention curves 
al-, were measutred, and the van Genuchten/Mualem equation (Van Genuchten. 1980) was used 
to predict conductivity, which was then compared with the measured data. Results indicated that 
the prediction of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was very sensitive to the curve-fitting 
te.hnique used to obtain parameters from the moisture-retention data. In addition, the 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity was predicted most accurately when the estimated residual 
water content was not used in the data set. The technique somewhat under-predicted the 
measured values Ibr the two samples of the pre-Pah Cany. m bedded tuff (Tpbt2). suggesting that 
in mndeling simulation. using constant flux boundaries, more water will flow through the matrix 
under unsaturated conditions than would be predicted by moisture-retention data alone. This 
interpretation is based solely on preliminary analysis of two samples: additional samples need to 
be measured before any definiti',: conclusions can be drawn.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.3.2 - Site vertical borhole studies. The objectives of this activity are to 
define the distribution of pneumatic pressure, temperature, and water potential within the site 
unsaturated zone: and to determine in site bulk-permeability and bulk-hydraulic properties of the 
combined fracture and matrix of the media within the site unsaturated zone.  

jl~ling 

There was no site unsaturated zone drilling activity during the reporing period, this was 
an unfunded activity.  

Vertical Seismic Profiling 

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.
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BLkl sumentatigonand Monitrin 

Temperature monitoring in boreholes UE-25 UZ#4 and UE-25 UZ#5 bi Pagn-y Wash 
indicates reversals in temperature-recovery trends at UE-25 UZ#5 in all instnrnent stations 
located above the Pah Canyon Tuff of the PTn (Table 3-2). After a prolonged cooling period, 
lasting almost 18 months. temperatures in the upper half of the PTn at UE-25 UZ#5 began 
increasing in November 1996. Borehole UE-25 UZ#5 is located on a hillslope adjacent to 
Pagany Wash. Temperature trends at UE-25 UZ#4. located in the channel bottom of Pagany 
Wash, continued to increase or were stable. No temperature reversals below the depth of 
peomtrvtion of surface-temperature changes have yet been noted in UE-25 UZ#4. The effect of 
the temperature data from the Pagany Wash site on estimates of net infiltration and deep 
percolation is discusced in Rousseau e: zl. (in prep.fal). The recent temperature data from the 
two Pagany Wash boreholes may indicate the passage of an infiltration front through the Tiva 
Canyon Tuff and upper half of the PTn at a depth of about 70 m in UE-25 UZ#5.  

Monitoring in borehole USW NRG-7a over the past six months indicated a steady 
recovery of temperature and water potentials in instrument station "D" located in the upper 
Yucca Mountain Tuff of the PTn. This recovery followeJ a one-month period of unusual 
oscillations and instability in the temperature and water pote.,tial measurements beginning or.  
May 9. 1996 (see Progress Report #15. Section 3.1.7). The cause of the unusual behavior at 
UJSW NRG-7a is not known, but the data clearly indicate th:nt the disturbance was propagated 
frorm above the instrument station and not from below. Top.graphic density-driven air
circulation within the Ti va Canyon T uff offers one possible explanation to account foi the 
extremes in the observea disturbances.  

During January 1997, a leak test for instrument-station integrity was conducted in borehole 
USW SD- 12 to confirm the reliability of pneumatiL -pressure measure~jkents from an instrument 
station located at the base of the lower nonlithophysai zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff. Before 
the onset of tunnel boring machine interference effects, the residual amplitude and phase lag of 
the synoptic pressure signal at this instrumert station was larger than and led those of all other 
overlying instrument stations in the Topopah Spring, Tuff, This observation has led some 
investigators to infer lateral tand preferential) ccmmunication between the Ghcost Dance fault and 
borehole USW SD- 12. The leak test indicated less than complete integrity for the instrument 
station in the lower nonlithophysal zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff but results were acceptable 
for all other instrument stations in USW SD- 12. Thus, th,! data from the lower nonlithophysal 
instrument station cannot be used to infer preferential, lateral communication via the Ghost 
Dance fault.  

The results of borehole monitoring are discussed further in the section below titled 
"Integrated Data Analysis and Interpretation." 

tlQogic Data Aauisition System 

A basic data report was prepared and submitted to the Pioject Records Processing Center 
and Technical Data Base in December 1996. This :epon contains reduced pneumatic-pressure, 
temperaturv, and water-potential data for ta) boreholes USW NRG-7a. UE-25 UZ#4. UE-25
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UZ05, USW SD-12. and USW UZ-7a through September 30, 1.996, and (b) borehole USW 
NRG-6 through September 12, 1996. Monitoring of USW NRG-6 wa& .iscontinued on 
Septeimber 12, 1996. A raw data package was submitted to the Project Records Processing 
Center and Technical Data Base in February 1997. This data package contained all raw data 
collected from August 15, 1996 through December 31, 1996, for the above-listed boreholes.  

Surface-B1sed Air-Permeability Testing 

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

lntggratea Data Analysis and inerpretation 

Work began on a report that describes the results of surface-based monitoring in boreholes 
USW UZ-7a, USW SD-12, and USW SD-7 (located along the alignment of the ESF main drift), 
and I ISW NRG -7a (located near the intersecti3n of the main drift and the ESF north ramp). The 
most significant findings contained in this report are summarized here.  

Pneumatic pressures in all Topopah Spring Tuff instrument stations in boreholes USW 
SD- 12, USW NRG-7a, and USW SD-7 have increased in response to ESF tunnel construction.  
These pressure increases are on the order of 0.06 kPa in USW SD- 12, 0.09 kPa in USW NRG-7a, 
and 0.035 kPa in USW SD-7. At USW UZ-7a, only the bottom three instrument stations, located 
on the eastern side (foot wadl) of the eastcrnmost trace of the Ghost Dance fault, have shown an 
increase in mean pressure on the order of 0.020 kPa. tnc;eases in mean pressure in the Topopah 
Spring Tuff reflect internal pressure adjustments in response to pneumatic bypassing of the 
overlying, impeding PTn by the ESF. The lack of any significant pressure changes in the 
Topopah Spring instrument stations locatea on the wesiem side (hanging wall) of the Ghost 
Df.ance fait indicated very little attenuation of the atmospheric pressure signal and very high 
secondary porosity associated with fracturing in the fault zone.  

Temperatures in all Topopah Spring Tuff instrument stations in USW SD- 12 also have 
changed in response to ESF tunnel construction. Before the onset of tunnel interference effects.  
temperatures in these stations were increasing asymptotically toward their original. pre-disturbed.  
steady-state values. Following the onset of pneumatic-interference effects, temperatures have 
been steadily decreasing. Thew temperature reversals are viewed as an indication of heat loss 
driven by evaporation and unidirectional gas flow through the Topopah Spring Tuff near USW 
Sb- 12. Tunnel-induced tempeature changes have not yet been observed in any of the other 
monitored boreholes at Yucca Mountain. Temperatures in the Topopah Spring Tu'f instrument 
stations in USW NRG-7a, which is clo'ier to the ESF tunnel than USW SD-12, have continued to 
increase even though pneumatic-inttrfcrence effects in this borehole were first observed almost 
four months before those in USW SD-12. Data indicate thut significant secondary porosity may 
be associated with the fracture system in USW SD- 12. Indeed, the pneumatic-interference 
effects that occurred in USW SD-12 took at least two months to fully develop. As reported in 
Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997e). pneumatic interference effects in USW SD-12 were initially 
very subtle and slowly Increased over approximately one month. More recent analysis indicated 
that complete read tustment of the pressure system in USW SD- 12 probably did not occur until 
sometime after April -9--more than two months after the first indication that pressures had
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been disturbed. These data indicate that large volumes of gas were needed to reestablish pressure 
equilibri trn in the vicinity of USW SD-12.  

Analysis of the pressure records from the two deepest instniment stations in USW SD- 12 
(one located below the densely welded, vitric zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff and at. other 
located at the top of the nonwelded Calico Hills Formation), indicate that the static pressure of 
thae two stations is less than that predicted from extrapolating the static pressure profile 
developed across the Topopah Spring Tuff. The pressure "oeficit" in these two stations is on the 
order of 0 12 kPa, which is much larger than the 0.001 kPa that can be accounted for by a change 
in the temperature gradient across the Topopah Spring Tuff-Calico Hills Formation contact. The 
pressure deficit may indicate an oxygen-consuming or reducing environment below the densely 
welded vitric subunit of the Topopah Spring Tuff. Pressure data from these two stations indicate 
the presence of a perched-water zone within the densely welded, vitric zone. A synoptic presswe 
signal is present in the pressure record of the station immediately below the perched-water zone.  
The amplitude of this signal is less than 1 percent of the surface signal but its phase lag with 
respect to the surface signal is essentially zero. This synoptic-signal component is superimposed 
on a seasonal pressure signal that represents a time-averaged composite of seasonal pressure 
changes occurring at the ground surface. The pressure signal from the underlying Calico Hills 
nonwelded unit contains no synoptiL component. yet this signal leads the time-averaged 
composite signal in the overlying vitric zone. Taken together. these data indicate an atmospheric 
loading or strain-induced response associated with the synoptic signal component present in the 
pressure record of the instrument station below the perched-water zone. This finding indicates 
that the perched-water zone is of limited areal extent and accounts for the phase of the pressure 
signal im the deeper station leading the phase of the pressure signal in the overlying station.  
Furthermore, the synoptic component present in the pressure record of the overlying station 
represents the effect of local compression and expansion of the host rock that involves no net 
transport of gas.  

Activity 8.3.12.2.3.3 - Solitario C-nyon honzontal borehole study. The objectives of this 
activity are to determine the extent of fracturing, brecciation. and gouge development in the 
Solitario Canyon fault zone; to evaluate the effects of fault zone on ground-water movement in 
the unsaturated zone- and to identify additional fault-zone-related data needs.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

fslgsMt1: The systematic analysis of matrix-properties of the Topopah Spring Tuff 
middle nonlithophysal zone in the ESF will be extended to include saturated hydraulic 
conductivity for all samples. Additional samples will be collected in a more detailed transect 
with 140 samples at 20-m intervals. Fracture densities and apertures currently are being analyted 
and will be used with matrix-property measurements to assess the likelihood of preferential 
pathways for flow, as well as to provide a data base of fracture properties for flow modeling.  
Additional unsaturated hydraulic-conductivity measurements will be made and compared with 
values predicted from moisture-retention data using several different techniques. Curve-fitting 
techniques also will be tefined to predict measured data as accurately as possible.
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Pneumatic-pressure, temperatare, and water-potential monitoring will continue throughou! 
FY 1997 in boreholes USW NRG-7a, UE-25 UZ#4, UE-25 UZ#5, USW UZ-7a, and USW 
SD-I 2. Data packages containing raw sensor readings and reduced values of monitoring data 
will be submitted to the Project Records Processing Center and Technical Data Base as 
appropriate. Borehole-monitoring data will be reduced and analyzed, including evaluations of 
barometric-pressure damping and lagging with depth, temperature gradients, and temperature 
stability. Emphasis will be placed on evaluating the significance of temperature changes induced 
by the tunnel boring macline in the Topopah Spring Tuff in USW SD- 12 and transient 
temperature changes within the PTn beneath Pagany Wash in UE-25 UZ#4 and UE-25 UZ#5. A 
major effort during the next six months will be the compilation and writing of several 
subsections of the hydrology chapter of the Project Integrated Safety Assessment report.  

3.1.8 St4d .3.1.2.2.4 - Characterization of the Yucca Mountain Unsaturated Zone in the 
Explorutory Studies Facility 

The objectives of this study are to supplement and complement the surface-based 
hydrologic information needed to characterize the Yucca Mountain site, and to provide 
information for analyzing fluid flow and the potential for radionuclide transport through 
unsaturated tuff.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g., Tpcpul) are found in Buesch et al. (I Yi- -L).  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.1 . Intact-fracture test in the Exploratory Studies Facility. The 
objective of this activity is to evaluate fluid-flow and chemical transport properties of single, 
relatively undisturbed fractures. The purpose of the work is to characterize fluid flow along both 
undisturbed fractures and those under stress, and to provide these properties to help calibrate 
models for fluid flow in fractured rock at various scales.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.2. Percolation tests in the Explorato•" Studies Facility. The objective 
of this activity is to determine th0 hydrologic conditions that control the occurrence of fluid flow 
in fractured tuff units, and to provide experimental data against which the validity of conceptual 
and numerical models may be tested. In addition, this activity will determine the moisture 
balance within the ESF and adjicent rock mass in response to water-vapor transport from the 
ESF because of ventilation associated with ESF construction. This will be accomplished by 
measuring moisture conditions of the drift walls and rocks, and by monitoring the humidity and 
temperature of the air in the ESF.  

Only the second part of tlhs activity (moisture balance) was funded during the reporting 
period. This scope was added by Change Request 96/019.  

Air temperature. relative humidity and wiud speed data were collected in fixed locations 
within the ESF and on the tunnel boring machine. Three existing sensor stations are locvated near
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the north end of the ESF, and four new sensor stations were installed in the main drift and the 
south ramp as the tunnel boring machine advanced. Large variations in relative humidity and 
vapor density were observed, largely associated with variations in the mining operations, 
especially during weekdays when the ventilation system removes large amounts of construction 
water and moisture from the drif! walls. During the weekends, when construction water was not 
used and ventilation was continued, the tunnel atmosphere stabilized to lower humidity 
conditions. Evaporation rates were also lower and variations were less. During weekends when 
the ventilation was continued, evaporation effectively increased the relative humidity to near 
saturated conditions. Rock temperatures near the tunnel boring machine were observed to 
change spatially and temporally and could be related to evaporation from the rock surfaces 
(Wang et al.. 1996). The ventilation operations effectively remove the equivalent of 
approximately 200 mm/yr (t 100 mm/yr) of moisture. Therefore, these opcrations mask any 
possible measurements or observations of seepage into the ESF, which is estimated to be 
approximately one order of magnitude lower than the current ESF dryout rate (Bodvarsson and 
Bandurraga. 1996).  

In addition, tensio,4neters and heat dissipation probes were installed in parts of the PTn in the south ramp to measure water potential. Time-domain reflectometrv probes were installed in 
the Upper Paintbrush Contact Alcove to collect water-content data. The use of these "contact" 
sensors in specific locations has provided the opportunity to collect more accurate and more 
precise water-potential data than could be collected previously. Initial values of water potential 
measured in the PTn in the south ramp were -0.01 to -0.3 MPa. which are considerably "wetter" (with respect to a moisture-retention curve relating water potential to saturation) than any in situ 
measurements reported in the surface-based boreholes in similar zones of the PTn. These 
relatively greater water potentials suggest a higher flux through the PTn than would have been 
estimated using the surface-based borehole data. However, the seasors installed near the tunnel 
wall are drying out at a rate equivalent to 0.5 to I mm/day (180 to 365 mm/,r). which is 
supported by the dryout estimates made from changes in vapor density calculated using the 
temperature. relative humidity, and wind speed data. Matrix flux in the PTn has not yet been 
estimated using this new information.  

Act Explorator2 Studies Faciioy. The 
objectives of this activity are (a) to deermine the scale at which the host rock behaves as an 
equivalent ani.,otropic porous medium, (b) to compare hydraulic test results against a distribution 
of simulated results calculated from a large number of realizations of the possible fracture 
networks conditioned on average tracture orientation and/or fracture density data. *c) to use a 
numerical fracture-flow model t, establish the minimum dimensions at which other rock masses 
with the same fracture characteritics behave as equivalent porous media, and (d) to eaamine the 
dependence ol rock-mass dimensions on changing saturation 

No progress was made during the reporting penod; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3t1.2.2 4.4- Radfial borehole tests in the Exploraor Studies _FiVILU. The 
obtjectives of this activitV are to detect vertical movement ol water in both the vapor and liquid 
phases, and to ev'aluate the potentihl for lateral movement of water along hydrologic contacts, a-
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well as to evaluate the radial extent of excavation effects on the hydrologic properties of the 
unsaturated hydrogeologic units.  

Project -rologists completed and submitted a techical report to the Yucca Mountain 
Site Characterizuion Office (YMSCO) that documents pneumatic monitoring, hydrochcmistry 
sampling, and air-injection and gaseous tracer testing conducted in the north ramp of the ESF 
between November 1994 and July 1996 (LeCain et al., in prep.). These studies were conducted 
in the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove and the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove. Pneumatic monitoring of 
boreholes in the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove showed no differential pressure among three 
boreholes, and between the boreholes and atmospheric pressure, confirming the large fracture 
permeability of the Tiv& Canyon Tuff. In addition, gaseous-phase carbon-14 data indicate a large 
degree of mixing between atmospheric and rock gas. MaLrix-properties testing of cores from 
boreholes in the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove indicates that the matrix porosity of the Tiva 
Canyon Tuff crystal-poor, upper lithophysal zone (Trpcpul) ranges from 0.1 to 0.24, with a mean 
of O. 15. Matrix air-pernieability values range from 1.4 to 120.0x 1O"7 nr. Bulk permeability 
values of the Tpcpul from air-injection testing have an arithmetic mean of 28.6x 10"'; m; and a 
geometric mean of 16.0x10" " m2 . Comparison of the Tpcpul permeability values to the air
permeability values for the Tiva Canyon Tuff obtained form surface-based tests indicates that at 
shallow depths the Tiva Canyon Tuff is isotropic with respect to air permeability.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.5 - Excavation effects test in the Exploratory Studies Facility. The 
objective of this activity is to monitor changes in both the stress state and fractured-rock 
permeability caused by excavating the ESF. The objective is to use these data. as well as other 
physical properties data gathered during the activity, to calibrate and validate a coupled 
hydraulic-mechanical, finite-element model. The model will be used to predict stress and 
ensuing permeability changes around excavation openings.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.6 - Calico Hills testing in the Exploratory Studies Facility. The 
objectives of this activity were intentionally deleted. Testing in the Calico Hills Formation will 
be described in revisions to other ESF studies.  

This activity was deleted from the study plan in Revision 9 of the Site Characterization 
Program Baseline (LX)E. 1995a). (See Appendix H for the Site Characterization Program 
Baseline history.) Testing in the Clico Hills nonw, elded (CHnl) hydrogeologic unit may be 
conducted as part of other ESF testing activities.  

Activity 8 3. 12 2.4.7. Perched-water testing in the Exploratoa' Studies F•ihly. The 
objectives of this activity are to detect the occurtence of any perched-water zones; to estimate the 
hydraulic propertiest of the zones: and to determine the implication of the existence of such zones 
on the flux, flow paths, and travel times, 

This a-tcivity was completed in FY 19% See Progrrs, Report #15 (130[, 199TeC
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Activity 8.3.1 2_2.41g HvdroceMist tests in the EXploratory StUdies EACilit . The 
objectives of this activity arm to understand the gas-transport processs within the unsaturated 
zone and to provide independent evidence of flow direction, flux, and travel time of gas-, to 
design and implement methods for extrating uncontaminated pore fluid frs.mn rock excavated 
during ramp construction; to detenrmine the flow diretion of water in the unsaturated zone by 
isotope geochemnistry techniques: and to determaine the extent of water-rock interaction so that 
geochemical mnodeling can he performed to deduce the flow path and to understand the 
geochemical evolution of unsaturated zone water.  

In situ pneumatic monitoring and gaseous-phss, chemical sampling were conducted in the 
Northern Ghost Dance fault Alcove by temporarily instnufnlening borehole NAD-GTB# I A with 
a 32.8-rn, flexible. plastic borehole liner. The borehole liner has open ports attached to access 
tubing such that when the liner is evened into the borehole and inflated, it presses against the 
borehole walls. thus sealing the borehole and isolating the access ports. This allows discrete
interval pressure monitoring and gas sampling through the access tubing.  

Results of gaseous-phas chenistry sampling indicate that essentially all the drilling air 
was removed successfully from 7 of the 10 sample intervals. as, determined by the final 
concentrations of the SF-6 tracer gas. The three intervals that were not successfully purged of 
drilling air were nerpr the far end of the hole where the tracer-gas injection system had 
malfunctioned.  

Carbon dioxide concentration,% in borehole NAD-GTh#lI A ranged from 660 to I1180 ppm.  
The lowest conicentrations wore found in the three intervals closest to the access drift from which 
the hole was drilled, indicainng that the rock gas in fthse intervals has d larger component of 
atmospheric air. This could be from better communication through the fault zone, better 
communicaition with the atmosphere. or cormnunication with the air in the access and main drift% 
through the FSF walls. [4trbon-1I3/carbon- 12 ratios that ranged from - 14]1 %.c to - 16.l8¶Me 
(parts per thousand) ildmicted a mixture of soil gas t. --25%~) and atmosphere (- 6'7Le, that is 
consistent with samples collected throughout the Yucca Mountain area. Gas samples were 
collected from borehole NAD-GTB#I A for caibon- 14 age estimnates, but the laboratorN results 
are not yet available 

In other work. pore water extractecd fiom rock samples collected from various locations in 
the ESF was, analyzed for tritium. Although the presence of tritium in pore water does not allow 
the quantity of flux through the repository horizon to be determinmed. tritiumn is an indicator of the 
spatial distribution of flux. The presence of tritium on the order of I tritium unit {TtJ) indicates 
that the sample is partly composed of water that entered the ground after atmospheric testing of 
nuclear weapons started in 1952) Before 1952, background tntiuni concentrations in 
precipitation were about 21 to 4 TV! With a half L1k of 12 5 years~. the remnant tritium activity in 
thtyse water-. would be less than 0.25 TL. Twenty-seven water samples for tritium analysis Were 
distillied from (a) core collected during drilling of boreholes RBT# I and RBT#4- in the Upper 
Paintbrush Tuft Contact Alcove in the north ramp, (b) core from borehole NAD-GTB#JA in the 
&access drift of the Northern Ghost lVanc Fault Alcove. to blast rubble obtained during the 
exciivation . i~theThernial Testaing Fa~cility. and id i rock samples collected from -wet zonc-% in 
the ESF at SEL-ions 7 + 57 (757 noi anid _35% + (X 35W) m)
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At the 95 percent confidence interval (two standard deviations of analytical precision), the 
data indicate that tritium was present in only two samples, both from borehole RT#4 in the 
Upper Paintbrush (Non-Welded) Contact Alcove. The presence of tritium near the Upper 
Paintbrush (Non-Welded) Contact Alcove is expected and is consistent with the concept that, at 
many locations, water percolatrs readily from the land surface to the top of the PTn.  

However, given that percolating water would be subject to substantial mixing, particularly 
as it might move laterally within the PTn. any young water percolating downward from the PTn 
could be expected to have mixed with older water. The mixing would substantially reduce the 
tritium level in the mixture to an extremely small value. Therefore, consideration of a lower 
confidence interval of the data might be appropriate to interpret these very low values of tritium.  
At the 67.5 percent confidence interval, the data indicate that young water might have percolated 
below the PTn into the Topopah Sporng Tuff middle nonlithophysal zone (repository horizon) at 
three additional locations in the ESF: (1) the Thermal Testing Facility. (2) the wet zone at 
Station 35 + 00 (3500 n). and (3) two intervals in borehole NAD-GTB#1A in the access drift of 
the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove. Although at this level of confidunce the presence of 
tritium from weapons testing in percolating water at these depths is somewhat uncertain, the 
tritium data do not preclude the possibility.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.4.9 - Multipurose-bor-_hoe,_testing. This activity wa, originally 
planned to monitor hydrologic and engineering interference effects from construction of 
exploratory shafts I and, 2 on tests in these shafts and interference effects between tests in the 
shafts, In the current ESF design. with two ramps, testing in a scientific shaft is no longer 
planned.  

This activity was deleted from the study plan in Revision 10 of the Site Characterization 
Program Baseline (see Appendix H).  

A9tivity3.1 28_1 4 19 -H-drologic propcqie% .of major faults encountered in the main test 
level of the Explorato. Studies Facility. The objective of this activity is to investigate the 
pemreabihty and flow conditions of the major faults encountered in ramps and drifts of the ESF 

Project hydrologists completed and submitted a technical report to YMSCO that 
de, uments pneumatic monitoring. hydrochemistry sampling, and air-injection and gaseous tracer 
testing conducted in the north ramp of the ESF between November 1994 and July 1996 (LeCamn 
cil.. in prep.) These studie,• were conducted in the Upper Tiva Canyon Alcove and the Bow 
Ridge Fault Alcove. Pneumatic monitoring m the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove indicated that the 
Tiva Canyon Tuft. BoA Ridge fault breccia, ;Ad pre-Rainier Me-,a Tuff bedded turf have high 
permwabiluty This conclusmon I% %upjxined by ga%&ou.-.phas carbon. 13 and carbon- 14 isoioptc 
data Tritiutmt 'alues of matrix water indicate that within the last 50 years (since atmospheric 
testing of nuclear weapons), water has moved downward trom the land surface along the Bow 
Ridge fault ad mnixed •-ith older water resident in the ptres of the rock matrix. Data from 
geothermal logging, however, did not indicate flow in the fault zone Matrix-properties testing of 
core.s from boreholes in the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove indicated that the porosity or the Tiva 
(an~on I utt niidde nonlithophysal zone is ab.out 0. I. which is slightly higher than that of the
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Tiva Canyon lower lithophysal zone. The matrix porosity of the Bow Ridge fault breccia ranges 
from 0.08 to 0.24. and the poroity of the pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff bedded tuff averages about 0.5.  

Air-injection testing in the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove indicates mean bulk permeability 
values (arithmetic and geometric) of the Tiva Canyon Tuff middle nonlithophysal zone are 
13.9 and 12.2x 10"- n'. respectively, and for the Tiva Canyon Tuff lower lithophysal zone are 
1.3 and l.2xI0" m,. The three permeability values of the Bow Ridgý tault breccia range from 
8.0x |0"2 in2 to 15.8x 10'r in'. The two nermcability values of the pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff bedded 
tuff awe 41.3x IOF m' and 22.0x 1 W2 . Cross-hole air-injection test results agree with the 
$ingle-hok results and indicate that scale differences did not affect the test results. The 
pneumatic porosity estimate for cross-hole testing for the Bow Ridge fault breccia is 0. 13; for the 
rre-Raiaier Mesa Tuff bedded tuff, the estimates are 0.20 and 0.27. Comparison of the Tiva 
Canyon Tuff middle nonlithophysal permeability values in the ESF with values from surface
based tests indic:ties that the Tiva Canyon Tuff middle nonlithophysal zone is isotropic.  
However. comparison of the Tiva Canyon Tuff lower lithophysal perrneabiiity values in the ESF 
with the values from surface-based test indicates that the Tiva Canyon Tuff lower lithophysal 
zone is anisotrovic and has a honzontal-to-vertical pernmability raiio of approximately 10: 1.  
Because water redistribution occurred during both the single-hole and cross-hole air injection 
tet,,i, the capillary pressure of water held in fractures must be less than one atmosphere. Cross
hole gaseous tracer tests indicated effective porosities of 0.22 to 0.52 in the Bow Ridge fault 
breccia and 0.04 and 0.12 in the Tiva Canyon middle nonlithophysal and lower lithophysal 
zones, respectiveiy, The tracer tests also indicated adsorption of the tracer in the fault breccia and 
tortuosity in the Tiva Canyon Tuff.  

Borehole NAD-GTB#IA was drilled horizontally from the access drift of the Norihem 
Ghost Dance Fault Alcove to a depth of 60 m to provide testing access to the fault before 
excavating the access drift through the fault. The entire borehole is located within the Topopah 
Spring Tuff ncidle nonlithophysal zone (repository horizon), but the character of the tuff in the 
12-m wide fault zone has been altered. At this location, the fault zone includes four fault splays 
and is composed of a series of intervening clast-supported brcccias and matrix suppoi lcd, fine
grained breccias surrounded by relatively less fractured. welded tuff. Geothermal logging.  
conducted on November 7. 1996. identified a temperature drop across the fault zone. Following 
the geothermal logging, the alcove was excavated an additional 30 in reducing the length of 
NA-GTB# I A to 30 m. Additional geothermal logging of the 30--m borehole on December 3.  
1996 did not show the previously measured temperature drop across the fault zone but did 
indicate a small temperature increase at the main fault trace. Theretore. the temperature drop 
measured in November probably was the result of drilling-induced evaporative cooling that 
dissipated with time. The cause of the small temperature increase at the main trace measured it 
Dkcember is being investigated.  

In %itu pneumatic monitoring and ga.sous-phasc chemical sampling in borehole NAD
GTBEIA were accomplished as described in Activity 8.3..2.24.8 Pneumatic monitoring data 
indicated that ditferent intervals within the 12-m fault zone have different pneumatic 
characteristics All intervals showed attenuation and time lag of the barometric-presure signai.  
although ditference%., i.n lag tlime were almost imperceptible. Five of the seven monitored 
intervahl in the fault zone, hIwever, seem to have higher permeabihty values because their
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amplitudes are less attenuated. This conclusion is consistent with results of the air-injection 
permeability testing discussed in the following paragraph. Although the exact pathway of the 
barometric signal cannot be determined, possible pathways include (a) from land surface down 
the fault, (b) along the fault zone from the south where the main drift of the ESF intersects the 
fault, or (c) through the walls of the main drift along intersecting fractures. However, because 
the attenuation of the barometric-pressure signal is not sequential from the interval nearest to the 
main drifp to the interval farthest from the main drift, the pathway for the barometric signal 
probably is not from the main drift. Rather. tne varying response of the intervals to the 
barometric signal probably indicates different pathways within the fault zone.  

Air-injection testing in borehole NAV-GTh#1 A indicated that the permeability of the fault 
zone is more than an order of magnitude larger than the surrounding tuff. Air-injection testing 
was conducted on seven I -m test intervals in the fault zone and five I-rn intervals outside the 
fault zone Permeability values of the fault zone range from 1.3 to 11. 1 x 10 12 inm. Permeability 
values of the surrounding Topopah Spring Tuff middle nonlithoptiysal zone (repository level) 
range from 0.06 to 0.63x 10 ' il:'. The average permeability value of the seven I -m intervals 
tested in the fault zone is 5.5x10' inm. Air-injection testing of a 12-m test interval that straddled 
the entire fault zone indicated a fault zone permeability value of 5.7x 10 m". The avera'g.' 
permeability value of the five I-m test intervals outside the fault zone is 0.3 lxlO1 m2. Water 
redistribution was identified in all five of the test intervals located outside the fault zone and in 
five of the seven test intervals located in the fault zone. The water redistribution pressures 
indicate that, although the capillary pressures are less than one atmosphere, they are highest near 
the main trace of the fault, indicating some drying near the main trace. The dryer zone may be 
the cause of the small temperature increase identified at the main trace of the Ghost Dance fault 
during the 'ecember 1996 geothermal logging.  

E.tr.ciml: Collection of air temperature, relative humidity and wind speed data will 
continue in fixed locations in the ESF and on the iunnncl boring machine. Analysis of ESF dryout 
will be enhanced b% the reduction in water use that wIll occur when excavation of the south ramp 
is completed and the tunnel boring machine exits the south portal. Additional fixed-location 
temperalurc. relaltie-humidity, and wind-speed sensors will be installed in the south ramp as the 
tunnel boring mahine progresses. The rock-wall instr'imentation 1heat dissipation probes.  
tensiometeis. and tNo-domain teflectometry) will be incorporated into the PTn Lateral Diversion 
Study and the South Ramp Hydrology Study, although these instruments will continue to provide 
data for the dr out studk. Several additional pians have been formulated to study the percolation 
processes along hc nimae drift. Flow and evaporation testing and monitoring will be executed in 
short 5-rn alcote, inichei in a controlled environment. Longer borehole array iO0 m ) are 
planned io form an areal grid for the determination of percolation flux. Following completion of 
the FSF loo,p. vombinatons of monitonng tests in short and long boreholes and dritts will be 
used to better quantit. the moisture balance in the -'SL and to improve the ass.eserncnt of 
hydrologic ahd pncumiatc perturbations to the surrounding rock.  

No %%ork ts planned tor the second halt of FY 1997 under the radial-boreholes testing
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The ESF hydrocheniistry testing for the second half of FY 1997 will include distilling pore 
water for carbon- 14 age estimates and tritium values from the Lower Paintbrush Tuff Contact 
Alcove and borehole NAD-GTB#IA in the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove access drift.  
In iitu pneumatic-pressure monitoring and gaseous-phase chemistry sampling will be conducted 
in the geothermal borehole to be drilled from the Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove access drift 
and in borehole RfT#1 in the Lower Paintbrush Contact Alcove.  

Excavation of the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove throutgh the Ghost Dance fault and 
construction of a cross-hole testing facility will be completed. Testing of the Ghost Dance fault 
then will proceed with a sequence of geophysical and geothermal logging, pneumatic monitoring, 
gas sampling, and cross-hole air-injection and tracer testing. The testing will provide values of 
bulk permcability. pneumatic and effective porosity. and tracer travel times to support a three
dimensional, numerical model of the fault.  

3. 1.9 •Udiy8,3.1 .2.2.S - Diffusion Tess In the Exploratory Studies Facility 

The objective of this study is to determine in situ the extent to which noniorbing tracers 
diffuse into the water-filled pores of the tuffs of the Topopah Spring welded (TSw) unit at the 
main test level of the ESF A diffusion test is also proposed in the Calico Hills nonwelded (CHn) 
unit.  

No progress was made during the reporting perixld this was an unfunded study. Work on 
this study has been suspended.  

FaMcma1: No work is planned for this study during FY 1997.  

3.1.10 Stludy 8.3.1.2.2.6 -CharacterizationQ f Ga&•oUs;Phas_ Movjement in tIf 
JURasaurated o 

The objectives( of this study are to (a) describe the pre-waste-emplacement. gas-flnw field 
in the prcence of open boreholes and the ESF excaivations: (b) develop an understanding of the 
f3,tors that produce and affect this flow field, including topographic, stratigraphic. and structural 
contrails; (c) determine transmissive and storative properties for gaseous flow; (d) develop a 
h•.tory ot air circulation at the it truniented boreholes fruia the time of drilling until the holes 
are stemmed, as an aid in evaluating the time following stemming tefore ambient conditions are 
restored; (e) determine fractured, porositv-gas-filled matrix porosity ratios and factors controlling 
gaseous exchange between the two. and/or the dispersiviiy of the fracture network to gas flow 
and transport, ýfi detcrnine changes caused in the gas-phase flow field as ESF excavations are 
advanced beyond open boreholes near the line of the ESF excavations; and (g) to develop a 
prelimnary modmel of the transport of individual gaseous species, 

Actvity, 8.. 12.1Ž." I - Gqeous-phase circulation study ' The objectives of thv- activity 
kcxts ion the voilection and interpretation of scveral types of data, including coinpo~it borehole 
shut-in pressures. downholc ga;-tlow velocity .urvey.s. gas-.tcluimn temnpcrature surveys, packed-
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oft zone shut-in pressures. results from rnuluple borehole tracer tests, and gas chemistry and 
isotope chemistry from selected open bore holes, and packed-off zones within boreholes. These 
data will be collected from a number o1 boreholes on an "as available" basis in order to cuiloct as 
muLch data as possible in the boreboles, rn~st likely to be affected by ESF construction.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. The work scope of this activity has 
been transferred to Activity 8.3.1.2.2.3.2 (wee Section 3.1.7 of this progress report).  

Activity 8.3.1.2.2.§.2 -eaaure"ment of near-surf&Ce oas flowi fields. The objective of this 
activity is to demonstrate how a water vapor RAMAN-LIDAR can be used to monitor &ad 
characterize preferred pneumatic pathways. The ability of this technology to measure the rate of 
water vapor exchange butween the atmosphere and the preferred pathways will be validated and 
will provide benchmark data for convective transport models. This study will characterize 
known pneumatic pathways and locate the surficial express~ion of unknown pneumatic pathways 
at Devils Hole. Nevada using RAMAN-LIDAR. This information will aid the hydrology 
program by locating potential pneumatic pathways at Yucca Mountain.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

EnWMI:~ No work is planned for this study during FY 1997.  

3.1.11 juy83..7-lyrceia hratrziooftenatrtdZe 

The objectives. of this study are to (a) characterize the hydrochemistry of the unsaturated 
zone by determining the transport mechanisms. flow directions, residence tines. and travel times 
for ga~s and water: ib) determine the extent r." water/rock interactions in the unsaturated z-ic; and 
(c develop conceptual hydrologic and geochetnical mcodels.  

"Loations of most of Cm_- boreholes identified in the activities includeed in this study are 
shown in Figure 3.  

Activity b.3. 1.2.2.7.1 - Ga"pus-gphAKs cheruical inetgtos i e objective: of this 
activity are to understand gas-phase transiport meehanismi within the uu'.aturated zone at Yucca 
Mountain. a% well as to seek evidence of gas-flow direction, volume. rate, and travel time within 
the unsaturated zone.  

(iseou.s-phase carbon-isotopic data collected in May and July of 19%6 from 15 stations 
ranging in depth fv'm 24.7 to 435.9) m in instrumented borehole USW S0)- 12 were interpreted.  
The data generally show decreasing carbon- 14 activities (increasing agesi with depth from 
91 .0 percent modem carbon (pine) near the land surface to 24.4 pinc near the bottom ot the 
borchole. These pine values indicate apparent ages of about 800 years and 121,000 years 
respectively. As discussed in Yang et at. (in prep). these results for borehole 1'SW SD- 12 arec 

rnsimilar to those obtained in boirehole 115W L'Z I for which it was- concludedl that til 
pfimrnvf gas %fan'ifrti Parchantism is douwnwsaidl 41i4u'on -4 iatni~osphcrit: gii% TL, iii [i)4IQU'k 
high cirbon- 14 activites of 8837 pwi anti 84.5 pnic dit depths. of 3A85-6 tin anj 4350' in have beef)
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attribuated to a leak inan i nstruniten, *stelion access !ube andl to contamination of rock gas by 
aft: xspheric air dur~ng drilaing of the borehiole. These conclusions were reached through detatiled 
analysis of the tame-series pmeuratic-piessuie data for the two stations (see Section 3.1,7, 
Activity 1.3. 1.21.2 3.2 of this progress report) 

Agyty8Uj 1.U-2.2-. Agueoua-Phaw chmta n UWi . The objectives of this 
activity wre to design, test, and implement mnethods for pore-water extraction from core samnples: 
to obtain hydrochemincal data to evaluate ground-water flow dir-ection, flux, arid residence times 
ina the unsaturated i.one at Yii -c t Mountain.; to cvaltsatc the extent of water-rock chemical 
interactiowas; &0' to i'iod&l the geochemnical evolution of ww~r ina the unsaturated zone.  

Recently colleucdc tritium dita are dlscus'ýed in Setion 3. 118 of this progress report under 
Activity 83 1.2.? 8.  

A report (Y Yang cl Wa.. in prep.) presenting a %ynlhesi,, of new hydrocheramcal data obtained 
dur~ng FY 1996. as well L.s previously unreported data and the results of giochemnical modeling 

wscompleted and subriaied to the YMSCO, Unsaturated zone pore water tn the PTaa has 
significantly Iargei con,,entrittion% co -naJoi Ions itn'j d~ssolvtc.$ solids than does perche-d water or 
saturated zone wazer. Rechiugc as perched or saturated zone wa~ers. therefore, rejuires rapid 
flow through fracture% or permneable region,; in thiý unitr to avoid mixing with the chemically 
concentiated water cintaitted w~thifl the V-Tn. This conceptual model is consistent with 
observations of tritium. and :hlorane- 16 in the deep uns"turated tvne at Yucca Mountain.  
Furtiicr, occurrence ofixit-weapon-iesting tritiurn in marinx vAter away from fracture iones 
indicates tifat siorn of the rapidly infiltratine w -ter his %:mred lAterally and down into nonweldd 
unit% 

Since deltai d *t~e mnru i60)i value% aro- largei than -9$4 Mi. most samples of unsaturated 
torte wider and peiched waterI are isotaapiictly hr-avier than waiter from the l1&%t Ice age, which has 
8D) values of 101i ti~ 10Y4, and t'nworecicd carboin- 14 ages between 12.000) and 18,000 years.  
If the matixs water an the T-Opopah Spring Tuff conioned uasignifa..aai amiount of wister from the 
last icr asc. the 61D %alut Nl be. nuare rcgativr. Theietoae, pore water of the i .p'ivph Spring 
Tuft ha% been interpreted to N, of pos:-glaci..d origin (.,000 to 1 0000 years old). In addtown.  

gasuo-ph~ms c.-rNbon- 1- d ~ti troka the Topopab Spring Tuft in borehole USW lIZ- I indicates 
ages betwitr 201.(K) and l0.(XX) years. which would bc expected, assumning that the mstnix water 
and the g~ase~ows rh-&%e are in m'quilibarium 

(ko'.hemic-A' e'.ulutwo~ of perched water. its calculaated usini- the max.s-halance model 
NEiTPATII1. indnxac.. the dissolution of volcanic glass in the tuffs at Yucca Mocuntain and growth 
of hccondar% mincralv' such as clay (smcculti. atnd icotite (ctnoptilolite) (Yang ci Wt , its prep ) 
Slo-dCliia2,) t~ he peC%:C %&t i trslet Ninrehvol I SW U?.. I uidiicatcs that the tmafority of dissolved 
sodium can be deici' d fronti two suu'cesý a0 calciiurti-stiuna andlot m4grieniun.-usw.ilr 
exchange, -n hiira the .aniount of glass dtssolut-on. would he srmtl. and ,21i gll-v.. dissolution, in 

whic soiunaescagmwould tic small, Morae mineralogica-l information is. needed from the
unsatwiated tone it detteriine which %o urci is dominant. I he :timposition of the perc hod w tier 
III tworrhole UNW SlI I' indicaies that %ignd tfitiA +14uantirie1 got a.' dissolution widu Attendant 

PFCti)IAH11ot NIWUarmcau rciluarr-d 1--or the rh' b ted -water in 1:%reilulc t'SW NRG=7a, dismolvcd
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sodium is derived principally from glass disolution. NETPATH modeling was also used to 
convert carbon- 14 ages fr perched water based on the available carbon- 13 and carbon- 14 dua 
for the uineral-pha&s carbon dioxide and calcite. The corrected carbon- 14 residence times for 
the perched waters are 2150 to 2650 years for borehole USW NIRG-7a; 5260 to 6260 years for 
borehole USW UZ- 14. and 4040 to 5370 years for borehole USW SD-9.  

Fovelgr : (Qs samples for carbon dioxide concentrations tnd delta carbon- 13 and 
carbon-14 analyses will be collected from the Calico Hills Formation in borehole& USW UZ-14 
and USW SD-7 using a flexible borehole-liner system. The purpose of these studies is to 
determine whether or rn the gaseou., and aqueous phase; at in hydrochemic&l equililbum at 
this depth. Additional gas samples also will be collected from instrumented borehole USW 
SD-12 from those stations for which anomalous carbon-14 results were obtained during FY 1996 
(se Activity 8.3.12.2,7. 1).  

The presrnce of tirtium in the unsaturated zone will continue to be inve.tigated by 
an.alyzing pore water extracted from rock cores. Cores will be collected from borcholes drilled in 
the Bow Ridge Fault Alcove, Lower Paintbrush Tuff Contact Alcove, and the I henna) Testing 
Facility in the ESF. and from boreholes drilled in both the Northern and Southern Ghost Dance 
Fault alcoves Sonic additional tritium analysis will be conducted oil pore water from cores of 
existing surfaced-based boreholes. including IISW SD-7. USW SD-9, USW SD-12. and UISW 
NRG-7a.  

Carbon- 14 residcncc timeis of pore watcr in the very-low-watcr-content, densely welded 
inervals of the TopopM Spring Tuff will be investigated by extracting icabon dioxide gas from 
the pore water using vacuum ditillation. The carbon-14 activities of the pore water in the rock 
matrix will he compared with carbon- 14 a'ntivities in fracture.derived perched water and fracture 
mineral comings in the ESF. These data will be used to determine iat the partitioning of 
unwtuatcd z,:c flow between the matrix and the fracture network and Nb) the water flux through 
the matrik, 

3.1.12 Study- 4J -JA.& Iid w IFj n U nantuntraced. _ractured Rqik 

The %*jective-f thtlst stdy t.% to develop and refine conceptual and nunierical models 
dsCrlhing bothl 9a4 Ihow as Wellats liquid water and solute movement in unsaturated, fractured 
tuck.  

j'-'blcVLJ-Aj 1. z L: eyelopinent of conceptual and nutiiracal uItodls of fluid flou•in 
ugnjluraj- .• fraiwturLPd r 'ock The objt •.v ot this activity Is io develop dctakdd conccptual and 
numrivrcal models ot Ilmd flu, and tran,,pori within unsaturated, Irawtured rock at Yucca 
Mountain 

A menorandum report documenting a three-dimnnstonal. fracture-network, flow model of 
the Tqpoph Spsmln Tuft using data obtained front the FSF was completed and submitted t; the 
YMU(t) l~StS, lJ�ThI Tie Ittmlated network AjiŽ~ cilibratcd bx comparing simulated -ad 
map--d tractue intensities+ Results sNs•ic thm all reapped intensities tall Ai thin one standard
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deviation of td simulated intensities. Also, a visual comparison between simulated and mapped 
frWOw is showed that the simulated (representing only one realization) matches well with the 
"mapped.  

Prhn'.nary modeling showed that there are three! ;ible fracture sets: (1) sinking 
N 65' W and dippmng 850 SW. (2) striking N 30 W and dipping 85' W. and (3) sinking N 33Y E 
and dipping 850 NW. Fractqres in %et I are most abundant and fractures in set 3 are least 
abundant. The number of fracture conneciions betlwen any two Ufteplanes in the simulation 
region, gtiv.n PhaI there is a connection, was spa,-se, The mean number of connections ranged 
from I 'or all scales to 5.7 for the 200-rn scae. However. 80 percent of the realizations for the 
2(0)m sr.n - .howed no connection from the south face to ti. north face of the box-shaped model 
domain The number and pattern of connec:ions showed little appreciable change with scale.  
The analysis calculated thi. number of fracture networks that connect a pathway to each of 
several iraceplane% and the probahility of connection 

Rock block analysi, was uwed to help calctlate an average rock block size used in dual
porosity Simulagos using the site-bcale unsaturd zone flow model (see Secuon 3.1,13 of this 
progress report) to help evaluate potential imbibition surface area for small-scale problems and 
fux --I x .  

Net directional permeability was calculated in the direction of gradient using Darcy's law.  
where the Ptux calculated from the finite-element analysis was based on assigned fracture
penreability mstributions Values ranged from 4.6x10 '1 m' to 2.7x10 "' in.  

Resu~ls of two-phase flow simulations showed that for different saturations, under a unit 
gradient. f .•x value% ranged from 0. II mrn/yr out the bottom of the flow volume for no-flow 
htiflldanew on tw edge faces, to 0.006 mrnrT out the bottom for variable-head boundary conditions. (G.en {he in siltU walrp:rtrntal data collected in inF trurrnenird, surface-based 

l•boreleo iRousseau et al.. in prep.jh), the flow, simulation with no-flow boundaries on the edge 
fa-e, stee to icpieselli .ouditionm in [lie Tpoptiph Spring Tuff. For diffetent saturations with 
iao-tlov• lPI.s•iiudle% on the sides, tfluA value% vtrico by 2 orders ai magnitude when comparing 
itnmis-'itie% calculated fr',n, low si-t~rtir• is it transmissivties calculated from high 
saturatons. Therefore, the lotal flux leaving the block was about equally divided between the 
sides and the Nittom when varving head conditioni were used at the side boundaries.  

('o, .tIlluu.u prop•enies oi the discrete fracture floA sa.,•ulaton wcre evalu~ated to determinr 
whether tLe n-twork appruaiched an equvalent contininm with respect to permeability None of 
the scales iested t.% m. 100-m. t50-m, and 200-in) approached cotinurum propenies. and only 
in a few inst•nces did the fllu %, aluc, (Front oppx%:¢I dfn-ctons %at>) 11 Nss than a f4ctor of1.k o 
From (hese r-sults. it is doubtful that the fra-ture nctsuork in the tufts. 4s analyzed. would ever 
approach co'ntiuuin propertie., hecau•e ot the high degree of heterogeneity of the fracture 
system, 

.IjIouih gnA. Lrj ij r Tht- •d'geii.c tol this i'tlvitly is to evAluiate the rea.sojnbleies_. ul the 
cwwIs iiii wihi-h the mod1el- l , -elopt, u11hki ALaisvil) •.3 LZ 2 N I are based, by wng the
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results of laboratoty tests and tests performied in the ESF to access he adequacy of model 
perfor"maces.  

No progiess was made during the reporting period: this was an out-year activity.  

EKImaal: No additional work is planned or funde44 

3.1.13 -aludl im ling Md slat 

The objectives of this study are to develop apWopriate conceptual mlodels for the site 
unsawtrated zone hydrogeologic system: to select. modify, or develop numerical hydrologic 
models capable of simulating the hydrogeologic system and its component subsystems: to apply 
the models to predict the system response to changing external and intemal conditions, to 
evaluate the accuracy or the models using stochastic modeling, conventional statistical analyses, 
and sensitivity analyses: and to integrate data and analyses to synthesize a comprehensi. ?, 
qualitative, and quantitativa description of the site unsaturated zone hydrogeologic system under 
present as well as probable. or possible. futire conditions. For ad~.ional details, refer to the 
study plan.  

Locations of most of the boreholes identified in the activities in this study are shown in 
Figure 3-2 

Activity 1111.2.91 - Corgeotualization of the unsaturated 7onpe hvdrot, eoloc system.  
The ob-ctives of thi-, activity are to develop conceptual models for the over?&il moisture flow 
syternh within the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain and to develop an Irternally consistent set 
of hypotheses that describes those aspects of the site hvdrogeologic system that are netted to 
assess the capability of the site to isolate nuclear waste for a period of !0.000 years or longer.  

femperasure profiles from the unsaturated zone were used to estimate the IlagnitudC of 
the percolation ftly. At Vsuious Iocatkthis at Yi wca Mountain This analysis recognizes that As 
',vitcr moves from cooler, shallower depths to warmer, deeper ones, heat Ps transferred from rock 
to the water percolazing cdownward so that the downward moving water maintains thermal 
equilibrium with the surrounding rock. Therefore, the upward heat flow will decrease with 
increasing elevation .ong it borehole in a way that reflkt-is the magnitude of the downward 
percolation flux. Because the decrease in heat flow depends only on the totai mass of water 
moving throutgh the rock, the percolation-flurx estimates should reflect both the matrix and 
frature ,uompinents of the percolation flux. as long as the water and rock remain in thermal 
equilibrium. I he analy"is relies on estimates of the conductive heat flow at two elevation. in a 
serticlta xborehe The conductive heat flow is the proiduct of the temperature gradient and 
thermal conductivity of the rock over the depth interv4l in which the temperature gradient ii 
me•aured. Thus. percolation flux may he calculated as: 

41 := 14hl ' 0""qti•'
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where 

%j is the percolation flux in kg/s.  

qh5 and q.2 are the conductive heat flows in Wlm2 at elevations z, and z. (z, < z.), 

p is the water density in kg/trn, 

c Is the heat capacity of water (4,187x I0' joules per kilogram per degre C). and 

AT is the tcmperaztue difference between elevations z, and z2, in degrees C.  

As a first step. temperature gradients were determined for the Topopah Spring Tuft 
through least-square linear fit to the temperature data for that unit using data contained in Sass 
et al. (1988) and more recently collected data from instrumented boreholes (see Section 3.1.7 
(Activity 8.3.1.2.2.3.2) of this progress report). Average thermal conductivity for the Topopah 
Sprng Tuff was determined from data in Sass el al. i1988) to be 1.93 WiM/°C with a standArd 
deviation of 0.29 W/mPC. The heat flow at the lower elevation (qh,) was taken to be either the 
conductive heat flow esttirnted for the saturated zone in the borehole, as given in Sass et al.  
(1988, Figure 17a). or the conductivc heat now determined for the Calico Hills Formation. The 
temperature difference was estimated using the temperatures in the middle of the Topopah Spring 
Tuff and either the water-table temperature or the temperature in the middle of the Calico Hills 
Formation, depending on where the heat flow at the lower elevation (z,) was determined. Only a 
small subset of boreholes for which temperature data were given in Sass et al. (1988) had both 
unsattrated zone and saturated zone temperature data. Of these boreholes, only the temperature 
data from USW H-3, USW 0-I. and USW G-3 lacked obvious evidence for the movement of 
heat through nonconductive processes. such as water movement within or along the borehole, or 
lateral water movement within the upper pan of the saturated zone. Estirr.ftes of unsaturated 
zone percolation flux in these boreholes were 9.1 mm/yr in USW H-3 23.5 rn.m/r in USW G-1.  
and 4.9 mini/yr in USW G-3. Using temperature data from the Topopah Spring Tuff and Calico 
flilk. Formation. es.iniates of percolation flux were 1.8 max/yr in I)SW Ca- I and 4.6 mnVyr in 
t SW (;.4 The difference in the two percolation flux estimates in USW (3-I (a) might be 
reflecting nonvenical flow in the lower pan of the unsaturated zone, or (b) might be indicating 
that. even in the absence of obvious evidence in the temperature profile, nonconductive transport 
of heat in the .saturited zone is introducing bia.s into estimates of the unsaturated zone percolation 
flux It the latter is true, more reliable estimates of the percolation flux Milhi be ohtained if heat 
flows arm determined using only data from the unsaturated ione 

A Prjecct initiative ittied "Unsaturated-Zone Mdel L-xpen Elhctatio•" began during the 
,rpoiling pentxi The purpose of the initiative is to a•ss,• quantitatively the uncertainties 
associated with predictions of the spatial and temporal distribution of percolation flux by the site
Scale. three-dhmensional, uns•turated zone flow model A series of three workshops to evaluate 
unwaturated zone flow characterization and modeling was conducted between November 1996 
and Januar 19•)7. These workshops culminated in Februar, 1997 in a series of interviews in 
which each expert e%timated a probability distribut•ir tfr pcrcoiatiton flux using dald and 
mnterpretations presented in the workshops as, well as. auldtiuol| aalav•s vonipleted by each
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expert. The probability distributions were restricted to consideration of the spatially and 
temporally averaged percolation flux over the potential repository area. At each interview.  
individual experts also evaluated the reliability of 1i1 , t methods for estimating percolation 
flux from the reliability and availability of the nece%,-. - data, its sensitivity to percolation flux, 
and its treanunnt by various ,onceptual or numerical models.  

Experts expressed variable amounts of confidence in any individual mentod for estimating 
percolation flux. In general. however, they endorsed the concept that the average percolation 
flux within the potential repository area could well be within the 5 to 10 mm/yr range and 
possibly higher. Their conclusions were based on the collective results from infiltration studies, 
analysis of temperature data, chloride mass-balance studies, percolation fluxes estimated during 
mnoL..l calibration to saturation/water potential or isolope data (including carbon- 14 and 
chlorine-36 data), and fracture-coating studies. Many of the experts felt that percolation rates 
beneath washes are larger than those presently depicted in infiltration maps. both because of 
suface runoff and as a result of shallo%, subsurface flow along the alluvium-bedrock contact.  
The experts felt that neither process was being captured adequately with the one-dimensional 
model used in the surface water-balance modeling. However. most agreed that significant net 
infiltration probably occurred only during years of above-average precipitation. They also 
generally believed that net infiltration probably was relatively low where alluvial cover was thick 
and vegetation had a greater opportunity to transpire infiltrated water, except where local 
conditions created focusirg of runoff or subsurface flow.  

Activity &.3.1.2.2.9.2 - Selection. development, and testing of hydrologic-modeling 
cfi~dUer g.d. The objectives of this activity are to select, evaluate, and adapt existing 
numerical hydrologic-modeling codes for ap~lication to the site unsaturated zone hydrogeologic 
system- and to modify existing codes or develop new codes, as needed, to simulate particular 
problems or aspects that are unique to the Yucca Mountain system.  

A new scheme for evaluating fracture-nmatrix interface are;r in dual-permeability 
simulations was proposed and testcd using the parameters in the unsaturat 'zone flow model 
and the TOUGH2 code. The new scheme correlates effective fracture-matrix interface areas with 
upstream phase. aturalion between fracture and matrix systems. The new treatment of the 
fracture-matrix Interface will give physically reasonable approximations to flux calculations for 
dual-permeability simulations.  

A mdxihed form of the van (ienuchten equation (van Genuchten, 1980) for capillary 
pressure has been added as an option in the TOUGH2 code. Linear extrapolation of the div 
portion of the luncton gives greater (less negative) capillary pressures at low liquid saturations.  

Activit_ 8 _ .12.9•3 - Simnulatisti of the natural hydrogeologic system. The objectives of 
this activity are to construct appro;priate hydrologic models for the natural site hydrogeologic 
system to simrt e and investigate the present state of the system, and to predict the probable 
future and past stalrs of the system with regard to changes in environmental conditions.  

A cumprrhcnsive comparison study investigated the difterences in smulated mass fluxes 
using the equivalent continuum and dual pcrm-icabihty appr-oaches with one-dimerisional and
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threc-dimensional models. The study results indicated that as long as the local equilibrium 
condition was reasonably satisfied the equivalent continuum model gave reasonable estimates of 
mass fluxes.  

Spatially varying parameter distributions for porosity, thermal conduw.tivity. rock grain 
density, and van Genuchten model (van Genuchten, 1980) fitting coefficients were incorporated 
into the unsaturated zone model (Banduragga et al., 1996), Matrix and fracture permeability and 
van (enuchten model-fitting coefficient distributions were developed using refined one
dimensional columns from the unsaturated zone model and by performing model inversions 
against available water potential and saturation data. The boreholes with core sample data 
included were USW UZ-14, UE-25 UZ#16. USW SD-7, USW SD-9, and USW SD-l2. Other 
borehole& with boiehole geophysical saturation data used in the inversions were UE-25 WT# 12, 
UE-25 NRG#4. and UE-25 ONC#l. To provide matrix saturation estimates. the gSophysical 
saturation estimates were corrected for the presence of lithophysal cavities in the Topopah Spring 
welded (TSwj hydrogeologic unit. The results of the inversions were interpolated to the three
dimensional model grid using gcostatistical kriging techniques. Comparisons of modeling results 
using spatially varying parameters and parameters averaged over the layer were conducted using 
a two-dimensional vertical, ,outh-north cross-section over the three-dimensional site-scale model 
domwan The surface boundary was subject to spatially varying infiltration using a mean of 
4.9 mn/Tyr with a range of 0 to approximately 10 mm/yr, based on the infiltration data of Flint 
et al in press. The value used for the repository block was 6.') mm/yr. The simulated matrix 
liquid saturations from both models were compared with the observation data, which indicated 
that both models gave reasonable results.  

A systematic study was performed to collect and analyze all the available fracture data 
from the ESF and boreholes. The purpo..es of this study were to determine fracture properties 
and their distribution in all the vertical formation layers and to provide fracture data input for the 
ITOI'GH2 inverse modeling estimation of the hydrogeologic properties. An improved set of 
fracture parameters was developed for use in the unsaturated zone model using the recently 
available data on fracture .eometrtes and spatial distributions from the ESF (D. L Barr et al..  
199), borehole fracture frequencies and orientations ("Q"), and permeabilities from air injection 
testing in horeholes (LeCain et al., in prep.) A computer code was developed to easily extract 
fracture statistics from the collected data on the basis of fracture size. orientation, and position in 
the ESF The developed "Q" fracture property set based on ESF and borehole data and using air 
permeability tair-k) test results was incorporated into the unsaturated zone model. The set was 
used to rerun the combined column inversion (Bodvarrson and Banduragga. 19_96) using the 
spatially varying infiltraTiin map developed by the USGS (Flint el al., in prep.). The available 
pneumatic data were then used to constrain permeabilities in the PTn and TSw during the model 
inversions. This %kork was perfornied as part of the calibration of the gas madel port:on of the 
unsaturated zone model (Ahlers and Wu. 1997).  

The development of a fracture property set for the unsaturated zone model continued.  
focusing on the calculation of van Genuchten parameters (van Genuchten. 1980) for fractures.  
The fracture hydrologic properties developcd for the unsaturated zone model used air-injection 
permnability measurements pertornwcd at a range of spatial scale,. from surface borehole 
measurements iLeCaiu, 1997) as well as measurements obtained in the drift scale test area.
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Calculatuns were performed using the pewneability anisotropy and fracture frequencies in the 
Topopah Spring T 4ff from the dctailed F.SF line survey data- Results were used to evaluate the 

ESF dnft-scak tests The most recent "Q" data from the ESF f(w fracture geometnes were also 
incorpmated (Wu et al.. 199"7h).  

The three.dimensnonal site-.wale model grid was modified to extend further to the north.  
I km beyond t.USW G-2. to include the possible higher water gradient effects. The grid was tested 
9sing two sets of parameters being developed. The steady-state simulations were performed 
using both the equivalent continuum model and the dual-permeability formulations.  

incorporatmg data from the latest infiltraticm map (Flint ei al:. in prep ).  

Passive subsurface pneumatic pressure monstonag data were incorpomated into calibraLion 
of the unsaturated zone model (Ahlers and Wu, 1997). Before this effort, calibrations of the 
unsaturated zone model had used either saturation plus water potential data or gas pressure data.  
By combining all three types of data into one calibration. better constraint of the model parmneter 
set was achieved. The ITOIUGH2 code was used to perform the inverse calibration. The inverse 
problem was very sensitive to the initial guess of the model parameter set. In panticulai, because 

of the initial guess, fracture paranmters were not varied by ITOUGH21. The fracture parameters 
were restricted from field data. and the new parameters wiil be used as initial guesses in future 
calibrations.  

A conceptual model for the perched water at Yucca Mountain was developed. This work 
is considering current isotopic data of watcrs (strontium-87/86. tritium, chlorine-36, and 
carbon- 14 ages) and water chemistry (chloride) in light of the recent fracture geometry data from 
the ESF, distributions of infiltration, and relation to faults. Preliminary work was begun on 
submoidels of the site-scale model to test various conceptual models in areas where chemical data 
trirm, horehole,% were t)btained.  

Development was completed of a near-surface source model for chloride for incorporation 
into the unsaturated ,:one site-scale model. This work. .dong with interpretations of chlorid: and 
other geochenucial data. v. dewribed in Wu et al. (1997a). The geochemical and isotopic data 
from porewater and perched water are being used in the calibration of the unsaturated zone 
model Two-dimensional dual permeability and three-dimensional equivalent continuum 
submrodels were generated to model the chloride chemistry of Yucca Mountain, as well as to 
model environmental isotopes ichlormne-36) and radiogenic isotopes, such as strontium-87/86 
that reflect water-tock interaction. Steady-state equivalent continuum mIdel flow simulations 
were performed for the initial conditions for latet transport simulations (Wu - d., 199 7a).  

The work pertOrmcd on perched water can be summarized as follows, 

I The observed perched-water data from six txoreholes were incorporated into a three
dtmensional perched-water. unbaturated zone flow model- The model used a mean 
infiltration rate of 4.9 m/nyr. and an infiliration rate range of 0 to approximately 
10 mnVyr The mnfiltration rate value used tor the reposilor. block was 6.9 mmvyr 
The vertical percolauon flux rate calculated hx this simulation was 4.9 mn/vr The 
mcntel simulated a stratigraphic divetrNim for ground water at the zeohtic laycr below
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the repository horizon. A slight divenlCon waf also simulated at the FTn layer above 
fth repoaioy horizon 

2. The thmre-dimensional perched-water model was calibrated using observed perched 
wager Ickations and motgure data fonn perched-water bneholes. Observed data were 
compared with the pred&ted perched-water locations, liquid saturation. and water 
potential data and reasonable agreiement was obtained The spatial distributions of 
perched-water bodies at Yucca Mountan were modeled.  

3 Threc simulated pumping tests were conducted in boreholes USW UZ- 14 and USW 
G-2. and the simulated water levels of pumping and recovery periods were in good 
agreement with actual pumping data. From the pumping test analysis, the volumes of 
the perched-wa, '-ldies in USW UZ. 14 ard 1JSW (;-2 were estimated.  

4 Perched-waet ages were estimated using ground-water travel times through the 
fracture-matrix system, and the results awe in reasonable agreement with residence ages 
determined from isotopic studies.  

5 Historic high infiltratiio rmcs were simulated. and the impacts on pcrched-wattr level 
changes were predicted 

6. The mean infiltration rate (4.9 mm/yr) used in the current three-dimensional site-scale 
nmoil for simulating perc:hed water is generally supported by analyses of average 
chloride content in the PTn. A model is heing developed to simply incorporate 
chlorides into the unsaturated zone model. this model considers other geochemical 
data and isotopes.  

Th1 calibration efforts using the unzaturatdt ione rmroel were completed (Wu et at., 
1997h). The calibrations used all available data and inverse modeling techniques. The results of 
initial calibrations with orle-daiinsiuial nKidel were puit into the lull thrre-dimensional 
unsaluralad ione imodel for final calibration. Horehole temperature records were matched, 
resulting in hest-etimate parametcr %ets for thermal conductvity Best -estimate permeability 
and van Genuchten paramete•s Ivan CGenuwhten. 1911) for both fractures and matrix were 
obtaie-d by simultaneously matching saturation and water potential data from core samples and 
geft"pical logging 

FortUMn: In the conceptual modeling act'.it the temperature data will contlnue I(I he 
analyzed for the purpose of estimating percolation flu- Identifying suitable depth intervals in 
individual boreholes on whih to wha pe,,latilOi-tiux cstinale% 'All hb etnphasued Als,, an 
atteiret will be made to determne the probability density function of Mrcolation f-lux, in a 
borehole, given the uncertaiuntN in temperature gr~ahenlt, in tberntal¢conduc'twvty data, .nd in 
trinperatur differerics that ft'wrl the basis for the estimate.  

l)•u•-ng the next reportirig peritl, the unmamurAted •tne ilwo mod-Aeling eflon, will work or, 
the three-dmen sionAl pcrmeabihih, held Cc-uirhoned Ito held dtll end inlorncalu. calculation ot 
ifiltra-tin at tkw driltt wale uesFaj ilog frn !pi,,lw !•ut~ infitrat•on. and m-odeling of future
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climate scenario' uring the three -dirmenonal rute saca untaturated zone flow mnodel.  
Enhanceinent of the tbermoihydrologic modeling capabilities of the unsaturpedizone will 
continuc. a& will ongoing support to the unsaturated zone flow m~odel abstraciorn/s~ensitivity 
analysis procts,; to the performance arsessrnent activities suppurting the viability a.5'ssment and 
License Application. A draft unsaturated zoft flow model and a full report will bc deliverrd as a 
Level 3 milestone summarizing unsaturated zone flowi model developmnter and simnulations 
completed frorn September 1996 through May 1997.  

3.1.14 Sfndiv LI ±.1CUe-taIo 

The o~iectives. of thi% %study wr to determine the internal and external boundary conditions 
and P~iranw1eers that can he appliedi to) the sire %aturated ione flow and transport miodels. and 
determinne the rates and direction% ol ground-water flow.  

Locationt of most of iii" boreholes identified in the activities included in this study arm 
shown in Figure 1-2 

&1ta it) 8.3-1-2.3. 1. Suldartu Canyon fault sAudl In tk _ýAturalted 21one. The objectives 
4f this aCtI5 atv are to characterize the hyrologic nature, signhficance. and implications of the 
Solitaiao Canyon f~ault, a% well as to determine if the fault ik a harrier to cactward nlow of water in 
the saturated l1one beneath the repo~sitory b~lock.  

No progress .sa,, made during the reporting period, this was an out-ye41ar tivztV.  

=LNjj~J 1,. - _$ue ==nenum=errac-Ltyl v~~jua . The objeciive% of this activity 
are to itnalswe the chariwirr anti magnitude'. ot potent tometric-level ffluctuations with depth and 
trim it) estiwici trn_.anjis1%r and saorage propcrue.. to determine hydraulic gradient. it) define 
ailtiutke diotrd'umi n til urpermo-t potentiolnewt its surtface, to determaine lotts-term water- level 
trelldk.4jid to dielefraiine ihic water-level rplaeto nearby puitiping 

ý Ititutortm- cuinitnueti tit water levels in the satur~ated lone at Yucca Mountain Quarterly 
or more tarqucen: manual waitcr-levcl mcwsurement% wcre made in 24 wells that monitored 
iI depth iiairr'ah, Houris water irvel data arc no longer collected as part of the ground-water 

nliaijjtoaajnt'.&:nrtAfk lII iser. hydraulic and tracer testing at the C hole complex was supported 
hv rceortfiny hti~utl smair Irvei-s in well% 1 IF 2S WT01. tE Ž5 WT014, and I tF Ž5 p~l. and in 
the upper anid lim cr mnter% a1 oft lýSW H -4. Conitnuous pumpinig of well E- c#3 at 
a*ppmoiikal I I -1 % I A V.1dhoal ire' .)WI I moui iiatcbgian ont %t iy 8. 149b uid continucd its. Ligh the 
CIAtit ofthii'qx reolhn. fvttau 

NManuý1l 'amctr level obrAsurem-nins for 14'Jt sete reviewed and sutrrntttd to the Rec.ord.% 
PNxosessnr, Center %%aici ks~el% in the YuktA Ntountauin site .area rernAined stable during l99ta
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A data report documenting ground-wter levels at Yucca Mountain during 1994 (Graves 
etaL.. 19961 was published. A similar report on water levels during 1995 (Graves and Goemaat.  
in press) was prepared.  

A report 4Graves et al., in press) describing water-level trends at Yucca Mountain in the 
network of 28 wells and 36 depth intervals from 1985 through 1995 was approved for 
publication. The report indicates that mean annual water-level altitudes for all wells for 1985
1995 ranged from 727.93 to 1,034.60 m above sea level. The maximum change in water level 
over the II -year period was 12.22 m in the lower interval of well USW H-3. and the minimum 
change was 0.31 m in the upper interval of well UE-25 b#' . In 31 of the 36 depth intervals 
monitored, the change in water-level was less than I m. No seasonal water-level trends were 
detected in any of the depth in:erv-', monitored, and regional ground-water withdrawals did not 
appear to cause water-level changes. Most annual water-le el fluctuations were attributed to 
responses to barometric-pressure changes and earth tides. Regional earthquakes. which occurred 
June 28-29, 1092. appear to have simultaneously affected the water levels in 7 of the depth 
Ster,.vals monitoredl The maximurm water-level change from the earthquake activity was in well 
UE-25 WT#6 where a rise in water level of 1.07 in was followed by a drop of 2.66 m. Well 
lvdrographs over the I I years of record where compared to determine if trends in water-level 
change could be related to wells completed in the same general area or with the same general 
water table altitude. With the exception of wells USW WT-7 and USW WT- 10, and to a lesser 
extent well USW VH- 1. adi of which are located in Crater Flat. nr, consistent, correlatable water
level changes are apparent in any two wells.  

Continuous monitoritng of the recovery data of the single-well aquifer test conducted 
April 8-25. 1996. in well USW G-2 ended on December 17, 1996. After 236 days of recovery.  
residual drawdown was 0.5 m. Analysis of drawdown and re-covery data for the test indicate that 
fracture flow. dual-porosity flow. and boundary-effected flow occurred during the test. The 
Calico HIll,1 Formation was the primary formation tested. Aquifer transmissivity was estimated 
to be 9 ni per day. The residual drawdown indicates that a perched-water body may have been 
permanenilv dewatered as a result of pumping. However. the impact of the potential perched 
water on tlh observed water levei in well USW 0-2 could not be determined with the data 
avaiable trom the test.  

A report kO1nricn, in press) on the analysis or aquifer tests conducted in boreholes USW 
WT 10. IIE-25 WT#12. and 1'S%. SD-7 was approved for publication. The single-well aquifer 
tests were conducted at the three horeholes between March 1995 and January 1996. The test in 
borehole [SW WT-ItO, which was c npleted in the Topopah Spring Ttiff, indicated a re!tatively 
high transrnis.mvitv of 1INX) in: per day. Borehole tIL-25 WT#12 was completed in the Topopah 
Spring Tuff and Calico 1lill, honti-laiio and test results indicated a transmissivily of only 7 m2 

per day The test conducted in borchole UE 25 WT#12 appears to have been s.. nificantly 
affected by well los st and apparently drew water from secondarv fractures. Borehole USW 
SD-. 7, when tested, had been drilled into the base of the Calico Hills Formation about 4.5 m 
above the contact of the Prow Pass Tuff The aquiter test conducted in borehole US)W SD-7 was 
of a per•hed watei teservui and test results ,ndicated a transmissivity of 6 rn per day. The 
perchrd-,ater rr.,rvoir is approximately 150 in above the regional water table and had an 
r€tifiIateil [esec[ VC. I ý.olumC of %',W'X 1 al tic ti [tin ot the test
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Agivi9.3.1 3.1.3 - Analysis of single- and mh1iple-we~l h _daUlic tr tt. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine intmaborehole flow profiles for each well at the UE-25c 
(C-hole) well complex under static and pumping conditions. to conielate intraboruhole flow rates 
with lithology and fractures, to ideittify test-scale hydrologic boundaries. and to estimate aquifer 
properties (e.g., transmissivity and storage coefficient).  

This activity was completed. Results were reported in Geldon (1993), Geldon (1996).  
Geldor, (1997) and Geldon et al. (in prep.).  

Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.4 - Multi le-well interference testing. The objectives of this activity 
ame to discriminate between equivalent-porous-medlum and fracture-network models at the scale 
of the tests, to determine effective aquifer properties (e.g.. transmissivity and storage coefficient).  
and to evaluate the three-dimensional nature of the flow field in the test vicinity.  

A long-term pumping test has been under way since May 8, 1996, in the Lower Bullfrog 
geohydrologic unit at the C-hole complex. The pumping well is UE-25 c#3 and the observation 
wells are UE-25 c#1 and UE-25 c#2 (at the C-hole complex), and UE-25 ONC#1, UE-25 WT#3.  
UE-25 WT#14. USW H.4 and UE-25 p#I at locations ranging from 0.63 to 3.52 km from the 
pumped well. The pumping rate has been relatively constant at an average of 151 gpm (9.5 Us).  
Superposed on this long-term hydraulic test are a sequence of shorter duration tracer tests 
(discussed under Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.5).  

Hydraulic connection between the C-holes and UE-25 ONC#I. which had been 
established during the May 1993 open-hole pumping test (Geldon et al., in prep.), was confirmed 
by the present test. Drawdown in UE-25 ONC#1 was detected about 140 minutes after pumping 
started and had reached about 0.91 feet (0.28 m) 379,000 minutes (37.6 weeks) after pumping 
started. In addition to a finite drawdown in UE-25 ONC#I. recirculating about 5 gpm (0.32 L/s) 
into UE-25 c#2 during tracer tests in May and October 1996 caused the water level in 
UE-25 ONC#I (2,800 ft (853 ni) away) to rise almost at the same time that thc recirculation 
caused the water level to rise in UE-25 c#l (about 280 ft (85.3 m) away). Furthermore, the cone 
of depression was elongated along an axis aligned in a west-north-west direction. The depression 
had been constructed using drawdown data from UE-25 c#1, UE-25 c#2, UE-25 ONC#I. UE
25 WT#14. UE-25 WT#3. and USW H--4 after 14,000 minutes (9.72 days) of pumpi.ng UE
25 c#3 during the open-hole pumping test in May 1995. Recent geologic mapping by the USGS 
(Day et al.. in press) indicates possible discontinuous faults with associateo fractures along a part 
of this alignment, which may be the reason for the hydraulic connections between the C-holes 
and both 0.E-25 ONC#l and USW H-4.  

When corrected for the effects of atmospheric-pressure changes, temporary pump 
shutdowns, tracei injection, and recirculation of water during tracer tests, the time-drawdown 
data from observation wells UE-25 c#l and UE-25 c#2 up to 158,000 minutes (15.7 weeks) can 
be analyzed assuming either a single-porosity (confined, homogeneous, isotropic) or dual
porosity (fissure-block) aquifer. The Theis solution (Theis. 1935) for a single-porosity. confined 
aquifer produces a transmnssivity value of 18,000 ft,/day (1660 m'/daa). a hydraulic conductivity 
value of 90 ft/day t27 m/day), and a szorativity value of 0.0002 for UL-25 c# 1. The Theis 
solution produces a transmissivity value of 17,000 ft,/day ( 1,620 m2/day), a hydraulic
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conductivity value of 180 ft/day (54 m/day), and a storativity value of 0.001 for UE-25 0#2. For 
the same boirhole and time period, the fissure-block solution Lends to produce a lower value of 
transmissivity than the Theis solution. For UE-25 c#1. the fissure-block solution indicated a 
transmissivity of 12.000 fl/day (0150 mItday). The fissure-block solution separates hydraulic 
conductivity and storativity into fracture and matrix components. For UE-25 0#1 after 158,000 
minutes. the fissure-block solution indicated fracture hydraulic conductivity of 60 ft/day (18 
m/day). matrix hydraulic conductivity of 0.001 ft/day (0.0004 m/day), fracture storativity of 
0.0003, and matrix storativity of 0.003. Transmissivity and storativity parameters are needed by 
performance assessment modeling of the saturated zone to quantify the flow field over which 
transport models are superposed to calculate radionuclide doses to the accessible environment.  

After 158.000 minutes, the drawdown in UE-25 c#1. UE-25 c#2. UE-25 c#3. and 
UE-25 QNC#1 deviates from that predicted by either the single- or dual-porosity models, leading 
to speculation that either a barrier-boundary or a zone of reduced permeability in the Miocene 
tuffaceous rocks might have been reached.  

Ativity 8-3A .23.1. -Testino of the Chole sites with conservative tracers. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine aquifer transport properties, to evaluate applicability 
of equivalent-porous-medium models to analyze tracer tests, and to evaluate spatial correlation 
and scale-dependency of transport parameters.  

Following establishment of a quasi-steady-state flow field by continuous pumping since 
May 8, 1996 (%ee Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.4), a conservative-tracer test with a radially convergent 
flow field toward the pumped well. UE-25 c#3. was initiated on January 9, 1997. To begin the 
tracer test, 3.01'91 kg of 3-Carbamoyl-2-Pyridone (Pyridone) and 11.35049 kg of 2.6 difluoro
benzoic acid (2.6 DFBA). each dissolved in 2 10 gal (795 L) of UIE-25 c#3 water, were injected 
into the Lower Bullfrog intervals of UE-25 c#1 and UE-25 c#2, respectively. Breakthrough of 
the 2.6 DFBA in the pumped well occurred approximately 5.07 days after injection and was 
measured at 13 6 ppb The concentration reached a peak of 251 ppb approximately 14 days after 
injection and then decreased to the present value of 86 ppb approximately 41 days after injection.  
No breakthrough of Pyridone occurred during the reporting period.  

Preliminarv tmterpretation of the 2.6 DIFBA test using the Moench (1945) annilytic solution 
to the advection-dispersion equation for radially convergent tracer tests, produces a fracture 
porosity of 9.6 ptrcent. a mnatrix porosity of 21 percent. and a longitudinal dispersivity value of 
9 ft (2.74 m). The dimensionless Peclet number, which is defined as the ratio of longitudinal 
dispersivity to the interborehole distance. was IL !. This analysis assumes a dual-porosity medium 
with primary transpon of solute through discontinuous fiactures connected by segments of matrix 
(total porostit) o 9_6 percent). and a secondary process of matrix diffusion in which same of the 
tracer is stored in. and then released from, the pores of that part of the matrix not involved in the 
primary transport mechanism (porosity of 21 percent). Dispersivity and porosity parameters are 
needed by performance assessment transport modeling in the stiurated zone to quantify the 
concentrations of radionuclides that would occur in the accessible environment as a result of a 
release from the proposed repository.
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Fahy (1997) describes the analysis of a radially convergent conservative-tracer test in 
which iodide (as sodium iodide) was injected into the combined Lower Bullfrog-Upper Tram 
hydrogeologic interval in UE-25 c#2 while UE-25 c#3 was being pumped in February 1996. The 
pap d-escribes results for the iodide test that are similar to those just summarized for the 
2.6 DFBA tacer test.  

Results similar to those obtained from the February 1996 iodide test and the Jan,,ary 1997 
2.6 DFBA test aN. .vere obtained by analyzing the breakthrough curve of another tracer test in 
which pentafluoro& ;zoic acid was injected into the Lower Bullfrog interval of UE-25 c#2 in a 
pafal-recircuhition ir-t in May 1996 (,we Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.7). All three of these tests were 
conducted using UE-25 c#2 as the injection well and UE-25 c#3 as the pumping well. The tests 
seem to produce the same transport parameters for the Lower Bulll; ;g-Upper Tram interval at 
the scale of the interborehole distance between these two wells, which is 95 ft (29 in).  

Analysis of a tracer test an which iodide (as sodium iodide) was injected into the Lower 
Bullfrog interval of UE-25 c#l in June 1996 while UE-25 c#3 was being pumped at 150 gpm 
(9.46 U.s) yielded a Peclet number of 12 (see Activity 8.3.1.2.3.1.7). similar to the value of 
I I obtained troim analyzing the three tracer tests between UE-25 c#2 and UE-25 c#3 described 
above. Because of the interborehole distance of 283 ft (86 iv), however, this Pcclet number 
represents a longitudinal dispersivity value of 18.33 ft (5.6 m) instead of the value of 9 ft 
(2.74 in) for an interborehole distance of 95 ft (29 m). The longitudinal dispersivity values of 
2.74 and 5.6 m at interborehole scales of 29 and 86 m, respectively, seem to confirm the scale
dependence of this parameter, as postulated by Gelhar et a], (1992) and closely follow the pattern 
seen at the other field locations described.  

A Windows-based personal computer program was developed to implement the Moekich 
(1995) solution used for the analysis of the tracer tests just described (Umari, 1996). The 
program facilitates rapid experimentation with input parameters when attempting to mauch the 
theoretical Moench curves to the breakthrough curves obtained during a tracer test.  

Activity 813.1.2.3.1.6 - Well testing with conservative tra•ers throughout the site. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine aquifer transport properties at selected site locations: 
to evaluate vertical and horizontal spatial variability of flow parameters; and to examine spatial 
correlation, cross correlation, and scale dependency of flow and transport parameters.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activrty.  

Activity 8 3.1.2.3.1,7 Testing of the C-hole sites with reactive tracers. The objective of 
this activity is to characterize the chemical and physical properties of the geologic media in the 
saturated zaone in the vicinity of the C-holes that will affect radionuclide retardation during 
ground water flow within the saturated zone.  

Two conservative tracer tests that were initiated during FY 1996 [see Progress Report #15 
(DOE. 1997e6 for details) were completed. The first test involved injecting approximately 10 kg 
of pentafluorobcenzoic acid into UE-25 c#2 on May 15. 1996. and the second test involved the 
injectiom of approximately 15 kg of sodiuzn iodide twith iodide as the conservativc airzcr) into
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UE-25 c#l on June 18, 1996. In both instances. UE-25 c#3 was the production well These tests 
were conducted primarily to determine which well. UE-25 c#l or UE-25 c#2, was better suited 
for injecting a reactive tracer and also to estimate of the mass of reactive tracer needed to conduct 
a successful teit. The plan was to inject the reactive tracer, lithium ion, into whichever hole 
provided the highest peak concentration response of a conservative tracer because lithium 
recovery was expected to be lower and more delayed than that of a conservative tracer.  

On the basis of the results of the two conservative tracer tests, a reactive tracer test was 
initiated on October 9. 1996. This test involved simultaneously injecting approximately 180 icg 
of lithium bromide (about 14.5 kg of lithium and 165.5 kg of bromide), 12 kg of 
pentafluorobenzoic acid, and about 7 g of 0.36 .zm diameter polystyrene microspheres (about 
3.5 x 10" microspheres), The ricrosphere injection was initiated about 4 hours later than the 
solutes. buit was completed at the same time as the solutes (i.e., a shorter injection duration). The 
bromide and pentafluorobenzoic acid served as conservative tracers with free diffusion 
coefficients that differed by about a factor of two. A comparison of the responses of these two 
tracers is expected to allow an estimate of the amount of matrix diffusion occurring in the 
system. The lithium response would then be compared with the response of the conservative 
Solutes to estimate lithium sorption parameters in the system. The micros- heres were intended to 
provide both an indication of the potential for colloidal contaminant transport in the system and 
to serve as a tracer that diffuses only very slowly, if at all, into the matrix.  

All the tracer tests were conducted in an approximately 300 ft (91 m) packed-off interval 
in the lower Bullfrog Tuff extending from approximately 2300 to 2600 ft (701 to 792 m) below 
surface or 1000 to 1300 ft (305 to 396 m) below the water table at the C hole complex. This 
interval has the largest hydraulic conductivity of any major zone at the C holes. UE-25 c#3 was 
used as the production well in all the tests, with the production rate remaining nearly constant at 
- 1S0 gal (568 L) per minute. The distance between UE-25 c#2 and UE-25 c#3 at depth was 
approximately 30 m. while the distance between UE-25 c#l and UE-25 c#3 at depth was about 
80 m. All tests were conducted under partial recirculation conditions, with approximately 4 to 
5 gpm (15 to 19 lUrin) being recirculated from the UE-25 c#3 discharge into either UE-25 c#1 
or LUE-25 c#2 (about 4 gpm (15 L pnun) into tJE-25 c#1 and about 5.3 gpm (20 Lrin) into 
UJE-25 c#2). The partial recirculation was established at least a day before the tracers were 
injected and was maintained in all instances for at least 16 days after injection. For the reactive 
tracer test initiated in October. recirculation was continued for 40 days.  

Other than the different recirculation durations, the only significant difference between the 
reactive tracer test and the two conservative tracer tests was that a much larger volume of tracer 
solution was injected in the reactive tracer test (-12,000 L) than in the conservative teits 
t- 1000 L). The larger volume was necessary in the reacti've tracer test because it was desired to 
maintain tpproxtmately the same injection solution density in all tests (the conservative tests 
involved much smaller masses of tracers than the reactive test). A larger volume was also 
desirable to keep solute concentrations less than 0.2 M to avoid microsphere aggregation. Note 
that the volume of the packed-off borehole interval into which tracers were injected was about 
4000 1. in all tcsts
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The recoveries of each tracer as of January 30 (preliminary data) were -56 percent for 
penvAluorobenzoic acid, -56 percent for bromide. -23 percent for lithium, and -Il peicent for 
microspheres. Each tracer breakthrough curve was bimodal (i.e., two peaks), and the tracer data 
exhibited clear matrix diffusion "signatures" (i.e., the pentafluorobenzoic acid peaks are h'gher 
than the bromide peaks because penuafluorobenzoic acid has less tendency to diffuse into the 
matrix than bromide, and the bromide tail crosses over the pentafluorobenzoic acid tail because 
of the greater mass of bromide diffusing from the matrix at late times). The lithium 
breakthrough curve (relative to the conservative tracers) showed clear evidence of diffusion and 
sorption in the matrix, as well as possible sorption in the flow pathways (assumed to be 
fractures).  

The double-peak response in the reactive tracer test was markedly different than in the 
pentafluorobenzoic acid test initiated in May 1996. Project scientists attribute the different 
responses in the two tests to the different volumes of tracer solution injected, because all other 
variables were essentially the same in the two tests. Specifically the injection of approximately 
three packed-off interval volumes of tracer solution is believed to have resulted in tracers being 
forced into pathways that were not activated in the May test when only about one quarter of an 
interval volume was injected. The injection interval had no mixing or tracer distribution system, 
so possibly the dense tracer solution rapidly sank to the bottom of the interval in all tests. The 
first r:ak in October accounted for only about 12 percent of the mass of pentafluorobenzoic acid 
and bromide, so much of the mass injected in October may have still followed pathways that 
were activated in May. The June iodide injection into UE-25 c#i resulted in only -4 percent 
recovery of iodide, so UE-25 c# I was eliminated from consideration for a reactive tracer test.  
All data discussed in this progress report should be considered preliminary until further quality 
checks and reviews are conducted.  

The reactive tracer test data have been analyzed using a Laplace transform transfer 
function model to estimate transport parameters by simultaneously "fitting" the br,.: kthrough 
curves of all solute tracers. The model assumes that the formation is a "dual-porcsity" system in 
which flow occurs only in fractures, but the fraatures are embedded in a porous matrix that 
contains a significant volume of stagnant wkater in[o which tracers can diffuse and sorb The 
one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation is assumed to apply in the fractures, and 
diffusion into the matrix is modeled as a one-dimensional process occurring perpendicular to the 
direction of fracture flow. At least two sets of flow "pathways" had to be assumed to explain the 
bimodal breakthrough curves ,i.e., two separate advection-dispersion equations were used to fit 
the data)

The interpretation procedure involved first simultaneously fitting the pentafluorobenzoic 
acid and bromide data by adjusting the tollowing four parameters in each pathway, (1) the 
fraction of tracer following the pathway, (2) the mean fluid residence time, (3) the cispersivity.  
and (4) the mass transfer coefficient for mairix diffusion. The fits were constrained because all 
these parameters had to be the same for both pentafluorobenzoic acid and bromide because the 
two tracers were injected simultaneously and should have followed the. same pathways in the 
same proportions. The fits were also consirained because the bromide diffusion coefficient in the 
matrix should have been about twice the peritafluorobenzoic acid diffusion coefficient (based on 
literaturc data). These constraints allowed the model parameters to be determined with much
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ems uncertainty than would have been possible if only a siagle tracer breakthrough curve were 
analyzed.  

The lithium response was "fitted" by adjusting lithium sorption parameters in both the 
fractures and the matrix under the constraint that the test- and formation-dependent parameters 
(i.e., the four parameters listed in the previous paragraph) had to be the same as those determined 
for the pentafluorobenzoic acid and bromide. Although the lithium fits are not completely 
unique, they sti ngly suggest that diffusion and sorption in the matrix occurs in all pathways and 
that sorption it fractures occurs in most pathways. The fits also suggest that there is good 
agreement between field- and laboratoryderived lithium sorption parameters. This agreement 
increases the confidence using laboratory-derived sorption data to predict field-scale transport 
behavior. Details of the interpretative analyses of the solute data were presented in Reimus and 
Turin (in prep.). The microsphere data have not yet been quantitatively interpreted.  

A poster (Pimus, 1996) was presented at the Fall 1996 American Geophysical Union 
meeting in San Francisco, California, December 12-16, 1996. This poster summarized 
experimenwal work conducted during FY 1995 that showed that significant attenuation of 
polystyrene rnicrospheres can occur over residence times of several hours in flow through porous 
media. The observed attenuation in a laboratory experiment may help explain the relatively low 
recovery of microspheres in the October reactive tracer test. The laboratory test results also 
indicated that smaller (-0.3 /.m diameter) microspheres were less attenuated than larger (-I usm 
diameter) microspheres, which suggests gravitational settling as a possible attenuation 
mechanism. This result prompted project scientists to use only small (-0.36 /im diameter) 
microspheres in the field tracer test.  

Activitly 8.3.1.2.3.1.8.- WcI! testing, wiih reactive tracers throughout the site. The 
objective of this activity is to characterize chemical and physical properties of the geologic media 
in the %aturmed zone throughout the site that will affect radionuclide retardation during ground
water flow wathin the saturated zone.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activity.  

[Ea.emij : During the remainder of FY 1997. site water-level monitoring will include at 
least quarterly manual measurements in the seturated-zone network. Water-level data for 1996 
will be reduced and organized into tables and hydrographs for publication. A report on tie 
analysis of aquifer tests conducted in borehole USW G-2 during 1996 will be completed and 
submitted to DOE for concurrence and to the USGS Director for approval.  

Conceptualization and analysis of drawdown after 158,000 minutes will be refined as 
drawdown data from UE-25 0#l, UE.25 c#2, UE-25 ONC#1 and other monitored observation 
wells continue to be evaluated.  

In the multiple-well interference testing activity, pumping from well UE-25 c#3, and 
monitoring of wells UE-25 c#.1. UE-25 c#2. UE-25 ONC-1. UE-25 WT#3, UE-25 WT#14, USW 
H-4. and UE-25 p#I, will continue until July 1. 1997. At that time, wells UE.25 c#2 and UE-25 
c#3 will be reconfilgured to allow hydrauiic and tracer tests to be conducted in the Prow Pass
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hydrogeologic unit. Testing in the Prow Pass hydrogeologic unit will commence around 
September 1, 1997, and will provide estimates of hydraulic and transport parameters of a 
relatively low-trar %missivity hydrogeologic interval. The Prow Pass hydrogeologic unit is 
importmt because it in one of the first horizons in the saturated zone that would be penetrated by 
radionuclides should they escape from a possible future repository at Yucca Mountain.  

The Pyridone and DFBA conservative tracer test in the Lower Bullfrog began on January 
9. 1997 and will continue until July 1, 1997. At that time, wells UE-25 c#2 and UE-25 c#3 will 
be reconfigured to allow hydraulic and tracer tests to be conducted in the Prow pass tuff, low
trzasmissivity interval. Testing in the Prow Pass will commence around September 1, 1997. ano 
will provide estimates of hydraulic and t-anport parameters for this important low-flow interval.  

Laboratory experiments will be conducted to assess the transport of lithium and other 
potential reactive tracers in artificially fractured C-hole cores and to measure the diffusion 
coefficients of various tracers used at the C-hole complex in relevant tuff matrices (from C-hole 
cores), In conjunction with these experiments, batch sorption and crushed tuff column transport 
experiments will be conducted to establish sorption parameters and to assess the applicability of 
these sorption parameters to fracture transport. The information derived from reactive tracer 
tests at the C-hole complex and from the supporting laboratory experiments will be integrated 
into the site-scale saturated zone transport model.  

3.1.15 Study 8.3.1.2.3.2 - Characterization of the Saturated Zone Hydrochemistry 

The objective of this study is to describe the composition of, and spatial compositional 
variations in, saturated zone ground waters using new and extant data; to identify the chemical 
and physical processes that influence ground-water chemistry- and to aid in the identification and 
quantification of fluxes to, from, and within the saturated zone.  

1ivity Ld•J.2.2. I - Assensment of saturated zone hydrochemical data availability and 
u . The objectives of this activity we to compile and evaluate extant hydrochemical data for 
the saturated zone, to identify data deficiencies and potential sampling sites and assemble 
requisite material for sample and field data collection, and to augment extant information by 
collecting and analyzing new hydrochemical samples and data.  

This activity has not been implemented. See Section A. 1.1.3 of Appendix A of this 
progress report.  

Activity 3.1.232 -ydrochmc characterization of water in the uppr part of the 
jat KL.d .o•z . The oblectives of this activity are to describe the hydrochemistry of the upper 

part of the saturated zone by collecting represcntative water samples from intervals within the 
upper 100 in of the saturated zone, within and adjacent to the site area, and studying their 
chemical and isotopic compositions; and to estimate flux to or from the saturated zone by 
coqlecting interstitial water and gas samples from inmicdiately above the water table and studying 
their chemical and Iotopic compositions.
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No progre3s was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1113.2.3 - ReUgional hydrochemical t1sts and analyses. The objective of this 
activity is to describe regional spatial variations in ground-water chemistry in the saturated zone 
by collecting representative water samples from wells and springs within the region and by 
studying their chemical and isotopic compositions.  

No progress was irakde during the reportng period: this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.3.2.4 - Synthesis of saturaed z&one hydrochemistry. The objectives of this 
study are to describe the saturated zone hydzochemistry; to identify chemical and physical 
processes that influence ground-water chemistry; and to aid in the identification and/or 
quantification cf ground-water travel times, climatic conditions during periods of recharge.  
flowpaths. and fluxes to. from. and within the saturated zone.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

FmaigcW: Selected existing saturated-zone hydrochemical data will be analyzed with a 
hydrochemical flow-path model to identify pertinent chemical processes and determine where in 
the saturated-zone flow system additional hydrochemical data would be most beneficial, New 
water samples will be obtained from well USW WT- 17 plus two additional boreholes using 
techniques that ensure the representativeness of the samples. These samples will be analyzed for 
pH. Eh, major dissolved constituents, and isotopes of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen (including 
tritium), strontium, and uranium. Based on the results obtained from these new samples and the 
hydrochemical modeling, a sampling and analysis strategy for additional wells will be designed.  

3.1.16 Study 83J 3.3 - Saturated &on Hydrologic System Synthesbs and Modeting 

The objectives of this study are to synthesize the available data into a model and make a 
qualitative aialysis of how the system is functioning and to represent quantitative observations of 
hydrogeologic data pertaining to the ground-water flow system in a comprehensive flow model.  

Locations of most boreholes identified in the activities making up this study are shown in 
Figure 3-2.  

Activity 8.3.1.2.3,3.1 -Conceptuaizalion of saturated zone flow models within the 
boundaries of tIh accessibe nvioQnment. The objectives of this study are to synthesize the 
available hydrogeologic data to develop a conceptual model and to make a qualitative analysis of 
how the sie saturated zone hvdrogeologic system is functioning. This acivity includes 
dcvelopment and calibration of the numerical, site-scale, saturated zone flow model prior to its 
application in Activity 8.3.1.2.3.3.3.  

A report des.hbing the concepual model of the saturated zone flow vystem (Luckey et al., 
1996) was published
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Work continued on updating the preliminary, site hydrogeologic framework model. The 
updates included refining the grid-cell size from 1500 m to 250 m. including cross-sectional data 
from the Nevada Test Site, and including the upper surface of the Paleozoic carbonate aquifer 
along the cast-west seismic line from Crater Flat to JI kass Flats as interpreted by Hunter et al.  
(1996).  

Problems with mesh-generation software used during previous model scoping runs were 
identified and corrected. A new mesh was generated and tested for use with the ground-water 
simulation code FEHMN. and model-input data arrays were constructed. Potentiometric data for 
the area were evaluated, screened, and incorporated into the new mesh. Over 100 potentiometric 
data points were identified for use in the model for comparison against sizmutlated hydraulic 
pressures (hydraulic heads). Alternate meshes also were generated that contain alternate 
conceptual models for the potentiometric surface in the Yucca Mountain area. Scoping runs 
were made on preliminary meshes using the parameter-estimation software. PEST. To provide 
faster simulation times, the model domain was re-evaluated and scaled down to a rectangular box 
30 km wide, 45 km long, and 1.5 km thick surrounding Yucca Mountain. Calibration 
simulations began toward the end of the reporting period.  

Work resumed on analyzing water-level Iluctuations to estimate aquifer hydraulic 
characteristics. Data from II zones in 6 wells have been evaluated and analyzed. Preliminary 
results indicate that. although the method was developed for porc us-media aquifers rather than 
the fractured-rock aquifers that dominate flow at Yucca Mountain, the method provides values of 
transmissivity and storativity thai are consistent with values previously obtained using other 
aquifer-test methods. A compr-hensive table of hydraulic-characteristic data for the Yucca 
Mountain area was compiled.  

Work began on writing a :ynthesis report that documents the results ,through April 30.  
1997) of the site-scale. saturated ,one, flow modeling. An annotated outline for the report was 
prepared and r:viewed.  

Work began on p!anning a workshop to discuss the abstraction and testing of saturated 
zone process models (flow and transport) for use in performance assessment modeling.  

&jtiyit 8.3. 1.2.3.32 - evelogpment of fracturr network moliej. The objectives of this 
activity are to relate results of hydraulic and conservative tracer tests in wells to fracture-network 
flow characteristics at Yucca Mountain. to develop methods to analyze hydrologic data to 
determine fractured rock flow characteristics, and to model flow in the saturated zone in the 
vicinity of the C-hole complex.  

Confirm Satrte0 Zone HydrologIc Flow Models5 In recognition of the need for a better 
understanding of saturated zone flow at the scale of Yucca Mountain to support the waste 
containment and isolation strategy, this new sub-activity was developed and funded for the first 
time in FY 1997. The objectives of this activity are to develop analytic capabilities to design and 
analyze saturatedi zone hydraulic tests in the immediate Yucca Mountain site area and to test 
hypotheses conceming ground,%kater flow in the saturatvd zone in the site area to support the 
development and application of the site-scale, three-dimen sional grouad-vbAtcz flow model that is
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being constnucted to support the. total system performance assessments for viability assessment 
and license application.  

To meet the objectives, a sub-site-scale, three-dimensional, numerical. ground-% ater flow 
model of the saturated zone hydrologic system is being developed. The model domain covers 
approximately 100 km2 (12 km x 8 km area) that encompasses the area beneath the potential 
repository, the large hydraulic gradient zone, the Solitario Canyon fault, Fortymile Wash, and the 
area immediately down-gradient from the potettial repository. The model is being developed as 
an analytical tool to test hypotheses of saturated zone ground-water flow in the immediate site 
area and to analyze the results obtained from aquifer tests at the C-hole complex and at other 
sites. The model is intended to simulate hydrologic conditions and processes at a small scale 
such that it can be applied in designing and analyzing results from the planned second saturated 
zone test complex. All available geologic, hydrologic, and hydrochemical data are being used to 
develop, calibrate, and test the model.  

A plan for developing the subsite-scale model was submitted in October 1996 (Cohen 
et a., 1996). The plan defined the model boundaries and discussed the vertical layering scheme.  
Also discussed in the plan were the grid scheme, boundary conditions, and initial conditions, and 
treatment of features of interest (e.g.. large hydraulic gradient, Solitario Canyon fault. C-hole 
complex) by finer discretization of the mesh in these areas. The plan discussed data needs for 
model parameters and data limitations, if known. Features or processes included in the model, 
and upon which sensitivity analyses will be performed, include temperature. hydrochemistry, 
potential upwelling from carbonates, and the role of faults.  

The three-dimensional subsite-scale model grid was constructed and fault properties and 
characteristics thoroughly assessed to determine which faults to include in the model.  
Hydrochemical data were analyzed at the subsite-scalt and compared with major ion and isotope 
patterns found in data at the regional scale. Hydrochemical signatures were contoured at two 
depths in the lower volcanic aquifer, which is included in the Ccater Flat hydrogeologic unit 
(CFu) (Table 32). (Note: The "lower volcanic aquifer" is a collective reference to the 
combination of the Prow Pass 'ruff, the Bullfrog Tuff, and the Tram Tuff of the Crater Flat 
Group (Table 3-2). Data about these units are being collected by the C-hole testing.) The 
contours delineated areas of rechargc and showed a distinct change from higher to lower 
concentrations of many ions across the Solitario Canyon fault. The contours, however, did not 
discern local flow domains because of the paucity of saturated zone hydrochemical data near 
Yucca Mountain. as compared with the regional scale. Cohen and Simmons (1997) reviewed 
and evaluated relevant saturated zone features and processes at the subsite-scale (including 
temperature. upflow along faults from thermal convection, hydrochemist.y) and cursorily 
examined mixing between layers. The report provided initial insights at the subsite-scaic for 
predicting flow dowit-gradient from the repository.  

Activniy 9.3.1.2-3,113 - Calculation g[ flow paths, fluxes- and velocities withinth 
,lualzatdg ze to the accesible environment. The objectives of this activity are to estimate 
ground-water flow direction and magnitude for input into travel-time calcuiations: and to 
evaluate the porous-media concept and fracture--network concept for detemiuning ilow paths.  
fluxes, and velocities.
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No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activity.  

EMst: The sub-site-scale three-dimensional numerical model of saturated zone flow 
will be deliver-d in August 1997 and will include the numerical model (input and output data 
sets) and a report describing the model, the degree of model calibration, and model uses and 
limitations. The report will examine data from the C-hole complex and will include 
recomnendations for design of the second saturated zone test complex. The model will be used 
as a tool to help determine the optimum location of the test and test configuration, and to predict 
results of the hydrologic flow and transport tests to be conducted. A progress report on the 
model will be completed in May 1997 that will identify any unexpected results or difficulties 
encountered.  

The site hydrogeologic framework model will be reviewed and approved for release to the 
Records Processing Center. Water-level fluctuations will be analyzed to estimate hydraulic 
characteristics of the aquifers and submitted for review. The site flow model will be calibrated to 
the extent posgible by April 30, 1997. A synthesis report describing the preliminary site flow 
model, with model results to April 30. 1997, will be completed and submitted for review and 
approval. After April 30. 1997, work will begin on refining the calibration of the site flow 
model. A workshop to discuss the abstraction and testing of the site flow and transport models.  
for use in performance assessment modeling, will be held and recommendations concerning the 
abstraction and testing processes will be made 

3.1.17 Related International Hydrological Work 

No progress occurred during the reporting period. As of November 8. 1995. the subsidiary 
agreements under which the cooperative work had been conducted were terminated and all 
international collaboration wa., discontinued.  

The Office ol Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) had bilateral 
agreements N4 ih( Canada ( Atomic Energy of Canajta Limited [AECLJ.), Switzerland (Swiss 
National Cooperaai• c for the Storage of Radioactive Waste [Nagral). and Sweden (Swedish 
Nuclcar Fuel ind Waste Management Company [SKB]) and has participated in activities of 
international ormizations such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Devclopment/Nucleaw Energy Agency (OECD/NEA). the European Commission (EC), and tIe 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  

3.2 GEOCHEMISTRYV SCP SECTION 8.3.1.3) 

The change'. to the G )chemistry Program since the SCP was issued are summarized in 
Appendix A. Section A 12
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3.2.1 SILI dy .1.3.1 - GroudlWam,, Chm ,.vary MBig" 

The objective of this study is to develop a ground-water chemistry model that will initially 
describe pre-emplacewent conditions. Future changes in these properties and processes will then 
be considered, including infiltration changes as influen.:cd by climatic conditions; long-term 
mincralogic changes. particulauly those influenced by the thermal pulse from emplaced waste: 
and material property changes caused by the emplaced waste, or possible igneous activity.  

Work focused on integrating the conceptual models of controls on ground-water chemistry 
(discusse.i above) into the mountainscale transport model. The impact of evapotranspiration on 
chlorid concentrations in waters has been incorporated and %oil-zone precipitation reactions, 
such as calcite and/or silica precipitation. are being incorporated into the transport model 

oErawM: Work will continue on incorporating conceptual models for controls on ground
water chemistry into transport models. In addition, field work designed to measure the 
oxidation-reduction potential in waters from several saturated zone wclls will be planned.  

3.2.2 Study 8.3.1.3.2.1- Mi n,,raloev. Petrol_._y, and Chenii__rv of Trans__o,,rt Pathways 

The objectives of this study are to determine the three-dimensional dist-ibution of mineral 
types, compositions. abundances, and petrographic textures within the potential host rock: and to 
determine the threc-dimensional distribution of mineral types. composition, and abundances in 
rocks beyond the host rock that provide pathways to the accessible environment.  

i th vity 8.3 1.321,1 -_ptroJtgic stratigranhy of the Topopah Spring _Tu4, The objective 
of this activity is to determine the petrologic variability within the devitrified Topopah Spring 
Tuff at Yucca Mountain and to define the stratigraphic distribution of variability 

Core s.,amples from drillholes along the path of the ESF were being analyzed to determine 
nineralogi0 str tigraphy in the densely welded, devitrified lopopah Spring Tuft. Analytical data 
on quantitative mineralogy were being collected from drilihoics USW NRG-7. USW SD) 12. And 
USW SD-7. representing the north-to-south run of the main drift of the ESF. Particular attention 
was being given to the zonaton vwith depth of the major silica minerals (lridvmute. crstobalhte.  
and quame,, because of ta) the impact that high cristobalhte contents have on determining the need 
for respiratory protection and t.b) the importance of silica mineral type in estimating silica 
solubility in water% released under thermal loading or a repo•,itory, Preliminary data from I -SW 
NR&-6 core suggest that rano'. of quart7 to tndymitz plus cristobalite can be used to quantify 
lithophysal character within ihe k'hemicaliv homogeneous host rock.  

•Activity 8.3. !,32 .2- Mhneral distributions b•eween the host ruck and the aixces.ible 
cnh1rul. The objective of this activity v% to determine the thrft-dimensional distrihution.  
chemistry, and total abundance ot all maror rock-matrix minerals. between the host rock and the 
accessible environment "The analysis of the three-dimensinal ,traligraphy will be mot heardil% 
weighted toimard those nuts that will first be encountered along lx)tential fliow path% aw ,i from 
the repository_ i.e. ('lico Hill•s Formation)-
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A report on the three dimensional mineralogic model of Yucca Mountain (Chipera et al..  
1997) describes the accompanying computer model, including a description of the data sources.  
software, assumptions, derived mineral volumnes, and the model limitations. The report also 
discusses the magnitude of expected increased model un~ecrtainty if non,"Q" data are excluded.  
The model. in its preliminary form, focuses on mineral volumes Rrd distributions important to 
site performance. Minerals and mineral groups described include smectite + illite, the sorptive 
tohlites. mnalcime. cnstobalite + opal-CT. and tridymite. Distributions of glass were also 
included in the model. The model included all available quantitative x-ray powder diffraction 
data from the surface down to the Paleozoic basement. The model has been produced in a format 
"tha is amenable fct usc in process-level flow and transport models using the FEHM and 
TOUGH2 computer codes. The geologic and lithologic stratigraphy used in the model is 
conaistent, to the extent possible, with the Referetice Information Base Section 1. 12(a).  
Stratigraphy 

The threc-dimensional mineralogic model is currently being ued in developing 
abstraction methodologies to treat vanability in site mineralogic properties. A proposal for 
testing to address the effects of mineralogy and heterogeneity on radionuclide transport was 
developed for the workshop on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. held in February 1997 
i.se Sectvon 3-2.5 ol this progress report.), 

Activity 8 3.13.2.1.3. Fracture mineralogy The objective of this activity is to determine 
the distrnbution of minerals within fractures at Yucca Mountain, within all significant rock 
masses that might provide transport pathways with sonde component of fracture flow.  

Recent work (Vaniman and Chipera. 19961 shows that the trace-element geocheraistry of 
calcites at Yucca Mountain provides important information about transport processes in 
fractures. Fracture calcite tccurs in both saturated and ,in"aturated hydrologic zones in the tuffs 
at Yucca Mountain. Nevada. In the upper unsaturated zone, the major constituents of the calcite 
crvstal structure icarbon. oxygen) originate at the land surface. At greater depth there is a "barren 
zone." straddling the water table, where calcite is rari' and mixing of surface and subsurface 
.ourc¢:, nmav occur Deep in the saturated zone, distinctive manganese calcites reflect deep 
%ourcr,. including calcium released as analcime and alhite formed or carbonates derived from 
underlying Paleoioic rocks. In the unsaturated zone and in the barren zone, above the deep 
mangane,.-' calites. variations in calcite lanthanide chemistry can be used to distinguish rhyolitic 
from qua. - latilic source- t.anthanide ratios and strontiumn contents of calcites record the 
chenical koluuon of waters flowing through the unsaturated zone and upper saturated zone.  
Variations in calcite chemistrv in the unsaturated zone and in the barren zone show that a3) 
slztrtium, which is readily exchanged with clays or teolhtes. is essentally removed from some 
flowpaths that arc in contact with these mincrals and b I traces of manganese oxides found in the 
tuff' s ngnficantly affect ground-water cheuivrry in the unsaturated zone and in the barren zone 
by removing almost all cerium from solution t(cvdenced by chara-ctertstc cerium depletionw in 
calcatr, throughout this Lone). Extreme cerium removal may he a result of cerium oxidation 
tce .um+3 or ceriumm4) at the surfaces of some manganese oxides, particularly ranciette. Higher 
stritmum contents and lack of cerium depletions in Ihe deeper manganese calcites reflect 
diffrrcni apes. origins, and transport systerv The calcie record of lanthanide and .trontitim 
tfampoat the unsaturated tone shows that mmbor minerals (clays aund zeolittes5 and even trace
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minerals (manganese oxidesi will affect the compositions of ground waters that flow over 
distances greater than a few tens of meters.  

A suite of sample splits was collected for mineralogic and geochemical analysis based on 
the results of isotopic analyses, particularly of calcite carbon. 14 ages, strontiun-87/strontiun-86 
ratios, and carbon- 13 values. The goals of this parallel sample analysis, with splits collected for 
mineralogic and trace-element analysis taken from well-characterized generations of calcite, 
include determining 

I. The geochemical significance of early versus late mineralization. (Has the 
geochemical environment of calcite deposition changed over time? Did some calcite 
precipitate from early, warm aqueous systems during the cooling of the tuffs?) 

2. The stratigraphic controk on calcite trace-element chemistry. (Is the model of 
Vaniman and Chipera (1996) valid, mndica!,ng the validity of using natural 
geochemical tracers to infer effective transport distances for sorption within fractures?) 

3. Alternative possible explanations for the geochemical anomalies in calcite 
compositions at Exile Hill.  

4 Variations in calcite composition that correlate with zones where chlorinc-36 fronm 
weapons testing is evident.  

5 Whether absence of cerium anomalies at or above repository depth indicate pathways 
that bypass the upper vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Tuff.  

Preliminary results show that early-formed calcites may be significantly restricted in 
lanthanide-element content,%. suggesting one specific deposittonal environment that 
conmunicatcd A idel. throughout the site, possibly operating soon after tuff emplacement In 

kdd itiot i the spht•s ol calcite and opal collected additional materials ate being analyzed, either 
of othei tnineralogie, tclays. mangancse-oxides) or from other Iccalittes. The other localities 
include othei ,ttion., in the ESF and drill cores IUSW NRG-6, USW NRG-7. USW SD-9. and 
USW SD-I21 that he near the path of the ESF. These additiona, samples will be used to place 
the data to bc obtained from the ESF samples in vertical stratigraphic context.  

fmrý". : Additiunal data will be incorporated into the three-dimensional mineralogic 
model of Yuccas Mountain as more analyses of core become available. Comparative 
geostatzslica and mineralogic rr•odel sections will be prepared The results will be used to 
suppkrt the IL)tAl '•'.*¢ci perforimance asses,,merit for the viability assessment. Further studies 
involving mucroautoradiography. combined with fracture-Dflow studies and traditional bItch 
iorption studie', % ill he used to obtain the information needed to determine the impact of trace 
minerms, such 4s smectite. for modeling the retardation of radionuclide transport Staff wit! 
continue t,, ,inale and interpret on textural and geochemical bases the origin of calcite, opal, 
mangane.e .\ idc. and cla minnera's from the ESP Samples from core% collected from boreholes 
near the ESI, iespeciallk 'SW SD-7. USW SD.9, and I'SW SD-12) will also be analyzed to 
provide intotr-ujtitiai on mincral variability' with stratigraphic level This information is needed to
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interpret the data from the ESF horizon. Mineralogic analyses are being obtained for an 
adihtional 1"'5 borehole samples, includiiig crc-.fic interv.ds of USW NRG-7,7a. USW UZ-14, 
USW SD-7. USW SD-9, and LSW ST-1- (with supporting data from USW H-3) to fill gaps in 
the three-dimensional mineralogic model of Yucca Mountain. Particular emphasis will be placed 
on the distributions of minerals important in transport and repository thermal loading analysis 
and. in the repository horizon, the abundances arti distributions of regulated hazardous minerals 
(e.g., crystalline silica). The three-dimensional mineralogic model will be used in meeting the 
needs of performance assessment in unsaturateJ zone radionuclide transport modeling.  
particularly in developing the testing of abstraction methodologies.  

3.2-3 Study .3,1.3.2.2 - History of Mineralogic and Geochemical Alterlton of Yucca 

The objectives of this study are to determine the timing. Temperatures. and hydrologic 
conditions of past alteration at Yucca Mountain; and to study experimentally the dehydration of 
smectite. zcolites. and glass. Processes range from deep-seated past hydrothermal alteration to 
ongoing shallow mineral deposition along fractures and faults.  

Activity 8.3.1.3,2.2.1 - History of min•rlog~c and geochemical alteration of Yucca 
M.unuw,. The objectives of this activity are to constrain the timing. geochemical transport. and 
paleohydrology of hydrothermal, digenetic, and epigenetic alteration; to estimate the long-term 
thermochemical stabilities of important sorptive phases. such as chnopiilolite. and to investigate 
the natural evolution of phases such as silica polymorphs that can influence water composition.  
rock hydrologic propert:es, and the stabilities of other silicate minerals.  

Research focused on correlating mineralogy and alteration in the PTn hydrogeologic unit 
wita measured hydrologic properties of the unit. Mineralogic characterization of the same sampes that have been used for hydrologic-property meaurements makes ii possible to evaluate 

differences in moisture content as determined by different methods because these differences are 
likc., to correlate with hydrous mineral content. Beyond this immediate use. progress was made 
on developing a conceptual model of alteration in the PIn that will be used to predict the 
distribution of hydrologic properties within the unit using mineralogic and hydrologic property 
variations resulting from alteratior proceses.  

A milestone progress report (Levy and Chipera. in prep.) provided descriptions and 
examples of natural alteration that have been identified and studied Examples were found of 
both rootless hydrothermal alteration related to the cooling of the pre-Tiva Canyon tuffs or of the 
overlying Tiva Canyon Tuff and amnbient-condditiof digenet:a alteration. One hypothesis of 
alteration to be tested is that ongoing argillic alteration is occurring tn the pre-Ttia Canyon tufts 
and that localization of thi:. alteration reflects differences in surface infiltration above the pre
Tiva Canyon tults. The report included a discussion of criteria for evaluating this hypothes., as, 
well as pertinent preliminary data from the ESF south ramp and drillholes USW UZN-3 I and 
L!SW UZN 32
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Another aspect of the correlation of mineralogic alteration and hydrologic properties is the 
use of mineralogic alteration to identify fractures and faults within the PTn that have hosted fluid 
flow. Cooling-stage alteration of the pie-Tiva Canyon tuffs is of particular interest as an 
indicat-on of possible changes to be expected from repository-induced alteration of this unit.  
Products of alteration associated with cooling probably included quartz/chalcedony, opal-CT.  
opal-A. hculandite-clinoptilolare, and smeclite, Several processes related to rmneralogic 
alteration probably altered the hydrologic properties of the rock. These processes include 
localized devitrification along fracture boundaries, fracture spallation (with alteration of fracture 
aperture), pore cementation, and selective genesis or deposition of smectite along fractures and 
faults.  

Information about the transmissive pathways through the pre-Tiva Canyon tuffs iý, required 
to hicp interpret the chlorine-36 isotopic data from the ESF and drillholes. Mineralogic and 
textural characteristics of faults and fractures cutting the pre-Tiva Canyon tuffs were studied. It 
i% uncertain whether the examples examined to date represent bounding or typical attributes of 
faults in the pre-Tiva Canyon tuffs. Minor faulting or fracturing in minimally consolidated vitric 
nonwelded pre-Tiva Canyon tuffs produced very little breakage of rock grains, but this was 
apparently sufficient in some instances to allow fluid transport that resulted in localized mineral 
depxosits.  

Activity 8..1 ! -1.2 -_Smectite. zeolite. man_•ane& m_ inerals. and glas dehydration and 
lraaslr tion The objectives of this activit, are to determine how minerals and glasses 
important in the rocks at Yucca Mountain will dehydrate and transform under expected thermal 
loads: and to investigate the ability of zeolites and smectites to rehydrate after the peak in 
temperature.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

fErzast: This study will continue to correlate variations in alteration with existing and 
new data on hydrologic properties arid to identify needs ior additional measurements. The work 
will require analysis of. samples from the ESF, especially from a series of short drtllholes in the 
north ramp PTn extposures. and from unanalyzed drill cores. Assumptions about mineral 
distribution And field-scale mineralogic and textural features (e.g.. vitnc-zeolitic transition, 
syngenetic alteration tones) will be evaluated. The evaluations and documentation will 
incorporate 1SF daii on the abundance of transmissive features identified by mineralogic and 
textural studies to help define and support selection of input terms for infiltration into the TSw.  
This effort will be closely integrated with the studies of hydrologic properties hbN performing 
zr.ineralogic-petrologic analysis of hydrologic-properties samples. The study will also he 
integrated with chlorine-.16 isotopic studies of the water movement test (eg., Study 8.3, 12.2.2.  
see Section 3. 1 6 of this progress report).  

312.4 Study 131.3,J. Ntural Anl•g..•lrml SysteSMs In TAl 

The objectives of the study are to improve the rehailht, of long-term predictions.  
regarding hydiotherrial rfo:k alicraior in devitrified welded ash-flowA tuff; to test the capabilities
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of the EQ3/6 gpochernical code through modeling of alteration mineral assemblagcs in natural 
syst•ms; and to provide a better understanding of the origin of alteration mineral assemblages 
currently found in Yucca Mountain.  

As parW of an effort to consolidate work scopes, this study plan will not be written because 
much of the work overlaps activities in Study Plaps 8.3.4.2.4.1 and 8.3.1.20.1.1 (discussed in 
Seions 5.2.2 and 3.14, resr--ctively. of this progress report). Much of the work is a cot i?ilation 
effort to select analog site(s) combioed with testing and/or calib-ation of the EQ3/6 code to 
reduce uncertainties in EQ3/6 applications.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded study. Work 
scheduled in support of this study has been suspended.  

korgn•t: No activity is forecast for this study 

3IM S ¥ ±,3.±_..± -±5nd 'rTaMgdynamic of Mineral Evolulon 

The objectvc., oI this study have been revised to determine experimentally the kinetics 
and thermodynamics of mineral alteration at Yucca Mountain and to produce a model tor past 
and future mineral alteration at Yucca Mountain. The model is intended to explain the natural 
mineral evolution resulting from the transformation of metastable mineral assemblages to more 
stable a&swmnblages and to predict the possible effects of emplacement of radioactive waste in a 
repository.  

The revised study plan for Kinetics and Thermodynamics uf Mineral Evolution at Yucca 
Mountain was accepted by the Project on December 1 1 1996. This study now combines 
previOu.s Studies 8.1.13 3.2 and 8.. 1. 3.33 and will investigate the thermodynam.:c, of 
cinoptilolite, mordenite. analcime. silica minerals, and, to a lesser extent (because of their much 
smaller ahuidance), sinectate and Ilhte.  

A report (Carey and Bish. in prep.) describes the enthalpy of hydration of natural 
chnoptilolite as determined by isothermal immersion calorimetry The data in this paper 
represent the first direct measurements of the energetic consequences of hydration and 
dehydration reactior.s thzit uaa occur at Yucca Mountain. The measurcments were made on 
n.atural chnoptilolite that was cation exchanged to produce calcium., sodium., and potassium-er.i 
nmebers Heats ot immersion of clinoptilolite were determined and compared with the enthalpy 
of hydration determinations from a thermogravrnxtric study on the same samples Carev and 
Bish. 1996) are sitmrih to but of m-ialer magnitude than the value-, o)f enthalpy of hydration 
Because of the data collection and atalysis methods used. the heats of immersion data ar,: 
believed to be more awcurate and more precise because of the lower uncertainty in the 
mleaurnments. The effects of dehydration of clinoptilolite on the thermal evolution of the 
potential repositorv at Yucca Mountain were considered by comparing the amount of energy 
consurned by dchldration with the energy necessar) to heal rocks lacking hydrous nuncrals. The 
energy ..otisumed on heating chnoptilolte from 25 to 2t(K)*'(" is between 70 and 80 percent above 
that required tot nondehydrating material.. "hes r.,ult, indicate that •xtiat
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thermohydrologa:-hyd-ologic nw'deling of rock unit% at Yucca Mountain should consider the 
thermal effect of dehydration-hydration processes in clinoptiloaht and other hydrous minerals, in 
addition to the mater produred or ad,rbed during heating or cooling, 

ish (196) emphisized the variety of ways in which mineralogy may be important in the 
long.termn isolaton of r,;honc',ce wastes, including the importance of rmnerals in retarding the 
migration of actinides and other radionuclides that form large, complex aqueou, species Minor 
and trace minera!s, such as smectte and iron and manganese oxides and hydroxides. are 
particularly important in retarding the nuaration ofcomplex actihide 5pec{ies suh as neptunyl.  

Carey et i.l. ( 1996) described the effect of cation exchange and dehydration on 
clinopiilollic-anaj"inte cquilibrIla as appl:cd to conditions at Yucca Mountain. Primary 
calo+irnetric data for clinoptilo. e and analcire were extended by a nmodified thu modynamic 
estimation procedure and cormiNned with recent cation-exchange (Pabalan, 1994) and hydration 
iCarcy and Dish. 1996) studies -o yield the thermodynamic properties of arbitrary composIt,,,s 
of clinoptihlkite arid an.lcine. The equilio'turi breakdown of clinoptilolite to analcime was 
caculated assuming cation-cxchargc equilibrium with aqueous solutions at variable s.oiam to 
calcium and sodium to patassium ratios. as functions of temperature and silica activity. The 
results show that the strong affinity of clinopt, olite [or potassium or calcium over -odium limits 
the stability region of analcime to silica-poor, sodium-rich solutions. The chnoptilolite stability 
fwid is maximi7ed for alu,ni.i,)us counpositio-s in equilibrium with sihceous analcime. Increased 
temperatures decrease the slability field of clinioptilolite, but this effect is moderated slightly by 
the loss of water from i.linoptilohitt. Estimates of uncernainty in these results were derived by 
compareson of predicted and measured calorimetric data for chnoptitnlite :jnd analcime. The 
uncertlinues are significant with respect to the prvdicicd stability held of clinoptilolite.  

Ar analysis has been c-imlleted of the paraimetcrs affecting calculations of the kinetic 
eoluton of minerals The analysis is an irtegrated surmmary -,f the relation between theoretical 
and experinental kinetics and (he implicenation ot numerical evaluations of kinetic evolution 
at Yucca Mountain. One difficulty in this implemeAtaticn is that, unlike the experiments, the 
natural environment has poorly coiisirained stirtace areas tf)r reacting minerals and poorly 
undervood effective diffusion constants for aqueous species. Laboratory experiments u:-d 
samples with measurel surface areas exposed to a vigorously stired aqueous solution. The 
natural system consists, of imierals withi unnicasured surface areas that are incompletely exxosed 
to an aqueous ,olui.on ha- ing concentraimi gradients over distances that have not been 
chariwterized 

"The magnitude of the uncertainty for the reaclive surface areas of minerals in the natural 
rnv-,ronimnent is a function of the suilface roughness and the relative exposure of the mineral granis 
to pore fluid.s. Surface roughness increases. the re.acive surfa'e area hy a fNctow as large as.  
I x 10' relative to the georetric surtace area (e.g., the surface area of a sphere) The relative 
exposure of a mineral grain to pore fluids may be bounded t1y considering the difference between 
minerals exposed only along a fricture kind close~packed ,pheticat minerals. The exposed 
sur :e area differs by i x W in t hi• instance Considering an aserage situation, the estimated 
s'tf.e ajreas at reactive nunerals in Ilt natural envircrlsunt (including Yucca Mountain) has,
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an uncertainty of I x 102 to I x 10' s%,ch translates directly into an uncertainty of I x 102 to 
I x IOW in the mineral reaction rates.  

An analysis was completed of the reaction mechanisms of the silica polymophs at Yucca 

Mountain. Several contrasting views of silica polymorph evolution have been outline.d (Duffy.  
1993). These Include processes governed by: 

I. dissolution and precipitation rate constants as exemplified by the cxpcrimncntal work of 

Rimstidt md Bartnes i 1980); 

2. an Ostwald ripening process in which the polym&G.phs evolve in a step-wise process 

fron opai-A to opal-CT to quartz as suggested by Murata et al. (I 977)L 

A a defect-concentration model proposed by luffy (IW'I); or 

4. diffusion-linited reaction of the silica polymorphs (application of process I in a nearly 
closwd-system enwrinro ent). All thesc rvdels have been evaluated with respect to the 
olbserved distribution of silica polymorphs at Yucca Mountain, These natural data 
show that nucleation kinetics are not signifikcnt because quartz is present throughout 
the stratigraphic column. However, opal -CT/cristobalite disappears at depth in a 
manner that as perhaps consistent with either process 3 or 4.  

Staff participated in the workshop on unsaturated-zne radionuclide transport in 

Aluq.uerque, New Mexico. February 5-7. 1991. At tlis workshop, ,n abstraction-testing draft 
proposal was formiulated for scnsitivity studies to examine the effc rts of mineral alteration on 
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport Results suggest that repository-induced alteration of the 
existint minerals and glasses in Yucca Mountain tuffs may r-hange the hydrologic properties 
1permeahility and ptno'ityy and grochemical properties (sorption capacity, composition including 
H-O) of the natural media over tnHe. In addition, the workshop determined that simulations of 
radionuclide transport in the unsaturated zone should consider the possible change% in rock 
propenirs 

Egriuat: The updatted conceptual model of mineral evolution will bt completed This 
upxtate will integrate information tor mineral evolution at Yucca Mountain using kinetic.  
thermodynamic. field, and analyticai studie% of mineral, glass, and % ater reactions Data will he 
compiled from other studies and horn the literature. aN appiopriate This activity will define and 
hound imiortant mineral reactions in the ho,;t rock that may affect transpxort of radionuclides 
Ths activity will support transpxirt mrndel development and calculations, as well a% near-held 
.,udi•ie Tile Coa.epiual inoltel will he iicoroItXated into a transport and thcririihydrologic model 
such as FEHIM, and a sensitivwy analysis will be conducted of the ettects of Individual mincral 
reaction% on ro lonuchtide transptl ltitforniation obtained in thew. studies will bh combined %trh 

the FY 1997 pielhrunary thrte-dnienswonal mineralogih mod-I tor Yucca Mournman Chupera ti 
id., 1947) to produce .ut updated contveplual mdxiel uf mineral evolut.sn within a rmneralogic 
haniework that is an Inmproved represent•tion of Yuc4ta Miountinn The effort will suniniarize the 

oitential geog'Chemrical and mnieraloric.' eftects of thern•a• loading aid the possible inipacis on 

I.dCadiuciIde cont011,1111it 411 rA•d priopRetacs. This %MiL Wiill CAiiunaIitn mI ,. I l ot the
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expected hehavior of the secondary phases at Yucca Mounaun aw ictions of tire, temperature.  
water and nineral composition, anrt watervap•f pressurr..  

Abstrations for the total system performance a-sssinent will continue through this fiwcai 
year in an attempt te include in trh assessment the effects of nmneral alteration cn unsaturated 
zone radionuclhde trans4port, Staff will use existing Project therm.ohydroiogic models to 
determine temperaturw, and saturation as a function of time and depth at various locatiels 
throughout the repository block. Using this information. potential locations of mineral and glass 
reaction will be predicted. The sensitivity anaiyjir may couple data on miieral alteration with 
the thernsydrologic models to model mineral alteration effects more explicitly. ThL procedure 
is expected to develop a history of the evolution of properties in the unsaturated zone for use 
wilth unsaturated ztwi radionuclidr trai.sport modeling tu test the effects of predicted mineral 
alteration on transport. The thernlohVdrologic model will be used a,, input to the conceptual 
model of ,innerml alteration. The product will cousist of a sensil; ity analysis using a coupled 
mincralogai:-thc.-mal chemical model ,one or two-dimensional) ,o cletermune if thermal mine;al 
a:teration shoulJ be considered in the total system performance assessmcnt. If so. staff will 
provide an 'prepriate abstraction thai rcpresa•ts thr future properties of the unsaturated zone 
flow and tranpurt regire below the repository horizon.  

3.2.6 Stusa W .J.'L~ l - Cptimin~im MOdeL ofMNb a1lly~duj 

The objectives of this study are to fon..ulave a model to explain the observed distribution% 
of minerals in Yucca Mountain. The evolution of framework silicates (feldspars. zeolites. and 
silica polymornbs) will be emph,, zed. The model w'ill also address the general chenical 
C€')lution of vittic tuifli and wiil he used to predict future minerý2 evolution in the mountain 
caused by bc.h natural processes and de&%lopnwint and Opcration of a repository.  

This study has been combined with Stud, 3• •. 3.3-.2: see Stction 3.2.5 of this progress 
re;prt. Fortc,...t far the combnmed sudy is reported in Section 3.2 5 of this progress report.  

The ihiecaivc of thi. study iv to obtain sorption coelficients for key radionuclides as a 
function of rm.poi•pt geolwhemnial parameter% These studie. will statistically evalua:e the 
etpenmental result% and will provide the data tias, that will be used to develop models to predict 
sorptouh coetfic..-nt., under conditionis not directly addressed by the experimental program.  

SwjL •iiJ.LJ.•Bac lormion rmeasurerneli • i functioinoj~bdd 12hae 

= The obe*itdve of this aý.'tity Is co deternine sorption coefficients for radionuchdes 
on the zeolitt and -ititmc tufts of the Ctao Hills norweltded hydrogeologv- unit, u,, devitrified 
tuff, and otn pure tmnerals repreentati~e of the mirwrrals present in .e rock ind fractures of the 
treptortio bloct
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Project geochenusts have initiated studies to validate the sorption data base for whole 
rocks Microautoradtograpy studir., of &elected radionuclidcs and lithologies that arc important 
to performance have begun. Radionuclides for these studies are uranium, plutunium. and 
amencium. rock types include vitric. zeofitic, and devitrified tuffs.  

Activityl 1 .3-4 1 42 - Sotion as a function of sorbing elemrnt concentrations 
J ih1l: 1, The objective of this activity is to characterize the dependence of sorption 
coefficients upon the aqueous concentration of the element being sorbed by developing isotherms 
for tie radionucld- ThWs activity will develop isotherms for the radionuclides to be tested.  
These isotherm dat;, will Ih. incorporated into the sorption data base for use in determining 
clement concentrati. n levels at w '¢h precipitation begins to contribute to the mmeirured sorption 
ratio, and in modeling sorption to predict retardation along flow paths.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activity.  

Activity 8.113 4.1.3 - Sorption as a function of ground-water composition. The vblective 
of this activiy is to rneasurt sorption coefficients as a function of ground-water compositions 
anticipav"d along potc:ial travel t-fths. These data will contribute to the sorption data base and 
support the sorption model development and performance a essrment calculations.  

Software was written to ensure accurate ard efficient transfer of experimental data to the 
sorption data bases. This software also provides data analysis and statistical interpretation 
capabilit-s. The sorption data bases have been formally submitted to the Project. These data 
bases provide fast access to and selection of data needed to c-, aluate the effectiL of various 
pArameters V11 sorption. The data bases contain infornation on the solid ana wier used. the test 
atmosphere, teniperaturcs. radionuclide concentra'ions, experiment durations, and whether 
e'vpcrirnen~s were ,orption or devrptton experiments. All data nee-dcd to calculate the K. are 
also incorporated as are data necessary to provinle traceability to the orginal data sheets. The 
',tatistical uncertainty in the K, arising from analytical uncertainties is calculated and presented.  
Kos are calculated using both the initial radionuclide concentration 4" the experiment and the 
"nat concentraton in a, arallel control expernment d.ne without solid present. These K, values 
are used along with uncertainties to assess acceptability of the data. The data bases provide .a 
accessible. easily searchable, and easily sortabkt resource. This resource can be used to develop 
sorplion isothernis oi solid phase mineralogy to investigate the effect of parameters, such as 
radionuclide coicentration. by sorting fo, mineral composition and comparing the K, variation 
within a given mineralogy to tte vsariation among different umineralogies. Thus, appiopriate KIs 
can either be selected for translx-w~t modeling or a detemnunation can be made that additional data 
are needed 

Sorption on parniculaies and colloids The objective of thi., act' :it 
is to detennine if sorpion of zlnpollant -adionuclides occurs on particulates or cniloids that may 
he present in ground waters along potential transport pathways. Batch techniques. modified to 
acconimandai the much smaller sample sizes, will he used to meaure sorption. If any sorption is 
mea.,ured, the use (if ,orqlion coefficients alone inair not accuratekl predict the tranwrOrt of 
sorbed radionuclides.
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Project scientists initiated a set of batch sorption experiments to study the reversibility of 
radanuclide sorption onto colloids. The experimental matrix consists of two types of colloids 
(clays and iron oxides), bicarbonate ground waters (JUF-25 J#13 and UE-25 p*l ). and two 
chemical forms of plutonium (polymeric and soluble).  

Activi~y 8.3.1.34.1 5 - Statistical analysis of sorption data. The objective of this activity is 
to pro, ie statistical correlations and error estimates. Various statistical approaches will be used 
on the sorption data to determine those variables (e.g.. mineralogy, ground-water composition.  
and atmospheye) that most profoundly affect the sorption coefficients, to predict sorption 
coefficients as a function of mineralogy and, perhaps, ground-water composition: to estimate 
errors associated with predicted sorption coefficients; and to identify gaps in the experimental 
data.  

M) progress was made during the reporting period; this was an out-year activity.  

Eo.tcaat: This study will integrate the radionuclide soluhili'y, sorption, and transport 
synthesis reports submitted in FY 1996 to identify the most technically valid models that should 
he used to describe these processes in the performance assessment. Sorption data will be 
collected on plutonium batch experiments using the minimum number of experiments needed to 
produce defensible plutonium sorption values. The effects of organics on actinide sorption will 
be assessed, and available ground water data will be evaluated to address potential deficiencies in 
the sorption data base. Sorption data will be collected for minerals and ground-water chemistries 
resulting from planned thermal loads 

3.2.8 Study 8.3.1.3.4.2 -Biological Sorntion and Transport 

The obicctives of this study arc to determine what effects microorganisms have on the 
movement of radioactive wastes (i.e., effects on transport i and to determine if microbial activities 
play a role significant enough to he included in a performance calculation for Yucca Mountain.  
The otilectives will be accomplished by combining the restlts ot laborator) experiments 
investigating the difterent mechanisms of microbial effects on transport (chelation. sorption, and 
colloidal interactions) with microbial analysis of samples collected from the ESF that will 
deterenine the number,. metabolic activity, identit', and diversity of the indigenous population in 
Yucca Mo'Intain.  

A paper (Oicrrnman, in prep [ai) is, Ivig developed that describes the bio!ogical sorption 
and transport field and laboratory studies. present.% an (verview of the current literature, and 
summari.tes the results of the work discussed in Kieft tt al (in prep.) and Ringelberg et al. min 
prep) 

A repirt (Kieft oi a;.. in ptep.) discusses the distribution of heterutrophic microorganisms 
within Yucca Moun'Ain. (Generaliv, with increasing distance in the ESF. the population of 
microorkanismn decreases, and .%t greater percentage of gram negative microirganisms is present 
in the simples kingelbcrg et al iin prep ) describe-- the phospholipid tatty-acid analysis 
per-ornted on the ESF %Amples. The major findings indicate that sullata reducers are presnt in
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Yucca Mountain, wt. ignificant because of the role that these microorganisms play in the 
corrosion of primaiy t I's.  

Chelated transport of iron through columns of unsaturated tuff is described in Story et al.  
(in prep.). The major finding of this report is that chelation significantly affects the transport of 
iron in crushed tuff. Therefore, transport of radioactive, wastes may be enhanced by chelation.  

EocMl: Planned work will support development of process models for site-scale 
unsaturated zone transport and waste package degradation that will be used in the total system 
performance assessment for the viability assessment. The work also supports the process model 
for site-scale saturated zone traaspon and parts of the waste containment and isolation strategy 
that concern limited corrosion and low humidity. The work identifies key actinide concentrations 
that may he reduced by depiction and dispersion.  

3.2.9 Siub 8.3 .41.3. - Development of Sorptio_ Madels 

The objectives of this study are to model the sorption experiments on rocks and minerals 
representing the proposed repository block and to derive a capability to predict sorption 
coefficients for key radionuclides under water-rock conditions not included within the 
experimental piograin.  

Project geochemists summarized the data needs for sorption modeling in performance 
assessment These data needs include the following: 

"* lsthermt% lor cation exchange between the alkali metals and alkaline earths present in 
1E-25 J# 13 water and the minerals contained in Yucca Mountain Tuff.  

"* A prcdictive mo-del for cation exchange based on mineralogy. A mineralogy based 
model oi cation exchange will allow the use of the enormous and extensive mineralogy 
and pcirologý data base to arrive ai a more accurate Kd as a function of stratigraphy 

A hard Noli acid base model for bidentate attachment mechanisms. Bidentate 
attachment v, possible for iny multi~alent metal ion. The consequence of a bidenlate 
attachment mechanism is a heightened sensitity to competition by metal ions that 
iltutwh h% a monotoalent mectanisnm.  

* Stoic honvetrie, lot the surface complexation of radionuclides on minerals and tuff.  
IcaJurement,, ol the pil Licpendence and electrolyte concentration dependence of 

iadonu,, hWe are ,needed to develop a predicie surface complexation model.  

* Mea-%uremient. of the competition for %urface complexation sitie. Competitive surface 
complexation experiments are needed it, fully understand the consequences of changes 
in ground- ý ater compnsition on ,orption
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Cause of the wet sieving effect. The observed reduction in sorption upon wet sieving 
could mean that the in situ sorption coefficient is significantly larger than laboratory 
nwasurernCnts indicate. If the effect is caused by site saturation by trace components of 
ground water, ground-water analyses may have to be remeasured with specific attention 
to those components, 

Eg, ui: This study will summarize the mechanistic models for sorption of radionuclides 
onto Yucca Mountain minerals. A summary report (describing the findings to date from Studies 
8.3.1.3.4.1 and 8.3.1.3.4.3) will be prepared. For Study 8.3.1.3.4.3 the summary report will be on 
(a) summarizing available surface complexatton models to describe radionuclide sorption, (b) 
evaluating the predictive capability of surface complexation models to describe radionuclide 
sorption onto pure minerals and whole rock, (c) assessing the value of spectroscopic studies for 
direct measurement of sorbed species and surfaces, and (d) describing the effects of organics on 
radionuclide sorption.  

3.2.10 Stdyv 9-3,1.3.L._DIaoM'ed SWecles Concentration LImVt 

The objective of this study is to determine the solubilities and speciation of important 
radioactive waste elements under conditions characteristic of the repository and along flow paths 
from the repository into the accessible environment.  

Activity 8.3. 1.3.5. 1I. - Solubility measurements. The objective of this activity is to 
specify the conditions under which solubility experiments will be conducted and then measure 
solubility limits of important waste elements under these conditions.  

Project chemists continued to characterize neptunium and plutonium solid precipitates 
from solubility expcriments from oversaturation. No evidence for a Np (IV) solid, either 
crystalline or amorphous, has been found. Furthermore. adding excess ferrous chloride to a 
neutral de-aerated solution of Np(V) in 3 mM .,odium bicarbonate (to simulate UE-25 J# 13 water 
conditions) showed no reduction to a Np(IV) solution/precipitation at room temperature While a 
couple of solubility experiments from undersaturation have started using neptunium solids from 
.eorsaturation experiments, the main experiments using well characterized neptunium oxides 
(Np!O, and NpO,) solids in LUE-25 J#13 and in sodium perchlorate (NaCIO4 ) electrolyte 
solutions arm about to begin.  

The importance of the oxidation state of the solubility-limiting solid (i.e., Np [VJ veisw, 
Np fIVI) is that Np (IV) solids would have solubiliy 2 to 3 orders of magnitude less than NP (V) 
solids. -o any evidence ol furmation of Np (IVi solids would benefit system performance.  

Activity 81,3 1L.5.1 2L- Sp•ciationgiMaleurmrants. The obJective of this activity is to 
identify important aqueous species of w,-asite elements under conditions described in 
Activity 8.3.1.3.5.1.1 and to determine their formation constants. Such thermodynamic 
inftrmation is esential to moldel the wilubility of key radionuclides as described in 
Acti•ity83.1.3.S 1.3
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This activity has been deferred because of a lack of funding.  

Activity 1.3,1.3.5.1.3 - Solubility _mocling. The objective of this activity is to develop the 
thermodynamic models with a consistent data base needed to calculate waste element solubilities 
over the range of conditions expected at the site.  

This activity has been deferred because of a lack of funding.  

Egi•&,SWu: Work will determine whether Np(TV) species may form under natural 
conditions at Yucca Mountain. Forcing conditions, including high temperature and control of 
oxidation-reduction potential. will be imposed and are intended to constrain both the kinetics and 
thermodynamics to test whether natural conditions at Yucca Mountain might be expected to 
produce Np{ V). Completion of these experiments should identify the finil constraints on 
neptunium solubility.  

3.2.11 %ttzdv 5.3.1.3.5.2 Coloid Behavior 

The objective of this study is to determine the stability of waste element colloids under 
expected site-specific conditions thit might be encounteied at the reposit,.zy or along flow paths 
toward tle accessible environment, 

Activity 8.3.1.3.5.2.1 - Colluid formation characl•rization and stability The objective of 
this activity is to determine formation and stability of waste elem. nt colloids.  

No progress was made dunng the r.-portng period, this was an unfunded activity.  

AclivitY 8.3.1.1,5.2 _ The ohjective of this activity is to develop 
niodt- %nd parameters to calculate natural colloid concentrations and stability and to describe 
the di•.•istli A the waste element species as the colloids break up.  

No progiess wa.% nade during the reporting period, this was an unfunded *-cit.V 

E tl : Further work on this study has been deferred because of funding constraints.  

3.2.1.1 StUdy'&136 -"Dynajmic ''ran.Aoor3 Column Experimrents• 

TIhe o'bictikv ol this study is to measure the breakthrough or elution curve lot tracers 
tirough tuff columns 

- . .. 8 .I1.1 - Cruheld tuff column exenimenls. The objective of this activity iN 
to measure the rate of movement through crushed tuff 0olumnn. of rdionuclides relative to 
triatited water and other well-defined chemical species or colloids 

No progress was nadk during the relor tg prtiod. thvs was an unfunded activity
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AiAivatX 83.6- L.) - &jar,, Irit.L r5kincti&i [he objeCtivC of tis activity isto 
deternmne the clution rate of radion-icldes. as a function of w.ater velocity for crushed tuff 
colurms (homogeneous system), solid rock columins thetcrogeneous system), and for pure 
rineral %,irnple.  

No progress wa~s made during the reporting period-, this was an unfunided isctlivty 

Activity X 1 1.1 J 1,1,.- 1,0a tae 1Uff WU=. The objective of thts- activity is to 
measure the relative migration rate of radionuedmes through patially unsaturated rock columns

Neptunium experiments (to expand ti data hasw under varying degrees of saturation.  
were initiated using tw it types (zeobtic and dev itritied) and two bicarbonate waters. The 
purpose of the! expcrimerii' was to expand the neptunium data htime 

ActiýH ,1 ., rct~ ~fclnnýUj., The vbjcctives (it this activity are 
to -neasurc the transpurt and diffusion of tA4:o~nut dc% thit'ugh nalurAly fractured lulff and to 
exAMin the movement of traceri through naturally fractured Yucca Mountain coves to test the 
tran-port models.  

bxpritictwere Initiated it) expand the data hase tor the fractured rock Colulan 
Cx(pCrtir'tents to Inciritse volifidenve in findings on rAdionuclide retArdittion in ffiwturex Prolrct 
scientist, ud ti'itoiaphy to~~v~s the fracture-tniatruA coupling for alph~a emainitis 
radiorwcl~des flowing throughi fmocurrs.  

j~fvt hL-tJ Fjiltration, li. objective (it this activity I,, to quantity the filtrAtion 
of Colloids and piArtci~zl~aits ti the ituft as a functitui ti pairticle or ;uirc wie using -solid tuft (-orrs 
-And ftnt1tard -,ir'., 

A lvtx-tt uiý,jucldtr et ai in prep. 1is Ucting prepared that present,% ground water colloid 
iesulls from Narious geologic toriviations fritgisig fron r~t lin to wcdinienetars. satiniited to 
u1ihatuliatd. wrajauiL 1101 to O4inml: depleted '. Xlh-od 11ir,-iit C ani l~tl wili% are cuplAincd tin the 
ha~is tf thii -.A111 11% antr III1e gioulid WAICIs studird Colivid concrntration is, a tuwwtion oft 
01, .1. 4siaon IVJuI. 11m) 1141ential, ý.aia ikw oIniJ tkv gh-,to~ t~otentrattons, And the Mtatuis of the 
Oliittic~il and psoe.a tad-, stVt Of thC hrfSteochCRWi '%Stcin 

t~rct". The ftevaltts oftanp-Ixrt cxjvritnwn1 ;%)niqtng oft clutaift diitontxhdr thro ugh 
saui ildad UnsJ~.JJturak4 ctuh~d. hst1J.u11e. And Wilid wt~l t-0duulns - %4ll 1.4z sut11ii41 tied 111Ius 

sununars0 %%dat .ors hc v alidttN tit uiing h.ais-h sorption khtlist ihtioni. Lor fiti ieit% it, & dracbe the 
inaiprAnti'r of radionu~ ide', throtio-h iraittured anid s4-10 Ituft unde: s at ovs dea-rees tif satur'Ation 

Ilthai swuinnar\ %4 Ill also assex% the result% oit Outing collotws through tutt coluwnim and Ittw 
inipli;catiotax of those re-ulvs fopr peftoimwwtc A-Nvesshail~t :.Ir, ulat1IuaS 0f WK)i nuClieiai
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The obj~lives of this study wte it) measure the diffusivity and k-inetics of adsorption in a 
purciy diffu~lve kystem (ice. no andhevtion) ftum the upiake of rAd~ionucdidcs or) Intact tuff as a 
function of tiune. and to conduct.%caling.%tudies to deternmin the length to which thu matrix 
diffusion model can be applied with confidence 

Activity 83 X K36.j 2 1 - Uptake of raJienoc-iac~t. on rock htijkCr !na~~rtd sytiten' The 
ohetiie of tisa iwtivity is to measure the uptake of radionti 'I cs by rock beakers as a function 
tif tile.  

No progre.-s %a,, made during the reporting period. this %4%s an unfunded 4ctivity.  

A~~iy 831 1 2.2Diffuxion ttrough a s raii cd tut'f la . The objecctivi: of this 
ow~tivitq is it) fice~sure the diffusion of radonucehdes in a ptirely diffusive systemi (no Advection) 
by observing the migration of radonuclidcs through slab., Tuppah Spring Tuff and Calice 
Hill% i'eolai tuft 

hve iffuioncxpein~ts bganIn each experitim-,ni. tdiffusion cell Was set up inl 
whichidi ;atouclidcs Ate .I i.utiiaci with 4 coated liActuic inI tow of the two chwnbers of the cell.  
lII the othet tcell -.iianibei t htch i% inI oon~twd with the tuft niati ix) artri sal of the radionuclides 
fwhich have diffused thit'ugh the fr*cture wnd the nmatrix) wA% mhonitored. Evaluation and 
interprelation tit rc~wlt% are III progress 

Actitity 6 3 , I.Ab -I. I DdfiU IL In anj unsd~trte4 tuff blick The objective~s of this 
a~tl% ON are ito determine the disniution 4f radwoactis itv in the unsaturated tuff' matrix, using an 
unA4turated titksJ. of the *!uop~t~ip %ptiny Tuff titith* Ctlict 111l1 1-ottnatilos, atid it, fit the uptakc 
nf radionuclijes as a function tit time to a diffsimon trodcl wsith reactions ts.orption) to dezermin
the Aitttv~iviiies amd raite %:1NIAMS 

l~tetiicilw Arc %tarted it) illAsurc difftsi-S1 Cicifctictlcns As a futiction of saturation In 
Irt'ilift amid dettmitied tufts ltt~ sotimbig uid itnisoihing IAdiJflUklldC-% 

fj~gtcjua A irlport will he pu'parrd that sururnakizes the results- of the diftusion 
esr itiltrifltrilanid piivs ,dr" dittuosln Ctiefficirntit its I function of ha~dtologic unit. tutf moisture 
contirni. ;And tertperaturr Mhe rcport %sill describe the use,. of dittus ion data to develop diffusion 
i oet`1iIciet% till radwiouclide'. fmigrating through ftAkcrores Into the cuff mtatrix in the presence of 
hit'IfktjeI'llatings 

S.I M4 I- 1-.3-7-1 - ttralo n i uj 

1w oeibjectives tit this studv are it, deVCElop a conceptual getchemicil-getiphvsical 
ik---k r-Iipttul tt N~ tus. Mm Nintijtn hased o'n ihe result%. daita and inton-mation i'Cner~tre frOM the 
ortxhctinstrN mini iialogts Pruiogs-N liviologii mitt tthri I-vi t nent Pito iA~ iak, k nd ito 
dvei-rtnneb swhic JAta Arc cotw imptrtant to mAke the t.Uiiiulauti. Integrated transport
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calculations needed to meet the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and U.S.  
Environmental Protection Agency regulations. Another important function of this study is to 
provide process models from which performance assessment abstractions and simplifications can 
be made.  

Thr study is the focal synthesis activity for hydrology, mineralogy/petrology, sorption, 
dynamic transport. and solubility/speciation tasks by incorporating information from all these 
•.ourees into ab'stracted site-scale transport models for both the unsaturated and saturated zones.  

Activity 83.1.3.7.1, I - Analysis of physi~ga/bhemica processs affecting transpoJrt. The 
ohbectives of this activity are to analyz.c processes that may affect transport. geochemical, 
physical. particulate. heat-load effects, and coupled phenomena, to support and develop those 
laboratory experiments tveeded to examine the physical and geochemical processes affecting 
radionucidc transport and othti expeiiiental activities undei this program and the ESF tests; 
and to correlate and validate results obtained from laboratory., ESF. and field experimental results 
with raislpi calculations 

Development of the saturated-Lone mtxJel continued to mature- Several different 
representations of stratigraphy, water-table, and boundary conditions were created in the 
Stratamodel geologic modeling packaged and converted into numerical grids using the 
GEOMESH gtid-generati-,n software. The mmin objective of this work was to include the most 
reliable data on water levels based on weil observations. as well as the most up-to-date geologic 
interpretations% Grid resolution was kept relatively c oarse so that a parameter estimation rout-e 
tPEST, could be used efficiently for the calibration. The PEST softwarc requires numerous 
simulations to obtain the fit to the data, and thus computational efficiency is important.  

Comparisons were begun of structured and unstrucitired grids as the result of an update 
illectitig tth Perfti mance Asse.,sment he.- I the week of e-hi uarv 3. 1994 ill Denver.  

Follog-ing the meeting .hbackp molel was generated based on structured Ifinite 
difference I grids repre.rnting the same volume as thi unstructured mesh ifinite elementi. In 
addition, a aesoluimon study wais underway to determine the grid resolution necessary for 
saiurated-ione studies. Using constant head-boundary conditions. the change in flux at the south 
toundary tand near a tegulatory compliance bioundary) was monitored as grid resolution was 
increased. Analysts, dctcuniiied Ihat fluxes viatr, as ituch as 50 percent from 1he values computed 
at the coarsest resolution. This Nartation indicates that relatively fine grids will be required fur 
the final calcudations 11hletfoc, the approach ito wiidl calibratiol wll be it, perform a coarse 
grid calibration 1to detemline a4n appiox inate t.erinemabilty distribution that %s ill be used as the 
initial sta'e for the linal fine-grid calibrations.  

A&tvit% ýJ.U1A,2 GUeihenucaLigtophysic+jl modhl tf Yucca Mountain •j•UnjjgLjJIj 
" bsjncal transpon 'alcakulattons. The objective of this activity is to perform calculations of 
raditonuchde transpiort from the repositor' to th" accessible envstonmpent using. •s a bais. art 
integrated. conceptual geot'henuical geophysical model ot Yucca Mountain
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The transport of neptunium-237. one of the key radionuclides in the inventory, was 
"simulated using a comprehensive geochemical transport model (Viswanatban et al., 1977). The 
laboratory-scale speciation and sorptign data for neptunium-237 were replicated using the 
reactive transport module of FEHM. The model correctly simulated the transition from sorbing 
neptunyl cation to non-sorbing carbonate complexes at higher pH values in typical Yucca 
Mountain fluids.  

Furthermore. the effect of carbonate concentration in the fluid (varied by performing 
experiments in both UE-25 J# 13 and UE-25 p# I water) on speciation is also correctly 
reprscntcd ini the model. An ion exchange sorption model was developed to capture the 
competitive sorption effects of major cations such as sodium, magnesium, and calcium. When 
speciation calculations are performed during simulations of transport through the unsaturated 
zone, the calculations directly incorporate the effects of geochemistry on transport of neptunium
237. Significant retardation of radionuclides occurred in the zeolitized CHn units as long as the 
unsaturated zone fluid had a carbonate concentration that resembled that of UE-25 J#13 fluid.  
Recent bicarbonate ion measurements for unsaturated-zone pore fluids reported by Yang et al.  
(1996) confmn this observation. Project hydrologists have corroborated retardation of 
nep•mium-237 in the zeolitized CHn units using this reactive transport model, thereby reducing 
an uncertainty for one of the crucial radionuclides in the inventory.  

"Project scientists also investigated the influence of repository heat on the transport of 
neptunium-237. Together with the geochemical transport model discussed above, scientists 
examined whether the period during which thermohydrologic effects are likely to be most 
vigorous (the first 50 years after waste emplacement) changed the transport predictions for 
neptunium-237 significantuy from predictions that assumed isothermal conditions. Results 
indicate that since most of the neptunium-237 inventory is released from the repository in a 
period that exceeds the most important thermohydrologic effects, the influence of waste heat on 
radionuclide movement is minimal. This conclusion simplifies the execution of radionuclide 
transport predictions since it suggests that the predictions can be made assuming that isothermal 
conditions prevail.  

Tie main caveat to this conclusion is that the influence of possible permanent changes to 
the hydrologic and transport properties needs to be studied. An activity to examine changes to 
the permeability and porosity distribution due to rock-water interactions is pLknned.  

Activity 8.3.1.3.7.1.3 -Transport models and relaed support. The objectives of this 
activity are to verify the computer codes and to validate the models used in this study and to 
identify important contributors to the uncertainties in retardation calculations (sensitivity 
analyses).  

Several code modifications were made to FEHM to accommodate needs of saturated-zone 
users. The first was to incorporate hydraulic head input and output instead of pressure. This will 
b* very useful for linking this site-scale model to the USGS regional-scale model. The second 
modification was to implement an option for general time-varying boundary conditions. A 
sophistn:ated approach was necessary because multiple time-step adjustments were required to 
get cyclic fluxes in different parts of a model domain. A Bousinesq approximation was also
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incorporated as an option for saturated zone flow simulations. Lastly an output module for the 
PEST parameter estimaion code was added.  

Improvements to the reactive-transport model in FEHM increased the efficiency ot 
simulation of the transport of multiple, interacting species in the solid, aqueous. or gns phases 
(Viswanathan et a&.. 1997). Equilibrium and kinetic reactions were recast as systems of 
equations that can be solved as algebraic equations at each node to improve computational 
efficiency. This code development effort allowed the simulation of the geochemical transport 
behavior of neptunium-237 (see previous discussion under Activity 8.3.1.3.7.1.2).  

EfH;: The importance of uncertainty in conceptual models and parameters for flow 
and transport in the unsatu, Ated and saturated zones will be tested in suppo:w of performance 
assessment. Information from hydrology, mineralogy-petrology. sorption, dynamic transport, and 
solubility-speciation studies will be incorporated into abstracted site-scale transpov, models for 
both the unsaturated and saturated zones. Model studies will be performed to create abstractions 
suitable for performance assessment, including testing the use of simple sorption and solubility 
models against complex, reactive transport models. Reactive transport models for neptunium.  
uranium, and technetium will be developed for the unsaturated zone. For technetium in the 
savirated zone, a model will be developed to test whether simple solubility/speciation and 
sorption models can be used in model abstraction. The reactive transport models will include 
solubility-speciation, dissolution-precipitation, and reduction-oxidation reactions in the presence 
of repository waste heat and the introduction of manmade materials.  

Process models for radionuclide transport will be revised ty incorporating and 
summarizing progress through FY 1996 and the first half of FY 1997. This work will include 
updating documentation of transport codes, meshes, etc., as well as developing intellectual 
insights into the processes involved in the migration of radionuclides through the natural barrier, 
Processes that affect the transport of radionuclides at Yucca Mountain will be studied to support 
the development of simplifying assumptions made by performance assessment for transport 
models. Retardation processes and specific data accuracy requirements will be identified; these 
specifications will help assess whether site characterization data-gathering activities performed to 
date have been adequate.  

Information will be incorporated from hydrology. mineralogy-petrology, sorption, dynamic 
transport, and solubility-specification tasks into site-scale transport models for the unsaturated 
zone. Where data are unavailable or insufficient to accurately set parameter values, sensitivity 
analyses will be performed to determine the effects that variations in parameters or processes 
have on transport trom the potential repository. Numerical flow and transport models developed 
for performance assessuicu will be used. along with enhancements, including reactive chemistry.  
that have been developed in previous years in this task. Predictions of radionuclide migration 
will be produced. along with uncertainties that will point to further data needs in the sorption, 
dynamic transport, hydrology, and geological framework tasks.  

Two reports will be completed, One will include a conceptual model of the transport of 
radionuclides in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, including two- and three-dimensional 
intcgrated transport calculations and sensitivity analyses. Both equivalent-continuum and dual-
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permeability cakulations will be made, incorporating discrete strctural features as available and 
appropriate. The model will incorporate and consick-r isotopic data indicative of processes and 
rates of fluid flow or residence times in the mountain. The model will update t: ree-dimensional 
tramspot simulations for radionuclides including, but not limited to. neptunium, plutonium, and 
technetium under ambient and thermally perturbed scenarios for two future climates and 
accompatiymg infiltration fluxes. The report will also be coupled to appropriate near-field source 
term mo thermal model(s). Whenr necessary, reactive transport models for key radionuclides 
such as neptunium and uranium will be developed to better capture the solubility-speciation and 
soqrpion data available for these radionuclides.  

The second report will summarize development and implementation of the model for the 
reactive transport capabilities ot ..e FEHM computer code. New options will be summarized.  

including speciation, complexation. and sorption reactive transport capabilities. Updated user 

documentation will also be provided, along with a series of example problems.  

3.2.1S St,..,t g.3.1.3.7.2. ___Lroi_ ,,-atk_ of Appnllah~i~iy of l-.im nr_ t m~ pp_•I 

The objective of this study is to outline the atrategy that will be used to demonstrate the 
validity of the laboratory generated geochemical data and the transport calculations using that 

data.  

Activity 8.3.1.3.7.2. 1 - lnternmediate-Q.e cx~penenits. The objective of this activity is to 
conduct experiments at a scale larger than a laboratory but with sufficient control on material and 
boundary conditions to test how increased spatial scale affects water flow and radionuclide 
transport in unsaturated porous media.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Aclivity 8.3.1.3.7...2 - Field-scale experimems t slu X rmadionuclde triansport at Yucca 

Mountain. The objective of this activity is to evaluate the validity of laboratory-derived data and 
models for radiomuclide transport at the Yucca Mountain site by conducting tests in the bedded 
tuffs of the Calico Hills unit underlying the Topopah Spring unit.  

Two sites have been identified as possible locations for an unsaturated zone transport test.  
P-tunnel and Busted Butte. P-tunnel scoping calculations demonstrate the feasibility and benefits 
of an unsaturated zone transport test to the project partially completed prior to license 
application. Fiel ' •connassance of the northern and southern Busted Butte areas conducted in 
MArch 19')7 identified the southern section as a favorable site for unsaturated zone testing in the 
Calico Hills Formation.  

A summary of the results from the first C-wells reactive tracer tests completed in early 
1997 was. submitted to the Spring 1997 American Geophysical Union meeting (Turin and 
Retmus. n prep) The objective of the test was to provide a field validation of reactive tracer 
tranispiren saturated. fractured tufts at Yucca Mountan immediately east, southeast of the
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footprint of the potential repository site. Detailed description of the results can be found in 
Milestone No. SP2370M4 (March 14, 1997). A forced-gradient field tracer test involving 
simultaneous injection of nonsorbing solute tracers of different diffusivities (pentafluorobenzoic 
acid and bromide), a sorbing salute tracer (lithium ion). and a colloidal tracer (polystyrene 
microspheres) was conducted at the C-Hole complex in saturated, fractured tuff in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada. the test objectives were to (I) test and validate a conceptual model 
for contaminant transport in fractured media, and (2) assess the validity of using laboratory
derived sorption parameters to predict reactive tracer transport at the field scale in unsaturated 
tuffs. All tracer breakthrough curves were bimodal in nature, indicating multiple flow pathways.  
Matrix diffusion was apparent in each pathway based on differences in the breakthrough curves 
of the two nonsorbing solutes. Sorption of lithium iois was deduced by comparing its response to 
the response of the nonsorbing tracers. Parameters for dispersion, matrix diffusion, and sorption 
in eacn major pathway were estimated by simultaneously fitting the data for all solute tracers 
using a semi-analytical model. The recovery of ruicrospheres was significantly lower than that of 
the solutes, but a small fraction of them arrived earlier than the solutes. The sorption parameters 
obtained for the lithium ion were in good agreement with laboratory measurements.  

Activly 8_31J.,7-2.3 - Natural analog studies of radionuclide transport. The objective of 
this activity is to use natural analog studies and data generaled by natural analog studies to 
support long-term calculations of radionuclide transport using laboratory data and radionuclide 
transport models.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 2 3.1.3.7.2.4 - Data on radionuclide transpoo from other U.S. Department of 
Energy sites (Anthropogenic Analogid. The objective of this activity is to evaluate the validity of 
1ahoratory-derive, data and models for radionuclide transport at the Yucca Mountain site by 
obtaining data collected at other United States DOE sites on radionuclide distribution in geologic 
systems.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Enmr l: For the unsaturated zone. a test plan was being prepared and will be submitted 
for review (SP343TM4; 6 Jun 97): the testing program will support the development, calibration, 
and validation of the unsaturated zone transport process model to be asbstracted for total system 
performance assessment and for the license application. The southern Busted Butte area, south 
of the potential Yucca Mountain repository. has been recommended as a favorable site where 
rocks from the Calico Hills Formation are exposed.  

For the saturated zone. the Project is considering several activities to assess the ability to 
predict sorbing tracer transport at the field scale using laboratory derived sorption parameters in 
conjunction with conceptual transport models for FY 1998. The effectiveness of matrix diffusion 
as a solute retardation mechanism and the potential for colloid transport in the saturated zone will 
also be evaluated. Continued testing ;ýt the C-Hole complex supports evaluation of key attributes 
of the draft DOE Waste Containment and Isolation Strategy that is concerned with dilution.  
dispersion and retardation in the saturated ione as well w% development of the saturated zone
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flow and transport model needed to support total system performance assessn'nt for the viability 
assessment and total system performance assessment for the license application.  

3.2.16 Umdl4 _s3 IJA. fiw....u.,adz,,,,,uca, ?T.,,,,wt r.h,- s &rea 

The objectives of this study are to calculate the razes of transport of gaseous radionuclide 
species between the repository and the accessible environment considening the various dýiving 
forces and retardation mechanisms that may exist, and to experimentally verify potential existing 
models of gaseous radionuclide transport and retardation that are used to assess radionuclide 
release to the envirunnmnt.  

No study plan will be developed; the scope of this study is cncompassed by 
Study 8.3.1.2.21 and Activity 8.3.1.3.7.1.3: see Sections 3.1.10 and 3.2.14 of this progress 
report.  

Egaag: Further work on this study has been deferred becau,., of funding com-traints.  

3.2.17 Rdale Ilnternitgoa Geid Wor 

No progress occurred during the reporting period. As of November 8, 1995, the subsidiary 
agreements under wnich the cooperative work had been conducted were terminated and all 
international collaboration was discontinued.  

The (CWRWM had bilateral agreements with Canada (Atomic Energy of Canada Limiled 
(AECLI). Switzerland (Swiss National Cooperative for the Storage of Radioactive Wa.te 
(Nagral), and Swedcn (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Managcment Company [SKB]) and has 
participated in activities of international organizations such as the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency iOECD/NEA), European Commission 
(EC). and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  

3.3 ROCK CHARACTERISTICS (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.4) 

The changes to the Rock Characteristics Program since the SCP was issued are 
summarized in Appendix A. Section A. 1.3.  

Sym,'b)ls for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g.. Tptpln. Tlipv3) are found in Buesch et al. (1996a).
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3.3.1 ACthly U-3.1.4.1.1 -Devulopsmnt of &, -in I im i

The objectives of this activity are t) (a) ensure representativeness of data acquired during 
surface-based site characterization activities and that data represent the range of phenomena anti 
strutural characteristics needed for performance assessmeni, and (b) integrate and pnoritize 
surface-based activities to produce a schedule that best addresses representativeness and efficacy 
concerns, given resource constraints.  

7bere will be no study plan developed for this activity.  

A Daily Field Activity Report has been distributed throughout YMSCO and to NRC.  

Field Work Packages are being developed for the following activities: 

* C-Hole Complex Period 3 Tracer Testing 
* Installation of Seismic Gauges at USW UZ- 14. USW SD-7 and Large Block Test Site 
• Installation of SEAMISTTM Systcm at USW UZ- 14 
* Ciest Borehole USW SD-6 
* Surface Based Borehole Security ac YMP 
* Surface Based Borehole Monitoring & Testing 
* Seismic Monitoring for YMP 
* Borehole UE-25 WT#17 & UE-25 WT#3 Cleaning, Rehabilitation and Testiijg 
* Borehole USW WT-24 Drilling Lad Testing.  

EuaFt•: Drilling activities for FY 1997 and FY 1998 have b-en prioritized on the basis 
of the needs of the hydrology, geology and repository program. Distribution of planning 
documents for the following activities is expected during FY 1997: 

"* C-Hole Work Period 3-Tracer Testing 
"* Borehole Workover and Pump Testing at UE-25 WT# 17 & USW WT#3 
"• FY 1997 Master Plan for Trench and Test Pit Reclanation 
"* Flexible borehole liner installatiorn at [SW UZ-14 
"• Crest Borehole USW SD-6 

' 2nd Crest Borehole (nut yet named) 
* USW WT-24 Drilling & Testing 

3.3.2 Avtiltv 113.1.4.11. Interation of eophpysical .Asivjia 

The ob,-etive of this activity !- to provide a mechanism for information exchange, an 
analysis of data and other technical iitformation. and arn overview of planned geophysical site 
characterization activities.  

Tastes in gFophysics focused on evaluating existing geophysical data throuL ' processing 
and modelinfg. Most of the emphaiis uzs placed on the aeromnagnetic data and ýeglonal seismic 
lines. The evaluation of the magnetic data showed that the survey was not of sufficient quality to
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allow the determination of the depth to basement. Most of the information contained in the data 
came from shallow structures and from the lithology above the basement. After review of the 
seismic reflection data, an independent evaluation concluded that further processing of the data 
would not significantly improve the results. Modeling is in progress to assess the confidence in 
the current interpretations.  

Records packages ware organized. cataloged, reviewed, authenticated. and submitted for 
the following Yucca Mountain boreholes: 

USW NRG-7iTA 
USW SD-7 
USW SD-9 
USW SI)- 12 
USW ONC#l 
NRG boreholes (supplement) 

Records packages for the three FY 1996 reports were organized. cataloged, reviewed.  
authenticated, and submitted (CRWMS M&O, 1996g, 1996h. and 1996i).  

Records packages for the following Yucca Mountain boreholes remain to be completed: 

UE-25 c#3 
UE-25 UZ#16 

btalW&: No new surface geophysical data collection is planned in FY 1997. The near
term focus will be on catAloging and storing all acquired borehole geophysical logging data for 
future use. Efforts will continue to integrate geophysical data with geological information and 
interpretations to d&velop an understanding of the geological framework that is consistent with 
the total data set. The modeling discussed in the pt. ceding paragraph will be completed and 
dt.umnented in April 1997. The results will be discussed in Progress Report #17.  

3.3-3 udl 8(.3.I.4,i - Chiracterization of.the Vertfjil Xad Laterpl Distribution of 
Straigrmhsk Units X *hin the Site Area 

The objective of this study is to determine the vertical and lateral variability and 
emplacement history of stratigraphic units and lithostratigraphic subunits within the Yucca 
Mountain site area.  

Symbols for the hithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g.. Tptpln, Tptpv3) are found in Buesch et al. (I1996a).  

Activity 8.3.1A4.2.1 - Surface and subsurf,,e stratigraphic studies of the host rock and 
suiroundilnts. The objective of this activity is to detei mine the spatial distributicdi. history, 
and characteristics of stratigraphic unit-. within the Paintbrush Group, Calico Hills Formation, 
Crater Flat Group. and possibly older volcanic rocks within the site arca.
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One of the primary purposes of this activity is to understand the lateral variations in 
hydrogeologic properties of various units within the Tertiary volcanic sequence. Recent 
techniques aplied to correlate hithologic features with hydrogeologic properties, coupled with 
newly calculated porosity and saturawion logs. Iave provided a means for determining the vertical 
and lateral continuity of potentially significant hydrogeolegic layers (some of which are locally 
less than I m thick) and for correlating units across a site where only selected boreholes have 
been cored. Linkage of lithologic features. hydrogt'ologic matrix properties, and geophysical 
logs helps to constrain variations in matrix and bulk-rock porosity. pore-space geometry.  
frct c-induced porosity, and water occurrence in pore space or as structurally bound water. All 
tk features influence the flow of moisture through the site. Some recent results of thcie 
studies were presented in Buesch et al (1996b) 

Several key findings of the studie% involving correlation of Iithostratigraphic and 
geophysical logs were desnbed in a memorandum report suhmitted to YMSCO (USGS, 1997h).  
These findings are summarized here: 

i. Hydrogeologic and thermal-mechanical unit models traditionally have relied on the 
spatial position of moderately to densely welded intervals to define thicknesses of 
altered and unaltered zones. Several formations. particularly the Tiva Canyon Tuff, 
Topopah Spring Tuff. and Prow Pass Tuff, have been the focus of matrix 
hydrogeologic properties studies, and have significantly thick sections of partially to 
dense'y welded rocks that have experienced vapor-phase alteration or corrosion and 
mineralization. (Note. Vapor-phase alteration or corrosion are terms intended to refer 
to dissolution of pumice fragments by hot vapors before moderately welded tuffs cool.  
Recently, the word corrosion has been used to distinguish this micro-scale process 
from the larger-s.alc formation of lithophysal cavities.] These irtervals are minimally 
altered and characteristically have physical properties that more c~osely resemble 
crystallhied and welded rock sections 

2. ('ontacts between vitric and crystallized boundaries (including zones of vapor-phase 
alteration and minerahlaaiton) in weveral formattons common!v are marked by intervals 
several millimeters to several meters thick that contain clay alteration and may have 
hydrologic signifiance 

3. The contact between the Calico Hills Formation and the Prow Pass Tuff in borchole 
USW G-2 is an erosional-depositional contact and not a fault contact as previously 
interpreted. Therefore, a total thickness for the Calico Hills Formation can be d&nsed 
from this borehole. This finding requires at least somnc modification of the geometric 
relation of faults beneath wid parallel to Sever Wash 

4. The entire thickness of the Topopah Spring Tuff kx-curs in borehole UE- 25 - 1. On 
the basts of this interpretation, no significant fault (currently shown with about 200 m 
of offseit is required within the uppermost parn of UE-25 p#1 to juxtapose the Tiva 
Canyon Tuft and Topopah Spring Tuft
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5. A distinctive and abrupt decrease in density and corresponding increase in calculated 
porosity at the Topopah Spring Tuff crystal-poor lower nonlithophysal zone
vitric/densely welded interval contact (Tptpln-pv3) occurs commonly throughout 
Yucca Mountain and can be used to identify as much as several meters of intensely 
argillic and zeolitic rock near the top of the Tptpv3. This feature has been noted as a 
petrophysical zone on geophysical logs, but the occurrence of clays and zeolites at or 
near the Tptpln-pv3 contact has been documented previously in only a few boreholes.  
This interval of alteration commonly is coincident with "wash outs" in many boreholes 
and, thereforc, its mineralogic control and lateral extent has not been previously 
mapped in the subsurface. In several boreholes, this alteration occurs extensively 
along fractures in the vitric densely welded rocks (Tptpv3). An important implication 
of this occurrence is that lower densities of the alteration minerals would tend to 
produce anonymously higher porosities. if calculated porosity models do not account 
for these minerals.  

6. The contact between the densely welded vitric rocks near the base of the Topopah 
Sprng Tuff and pervasively zeoliuc rocks of the Calico Hills nonwelded 
hydrogcologi" unit (CHn (referred to as the vitric-zeolific boundary) has been 
interpreted in several boreholes to occur coincident with the Tptpln-pv3 contact, based 
on the abundance of zeolite-filled fractures in the Tptpv3. Therefore, this contact is 
not exclusively confined to the CHn hydrogeologic unit as previously thought.  

7. Boreholes UE-25 WT#14 and UE-25 p#l in Midway Valley indicate that the entire 
section of rocks from the Tiva Canyon Tuff down to the pre-Pah Canyon bedded tuff 
has been eroded.  

8. Several contacts inoicate that bedded tuff overlies crystallized rocks of the subjacent 
formation. This relation indicates that the upper vitric. nonwelded to partially welded 
tuff was eroded before deposition of the overlying bedded tuffs. This conclvsion is 
predicated on the assumption that rocks did not weld and crystallize to the very top of 
formation,.  

Lithosiraiigraphic descnptions have been provided to support several mapping activities in 
the southern part of the main drift and south ramp of the ESF (see Section 3.3.4 of this progress 
report, Acti% it% 8 3 1 4 2.2 4). Many of these same rocks have been traversed in the north ramp 
and along the main drill. In support of matrix-hydrologic properties testing (Section 3.1.7 of this 
progress report, ActiN'. 8.3. 1 .2.2-3. 1). staff geologists have provided possible lithostratigraphic 
and structural contc,, for the relati'vely systematic increases and decreases in porosity that have 
been documented in rocks from d i'. middle nonlithophysal zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff 
(repository horizon, exposed in the mait drift of the ESF. Variations in porosity might result 
from (a) small amounts of trapped. intergranular gas (vapor) associated with the occurrence of 
the lithophysae-bearing subzone of the middle nonlithophysal. even though there ae no well 
developed macrocopic lithophysae in the main drift, (b) small amounts of trapped gas (vapor) 
that result from Aightly diffetent cooling regimes associated with the formation of the close
spaced high-angle fractures. or c I microscopic fracturing associated with possible tectonic 
adjustments of the closc-spaced, high-angle fractures.
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Project geologists examined three vertical boreholes in the crown of the northern and 
southern Ghost Dance Fault alcoves and confirmed that the contact of the upper lithophysal 
(Tptqul) and middle nonlit'hophysal (Tptpmn) zones of the Topopah Spring Tuff is within I m of 
the contact predicted by the three-dimensional lithostratigiaphic model YMP.R2.0 (Buesch et al, 
1996b. Staff geologists also examined a horizontal borehole in the Northern Ghost Dance Fault 
Alcove to establish the location of the Ghost Dance fault. The length of tnis borehole was 60 m.  
The eastern end of the borehole extension penetrated to about 165 m east of the ESF ma*n drift.  
The video log and core. from the borehole indicated the main tra-e of the Ghost Dance fault was 
located approximately 154 m cast of the ESF main drift; the extended boring penetiated 
ap&roximately I I m into the footwall of the fault. The hanging wall (west side) of the fault 
consists of an 11 -m wide zone of variably broken rocks with five breccia zones and the foot wall 
(east side) consists of I m of broken rock adjacent to the main trace. This geometry of 
distributed fracturing is consistent with observations at the land surface. Also, projection from 
the surface to the alcove intercept indicates that the fault is very nearly vertical This work will 
support ESF design and the air-permeability and hydrochemistry tests in the Northern and 
Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcoves, respectively (Section 3.1.8 of this progress report).  

Autivily 8.3.1.4.2.1-.1- Surfac-cbased geoohv!;ical surveys. The objective of this activity is 
to improve confidence in stratigraphic models of Yucca Mountain by incorporating geophysical 
constraints 

Evaluation of the high resolution seismic datu (Majer et al., 1996) in the repository region 
identified no seismic reflections. m the interface between Paleozoic and Tertiary units. The 
lack of reflections is still attribute.' ,, the combination of the small amount of energy penetrating 
to depth ,high attenuation of the tuMIS J. and possibly a :maller contrast in the acoustic 
impedances between the Paleozoic rocks and the overlying tuffs.  

The amount of offset of the Paleoioic-Cenoroic unconformity remains indeterminate.  
because geologic control is lacking (DOE. 1997e and the energy sources for the shallow seismic 
work were not strong enough to unequivocally ,esolve su. h a deep featare. Three-dimensional 
gra•lty nkolels aie consistent with mininmal offset of the unconformity beneath the repository 
blhck icomparable to surface offsets of a few meters), but data from regional seismic reflection 
studies (M)E. 1997e) were previously interpreted as a reflector corresponding to an offset of the 
unconformity of about 1500 m by the Ghost Dance fault (Brocher et al.. 1996). In a meeting of 
the scientists on December 16, 1996. at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, it was 
agreed that the possible escarpment interpreted in the Paleozoic unconformity under Yucca 
Mountain could not possibly be the Ghost Dance fault. The orientation and geometry of this 
Ckature are not compatible with that of the Ghost Dance fault.  

Activity 8. 1A 42. 1t3 -Borehole _eophysica1 4Urvey,.' The objectives of this activity are to 
help define and refine the location and character of Iithostratigraphic units and contacts between 
units and to determine the distribution of rock properties within lithostratigraphic units.  

Data in the boreholk-tracture data base that was collected between 19)79 and 1 985 by 
inspecting borehole wall, uing Wiehole tele\ ,ion cameras arid later iechnica11% reviewed in 
1995, was reviewed tor comphance with the leclinical review,. tefurmatted to a standard.
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organized. and submitted to the Technical Data Base. The borehole data base includes fracture 
data from 23 boreholes at Yucca Mountain. Boreholes include USW G-2. USW G4. USW H-3.  
USW H-4, USW H-6, USW LiZ-I. USW WT-I. USW WT-lO. USW WT-I 1. USW WT-2, USW 
WT-7. UE-25 C#1, UE-25 C#2, UE-25 C#3. UE-25 UZ#4. UE-25 UZ#5. LIE-25 WT#14. UE-25 
WT#15, IJE-25 #16, UE-25 #17, IIE-25 WT#18. UE-25 WT#4, UE-25 W'T#6 

A comprehensive data transcription verification was completed for the digital data base of 
geophysical logs collected from boreholes at Yucca Mountain prior to 1991. The transcription 
verification relied heavily on the assessment performed in August 1995 by the Borehole 
Geophysical Data Technical Assessment Committee (see Activity 8.3.1.4.2.1.3 in Section 3.3.3 
of Progress Peport #15). Two methods were used to perform the transcription verification. The 
first method consisted of six steps.: (1 ) locate the original field copies of the borehole 
geophysical logs: t2 j sort logs based on type. time. and run: (3) identify those logs used in the 
data base; (4) revie'v the pattern oi each trace throughout it% length: (51 measure and compare 
selected point values from the image tiles, the original field prints, and the digital data; and 
(6) document the results of the transcription verification on review sheets for each borehole. The 
second method was applied only to logs that had a linear horizontal scale and involved use of a 
FORTRAN prograin and scale-manipulation tools of AutoCad lo scale digital data from die data 
base back to the original scale of the fiodd prints ce properly c.aled. :he generate- ,g traces 
were overlain onto the original field prints to m'; -direct comparisons. lnconsistic between 
the original field prints and the information in the data base were rare Of about 4, ', bg intervals 
of 41 boreholes checked. only 6 log intervals did not match the data base. 1 nese included two 
epahermal neutron porosity logs of UE-25 a#4. an electric log of LUE-25 ho 1. a caliper log of 
USW UZ-6. a dielectric log of UE-25 WT#17. and a gamma ray log of USW VH- i. However.  
only the log from LIE-25 WT# 17 had been used to calculate porosity and water content 

Acti•Vit 8 3 14-2 1.4 - Pelrwphysical pronecrues testig The objective of this activity is to 
provide geophysical and rtxk property data to he used in the interpretation of surface-based and 
bo~rholc geophysical surveys.  

No piogic-s %a-. made during the reporing period. this was an unfunded actvitV.  

Act•ivit fr 3. l._21.5 . Ma~netc propenies and stratigranhic correlations The (ojective 
of this activity is to provide magnetic property data to aid in the interpretation of volcanic 
stratigraphy and structure of rock units. to us. paleomagnetic directions it provide orientation, 
for di tll core :egments. and to as%ess the rotation of rock units in relation to the geologic 
structures of Yucca Mountain from paleomagnetic indications 

No progress was made during the reporting period this Vwa.s an unfunded actl ity 

koMsfit: Stratigraphic information will be provided for continued development of the 
three-dimensional, geologic-framework model This actiuvty will consist of continued 
correlation of lithostratigraphic features, borehole geophysics, and borehole % ideo logs for the 
32 lithostratigraphic contacts in 100 borehoies that are used in the geologic-traniework tnodel

I-g9
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3.3.4 ,WX of -jl S tL&Wru Within the Li1t4 &N2 

The objective of this study is to determine the frequency, distribution, characteristics, and 
relative chronology of structural features within the Yiicca Mountain site area.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g.. Tptpll. Tptpmn) are found in Buesch et a&. (1996ai 

Activity 8-3.1.4-2-.2. C.: kollogic M_ of zonal featums in the Paintrhrtih Tuff. The 
objctives of this activity are to map zona] vaniations within exposed tuffs that will aid in the 
identification of structural displacement at a scale of 10 in or less; and to detect subtle changes in 
tructural styles.  

Field checking and revision of a preliminary site area map at I 24,000-scale was initiated.  
The •ite awea coincides with the area encompassed by the three-dimensional geologic framework 
computer model, version ISM2.0 .see Section 3 3.5 of this progress report). The study area 
extends from approximately the Prow of Yucca Mountain on the north to Busted Butte on the 
south, and from Windy Wash on the west to Fortymile Wash on the east. The new mapping 
effort concentrates on areas that may hold keys to both the structural and stratigraphic 
development of Yucca Mountain. Areas mapped in detail dunng the reporting period include 
Busted Butte. Fran Ridge. Alice Point. Dune Wash, UE-25 WT#12 basin. Iron Ridge. Crater Flat, 
upper Black Glass Canyon. upper Fortymile Wash, upper Yucca Wash. upper Teacup Wash, 
upper Fatigue Wash, Castellated Ridge. and the Prow.  

The new mapping i. delineating the structural complexities associated with both the 
hanging wall and footwall deformation associated with the major block-bounding faults. such as 
the Solitarn Canyon. Fatigue Wash. Windy Wash, and Iron Ridge faults. These well known 
north-trending, hlock-houndmng faults often are linked together by northwest-trending "relay" 
faults and as&sociated structures that act to disperse the regional tectonic strain across .several of 
the faults. Relay faults at Yucca Mountain are northwest-striking faults that intersect north
stiking block-bounding faults and transfer displacement between two block-bounding faults.  
Relay faults provide a k.nernattc link between adjacent block-bounding faults. The block
bounding faults generally arm west-dipping, down-to-the-west fault zones with numerous 
secondary faults that separate large hlocks of cast-dipping volcanic strata. Previous workers 
recognized that within the fault tones there are west-dipping structural panels. Because the 
trailing edges of t,- .Iwiging walls of the north trending block-bounding faults are commonly 
intensely faulted and more easily ertded than adjacent rock, they are buried in the wash bottoms 
However. the ner mapping has better defined the footwall eastern margin of the fault zonesi 
deformation 

In general mapping a&;ociated with the FY 1096 central block map tDay ci aL. in press).  
a.s well as the current FY 1997 mapping campaign for the site nmap, has ievealed that numerous 
intrablock faults, such as the Ghost Dance Fault, the Abandoned Wash Fault. and the Busted 
Butte Fault. are narow zones at depth that "horsetal" tow-aid the surface into a ,eries of 
bhiurca;ing faults The new miapping has shown that this sam¢ pattern ,lio esti for the block
hounding faults. The block -Nmindiri fault zincs are wcst-dipping. upard-widening zones with
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dips that vary from relatively shallow (45-500t to relatively steep (75-95°). The total offset 
associated with the block bounding faults is a combination of down-to-the-west normal faulting 
and sinistral sinke-slip motion, resulting in a net oblique-slip motion down to the southwest. In 
responme to this ablique-slip motion. northwest-striking fault segments awe the sites of releasing 
bends, comnumly characterzed by a gentler overall fault dip and a dramatic increase in the 
number of W.condary normal faults preserved in the footwall. Northeast-striking fault segments 
are the sites of restraining bends, and are characterized by overall steeper. narrower fault zone 
that locally exhibit high-angle reverse faults.  

The importance of this fundamental understanding of the fault geometry can be applied 
directl) when trying to understand the amount of footwall deformation associated with the 
Solitano :'anyon fault, which bounds the western margin of the repository area. The deformation 
within the footwall of the Solitario Canyon fault varies greatly, albeit systematically. along its 
trace. The foowall contains areas with relatively high and relatively moderate amounts of rock 
damage and associated fracturing along its trace. Further, fracturing of the footwall rock mass 
increases near the northwest-trending relay faults (south of the repository area). The bulk 
permeability should increase in the rock mass. adjacent to and within these areas of high amounts 
of deformation. This higher bulk permeability might significantly affect the amount of 
percolation flux at the repository depths, as well as the coherency of the rock mass.  

In addition to the more general question of the geometry of faults at Yucca Mountain the 
new bedrock geologic mapping has delineated the structural complexities associated with the 
Dune Wash graben. The Dune Wash grahein is a northwest-trending structure bounded on the 
east %ide by the down-to-the west, block-hounding Dune Wash fault. The western margin of the 
graben is bounded by a down-to-the-east block-bounding fault zone with at least 122 m of down
to-the-east displacement, which is equal to or greater than that of the more widely known Dune 
Wish fault The down-t,-the-east lault rtone v; approximately M(XI m wide and conhssvi of 
tectonicaly brecciawd -mnd uxtaposed units of the Topopah Spring Tuff. Areas within the fault 
zone exhibit higher dcgrees of oxidation and ah;eration, as well as silicification. relative to other 
laults in the v:minitv. This fault zone splays to the south into seveial faults with down-to-the-east 
di.plhwc;;wnt .,uthwcst i14 borehole UF; 25 WT# 7I The splays each ha.,C morc thaii 33 tii of 
displa-enwont Withm the minerior , the grahen are numerous smaller horst-and-grahen structural 
bhwkk w.ith strata dipping dominantly to the east The interior of the graben is highly complex 
S th nurnerous. discontinuous. steeply dipping faults. The northern end of the Dune Wash 
grahben dies out just south of Abandoned V% ash (south of borehole USW WT- I The 
dclormation within the graben mirges %% ith that typical of hanging wall deformation associated 
with the Dune Wash tault This sit~ Icof hanging wall deformation associated %xith block
bounding taui'. ts similar to that tn the Bow Ridge and Solitano Canyon faults inasmuch as the 
dip% of the strata increasc. or roll over. into the bloci Nounding faults. The souihcrn end of the 
Dune Wash graein, which i% buried beneath Quaternar, deptsit., southwest of Busted Butte.  
seems to teor"utate against the down to-the west Paintbrush Canyon fault.  

As wLil a% the structural insights gained, the new mapping has placed important 
COASt-• aits on the %tratigraphic and tegional tectonic hirtort ot Yucca NMountain. lapping ol 
area% containing the Rainier Mea "Tuft in Dune Wash and Solitario (arvon Plug Hill ha.
icVealcd that the angular uncontumuty between the 12 7 mnflhon-yvar old rv.a Canyon Tuft and
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the 11.45 million-year-old Raini r Mesa Tuff is relatively minor. There is no evidence to support 
a major angular unconformity at the top of the Tiva Canyon Tuff at Plug Hill. Flattening 
foliations within the Twa Canyon Tuff dip at about 12 degrees to the east. which is similar in 
magnitude to the dip of the welding contact in the overlying Rainier Mesa. This is contrary to 
mapping by Scott and Bonk ( 1984) who depicted tht basal contact of the Rainier Mesa Tuff as 
wrapping around and down cutting into the top of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, which implies a 
significant amount of erosion and post-Tiva Canyon Tuft. pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff regional 
dcfor natior. The "down cutting- depicted by Scott and Ponk (1984) is simply a down-to-the
southwest fault that cuts the Tiva Canyon and Rainier Mesa tuffs. with the same amount of 
relative offset of units within each formation. Therefore. there is no significant amount of 
eros~on at this contact.  

There is a 5- to 8-degree structural unconformity at the base of the Rainier Mesa Tuft in 
the exposures at the south end of Dune Wash. There. an erosional unconformity between a 
bedded tuff and the top of the Tlva Canyon Tuff is. exposed. These two units hase the same dips, 
which implies there was no significant deformation between the deposition of these two units, 
Above the bedded tuff hles a nonwelded massive horizon of the Rainier Mesa Tuff. and there is a 
5- to 8-degree structural disoidance in theit dips. Therefore, there was a modest amount of 
regional structural delormation that post-dated deposition ol thei Tva Canyon lull but pre-dated 
that of the Rainier Mesa Tuff in the southern end of the Dune Wash graben.  

tIuX_ of Fracturing getaed to Faulting at Busted Butte 

Collection of fault and fracture data (orientation, terezth, termination, aperture 
chauas.tei istics. ctv.) has been initiated along the south side of Busted Butte as part of a detailed 
NudyP tf the interacion bet%,cen tahliing and fracturing associated A ith block-bounding faults, as 
well a% to supplement ongoing site fracture studies. Fracture data have been collected in pans of 
the tower viinc section of the Tiva Canyon Tuft. the undifferentated bedded tufft underlying the 
Fi% a Canyon Tuff. and the crystal-rich and upper lithophysal units of the Topopah Spring Tufl 
riotn thW hauiliing wall of thl maior fault cutimg Busted Butte. Sketch mapping and drawing of 
piclnimaiv cio , sedtam. ns of the nalor ifault have begun. wlth detailed mapping Io comnrient$e 
foillowng receipt ol detah 1-11 orhophRwographtc base maps from the technical data base.  
Preliminary truss sections. thrtogh Busted Butte w,-c prepared, and a spreadsheet was formatted 
to store the fracture data. Data analysis began with vanous stereographic protections and rose 
diagratns of the fracture-orientation mea.surements and histogram analysis of other parameters.  

A~~nil•i4•�.•.SJw-t1wc The objective of thi activity ij 
tc provide measurements and analyses of fracture networks to ,,upport modeling of potential 
hydrologic flowpaths. particularl• in un.saturated ioles. Applications are also expected to aid 
development of tectonic model,, and dereinunation of the mechanical response of fractured rock 
to exicavation and thermal loading 

A report has been prepared that integtates all quali -assured fracture data trom surface 
studies, the ILSI. and froni borcholcs tSvreetktijd et al . IY97) These dat.. have been compiled.  
t0legrated ,bad 11nterpicted to delme ti.'acturc characicrts itcs of each moidel layer vsithin the site
scale. rhrec-dirnensional. unsaturated-.ork 10[w Ili?% vdcl (%c Section 3. 1 3 of this progress
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report). Only a very limited amount of non-quality-assured data from boreholes (USW G-1.  
USW G-3/GU-3. and USW G4) was used in Nh4 analysis. These borehole fracture data were 
selected for comparison with the quality-assured fracture data because (1) both television logs 
and core data are available for these boreholes, (2) these boreholes penetrate lithostratigraphic 
units equivalent to almost all of the model units in the site-scale unsaturated zone flow model, 
and (3) these data are readily available in published form. Preliminary comparison of the various 
data sets reveals general correspondence between various data collection methods and highlights 
the importance of lithostratigraphic controls, such as degree of welding, on fracture character.  
These integrated field data also arc a critical part of thc calculation of input parameters to three
diniensional fracture-network models, including number of fracture sets, mean orientation of 
each set, and dispersion about the mean: fracture trace-length distribution, a measure of fracture 
intensity: and a spatial model of fracture-network geometry (Swcetkind et al., in press).  

In support of hydrologic models of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. new fracture 
data have been collected from the zeolitized rocks of the Calico Hills Formation from surface 
outcrops and borehole television logs. Surface fracture data consist of about 260 measured 
discontnuities from outcrops in the Prow Pass area to the northwest of Yucca Mountain. An 
additional 40 discontinuities were identified from borehole television logs from wells near the 
potential repository. Surface and subsurface data reveal the presence of two principal fracture 
seCs. a prominent northwest-striking set and a slightly less well-developed northeast striking st.  
Perhaps the mo.st important fracture characteristic within the zeolitized Calico Hills Formation is 
that joints appear to occur in zones. This characteristic was observed in the vicinity of Prow Pass 
where the nonhwest-striking joints occur in widely spaced northwest-[rending zones. Each zone 
consists of a number of northwest-striking joints that are typically large (5 to 10 m long) and 
closely spaced (0.5 to I m). These northwest-trending zones are spaced from 50 to more than 
100 m apart: in between the zone-, the spacing of the northwest-striking joints is 2 to 4 m or 
mort A zone of northeast-striking joints is present in borehole USW UZ- 14 at a depth of 
1477 to 1500 ft (450 to 457 m). These joints appear to be large (in many instances being 
continuous for 1.5 m or more within the hole), and have true spacing (corrected for the intercept 
angle between the borehole and the fracture set) of between 0.3 and 0.6 mn. No evidence for a 
closely spaced zone ofJoints was liond in either borehole USW SD-7 or USW SD-12.  

Fracture data also are being used to evaluate the structural significance and characterize 
the possible hydrologic pathways used by water that has carried chlorine-36 from weapons 
testing to sample locations in the north ramp and main drift of the ESF I see Section 3.1.6 of this 
progress report).  

A=-a0.3.IA.)2.3 -Borehole faltuationoJulii . The objectives of this 
activu) are to assess the reliability and usefulness of avaiiab!-ý borehole techniques for 
identifying a•. characterizing the subsurface fracture distribution- to determine vertical and 
lateral variabilit5 and characteristics of subsurface fractures: and to identify subsurface 
characteristics of fault zones.  

Work under this activit% is being conducted in conjunction %%ith the surfacc-fracLure 
network -tudic,. Actis iý 8 3. 1 4 2 2.2

3"A)3
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Activity 8.3 1A4.2J - Cjologic mapping of the Exploraory Studies Facility. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine the vertical and horizontal variability of fracture 
networks in the ESF ramps. drifts, and borchoies; to characterize major faults and fault zones in 
the subsurface: to map the lithostratigraphic features of the subunits and the abundance and 
character of hithophysal zones: and to assist in the evaluation of test locations in the ESF.  

Mapping continued in the ESF south ramp. the Thermal Testing Facility, and the Northern 
Ghost Dance Fault Alcove. Progress for the individual compnents of the underground mapping 
are as follows: 

South Ramp: 

Stereophotography completed to Station 72 + 08 (7208 m) 

Full-periphery geologic maps completed to Station 72 + 10 t72 10 rnm 

Detailed line surveys completed to Station 72 + 07 (7207 m) 

C alculation of Rock Quality Designation (RQD) completed to Station 71 + 22 (7122 m) 

Calculation of rock-quality (Q) and rock-mas,-rating (RMR) coefficient completed to 
Station 70 + 55 (7055 m).  

Thermal Test Facility: 

Stercophotography. full-periphery geologic maps, and detailed line surveys completed 
within the facility.  

Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove: 

Stereophoiography. full-periphery geologic maps. and detailed line surveys completed 
to Station I + 30 (130 t.I 

Geoli-g ot the North Ramp--Station 4 + 00 to 28 + 00 A report has been completed. that 
de.-ribes the results (if structural and stratigraphic studies of the various lithologies exposed in 
the ESF north ramp i D. L. Barr el al.. 1996). The rock units penetrated by the ESF tunnel along 
the north ramp include the pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff. Tuff "x." T"va Canyon Tuff. Yucca Mountain 
Tuif and Pah Canyon Tuft and associated bedded tufts, upper Topopah Spring Tuft. and the 
crystal-rich. middle notilithophysal tone of the To )pah Spting Tuff. Which is the host rock for 
the potential repository. Included in the repoiL are summary descriptions of lithostratigraphic 
units, statistical analyses of 3735 fractore. measured luring geologic mapping, detailed line 
surveying, an analysi., of the geotechnical and engineering charactwristics of the tunnel, Upper 
Paintbrush Tuff Contact Alcove. and the Lower Paintbrush Tuft Contact Alcove.  

The cxtpo.,ure. in the north ramp, Upper Painthn. h.i Contact Aleove. andi Lower Paintbrush 
Contact Alcove dlwzufled and confirmed several lihhostratigraphic relationships that were
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previously inferred from studies ot drill core, downhole video, and hydrologic properties. In 
particular, intervals of intense vapor-phase alteration, unusually large lithophysal cavities, and 
quartz-latite pumice blocks that were described in borehole logs of the Topopah Spring Tuff 
were shown to have stratigraphic significance in north-ramp exposures (D- L. Bart et al., 1996).  
The report outlined a preliminary geologic history for a localized zone of degassing and intense 
vapor-phase alteration that was exposed at the top of the pumice-fall deposits that overlie the 
ropopah Spring ignimbrite. Exposures of the disrupted distal edge of the Yucca Mountain Tuff 
and the zeolitically altered lower portion of the Pah Canyon Tuff were also described.  

The fracture network from Station 4 +00 (400 m) to Station 21 + 87 (2187 m) in the north 
ramp was divided into three structural sets using cluster analysis. The first set was composed of 
east-west-striking c.,.)ling fractures that occur primarily in the Tiva Canyon Tuff and Topopah 
Spring Tuff. A second set, which occurs in all geologic units, had fractures with north-south 
strikes and %teep. westward dips that represent the dominant tectonic fracture direction. A third 
'Ct of fracures comprised shallowly dipping, subhorizontal features, such as vapor-pha 
partings, that occur mostly in the Tiva Canyon Tuff and Topopah Spring Tuff. These fracture 
sets were less clearly defined from Station 21 + 87 (2187 in) to Station 28 + 00 (2800 m) where 
the tunnel orientation changes in the turn from the north ramp to the main drift.  

Maximum-variance, principal-component analysis of the detailed line survey data set 
indicated that fracture length and/or maximum aperture could be used to characterize these tuff 
units. Factor scores were used to divide the tunnel into eight distinct zones, seven of which 
correspond to lithologic contacts or welding breaks. The analysis less clearly defined four 
additional boundaries, two of which correspond to lithologic contacts and one that occurred at a 
break in vapor-phase alteration.  

Geotechnical characterization of the ESF north ramnp focused primarily on rock-mass 
quality and rock-mass mechanical properties. Decriptions are hased on two empirical rock-mass 
classification systems, rock quality (Q system) and rock-mass rating. Data on rock quality (Q) 
and rock-mass rating were used to divide the north ramp of the ESF into ten sections of variable 
length. each of which was defined us,,g geotechnical characteristics. The section with the 
highest average ratings is located from Station 7 + 95 (795 m) to Station 8 + 80 (880 mi. This 
section, which consists of the nonwelded to partly welded, crystal-poor vitric zone of the Tiva 
,'anyon Tuff and underlying pre-Tiva Canyon Tuff bedded tuff, has an average Q value of 30 and 
an average rock-mass rating value of 75. both of which are d-signated as "good." The section 
with the poorest average ratings is located from Station 10 + 70 (1070 m) to Station I I + 80 
11180 m) This section. which consists of a faulted zone C f the ToIxpah Spring Tuff crystal -rich 

.trophvre, has an average Q value of 1.2 and an average rock-mass rating value of 55, which 
were designiated as pooi and fair. respectively 

Geolog of the: Mai Drji"-Station 8 + 00 to 55 + 00. A report (Albin et al., 1997) 
describes the results of structural and stratigraphic studies of the ESF main drift. The main drift 
is excavated almost entirely within the Tptpmn with only small exposures of the underlying 
Tptpll beyond Station :3 + 00 053W) m). The comparison of the pre-construction geologic cross 
section of the main drift and the as-built geologic cross section shows strong agreement between 
the geology predivted and that eticountered. The dicontinuitics Jault.s, joints, shears, and
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fractures) we-e divided ii.,,) four sets on the basis of orientation, with a significant number of 
random orientations. Three of the sets occur through out the ESF main drift, but the fourth set 
occurs only between Station 28 + 00 (2800 m) and Station 37 + 00 (3700 m). Set I was by far 
the most prominent, consisting of dist.ontinuities striking generafly between 1000 and 150' and 
dipping 70' or more southwest. Set 2 consisted of discontinuities striking between 200' and 
2300 ana dipping 70' or more northwest. Set 3 consisted of discontinuities striking between 
2800 and 370° and dipping less than 400 northeast Set 4 consisted of discontinuities striking 
between 27XY to 130' (similar to Sets I and 3). and dipping between 40' to 600 northeast 
(intermediPce between Sets I and 2).  

The ErF main drift was divided into four domaiis on the basis of structural 
characteristics. The fir,,t domain, extending front Station 28 + 00 (2800 m) tt) Station 37 + 00 
(3700) m), was the only domain in which Set 4 fractures were found in significant numbers. In 
the second domain, Sets 1, 2, ind 3 were well defined with relatively few random fractures. The 
'hird domain was defint.J by the intensely fractured zone that extends from Station 42 + 00 
(4200 m) and to Sttion 5i + 50 (5150 m) and i:, dominated by Set I fractures. The fourth 
domaii,. from Station 51 + 50 (5150 m) to Station 55 +00 0(5500 m). consists predominantly of 
Set I and Set 2 frtvctures and hats a high densit) of Set I and Set 2 faults and shears. Cluster 
analysi,, f using the compLLtr program Clustran) Aso was. performed and resulted in four sets of 
di.contmnuities. Three ol the sets were in general agreement with the sets identified through other 
analytical methods. The fourth set (Set 4) was identified by cluster analysis. The two main 
differences between the clustcr analysis ard the other methods used are: (1) Clustran groups all 
the discontinuities into the four sets without a "random" category and (2) the sets identified by 
cluster analysis include a wider range of orientations both in terms of strike and dip.  

Maximum-variance, principal-component analysis also was performed on the main drift 
detailed line survey data The analysis indicated that the most usetul p.,'nmeters for 
characteriing the crvstal-poor, middle nonlithophysal 7one of the Topo1ih Spring Tuft 
(reptository horizon) are inaximum aperture, followed by infilling thickness and fracture lengh.  
A two-factor solution was obtained. Factor I scores are a function of infilling thickness, 
MaXimuni aperttre. and fracture length. Factor 2 scores are a function of fracture dip and 
mininiurn aperture. Both lactor I and 2 scores were used to identify significant itructural 
heterogeneities within the FSF main dnft. Statistical correlations between strike and factor 
scores identified strikc ranges with stmiiar characteristics.  

(Geotechnical characterization of the inai thdift ttcused primarily on rock-mass quality and 
rock-niLass nrechanic'il propen rte The averages of all the rating systermls yield ratings of poo-ti it) 
fair for ill o1 'ir main drift. The average rock quality ratings are fair in the first doinain, and 
thefn deecrall, lecrease to ptoi south-Aard in the main drift.  

Activity 6-3 A. Z 15-_e.b.i s.e-icaj seismic p[rofilin. The obhective , of 
this activity are to investigate, and if successful, provide a means for broadly detecting and 
characterizing the subsurface fracture network in regions between the surface, boreholes, and 
undergrountid wotrkings, and to calibrate and relate the seismic propagation characteristic, of the 
host roc.k to the ftacture patterns obse-ed in ibreholes and underground wtirking.., and 
extuapdate tihe obsei, eL fractuic pitterns to the ,urrounding region.
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Interpretation of the amount, style, depth. and continuity of faulting in the proposed 
repository volume were continued using previously collected geophysical data. The most closely 
examined area was in the vicinity of the Ghost Dance fault. Evaluation of data from vertical 
seismic profile, surface seismic. gravity, ground magnetic, and magnetotelluric surveys (Majer et 
al., 1996) continued. Continued interpretation of the high resolution seismic data (Majer et al..  
1996) in the repository region identified no seismi-. refle, 1 ens from the interface between 
PalcozoIc and Tertiary units. The amount of offset of the Paleozoic-Cenozoic unconformity 
remains indeterminate, since geologic control from drilling has not been established.  
Furthermore, the energy sources for the shallow seismic work were not strong enough to 
unequivocally resolve such a deep feature. In addition, three-dimensional gravity models remain 
consistent with minimal offset of the unconformity beneath the repository block (comparable to 
surface offsets of a few metcrs).  

The results of the regional geophysical surveys (Brocher et al., 1996) continue to indicate 
that in this area me faulting is a classic example of steeply dipping Basin and Range extensional 
faulting with cross-cutting faults intersecting the normal faulting. L-ierpretation of data from 
regional seismic reflection studies were previously interpreted [see Section 3.3.3 of Progress 
Report #15 (DOE. 1997e)) as a reflector correspor.ding to an offset of the unconformity of about 
1500 m by the Ghost Dance fault. In a meeting of the scientists on December 16, 1996. at the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories. it was agreed that the possible -scarpmcnt interpreted 
in the Paleozoic unconformity under Yucca Mountain could not possibly be the Ghost Dance 
fault. The orientation and geometry of this feature are not compatible with that of the Ghost 
Dance fault.  

Interpretation of data from surface and borehole velocity studies across Yucca Mountain 
continue to indicate that in addition to local heterogeneity, a general trend of increasing seismic 
velocity exists fronm north to south This trend continues to imply increasing porosity to the 
north.  

orecat: Scheduled work includes the initial field work, compilation of the hIework 
gained by the held work, digitization of the lines and symbols (strike and dips, lineatons, breccia 
symtXls, etc-). development of the underlying topographic coverage, and preparing a report that 
contains an overview of the geology and structural history of Yucca Mountain and rock-unit 
descriptions. Geologic mapping of the remaining part '4 the site area at 1:24.000-scale probably 
will be completed by May 1447 The cartography. symbols, digitization, and compilation of the 
topographic coverages for the geologic map probably will be completed by mid-June. writing,, 
the repotrt will begin iii April 

Geophysical work during the remainder of FY 1997 will focus on synthesis and modeling 
This work will include the depth-to-magnetic-bascment work and the final evaluation of the 
surface seismic data from both the repository and regional lines (Majer et al., 1996; Brocher 
et al.- 1996, respectively). The significance of alternative interpretations of the amount of offset 
of the Paleozoic sutface at depth will be further evaluated. In partic,04r, the need for additional 
control from deep 'rilling will he e'aiLtated. -D:cumentation will he complete in April 1997 
The result %%ill b< ji.cu'%e II In Pruyie,._ RepoI #t 7. egmtning in the next eporiing peni•t-
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setsnuc tonogriphy data that have already been collected from UE-25 UZ#16 will be 
reprocessed

In fracture studies- evaluation of the structural significance of sample lo,:ations in the ESF 
that show chlorine-36 from weapon. testing will continue (see Section 3.1.5 of this progress 
report) Activities wall include evaluating sample localities along the south ramp of the ESF.  
evaluating possitle influence of fracture orientation on prca'erred flow paths. and further 
evaluation of the interplay between stircctural reawures and spatially distributed percolation.  

In the :FF mapping activity. Projcot geologists expect to accomplish the followiig during 
the second half oi FY 1997: ( ib complete mapping of the ESF south ramp including full
penphery geologic mapping, detailed line survwy. stereophotography, and rock-mass 
classification. and (2 1 complete mopping of the Northern and Southern Ghost Dance Fault 
A.coves. In hddition, a report will be prepared on the geology of the ESF south ramp, includuag 
results of stratigrapbic and structural studies ,,mirar to those documented for the ESF north ramp 
and main (rift 

3.3-4 su3IJ - linnsioma ". c Hmd 

The objective of this study is to develop a three-di rtnsionJ geologic model of the site 
area to serve as v framc'.0ork foi subsequent rock- properties. mineralogic, hydrologic, flow, and 
transport models. Additionally. rock propeilies and inineralogic models are integrated into the 
geologic framework ko form an Integrated Site Model (ISMI. Model development involves 
synthesis of '7e result: of otl~er geologic and geophysi-al studies.  

The three-dimensional geologic frainewrk and integrated site m,.el of Yucca Mountain.  
version ISM2.0 t.Vas completed along with a report tCRWMS M&O. 191)7a). The geologic 
framework used the results of geologic mapping; borehole and ouicrop data including lithologic 
logs. measured sections. and geologic maps: surface geophysics: borehole geophysics: and ESF 
studies Luhostratigraphic horizons included in the framework were determiined from 
discussions win modcl users, including those modeling rock properties. uFsaturatCd Lone 
,nydrology. i.uneralgy. radionuclide transport. and performance asessment. FoIty-;our faults 
were included in ISNl2.O. All fault geometries itncluding dips) w,.re formulated through 
extensive w.)rkshO!, and Iteration with geoiogists rhe framewoik model tovers the site area 
from th_ topogratahic storfac dowsn to the top of the Paileoloic section and includes 34 
lhthosuratigrdphic hriorins. The top of .he Palrozohc was selected afte'r ex aluation of two 
interpretattons- those of Materet al (l)%)6' and 3rocher et al. t 1096). Majer's interpretation 
was selected based in ivs abdity It provide the best lit to various geol-gic and geophysac.l data 
and was conidere'd detailed enomigh (,. nmeet the nereds of ti. users of the model. Thrwe
dimensional mineralogic a'd ro'wck properties mndeis w,:re integrated into the geologic framework 
to form the inwegraftd .4ite nmodl. Motdlded roct- properties include bulk po•rosity, thermal 
conductivity. nm.t portosity. density, and hydraulic conductivity in the Tiva Canvon Tuff, 
Yucca Mountain Tuff. Pah ('atlvol luft lopopah Spring Tuff. Calico Hills Formation, and 
Prow Pass Tvff (sec Section 3 3 ti Modeled rineral abundances include zeolite,,, cnstohalitc, 
trdimite, and smectitc.
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FjlKiM: Work will continue to support model users. The three-dlmenstonal integrated 
site model (version ISM3.O) will be developed. Additional geophysical data will b, synthesized 
to be incorporated in the geologic framework, including seismic reflection profiles and magnetic 
inerpretations. Work will focus on supporting other modeling activities, providing model 
products for use in management decisions and other Project ;,ctivities. and compiling new 
information and revising old information to construct version ISM3.0. Key elements to be 
incorporated into version ISMI.O include the site area geologic map. final ESF geologic 
mapping. and revised borehole lithostratigraphic contacts New boreholes wi!l he used both to 
evaluate version ISNI2.0 and to construct vesion ISM3.0.  

3.3,1 Study 8J.j , l - Systematic Accuaiition of Site-Spcific Subsurfdac lnforrn tion 

The objective of this study is to systematically acquire physical rock samples, analytical 
daia, and basic deLriptions of the subsurface go.ology of the repository site. These samples and 
infoz"mation are imp;ortant for characterizing the three-di mensional distribution of rock 
characteristics, and hydrologic and greochemical variables, for the unsaturated zone at Yucca 
Mountain. Only one activity is planned under this study.  

Agtivity 8.3L 4,11, 1. - Systematic Dillin, PWggam. The objective of the Systematic 
Drilling Program is to acquire rock samplis, analytical data, and basic descriptions of the 
subsurface geology of tbe potential rIpository block for characteii/ing and evaluating the three
dimensilnal distribution of rock characteristics, and hydrological and ieeochemical variables.  
Core samples taken front selected drillholes provide information related to the design of the 
exploratory studies, facility main test level and relev;,kt geologic information required for 
understanding the deepvr portions of the reposi'ory block.  

No drilling or other field-based site characterization activities were conduced unner this 
study during the reporting period.  

l'wn comprcher%,ve ditaa retporv describing the geology of the I, SW SI)-7 (Rautman and 
Enystrom. 199tia i. and L'S W SE- 12 (Rautnian and Engstrom. 199%bi drillholes were publishe d 
and issued. These reports describe (al geology. quantitative and seniquantitative information on 
fractures. hihoph%,.ac. core recovery. and rock-quality measurements: (b) framework bulk and 
hldlohli4. ,•ropt-r1,c, it , gcophyv.i,:al %ell logs. anad (d) x-ray diffraction ruineralogic data. The 
report lor drilhle USW SDI)-' (Fngstrom iind Rautman, 096) has. been revised to incorporate 
nmmor edihorial and torwnut changes The contc, of this drillhole rep-Ir is the same as that Ior the 
reports on drillholv, L'SW S1).7 and UiSW SD. 12 (Rautman and Eng,.trom. 19 96 a and b).  

WorL produc,' were piovidtc:d to suplport .veril data synthesis reports and performance 
asst!SM11i0 a1 l W 

E Jr'akI: Htirehole I'SW SD-6 v. plannted !t) be drilled during the next JIkcal year 
Addttional data ,ollcted k% ill be inteirated into the assessment of the Svtematic Drilling 
Pt oiraan.
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3.3.7 SUX s.3.14.A2 - "hrng-Dlq~mnsionaJ Rock Characteristics Model 

Tie objective of this study is to produce numerical models of rock properties for use in 
various ESF design-evaluation and performance-assessmcnt analyses, principally using 
geostatistical and other computer modeling methods. The study also will support the 
developmcit of new computei algorithms and computer software required to accomplish the 
modeling.  

Activity 8.3.1.4.3.2.1 L- Develoornent of three-dimensional models of roCk characteristics 
at thereposilory site The objective of this activity is to develop computer-based three
dimensional models that integrate quantitative and semiquantitative data on rock characteristics 
tn light of constraining information developed by studies of the geologic framework of the Yucca 
Mountain site.  

The rock properties models described in Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e) and 
incorporated into the Integrated Site Model. version 1.0, have been completely regenerated for 
ISM 2.0 (see Section 3.3.5 cf this progress report. to incorporatte additional conditioning data not 
previously available. In addition, secondary property models were generated using the expanued 
data base. and a modestly revised version of the linear coregionalization algorithm. The 
fo'lowing secondary property models are now available for the entire Yucca Mountaia extended 
site area: 

For the upper PTn model unit (nominal 250 x 250 x 2-m grid spacing): 

- porosity 
bilk density 
saturated hydraulic conductivity.  

For the TSw model unit Iincluding the repx)sitory horizon; nominal 250 x 250 x 10-m grid 
spacing): 

matrix porosity (excludes effect of lithophysac) 
lithophysal porosity (includes effect of lithophysae where present) 
bulk density 
thermal conductivity 
saturated hydraulic conductivity.  

For the combined Calico Hill-Prow Pass (CH-PP) model unit (nominal 250 x 250 x 10-r1 
grid spacing ): 

bulk density 
alteration category C"zeolitic" versus urialtered) 
-saturated hydraulic conducttvit\v
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Uncertainty estimates were also generated this fiscal year for all material properties 
models (except bulk density), and these were included in the ISM 2.0 release.  

The new data incorporated ir. the ISM 2.0 release models were essentially all computed 
porosity values derived from processing borehole geophysical neaiurcments. Geophysical logs 
from almost all "older" (pre- 1986) drillholes have now been convc ,ed to computed porosity 
• alues (Nelson. 1996 P. the holes included were the G- and H-series (8 drillholes) in addition to 
the previously available WT-series holes, Computed Forosity values are now also available for 
the enuire suite of "modem" (site characterization) boreholes (CRWMS M&O, 1996h).  

Several "old" drillholes (USW G-2, USW WT-2, USW WT- 10, and USW WrT-12) were 
relogged using modern geophysical tools. The data from relogging provided some quantitative 
correlation of porosity values between logging rnethods. Other new data consist of direct 
mineralogic indicators of zeolite alteration incorporated into the indicator modeling of rock type 
for the Calico Hills-Prow Pass combined stratigraphic unit (Chipera et al.. 19961.  

" fie creation of the rock property models for ISM 2.0 followed essentially the same 
process outlined in Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e). Porosity data were compiled, and the 
measured values were associated with stratigraphic coordinates for each of the three model units.  
"Stratigraphic coordinates" attempt to place the conditioning data values back into their original 
depositional position w'ithin a rock unit by measuring positions relative to the base (or top) of the 
model unit. Differences in "total" porosity and "water-filled" porosity were used to identify 
intervals within the Calico Hills-Prow Pass stratigraphic interval that are likely to have been 
zeolitized; these altered intervals were coded using indicator flags (ones and zeros). Horizon
specific mineralogic data for drillholes USW SD-7. USW SD-9. and USW SD- 12 (Chipera et al..  
1996) were incorporated directly at the appropriate stratigraphic elevations.  

Spatial correlation patterms were then qiantified by computing experimental variograms 
(separately for vach mtdel unait in different directions. Spatial correlation for porosity is 
strongly anisotropic vertically, as is expected tor layered rock sequences. Nested three
dimensional anisotropic variogram models exhibited at least two, and more frequently three.  
different ranges of spatial continuity. Correlation patterns for the altered-unaltered indicator 
categories are also strongly anisotropic.  

These variogram nmodels and the conditioning data served as input to the geostatistical 
modeling algorithms. Sequential gaussian simulation was used to generate 100 replicate.  
statistically indis:nguishable. plausible models of porosity for each of the three model unlits.  
These simulated mtixels reproduce the measured data at data locations (subject to discretization 
linmts , the overall distribution of relevant porosity values i histograms,). and approximate the 
variograms exhibited by the data. Where therv were departures of the input modeled variogram 
from the varnogram of the completed property model, the departures were observed to be more 
like the original experimental spatial, continuitN pattern. Modeling of the zeolitic and non
eolitic lithologies within the Calico Hills+Prow Pass combined interval used sequential indicator 

simulation in the categorical mode.
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fntUM: Most of the rermunder of FY 1997 will be dedicated to completing and closing 
out the scienttfic notebook associated with the modeling for ISM 2.0. A comprehensive report 
describing the modeling activities, the data used. and the res.ulting three-dimensional models is 
currently being prepared.  

Future rok-properties modeling in support of revisions to ISM 2.0 will most likely be 
focused on specific problems, rather than generalized revisions to the gross distribution of 
properties throughout the extended site area. Specifically, evaluation of porosity data from the 
Prn model unit during the data compilation stage early in the reporting period identified the 
presence of some form of hydrous-mineral alteration at particular stratigraphic levels within the 
PTn. Given the high relative structural position of the PTn unit in most locations with respect to 
the present and former water tables, it seems most likely that this hydrous-phase alteration 
involves montmorillonitic clays, rather than zeolites as in the Calico Hills-Prow Pass interval.  
Although the presence of clay alteration has been noted previously in and adjacent to this 
stratigraphic interval (e.g., Buesch et al., 1996b), the influence of such alteration on hydrologic 
properties in predictive modeling has not been addressed systematically.  

A second topic of fxcused modeling activity is likely to be the production of a quantitative 
model of fracturing within the site. Fractures are important both as potential fast flow paths and 
as flow barriers within the unsaturated zoic because of capillary effects between matrix pores 
and the "pores" formed by fracture apertures. Other modeling will likely be of smaller 
volumetriL scope and related directly to specific perfoimance assessment needs.  

3.4 CLIMATE (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.5) 

Changes to the Climate Program since the SCP was issued are summarized in 
Appendix A. Section A.] 41 

3.4.1 St di &3.5 L-_ChaMW rIcntlsm lodern RegIonal ClimUte 

The oh-•c:iie of this study is to provide a baseline for an analysis and interpretation of 
isotopic data tfom O niodem precipitation to provide an understanding of its seasonal and spatial 
v a r ia b lllt y ý 

No, pgrog , •xa,, made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded studN.  

kbortc1_: N\o.c. i'it. is planned for this study during FY lt)97 

3.4.2 •WdL•J.Fl -.2 -Puldimt. Study: Lake. Playa. and Marsh legosits 

The oblecltit- o thi, ,tudy is to establish the nature, duration, and amplitude of 
palcocinhate chingc' in iltle Yucc4 Mouintain area. based on paleontologic. getochemical,
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stratigraphic. sedimenvologic. and geochronological data obtained from lacustrine, playa. and 
marsh sedirments in or near southmrn Nevada.  

Activity-level descriptions for this study have been combined because they are so closely 
interrelated. The results of this study are being integrated with the results of Study 8.3.1.5.1.3 
(Section 3.4.3 of titus progress report). Results of both studies are bet", synthesized under Study 
8.3.1.5.1.5 (Section 3.4.5 of this progress report i 

The higher resolution analysis of Owens Lake diatom and ostracode stratigraphy at Owens 

Lake, California, was nearly completed. Approximately 450 new diatom samples from about 

1000 total and about 600 new ostracode samples from about 1400 total have been added to the 

data set. Paleolimnologic and paleoclimatic data from this record now extend back to 5(W) ka, 
with a 500-year resolution between 200 and 0 ka and a 750-year resolution between 500 and 

200 ka. The results from both the diatom and ostracode high resolution records indicate that 

limno-clirmatic changes at Owens Lake were extremely rapid, the lake often varied between a full 

and overflowing. freshwater system and a closed, s;,inc or even dry system in less than a 
millennium. Such short-lerm. rapid changes are more characteristic of interglacial and 
transitional periods than of glacial periods. Core and sample coverage exists to further refine and 

document the transition time between specific climate modes at Owens Lake.  

The distribution of freshwater planktic diatoms, which prosper in the late summer, have 
heen interpreted to indicate increased late summer precipitation in the Owens Lake area 

(Bradbury. in prcs). Summer precipitation preferentially occurred during transitions between 
glacial and interglacial periods, presumably when maximal summer insolation produced strong 

thermal gradients between the Subtropical High and Great Basin Low to deliver precipitation 
from the eastern Pacific Ocean to the region. Summer precipitation in the Owens Lake and 
Yucca Mountain area may have distinctive geomorphic and infiltration consequences compared 
with past intcrvals of increased winter precipitation.  

The principal new ostracode data come from samples of cores at the top of the 
stratigraphic section. The distribution of ostracodes in those cores dating from about 55 ka 
through the Holtcene (10 k4 to pre. s .. how verý rapid (decadal) shifts fronm dry climates like 
those of today to brief periods of warm but weLct climates probably supported by suminier rain.  
"Thc appearance of full glacial climate (25 ka) wais also rapid. but this condition persisted for 
seseral millennia. Full glacial climate was characterized by p.ecipitation levels well above those 
of today and by mean annual air temperatures well below those of today.  

The aquatic microfossil data from Owens Lake and elsewhere are now being integrated 
int, chniate scenarios D)iscussion, with cliniatologisis trim Scripps Institute of tkOeanography, 
La Jolla. California. have provided nmodern Climate scenario-. that might be piartial iodern 
analogs for summer precipitation registes in the Owens Lake area. lnfortuatkon also has been 
assembled that provides insights into surface- and ground-water sources avw 'able fOr the lake in 
different chlmates. The integration of aquatic nmcrofosski records of past seasonal climatic 
conhitions with site specific record% of past vegetation [packrat (Ne•,•i'Ma .p i middensi and p-Ast 

hydrology !paletIts,,-hai-ge depositsO will dtvument a broader range of palcoenvironmental 
scenario, for Yucca MNountairn l'hse .cetnarjo% will provide a basis tor forecasting fture
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climit. ad ctual bounday conditions suited for input to the hydrologic models designed to 
evaluate the performance of the poterthJ repository.  

Comparison of the Owens LAke record with other lacustrine records has supforted a4-d 
extended pletichmattc intewretaions for the Great Basin For example. a comparnson of glacial 
and intei lacial climate- at COw~en Lake (36"N) with thoie at Tule Lake (42'N) indicates that 
wet, glacial chmate, at Owens Lakc corresond to drý glacial climates at Tule L-ke. reflecting 
the southern displacement oF stonln tracks by the Cordilleran and Laurentide ice ,hee-t.  
Interglacial cltma•ts at these site% are also antithetical; dry at Owens Lake, bwt wet at Tule Lake 
(Smith et al., f,97). Nihs comparison helps to place the Owens Lake record within the context of 
hemispheric climate change that has been explored by globa' •limate models and the integration 
of palkoclinate information derived from pollen analysis in wstern North America.  

A .omipatismo of the (O)weais Lake r•cvnd with the uraiiium-,eri.,-dated rccord al Death 
Valley. California, show% correlative change% of the past hydrologic balance at both %ues. This 
twt'elati•i helps .upptn the extrapolated Owens Lake chronolohy: a ling and very wet 
penuhimate glacial period and increased summer precipitatit during periods of tranittion 
between glacial and interglacial chmates Duunng the penultimate glacial period. both Owen% 
Lake and Death Valley contained large lakes that persisted for much of about 40 k year%.  
punctuated by dner penodi of one to three millennia. Surprisingly. hikes petsisted in both Death 
Valley and at Owens Lake at the beginning of the last intertlacial H 4I) ka) when mnrine record% 
suggest minini•] glacial ice Uess than today) and high sea-level stands. The persistence of 
lacustrine conditions in the southern Great Basin in early interglacitl climates may reflect 
summer- ptrcipitation dcrived from the eastern Pacific Ck-ean. The new data suggest that in the 
last interglacial summer precipitation was extensive enough to both maintain runoff and becomre 
recharge 

During the teli.,titig plitu•], oti.odc data iollct'tiun w-a. ctumplctcd for s•cs in the 
La, Vega.s and the Indian Springs Valleys. The ¢i;ting data wt tI 4:com-poswd tit aitout 
6.0 sample. irooni thrvc prir'ipai stra•graphic sections Ostracode %ubsaimples tre now being• 
Collecled for stable isoltope anAlyes Lixistng stable-isotol- anti ostrmcvde data ,suggest that the 
wetlands were supported by winter precipitation and probably were through-flow qsierns. The 
kinds 1 ostra.,tck-d, found In deposits indicate that spring discharge emanated from both the 
alluvial and regional catbtte aquilers near ('Crn Creek Flats in the upper LaIs Vegas Vailley 
DichX,,gCt apprar, to hive come largely. 'ut not rx\lio, selý. twon alhto ial aquiteis, in the Indian 

Springs Villcy.  

Radtit oa. in-a.ge control shom .s that delxositot in the paile ,'tlt-1s % a.1, muC Cp,1h%;lI 
than ot'igutalls believed AlthoLugh preltinuar-,, the curtcnt tntetprru[wtins at lo%% elevation in 
packrat ,Nev'i-oma .t p. ) middens suggest a corespondence of stadtawnt accumulation And thr 
exPatenttr •e •hite hr fA•re• i icti'oui. which is believed to idenutyi the wettest episodes during 
the I.ist glacial period (40 t)- 10 Wk. its would imply that the kw'al ,ater-table elevation only 
row. above the surfa-c tit the vall, bmttom during century- to nullennium lonh %% ei perid•is 

The 11 V"ga. Valle y delpsits. specifically those fromii Corn "rt'ek Hit,, appei t'o 
;.uintlan relativel. old. posl.bly. penultimate glhcial jI 70 t) l i` kal sedllntn, rhe (Mesbens L.ke
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record. and now the paleowetland records, indicate that the penultimate glacial period was 
%ub~.atially wetwr tha the last glacial period (40 to 10 ka), 

Aaivis 83.J5.A. I aienntukiygic anals~ey l'hc obicetisv of this activity Is to) 
ass~emble aud Interpret. in paic-oclimate terms. detailed fossil records fromn os'racodes, diatoms.  
ard pollen. along with other !ypes. of fo~siils a.. warranted by rspecific paleoclimate questions.  

Siee the discuss on under the heading for Study 8.3,1.5.1.2.  

Artivii 8.3. I .S.! .2 21 -_ An.Jvsil uf lh& atjal~igranhy-5sedrWninooyv of marsh. lacaistring, 
and l~jD~aysjkdzgjj. The obj~ectives of this activity are to identify and characterize the general 
PhyWAica nd Cl'niercal PrOpcer-tit of sdimntary units fromi ottcrops, shore dcpotsits, and cores 
t providing a physical and relative temporal framework (or various palcoenvironrnentat studies).  
anfd to determrine the specific cnvironment of dcposition for the sedimentary unit~s using the 
principle% of Nosit adChenlic4l wetliiiitology.  

See the dticussion under the heading for Study 8.3. 1.5.1.2.  

Aetivity, BV.jj. - Q~jkU I .ju3Gyhecs glvsjo lak.-Mar and Pluga deo~sils The 
tieýIivc of this iietivity is to aswitible and interpret. iii pisletwlimiat terms, detailed records of 
-stable iskotopitc. trace metal, ;uid nuntralogical data. The resulting inticrpretation% provide the 
t:laMArL framewiork within which Yucca Mc-intain Infiltration. pcrcol4 ion, recharge, and water
table elevation may be undcrstood in climate terms.  

No pro~gress w&-. made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activii _8 1.5 1.24 h~wu ~ ~ lAkg. olgAsa andj mxrh dpA)i. Thr 
objective of this acTivity is Io obtain an accurate chronologi,ý framework tor the paleocliMatic 
mntoumaition acqjuired in this 'tudy All age inforriatior should. whenever possible. be tes;ted 
with other techintuies ito reduce uncertainties.  

See~ the dtst.Ussi.10i under the twodirnw for Study 813 1.5. 1-1 

Fgr.naa: Closer- interval samnpling and analysis oit the Owens 1,ak-e and other dlita from 
kother iquonida aid loc~al t. limatc record, will he required it) rrsol'c the tanino. rate, and 
magnitude isucs tit climiAte Change Data %ets will tv aligncd with each other along it time axis.  
and then integrated tit obtain sonic lono ite jrpectise of past chmiute iýhange. Time 
permithingC. 0%trACodeC Nubsam11ples M.ill tv collected tromi the Cmweii% Lake recerd for %table 
mistopve ailAyl~er C.ollomiori s%4ill continule kit o-aratti ml sbsamnpVe b~r 'ýwhlr i'%tmpe analyvses.  

4kntv the s*vlhutii deoixtsW ait (Uorn ('ieek Flat-, in lthe I[as Vegasi a~nt Indian Springsi Valleys.  

J14.43 CbdlUL~ limlpictoe h jlaigos uf Teriarial P -p~clog 

l4he thiektu '. e tit thi" sttid th tit vto io Wx +w11iiithiai' r"1IIt. o!i~ik chwier in 0cliatic 
sariat,'k% (V I . pirrvipiltation AnsI tritiperature Itol the southrni Gteat 13"n. develop transfer 
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f,incons, response surfaces. or both by statistically comparing modern climate to the vegetation 
dat; and reconstmct climates from the palcovegetation data using these equations.  

Activity 9.31 5. 1 1 - A11alysis of" ackrat middens. The objectives of this activity are to 
use radiocarbon dated macrofossils of climate indicator plant species to (1) identify periods of 
greatest late Quaternary precipitation, (2) determine durations of these periods, and (3) determine 
the rates of onset and demise of these periods.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  
Remaining statistical analysis and integration of data are being conducted under Study 8.3.1.5.1,5 
(Secion 3.4.5 of this progress report).  

Activity 8.3.1.51.3.•2 - Analysis-of Wllen saamples. The objectives of this activity are to 
use high frequency pollen records from southern Nevada to ( 1 ) determine the frequencies, rates 
and magnitudes of current Holocene climatic change, and (2) provide baseline data for the 
gencraton of analogs or tran.4er functions of high resolution climate change for the 
interpretation of less complete Pleistocene paleoclimatic proxy records.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  
Remaining analysis and integration ol data are being conducted under Study 8.3.1.5.1.5 
0Section 3.4.5 of thi% progress report).  

Activiy 8.3._.5_,13.xtrinatipn of veetatinc jte relationships. The objective 
of this activity is to translate the vegetational records provided by packrat midden and 
palynological investigations and available Jendroclimatalogical data into qualitative estimates of 
past climatic variahles.  

No progress was made during the ieporting peiiod. this wa% an unfunded activilt.  
Remaining statistical analysis an-! integration of data are being conducted under Study 8.3.1.5.1.5 
(Section 3.4.5 of this progress report).  

Fgri: l'lfhis• ,tudy was not funded in FY 1997. Remaining interpretation frid 
integration of data are being conducted under Study 8.3. 1.15 (Section 3.4.5 of this progress 
rMrt 1.  

3.4.4 1]t,.I,4.Ana!sls 0f the Paleoivironmental HListory of the.Yu g" 
Mount1 n R 

The thjctit-ts of this study lu.. to evaluate the paleoenvironmental record at Yucca 
Mountain and surroundings in light of inferred paldcthliniate history of the southern Great Basin" 
t, provide informttion th) distinguish the effects ol surficial processes from those of tectonic 
act•,ity, haied on the character and distribution ot sorticial deposits; and to evaluate the age of 
tI'onik es•eis
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In situ cosmogenic beryllium dating techniques have been used to demonstrated that the 
vertical bedrock erosion rate on the climatically insensitive and erosionally resistant welded tuffs 
of Yucca Mountain is approximately I m per million years. This is less than half of the erosion 
rate of unconsolidated materials on the hillslopes of Yucca Mountain. This erosion rate on the 
res;istant bedrock ridges of the mountain supports the contentioii that erosion proceeded very 
slowly by weathering of large blocks of tuff during the colder, wetter climatic periods in the 
Quaternary. Additional data on the timing of the deposition and later incisement of the alluvial 
fills in Fortymile Wash indicate that deposition of the material forming the higher terrace 
probably occurred between 200 to 250 ka during oxygen isotope stage 7. and the final incision of 
these alluvial materials began about 150 ka ago during the colder and much wetter climate of 
oxygen isotope stage 6. (For depiction of oxygen stages, see for example. Forester et al.. 1996a 
Figures 8 and 9.) 

,jtivity 8. 3.1.5.1:4,L L-M .elin_ of soil nrroertes in the Yucca Mountain reion. The 
objectives of this activity are (a) to •Jete'nmine the relations among properties of late Holocene 
soils and climatic parameters; (b) to compare properties of selected soils at Poohed Mesa and 
near Tonopah that formed under conditions similar to those that may have existed at Yucca 
Mountain during Pleistocene pluvial conditions; (c) to compare postulated past climates based on 
properties of early Holocene and Pleistocene soils to paleoclinwaic models that are reconstructed 
from other lines of evidence, such as paleolimnologv and terrestrial paleoecology, as a check on 
these models: (d) to postulate past climates based on the depth. distribution, and quantity of 
pedogenic carbonate and other soil parameters; and (e) to quantify rates of soil development in 
specific climates for use as a dating tool for Quaternary deposits and ages of fault movements.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3. ! 5.1.4.2 -SUrfiil- d4g i _m gnin of fthe Yucca Mountain ae4a The 
objectives of this activity are to determine the distribution, age. genesis, soil properties, and 
physical properties of surficiai deposits in the Yucca Mountain ar-a; to evaluate the influences of 
climate and tectonics on the genesis of surficial deposits; to provide a map of surficial deposits 
for facility placement planning, geomorphic studies, tectonics studies, engineering property 
studies, and surface infiltration studies; and to determine the distribution of major concentrations 
of calcite-silica deposits at or near the vround surface at Yucca Mountain.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Piogress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

Actiyi JL5.1A.3- Eolian history of the Yucca Mountain ron. The objectives of 
this activity are to document colian erosion and deposition in the Yucca Mountain area during the 
last 750.000 years; to determine palcoenvironmental conditions during times of eolian deposition 
end intervening times of surface stability and soil formation; and to determine source areas of 
sanJ and silt.  

No progress was made duriig the reportin.e period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Foren.ga: No activity is planned for this study durinf FY 1997.
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The objective of this study is to compare the paleoclimate estimates from the various 
proxy data sets and provide data synthesis in the formats required for future climate and 
paleohydrology investigations.  

Relevant paleoclimate data sets are being finalized and interpreted. Coherent patterns of 
the timing, duration, character, and magnitude of climate change in the southern Great Basin are 
emerging. One particularly important finding is the approximate correspondence of the isotope 
record at Devils Hole (about 45 km south of Yucca Mountain, Figure. 3-1 .) with the paleoclimate 
records from Owens Lake. Colifornia. Further, both of these records correspond to the marine 
oxygen isotope records. which document global changes in the temperature and ice volume of the 
earth. While not perfect. the correspondence means the timing and rate of change of past climate 
in the- Yucca Mountain area coincided with the large, cyclic changes in global climate throughout 
the Quaternary. Because global climate records are closely linked to astronomically derived 
changes in solar insolation. and future changes in solar insolation can be accurately determined, 
forecastn•g the ming of climate change in the Yucca Mountain area is possible. Similarly, 
because the magnitude of regional climate change within particular segments of the solar 
insolation cycle ii beginning to be understood, it also is possible. in general terms, to f.recast the 
magnitude of future climate change in the Yucca Mountain region. In particular, the -. e . it-day 
segment of the insolation cycle resemn'es that which occurred 400 thousand years ago 
Consequently. the characteristics of climate that happened about 400 thousand years ago arzd 
onward could re.sonably be expected to Pecur, in some general way. in southern Nevada, and at 
Yucca Mountain, in the future.  

A correspondence has also been recognized between the Owens Lake climate record and 
local records near Yucca Mountain, including data on packrat (Neoroma sp.) middens.  
paleodischarge sites, and wetland deposits. The correspondence supports the interpretation of 
local, cyclic climate changes above the possible repository and provides specific information 
about the nmgnitude of local climate change. Although the local hydrologic setting of Owens 
Lake ensures that it is and was generally wetter than Yucca Mountain, packrat midden and 
ostracode analogs indicate precipitation at Yucca Mountain was commonly two times greater 
than present when Owens Lake was fresh and overflowing during the last glacial period.  
Paleotemperature estimates from packrat middens near Yucca Mountain suggest mean annual 
temperature depre:sions of 5 to lO0 C. This information has been correlated with diatom and 
ostracode assemblages and with sedimentological evidence of drop stones at Owens Lake that 
indicates that ice cover was present at Owens Lake throughout much of the winter during the last 
ice age. Uranium-series dates on terrace deposits also indicate incision at Fortymile Wash at the 
same time (30 to 20 ka), which implies increased vegetation cover and considerably higher 
winter precipitation. Spnng discharge sites near Yucca Mountain became active as water tables 
rose and wetland .oinmunities of plants and animals flourished throughout southern Nevada.  

A working group of paleoclimate specialists was formed to interpret and integrate 
paleoclimate proxy data sets and to interpolate those results to a grid system throughout the 
Yucca Mountain precipitation area. The group met during Decenabcr and discussed the strengths 
and weaknesses of the principal fossil climate proxy groups, which are packrat raidden data,
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pollen, diatoms. ostracodes, and mollusks. Althoug. each fossil group records past climate in a 
diffrent way and reveals different m- ts of the climate system. there are remarkable similarities 
in the nature of past chimate r' .i ,,.,at ans within the Yucca Mountain region. A common and 
imporant theme of the records of all proxy groups was that the last climate cycle was not a 
singular, wet. cold event. lns,•.: ., the period from about 40 to 10 ka was a complex sequence of 
climates ranging from very %Lct :,nd only somewhat cooler than today (about 33 to 31 k 
radiocarbon years) to very dry. possibly drier than tocday. but very cold at the full glacial 
maximum (about 18 k radiocarbon years). Change in climate style often appears to have been 
very rapid, at decadal scales, and the duration of particular climate states ranged from a century 
to a millennial time frawe.  

The packrat midden data base has been compiled and placed in a single spread sheet for 
analysis. A key component of the analysis was the identification of where various combinations 
of tree and shrub species live today versus locations of middens. in th- Yucca Mountain area.  
containing the same species. That information provides the basis for estimating past climate 
parameters and provides historic meteorological records from analog sites for use in modeling 
annual variability in past climate in the Yucca Mountain area. For example, the infiltration 
model developed by Flint et al. (in prep.) requires not just estimates of the magnitude of climate 
change, but also a measure of how that magnitude might have been expressed over several 
decades. A preliminary reconstruction for the wettest episode (33 to 31 ka) in the region during 
the pericd from 40 to 10 ka suggests the mean annual precipitation was about four times modern 
and the mean annual temperature was about 61C cooler than today. That analysis did not include 
many of the smaller shrub species that. when accounted for, likely will lower the precipitation 
estimate and might decrease the temperature estimate.  

Ebgrama: The second half of FY 1997 will be devoted to preparing reports on the 
paleolimnm logical and paleoclimatic changes from the Owens Lake record. as well as several 
papers dealing with marsh and wetland deposits. Past climate will be interpreted using packrat 
midden data for four different episodes in the period from 40 to 10 ka. The episodes range from 
very wet and cool to very dry and cold. Those estimates will then be interpolated along a grid 
system covering the region. The magnitude ot climate change v Yil be determined using a change 
in the elevations of the key plant taxa and compared with the analog estimations. The results of 
the packrat-midden analysis will be integrated with the diatom and ostracode work as new 
information becomes available.  

3.4.6 Study 8.3.1.5.1.6 - Characterization of the Future Regional Climate and 
Lelsvnwntmmma 

The objective of this study is to evaluate climate parameters for local Yucca Mountain 
scenarios over the next 100.000 years. with emphasis on the next 10,000 years for local climate 
scenarios that are both reasonably probable and relevant to repository performance.  

Activity 8.3,i.-6.I -Global climate modcling. The objectives of this activity are to 
identify a set of global climate states tglobal boundair conditions) that are reasonably likely to 
Occur over the penod of concern, that ae relevani to system performance, and that arc pertinent
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to widerstanding global climate effects; and to use one or more carefully chosen global general 
circulation models with these selected global climate states to provide time-dependent boundary 
conditions for use as input to regional models.  

With the selection and qualification of the modeling codes reported in Progress RepoA L # 13 
(DOE, 19960), and the preliminary identification of modeling states defined in the study plan, 
this activity is considered complete (see Progress Report #13, Section 3.4.6).  

Activity 8.3.1.5.1.6,2 - Nested global-regional climate mgocfling. The objective of this 
activity is to embed higher-resolution regional climate modeling within global climate modeling 
to develop a capability to model future climate-induced conditions for use in modeling net future 
infiltration in the Yucca Mountain area.  

Evaluation and validation of the nested climate model was completed, and this activity is 
considered complete. (See Appendix A, Section A. 1.4.1 of this progress report.) 

Activity 8.3.1.5. 1 6.3 - Site-soecific model outgut adjustment. The objective of this 
activity is to predict climatic parameters such as precipitation, soil misture, and net infiltration 
rates for several possible future climate scenarios at Yucca Mountain.  

The relevant aspects of this activity, originally planned as part of the future climate 
modeling study. are presently being addressed by the infiltration and unsaturated hydrologic 
modeling studies (Studies 8.3.1.2.2.1 and 8.3.1.2.2.9, Section 3.1.5 and Section 3.1.15.  
respectively, of this progress report). Activity 8.3.1.5.1.6.3 is therefore considered complete.  

Activity 8.3.1.5.1.6.4 - Future climate synthesis. The objective of this activity is to 
analyze time-series data of climatic variability based on the paleoclimatic record to identify 
possible future scenarios of concern that may occur during the next 100,000 years.  

The climate scenario selected for modeling during FY 1997 was a simulation using an 
atmosphere having six times the carbon dioxide concentration of the present -day atmosphere.  
This state represents the maximum possible future carbon dioxide concentration and represents 
an extreme state not seen in the paleoclimate record. Results of the simulation were submitted 
late in the reporting period (Thompson et al., 1997).  

Jfl= : A final summary report of the future climate modeling activity and results will 
be prepared for submittal by May 19, 1997 

3.4.7 Study 8-1. 1",I_ . (hasgacterization of the Quazjernzxgry Rgegonal Hydrology 

The objective of this study is to characterize the distribution of surface water, the 
unsaturated zone infiltration and percolation rates. and the ground-water potentiometric levels 
dunng the Quaternary in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.
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Symbols from lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca Mountain 
(e.g., Tpll and Tptpmn) are found in Buesch et al. (1996a).  

Activity .3-1.5.2.1.1 --Reginnal gaioflood evaluation. The objectives of this activity are 
to identify the locations and investigate the hydraulic characteristics of paleoflood events and 
compare this evidence with the locations and characteristics of modem flooding and geomorphic 
processes; and to assess the character and severity of paleoflood and debris hazards and the 
potential of flood and debris hazards for the repository during the preclosure period.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.5.2.1.2- Quaternary unsaturated zone hydrochemical analysis. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine the past infiltration and percolation history at Yucca 
Mountain by analyzing the isotopic and chemical characteristics of water from the unsaturated 
zone. and to understand the past unsaturated zone hydrologic system by modeling vadose water 
hydrochemistry to help predict the fiture hydrologic system.  

The scope of this work was transferred to Activity 8.3.1.2.2.7.2 (Section 3. 1.11 of this 
progress report).  

Activity 8.3.1.5.2-1.3 - Evaluatio0 of past discharge areas. The objectives of this activity 
are to determine the location, type, and extent of hydrogeologic units in the ground-water 
discharge areas of the Amargosa Desert and Death Valley; to understand the past quantity and 
quality of water in the discharge areas of Franklin Lake, Aroargosa River. and Peter's Playa and 
to determine the paleohydrologic significance of Peter's Playa and Franklin Lak.c as discharge 
areas: to determine the location and hydrogeologic characteristics of paleospring deposits in the 
discharge area: to determine the location and amount of discharge by evapotranspiration that has 
occurred at past discharge sites: to understand the past and present discharge areas of the regional 
hydrologic system to predict the future saturated zone hydrologic system at Yucca Mountain; and 
to determine pa..t ground-water levels in carbonate caverns as evidence of past hydrologic 
conditions.  

Palcodi.•chargc deposits in southern Crater Flat and the central Amargosa Valley were the 
focus of field swtd. and sample collection. These deposits, within 15 zo 20 km of Yucca 
Mountain. reprcesnt the nearest down-gradient discharge from the potential repository, and an 
understanding ol the timing and volume of their past discharge and recharge sources is important 
to performance a-,,e.nment. Project personnel sampled several sitatigraphic sections 5 to 6 m in 
thickness from dcjx.,its in the Arnargosa River Valley at the distal part of the Fortymile- Wash 
fan Oinformall% known a-, the Stateline deposits). In all instances, the sections consisted of 
fine-grained %ediment, Iclays to fine sands) with variable amounts of authigenic carbonate or 
silica cementation Additional samples were collected from discharge deposits along 
Highway 95 and in Crater Flat to verify their depositional ages and sources of discharging ground 
waters. To addres,' these issues, 109 samples or subsamples were collected for geochronologic, 
stable and radiogenic isotopic, paleontologic. and geochemical study.
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Preliminary data collected from these samples and the field investigations indicste the 
following: 

I. The deposits making up the toe of the Fortymile fan record a variety of settings 
including marsh and lacustrine environments. 'airly pure limestones that cap the 
sequence ,nay have formed in spring-fed ponds in a setting similar to the modem-day 
Ash Meadows area. The relation between the Fortymile Wash and Amargosa fluvial 
systems and the absence of interbedded alluvial deposits in the section at the toe of the 
fan indicate that the wetlands generally maintained a positive topographic expression 
during the late Pleistocene.  

2. The delta carbon-13 (6' 3C) and delta oxygen-18 (6`"O) values of calcite cements ana 
nodules from the Fortymile Wash fan deposits are compatible with spring discharge.  
The values are comparable to those from the Crater Fiat and Highway 95 discharge 
sites, and both locations have some oxygen-I 8-enriched calcite that may indicate 
evaporative concentration of depositing waters.  

3. Some of the samples from the Fortymile Wash fan contain water-soluble minerals.  
Such minerals might reflect episodes of drier climate during deplsition of some of 
these sediments, or they might represent evaporative deposition froni pore waters 
under the modem climate regime.  

4. A 6-m-thick sequence of limestones and calcareous ;iltstones from near Scranton Well 
has V•C values that also are compatible with deposition from waters of spring 
discharge origin. Therefore, they might record a long history of ground- water 
discharge in the Amargosa Valley region.  

S. Discharge deposits at the toe of the Fcrtymile Wash fan contain diatom assemblages 
similar to those at thr Lathrop Wells diatomaco,,is deposit, the hydrochemistry and 
temperature of the discharging waters at the two locations also probably wLre similar.  

6. Resampling and further thorium-230/uranium dating of sediments that bracket an 
apparent unconformity within the Lathrop Wells diatomaceous deposits verifies the 
age discontinuity be:ween upper, diatnm-rich units with ages less than 33 to 55 ica and 
underlying green sandy units with ages greater thai -1 30 ka.  

7, Sediments from outlying outcrops of the Lathrop Wells diatomaceous deposit have 
diatom assemblages consistent with growth in the same waters that formed the main 
part of the deposit.  

Regional-scale maps (1:250,000) of discharge sites active during the last full glacial (10 to 
30 ka) and briet descriptions of the type of discharge system and sources of water were prepared 
in support of the three-dimensional, regional saturated zone hydrologic model (Section 3.1.4 of 
this progress report).
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Studies of thennoluminnesence dating of surface deposits near Yucca Mountain (Malian 
et al., 1996) and Death Valley ostracode glacial-lake hydrochemical history (Forester et al.  
1996b) reported the results of uranium-series dating, strontium isotopes. sedimentology.  
evaporite mineralogy, and ostracode assemblage studies. These studies indicated that during the 
last glaial Death Valley hosted a moderate-to-large lake supported by discharge from the 
Arnargosa Rivet. The maximum depth of that lake, probably about 90 m. was only maintained 
for a few centuries. Depths of a few tens of meters were more typical.  

During the penultimate glacial, however. i ruch larger lake existed in Death Valley. The 
maximum depth of -haz lake would have placed it shorelines outside of Death Valley. That lake 
appears to have been largely supported by discharge from the Amargosa River, although some 
discharge may have come from the Owens Rive; drai.iage. Hydrochemical constraints, as well as 
calcite delta carbon- 13 values and diazom assemblage from the Tecopa Lake beds near 
Shoshone, California, indicate a signifi:ant contribution of ground-water discharge to the fluvial 
system.  

Activity 8.3.1.5.2.1.4 - Analog recharg, studies. The objective of this activity is to 
esnimate the conditions and rates of ground-water recharge (infiltration) during the Quaternary 
Penod in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.  

This activity was terminated in FY 1994; see Progr,-s Reports #10 (DOE, 1994) and #11 
(DOE, 1995b) for details.  

tivitv 8.3_.12.S•1.5- Stitudjes ofjcacite and galinesjca vein de oo~its. The objective of 
this activity is to determine the ages, distribution, origin, and paleohydrologic significance of 
calcite and opaline silica deposits along faults and fract :res in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.  

Beginning in FY 1995. the emphasis of this activity shifted to deteranining the spatial and 
temporal distribution of flux through the repository Llock using isotopic ages and measured 
distributions of low-temperatu._ calcite and opil fracture and cavity fillings that were deposited 
from downward percolating wter and Oiat are exposed in te ESF.  

A report was submitted to DOE-YNISCO that summarized results to date of analysis of 
calcite and open fracture- and cavity-filling deposits in the ESF (Paces et al., 1996a).  
Radiocarbon ages of the low-temperature minerals range from 44 to 16 ka with the greatest 
number of ages distributed between 38 and 28 ka. Thorium-230/uranium ages. however, for 
subsamples from the same surface range from 28 ka to greater than 500 ka. with most between 
50 and 400 ka. Both radiocarbon and thonum-230/uranium ages f:om secondary minerals near 
or within discrete zones of elevated chlorine-36 showed similar distributions relative to those in 
zones with background levels of chlorine-36. Oxygen- 18. carbon- 3. and strontium
87/strontium-86 values for the outermost calcites vary over limited ranges and reflect the 
compositions of modern calcite-rich soils and fractionation due to present geothermal gradients.  
However. data for the earliest calcite indicate that geothermal gradients may have been steeper, 
methane may have been the carbon species controlling (.arbon fractionation in the subsurface, 
anJ strontium was derived from a less-radiogeamic ,,ource than the current soii -eservoir.  
Assuming that all calcium was extracted from water.- percolating through the unsaturated zrc ic
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curoute to the water table, a minimum value of flux of about 2 mm/yr was obtained as an average 
over the last 127 million years, This value is considered provisional and is intended only to 
show the viability of this approach for calculating the temporal and spatial variability of past 
fluxes and possibly estimating future changes in flux. Surface records from the Yucca Mountain 
area indicate that the regional clinate over the last million years was wetter and cooler relative to 
the preesnt for as much as. 80 percent of the time. Howev.r. there is no indication in the 
subsurface that deposition rates of calcite and opal varied greatly during this period even though 
higher waste tables throughout the region reflected greater recharge. These observations suggest 
that percolation through the Topopah Spring Tuff may have been buffered from variation.; in 
infiltration except in zones of high permeability and highest flux

Samples of opal and calcite were collected from 28 sites in the ESF between 
Station 57 ÷ 71 t5771 mi and Station 69 + 42 t6942 m). Relatively slow progress by the tunnel
boring machine during this reporting period limited the number of suitable sites available for 
sampling. In addition to sampling, line surveys to quantitatively assess the abundance of calcite 
and opal in fr"-.ctures and cavities were completed between Statior, 35 + 00 (3`JO m) and 
Station 69 + 30 (69-0 m) A data base was constructed, to store sample and mapping data. Forty 
additional samples of calcite and opal have been dated by the uranium-series method and yield 
finite ages between 50 ka and 430 ka. (Note: Two ,anples were older than 500 ka. which is the 
limit of the method.) Most of these samples were obtained from the outermost (youngest) parts 
of the specirmen. Sixteen additional carbon-14 analyses were determined by accelerator mass 
spectrometry on calcite samples. These analy.es yidlded calculated ages between 25 ka and 
52 ka. the latter being beyond the hniit of the method. Two blank samples of old calcite were 
analyzed, and these yielded calculated ages greater than 50 ka and 51 ka. Most of the. samples 
analyzed for carbon- 14 also were obtained from the outermost (youngest) parts of crystals.  

An additional dating terhnique aa, teated on calcite and opal deposits The uranium 
contents ot opal from the iiSF are sufficiently large oup to approximately 300 ppm) that. in 
principal, the uranium-lead t(-Pb) dating technique could be used to determine ages of 
deposition it laborator% blanks are exceedingly low. Accordingly. collaborative work was started 
4Ith the JacL.k Satteil1 (c•x'hronology la boratory at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto.  

Canada, it) inmr,,tisale the suitability of these opal deposits four U-Pb dating Early results 
obtained on opal ,imples from the ESF were sufficiently encouraging to proceed with this dating 
technique, and 3 1 V-Pb ages now have been ob,.-ined for samples from the northern part of the 
ESF main drift, the northern bend. and the northwestern part of the north ramp. The dated 
subsamplc\ A ere ditributed approximately equally between outermost occurrences and 
occurrence,, embedded %% ithin the deposits. Ages obtained range from 100 ka to 9 Ma. The 
utility of this dating method is threefold: I1) for the younger samples. the U-Pb ages provide 
independent check, on the t '-series ages, (2) the U-Pb age,. provide further constraints and 
t01ting of the continuous-growth model described in Paces et a (19 96a), and (31 reliablk ages of 
the embedded opal alkoy the calibration of the depositional stratigraphy of these deposits 
Temporal calibration ol the depositonal stratigraphy of the calcite and oalm occurrernces is 
essential llt calculating accurate rates of accumulation that can he inverted to flux estimates, and 
for cstabhahint a time tramework for the stable and radioger•c isotopic ýecorc, that are isolated 
in the calcite deposit, These latter record,, relate to cli•atic conditions that existed at the
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surface of Yucca Mountain when the parent water of the calcite deposits was introduced by 
infiltration.  

As reported in Paces et al. (1996a). initial uranium-2341uranium-238 ratios of the dated 
caiue and opal samples vary systematically a& a function of stratigraphic position and depth in 
tnlc ESF. Samples from the Tivr Canyon Tuff. the PTn and the upper part of the Topopah Spring 
Trutt have uranium-234/uranium-238 ratios generally between 1.5 and 2.0. which are similar to 
the values of surficial calcite. Samples from the repository horizon have larger initial uranium
234/uranium-238 ratios as great as 9.3. Samples analyzed this fiscal year indicate that this depth
_strajhic variaion will be repeated in the southern part of the ESF main drift and in the south 
ramp with iuanium-234/uranium-238 ratios decreasing through the PTn and the Tiva Canyon 
Tuff. A provis.ional conceptual model has been constructed to explain the systematic variation of 
initial uranium-234/uranium-238 ratios in the calcite and opal deposits. Water infiltrating at the 
surface acquires the uranium-234/uranium-238 values of surficial materials (calcrete and bedrock 
coatings) that typically have ratios between 1.4 and 1.8. As small volumes of water percolate 
downward through the rock mass. uraniumn-234/uranium-238 ratios will gradually evolve to 
larger values as a rsult of alpha recoil and progressive uptake of uranium-234 from decay
damaged sites on pathway surfaces (the bulk rock has uranium-234/uranium-238 ratios of unity 
reflecting secular equilibrium of the system). Large volumes of percolating water would strip 
available uranium-234 resulting in uranium-2,34luraniumn.238 ratios similar to those at or near the 
surface. Theefore, the large uranium-2..4/uranium-238 values are indicative of relatively small 
volumes of percolating water. In addit-on, abundant lithophysal cavities in the crystal-poor upper 
lithophysal zone of the Topopah Spring Tuff (tptpul) may effectively slow downward 
percolition, allowing fracture water the opportunity to spread laterally and interact with the 
upward-mitigating gas phase 

To further understand the relatioitship between matrix water and fracture water in the 
unsaturated zone. pore-water salts were extracted from borehole USW SD-7 core from the Tiva 
Canyon Tuff, the PTn, the Topopah Spring Tuff, and the CHn for strontium-isotope analyses.  
These solublc s•ats form when the core dries and the pore %ater evaporates. The salts are 
iedisu~lved using high-puritt deionized water, and the strontium is then separated from the other 
cations using ion exchange methods A Nystemanc but variable increase in delta strentium- 8 7 
(6 "'Sr downward from zhe top of the hole through the crystal poor lower lithophysal zone 
(Tpspil) of the Topopah Spring Tuff offers important insight into the role of the PTn in 
percolation through the repository block Pore water in the upper part of Tiva Canyon Tuff has a 
67Sr value of +3.5. which increais% to +3.8 near the bottom of the unit. Through the PTn. the 
6"Sr values increase monotonically from +3.8 at the top to +4.5 at the bottom. Downward 
through the crystal-poor middle nonhthophysal zone (Tptprn) and crystal-poor lower lithophysal 
zone (Tptplla of the Topopah Spring Tuff. V'Sr values are mostly in the range of +4.5 to +4.8.  
6"Si then dctre•a•e% n the ba&al vatrophyr- of the T"opi-pah Spnng Tuff and the upper part of the 
CHn, but the scatter increases subhiant,'ily. A provisional ialterpr f.ation sugg ýts that systematic 
as.xopi. variatum above arid below the PTM is caused b:i two distinct isotopic signatures of 
infiltrating water One component infiitrates largely through bedrock surfaces and acquires VSt 
vahues of calcite bedrock coating% .+3 5! wherea• the other component anfiltrates the thick 
calcitt, soils of alluvial valle\ fill acquiring a W"Sr of +4-5 The syteinattic varation in 6"Sr
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through the PTn can be interpreted as an indication of storage, mixing. and lateral flow that may 
take place in this unit.  

Carbon. oxygen, and strontium isotopic data continue to be collected for calcite fracture
and cavity-filling samples to charactei ize the changing character of the downward percolating 
fluids as a function of time. As discussed in Paces et at. (1996a), correlations among 6V-C , b'O, 
and 6' 7Sr data indicate that the variations in isotopic content of the calcite samples do indeed 
relate to conditions that existed at the surface when the parent waters infiltrated. Using uranium
lead and uranium-series ages to estimate ages of subsamples of calcite for several occurrences 
reveals a positive correlation between 6V3C and age in the range of 25 ka to 9 Ma (heavier carbon 
with increasing age). Only the oldest subsample (9 Ma) has a 8'3C value outside the range of 
possible soil carbon. The other samples record a long-terni change in climate and vegetation 
with a suggestion of a more abrupt change at approximately 3 Ma. The somewhat larger values 
of 6VC prior to 3 Ma are compatible with a climate that would support grasslands. This 
preliminary attempt to use "age calibrated" microstratigraphy in the calcite and opal deposits to 
establish a correlation of subsurface conditions with surface climatt is encouraging.  

Fo cast: The Ash Meadows area south of Highway 95 appears to be a modem analog of 
the Stateline area deposit, and will be reexamined to test the interpretation of the field 
relationships. geochronology, geochemistry, and paleontology of the Stateline sites.  
Geochronologic analysis will continue of samples from the deposits near Statelifc, along the 
north side of Highway 95 near Lathrop Wells, and from Crater Flat. These records of deposition 
timing at these sites will be used in conjunction with textural and fi'-ld observations, ostracode 
counts, and stable isotope studies to correlate past climates with the chemistry and depositional 
environments of these localities. Of particular importance will be the collection of strontium
isotope data from the stratigraphic sections near Stateline to determine the relative contributions 
of the Amargosa-Oasis Valley and Fortymile Wash- Yucca Mountain ground-water systems 
dunng deposition of the Siateline sequences 

Samples from the ESF south ramp and from the Northern and Southern Ghost Dance Fault 
Alcoves will continue to be collected and analyzed. Samples front the south ramp will be used to 
advance an understanding of the role of the PTn in controlling percolation through the Topopab 
Spring Tuff. The Northern and Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcoves will allow direct access to 
and sampling of the Ghost Dance fault underground. Line surveys continue in the south ramp 
and the adequacy of the survey data for the main drift w ill be evaluated. If necessary. the 30-m 
intervals currently being surveyed every I M) m will be extended to 60r-m intervals or full 
coverage in improve the abundance statistics Uranium-series. carbon-14, and uranium-lead 
dating of calcite and opal will continue tor samples in the south ramp and in the Northern and 
Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcoves. The U-Pb dating will emphasize the determination of 
accurate ages for opal lenses embedtdcd in calcite-dominated deposits so that the carbon. oxygen.  
ar,d strontium isotopic records contained therein can be placed in a timeframe for correlation 
with surficial climate records. Work will continue on the development and application of the 
thorium-230/radiuni-226 system to opal and calcite to better constrain the continuous-deposition 
mc1Jel Continued emphasis •,ill be placed on refining a conceptual modeltis of percolation 
using the ages and distribution of the low-temperature mineral occurrences. Efforts will bc niade
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to construct scenarios for different climate regimes and to develop more quanttative numerical 
models to simulate the temporal and spatial distribution of percolation flux.  

3A.8 .of th Fuit Risi, l HA _._ Due to 

The objective of this study is to characterize impacts of potential future climate changes on 
site unsaturated zone hydrology and regional and site surface-water system and saturated zone 
hydrology.  

Activiy 8.3 .15.2.2. 1 - Analysis of future surfLce-water hydrology due to climate c hanes.  
The objectives of this activity are to simulate past changes in runoff and surface-water storage 
(lake;) resulting from past climatic change: and to use the relationship between paleoclimate and 
oaleosurface-water conditions to predict the impact of future climatic conditions on the surface
water hydrology at the site.  

No 2rogress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.5.2.2.2 - Anayjs~i of future unsaturated zone hydrolozy due to climate 
cIangt. The objective statement for this activity has been deleted.  

As reported in Revision 9 of the Site Characterization Program Baseline (DOE, 1995a), 
th s activity has been deleted- the scope of work will be performed under Study 8.3.1.2.2.9 (see 
Section 3.1.13 of this progress report). See also Appendix H for the Site Characterization 
.'rogram Baseline history.  

Activit) .3 1. - Evaluation of rossible future changes of h climate 'and regini 
£p:'olgoc framework on the retzional saturated zone hydrology. The objectives of this activit) are 
to reconstruct paleohydrologic conditions at Yucca Mountain and use these conditions together 
with the paleoclimatic conditions reconstructed as a basis to predict the impact of future climatic 
conditions:, on the saturated zone hydrologic system; to synthesize the existing paleohydrologic 
data through the use of numerical simulation techniques to determine effects that greater recharge 
would have on water-table altitude, ground-water flow paths, and hydraulic gradients between 
Yucca Mountain and the accessible environment, and to evaluatt possible regional tectonic and 
thermal events that may produce prolonged or transient effects on the regional water level.  

Progress is reported under Activity 8.3.1.2.1.4.4 iRegional three-dimensional hydrologic 
modeling) in Section 3.1.4 of this progrcss report.  

F.masa : No activity is planned for this study during FY 1997.
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3.5 EROSION (SC" SECTION 3.3.1.6) 

The changes to the Erosion Program since the SCP was issued are summarized in 
Appendix A, Section A. 1.5.  

The scope of work envisioned for the erosion studies has been completed. As a result of 
the study plan work scope consolidation effort. no study plans were developed in this program.  
During the previous reporting period, the NRC provided the DOE with an Issue Resolution 
Status Report thai described the basis for the NRC determination that adequate information 
existed to close all the open items associated with this issue (NRC. 1996d). [See Progress 
Report #14 (DOE. 19 96g)).  

F•maal: No further work is planned for the Erosion Program.  

3.6 POSTCLOSURE TECTONICS (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.9) 

Changes to the Postclosure Tectonics Program since the SCP was issued are summarized 
in Appendix A, Section A. 1.7.  

3.6.1 Study 8.3.1.3.1.1 .Probablity of Magmatr Dis&rupfn fc the RenmAsito"Y 

The objective of this study is to assess the probability of future magmatic activity with 
respect to siting of a potential repository ftor the storage of high-level radioactive waste at Yucca 
Mountain.  

Activity 8. A. I .I 1 - Loation and timing of volcanic events The objective of this 
activity is to synthesize the data collected by other activities on the dating, location, and volume 
of late Cenozoic volcanic events in the region surrounding the site.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.8. .L1.2 - Evaluation of the structural controls of basaltic volcanic activity.  
The objective of this activity is co investigate the tim., -. ce patterns of past volcanic activity in 
the Yucca Mountain region anW the possible structui., ,,trols of volcanic centers and potential 
future centers at and adjacent to Yucca Mount! 

No progress was made during the repo:! . od; this was an unfunded activity.  

Acstvtv i831 .8..1.3 - Presence of magma bodies in the vicinity of the site...jl he oblective 
of this activity is to review geophysical and geochemical data collected in the vicinity of the site 
to assess whether there are any indications of the presence of crustal magma bodies that could be 
the source of future volcanic activit', 

No progress was made during the reporting peritod, this was an unlunded activity.  
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Actiyity 9.3.1,&. 1. 1.4_- ._Vlcanism probability studie,. The objective of this activity is to 
revise the estimates of the probability of volcanic disruption of a repository site at Yucca 
MountAjn. incorporating newly acquired data on the age, locativin, and volume of volcanic 
cenv'-s in the Nevada Test Site region and the results from activities investigating the possibility 
of structural controls of sites of volcanic activity and the presence of magma bodies in the Yucca 
Mountain area. These data may result in modifications of the area ratio and the rate of volcanic 
activity used in the probability formula.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Fort~ag: No further work is planned for this study.  

3.6.2 Study 8.3.1.I.2 - Physical Processes of Magmatism and Effecs on fthe Ressitory 

The objective of this study is to gather datu on the potential effects of magmatic activity on 
the proposed repository. The data will be used to assess the consequences of such an eruption on 
repository performance.  

This study was tenninated at the end of FY 1996.  

Activity .3. I . 1.2A . ruptive effects. The objective of this activity is to determine the 
effects ol hydrovolcanic, Hawaiian, Strombolian. and violent Strombolian eruptions of basaltic 
magma on a repository. The results will be available for use ;n performance assessment 
calculations of possible radiological releases.  

Actvi~v .3A. I1.2.__._ - Subsurfac effrcsof magnatie ~activity. The objective of this 
activitv is to evaluate the subsurface effects of emplacement of basalt dikes and intrusive bNXies 
through and adjacent to a potential repository This study will assess the mechanisms of 
incosporatlig waste in magma. the geometry of basalt intrusions, and hydrothermal effects on 
Waste iCSOhlion of basalt intrusions through or near a repository.  

StIy 8.3_ 1.2.3 - Mama system dynawmia.. The objectives of this activily are to 
evaluate the dynamics of basaltic magmatism, including tracing the processes of formation of 
basalt magma through generation in the mar.tle, ascent through the mantle and crust, potential 
storage in he mantle and crust, and eruption at the earth's surface, 

bremda: No further work is expected for this study.
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3.6.3 Sudy _L3A.1 - TCtOn. Effeta;: Fvah,-flh oa Ch a b im hiatuml and 
Egm,. ujwgd BMgi- S RWm, anh from T_-MnC rmie n and Events 

The objective of this study is to assess the probability and effects of tectonic processes and 
events that could result in adverse effects on waste package lifetime, average percolation flux 
rate over the repository. altitude of the water table, local fracture permeability, effective porosity.  
and rock geochemical properties.  

Activity-level progress narratives for this study have been combined into a single 
discussion because of the close interrelation of the phenomena being considered under credible 
tectonic scenarios that could affect hydrologic properties and characteristics.  

Work conitiued to advance the analysis of possible credible tectonic scenarios described 
by G. E. raIT et al 0 916) that could affect hydrologic properties and characteristics, including 
changes in water-table elevation and accumulation of perched water. Most activity was devoted 
to assimilating prior results and reviewing ongoing work and interpretations pertnerit to scenario 
development and evaluation. Two major issues were considered; (1) likelihood of the magnitude 
and recurrence of Quaternary tectonic phenomena. only three of which are significant: basaltic 
volcanism, local fault displacement and associated fracturing and block tilting, and ground 
motion or dynamic-stress effects caused by earthquakes: and (2) linkage between seismnic activity 
and volcanism.  

Thu iLssues of fault displacement and ground motion presently are being assessed through 
the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of Yucca Mountain (see Study 8.3,1.17.3.6 in Section 
3.13.8 of this progress report). Large faulting event. at Yucca Mountain are likely ,'inked to 
volcanism, hut they are related by way of a common crustal-extension mechanism. not through 
direct cause and effect. Therefore, there is probably a threshold mechanism in effect: below a 
certain strain threshold faulting occurs without volcanism, and it it, probably not distributed and 
probably involves segmented fault activity (YLeary. 1996).  

With respect to poassibke effects of tectonic protesses and events on the hydrologic system.  
there are several open issues (G. E. Barr et al.. 1996), Among hese are perched water. the large 
hydraulic gradient in the saturated zone, and fault control on flow in the saturated zone. Even 
though perched water has not as yet been evaluated exhaustively in scenarios, it is important 
because a tectonic event could alter the connection between perched water and either its source 
or its drain. Such changes could lead to a diversion of the source pathways or a reduction in the 
effectiveness of the drain. both of wnich could rreult in perched water occurring cloe to the 
reposiuor. where it could interact with repolitor. heat o; participate in the flow pathways 
respon•.iblc ft tran.splort Both the lugc h~daaulw giadient -nd fault k.onol on ,aturaled zone 
fluo% arc open issues because ot uncertainty atbut then durabihtv in response to seisiuc activity.
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Activity 8.3. 18.2. 11 . Antysis of waste _ackage rupture due to tectonic rocessesn 
gyx&l. The objective of this activity is to collect and synthesize data that can be used to assess 

the probability and effects of tectonic processes and events that could result in adverse impacts 
on waste package lifetime and performance.  

See discussion under the heading for Study 9.3.1.8.2. 1.  

Activity 8 311.2.1.2 - Analysis of Ie effects of tectonic processes and events on average 
prcolation flux rates gver the renositgy. The objective of this activity is to analyze and assess 
the probability and effects of tectoniL.. iiitiating events that may result in changes in the average 
percolation flux rate at the top of the Topupah Spring welded hydrogeologic unit.  

See dscussion under t,,, heading for Study 8.3.1.8.2. 1.  

Actvitv 8.3 1 8.2.1.3 - Analysis of the effect of tectonic process and events on wamer
tbgu dellJit The objective of this activity is to produce analywes and assessmrt - of the 
probability that tectonic initiating events could result in significant changes in the cievation of 
the water iable, changes in the hydraulic gradient, the creation of discharge points in the 
controlled area. or the creation of perched aquifers in the controlled area.  

See discussion under the heading for Study 8.3.1.8.2.1.  

ActiviLy 8.3 1 .82.1 .4 - Analysis of the eLfects of tectofc Drocesses and events on fracture 
_ereabily and effective porusity. The objective of this activity is to address possible changes 
in fracture permeability and effective porosity caused by tectonic events and processes.  

See discussion under the heading for Study 8.3.1.82. 1.  

Actnat%_. h. 3 ... 1.5 - Analysis of the effects of tectonic proccsNes and venlitsanroc 
Me ehxhejincal properties, The objective o1 this activity is to provide asse.sments of the initiating 
event% related ) to-tsA.l changes in distribution coettfi:ients resulting fiomi tectonic prxweses and 
events 

See dis•ussion under the heading for Study 8.3.1.8.2. 1.  

f•rff1: Work will continue on evaluation of tectonic-scenario logic trees with respect 
it) recent hydrologic modeling results, data acquired trom ESF investigations, tectonic models 
evaluation, and probabalistic seismic hazard analysis results. Scenario evaluation will include 
de•,.riblng the pikk,.ses arid 1Ange. of Ix),,%ible ,.onvequences under two environments, the 

ambient environmient tpresent day d:forniation rates and climate) and a projected anthropogenic 
es Ifronmefnit ipreesnt da.N tectonic and cliia.te ¢conditions plus the full thermal load ). A third 

evaluation factor involves a wet.clirnate environment.
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3.64A Study L3.1.M.31 - AnalvI fSthe MEffects of Tectonic hProojm,- 1and Events •n 
AveragM Percolation Flux flat Over the petmltctn 

The objective of this study is to produce analysis and assessments of the probability and 
effects of tectonic initiating events that may result in changes in the average percolation flux rate 
at the top of TSw2.  

This study has been combined with Study 8.3.1.8.2.1 (Section 3.6.3 of this progress 
repor).  

mai mlt: No furthe, work is planned under Study 8.3.1.8.3. 1.  

3.6.5 Study 8.3.1.,132 - Analyis of the Effcts of TectonIc Proc-ses and Events on1 

Chanem in Wa&ter-Table Elevation 

The objective of this activity is to provide analyses and assessments of the probability that 
tectonic initiating events could result in significant changes in the elevation of the water table, 
changes in the hydraulic gradient, the creation of discharge points in the controlled area, or the 
creation of perched aquifers in the controlled area.  

This study has been combined with Study 8.3.1.8.2.1 (Section 3.6.3 of this progress 
report).  

Forecst: No further work is planned under Study 8.3.1,8.3.2.  

3.6.6 Study 8.3.1.5.3.3 - Analysis of the Effects of Tectonic Processes and Events on Locul 
Frasturit Prmbablytv and Effective Poroity 

The objective of this study is to addres% possible changes in fractures, or rock mass 
permeability and effective porosity caused by tectonic events and processes.  

This study has been combined with Study 8.3.1.8.2. 1 (Section 3.6.3 of this progress 
rcport).  

EoMat: No further work is planned under Study 8,3.1.8.3.3.  

3.6.7 Study &3.1.8.4 AnalyQss of the Effects of Tectonic Prfesses and Events on Rock 
Geochemical oete 

The objective of this study is to provide assessrnents of the initiating events related to local 
changes in distribution coefficients resulting from tectonic processes and eventý.
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This study has been combined with Study 8.3.1.8.2.1 (Section 3.6.3 of this progress 
report).  

ftrt: No further work is planned under Study 8.3.1.8.4. 1.  

3.6.3 Study 8.3.1.9.5.1 - Charagcterlti of Volcanic Featum 

The objective of this study is to provide data on the age. location, eruptive history. and 
volume of young volcanic. ocks in the vicinity of the sitt. These data will be used to refine the 
c,dculations on the probability of igneous or volcanic events occurring in the controlled area and 
penetrating the repository.  

Activity 8 3 L_85. I -VolcaoisM drillhole.. The ohjective of this activity is to 
investigate the origin of four or five aeromagnetic anomalies found in Crater Flat and the 
Amargosa Valley, Data from this work will be used to refine probability calculations, to refine 
geophysical models of the Yucca Mountain region. tc evaluate the tectonic setting of volcanic 
centers, and to test concepts of the temporal and geochemical evolution of basalts in the Yucca 
Mountain region.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1 8.5. "- GMoUhnology studies. The objective of this activity is to 
establish the chronology of basaltic volcanism and the youngest silicic volcanic activity in. the 
Yucca Mountain re-,,on These data will be used to revise the recurrence rate of the volcanic 
probability calculations and to determine the age of cessation of silicic volcanic activity. Further 
studies are required for three topics. (a) the age of the Quaternary volcanic events in the Yucca 
MNintain region. I8h the age and erption chronology of the youngest (<0.5 Ma) volcanic event 
in the Yucca Mountain area. and (c) the age of the youngest silicic volcanic activity in the region 
with emphasis on the Black Mountain caidera or young silicic rocks that may be encountered in 
shallow volcanit drilihole, 

No proprrs, %ka, made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

Acdlvit1S " I1N 8 I ! - Fi e - dg.oLoeac sudio. The objective of this activity is to establish 
the field gcoloyi, :olations and the eruptive history o! basaltic volcanic centers in the Yucca 
Mountain region 

No ptogreo,, made during the reporting period-: this was an unfunded activity.  

Acl&JL• -8 I X o .s._ _uence. The objective of this aictivitN 

to determtn the geochenistry of scoria sequences of different ages at the Lathrop Wells center 
and older center, in the Crater Flat volcanic zone. The models will be used to test geologic 
assumptions "akde tot the piobability calculations and the time-space tectonic model for the 
distribution Ot bNASlic %olcatisl.m In addition, the data ott the geo'hemistir of the scotia
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sequences also will be used to correlate basaltic aih in fault trenches with their correct eruptive 
source.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

A,&ivity 83 [8.5.1.5 - Qeochemical cycles of basaljc volcanic fields. The objective of 
this activity is to de'ermirie the time-space geochemical variations of the volcanic fields of the 
southern Great Basin.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

E-jgIj: Further work on this study has been deferred indefinitely: no work is planned 
for FY 1997.  

3.6.9 Study 8.3.1.8.5.2 . Charaterizntion of igneous Intrusivye Featur 

The objective of this study is to gather data concerning the presence of thermal anomalies 
in the area and data on the geochemical and physical effects of intrusions on the surrounding 
rock. The evidence for the presence or absence of thermal anomalies will be used as part of the 
evaluation of the presence of significant magma bodies in the area and their relation to the 
probability of future volcanic events.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this wis an unfunded study.  

beecat: No activity is planned tfr FY 1997.  

3.6.10 Study 8.3.1.8.5.3. Investigation of Folds in Miocene and Younger Rocks of Region 

The objective of this study is to establish the regional pattern and rate of Neogene folding.  

This study contains one activity that relies on available data, no unique data are to be 
acquired. Therefore, no study plan will be developed.  

Activity 8.3. L8.5.3. L- Evaluation of folds in Neogene rock5 of the region. The objective 
o' this activity is to establish the pattern. rate, amplitude, and wavelength of post-middle 
Miocene folding in the region.  

No progress was made duiing the reporting period: this wa,, ',u unfunded activity.  

EMe : No further work is expected in this study.
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3.7 HUMAN INTERFERENCE (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.9) 

Changes to the Human Interference Program since the SCP was issued are summarized in 
Appendix A. Section A.l.8.  

The studies in this program are intended to assess the survivability of a long-term surface 
marker system, the natural resource potential. and the impacts of potential human activities in the 
foreseeable future that could affect the waste isolation capabilities of the site. The natural 
resource assessment includes erictallic resources, water resources. industrial rocks and minerals, 
and energy resources (such as. oil. gas. coal, tar sands, geothermal energy. and uranium). Studies 
on the inadvertent human interference issue will evaluate the feasibility of a surface mrrker 
system that would warn future genri ations of a hazard and assess the potential for inadvertent 
human interferencc associated with exploration for or exploitation of natural resources.  

3.7.1 Study 8.3.1.9.1.1 - An Evaluation of Natural Processes tha; Could Affect the Long.  
Tem SurvialimilvyoJr thSurfaCe Marker System at YucrA Mountain 

The objective of this study is to provide information on the currently or potentially active 
natural processes at Yucca Mountain capable of adversely affecting the long-term survivability of 
the surface marker system. This study will synthesize data obtained from other activities to be 
undertaken in support of several investigations. Suitable locations of the monuments for the 
surface marker system will be determined.  

Activity 8.3.1.9. 1. I -- Synthesis of tectonic. seismic, and volcanic hazards data from 
other site characterization acvdiies. The objective of this activity is to identify the potential 
locations of faulting and volcanic eruption or intrusion that could occur where they could affect 
the marker system.  

Lo-ations for the surface markers were recommcnded using information in Fehr et al.  
1996). The recommended locations for the markers are on bedrock, at higher elevations, and 

spaced such that adjacent markers are visible from each location.  

Activity aJ3 1.9. 1_.lU - Syntbesiv'_aluation of the effecgts of future erosion and deplosition 
on the s ur ,,aaility of the M.arker system atYuca Mountain. The objective of this activity is to 
determine the effects of future erosion and deposition )n the topographic elements of the 
controlled area boundary at Yucca Mountain. The available information is being evaluated to 
identify the optimum locations for thle markers.  

Suggested locations for the surface markers were indicated on the map included in the 
feasibility relx)rt (Fehr ct a., 1996) 

Foeast: AddttianAl data evaluation and probability studies will be completed as needed 
wu suplprt design of the permanent marker system 
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3.7.2 Study .-Naurl& rC WAMSemn1 o.fL ucAwMoun&&ir-ye Cm 

The objective of this study is to identify and assess the natural resource r)otential at the 
proposux rCpository site at Yucca Mountain. The assessnent will examine the present and 
foreseeable future resource potential of the controlicd area in comparison with u,!: surrounding 
area and the general geologic setting. The information and data obtained in this study will 
provide the basis for probabilistic calculations for evaluating the potential for inadvertent human 
interference.  

The geochemical survey for the metallic re,;ources study and the oil and gas (petroleum) 
resources study, a, well as a water rest urccs study, are in progress. The natural resources 
synthesis report .'iscussed in the forecast, will presenlt the results of all the compoaec, studies.  

Acl ,l 2, - Qeochcn al assssmentof Lu.ga.Moj.ntatn in relation go the 
p nlfo ' j . The otj2ctivc of this activity is to conduct a geochemical sampling 
program to evaluate the potential for precious, base, and strategic metals; energy resources; and 
industrial saineral resources in the v-cinity of Yucca Mountain. Specific objectives include 
(a) selecting a suite of elements fou analysis in a gect-hemical sanpling program on the basis of 
known commodities that occur in silicic tuffs and/or trace elements indicative of commodities 
that occur in the tufts. (b) developing a field program to include a systematic and biased 
sampii..g of surface materials, (c) generating a first-ordc -eodemical data base for selected 
elements obtained trom surface and stbsurface sampling within the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, 
Id) evaluating the data base in conjunction with geologi':al and geophysical data obtained fro,,m 
other site char, cte, zativm- activities to do,,wimne if additi3nal data are needed for an evaluation 
of natural re ources. and we) ev-duating the potential for the occurrence of natural resources in the 
vicinity of Yucca Mouniain based oh an analysis of the geochemical lata.  

Laboratoi v getwhernca! analyses were completed as part of the metallic resourcr.s activity 
(Activity 8.3.1 i..2 1 5). and a data tase compiling all analyses conducted for the project was 
constructed These results will he reported in the metallic amid mir,ed energy resources report. A 
summary ol lhvý repr %m ill be incorporated into the natural resources s-'nthesis report, which is 
discussed in ile forecast 

A.. •1 h_.2 1 - (;eophysical/geological a~praisal ofI r to mineral 
resources The obitc iiu of this activity is t) qualitatively evaluate the available geopLysical data 
base as it . late. to 'tudx PI, 8.3.1.92. . Geologic models derived from geophysical data will 
be evaluated for their :mpaci on mineral resourcts.  

The result, of tih geologic and geophysical apprai.,al of the site AnJ compa-ibon of the site 
geology wath the regsonal geology will be reported in the metallic and mined energy resources 
report and suummauried in it e natural resources synthesis report, which is discussed in the 
f)re•cast
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Acyglii .3 1.9.2.1.3 - Assessment of the ottential for.g1wtheJrna1em_• d .Y.j.. c 
Mountain. Nevada. The objective of this activity is to ev-aluate regional ambient heat flow and 
local heat flow anomalies. This activity assesses the geothermal regime in terms of its energy 
resource potential fo; either hydrothrmal or conductive reservo&: thermal systehns.  

This activity was reported as compieted in Progress Report #14 (DOE. 1996g. p. 3- 111).  
The findings of this report will be incorporated into the natural resources synthesis report, which 
is discussed in the forecast.  

Ac ivity 8.3.1.9.2.1.4 - Asessment of hydrocarbon resources at and near the site. The 
objectives of this activity are to determine the potential for the presence or absence of suitable 

source rocks reservoir rocks. and traps and seals at or near the site; to determire the potential for 
occurrence of conventional hydiocarbon resources (crude oil and natural gas) at and near the site: 
and to Frzvide necessary data for the overall mineral and energy resource assessment to be 
performed.  

Information is being compiled on the hydrocarbon potential of Yucca Mountain and the 
potential compared with other areas having hydrocarbon reserves is in progress. A report is 
being prepard that will synthesize data on the hydrocarbon resources at the site and assl.ss the 
oil and gas potential of the site. The potential tor undiscovered hydrocarbon resources in the 
controlled area will be estimated by comparing the site geology and geochemistry with deposit 
models and with areas in the region that contain known deposits in similar geologic settings. A 
summary of this report will be incorporated into the natural resources synthesis report, which is 
discussed in the forecast.  

Activity &3A.9.21-1S - Mineral and energy assessmenLotfthe site. ,'omparlsonf to known 
mnrale , .d the potential for und scoyered reure and futue exploration. Ti e 
obiective of thi: activity ,. to integrate the data and information collected from the geochemical 
asscssnier.t, geophysical/geologic assessment. geothermal energy assessment. hydrcxarbon 
assessment, and the water resources assessment (Study 8.3.1.9.2.2.  

Work during the period focused on reviewing drafts of reports tiom the above activities 
and compiling data for the natural .,csources synthesis report. discussed in the forecast.  

Nruas : The natural resources syrihessis report will be developed as a final assessmint 
of the pxotential fur natural resources. using site-specific data (iompared with regional geologic 
data aod im•cidls of resource depoit genesis. Assessments of the metallic resources, oil and gas 
resoutce pntmtial, mined energy resources, and water resources of the site will be combined with 
previously completed assessments of industrial rocks and minerals and geothermal resources.  

This synthesis report vill integrate geological, geuphysical, and mineralogical information 
from the littrature with data from the site, including new geological and geochemical data from 
Yucca Mountain and areas of known mineraliation in the region. The potential for 
undiscovered deposits in the controlled area will be evaluated by comparing its veologq and 
gemit-mistrv with ninncral delp.,it model. and s• ith area,, in the regpon that contain known nitcal 

depo'ilts in similar geologic settings. The completion of the natural resources synthesis report
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will conclude the si. ..es planned in the SCP for natural resources. The report is scheduled to be 
completed in June. 1997 during the next reporting period.  

3.7.3 Study 8.3.1.9.2.2 - ,ater Raogrce Assessment of Yucca MbuIaain,. NevI•a 

The objective of this study is to use available data to estimate the future supply, demand.  
and value of the ground-water resource proximal to Yucca Mountain, 

Activity 8.3. 1.9.2.2.1 -ProJected trends in local and regional ground-wa,,- velopmenl 
and estimated withdrawal rates in southern Nevada. proximal to Yucca Mountain. i he 
objectives of this activity are to asess the current and projected supply and demand Situation in 
the foreseeable future for ground water in the geohydrologic study area and to estimate the value 
of the ground-water resource.  

A report is being prepared that describes ground water supply and demand at Yucca 
Mountain and in the surrounding region, including the Las Vegas Valley. Estimated future 
demand, value, and probable locations and rates of future exploitation will be included. These 
findings of the ground-water resources final report will be summarized in the natural resources 
synthesis report (see forecast for Section 3.7.2 ol this progress report).  

Fnraat•: The report on the ground-water resources will be completed. Information from 
this report will be summarized in the natura! resources synthesis report (see Section 3.7.2 of this 
progress report).  

3.7.4 Study 8.3.1.9.3.1 - Evaluation of Data Needed !o SUonkrz an Assessment of the Likelihood of FI'lUrI Inaidlertent Human Intrusion at Vucca Mountain as a Re,;mlLof 

Exploration and/or Exilaction of Natural Resources 

The objective of this study is to compile and analyze data to assess the likelihoLo of 
in-id'cncnt human intcrferencc in the Yucca Mountain vicinity.  

Because no unique data were to be acquired by this study, no study plan was developed.  
The entire scope of the study was transferred ito Study 8.3.1.9.2 (see Appendix A. 1.8.2).  

-.CoCtplatio) of dalta to. .uppor the assessnUcnt calculation of the 
,otential for in'advertent h iui t " o~c ",..maIW. The objectives of this activity are 

to determine the maximum drilling (tensity and fruquency (drillholes per square kilometer per 
t),(X)O years) that can be reasonably assumed for d repository at Yucca Mountain, and to 

determine the extent to which future ground-water withdrawals will modify the expected ground
water flow paths.  

The scope of this activty was transferred to Study 8.3 1.9.2.1

utOa,: Nn further work is planned for this study (see Appendix A. 1.8.2j.
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3.7.5 Study 6.3.1.9.3.2 - An Evaluation of the Potential Effects of Expioration for. or 
Extra-tion ofa Natural Resmurces on the Hydrologic CharacterLItICs at Xucc 

The objective of this study is to assess, in qualitative or quantitative terms, the effects of 
exploiting natural resources known or believed to be present at Yucca Mountain. Consideration 
of the .ffects of resource exploitation or extraction are limited to changes in the hydrologic, 
geochemica, and rock characteristics.  

No unique data are to be acquired by this study; thus, no study plan was developed. The 
entire scope of this study was transferred to Study 8.3.1.9.2.1 (see Appendix A. 1.8.2).  

Activity 8.13.1.9.3.2.1 - An analysis of the potential effects of future ground-water 
withdrrawal on the hvdrolo_•c system in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The objective of this 
activity is to determine the potential effects of future ground-water withdrawals on the hydrologic 
system at Yucca Mountain. Effects of the withdrawals will be defined qualitatively and 
quantitatively.  

Work conducted during the reporting period in support of this activity is described under 
Study 8.3.1.9.2.1 (see Appendix A).  

Aitivity• 8.3..9_3.2.2.- Assessment of initiati-ge¢vcntý jlated to human intIrferencc that 
Ale considecd not to be s.fficientl credible or significant to warrant further investigation. The 
objective of this activity is to demonstrate that those initiating events that have been identified 
(Table 8.3.1.9-1, SCP) for the human interference issue are not considered sufficiently credible 
or significant to necessitate additional investigation.  

Work conducted during the reporting period in suppoit of this activity is described under 
Study 8.3.1.9.2.I (see Appendix A).  

lUrtc&9: No work is planned for FY 1997. The inputs to computer modeling for varying 
water withdrawal assumptions and input bounds will be supplied undet Study 8.3.1.9.2.2 and 
will be reported in the ground-water resources final report, scheduled for next reporting period.  

3.8 METEOROLOGY (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.12) 

Changes to the Meteorology Program since the SCP was issued are summarized in 
Appendix A. Section A. 1.9.  

Four studies and one investigation in the Meteorology Program (8.3.1.12) include work to 
desif ,le current local and regional n.teorological conditions. Three of the studies (8.3.1.12.1.1.  
8.3 .112.1 .2. and 8.3..1.2.4.1) and the investigation (8.3.1.12.3) are controlled by the Scientific 
Invrstigation Implementation Package for Regional Meteorology (CRWMS M&O, 1995a) and 
the Nevada Work Instruction: "Acquisition and Analysis of Regional Meteorological Data." The
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fourth study, Meteorologilal Data Collection at the Yucca Mountain Site (8.3.1.12.2. oi, is 
controlled by the corresponding %tudy plan.  

3.8.1 Study S.3.1,12.1 _hjracterizationof the Regional Mett-orologial Condition.  

I The major objectivc of this study is to collect and analyze meteorological data from 
various locations surronding Yucca Mountain and to characterize the regional meteorology 
needed for site characterization performance assessment and design. This characterization will 
provide a regional overview of wind flow patterns and other parameters (primarily related to 
atmosph,:ric dispersion and surface facility design) associated with meteorological conditions at 
Yucca Moontain. For addition?'l description,, of the objectives, refer to the Scientific 
Investigation Implementation Package for Regional Meteorology (CRWMS M&O. 1995a).  

The climatological analyses and preparation of the Engineering Design Climatology and 
Regional Meteorological Conditions ieport e ntinued. Select data identified in the 
meteorological data synthesis report (CRW' Ml&O. 1996j) are being included in the 
climatological analyses. The analyses inch re-evaluating 1985 to 1992 data from the 
"ieteorological stations operated by the Project Environmental Field Programs Division.  

EF1.1a§1: The climatological analyses and reporting phases of this study will be 
completed.  

3.8.2 Study 8.3.1.12.1.2 - Plan for Synthesis of Yucca Mountain _Site Characterization 
P tecltMeleorologri¢_ Mo~nilorins 

The objective of this study is to develop a plan that provides for thte coordination of 
meteorological monitoring efforts by various Project participants during site characterization.  

The work in this study was combined with other studies in the Scientific Investigation 
Inmplmentation Package for Regional Meteorology (CRWMS M&O, 19 9 5a) (see Section 3.8 of 
this progress report).  

jQM&S : Future work on this study will be controlled through Study 8.3.1.12. 1.1 •see 
Section 3.8. 1 of this progress repo:t).  

3.8.3 Study 9.3.112.2.1 Meterological_ Data lolection at the Yucca Mountain Site 

The primary objective of this study is to provide site-specific data to resolve design and 
perforniance issues associated with preclosure radiological safety, including estimating potential 
radiological dosage related to repositor' operations, Data from this study are al.o used to 
respond to air quality permit requirements of the State of Ne% ada coverhig site characterization 
activiltles-
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Activity 8.3 1.12.2.1.1 - Site meteorological monitjoring program, The objective of this 
activity is to collect meteorological data at potential locations of surface facilities and at 
sufficient additional locations to characterize the meteorological conditions, including wind flow 
patterns and atmospheric dispersion characteristics, in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.  

The meteorological monitoring program continued at the nine sites that have been active 
since 1993. Data were also supplied to the design and environmental groups. Field operations 
for 17 recording precipitation gauge stations previously operated by the USGS as par. of Study 
8.3.1.2.1.1 were added to the site meteorological monitoring activities at the beginning of 1997.  
Data from these stations will be made available to the investigators working in unsaturated zone 
infiltration studies. The data recording at the original 9 full meteorological stations was modified 
to includc. the specific data records requested by the USGS.  

Scelot meteorological data from the monitoring network were included in the two 
quarterly ambient air monitoring reports submitted to the State of Nevada during the reporting 
period. These reports fulfill requirements of the State Air ( lity Permit (No. AP9611-0573) 
required for continuing site-disturbing activities. No significant increase in inhalable particulate 
matter (PM,0) concentration was noted during the reporting period.  

Activity 8&3.. 12.2. 1.2 - Data summary for input to dose asaessnients. The objective of 
this acuvity is to process the collected meteorological data into a formot and content that will be 
useful in assessing radiologicai impacts. as required by design and performance issues.  

Data requests were fulfilled for data from the site i..twork formatted to be compatible with 
atmospheric dispersion models being evaluated for impact assessment purposes.  

Egrefasj: Data collection and reporting will continue at the 9 monitoring stations and the 
additional 17 recording precipitation stations. The data formatting activity will be perfoirird 
once the airborne radiological impact assessment method has been determined.  

3.8.4 1nyvetigaton 8.3.1.2I.3 - Studies to PIovide Data on the Location of Population 
C ,nierm Relaivt gli Wind.Pft itru . the General Region of the Site 

The ohiective of this investigation is to provide data on wind flow patterns in the general 
region of Yucca Mountain. These patterns are needed to identify areas that could be impacted by 
airbocne radiological material released from surface or underground facilities at Yucca Mountain.  

The work in this study was combined with other studies in the Scientific Investigation 
Implementation Package for Regional Mleteorology tiCRWMS M&O. 199)5a) (see Section 3.8 of 
this progress repoxrt).  

Fomawt: Future work on this study will be controlled and tracked through 
Study 8.3. 1.2. 1 .1 isee Section 3.8. 1 of this progress report).
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3.8.5 Staul Li.j.12.•! -W Ch..rl.a tha Paanih Extreme Weather P and 

The objective of this study is to evaluate existing historical meteorological and 
climalological records, technical publications, and other relevant information to quantify the 
extreme weather phenomena that may be expected at the Yucca Mountain site and to determine 
their recurrence intervals.  

This study analyzes existing meteorological data and technical publications to estimate the 
potential for occurrences and types of extreme weather events that might affect repository 
operatiow. The work in this study was combined with r-,her studies in the Scientific 
Investigation Implementation Package for Regional Meteorology (CRWMS M&O. 1995a) (see 
Section 3.8 of this progress report).  

FrtgaL: Future work on this study will be controlled and tracked through 
Study 8.3.1.12. 1.1 (see Section 3.8.1 of this progress report).  

3.9 OFFSITE INSTALLATIONS AND OPERATIONS (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.13) 

Chminges to the Offsite Installations and Operations Program since the SCP was issued Mre 

summarized in Appendix A. Section A.1. It).  

The objective of this prograrn is to provide information required to support resolution of 
design and performance issues related to offsite radiological safety, including (a) evaluations of 
offsote accident initiators, their probabiliti-e. and potcntial impacts; (h) assessments of routine 
releases from nuclear operations; (c) assessments of ;he onsite imp11 tst of nonrC("sito ry-relaitd 
routine And potential accidental releascs of radioactive material, and (di collection 4f agricultural 

and cultural data to support the calculation of the dose to the public from releases at the Yucca 
Mountain Site.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

Lamm : Activities are planned t, begin in the last halt of FY 1997 for completion in FY 
19q8 to meet objectives, described in the SCP. See Appendix A. Section A 1. 10 

3.10 SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.14i 

Changes to tht: Surface Characteristics Program since the SCP ,as issued are summaziJed 
in Appendix A, Section A. 1. 11,
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3.10.1 StUd .1.Ll-.I - F,11212glDUfJ[3a= 

The obje:tivc of this study is to conduct an exploration program for the characterization of 
the soil and rock conditions that will influence or be influenced by the construction of th. surface 
facilities and the subsurface facilities. The exploration program study will consist of site 
reconnaissace and preliminary and detailed exploration 

Activity 8.1.114. ! -1- Site reconnasanc. The objective of this activity is to review 
existing site information and conduct field reconnaissance to establish a preliminary exploration 
program to include further topogr:tphic and geologic mapping, subsurface drilling, test pits, 
trenching, and geophysical meth, 

The reconnaissance activities identified in the objective statement have been completed.  
No new 4;i, ity occuricd during the reporting period.  

Actiwslt 8.1.-2.1.2. PJ1 reliminary and detailed exploration. The objective of this 
activity, is to obtain sufficient surface and subsurface data to prepare a preliminary design for the 
ESF surface and subsurface access facilities Preliminary designs based on these explorations 
will be suitable for economric wid technical feasibility reports and Project planning report%.  

No progress was made during the repo>rting pcriodi because no activity was planned for 
FY 19Q7 

himast: No additional activity is planned for this study in FY 1997 although future 
work may be required to support design of waste handling facilities in FY 19.99 

3.10.2 Stud) 8.3.1,14.2.2 - Laboralors Tests and .Material Pr t) ert) Masurenents 

The ohiective of this study is to et.nduct laboratory tests and material propenry 
inasreliuna% on iepr sentwtte saniple-, of .ml and oak. These itkts and inestisuremen IS- are 

intended to determine lhysical. mecnimcal, and dynaaiiic properties. Additional tests and 
aiiasuvements will be conduiced on s;ils to determine index properties ar I moisture-density 
comprutiaon curves tor poxtential t1ll rnaterial 

&aviv 11. 114-12, L Physical p wr3. and ndcx 1,aboratrs, tests. The objective of this 
.aci'••t It to mea.urc the ,oil or r')k wc•ight anti ý luie com"ponent, using phssical propeitN 

No pnrgress %%.as made tluring tht reoxirting pernl, thiP htsva wi unfunded activity 

Actisait 8.3 1 14.2 - NCLMhawical and djnagous lahorato,' pirotcly tests. The ohbective 
of thpi activitl v; to measure in the laborators the itatic and dvnamic detor-inatioi and strenith 

chara••teristic, ot od and iwk .amnlec obtained trom the exploratorv program. The resulth, ot 
Ihis Irst ing %-, l be uswd It, esatuate beaumig capact . e arth pressures. s hear ,trength paranacteis.
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slope stability, settclment and swilling potentials, and the dynamic characteristics of the soil and 
rock.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

IFoAxA : No additional activity is planned for FY 1997 although future work may be 
required to support design of waste handling facilities in FY 1999.  

3.10.3 Study 8.3.1.14.2.3 - fieldo. _TL and Chagctgerljation Mejsuremengs 

The objective ot this study is to conduct field tests ind characterization measurements.  
These field tests are intended to determine the in situ physical, mechanical, and dynamic 
properties of the soil and rock.  

Actikity 8.3. 1.14.2.3.1 - phyki"cal propery fbcld iests and chaxcterizazion measurne]t..  
The objectives of this activity are to classify and des, ihe the soil and rock conditions in the field 
and to determine their physical properties. 'he results of these tests and measurements will he 
used it) estimate the engineering characteristics of the soil and rock. In addition. thei.e properties 
and measurements will aid in the grouping of soil and rock into stratigraphic units and the 
extrapVlation of results from a restricted number of mechwaical and dynamic properties tests to 
zones of soil and rock with similar material properties.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity 

Activity83• 1 14.23.2 - MNechanica•jl or ,, U t . The objective of this activity is to 
wireasuie the d.formnation and strength characteristics, of in silo soil and iocl- conditions. The 
results of this testing will be used to design ESF surface facilities and underground openings.  

No progress was niade during the reporting period; thi,; was an unlunded activity.  

Activitj 8..!.14.2.3.3 - Coohwyi~al field nigasturcinmntus. The objectivts of thi. activit, 
arc to obtain iCUasuremnnts of the comtlpressional and shcaf wave velocities and to determine the 
velocity structure in the area of the ESF surface facilities and subsurface ramps and shafts These 
i1ehthds ita. also he used it) profile the allus iunm-bedrock contact. it) h'alC dliscontninuities or 
other structural features. and to determine the depth, thwkness. and lateral extent of soil and rock 
stratigraphic units 

I hi% wi ivity has hetrn 'ompleted -hc compilation and anal.ysis of gro'phy-.ol, Oat!, are 
described tindie Actim.ily 8 3.1.4 1.2 i.thlegaittion of (kuetphyskial Acitivi.,,e. discussed in 
Scc,.on 3.3 2 ott this progress rq-ort.  

fErtM : No additional iactivits is planned tor this study in FY 1947 although future 
wsork mia b tluirq rlrd to sipiirt design tit %site h.inldtrig tatcilities iI j't Iwo
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3.11 THERMAL AND MECHANICAL ROCK PROPERTIES 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.1.15) 

Changes to the Thermal and Mechanical Rock Properties Program since the SCP was 
issued am summarized in Appendix A, Section A. 1.12.  

3.11.1 Study L3.1.15.1.1 - LShgrao Thermal ProExfrts 

The objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of thermal 
cu...' ,etivity and heat capacity and provide data to describe the spatial variability of these 
parameters. To accomplish this. porosity. grain density, and the heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity of zero-porosity material must also be characterized.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the 7aintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g., Tptpmn. Tptpln) are found in Buesch et al. (1996a).  

Activity 8.3.!. 15.1.1. - Density and porosity characterization. The objective of this 
activity is to obtain data on density and porosity and to evaluate the spatial variability thereof.  
Data will contribute to determining in situ thermal properties (porosity and grain density).  
vertical in situ stress (bulk density), and radiation-shielding properties (bulk density).  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1. -5.1. - Volumetric heat canacity characterization. The objective of this 
activity is to obt; in data for volumetric heat capacity and to evaluate the spatial variability 
thereof. The data will be used in calculations of the thermal response to the presence of heat
producing waste in unit TSw2 (lithostratigraphic units Tptpmn, Tptpll. and Tptpln. sec 
Geologic/Lithologic Stratigraphy, MO 95 IOR I B 002.004).  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.3 - Thermal conductivity characterization. Th-. objective of this 
activity is to obtain data for thermal conductivity and to evakiate the spatial variability thereof.  
The data will be used in calculations of the thermal response to the prescnce of heat-producing 
waste in unit TSw2 (lithostratigraphic units Tptpmn, "rptpl, and Tptpln).  

Equipment to measure thernal conductivities of geologic specimens has been set up and is 
being calibrated.  

[forscaug: Testing is planned for rocks from the Thermal Testing Facility, from the 
Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove, and for rocks from lithostratigraphic units below the 
repository level sampled in USW SD-7. Characterization of grain densities for units below the 
repository level are planned for samples recovered fromn USW SD-7, The data from this study 
will be used in calculations of thermal stress and deformation associated with the temperature 
field produced by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2 (tithostratigraphic units
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Tptpmn, TptpIl, and Tptpln) (see Geologic/Lithologic Stratigraphy. MO95t0R1B00002.004).  
Samples from the Thermal Testing Facility and the Southern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove of the 
main drift of the ESF will be tested to determine the lateral variability and anisotropy of thermal 
conductivity and thermal expansion properties. Thermal conductivity of test specimens from the 
drift-scale test area of the Thermal Testing Facility will be determined. These results will be 
reported under SCP Study 8.3.4.2.4.4 (Section 5,2.5 of this progress report).  

3.11.2 StadyI L3.L$.51.2_-_LahowratoryThermal Exaiion I'Utin.  

The objective of this study is to provde laboratory characterization of thermal expansion 
behavior and the spatial variability thereof. This information will be used to establish the testing 
frequency at the main test level in the ESF.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g., Tptpmn. Tptpln) are found in Buesch et al. (1996a).  

Activity 8.3.1.15.1.;. I - TheUr01n exvs j charteizaLon. The objective of this activity 
is to obtain data for thermal-expansion behavior and to evaluate te spatial variability thereof.  
The data will be used in calculations of thermal stress and deformation associated with the 
temperature field produced by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2 
(lithostratigraphic units Tptpmn. Tptpll. and Tptp!n).  

This activity has been incorporated into Study 8.3.1.15. 1. 1, discussed in Section 3.11.1 of 
this progress report.  

3.11.3 Stu~y I.ll$,!A - L ortqrv D[ t er miiiaiMicl jorto t 

The objective .f this study is to provide laboratory characterization of the mechanical 
properties of intact rock. including the spatial variability and the effects of changes in 
environmental conditions.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphi- units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Moumain (e.g., Tptpmn. 'ptpln) arc found tn Buesch et al. (1996a).  

Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3. L - Compressive mechanical poperties of inltact rock A UnJ 
expCmment conditions. The objective of this activity is to obtain data for the compressive 
mechanical properties of intact rock and the spatial variability thereof for baseline experiment 
conditions. These data will be used in mechanical and thermontiechanical calculations of stresses 
and deformations induced by the presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 
(Itihostratigraphic units Tptpmn, TptpIl, and Tptpln) and overlying units and by the presence of 
heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.
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No progress was made during the reporting period. Results from this activity will be 
reported under SCP Study 8.3.4.2.4.4 (Section 5.2.5 of this progress report).  

ActivRiy8.3.1.15.1.3.2 Effects of variable environmental conditions on mechanical 
pcjs. The objective of this activity is to evaluate the effects of varying sample size, strain 

rate, temperature, confining pressure. lithophysal content, saturation state, and anisotropy on 
compressive mechanical properties. Data will be used in mechanical and thermomechanical 
calculations of stresses and deformations induced by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit 
TSw2 (lithostratigraphic units Tptpmn, Tptpll. and Tptpln).  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Fores: If funding is provided in the next fiscal year, the main drift of the F-SF will be 
characterized md the spatial variability and effects of anisotropy, pressure, and temperpture will 
be examlined. Uniaxial compressive strength and elastic rmoduli measurements for test specimens 
from the drift-scale test area of the Thermal Testing Facility will be conducted during the second 
half of FY 1997.  

3.11.4 Study 8.3.11.l,.1.4 -Laboatorv Dltrminajtion of tle Mechauica lEP-Oerties of 

Tht objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of the mechanical 
properties of fractures, including the spatial variability and the effects of changes in 
environmental conditions.  

Symbols for the lithostratigraphic units of the Paintbrush Group exposed at Yucca 
Mountain (e.g., Tptpmn, Tptpln) are found in Buesch et al. (1996a).  

Activity 8.3.1.15.1.4.1 - Mechanical pronerties of fractures at baseline experiment 
riznndi1i*n. The objective of this activity is to obtain data for the mechanical properties of 
fractures, and the spatial variability thereof. for baseline experiment conditions. The data will be 
used in mechanical and thermomechanical calculations of the stresses and deformations induced 
by the presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 (lithostratigraphic units Tptpmn. Tptpll, 
and Tptpln) and overlying units and by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.  

No progress was made during the reporqing period- this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 8.3. 115.1.4.2 - Effects of variable environmental conditions on mechanical 
proegrties of fractures. The objective of this activity is to evaluate the effects of varying normal 
stress. displacement rate. temperature, sample size, fracture roughness, and saturation state on the 
mechanical properties of artificial and natural fractures. The data will be used in mechanical and 
thermomechanical calculations of stresses and deformations induced by the presence of 
underground openings in unit TSw2 (lithostratigraphic units Tptpmnn, Tptpll. and Tptpln) and 
overlying units and by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.
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No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

[.zama: If funding is provided in the next fiscal year. the main drift of the ESF will be 
characterized to assess the lateral variability of mechanical properties of fractures at baseline 
conditions. Additional potential work includes determining flow properties through fractures as 
a function of fracture aperture.  

3.11.5 Study v_.3-.11.11 - Excavation Invesggatons 

The objective of this study is to obtain site-specific information concerning the behavior of 

underground excavations in the proposed repository horizon and overlying units. Most of the 
data will be used for testing of computer codes that will be used to predict mechanical behavior 

of the rock mass. In addition, some of the information will directly demonstrate performance of 

repository-scale openings.  

Activity lJ3. 1.5. 1.5.1 - Acces& converience e)1jern. The objective of this activity is 

to monitor rock-mass deformation around accesses as they are constructed. The intent in the 
SCP (DOE, 1988) was to measure rock stress changes and deformation of the rock mass as a 
shaft was progressively constructed to the repository horizon. Sinc#- the SCP, changes in the ESF 

design and testing strategy have lead to a new ESF design where shafts are replaced by a single 
tunnel. This change made most of this activity unnecessary or a duplication of the efforts being 
pursued under Study 8.3.1.15.1.8 (Section 3.11.8 of this progress report).  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

oivjyt. 83 L. .IS. L.5.2 - Demonstration breakout room. The objective is to demonstrate 
constructability and stability of underground rooms with cross-sectional dimensions equivalent to 
those of a repository in both lithophysae-rich and lithophysae-poor material.  

This test aa based on data needs related to the ESF design described in the SCP 
(DOE. 1988) and has been deferred because access to the ESF is by ramps rather than shafts.  
Test information related to this activity is being collected under Study 8.3.1.15.1.8 (see 
Section 3.11.8 of thi, progress report).  

Activttity I -I S_ 11.5.3 - SeQuential drift mining. The objectives of this activity are to 
obtain data on thc deltormation response of drifts with cross-sectional dimensions equivalent to 
those of a repositor, in welded tuff, to use the data in model evaluation activities, and to 
demonstrate contructabdlity and stability of repository-sized drifts in lithophysac-poor material.  
Data will contribute to validating computer models to be used to calculate mechanical responses.  
as well as empirical evaluations related to nonradiological health and safety.  

Detailed planning for this test was comrpleted in FY 1996. The test plan is described in the 
Thermal Test Design and Layout Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996k). In November 1996, three 
multipoint boreholc rxtensometcrs were installed in 27-m-long boreholes extending from the 

ctss-vbservatlon drift to within I m of thc rib of the heated drift (when excavated). Installation
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occurred before the heated drift was excavated. The access-observation drift, heated drift, and 
cross drift are parts of the Thermal Testing Facility that will be used in the upcoming drift-scale 
thermal test discussed in Section 3.11.6, Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.5. The principal part of the heated 
drift was excavated between December 1996 and February 1997. Data were recorded as the 
excavation passed each multipoint borehole extensometer gauge station. These data providea.  
baseline for rock movwnment resulting from the excavation of the drift that can be compared with 
subsequent movement resulting from heating the drift. As excavation proceeded, tape 
extknsometer stations were established inside the heated drift. These measurements of cross-drift 
closure were monitored as excavation continued. With the exception of the tape extensofleter 
stations, the instrumentation installed for this test will remain .n place and also be used for the 
planned drift-scale thermal test to masure rock response to repository emplacement room 
heating.  

fQUgMI: Data will continue to be collected from installed instrumentation through the 
testing period of the heated drift.  

3.11.6 Studr 8.3.1.15.1.6- In Situ Thermomechanlc I Provrtli 

The objective of this study is to obtain data on in situ thermal and thermomechanical 
properties for units TSwI and TSw2. Properties to be obtained include heat capacity. thermal 
conductivity, and thermal expansion. Additional heater experiments will be conducted to 
characterizc the waste containei environment.  

Planning. design, and equipment installation continue for testing of the heated drift.  
During the reporting period, detailed equipment procurement and installation :hedules were 
developed.  

A&clvily 831.15_.,_6.t - Hejer mxnerimenl in unit T~w1. The objectives of this activity 
are to estinatw, the in situ thermomechanical properties of lithophysae-rich tuff (unit TSwl) and 
to evaluate the thermal and mechanical response of this tuff unit to elevated temperatures.  

No progress during the reporting period because of the rapid progress of ESF construction.  

Activity 8.3. 1. 5.1 L6.2 -Canister.scale heater ex~priment. The objective of this activity is 
to obtain thermal and therinomechanical rock-mass measurements of the effects of thermal inputs 
on a representative scale in iithophysae-poor tuff (unit TSw2), The data will be used to evaluate 
thermal and thermomechanical properties of the rock mass and to evaluate the thermal and 
therinomechantcal models.  

In early FY 1997, final as-built locations for all the instrumentation and the surveyed 
geometn. of the test block were determined (SNL, 1996a). An initial set of pre-test analyses was 
pertormed before the test installation was completed and the single-heater test was initiated 
(SNL. 1996b' Using the as-built configuration. a second set of pretest analyses was performed 
(SNL, 1996%:). These analyse. predict the response of each of the approximately 350 
thermal/nechanical sensors,
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Approximately six months of data have been rrtcordc d from the test thus far. Most sensors 
appear to be operating properly. Temperatures recorded on the heater package surface and in the 
surrounding rock were within bounds established by pre-test predictions. As reported in Progress 
Report #15 (DOE. 1997e), however, the geochemical sensors have not operated correctly since 
installation. Data through the end of November 1996 has been reduced and reported (SNL, 
1997). Data acquired through the end of February :997 is being reduced and prepared for 
submittal to the records system. Comparisons of -.,.. izis predictions and data collected through 
the end of November 1996 are under way.  

Data reduced and analyzed thus far indicate that the single-heater test is working as 
designed. Preliminary results indicate that (a) convective heating effects are smaller than 
predicted from the thermohydrologic-hydrologic analyses. possibly a result of vapor escaping the 
block or through fracture systems not accounted for in the modeling, (b) at temperatures above 
boiling. temper,,,:,re predictions agree quite well with measured values, (c) as expected, rock
mass thermal expansion coefficient appears, to be somewhat (10 to 20 percent) less than the 
thermal expansion coefficient of the intact rock, (d) rock-mass modulus, as measured by a 
borehole jack, does not yet show any significant effect of temperature, and (e) the rock bolts 
instalh.d in the heated zone of the test show a greater reduction in tension load than bolts 
installed on the ambient rock (because the expansion of steel is greater than the rczk in this 
temperature range).  

Activity 8.3.1.15. 1.6.3 - Yucca Mountain heated b!ock. The objective of this activity is to 
timate in situ mechanical and thermorrcchanical properties of unit TSw2 and to test 

thermomechanical models.  

The data needs and objectives related to this test have been combined into the ESF tests, 
under Activities 8.3-.1-5.1.6.2 and 8.3.1.15.1.6.5. (Note: The status of Thermal Testing Facility 
design and construction are described in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.3.3, respectively, of this progress 
report. ) 

Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.4 - Thermal stress measurem,:nts. The objective of this activity is to 
monitot thermally indiced stress in jointed welded tuffs in an accelerated test.  

The data nc,.ds and objectives related to these measurements have been incorporatzd into 
those of the ESF thermal tests conducted under Activities 8.5. 1.13.1.6.2 and 8.3.1 .15.1.6.5.  

Asi1ivity 8.3.1,15.1.6.5 - Heated room ex riment. The objectis-s of this activity are (a) to 
evaluate the thermomechanical response of welded tuff around repository openings to expected 
repository conditions during both construction and operation; (b) to develop a data base for 
evaluating thermal and thennomechanical design analyses and nmethows applicable for repository 
considerations; and tc) to use actual site data in predicting drift response and support/rock 
interact';'ns during construction, operation, retrievability, and postclosire.  

Data that will provide a baseline for rock movement were acquired under 
Activity 8 3. 1.15.1.5.3 (see Section 3. 11.5 of this progress report) as the drifts for the drift-scale 
test were excavated, T'hese data are hcing analyzed.  
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Final layouts for the instrument arrays have been completed and are being ,.ocumented.  
Specifications for each instrument and for the canister and wing heaters have been completed and 
are bing procured. The installation of the first multipoint borehole extensometer parallel to the 
drift in a 47-m-long boreho!u began.  

Pre-test analyses of the heated drift are under way using site-specific :Ock property data 
and planned geometry and gauge locations. These analyses will be comp~eted and documented in 
June 1997.  

Eand: The single-heater tesst will continue, and data will be analyzed and compared 
with pre-test modeling results. Additional modeling will be performed using site-specific data 
for these compauisons. A design for the drift-scale test will be completed and documented. The 
instrument boreholes will be. drilled and instruments installed in the heated drift.  

3.11.7 &MjYv 8.3.1.15.1.7. In Situ Mechanieal ErtieW 

The objective of this study is to obtain in situ measurements of the mechanical properties 
of the rto:k mass for unit TSw2.  

A& y ity 3.3. 11. 1.7.1 - Pla.e lo• • tesjt. The objective of this activity is to measure the 
deformation modulus of the iock mass and to evaluate the zone of increased fracturing adjacent 
to underground openings. A plate loading test will be conducted as part of the heated drift test.  
This will allow the measurement of rock-mass modulus under both ambient and heated 
conditions. The planning for this test is taking place as part of the consolidated thermal test.  

The consolidated thermid test consists of two tests: the single-heater test 
(A:tivity 8.3.1.15.1.6.2), and the drift-scale test (Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.5) as described in the In 
Situ Thermal Testing Program Strategy (DOE. 1995c). A preliminary design of the plate loading 
test associated with the ESF dhermal test was d-veloped and documented in the Thermal Test 
Design and Layout Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996k).  

The niche for the plate loading test in the Thenral Testing Facility nas been consttucted.  
lnxtrumentation is being specified for future procurement, and the reaction frame is being 
designed. The test -vill not be conducted until the heaters in the heated drift have beer operating 
for approximately one year so that the rock mass activated by the test will be at elevatca 
temperature.  

A•ti h .3. 1 .1 2 - Rock-mass strength expcrimnt, The objective of this activity is 
to evaluate the mechanical behavior of the rock mass or its components by using experiments to 
obtain information related to the mechanical strength of single joints and to multiply jointed 
volui.,es of rock.  

No progress %,as made during the reporting period- this was an unfunded activity.
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Egeaa : The plate loading test design will be finalized. The test equipment will be 
partially installed in late FY 1997.  

3.41. SI**~ _IIl.15.1- In Sit, _ruhn VerttreLma 

The objectives of this study are (a) to investigate the effects of the spatial variability of the 
rock on drift s~ability. mining activities, and grova ,d supports: (b) to evaluate techniques for 
underg.ound excavation and ground support, for selecting groand supports to be used in different 
rocL types. and for monitoring drift stability; (c) to quantify the Lmanation of radon into 
repository drifts and observe its dispersion with airflow; and (d) to measure parameters needed to 
design repository ventilation systems.  

Geotechnical design verification activities have been conducted ir :he ESF to provide data 
that can be used to confirm adequacy c design, construction, and long -term performance since 
the beginning of ESF con struction. The data from these activities will also be used to support 
repository design and to validate the ESF design.  

Actvity .31Jl 5J-8. 1 - Evaution of minigmJethuds. The objective of this activity is to 
develop a recommendation for mining in the repository by monitoring and evaluating mining 
activities in the ESF and by conducting mining investigations.  

Evaluations of rock mass quality have been keeping pace with ESF excavation. Thesc 
evaluations were needd for correlation with other studies and to substantiate ground support 
decisions made by the ESF construmtor. Preliminary data were submitted daily and the reviewed 
data were submitted monthly to the records center, 

The blast seismic monitoring and blast damage assessment were performed during 
constn.ction of the Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove and parts of the Thermal Testing 
Facility. including the access-obscrvation drift. connecting drift, and heated drift. Blast 
monitoring consists of (a) measuring the near-field and far-field peak particle velocities caused 
by drill and blast excavation methods. ib) visually inspecting nearby boieholes. and (c) using 
spectral analysis of th- surface wave c.) es, .mate blast damage behind 'Iae rock surface. Peak 
particle velocities weie meniured. and a scaled distance model was developed. Measured 
velocities have shown considerabl- ,ariability. and no work to determriie the distribution of the 
particle velocities has been done. Peak partizle velocities seive as e.npiricil indicators of the 
extent of blast damage in the sunounding rock. Blast monitoring in the access-observation drift 
of the Thermal Testing Facility and Northern Ghost Dance Fault Alcove indicated that damage 
was generally below the rock damage criteria at I m into the rock around the alcove opening. The 
far-field results obtained on the full-face rounds did not indicate blast anomalies that would iesult 
in high peak particle velocity va~ues. Preliminary data were submitted on a daily basis, and the 
reviewed data were submitted as a Technical Data Information Form package to the Records 
Processing Center
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Acuvity 8.3.i1.154 1.8.2 - Monitoring of ground-sup systems. The objective of this 

acuvity is to develop recommendations for a ground-support methodology to be used in 
repository drifts, based on evaluations of the ground-support methodology being used in the ESF 

and expenmentation with other ground-support configurations. Support systems will be 

recommended. as will metheds of selecung appropriate supports for the ground conditions 

encountCred 

Prntect scientists continued t., monitor ipstalled geotechnic-. instruments and installed 

new geoeclinical itruiments closely following the ESF cxcavatien. The geotechnical 
muttmentatson included convergence and str.in gap 3es on stecl sets installed as pan of the 

ground support. instrumented rock bolts, and rock bolt load cells. Strain gauges were installed 

on wlected steel sets either before or after insmallat~on For pr.. -nstalled strain gauges, 

installation loads were awasured before, d-ring, and after installation. Readings from these 

instrumenis have identified no significant concerns regarding the iategrity of ground support.  

In situ stress measurements were performed in the Thermal Testing Facility at the end of 

the access-observation dr&ft. The measurements were performed using a mini-fracture method.  

The results were con•istent with previous estimates of horizontal in situ stress (maxin,,ni 

horizontal stress being approximateiy 50 percent of the vertical overburden stress) (see 

Section 8.3.1.15 of the SCP).  

Activity F.3.1,15.1.8. 3 - Monitoriny drift stability. The objectives of this activity are (a) to 

provide confidence in predictions of usability of the repository underground facilities for their 

100-year operational life, (b) to contribute to evaluations of the effectiveness of mining methods 

and ground supports, (c) to calibrate and refine criteria for determining stability of the openings, 

and Id) to develop techniques for monitoring stability of the repository drifts.  

Project scientists conmnucd tw monitor installed geotechnical instruments and installed 

new geotechnical instruments closely following the ESF excavation. The geotechnical 

instrumeniation included multipoint and ,iigle-point extensometers and cross-drift convergence 
pins. keadings from these instruments have identified no significant concerns related to tunnel 
stability. Reviewed data were submitted quarterly to the Records Processing Center. with an 
annual summary report submitted at the end of FY 1996.  

Activitv 8.3.1.15.1.8.4 - Air quality and ventilation e.~rime. The objectives of this 
activity are to measure the rate of radon emanation fr, ni the repository host rock and to evaluate 

parameters and variables needed as input to or for testing of the models to be used to design the 
vtntilation systems in the repository underground facility.  

No progress was made during the reportin' period: this was an unfunded activity.  

VAtul: Monitoring of instrumentation in the ESF south ramp will continue until the 
tunnel boring machine emerges at the south portal. After that, monitoring of installed 
instrumentation will continue on a quarterly or semiannual basis.
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3.11.9 Stu dy S.3.1.I.5.1 . Charaetrlztlen oft• Site Ambhiet Stress Condia1tio 

The objective of this study is to characterize the ambient (pre-repository) state of stress of 
the Yucca Mountain host rock and surrounding units for use as initial conditions for 
geomrechanical models used in the design and performance assessment of the repository 
underground facilities.  

Activity 8.9. !.15.2. 11 - Anelastic strain recovery exteriments in core holes. The 
objective of these experiments using samples from core holes is to determine the horizontal 
stresses at Yucca Mountain and especially the spatial variability of these stresses. In situ stress 
data will contribute to the definition of initial and boundary conditions for mechanical and 
thermomnechanical analyses, 

This activity was developed to support the design and operation of the shaft configuration 
of the ESF and the potential repository Abandonment of the shaft configuration has eliminated 
the need for this activity.  

Activity 8.3-1.0.2.1.2 - OveXorc strsseCeriments in the ExploratOry Studie•s.cilky.  
The objectives of this activity are to determine the in situ state of stress above, withii,, and below 
the repository host rock in that pan of the repository block penetrated by the ESF. and to ev,,!uate 
the extent to which the ambient stress conditions are redistributed adjacent to excavations. In 
situ stress data will contribute to the definition of initial and boundary conditions for mec•ianical 
and thermrnomechanical analyses.  

The scope of work for this activity has been transferred to Study 8.3.1.15.1.8 (see 
Section 3.11.8 of this progress report), 

EOMiAal: No further work is planned for this study, 

3.11.10 Studi 9-3.1.15.2.2 . Characterization of the Site Ambient ThcL'mal Conditions 

rhe objective of this study is to evaluate available thermal data to dcterminc the ambient 
(pre- repository) temperature and therrmal conductivity of the Yucca Mountain host rock and 
surrounding units for use as initial conditions for thermomechanical models used in the design 
and performance assec.sment of the repository underground facilities, 

Actiyii3y. .,15.22, I- Surface-based evaluation of ambient thermal condition,. The 
objectives ot this activiiy are to measure the spatial variation of temperature with depth in 
existing wells. provide baseline temperatures within the repository host rock and surrounding 
units; measure thermal conductivity (near 25'C) of core samples to check on independent 
thermal property determinations at various temperatures; and determine heat flow at Yucca 
Mountain.
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Dia collection for this activity has been transferred to Study 8.3.1.8.5.2. and pertinent 
activities are reported under that study (see Section 3.6.9 of this progress report).  

Emrot=i: No additional activity is planned for this study.  

3-11.11 -lated L01,rnational TDrmal and Mechanical Rock ProE=rtis Wor 

As of November 8. 1995, the subsidiary, agreements under which the Looperative work had 
been conducted were terminated, and all int,;mational collaboration was discontinued.  

The OCRWM had bilateral agreements with Canada (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
(AECLI), Switzerland (Swiss National Cooperative for the Storage of Radioactive Waste 
[Nagral). anl Sweden (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Wa.-• • Management Company [SKBJ) and has 
participated in activities of international organizations such as the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency (QECD/NEA). the European 
Cormjission (EC), and the Interrational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).  

Em•jinta: No work is planned under the international program.  

3.12 FRECLOSURE HYDROLOGY (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.16) 

Changes to the Preclosure Hydrology Program since the SCP was issued are. summarized 
in Apperidix A. Section A. 1, 13.  

3112.1 Study 8..3.1,161hIhaacteritation of Flood *ntial of the .ucca Mountain Site 

The objective o1 this study is to evaluate the potential for flooding in the many small, dry.  
desert washes that drain Yucca, Mountain. This evaluation will be used for designing the surface 
facilitie. for the proposed repository. Proper design for flood potential is necessary to ensure the 
safety of workers and surface facilities.  

No activities have been funded under thI stud) since FY 1993. Flood potential for the 
site was described and evaluated in the Technical Basis Report foi Surface Characteristics, 
Preclosure Hydrology, and Erosion (DOE, 1995d.  

kan atri: No activities are planned for this study.
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3.12.2 Study 8.3.L16.2. - lo_ of Adequte Water Sunoly for Cosruction.
u'Imm MontIAin Neynd At

The objective of this study is to identify water supply sources for a potcisial repository.  
Four activities were identified in tht SCP: (1) assess the cost, feasibility, and adequacy of using 
wells UE-25 J#12 and UE-25 J#1 3 as an alternative water sur-ly; (2) ideitify a primary water 
source; (3) identify ariother alternative water source (other than wells UE-25 J#) 2 and UE-25 
J#l 3); and (4) identify and evaluate the potential effects of repository-related withdrawals on the 
ground water flow system.  

This study uses data from other studies. therefore no study plan will be developed. No 
activities have been funded under this study since FY 1991. Water resource data were reviewed 
in "he Technical Basis Report for Surface Characteristics, Preclosure Hydrology, and Erosion 
(DOE, 1995d).  

f•rnmuta No activities are planned for this study.  

3.12.3 Ntgdy # 3.1,16.3.1 - Determination of the Preclosure Hvdrolloic Conditions of the 
Unsaturated Zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada 

The objective of this study is to compile the data collected under Geohydrology 
Investigation 8.3.1.2.2 for input to Design Issue 4.4.  

The purlose of this study was to describe ground-water conditions within and along the 
potential repository block. Work originally planned foc this study has been incorporated into and 
performed under Study 8.3.1.2.2.9, discussed in Section 3.1.13 of this progress report.  

&nMlatl: No further work is planned under this study.  

3.13 PRECLOSURE TECTONICS (SCP SECTION 8.3.1.17) 

Changes to the Preclosure Tectonics Program since the SCI' was issuvJ are summarized in 
Appendix A. Section A. 1. 14.  

3.13.1 Stud 31.1,17.1.1 - ftentlat for Ash Egli at the Sia 

The objective of this study is to provide requawed information on volcanic activity that 
could affect repository design performance.  

No study plan will be developed for this activity. The work identified in this sectton has 
been completed on the basis of available data and waN documented in Perty and Crowe (1987).
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A ctwily 8.3.1.17- I. l- Survey_ lier2Iure rgardingQWu2LearnA silicic volcanic centers in 
ft western GM&I Basin. The objective of this activity is to compile information on Quaternary 
silicic volcanism in the western Great Basin, the reoccurrence of which nught produce an ash fall 
at the site.  

This activity has been completed (see Perry and Crowe. 1987).  

&tiYi) 1_17, 1 A.2 - A5.ses potential "ah-fal thickness at the site. The objective of 
this activity is "uce an approximate probability-versus-thickness function tft potential ash 
falls at the sitt. 4•da to estimate a particular ash-fall thickness that has less than one chance in ten 
of occurring in 100 years. These hazard estimates will be considered in the design of filters in 
the mining and surface-facility ventilation systems 

This activity has been completed (see Perry and Crowe, 1987).  

Furetaa1: No further work is planned for this study.  

3.13.2 Study 8.3.117.2.1 - Faulting Potential at the Repositorv 

The objective of this study is to provide required information on fault displacement that 
culd affect repository design or performance, 

No study plan was developed. The work scope for this study has been combined with that 
of Study 8.3.1.17.3.6 (see Section 3.13.8 of this progress report).  

k•rgu•: No further work is planned under this study.  

3.13.3 Study1 8.3.117.3.1 -Relevant Egl0hataeSotgr•= 

The objective of this study is to identify and characterize those earthquake sources relevant 
to scismic hazard analysis of the site (i.e., those sources that could cause significant surface fault 
displacement or ground shaking at the si'.e) 

The activities composing this study were completed in FY 1996. Results are documented 
in Whitney (l1Q61ý The results form part of the information base supporting the seismic hazard 
assessment for Yucca Mountain (see Section 3 13.8 of this progress report).  

Aj ytgIusouces.Idl ify The objective of this 
activity is to identify earthquake sources that could generate significant surface fault 
displacements or severe ground motions at the site.  

This actvity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997e).
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Activity 8.3.1.,17.3.1.2 - Characterize rlevarntea hquake sources. The objective of this 
activity is to characterize each relevant earthquake source identified in the previous activity by 
providing a spatial description (including an expected depth or depth range), an asseý.smcnt of 
activity, evaluations of maximum earthquake magnitude. the size and location cf expected 
coseisnwic displacements (for sources in or near the controlled area), and the recurrence irate for 
earthquakes associated with the source. The source characterization includes an evaluation of 
variability in and dependency of input parameters.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Prog ss Report #15 (DOE. 1997c) 

E.oeLn : No additional work is planned for this Study.  

3.13.4 Study 8.3.1.17.3.2 - Underaround Nuclear ExDlosion Sour 

The objective of this study is to characterize the potential future underground nuclear 
explosions at the Nevada Test Site that wvould result in the most severe motions at the repository 
site.  

The nuclear test-ban treaty signed by the President in September. 1996 prechides 
underground testing for the foreseeable future.  

FaraaM: No work is cunently planned for this study.  

3.13.3 SWudy 8J.1.17.3.3 - Ground Motion From Regional Earthquakes and Underground 
NUIUC~la Expiosion 

The objective of this study is to select or develop ground-motion models that are 
appropriate for estimating ground motion at the site from earthquake and underground nuclear 
explosions. These models will be used to determine the relevancy of seismic sources to a 
deterministic seismic hazard analysis, identify controlling seismic event,•. constrain simulated 
ground motions from controll.ng seismic events, and estimate the probabilities of exceeding 
given ground-motion levels at the site.  

Trhe activities int aided in this study were completed in FY 1996. Results are documented 
in Whitney( 1996', and Walck (0Q96). The results form part of the information base supporting 
the seismic hazaid assessmen tor Yucca Mountain (see Section 3.13.8 of this progress report).  

&ct viy 813.1. 7,33.1 - Select or develop empirical models for eiathquake ground 
mogn . The objective of this activity is to select or develop empirical ground-motion models 
that are appropriate for estima'ing earthquake ground motion at the site. The models will predict 
ground motion as a function of earthquake magnitude and distance between the earthquake 
source ý,id the site.  

This activity was completed in FY 1496. See Progre.s Report #15 tDOE, 1997ec.
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AUtivit¥ 8.3.117.3.3.2 - Select or 1kveop e .ipiri4 moelds for erourmd motion from 
unmda round nuclear &xPLQo.A. The objective of this activity is to seftct or develop empirical 
ground-motion modcls that are appropriate for estimating ground motion at the site from 
underground nuclear explosions. The model:s will predict ground motion as a function of 
underground nuclear explosions yield and distance betw,.cn the underground nuclear explosions 
and the site.  

This work has beea completed.  

Eatc g: No additional work is planned for this study.  

3.13.6 Study 6.3.1.17.3.4. Effmis or Lauid Site Ge logy on Surface and Subsurfice 

The obiective of this study is to document systematic effects on surface and stbsurface 
ground motions resulting from the local site geology.  

The activities composing this study have been ,.onipleted, and results are documented in 
Whitney (1996) The results fomi part of the information base supporting the seismic hazard 
4ssessment for Yucca Mountain (see Section 1 13.8 of this progress report).  

Agfivity 8.,3 1,17,3,.4.1 - _ternmng silfte efcts fron un-motion recordingS. The 
objective of this actIvity is to determine, from ground-motion recordings. the systematic effects 
of local site geology on surlace and subsurface motions and to identify any significant site-wide 
hias in ground-motion lcvels. as compared with average levels for the southern Great Basin.  

"T'hs actwit% •%as completed in FY 199,6. Sec Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

Activit) 8.3 1 17.3,4.2 - MIluel site cffects Lsintl the wave proprties of the local geology.  
The obhccttlL of this, activitv is to develop a calibrated theoretical site-effccts model for use in 

extrap•lating the obkCrk at1ins documented in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.4. 1 to locations anid depths 
where v-oundliouton predictions are needed, but where instrumental recordings air not 

avauale 

As part o, the probabillstic seismic hazard analyses being conducted in Study 8.3.1 .17.3.6 
(Section .1 11 iS ot ill, puogress, reporrt), studies are In progress using resopani-column and 

dynanuc-Ien,,o,.,il -,heat testing to more accurately determine the effect,, of rock properties on 

attenual ton Mf ground motion

Eorcils : No addittonal work is platined fortlb ,,tidy.
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3.13.7 &d& L3.1.17.3 - Ground Motion at the Site From Cantrolling Seismc EXnts 

The obiective of this study is to identify the controlling seismic events and to characterize 
the tesulting controlling ground motions. Controlling seismic events are those underground 
nuclear eplosions or earthquakes that would generate the most severe ground motions at the site 
at frequencies of engineering significance 

Activity 8.3, IAT.3.5A- Identify controlling seismic events. The otlcective of this activity 
is to identify underground nuclear explosions or earthquakes that would produce the most severe 
ground motions at the site at frequencies of engineering significance. Theme may be more than 
one controllin3 seismic event because different events may generate the most sev-re g.-ound 
mot.onb in diffetenz frequency band:.  

A working group was convened to select or develop a methci for determining controlling 
earthquakes. Controlling earthquakes v ill be dcteimmned based on the results of Study 
8.3.1.17.8.3:6 (see Section 3.13.8 of this progress report) as well as other available information.  

Activity 8.3.1,17.3.5.2 - Characterizeground motion from the controlgin seismcr..cenl .  
The obje nve of this activity is to generate suites of strong-mtotion time histories and 
corresponding response spectra reprermtative in amplitude, frequency content. and duration of 
site ground motions that could be generated by the controlling seismic events.  

The working group described in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.5.1 will also seleci or develop an 
appropriate method for determining seismic design inputs using the identified cuntrolling 
earthquakeb.  

ForU-: Project staff will complete the development ol the method to determine seismic 
design input-, and prepare a report descrioing the method. The method will be implemented in 
the first quarter of FY 1998.  

.3.13.8 Std J1,,__ma~dS cU rsAayb 

"Tne objectives of this study are to quantify (a) the probability of experiencing grontnd 
motions of varying degrees of severity that might result from earthquakes of varying magnitudes 
and distances from the potential reiositsory site, and (b) the potential for fault displacements of 
varying degrees of severity to disrupt the .urface facilities or the underground repository. (Note 
that this .itudy combines the objectives originally designated for Studies 8.3.1. 17,3.6 and 
8.3.1.17.2.1, Section 3.13.2 of this progress report).  

Activity 83.1.17.3.6.1 - Evaluate gQound-hiotio' t robabilhtic. The objectives of this 
activity are to (a) quantify the probabilistic vibratory ground motion values appropriate for 
seismic design of the potential repository structures, systems, and components. and (b) provide 
documentation of the bases for these determinatons sufficient for regulatcry review and 
licensing.
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See discussion under Activity 9.3.1.17.3.6.2.  

Activity 8.3.1.17.3.6.2 - AsseIrnent of faull displacement hazard. The objective of this 
activity is to assess the fault displacement hazard for repository design.  

The probabilistic seismic hazards assessment process involves using a panel of experts to 
develop interjretaliors i id assessments of uncertainties required by the hazards calculations.  
One panel of experts has been characterizing seismic sources and fault displacements, and the 
other pawel has dealt with vibratory ground notion. The development of interpretations is being 
facilitated through a series o.- structured workshops to evaluate availab!e data. evplurn the range 
of interpretations allowed by the data. erxamine critically the interpretations proposed by the 
experts. and provide feedback on the implication, of various interpretations for the szismic 
hazards at the site. The goal of thi, process is to have differences in interpretations of the. experts 
be true differences in judgment aid Il differences rn access to data, definitions, or 
tinderstandipg other experts' interpi itai, ins.  

A historical earthquake catalogue for use. in the probabilistic seismic hazards assessment 
was compiled from all available data sources including existing national and regional catalogues 
and special studies of individual earthquakes. The catalogue covered a region extending to 
300 km radius from the site. A substantial effort was made to remove duplicate events and 
identify and delete all nuclear explosions. Aftershocks induced by the explosions were also 
removed using a space-time window. All events were converted to moment magnitude using a 
set of equations derived from existing literature and studies by the University of Nevada at Reno.  
The catalogue was declustered using two sets of algoritims. The resulting two catalogues were 
made available to the seismic source experts for their use in characterizing the background 
earthquake and areal source zones.  

The probabilistic seismic hazards assessment for Yucca Mountain resumed. This 
assessment. which began in FY 1995 and was suspended in FY 1996 because of budg'.1 
constraints. consists of two parts: 

* Seismic source and fault displacement characterization 
* Ground motion characterization.  

For the seismic source and fault displacement characterization, six teanis of three experts 
each were formed: team individuals provide a range of expertise (paleoseismology. regional 
geology and tectonics, %tismology) needed to develop interpretations and evaluate uncertainties.  
For the ground.motion characterization, seven individual experts were selected.  

During the reporting period, four workshops and a field trip were held: 

I. Seismic Source Characterization Hazard Methodologies Workshop 

2. Seismic Source Characterization Alternate Models and Interpretations Work-hop and 
Assmciated Field Trip
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3. Seismic Source Characterization Preliminary Interpretations Workshop 

4 Methods, Models, and Preliminary Interpretations Workshop on Ground Motions at 
Yucca Mountain.  

The workshop on havard inethodologirs was he;d 0litober If- 18. 1996, in Sal Lake City, 
Utah. This workshop identified ind outlined methods and approaches to characterize seismic 
3ources ',,t ground-motion and fait-displacexncnt hazards assessments.  

The Seismic Sourcc Characterization Preliminary Interpretatir.s Works4,op was held 
January 6-8, 1997, in Salt Lake City, Utah. This workshop (a) allowed the expert tearas to 
present and discuss their preliminary interpretvtions regarding several key issues a seismic
source characterization, (b) trained the teams in the process of elicitation and uncr -tainty 
characterization- and (c) presented additional intornmation and recent analyses important to Yucca 
Mountain seismic-hazards assessments. Presentations were made primarily by the expert panel 
members, followed by group discussions on promoting interaction and common understanding 
among the expe:ts.  

T.,e Ground Motion Models and Interpretations Workshop was held January 9-10, 1997, 
in Salt Lake City. Utah. The purpose of this workshop was to. Jentify and outline methods and 
appr-aches to characterize numerical and empirical models for assessing ground-motion 
attenuation, path effects, and site response for Yucca Mountain.  

Formal elicitation of experts' interpretations regardiig seismic-source characterization 
started January 2 1. 1997. at the offices of Geomatrix Consultants, San Francisco. California. The 
elicitations were a means to collect and assemble the input for calculatinns of ground-motion and 
fault-displacement hazards by development of preliminary logic trees characterizing 
interpretauons and assessments of uncertainty. The elicitation meetings facilitated the 
development of a logic tree structure tor each extort or expert team and initiated the process of 
including weighted interpretations in the tree. Formal elicitations continued into February, at 
which tiic preimninar. calculations were performed and the results returned to the experts for 
sensitivity analy v, and feedback discussions.  

Proceeding, o( these workshops and the field trip are described in four reports 
(CRWMS %1&0O. l9Qbm and 1996n. CRWMS M&O. 1997b and 1997c).  

FJrErcia: The experts' assessments will be finalized following feedback workshop.; on 
the scisnnc-source and ground-motion chatacterizations. The final assessments will be used as 
input to final calculations ot the annual probabilities of varying levels of ground motion and fault 
displacement at Yucca Mountain. The seismic hazard assessment process and its results will be 
documentcd in a report that will describe the logic basis and data used by the experts (or expert 
teams) in developing their assessments. The formal elicitation process, evaluations, 
prooabilitics, and calculations of potential ground motions and fault displacements will be 
completed in the ,econd half of FY 1Q97. The report on the probabilistic seismic hazards 
assessment "ill he prepaired, technically rrviewed, and submitted to YMSCO in August 19197.
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Pnncipal results of tht probabilistic •cismic hazard. assessment also will be summarized in 
Proa..hess Report #17.  

3.13.9 Stud' - HistarLal and Current Se"uaidty 

The objective of this stuly is to zompile information on recorded razihquakes near Yucca 
Mountain. This information will be used to help identify and characterize potentially relevant 
earthquake soutces for the probabiistic hazard analysis; to develop regional earthqualke ground
motion models; and to determine local geologic and depth-of-burial effects on ground motion at 
the site.  

Activit 8.31. [.4 l._1 - Co_.mpile historical carhguakc record. The objective of this 
activity is to compile a record of historical seismic events in the southern Great Basin or within 
100 km of Yucca Mourain that will indicate whether each cataloged seismic event is thought to 
be a natural earthquake, induced earthquake, under ground nutldear explosion, cavity collapse, or 
blast. For potentially damaging earthquakes (MM. 5.5) in the study region, available information 
will be compiled on ground-motion intensity, availability of strong-motion records, and extent 
and style ol faulting.  

Work on this activity was completed in FY 1996. Preparation of an expanded earthquake 
catalog to support the probabilistic seismic hazard is discussed in Section 3.13 8 of Progress 
Report #14 (DOE, 1996g).  

Act'vity 8,3.1..4.1.2- _MAonitorc-rent seismicitv. The objective of this activity is to 
provide empirical information on the frequency of earthquake occurrence in the southern Great 
Basin. the oriewtati'in, depth, and style of faulting- how seismic-wave amplitudes scale with 
magnitude and attenuate with distance in the region: and how ground motions vary with depth 
and with surface geology in the site area.  

Seismic ionitoring of the southern Great Basin in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain 
continued. At the end of the reporting period, the ,jetwork consisted of 24 3-component stations 
employing digital ;-..uisition systems ... the field Negotiations are in progrctss with the Natiu1. il 
Park Service for approval to nstall instruments at three rema.ning sites. The network covers an 
area with an approximate 50 km radius around Yucca Mountain. More than 800 ear-,hquakes 
have been located within or near the network during the past 6-month period The largest event 
occurred near the northeast corner of the Nevada Test Site on January 17. 19%7 and had a local 
magnitude (MI.) of 3.5.  

Ii November 1996. a significant cartht ,ake swarm occurred to the north of th: netwxrk, 
near Saucer Mesa. on the south flank of the Ka ,ich Range 60 km north of the Yucca Mountain 
site. The largest event in this sequence: had a local magnitude (M,) of 4. 1; several other events 
had magnitudes larger than 3.0. Several hundred aftershocks were recorded at the closest 
network station. The data froin this event will be an important Lontribution to the determination 
ti site response to seis? icit
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Von Seggern and Smith " 1997) describe the first full year (FY 1996) of operation of the 
digital network. This report covers r amterous aspects of the network operation and performance, 
. "ell as the seismicity for FY 1996. More than 2100 earhquakes were located within or near 
the network and incorporated into the FY 1996 catalog. Focal mechanisms for more than 
100 events were determis.ed (a significantly larger nun '.. than in previous years). The detection 
capability in the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain was shown to have a threshold of M. = 

-0.3 or less. Since the start of the digital network recording. 16 earthquakes within 
approximately 10 km of Yucca Mountain have been documented. These earthquakes were 
described in detail, and they confirm the overall lcw seismicity rate at Yucca Mountain. Using 
the high-quality digital network data, a moment-magnitude relation for the Yucca Mountain 
region vas defined, and the rupturm plane of the smallest detectable earthquake was determined 
to be on the order of 3 to 5 m. The smallest M, observed was -0.9. corresponding to a seismic 
moment of roughly 3 x 10" dyne-cm.  

Tomopganhv Using Teleseisinic P2 

A study of the Yucca Mountain region using tele-.cismic tomography was completed 
(Biasi. 1996). This study used relative teleseismic delay times from 117 earthquakes to invert for 
crustal and upper mantle velocity structure in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, Both a regional 
model and a localized, more detailed model were developed. Results for the regional tiodel 
show 2 to 3 percent high velocities extending to a depth of 200 km or more beneath the Timber 
Mountain/Silent Canyon caldera structure and I to 3 percent low velocities to the northeast, east, 
and southeast of Timber Mountain, At shallower depths (great•i taarn about 70 kin), I to 
2 percent high velocities are also imaged to the west-northwest of Timber Mountain. Using the 
more detailed model, I to 3 percent low velocities are shown for crustal depths beneath Little 
Skul, and Skull mountains. These velocities are interpreted to result from a structural:, 
controlled low velocity zone associtted with the Rock V:dley fault Shallow high velochie" 
beneath Yucca Mountain connect with the Timber Mountain structure. For the detailed model, at 
mantle depths. the pattern of low velocities beneath Rock Valley and high velocities beneath 
Timber Mountain is still present. Although partial melt in small fractions cannot be el.minated 
because of resolution limitations, there is no large low-velocity zone under Crater Flat or Yucca 
Mountain that would suggest a major source of magna.  

Beginning October I. 1996, the Pro.lect converted to the Joint Seismic Project Center 
Datascope data base and seismic software for the routine processing of seismic events.  
Paran' nric data are now rouiinply stored in the Datascope tables and accessed with Data-scope 
applications. This conversion has improved the efficiency of work and the ability to retriese and 
analyze data.  

Three major upgrades in software were made in this reporting period The firn, was to 
JSPC 3.2 ,.oftware, which addresses many previous "hugs" and enhances data processing. The 
sccond upgrade was to !he Solaris operating system. specitically Solaris 2.5. 1. on Proiect Sun 
conpoterfs. The third upgrade was the installation of the l:.aj'h-orni s,,stem Irom the Univer..ity 
of Aljska. This systen, was installed in parallel with the current proce.sin- sctheme. Picking and
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associating signals w'th events is near real time. This new system will produce automatic 
locations and rapid display of data. Access to external data from other networks is inherent in 
the system, this capability will be very useful should a larje earthquake occur near Yucca 
Mountain.  

The paging system hardware, part of the Earthworm system, was installed and tested. This 
hardware provides the capability to send text, such as earthquake location and magnitude. to the 
alpha-numeric pager, providing a much higher level of information than simple beeper signals.  
The hardware also expedites University of Nevada, Reno. Seismological Laboratory .esponse to 
major earthquakes. as well as to system problems.  

Foam-Jubbcr Modeling of Normal-Fault Earthguakes 

Physical models of faulting, such as foam-ruober models (as distinct from numerical or 
mathematical models), obey static and dynamic mechanical laws, and thus can be used to gain 
insight into the physical processes involved. In this study. surface accelerations from normal 
faults were compared with those from strike-slip geometries. The data show that surface 
accelerations near the normal fault trace are systematically lower, by an average factor of about 
0. 10. compared with the accelerations at the side sensors, which represent strike-slip motion.  
These results suggest that kinematic modeling of ground motion using classic dislocation theory 
should apply a significant adjustment of the fault slip time function on the shallow part of the 
fault. The results indicate that estimates of accelerations for normal faults should be scaled down 
considerably irorn value bases on current regression curves or simulations.  

Physical modeling was performed using a shallow weak layer to verify the physical basis 
for assuming a long rise time and a reduced high-fiequency pulse for the slip on the shallow parts 
of faults. The results indicate that a 2-km deep, weak zone along strike-slip faults could indeed 
reduce the high-frequency energy radiated from shallow slip. This effect can best be represented 
by superimposing a smnall-anmplitude, short rise imre pulse at the onset of a minch longer rise-time 
slip. A weak zone was modeled by inserting weak plastic layers a few inches thick into :he foam 
rubber model. The pulse observLd in the model for the 3-in. layer has been reduced by a factor of 
0.4 compared with the average value for the ca:,c with no weak zone, but, because only one 
observation was available, this value is quite uncertain. For the 6-in. weak zone. the average 
pulse is reduced by a factor of 0.46. For the 8-in, case, the reduction factor is 0. I1. For the 
12-in case, the reduction factor is 0_(05. I hese results indicated that the thicker the weak layer., 
the more difficult it is toc it short rise-time acceleration pulse to push through the weak layer to 
the surface. Thus, this is an approximate justification for reducing the high frequency radiation 
from shallower parts of strike-slip faults.  

The distributi'n of fallen, precarious, and semiprecarious rocks around the Little Skull 
Mountain earthquake of' 1492 has been mapped in more det,•il. The distribution is consistent 
with a well-constrained source model of this earthquake. Observations suggest that an 
eanhquwke ot the magnitude (if I title Skull Mountlitn I-. statisticdlly unexlCcted in the time
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period of the historical monitoring (about 100 years) and that no events much larger than this 
earthquake have occurred in the last few thousand years.  

Additional surveying of precarious rocks was conducted in northern Nevada, especially in 
regard to normal-fault regimes. Field measurements of quasi-static toppling accelerations 
indicate that, for instance, tha accelerations of the 1915 Pleasant Valley Earthquake did not 
exceed 0.25 g in spite of its magnitude of 7.7. This has important implications for future 
normal-fault style events in the Basin and Range.  

Historical Seismicity and Histoyf Netvork Onerations 

A draft report has been completed on the historical seismicity of the southern Great Basin 
for the inclusion in Project Integrated Safety Assessment (in prep.) Section 3.3 (Site and 
Regional Geologic Description).  

The report ,enerally describes the historical seismicity within 300 km of Yucca Mountain, 
with a focus on significant regional earthquakes, and provides a detailed description of the 
activity within 100 kmi. Also included is a comprehensive bibliography of seismological studies 
and seismicity reports that have been conducted or compiled that are relevant to the 300 km and 
100 km regions. A history of seismic nctwork operations and network coverage for the historical 
period in southern Nevada and eastern California is also included, seismic network operations 
and data anatysis procedures are described in the context of the quality and completeness of the 
historical record.  

Strong Motion Network 

Data from the Yucca Mountain strong motion network were downloaded in January. All 
the stations are operating except for the station at the Field Operations Center. The instrument at 
the Field Operations Center is being repaired for the second time. A Nevada Work Instruction 
has been prepared and reviewed to cover operation of tIis network and the handling of data from 
it.  

TtnrL Monitrg 

A three-componen strong-motion sensor was installed during October 1996 in the 
'Thernal Testing l'actity. The installation is configured with three Kinemetrics FBA- I I Ig 
sensors and a REFTEK I6-bit portable recorder with 528 Megabyte disk drive. Time was 
established outs~de of the ESF before the unit was installed, and some clock drift is expected
With clock corrections, however, accurate time .ihould be reco.erab!e. This strong motion 
station was visited in January, ;ind the data collected up to that time were recovered.  

The data from several hundred earthquakes recorded on the regional digital network have 
been organized and prepared for the atatlysis or the attenuation and site effect within the netw'ork 
region- Because of the decreased detection threshold and the quality of the recordings. several
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thousand seismograms can be used in the inversion. The records have been instrument correcte,!; 
and the horizontal records have been rotated into the radial and transverse components of ground 
motion. Body-wave spectra have been calculated for both P and S wave arrivals and for 
pre-event noise for all three components of ground motion at each station for each event. Spectra 
have been calculated from I to 50 Hz, and these results have been organized in a data base. All 
information about the source locations has also been compiled into the data base, and the 
organization of the data has been established for the inversion procedure. This first study is 
designed to determine a general Q(f) for the region and the frequency-dependent site effects at 
each site of the regional digital network for weak ground motion. Because of the nature of the 
data from preliminary analyses, Q(z) and azimuth-dependent site effects may also be resolved 
with firther study. A companion study is under way to calculate the site effects at the Yucca 
Mountain strong ground motion stations, and portable instruments are currently running in 
trigger mode at these sites.  

Activily 8.3.17.4.1.3 -Evaluate pote•ntl -1 jnr indjdsekmiscity at the. site. The 
objective of this activity is to evaluate the potential for human activity to significantly perturb 
natural seismic hazard at the site by inducing seismicity at or near the site. To date, the human 
activities that have been identified as having a potential to induce seismicity in the site region are 
the impoundment of Lake Mead, the testing of nuclear devices at the Nevada Test Site, and 
excavation of the repository.  

Seismic monitoring within the ESF and by stations located near Yucca Mountain is 
providing a data base that will be used to assess the potential for excavation-induced seismicity.  
This data collection is being performed under Activity 8.3.1.17.4.1.2.  

Eorca : When permits can be obtained for three stations in Death Valley National Park, 
the digital monitoring network will be extended to its full 27 stations. Roughly 1000 events are 
expected to be located in the last half o1 FY 1997. and with the full network the locating 
capabilities will be significantly improved for the Amargosa Desert, Funeral Mountains, and 
Bullfrog Hills. Within the next six inonths, location notification capability is expected at near 
real time for earthquakes within the network using Earthworm software. The site effects will be 
determined at the siies of the permanent network and the strong-motion network and Q(f) will be 
determined within the network. The transition of the University of Nevada. Reno, Seisinologital 
Laboratory studies to the Management and Operating Contractor should be formally complete.  
alhwir.g data to be gathered solely under approved quality assurance procedures. Monitoring 
will continue within the ESF and at borehole UE-25 UZ#l 6 for unusual seismic activity.  

3.13.10 Studi y ..LL .1 2 - Location and Recenci) J•R±,hng Near the Prospective 
Surabce Falitir 

The objective of this study is to identfy a site in Midway Valley sufficiently large for 
surface facilitics in which significant Quaternary faults are absent.
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Activity 8-3.-1_1_.42.1 - Identify appropriate trench locations in Midway Valley. The 
objective of this activity is to identify appropriate trench locations at proposed locations for 
repository surface facilities that are important to safety through detailed geologic mapping.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15.  

Activity 8.3.1.17.4.2.2- Conduct exploratory tren•hing in Midway Valley. Tue objectives 
of this activity are to investigate the possible occurrence of late Quaternary surface fault rupture 
in the vicinity of planned surface facility locations important to safety and to identify sites 
without evidence of significant late Quaternary faulting. This activity will provide input into the 
location and design of surface facilities important to safety, particularly those associated with 
waste handling.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997e).  

Fortcas : No further work is planned for this study.  

3.13.11 Study 8J.3J.17.4,3 Ouaternarv Faulting Within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.  
Including the Walker Lane 

The objective of this study is to identify Quaternary faults within 100 km of Yucca 
Mountain. and to characterize faults capable of future earthquakes with magnitude such that 
associated grouud shaking could impact design or affect performance of the waste facility.  

A•iyjy. 7.43.1- Conduct and evaluate deep geophysical surveys in an east-wet 

transect crossijnghe F-tirnacc-Cretck fault zone_ Yucca Mountain. and the Walker Lane. The 
primary objectives of this activity are to provide geophysical data and analysis that will (a) help 
to identify, locate, and characterize potentially significant seismic source zones, (b) characterize 
the crustal velocity structure and define lateral inhornogeneities in that structure- and (C) asSist in 
detennining whether buried magma b•dies are present in the. Yucca Mountain a;re', 

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997C).  

ActivitYv83.1.17•43,2. EvaluaIe Quatemnai aulits within I 0..kin L&Y a 
The primary objectives of this activity are t3 establish the abundance. distribution, and 
geographic orientation of known and su~spected Quaternary faults within 100 km of the potential 
repository site, and to characterize those faults within this area whose apparent length or 
recurrence rate indicate a potential for future earthquakes of sufficient magnitude to affect design 
or performance of the waste facility.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e)}
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AWWII 8.3. 1.17.4.3.,- Evaluate the Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932 and its bearin& 
on wrench_ tctonics of the Walker LA.e within 10Q km of the site. The objective of this activity 
is to evaluate the relevance of the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake to potential sources of 
ground shaking and rupture in that part of Walker Lane within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

Atiiity8.J. 1, 17A.4 - Evaluate the Bare Mountain fault zone. The objectives of this 
activity are (a) to evaluate the potential for ground shaking associated with future movement 
along the Bare Mountain fault zone; (b) to estimate the age of the most recent faulting on the 
Bare Mountain frontal fault; (c) to estimate the recurrence intervals of faulting: (d) to determine 
the nature and age of faulting within the fault complex cast of the frontal zone, (e) to determine 
the nature of tectonic control of the location and orientation of the main wash in Crater Flat. and 
(f) to determine the subsurfaze configuration of fault zones.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997e).  

t� 8 7413.5-- Evaluate structural dom1ains and characterize the Yucca Mountain 
region with resxct to re- nIl patterns of faults and fractures. The objectives of this activity are 
to map faults and lineaments within 100 km of the site and identify those with geomorphic 
exprcs,,ion indicative of Quaternary faulting- to classify the area into subareas (domains) 
containing relatively homogeneous faults and lineaments: to map the areal extent of desert 
varnish coating; and to identify areas of suspected hydrothermal alteration.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity 

Activity 8.3.1,17.4,3.6 - AnalyXZ rotation (drag) of bedrock along or over mspected 
ench aults based onotation of o e eintins The objective of this activity is to 

determine the spatial and temporal patterns of oroflexure bending based on rotation of 
palcomagnetic declinations.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996 See Progress Report #1S (OE, 199 7e).  

EgfeW: No further work is planned for this study.  

3.13.12 udy-LJA."_ 4-,4.zIAaft a I_!ling Proximal to the Site Within Northeast 

The ohlective of this study is to evaluate the potential for ground motion resulting from 
future mov\enient of Quaterniry strike-snp faults east and south of the site area.  

ActiAyt 8.3. L7,4.4.1 - Evaluate de Rgock Valley fault system. The objectives of this 
ai,'uvt. amr ta to determine the locatit,. spatial orientation, length. width, Quaternary recurrence 
rate. and the lx:anon, amount, and nature of Quatet nary nionement of the Rock Valley fault
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system; and (b) to estimate the total displocement, including strike-slip and dip-slip components, 
of Quaternary datvuns.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

ActiYitv3J3.1-17.4 4.2 - Evaluate the Mine Mounuin fault system. The objective of this 
activity is to determine the location, spatial orientation, lentgth, width. Quaternary recurrence rate, 
and the locaIion, amount, and nature of Quaternary movement of the Mine Mountain fault 
system, 

This activity is complete. See Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

Aclivily 8.3.1,17.4.4.3 - Evaluate ternSaLroach Road fault zone. The objective of this 
activity was intentionally deleted.  

The objective of this activity has been met under Study 8.3.1. 17.4.6 (see Section 3.13.14 
of this progress repoit).  

Activity tL3.1.17.4.4.4 - Evalulate the Cine Sprin• fault system, The objective of this 
activity is to determine the location, spatial orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, 
and the location, amount, and nature of Quaternary movement of the Cane Sprint fault system.  

This activity wascompleted in FY 1996. See Progress Repotn #15 (DOE, 1997e).  

U : No further field work is planned for this study.  

3.13.13 Study 8.3.1,17.4.- I-Ntachent Faults at or ~rqximal to Yucca M~ovWaWi 

The obj-.tives of ibis study are to 3upply information pertaining to distribution, 
displacement rate, and age of detachment faults proximal to Yucca Mountain. Key questions 
regarding detachment faults are whether they represent a significant earthquake source, aiid 
whether they conceal a significant earthquake source at depth. To res.ldve both questions.  
activities are focused on resolving the Quatemary behavior -.f postulated detachment faults.  

"&AIivTJL7A_5.1 - Evaluateft. significance gLthe Mi"ene-PaleozoiC contact in the 
"Caljc Hj' area to "ach nt faultin_ within the sitt area. The objectives of this activity are to 

determine whether the contact of Miocene volcanic iocks on Paleozoic strata is tectonic or 
delxpoitional; if tectonic, to determine Quaternarý- activii) if any, of the possible detachment 
fault. and. if Quaternary, to determine the direction and age of movement, attitude of fault plane, 
and nature of deformation of the Miocene lupper plate") sequence.  

This activity is complete. See Progress Report #13 1DOE. 19961) 
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Activity 8.3.1 17J.5. I- EyaluAle postulated detachment faul1ts in the Beattv.Bare 
M~iQMUW..ai. The ob~jective of this activity is it) determine if postulated detachment faul~tS in 
the Beatty Bare Mountain have been active in the Qualernary.  

This activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress, Report # 15 (DOE, 1997c.) 

AtimitY 0.1.117.5-3 - LNWA=uae he pmatlial relationsbip oif brscgia wuitin and %wuh a 
C'ratr Elm, 1o detachmspi fAultmn2. The objective of this activity is to determine whether breccias 
tectonically emplaced on low-angle surfaces beveled across the Palcozoic and younger strata are 
slide masses or near-surface parts of a detached upper plate; and, if either. hiow they relate to 
postulated Quaterniary detachment faulting.  

This activity was completed in IFY 1946 See Progress Report 9 13 tiOE, 1997c).  

Activity ~ 17 'Eviluige Zpostulated deigchn1Cnl, fauIlt in the SpeCter Hangge ind 
CipPs~ Ro"4 argio The objective of thi-s activity i% to determine whether the basal contact 

of' the Hofrse Spring Formation is depositional or tectonic, and. if tectonic. to dttermine whether 
movement wit% Quatemary or older, anti if Quaterriary, to determine the direction and amount of 
offset, the aniount oftextension, anti tht stykc of extefisioalal deforixiation of the upper plate.  

Trhis- activitv is complete. See Progress Report # 13 (DO)E. 1996f).  

Actjit% S4 1. 1 1? 4.5 S- Evaluate lthe ~gie ol detachment filults Usiln radioIr1[Ld=.N 
The nhiectives of this activity ame to determine if the suhdetachment basement and the Bare 
Mountain mit-oal c~old throuigh the blocking temperatures ofti urto and Apatitv during the 
Quaaternarv Pt'ritd. and to, detemti~n if the Northern Amargosa vote coiripks ckolrd through the 
blocking temnperature% of muscwovite and Nswtme during the Quaternary Period.  

TrhiN 4aii.tivs %~as ctinceled because actase detachment faulting is not present at Yucca 
Mounitisin See Porlge". Repo~rt #I i 

Furtim1: No additmionl work is planned toi this study.  

The ohiecti~s of a his. Study are to idrnti? and charzictemrrz Qiatermnrv fault% that interwect 
oi prolect tosu af d the %urface facihitv. repositary, or controlled areal- and it) ,dentifv and 
hAurActeitic Qtualvmr-\r Ltailt~iAt the %itr %%howc leiigh ill rfccreiict rWe Nugge~t a1 jktthitea foil 

future eatthtquaile\ v~ ith 'Iiaogitudes, Nuvh that .ossoviaitcd jground %hak ilpg could atiect dtsign 01 

ped'Oriiiatie tit the tta-ae las.14:litv 

Aictivi4 8 -1,17.AL I EAluiltr Ouaternar% 9eoLAUy ifindDpotnI~al Wuaternay. WINt At 
Yu~g.M UWnat I he oi ta'sst tht% itS 1\.tie tol ie~itasi Fti saut at ýtiigt 

los .tallo, il 1111 wiuti'll. IC ;wtla1. st dth. QWat~llrN [.u s vJutrulce rtelf. aUi0 hk atioui. diliOlitli. aiid UIICuw
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of Quatemary movement of fauht, within the site area: and to identify u,. -cognized faults in the 
site ar•.a 

See dte ription under the following activity 8.3. 174.6.2).  

Activity 8.3 I. 1146.&2 - Evaluaae a-PC aN _-MCence ofmovernt on suspcled and 
Malwn - __Lmarj3Lt-aIuzt. The ohjectives of this activity are (a) to determine through trenching 
and trench wall mapping the location, spatial orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence 
rate, iritereonnctitons at the surface, and the location, amount, and nature of Quaternary 
movement of the Windy Wash, Soliario Canyon, Ghost Vance. and Paintbrush Canyon faults 
and other suspected or possible Quaternary faults within the site area; and (b) to detcrmine 
through trernching and dating the age. amount, and nature of offfet and the recurrence history of 
the Bow Ridge fault system and to evaluate that information in context with data contributed by 
other studies on the age. nature. and origin of fracture coatings and fissure fillings deposited 
withiln thjat 1one 

Nearly 11 the wo4r for this study was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 
(MOE, 194 7e.  

hareai: Any additional work deemed necessary will be pe•rfotmned tinder activity 8.11 t, 17-1.6 2 

3.13,.! Sudy IL3.1.17.4L7- 9haurface Gounetry and Concealed El nalomn of _• eru• Faults atVue.~t Mount~aj

The objrctive% of thist ,viy are to provide data on the distrtbution of maiss, magnetic 
gradients, groclectric features, and ieismic velocities and reftection% that will aid in evaluatiny 
the continuity Ai Quaternary faudi.' where concealcd by lholuccrie and late Pleisi(xiene surficial 
depusits, it) evaluate tOiw d41t islat its limitations, to evaluate the x)ssibility that OQsateritary faults 
expowsed A.i high-angle faults MIl te site co.itiiur to depth it-, planar. high-amial faiults, or 
altemritively, flatten iit depth and nierge with one or ritore long-angle faults. and ko ptovide 
information on continuity of rto-k units within the repostitory and controlled area to assist the 
investigation of site geology.  

I'here will be no study plan devchiped tot this studi and the eight associated ctivities.  
Field pephvsical suivevs and andlv-si, of the subsurfa'e geoplro try and cone~aled extenionts of 
Quatersinv faults are to be pertormed under Study tg.3 1.4.2. discusyed in Section 3.3. of this 
prtogres% reCi-n. GvIOlIhiical surse, ooiducted for Studk h I 4 2 1 %hitl bN examined a& inpuiN 
fol assessing concealed foults ind subsurtmact: geonletries Ube ImphIcatots of s.ubsurtie 
gCo0ntr% and oneCealed ¢xi tCNIsC . of Qudternar, fault. will he addressed as part of the 
evaluations ssocia.ted with SMuON 3 1 17 3.b. discussed in Seicion 3 13 A of this progress 
report

t uftJ "' IN%) additigial ,ork is planned tnllikt tills studs
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3.13.16 ,,,y 5.3.LI7,4. - Strg= Field Wihin and IProximal to the Simt Are 

The objective of this study is to provide data on ambient stress at the site and its 
imnediate vicinity that will aid in evaluating most favored orientation and nature of future 
movement on faults within the site area, stability of potential pathways for radionuclide travel 
controlled by or related to fracture aperture, the stability of mined excavations, response of rock 
mass to thermal loading, and applicability of tectonic models. A secondary objective is to 
evaluate the potential relevance of paleostress data to prediction of future uress orientations.  

As originally deicribed in the SCP, four activities were included in Study 8.3.1.17.4.8, but 
because (a) the objeL lives and parameters assigned to two of the activities are very similar, and 
(b) tasks assigned to the other two activities are adequately covered by Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 
(Section 3.13.20 of this progress report), the scope of this study is now limited to one activity, 

Activity 8.3. ).17.4.8.1 - Evaluate Present Stress Field Within and Proximal to the Site 
& The objective of this activity is to fr -asure the vertical and lateral variation of in situ stress 

at and proximal to the potential repository by conducting hydraulic fracturing stress 
measurements and observations of stress-induced borehole breakouts in boreholes that are 
scheduled to be drilled adjacent to the site. The magnitudes and orientations of the horizontal 
and vertical in situ stresses are the principal parameters to be determined.  

Previous hydrofracture stress measurements are described in Stock et al. (1985).  
Interferences concerning the orientation of the stress field based on earthquake focal mechanisms 
are sumarized in Whitney (1996, Chapter 7) (see Progress Report #15, DOE, !997e). New 
hydrofracture stress measurements performed in the ESF as parn of the In-Situ Design 
Verification program are described in Section 3.11,8.  

EUM•u: Remaining work for this study is contingent upon the drilling of new 
boreholes.  

3.13.17 Study 8.3.1.17.4.9. Tectonic Geonirphology of the Yucca Mountain Re"lon 

The objective of this study is to document Quaternary uplift and subsidence within the 
Yucca Mountain region and to evaluate regional variation in the nature and intensity of 
Quaternary faulting.  

There will be no study plan developed for this SCP section and no work is being planned.  
The work scope was transferred to and performed under Studies 8.3, 15,1.4 and 8.3.1.17,4.12 
(Sections 3.3.4 and 3. 13.20, respectively, of this progress report). Data to describe the 
clrar",,'ristics and parameters of tectonic features were collected under Studies 8.3.1.17.4.3 and 
8.3 1. 17.4.6 (Sections 3.13.11 and 3.13.14, respectively, of this progress report).  

ynt: No additional work is planned under this study.
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3-.13.1 Study 1.3.1.17A.10.- fgpACk Ltq•ng 

The objective of this study is to evaluate possible historical and contemporary vertical 
displemenuts wross potentially significant Quaternary faults within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.  
Secondary objectives are (a) to characterize the historical rate of uplift and subsidence in the 
Yucca Mountain region and (b) to evaluate the possible existence of tectonic boundaries.  
coinciding perhaps with the Walker Lane or with the Furnace Creek fault zone, that may separate 
domains with differing rates of uplift anO subsidence.  

Three activitics are assigned to Study 8.3.1.17.4.10: Activity 8.3.1.17.4.10.1 (Relevel 
base-station network. Yucca Mountain and vicinity); Activity 8.3.1.17.4.10.2 (Survey selected 
base stations, Yucca Mountain and vicinity, using global positioning satellite); and Acti Aity 
8.3.1.17.4.10.3 (Analyze existing releveling data, Yucca Mountain and vicinity). Because the 
work involved in these activities is closely interrelated, the activities have been combined.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded study. See 
Appendix A, Section A. 1. 14.4 of this progress report for additional information.  

[ortw : No work is planned in FY 1997.  

3.13.19 Shiud 8.31.17.4.11 - Charadtrization of Rggon Lateral Crustal Move=mnt 

The objective of this study is to evaluate rates and orientation of historical and current 
crustal strain based on analysis of existing data on seismicity, historical fault, offset, and creep in 
the Basin Range and at Yucca Mountain.  

No unique data are required by this study. All activities were transferred to 
Study 8-3.1.17.4- tO (see Section 3.13.18 of mis progress report).  

Euia1: No further work is planned under this study.  

3,13.20- Stud 1 .3.1.17.4.12 - TctoIc Modslh and Synthesis 

The objecties of this study are (a) to synthesize data relevant to tectonics; (b) to develop a 
model or range ot mtodels that establishes the causal relation between application of tectonic 
forces and formation ol structures observed at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, to link observed 
rates of tormation ol structures with regional rates of crustal strain; (c) to forecast changes in 
tectonic selting and the manner in which changes will affect both regional crustal strain rate and 
tectonic stabdlit% in the Yucca Mountain reginn: (d) to estimate effects of changes on rates and 
nature of crustal strain at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, and (e) to estimate future rates of tectonic 
processes a! Yucca Mountain.
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A&tivity 8.3.I.17.4.12.I - Evaluate tectoic processes and tectonic stability at the site. The 
principal objectives of this activity are to synthesize geologic and geophysical data pertaining to 
faults (normal, detachment, strike-slip) and other structural and volcanic features in the Yucca 
Mountain area; and to evaluate these data in terms of the tectonic stability of the potential 
repository site. For additional information on the objectives, see Study Plan 8.3.1.17.4.12.  

See description under Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.2.  

Activity 8,3.1.17.4.12.2 - Evaluate tectonic models. The objectives of this activity are 
(a) to formulate a range of tectonic models that relate the nature and estimated rates (including 
bounding values) of Quaternary processes (volcanism, faulting, uplift, and subsidence, lateral 
strain, and possibly folding) of potential significance to design and performance of the repository 
at Yucca Mountain; (b) to evaluate temporal changes in tectonic activity and resulting changes in 
fractures and other structural features of potential hydrologic significance at and in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain (relate tectonic cycle, if it exists, to tectonic model(s)); (c) to ensure that 
assumptions, inferences, and conclusions concerning tectonic processes that are importarit to 
design and performance of the repository are consistent with tectonic models applicable to the 
site. and (d) to ensure that uncertainty in the data, assumptions, and inferences concerning rates 
and nature of those tectonic processes that are important to design or performance of the 
repository is adequately reflected in conclusions about those processes.  

Most of the work for this activity was completed in FY 1996. See Progress Report #15 
(DOE, 1997r).  

Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.3 - Evaluate tectoi_ disrotution _&gueces. The objective of this 
activity is to evaluate disruption sequences involving faulting, folding, uplift and subsidence, and 
volcanism that are of potential significance to design or performance of the repository.  

Work to accomplish th. objective of this activity is being performed under Study 
8.3.1.8.2.1 Tectonic Effects: Evaluation of Changes in the Natural and Engineered Barrier 
Systems Resulting from Tectonic Processes and Events. Progress is discussed in Section 3.6.3.  

Earecat: Any additional work deemed necessary for this study will be conducted under 
Study 8.3.1.8.2. 1 (Section 3.6.3 of this progress report).  

3.14 STUDY 8.3.1.20.1,1 - ALTERED ZONE CHARACTERIZATION 

The Altered Zonc haracterizauwn Program was not included in the SCP. Howevcr. the 
changes to the program , <summarized in Appendix A, Section A. I. 15.  

The objective of this study is to characterize the effects on the region around the potential 
repository that is altered by hydrothermal processes that develop in respontse to heating of the 
rCposilory block due to radioactive decay of emplaced nuclear waste.
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Activity 8.3.1.20.1.1.1 - Field and Idhoratoy, studies of the effects of mineralogical and 
mecanical chMncs on transRort procese. The objective of this activity is to evahate the 
impact of chemical, mineralogical, and mechanical change on hydrological properties, 
particularly on porosity and permeability, and the kinetics of these processes. as functions of 
several environmental variables, including temperature, fluid composition, fluid flow rate, stress, 
and water volume to surface area ratio. Also considered in these studies will be the relationship 
between pore geometry and permeability as recrystallization occurs within crushed, fractured, 
and intact materials.  

Previous plug-flow reactor experiments (a) established the overall protocol for conduct of 
these experiments, and (b) demonstrated the ability to simulate reactive transport in simple 
chemical systems (see Progress Report #15, Section 3.14, DOE, 1997e). During this reporting 
period, plug-flow reactor experiments have been designed to consider reactions in complex 
geological media similar to that near the repository horizon. One of these experiments has been 
completed and successfully modeled, using the reactive-transport code GIMRT (Global Implicit 
Multicomponent Reactive Transport). (See Table 6-I in Chapter 6 for a description of the code).  
This work was done to establish reaction kinetics constraints for future simulations that will use 
more reactive vitric material.  

In the first experihaent (Johnson ct al 1997), Tsw2 rock was pulverized to 125 to 75 
micron size fraction, placed in a titanium cylinder 3.1 -cm long with a 0.66-cm effective diameter, 
and infiltrated by distilled water at a flow rate -1 ", aidday for 36 days at 2401C and 84.1 bar.  
As reacted fluid exited the plug-flow reactor du, gressive dissolution of the crushed tuff, 
concentrations of the major cations (calcium, so,- potassium, silicon, aluminum, and 
magnesium) were systematically monitored; these attaint.d approximately steady-state values 
within 3 to 4 days. [Note: Although the plug-flow reactor experiment was performed at 240*C 
and 84.1 bar, the thermodynamic data base used in the GIMRT simulation analcg is constructed 
for Psat(T), which at 240'C is 33.4 bar. This pressure discrepancy, however, is insignificant.] 

The solid reaction products were examined using standard x-ray diffraction techniques.  
and scanning electron microscopy. The results demonstrate clear textural evidence consistent 
with dissolution of primary cristobalite and feldspars at the inlet of the reactor, which is 
consistent with the results from the simulations. At the outlet, dissolution of feldspars was 
apparent as well, although thi; extent of dissolution was significantly less than that observed in 
the inlet. It was also evident that cristobalite precipitation had begun, which was consistent with 
the observation in the water analyses that cristobalite saturation had been reached.  

This expenrm-ent was used to determine the appropriate dissolution and precipitation 
kinetics parameters for the phases involved in reactive transport. The crushed tuff was used to 
evaluate the suitability of existing models of reaction kinetics, where the data was generated over 
a short time period at laboratory scale. Other experiments using fractured and intact materials are 
a means to determine the suitability of scaling process models from crushed materials to 
mountain scale. Primary consideration was given to the dissolution kinetics of the primary 
feldspar component (K-feldspar. albite. anorthite), and the precipitation kinetics for the possible 
secondary phases (quartz., cristobalite muscovite, paragonite, kaolinite. pyrophyllite. gibbsite.  
diasE•ore. and boehmite). Vatying the reaction rate parameters for these phases. within the
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uncertainty limits of the measured values for the rate corstants and for the activation energies, 
allowed the results of the experiments to be accurately reproduced. Rate constants most suitable 
for modeling evolution of these rocks were obtained.  

Activity 8.3.1.201. 1.2 - Evaluating existing and developing- future capabilities to simulate 
coupled hydthermal and re"tive t _rantoo processes. The objectives of this activity are to 
compare codes ard to evaluate their suitability for application to altered zone efforts in two steps.  
The first step will be to review the capabilities of the codes as they currently exist. Comparisons 
will be made of how the codes simulate well-documented processes. Once several codes are 
selected, they will be used to simulate the results of the ongoing experimental studies and to 
predict the outcomes of those studies. They will also be used to simulate field properties of sites 
selected for field study. These forecasts will be used to refine modeling strategies, as 
discrepancies between measurement, observation, and field data become evident.  

Extensive simulation efforts indicate that the OS3DMGIMRT and NUi-T code packages 
provide the most suitable capabilities to model the processes of concern, among the code 
packages considered. Appendix I describes these codes, which are now in use to evaluate a 
variety of reactive transport concerns.  

During the reporting period. Uie OS3D/GIMRT code package was further tested by 
considering specific numerical effects on the calculational results, Preliminary tests were made 
of different computational modes, using similar initial input. Interest here was on determining 
whether significant discrepancies appear in the results, if input options are exercised for 
concentration limits, arid if constraints are placed on extent of supersaturation to control 
precipitation kinetics. Results to date indicate little effect on the results of the calculations.  

Activity 8.3.1.20.L1.3-- Pefortni'ug bouinding calclations of the effect of coupled 
" est in he a1fered zone on near-field properties. The objective of this activity is to 
determine parameter values, limits, or ranges needed to define the waste package environment.  

Simulations were conducted to define the conditions under which dissolution and/or 
precipitation would impact ma'. ix and fracture porosities and permeabilities. Reactive transport 
simulations were conducted for flow regimes that may be exp-cted near the boiling front under 
conditions in which saturation has been achieved. Preliminary results demonstrate that the 
primary concern for hydrological properties is the formation of cristobalite and/or calcite plugs in 
fractures in which fluxes exceed approximately 100 mm per year. These preliminary results 
show that under these conditions, precipitation of solids at the boiling front have the potential to 
sea! fractures in less rhan 100 years. These res,.ts will be refined as further simulations are 
conducted.  

Activity 8.3.1.20.1.1.4 -Perfonming bounding calculitions of the effect of cokWled 
hydroloEical and reac__iv Lrnspnort processes on thermal evolution. The objective of this activity 
is to determine the response of the altered zone over time using. as initial conditions for 
simulations, optional dei-ns, and operating configuration of the potential repository.
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The effort this year is focused on establishing the location and magnitude of changes in 
hydrologic properties that could infuence heat transfer. The results described for 
Activity 8.3.l.20.1.1.I (using the reactive transport simulator G[MRT) were used (al to establish 
reaction rates for mineral phases important for changes in hydrological properties that control 
heaw and mass transfer, (b) to predi,'t potentially verifiable porosity and mineralogic evolution 
during reaction between idealized TSw2 rock and infiltrating fluid compositions. and (c) to 
model unverifiable, long-term porosity evolution in the post-emplacement altered zone- The 
results of these models can be provided to thermal-hydrological codes, such as NUFT, to allow 
iteratiw updating of flow fields, in order to bound the effects of dissolution and precipitation on 
repository thermal evolution.  

The results of the simulations mapping mineralogical changes are being incorporated into 
simulations of the thermal evolution of the near-field environment and the altered zone.  
Preliminary results suggest that fluid movement may be restricted by plugging of fractures at the 
boiling front, in regions where movement of the boiling front is slow. These results also suggest 
fluid may drain through pillars between emplacement drifts due to cordensation as water enters 
regions of lower temperatures. Further modeling of fluid transport to regions below the 
emplacement drifts is in progress. to evaluate the extent to which flow barriers may form because 
of porosity changes associated with the development of alkaline plumes below emplacement 
drifts, caused by water interacting with cementitious invert materials.  

These initial results are preliminary, and the predictions require considerable refinement.  

Efogxtc: Descriptions of the conditions under which barriers or preferential flow 
pathways may form will be determined and documented in a format useful for total system 
performance assessment. Activities will concentrate on conducting detailed reactive transport 
simulations using repository-relevant properties and geometries. The simulations will be tested 
using a small suite of experiments to verify the applicability of the simulation results. Activities 
will focus on establishing realistic reaction rates within the bounds of experimentally measured 
rates.
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CHAPTER 4 - REPOSITORY DESIGN 

The Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Pr^iect (Project/ is presently engaged in a 
comprehensive site investigation program to confirm the suitability and adequacy of Yucca 
Mountain as a potential geologic site for high-level radioactive waste disposal. The rcpository 
design activities are being conducted consistent with the eventual design, licensing. and 
construction of a Mined Geologic Disposal System (MGDS) (commonly called a geologic 
repository).  

The design effort corftinued in support of majot upcoming Civilian Radioactive Waste 
Management Sitz Characterization Piogram (Program) milestones (viability assessment, 
environmental impact statemient, site recommendation, and license application). The design 
effort, which is building on the work performed for the advanced conceptual design. was 
srnmmarized in the introduction to Chapter 4 of Progress Report #15 ' DOE. 1997e), 

Design Basis Event Analysis 

The Projeci continues to better define the level of design detail required to support the 
viability assessment and the level nceded for license application design. A major eff3rt 
supporting this process involved refining and analyzing the preliminary set of design basis events 
developed last period. The analysis of design basis events will also be used to refine the list of 
repository and waste package systems, structures, and components subject to quality assurance 
(QA) requirements. The 22 external events (caused by factors not directly related to repository 
design or operation) selected for further analysis last reporting period were grouped into 
II potential analysis groups. The groups were then prioritized for analysis on the basis of 
potential impact on repository design, availability of information to support the analysis. and 
whether the analysis is needed to support the viability assessment. Likewise, internal events 
(those caused by factors directly related to repository design or operation) were grouped into 16 
potential analysis groups. Two pilot anialyses were begun that will serve as templates for other 
design basis event consequence analyses that will be performed in future reporting periods.  

The Project continues to develop a design to ;upport the 1998 viability assessment. The 
design will continue to evolve to support the environmentai impact statement, the site 
recommendation, ind the license application that will be submitted following the viability 
assessment. Efforts will focus directly on (a) supporting the major Program milestones, 
(b) developing anO identifying a current design to support postclosure performance evaluations, 
(c) addressing likely regulatory issues associated with first-of-a-kind aspects of the repository and 
waste package designs, and (d) refining estimates of the costs of the designs. The MGDS design 
will continue to evolve to a level of detail that wi!l be adequate to support submittal of a license 
application, but not to a level of detail adequate for construction. The design to support
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construction will be developed later. The design approach was described n.ore fully in the 
introduction to Chapter 4 in Progress Report #15.  

The Project's understanding of the site continues to evolve. Therefore, repository and 
waste package designs are continually being reassessed in light of this knowledge and of the 
waste containment and isolation strategy being developed to achieve acceptable repository 
performance. Changes in estimated percolation flux are of particular importance in these 
reassessments. Data generated during the latter part of this reporting period suggesti, that 
percolation flux at the repository emplacement horizon may be significantly higher than 
previously estimated. Even though there has always been a design incentive to keep the waste 
packages dry, the updated flux information has added emphasis to the importance of enhincing 
site perfornance by use of robust, more durable engineered barriers.  

Reposi.ory design activities have been adjusted to focus more attention on engineered 
barrier design options. Efforts are in progress to identify and evaluate a variety of options in 
terms of their relative merit for performance improvements and for their costs. These efforts are 
being conducted in conjunction with performance assessment and scientific staff using total 
system performance assessment models, two-dimensional and three-dimensional near-field 
models, and design basis models.  

Supnt for Viability Assessment 

A% stated in Progrcs Report #15, the design supporting the viability assessment will build 
on existing design work documented in the MODS Advanced Concepwual Design Report 
(CRWMS M&O. 1996h) and will emphasize the key technical questions that affect waste 
containment and isolation, performance, and cost. Design elements critical to determining the 
feasibility and performance of the repository and the engineered barrier system will be 
emphasized, as will systems and components that may be significant cost drivers for the 
repository. The effort will evaluate the technological feasibility of the designs f selected 
systems, structuresq a. I .-omponents, but will generally not develop the design detail needed to 
submit the license application. The key cross-cutting design issues for which progress toward 
resolution must be .tchieved to have an adequate design to support the viability assessment are 
listed below.  

* Thermal loading range 

* Engineered barrier system performance enhancements 

* Criticalitv control 

* Emplacement drift ground support concept 

* Performance confirmation concept 

* Retnrevabilty concept
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"• Confirmation of high volume and long period waste handling capability and design 
basis events consequences 

"• Disposal of site-generated waste 

"* Strategy for mapping repository subsurface 

"* Postclosure performance standards 

"a Viability of underground remote control concepts 

"* Repository seals requirements and concepts 

"• Regional Service Agent/unterin Storage Facility interface 

"• Additional waste forms 

"• Waste package sizes and weights 

"* Waste package materials 

"* Design basis model 

"• Subsurface development 

"* Surface development 

"* Site development.  

These issues do not need to be completely resolved to support the viability assessment.  
However, because the plan to design structures, systems, and components to support the 
submittal of a license application is based on the concept of a "one-pass" design (that is a design 
that is intended to support license application and repository construction), enough progress must 
be made to minimize cost and schedule issues associated with redesign.  

Scientific investigations and performance assessment activities will provide data and 
requirements for the design •.ffort. Applicable data will come from scientific and engineering 
tests and analyses in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). as well as from surface-based and 
laboratory testing and analysis. In turn. the updated total system performance assessment in 
support of the viability assessment will use the updated design concepts and the analyses of 
available site and engineering data. The primary objective of the total system performance 
assessment is Ito evaluate the probable behavior of the potential repository in the Yucca Mountain 
geologic setting. An additional objective is to further refine evaluatons of repository 
performance under a range of normal conditions and under conditions imposed by potentially 
disruptive events, such as earthquakes and volcanism. The performance assessment will also
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evaluate the possible range of performance caused by uncertainty in estimating key factors such 
as ground-water flow. thermal effects, and corrosion.  

Estahlithing the Re ,ulorny B06is 

In conjunction with the effort in support of the viability assessment, the Project began an 
effort that will provide regulatory guidance to support the eventual license application.  
Appropriate acceptance criteria and applicable U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
regulatory and licensing precedent will be identified for Bin 3 (important to safety or waste 
isolation and little or no NRC regulatory precedent) and Bin 2 (important to safety or waste 
isolation with NRC regulatory precedent) systems. structures, and components. The binning 
(categorization) process was explained in the introduction to Chapter 4 of Progress Report #15.  
Basically, it entails classifying systems, structures, and components for design priority using the 
importance of the items to safety or waste isolation and whether or not regulatory precedent 
exists for them. The more important items with less regulatory precedcnt will be designed in 
greater detail and probably earlier in the design effort to support the license application than will 
less important items or those with more regulatory precedent.  

The regulatory guidan-e for the design organizv'ion will be documented in an Engineering 
Compliance Plan. This plan will also provide acceptance criteria that will be used by the authors 
of the engineering chapters of thie eventual license application, the systems description 
documents, the engineering design guides, and the design bases event analyses. The plan will 
identify the information necessary to provide reasonable assurance to the NRC that the repository 
design supports construction of a repository that would not pose an unacceptable risk to the 
health and safety of the public or repository workers, The effort will include identification of 
NRC regulatory guidance. licensing precedent, and industry standards that may be applicable to 
the repository design. Additional regulations. NRC Regulatory Guides, and NRC NUREG 
documents may be invoked when additional guidance is needed beyond that provided in I0 CFR 
Part 60.  

The Engineering Compliance Plan will be developed in a phased manner to support the 
phased design process described in Progress Report #15. (Phase I design will support the 
viability assessment.) Thus. the regulatory guidance applicable to the design of Bin 3 and nin 2 
systems- structures, and components to be designed as part of the Phase I design will therefore be 
developed first, Then the guidance to support Bin 3 and Bin 2 systems, stai-iures. and 
components for phase 11 design (to support the license application) will be developed. In 
addition to supporting development of the license application, the Engineering Compliance Plan 
will be used to focus the design work in progress on meeting the regulatory and other 
requirements and staadards considered applicable to the repository. If regulatory requirements 
change. the engineering compliance program will be revised accordingly.
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Design Activities This Reporting Period 

Design activities focused on continued development and refinement of the repository 
design concepts that will support the viability assessment and the license application. Highlights 
included the ioliowing: 

" The reference three-dimensional thermal/mechanical stratigraphy model of Yucca 
Mountain was updated to reflect ever-increasing availability of site information. This 
information is used to support design (see Section 4.1.3).  

" The repository design and emplacement concepts continued to be refined to minimize 
the amount of excavation necessary to emplace waste. Analysis of areal mass loading 
indicated that raising the loading to about 85 MTU/acre would slightly reduce 
(two percent) the repository area required from that required in the advanced conceptual 
design while still meeting thermal goals. Likewise, minimizing drift space surrounding 
defense high-level waste could reduce emplacement area required by about 10 percent.  
Finally, using wider drift spacing coupled with closer waste package spacing in the 
drifts could akio be used to reduce the amount of excavation needed. Work in tihese 
arcas continues, and the concepts ha-,e not yet been apprcved for implementation in the 
design (see Sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.17).  

" Preliminary quantitative guidelines for use of tracers, flaids, and other materials in 
emplacement drifts were developed to help ensure such materials pose no unacceptable 
risk for repository performance. In addition, a list of information needed on planned 
use of such materials was developed to support performance assessment activities (see 
Section 4.1.12).  

"• Concepts for the repository exhaust main were refined (see Section 4.i. 14).  

"- Concept d.-vclopment and initial drawing layouts were made for observation drifts to 
support the performance confirmation program after wa:te emplacement (see 
Section 4 I 14).  

" Examination ot tht. benefits of emplacement drift backfill to repository performance 
continucd A study of the potential benefits of backfill in reducing retive humidity at 
the waste p.ckage found no appreciable perfomiancc improvement fron. use of backfill.  
Future anal%, sj will need to consider potential capillary effects of backfi.i and 
rnecharacal protection provided by backfill against waste package danage from rockfall 
to enable a dcc,%iola to be made on use of backfill (see Section 4.1,18).  

" L)evelopmcnt continued on design analyses that may affect repository operations 
concepts For example, a radiological safety design analysis is in progress that will 
estimate pis onnel expc..ure to radiation in waste handling operations in the repository 
surface tactlitics. Also. a retrieval design analysis is in progress that will provide 
concept, tor equipment needed, failure modes of that equipment. and activities
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associated wi~h retrieval of waste. In other progress, a design analysis demonstrated 
that it is feasible to use a remote-controlled gantry to travel through an emplacement 
drift and obtain data for performance confirmaion without first having to cool the 
emplacement drift. Such a system would result in better data being acquired and also 
less thermal disturbance on the emplacement drift and waste packages (see 
Section 4.4.2).  

" Development was begun of design guides for radiation, drifts, source terms, and remote 
operations. These design guides will provide the design methodology and detailed 
design criteria for each of these subjects.  

" Rail alignments analyses and study of the ioundaries of an additional potential 
transportation corridor beyond the four already under consideration were completed to 
support work on waste transport within the state of Nevada but outside the site 
boundaries.  

" Program cost estimates were completed for 99 000 and 70 000 MTU emplacement 
scenarios. Cost-estimating spreadsheets were upgraded in preparation for the cost 
estimates required for vi,4bility assessment. Cost estimates were made to support the 
various repository trade studies and design analyses. The 99 0-10 MTU represents the 
total waste to be disposed of by the program, while the 70 000 MTU represents the 
wastc to be disposed of at the proposed Yucca Mountain repository.  

" Analyses were nearly completed on subsurface layout, subsurface coordinate geometry.  
and subsurface construction and development methodology. These will define the 
subsurface repository configuration, construction sequence, and construction equipment 
for viability assessment.  

" The Waste Handling Systems Configuration Analysis (CRWMS M&O, 1997d) was 
,:ompleted The analysis established the number of operating lines and capacity of in
process staging areas for waste handling operations and recommended a preferred waste 
handling technology. The number of lines would be five (three wet and two dry), and 
the capacity of the staging area would be 78 fuel assemblies per line. The wet lines will 
handle transfer of spent nuclear fuel assemblies, while the dry lines will handle 
canistered waste forms (such as disposable containers a&id defense high-level waste 
canisters).  

" The Operations Staffing Letter Report u-a.s completed. The report described the results 
of a limited analysis that developed preliminary operating strategies and staffing 
estimates for repository operations. A rough estimate for required repository operating 
staff, based on the advancea conceptual waste handling design, was 358 for the day 
shift, 151 for the second shift, and 147 for the third shift. Total site staffing, which 
includes personnel for subsurface development but excludes subcontract labor, was 
estimated to be 609 for the day shift, 341 for the second shift, and 211 for the third 
shil4.  
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Development began of the following products to support surface design: radiological 
safety design analysis, recovery operations analysis, space allocation analyses for waste 
handling systems, mechanical flow diagrams for the material handling systems, and 
process flow diagrams for waste treatment and pool water treatment systems. These 
documents, when completed, will all support advancement in development of various 
aspects of the surface design.  

Repository Consulting Board 

In June 1996, at the Project's suggestion, the 13SF Tunneling Board of Consultants 
changed its focus from ESF activities to the repository program. As a result, the board is now 
called the Repository Consulting Board. The Board's charter is to provide recommendations to 
the Project on the following aspects of repository design: 

• Ground support 
P Tunnel stability 
* Constructability and operability 
- Waste emplacement and retrievability.  

The Board met two times this reporting period: December 4-5, 1996 and February 20-2 1.  
1997.  

During these meetings, the Board was briefed on a range of repository subsurface design 
topics, including construction methodology and sequence, ventilation, performance confirmation 
plans, and ground support. The Board has provided valuable feedback and guidance to the 
ongoing subsurface design, and it is currently scheduled to meet again April 24-25. 1997.  

4.1 CONFIGURATION OF UNDERGROUND FACILITIES (POSTCLOSURE) 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.2.2) 

4.1.1 Design ACtvitv 1_11.1.1 - Compile a Comprchcnsive List of All the Information 

R kairtd From SiteCharacteriztifo n 

The objective of this design activity is to summarize, in one document, all the information 
required from site characterization for repository surface and subsurface design. This 
information will be acquired before or during design. Program flexibility will exist such that 
design can proceed, even in the absence of certain information identified as required. by making 
suitable assumptions that will require verification.  

Design data needed from site charactenzation continued to be identified for various uses.  
including the following: 

* Design data needs, which have been identified in the Relx)sitor, Design Data Needs 
report tRWMS M&O. 194Sbi. were oed as a hasis for des eloping specific testing and
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data gathering activities for the ESF 4rift-scale heater test. These drift-scale testing 
activities, which include the measurement of thermally induced temperature, rock 
deformation, and ground support deformation, are described in two documents 
(CRWMS M&O, 1997e; DOE. 1997f). Additional geomechanical data that are 
especially important to design include the rock mass thermal expansion coefficient and 
the rock mass modulus, These data and their spatial distribution were identified for 
data gathering activities in the ESF in fiscal year (FY) 1997.  

" Seismic design data needs, which include vibratory ground motion and fault 
displacement parameters, were identified in the Repository Design Data Needs report 
(CRWMS M&O. 1995b). These data needs have been identified for detailed data 
gathering activities in support of the current Probabilistic Seismic Hazards assessment 
that will produce a seismic design report in early FY 1998.  

" Dama needs for concrete material properties. specifically strength. modulus, and creep at 
expected repository temperatures, have been identified for laboratory testing planned 
for FY 1997. Additional laboratory tests have been planned to examine temperature
induced chemical reactions in concrete that may influence the pH of the long-term 
concrete and ground-water system.  

" Geologic data to provide improved stratigraphic control', especially of the southwest 
portion of the repository block, and geotechnical data related to the prediction of rock 
stability have been identified for measurement by possible borehole activities in 
FY 1997. These data would be obtained partly by means of open hole drilling and 
downhole geophysical logging and partly by coring.  

kFomggas : The Repository Design Data Needs report (CRWMS M&O, 1995b) will 
continue to support proiect planning atnd to provide the basis for the development of more 
detailed data gathering activities. Continued design activities may result in refined data needs, as 
well as climinunaton of other data needs. Changes to data needs will continue to be provided to 
the Test Coordinaton Office for disposition. Revisions to the Data Needs Report are no, 
planned.  

4.1.2 kslan Acgt |%., 1,11.1.2 -Determine Adequacy of Existing Slii Data 

The obhlctt•c ot this design activity for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is to 
determine khether the available site data are sufficient for licensing. (The ultimate 
determinaton of sutticiency will be made by the NRC.) If not. it will be determined whether 
additional data must be gathered or whether the design can be completed using assumed 

'Stratigraphic control is the process by which stratigraphy is predicted at locations other 
than at known data points (locations), referred to a,% "control pioints." Stratigraphic control is 
improved by acquirinp morc control points.
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parameters unt! additional data has been collected. This is an ongoing determination up to 
submittal of the license application.  

This activity is closely related to Design Activity 1.11. 1.1, discussed in Rtction 4.1.1 of 
this progress --port. Revision J00 of the Repository Design Data Nee:ds report (CRWMS 
M&O, 1995b), described in Progress Reports #13 (DOE, 1996f) and #14 (DOE, 1996g). contains 
the analyses of sufficiency of available site data. The following activities contributed to 
improving confidence that, at time of license application submittal, site data will be adequate.  

"Activities were planned for the ESF drift-scale heater test to improve the completeness 
of data gathered defining drift and ground-support behavior at high temperatures. The 
adequacy of geomechanical data, especially rock mass thermal expansion and rock mass 
modulus, will be improved by pl•ax to obtain further measurements at several locations 
in the ESF.  

" Evaluaticam and review of geologic mapping data and of results from the monitoring of 
ground support loads from the ESF drifts continue in order to provide further 
information on rock classification parameters used for repository design. These dCta 
will be used in ESF design verification studies and to providC baseline data for 
performance confii-mation.  

"* Results of surface geologic mapping have been used to expand and upgrade inputs to 
the three dimensional geologic computer model (LYNX geology model) that defines 
the volume of rock mass available for repository layout development.  

]•grmejja: The adequacy of data will be continually assessed to suppurt ongoing design 
act'vities.  

4.1.3 Iesign Activity 1,11.1.3. D-ljuiment Reference Three-Dimensional Thernmal/ 
Mechanical Stratigranhy of Yucca Mountain 

The objective of this design activity is to produce reports that describe the three
dimensional thermal and mechanical stratigraphy of Yucca Mountain. The description will rely 
on information gathered from rsite characterization activities and will be entered into the 
Reference Information Base (!, ''. 1995e). The description %,ill then be used as the reference 
basis for design and performanae assessment. This activity is related to Design Activity 1.11.3.2.  
covered in Section 4.1.7 of this progress report.  

D)unng the last reporting period. initial development of a three-jimensional computer 
m(xlel of the repository site area was completed for the support of repository design work. This 
reporting period, the model wa. refined and updated. This model was built using th., Lynx 
Geoscience Modeling System (LYNX), Version 3.06 (CRWMS M&O. 1995c), which is 
qualified for quality affecting woik. The mndxIcl, designated YMP.M03, is an update from the 
previous model YMP.M02 that was, developed in 19)5 (CRWMS M&O. 1995d). The nev,
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model incorporates outcrop information along Solitario Canyon (Buesch, et al., 1995), new 
drilling and revised stratigraphic picks from core logs (CRWMS M&O, 1997a), and revised 
surface faults (Day et al., in press). The new model covers a larger area than was presented in 
YMP.M02. extending farther northward to Pagany Wash fault to enable evaluation of northward 
extension of the repository. The stratigraphic surfaces modeled include tb- following: 

"* Top TSw I Thermal/Mechanical unit 
"• Top TSw2 ThermalVMechanical unit 
"* Top Tptpmn Lithostratigraphic unit 
"* Top Tptpll Lithostratigraphic unit 
"* Top Tptpln Luihostratigraphic unit 
"• Top TSw'r hermallMechanical unit 
"• Top CHn Th:rrmal/Mechanical unit.  

These units air shown in Table 4-1.  

Also, the following additional features were modeled: 

"• Main faults 
"* Topography surface 
"* Topography minus 200-meter,: surface 
"• Topography minus 300-imeters sul face 
"* Ground-water surface 
"• Upper repository plane.  

The LYNX three-dimensional model YMP.M03 was used to assist in defining available 
repository siting area (see 4.1.7 Design Activity 1.I 1.3.2,. The model is documented in the 
Determination of Available Three-Dimensional Volume for Repository Siting document 
(CRWMS M&O, 194-7f).  

The YMP.MO3 model differs from another model, the YMP reference geologic mnodel 
ISM2.0 developed by the U T.S. Geological Survey. in stratigraphic picks and method of 
extrapolation of data. Efforts were begun to reconcile the differences and arrive at a single 
Project geologic model.  

Foraxut: Application ot ihe YMP.M03 mn(odd to repository design will continue. Also, 
the adjacent expansion areas for the repository will be examined using the ISM2.O and 
YMP.M03 inodcls.
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Tab"e 4.1. Comparison of the tithoutrmigr*phic. Hydrogeologic and Thermomechanical units 
of the Paintbrush Group, Calico Hills Formation, and Crater Flat Group Used at 
Yucca Mountain (Modified from CRWMS M&O. 1996f)

Fornal Geomogic 1 Hydrogeologic Units Thermal/Mechanical 
Stratigraphy (Modified from Montazer Units 

(after Sawyer et !., 1994) and Wilson, 1984) (Ortiz et al., 1985) 

Qac Alluvium UO

I Tiva Canyc Tiva Canyon I WeddU 
Tuff Welded Un Tuff! TCw 

I

pw.Canyon~ 

Yucca Mountain 
Tuff Y. Tuff Paintbrush 

Nonwelded 
Pah Canyon PTn 
Tuff 
w Pai..J U J . . ...

FTopopah

Spring 

Tuff

pmPTOW WSnr 

Calico Hills 
Formation 

S- Prow Pass 
Tuff 

Sul"ra Tuft 

Tram TOf

In 
'it

Unit

Topopah Spring 
Welded Unit 
TSw

Calico Hills 
Nonwelded Unit 
CHn 

Crater Flat Unit 

CFu

TCw

PTn

TSwl 

TSw2

TSw3 
CHnlv

CHnlz 

CHn2z 
Pl~w 

CFun 

CFMn 
TRw

i6TL4-1 COK t2z PIf)I5 BP5R t-.g1
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4,1A ODu Activity 1.11.1.4 - Prenfration of Rftrence Properties for the Refrence 
larm'mlatn IM_ 

The objective of this activity is to develop and incorporate data into the Reference 
Information Base (DOE, 199.'e) from sources that document pertinent repository site and design 
properties and describe how these properties were derived, 

The Reference Information Base is . controlled data base that provides summary data and 
information about the Project site and engineering properties. As an evolving data base, it 
represetits the best current state of knowledge for a wide range of technical data parameters and 
is the primary source of approved technical reference information. The Reference Information 
Base provides data for engineering design and development efforts requiring specific site 
properties obtained from field and laboratory measurements, as well as material properties 
4ssociated with waste package and engineered barrier system evaluations. For each item in the 
Reference Information Base, information is prescnted describing the data acquisition or 
development methodology; the statistical bases for the displayed data, including references to 
source data. and the qualification status of the data.  

Data needs for itrnes that will be incorporated in the Reference Information Base are 
identified in activities described in Section 4.1. 1 of this progress report [which references the 
Repository Design Data Needs report (CRWMS M&O. 1995b)], in the Controlled Design 
Assumptions Document (CRWMS M&O. 1996c), and in the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) 
(DOE. 1988).  

This reporting period, efforts remained focused on the review of three new ' 'a items: 
(1) potentiometric surfaces, (2) hydrogeologic stratigraphy, and (3) thermomnechan, 
stratigraphy The review was continuing at the end of the reporting pt.riod. When the review is 
completed, the data will be incorporated into the Reference Information Base. In addition, 
efforts associated with the acceplance of a data item dealing with the heat capacity properties of 
TSwI and TSw2 were in progress.  

Plans are underway to provide access to the Reference Informntion Base through the 
Internet for NRC and oversight group perusal. but the schedule has not yet been finaliled.  

EQ=&xJl; Pertinent baseline data will continue to he examined for possible incorporation 
into the Refererce Information Base Data items for potentiornetric surfaces, hydrogeologic 
stratigraphy. thermomechanical snt atigraphy, and rock heat capacitance will be reviewed and 
incorporated into the Reference Information Base. Efforts will also be focused on review and 
incorporation into the Reference Information Base of specific data items necessary to support the 
development of the viability assessment. The electronic version of the Reference Information 
Base will be maintained and updated as new information is received.
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4.1.S Daim AcItity 1 ,11.2.1 - Comnle Waste Package lnfokarrtion Needed or

The objective of this activity is to determine what waste package information is needed for 
the design of the underground facility, to obtain such data, and to document it in either the 
MGDS Requirements Document (DOE. 1996b) or in the Controlled Design Assumptions 
Document (CRWMS M&O, 1996c).

Table 4-2 shows the revised masses and dimensions for current waste package designs 
provided for repository design this reporting period. Because tolerances were not considered in 
deterrnininp the waste package masses and dimensions, these values are subject to change.  
Because of the design and construction of the container most of the clearances that will be added 
will tend to increase the waste package diameter rather than the length

Table 4-2. Waste Package Dimensions and Weights

Waste Package 
for 21 
Uncanistered 
Pressurized 
Water Reactor 
Assemblies

Waste Package 
for 12 
Uncanistcred 
PressurizL d 
Water Reactor 
Assemblies

Waste Package 
for 44 
Uncanislered 
Boiling Water 
Reactor Fuel 
Aisemblies

Waste 
Package for 
4 Defense 
High-Level 
Waste 
C'misters

Waste Package 
for 4 Defense 
High-Level 
Waste Canisters 
and I DOE Spent 
Fuel Canister

l~ength. mni 5335 5335 5335 3790 3791) 

Diameter, mm 1650 1298 1604t 1785 1970 

Depth of skirt. 225 225 225 225 225 
mM 

Thickness of 50 50 50) 50 50 
skirt. mm 

Rcady for 50423 32 236 46424 30511 35692 
enmplacement 

weight. kg

I) addition to the waste package size information. information describing a concept for 
waste package support design has also been provided for repository design (CRWMS M&O, 
19 97g), This information included a general description, structural and thermal analysis results.  
and engineering sketches of the design.

A modular design was developed for the waste package support assembly. A modular 
design is desirable because it allows flexibility in waste package placement in the drifts and 
individual components can be replaced if the support structure is damaged in a waste package 
handling accident. Because it is less zritical for the support structure to be damaged than for the 
waste package to be breached, the support structure is designed to yield if a waste package 
handling acctient twcurs
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The w-aste package support assembly concept consists of a waste package pier and a waste 
package support. (See Figure 5-5 in this progress report for an illustration of this concept.) The 
pier and support hold the waste package off of the invert to allow air circulation to reduce the 
temperature inside the waste package, and they allow for a sorbing medium below the waste 
packages if needed. The sorbing medium may be used to trap radionuclides after the waste 
package has degraded.  

Two support ac.cmbly o,:signs were included in the information provided for repository 
design. The first ac,.,)mm Aates a gantry with 300-mm-diameter wheels and the second a gantry 
with 600-rnim-diameter •,aeels. The main difference between the two designs is the height of the 
waste package pier. Because of the modular design, the same waste package support can be used 
in both designs.  

Further discussion on the various waste package designs can be found in Chapter 5 of this 
progress report 

E•obtCa: Development of waste package design information is an ongoing effort and the 
information needed and used in repository design will be updated a-i changes occur. These 
changes wili be captured in either the MODS Requirements L)ocument or the Controlled Design 
Assumptions document as appropriate. This design activity wili continue to report design 
information needed and provided for repository design as a result of the waste package design 
process.

4.1.6 Wisen ActivIty 1.1A13.1 -Arte Needed Determination 

The objective of this design activity is to determine the waste emplacement area required 
for the underground facility. Area needed is an important !nput to repository layout design and is 
also an inporta.,t input in determining the suitability of the -ite for emplacing up to 70 000 MTU 
of high-level waste. The area needed is compared with the usable area (discussed in 
Section 4.1.7 of this progress report) to make this determination. Issues such as repository 
layouts and allowable waste package spacing are included in this activity.  

Repository design work concentrated on optimizing the emplicement assumptions and 
arnangeinents to minimize the amount of excavation and the area required to emplace the 
70 000 MTI1 inventory. Specific work focused on setting the areal naiss loading at the highest 
ieasible level, addressing the issue of the allocation of drift space for waste with low heat output.  
and re-e:,,rmining the spacing between emplh.:.enient drifts. Analysis of areal mass loading and 
allocation of drift space are discussed helow, while ditft spacing as discussed in Section 4.1.17 of 
this pi ogress report.  

The areal mass loading assumed for the advanced conceptual design was 83 MTU/acre. A 
reassessment of this vahle began to set the viability assessment areal mas, loading at the highest 
value that reskilts in compliant. .vih all thermal gojl,\. Early indications are that the new thermal 
goal hInuwng peak trciipetaturR - the average top of the undcrlying zeolitic layer, discussed in
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Section 4.1.16 of Progress Report #15 (DOE, 1997e). will represent the limiting condition for 
overall areal mass loading. Preliminary evaluations indicate that areal tmass loadings of 
approximately 85 MTU/acre should result in meeting this goal. An increase in areal mass 
loading from 83 to 85 MTU/acie would slightly reduce the area required to emplace waste by 
about 20 acres, or just over 2 percent of the area requirement.  

The waste inventory currently being used to guide design is described in Key 
Assumptions 003 and 004 of the Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS 
M&O, 1996c). This inventory shows a total of 10.938 waste packages, with 3,259 of these being 
defense high-level waste packages. These packages emtit considerably less heat than the 
commercial spent nuclear fuel packages. but they have been allocated drift space commensurate 
with their heavy metal content "equivalency" in the advanced conceptual design. .X different 
approach being evaluate J is to place the defense high level waste packages in the empty spaces 
between the commercial spent nuclear fuel packages, allowing the defense high level waste 
packages no allocation of discrete drift space. This approach is also discussed in Section 4.1. 17 
of this progress report. If adopted. this approach would reduce the area required for the 70 000 
MTU inventory by approximately 10 percent, or about 85 acres. The heat output of the defense 
high-level waste would be incorporated into thermal modeling, as would the heat output from the 
commercial spent nuclear fuel. This strategy would require accommodations regarding the high
level waste to allow the alternating placement of the commercial spent fuel and high-level waste 
packages. Such accommodations may include appropriate tinting of tile receipt of the high-level 
waste, surface or subsurface storage of commercial spent nuclear fuel or high level waste. or 
carrying onc package over another in the emplacement drift.  

Ftortg ;: This design activity will be ongoing because it, purpose is to update and refile 
repository layouts as additional information becomes available from design efforts and site 
characterization. An analysis defining the repository subsurface laynut to be presented in support 
of the viability assessment is in progress and will be completed ea.ly in the next reportirg peri.d.  

l'rhis analysis was forecast in Progress Report #15 to be completed this reporting period but was 
subsequently rescheduled to the next reporting period.) 

4.1.7 Deslin Activity 1.11.3.2- Usable Are and Flexibility Evaluation 

The objectives of thi design activity are to 

1. Analyze the three-dimensional structure and stratigraphy of Yucca Mountain to 
identify usable areas and ensure that sufficient area is characterized to allow desitn 
flexibility 

2. Produce graphic cross ,ections and maps that cart be used to lay out the drift 
afrangetfents
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3. Cot. ..e drift rrangements to ensure that they fit the geology and structure 

4. Identify site geologic data requirements for determining usable area.  

This design act v ty is closely related to and builds on work performed under Design 
Activity 1. 11 1.3, dis~issed in Section 4.1.3 of this progress report. This design activity also 
helps determine the suitability of the site for emplacitig up to 70 (*00 MTU of radioactive waste, 

During the last reporting period, initial development of a new three-dimensional computer 
model of the repository site area was completed under Design Activity . I1. 1.3 (see 
Section 4.1.3 of this progress report). The model was refined and updated this reporting period.  
The new model will provide additional confidence in Project assessment of available 
emplacement area. The usable area shown in this analysis is based on existing site 
characterization data or on data currently planned to be obtained. The usable area allows for 
expansion of the repository. if needed, from the current layout for 70 000 MTIJ at 83 MTU/acre 

The new model and the deter-rination of the usable area for repository siting is detaired in 
the Detemsination of Available Three Dimensional Volume for Repository Siting design analysis 
((.:RWMS M&O, 19710.0, 

Esmal: Work will continue on extending the use of the LYNX model to define the 
available repository siting area. Ar thot model is updated. the available area will also be 
modified.  

4.1.8 _s•ugn Actlvlty 1.11.3J - Vertical and Horizontal Emplacement Orlentalion Decision 

The objective of this design activity is to provide the peformance evaluation to document 
the decision on emplacement orientation. Well before this reporting period, the decision was 
made to pitwee4 on the desigli assumption of hohizontal in-drift emplacement. All subsequent 
work has involved waste packages euplaced tloriiontally in drifts. Wrk in this design activity 
addrestes issues relevant to this emplacement orientation. such as retrievability and fei..ibility of 
placing backfill in drifts.  

A rept)rt was completed that demonstrated the feasibility of placing backfill in 
emplacement drifts lot the current planned emplacement mode (CRWMS M&O. 1997h). This 
report supports the Project's design goal of not precluding a future decision to use backfill should 
relxisitory and waste package performance considerations warrant.  

famlrlu: Both relpsitory and engineered barrier system designers will continue to 
evaluate the issues of waste package support mechanism and emplacement equipment design and 
methodology. A design 'nalysis is being prepared that will describe the process ot selecting the 
gantry-pedestal -:mplacement concept. This analysis should be approved in the next reporting 
period.
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4.1.9 Design Activft_ 1.1.3A -Drainage and Moisture Control Plan 

The objective of this design activity is to provide postclosure designs for the layout of the 
underground facility to limit tht- amount of water in contact with tne container (emplaced waste 
package) and, by so doing, to pru"ide a favorable containment and isolation environment. The 
objective is not only to limit the amount of water in contact with the waste packages, but also to 
promote the movement of moisture away from the waste emplacement areas.  

Th: subject of water movement and drainage control was discussed in Progress 
Report #14 (DOE, 1996g). No new design work in this area has been performed since the release 
of the advanced conceptLal design. The repository subsurface concept to be presented in the 
viability assessmep, incorporates the general drainage arrangement shown in the advanced 
conceptual design. The measures to control water m( vement include slight gradients in both 
emplacement drifts and mains to promote gravity flow of water away from waste packages.  
Minor changes in 'he main drift arrangement, though not directed toward moisture control, still 
adhere to the basic drainage concept

1o.gjgt: As subsequent phases of repository design progress. options for controlling 
moisture movement will be evaluated for their potentiil to improve repository performance.  

4.1.10 IV0lg ActiitVLY I.E.J-Criteria for Lontinaency Plan 

The objectivc of this design activity is to provide criteria for the development of a 
contingency plan t) deal with unexpected conditions that may be encountered during site 
characterization. rpository constructioni, and the remainder of the preclosure period. Examples 
of unexpected conditions that may be encountered include small zones of perched water, 
localized heavy tractUre 7ones, water recharge pathways, and localized heavily lithophysac-rich 
zones.  

As .hiscu•s•d in Progress Report #15, the repository subsuriface layout as it has evolved 
since the release ol the advanced conceptual design continues to possess a high degree of 
flexibility to adjust to changes in concept as well as unexpected geologic conditions. No 
additional information is available this reporting period.  

oreast: Work on this activity will conti.iue through FY 1997 and through progressive 
phases of repostaor% deign The potential repository block definition will continue to he 
e'#amined as inlorniation is received from site characterization activities. As more information 
on geologic sIruturcs is acquired. expansion and adjusinuent of the primary area will be 
considered
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4.1.11 De & _ActivYty 1.114A1 Chemical Chango Resulting From the IMe of 
-o-,,,,ftr• Maudr& 

The objective of this activity is to quantify the chemical changes (e.g., change in pH) that 
result from the use of a giver, quantity of construction material (e.g., cement).  

Work has continued on the developmer~t of candidate concrete formulations to enhance the 
long-term postclosure geochemical performance of concrete. This effort has concentrated mainly 
on concrete vurnulations that act to minimize the potential pH of the concrete. Laboratory 
testing has been planned to examine specific chemical processes that affect pH at sustained high 
temperatures.  

.grtu1: Further study of corrosion processes and in situ thermal testing of potential 
ground support components are current tasks for FY 1997. Understanding of the degradation of 
materials during preclosure should enable an assessment of the impact on the long-term 
geochemical environment in empiacement drifts.  

4.1.12 Design Activity 1,11.4.2 - Nglrial inventory Criteria 

The objective of this design activity i. to establish appropriate limits on the inventory of 
materials that will be used in construction and operation of the underground facility and to write 
criteria for the appropriate limits on the inventory of materials, including backfill, that will be left 
in the openings after decommissioning. Materials in the repository potentially affect 
geochemistry and therefore potentially affect waste package and repository performance. This 
design activity is closely related to and builds upon Design Activity 1. 11.4. 1, discussed in 
Section 4. 1.11 of this progress report.  

Preliminary qualitative guidelines for the usage of tracers, fluids, and materials for 
potential repository drifts were developed for use in design. Also, an initial description A as 
prepared of the design information needed regarding possible uses of tracers, fluids, and 
materials. These data will he used in calculating chemical effects of tracers, fluids, and materials 
to evaluate potential impacts on waste isolation capabilities of the site.  

Analyses have been performed to attempt to hound potential impacts bo waste isolation 
from usage of tracers, fluids, and materials in the site characterization testing and ESF 
construction programs. However, the analyses performed for these activities generally depend on 
the specific tracers, fluids, and materials (or types of tracers, fluids, and materials) being 
evaluated, their mass. and their location relative to potential waste emiplacement zones. In many 
instances, defining a limited quantity of a tracer, fluid. and material that can be left in the 
gýeologic system with the eXpectation of negligible impac! to waste isolation is predicated upon 
-he assumption that there is at least 37 ni of taft between the tracers, fluids, and materials 
deposition !.ite and the closest potential waste package.
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Because there is no mass of tuff between potential tracers, fluids, and materials deposition 
sites and waste emplacement zones in the repository drifts, even small amounts of substances 
represent large perturbations tt, the ambient system near potential waste packages. In addition.  
these perturbations could occur on a site-wide scale and not just as localized anomalies.  
Therefore, previous assessments of impacts cannot be usefully applied to the repository design 
and construction.  

Qualitative guidelines, however, can be furnished for a number of general classes of 
tracers, fluids, and materials without additional analyses. In general. tracers can be used 
throughout the site with negligible impact to waste isolation expected because of the low 
concentrations used (-20 ppm), and in some instances the limited spatial extent of their use.  
This is particularly true for gas-phase tracers. One tracer that has been approved for use in 
subsurface construction water in all locations is LiBr (lithium bromide). The gas-phase tracer 
SF, (sulfur hexafluoride) has been approved for specific applications in the subsurface ani in 
horeholes. Qualitative guidelines were developed for the following broad classes of fluids and 
materials that have been evaluated to date: water, organic-based fluids, concentrated salt 
solutions, solid sails (halides, nitrates, sulfates), alloys, earth materials, organic materials, and 
ceirientitious materials.  

Of substances used for repository constniction, operation or cloiure, only thow that are 
left in the geologic environment postclosure (i.e., committed to the site, either intentionally or 
inadvertently) are of concern for impacts to repository performance, unless the substance alters 
the geologic environment before being removed from the site. Tio assess the potential effects to 
hydrology and geochemistry, and to evaluate the impacts to waste isolation resulting from the 
usage of tracers, fluids, and materials in a repository, the needed information consists of the 
following three parts: ( 1) the amount of the tracer,%, fluids, and materials to be committed to the 
wite 0 e., emplaced and expected to be left after closturea; (2) the distributiOn of tracerC, fluids, 
and materials throughout the tunnels, and (3) the nature and comzposition of the tracers. fluids.  
and materials.  

A couIIptii data base is being deeloped to track construcuion materials used ni the 
retxsitory and other ilenws that might become a part of the repository Plans are for the database 
to. contain seven categories of construction materials: permanently installed items, temporarily 
installed items, construction equipment, operating equipment, consumables, waste, and water.  
The data base will track quantity, type, location, system, and estimated service life and also give 
a description lor each material category. The data base will also be able to account for items that 
are subsequently removed from the iel-psitory The data base can be used by Project personnel to 
analvte the different materials used in repository construction or other items that become pan of 
the repository 

E~rrct&: Work is in progress to address some of the needed constraints for potential 
rcpository' construction. This activity will continue through the end of FY 1997 Any 
information generated relevsint to constraints on tr' "crs, fluids, and material% usage in potential 
rr•ositoi-A construction will be used to update guidance Iot use ol these materials and will he 
valhated for iInC.lulon in the Iltateall data bawc 1.=ork on the destgn and totin•ulation ot got id
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support materials, especially cementitious materials, will continue, and results will be used to 
develop material inventory criteria for the potential repository. An inventory of committed 
materials (materials to be left in the repository after closure) will be prepared, The data base for 
tracking construction materials used in the repostory will be completed.  

4.1.13 Design.hctlvh, 1.11.4.3 - Water Managentnt Criteria 

The objective of this design activity is to establish appropriate limits on the amount of 
water that will be used for surface and underground facility construction and operation.  

No work hai., been peffomted for this activity during the reporting period. Related work is 
reported in Section 6.21 concerning water management for ESF construction and testing and 
%tIrtice-ha'ied tesltng aetivwties 

The flrrvcat for thin %ectiol in Progress Report #15 predicted that criteria for water use in 
dust suppression, ground support installation, and fire protection would be input to the design 
that support, the viability assessirient. This work wa,\ not performed because of priority conflicts 
and has not yet been rescheduled.  

o13rola : No work is planned for this activity in the next reporting periodi For related 
work, see Sectitm 6 21 forecast.  

4.1.14 ivo AirAUJ1.I11.5.1 - Excavation Nethods Criteria 

The ohieclive (i this design activity is to examine excavation inethods available for 
repisitory co"tidcIon1 dtid lo identity con tramnis on (howe method,, arlsing from rost-losure 
pcftorinlalitc .on•iderastitonsi The obhiective is to hIuntl excavation-induced changes tio rcx.k inasLs 
pcrncahtiiht 

"ll;C iaiorl.% (i rniorimutmon 1 ;esented on escava~ton n1ethohologieS in the MO( D)S 
Advanced ('anceplual l)rsign Report t(CRWNIS M&O, IP46hh anti discussed in Progress Relp.rts 
#14 and #15 t' stll current The repository subsurface layout changes discussed in rogress 
Report 415 ' rernain tivl for the design to support the viahility assessment. There will, however, 
he contimit, retinenctivs It simplify the hI' ut and to 17imnlize nLon tunnel boring machine 
rCxcVt'loI liihc .iuhsurtaice layout antd excavail on design analyses are currentlv in pteparatiotl 

A Ihei mal m asd tattelieii analysis til progts',% iatdletvdtrs thAt ilctetsng cnpl-.enteri di if' 
spiwing troim '25 n•i t) 28 in with cottes•pmdingly closwr spacing .A the waste packages in the 
einpli'emeifti dti mAs tw stable This, arrangenient uiminatais ar .crcal loading density in the 

rnge ot1 80 ?%% IN, Ml'l*V'.'Tr ito conliieicial spent itwcle.i tuel and still lheels estahhIshed 
lthr"l'it go',ls r1C iiet t-|t ' ould h;, t, coliderah, reduce the fiilulib o dill C dIIII.Cctltit dilh!I
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needed for 70000 MITU of waste. The design of the waste package handling equipaiten that will 
operate in the emplacement drifts will define the final excavated drift diameter. which is 
currently set at 5.5 rn. The emplacement drift s. ry openings are planned to he excavated by 
madheader ard the emplacement drifts by tunnJ- boring machine.  

Central Exhaust MaIn and Ventilktion R:'.-i.  

The current design to support the viabihly assessment places the central exhaust main 
10 m below the emplacement drifts. A short 10 m raise will connect each emplacement drift to 
the exhaust min. The main advantage of a short ventilation raise i% the reduction in raise boring 
activity (less fround disturbance and lower cost) and shorter acc.ass ramps from the south and 
north main-, to the exhauut awsn. The exhaust mair will wtauire continual ventilation to maintain 
a tenperatire level that will allow personnel to enter and periodically inspect and maintain the 
tunnel and equipment, soch a% monitoring equipment it deiec radinactive materiaN in the 
exhaust air hrom the emplaceaient drilts.  

Roadheader Excavation 

The simplifi: design iayout to support the viability assessment will seek to mnimize 
roadheader excavation wherever px)ssible. While developments in roadheader technology for 
hard rock excavation renain encouraging, this excavationl method is less productive and more 
expensive than tunnel boring machine excavation for longer tunnel distances The majority of 
roadheader excavittnon is expected to be tor the turnouts connecting the mains and the 
emplacement drifts, and short connecting drift% where tunnel boring machine excavation would 
be impractical.  

Pertomince Confirmatwn Lrilt, 

"The Subsurfi..e Replxsitot, Perlortilance Contirtiation l'ac-ilitics analy.Is t CRWMNS SrI&O, 
14971) identified tibhI ersatin drilts a-rots the rept)itory blt:k ats a 1%isvible facilities solution to 
the reqlilivneients ,tor tollecting thorlnitanve vsinfirf"iAt1ltitr} 404 The dril-s, wO~ld b lhied 10 lit 
above the placenlent horizon and excavated by either roadheader or 1y tunnel Ninnym machine 
depending on the number required. lnsitnimrnted Iorehole, drilled from the observation dritts 
into the rock mass surrounding emplacement drils would detect changes in rock charactenstics 
rtnulti'ig from the thermal ettecls of the waste packages 

Fargdt: Activity on Nhi6. task will continue through FY 141)7 and through progressive 
phAsCes 0t rCI-ist0oV • I'. ,gn Tlhe. lavs'ut conmcpt is largely fixed tor the design to %uppmrt the 

h idbilith a. . ellSIit, althoutlgh-t oIi"c ilinIctIVII IV C1w spe0ted As thIC dIt+Cgll amial'eAS 
Priusiary and weconda.. rxcavation imethLdx. •sill contilnue to !.t cva.uatcd as the design evolls.  
The Iltigi"% I't l httttw" of haidiLXk loAdheatdCIs' ill %411IIIil~e tI be I0I1imitred to gAUge thell 
su-cess and applicahilith to the Yucca Miponti-n Project
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Tnt selection of the iTe and extent of facilitics required for performance confirmation 
requires further study to determine the extent and frequency of performance confirmation data 
that must be collected. Such additional studies are not currently planned to occur until license 
application design begins 

4.1.11S [L) n Activity LI1._.2 :J., .nTerr Subsen ce_ ControI Strateg 

The objective of this design activity is to evaluate the potential for postclosure suiface 
submidence and the impact of ground wovcmcnt in the- vicinity of the excavations on waste 
containment and isolation.  

The Potentihi fOr oswtclosure surface subsidence was described in Progress Report #14.  
Prngres% Report #15 stated that the Project has preliminarily concluded that subsidence is not a 
major issue and the subject will be ccvisited in the development of license application design to 
address the specific ;ubsurface configuration at that time. As discussed in this section of 
Progress Report #15. 4ubsidence is genterally caused by pillar rather than drift failu,-. However.  
pillar failure begins at the drifts that border each pillar. Therefore. if the drifts are -table, the 
pillar is ••so. Thus, ProjeCt focus hi- been on drift stabilitv rather thlt on subsidence. The 
effect% of pillar stability tn predicted %urface sub.idencc were not addrcssed this reporting 
period.  

"kgr.UM : Evaluation ot subsidence and drift stabiltty will continue as part of an ongoing 
emplacement drift stability and maintenance task. Future analyses will concentrate on ground 
support and stability of individual drift- and will include use of a jointed rock mass model.  
Specific analyses to sutplprt subsiidence predictons wte not planned fof the next reporting period.  

4.11 Dhnlll A . . .1. L. L.I .hermal Loadinj for ;undgrarwd Facility 

The obje'ti -: oti this de.ign activity is to cstablhsh the allowable thermal loading as a 
tunction of waute age and burnup. And waste package emplacement concept 

Ithc ablhtv to meet the oserall perfirmlance icquilrenents of the proposed repostlory at 
Yucca Mountain reqlircs that thc twso mnajo'r ,ub,,,stms (natural and engineered barrier%) 
lusiiivlh, contribute to the contimllnient iAnd iolation (t uclide n ddiion t the 
potclolsure performance, the protpoed reptisitory -ust meet preclhwure iequirentents of (a) sitfe 
operation Anid lb) maintenance ot wa-te retrieval capability. The thermal, inechanical.  
h•,tio•loical. and chemical belhai, ihr ol tti teliiesutor% tindertgivutind i *,ihlies niui !e adequately 
undertood it) deternule ulihilier huoth the pIxtclosure and preclo-sure reqiwrenmieiit- will ti t ililn 
ttw plreuciwr ol •l•nlifiluln lh•wltli : ,,tid,
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Laboratory and in situ thermal testing and natural analog studies are key elements in 
gaining an understanding of how the Yucca Mountain rock would be affected by waste 
emplacement. The single-heater test has started, and the drift-scale test is under construction.  

These test programs are discussed further in Chapter 5 of this progress report.  

Aside from continuation of the single .heater test and planning for the drift-scale test, no 

work on the thermal loading of the underground facility was conducted during this reporting 
period.  

[,a&W, The thermal loading strategy will continue to be refined as it is implemented in 

the engineering, site, and regulatory areas. The Thermal Loading Study for FY 1996 (CRWMS 

M&O, 1 996o) results will be reconsidered if appropriate as the understanding of site 

characteristics evolves. As the results of in situ thermal tests, laboratory tests, and natural analog 

studies become available, they will be used to validate models to predict the thermal behavior of 

the natural and engineered systems. This process will allow a decision to be made before license 

application on the thermal loading of the potential repository.  

4.1.17 DWIgn Activlyv 1.116.2 - Borehole Spacinr Strategy 

The objective of this design activity as originally planned was to develop a strategy for 

spacing waste packages within the repository that included emplacement boreholes and drifts 

containing the emplacement boreholes. As stated in Progress Report #11 (DOE. 1995b), 

however, Project planning has changed from emplacement of waste packages in boreholes to in

drI'1 emplacement of waste packages. Thus, the objective now is to develop a strategy for the 

spacing of emplacemekut drifts and waste packages within the drifts. Drift and waste package 

spacing have a major impact on temperatures in and around the waste packages and in the 

repository as a whole. These two parameters can be adjusted to obtain a desired repository 
thermal loading or to achieve design goals for temperature or ltumidity.  

This activity is closely related to Design Activity 1. 11.6. 1. discussed in Section 4.1.16 of 

this progress report. The emphasis in Design Activity 1. 11.6. 1. however, is on developiug an 
overall repository thermal load and related goals and constraints, while the emphasis in this 
activity is on developing the details to achieve the sel.pcted thermal load and meeting the 

established thermal goals and constraints. This activity is also related to the waste emplacement 

management concepts discussed in Sections 4.1.6 and 4.1.8 of this progress report.  

As mentioned in Section 4.1.6 of this progress report. an effort is underway [see 
Repository Then •11 Loading Management Analysis (CRWMS M&O, in prep.la))J to re-evaluate 

the spacing betm. i emplacement drifts. This spacing has remained at 22.5 meters since the 

Initial Summrnan. Report for Repository/Waste Package Advanced Conceptual Design (CRWMS 
M&O, 1994a) was produced in August 1994. This spacing was included in the MGDS 
Advarced Conceptual Design Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996b) released in March 1996.
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The combination of drift spacing, waste package spacing, and waste package mass content 
produces the areal rmas loading value for th'. repository. The current evaluation is focused on 
maximizing the emplacement drift spacing consistent with compliance with thermal goals and 
with the incorporation of the concept for treatnent of defense high-level waste packages 
discussed in Section 4.1.6. This concept would help minimize the amount of excavation needed 
to emplace waste. The analysis will set a drift spacing, for a given overall areal mass loading, by 
moving the drifts "uther apart and the commercial spent nuclear fuel packages closer together 
within the drifts until the space left for the defense high level wastc packages is just adequate to 
provide room for emplacing these packages. This configuration will then be modeled for thermal 
conditions to ascertain its compliance with the thermal goals, If all goals are met, the drift 
spacing will be considered valid.  

ERLrMM: The thermal management design analysis containing the drift spacing work is 
scheduled for completion during the next reporting period. This analysis is expected to 
determine the most fiicient method of spacing waste packages and emplacement drifts that 
meets requirements and limits.  

4.1.18 Detsin ActivIty 1.11.6.3 - Sensitivity Studies 

The objective of this design activity is to evaluate the effects of uncertainty in the 
description of the waste form and geologic setting. Recent activities have focused on 
determining predicted repository thermohydrologic and thermomechanical response to variations 
in thermal loading. This information will be used to evaluate the adequacy of data gathered and 
to determine with confidence whether repository performance goals have been met.  

A Waste Isolation Study (CR WMS M&O, in prep.[ib) was conducted that documented the 
current understanding of performance of various components of the engineered and natural 
barrier systems. This study used information developed in the Description of Performance 
Allocation report (CRWMS M&O. 19 96 p) to identify the potential contributions these barriers 
may have in performing the overall waste isolation function. The study also examined the 
potential benefits of backfill in reducing the relative humidity at the waste package surface for 
the higher percolation fluxes currently being assumed by the Project for repository performance 
valculations and djesign purposes. Backfill calculations performed previously, using a less 
detailed near-field model and lower fluxes. showed an improvement in performance at, -butable 
to backfill of roughly one order of magnitude. The new calculations, with a more detailed near
field model and the higher fluxes, show no appreciable diffet.:nces between the backfill and the 
no backfill options. Note, however, that the only backfill characteristics m(oeled in this analysiv.  
were ils efftcts on relative humidity at the waste package surface of the waste package resulting 
fromi the insulating nature of the backfill. This impact on reiative humidity then affected the time 
of onset and the rate of corrosion of the waste package but not enough to appreciably change 
performance. The study did not consider the capillary effects of backfill that may result in 
evaporation or diversion of watet from the waste package or the potential value of the backfill in 
providing mechanical protection from rockfall.
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This study alwo exaunined the potential bent ts of spent nuclear fuel cladding, waste 
package material galvanic protection, drip shields, and invert additives to long term waste 
isolation. Preliminary results indicate that very long-lived cladding, galvanic protection, and drip 
shields can provide significant performance. Completion of this study was delayed to the next 
reporting period to allow more thorough documentation of the findings of this report.  

The Waste Quantity, Mix, and Throughput Study (CRWMS M&O, 1997j) was completed 
during this reporting period. This study provided an update of the waste quantities for all types 
of wastes that may be expected to be received on an annual basis at the repository. Potential 
extensions of these quantities were also identified. The study also identified the areas of the 
repository design - surface, subsurface, and waste package - that are sensitive to the variable 
waste stream parameters. Such sensitivities include the shipment rates, shipment cask types, 
thermal output of the fuel assemblies. etc, Design levels to be used for sizing surface and 
subsurface facilities were recommended. Finally. this study identified an approach and waste 
quantities to be used for sizing Lag Storage due to shipment surges, down time in the processing 
lines, or to accommodate the ability to manage the thermal output of the waste packages, 

E : The Seals Design requirements system study and the Waste Package system 
study are scheduled for completion during the next reporting period. The Waste Isolation 
Requirements System Study will also be completed at that time, In addition, a design basis 
concepts activity is planned that will continue to examine the sensitivities of the engiueered 
barrier system and the natural barrier system to different parazn-ter assumptions. This activity is 
expected to more fully examine the capillary benefits of backfill as well.  

4.1.19 Des&h Activ1tY 1.11.6.4 - Strat•v for Cnlalnrmenl Enhancement 

The objective of this design activity is to docament how design of the underground facility 
has taken into account containment of radionuclides with special emphasis on obtaining better 
performance of the waste package barrier by keeping it dry.  

Since the last reporting period, the estimates of j.ercolation flux at the repository horizon 
have increased. These increased fluxes could have an impact on the estimates of the 
performance of the engineered barrier components reported in Progress Report #15. The 
sensitivity of the performance effects of backfill to the higher fluxes is discussed in Section 
4.1.18 of this ieport.  

FoasI: A design basis concepts activity is planned that will continue to examine the 
effectiveness of the engineered barrier system and potential approaches for improving its 
performance.
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4.1.20 Destgn Alvityh 1.11,6.5 - Reference Cal.aIos.tM 

The objective of this design activity is to provide a set of calculations that documents 
predictions of postclosure thermal and thermomechanical response of the host rock. These 
calculations may be used to address performance assessment issues. Thermal and thermo
mechanical response analyses performed to satisfy this design activity can be divided into near
field and far-field analyses; the near-field analyses can be further divided into container-scale 
analyses and drift-scale analyses.  

Current thermomcchanical analyses are based on information derived from the ESF, 
especially rock modulus and thermal expansion data. Work continues on the development of as
built ESF information, including descriptions (location, extent, and type) of installed ground 
support elements and ground conditions encountered. The evaluation of geoengineering data 
includes comparing monitoring data on ground supports, the as-mapped rock classification, and 
the ground.support type. Parameters such as rock mass strength and modulus arz. derived from 
the as-mapped data.  

Foregs: Near-field thermal and thermomechanical analysis of drift temperature and 
stability will continue as part of an ongoing task. In particular. jointed rock models will be used 
to examine the effects of long-term thermal and seismic load cases and to provide a basis for 
assessing postclosure drift behavior. The development of ESF as-built drawings and a baseline 
data base will continue during FY 1997.  

4.1.21 Deshm Activityv Ll 1.7 - ReferencePoskloaure Reoositorv Deslen 

The objective of this design activity is to establish the information that will constitute the 
reference postclosure design for use in performance assessment and to docume,'t this information 
in the MGDS Advanced Conceptual Design Report (now complete) and in reports pertinent to 
the viability assessment and license application design.  

The development continued of a list of information needed for performance assessment.  
The list of information needed, which first appeared in Progress Report #14, was modified 
slightly by adding the following items to it: 

"* Description of underground ventilation s- ;tern 

"* Location of radioactive release ources 

"* Description of the waste package trmsporter and underground waste package handling 
operations.  

Some of the needed information was made available for performance assessment.
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EeuuatI: Design information needed for performance assessment will continue to be 
made available to support performance assessment as it is developed throughout FY 1997.  

4.1.22 sI~go Activity 1.11.7.2 - Documentaloni of Compliance 

The objective of this design activity is to document that the characteristics and 
configurations of the repository and . ngineered barrier systems have been adequately established 
to show compliance with both the postclosure design criteria of 10 CFR 60.133 and regulatory 
p-rformance objectives. This compliance is to be demonstrated in documentation for license 
application design. This activity draws from the results of many other activities.  

A complete status of this design activity was included in Progress Report #14 and updated 
in Progress Report #15. No updates to the demonstration of compliance resulted from work 
during this reporting period.  

EonM.tl: Demonstration of compliance of the repository and engineered barrier designs 
with 10 CFR Part 60 will be refined as the designs are further developed in an ongoing process.  
This section of future progress reports will provide updates on the compliance demonstration as 
new reports and analyses become available.  

4.2 REPOSITORY DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 
(SCP 8.3,23) 

Design Activity 2.7. 11. discussed in Section 4.2.1 of this progress report, provides the 
status of work performed to evaluate repository safety design criteria and performance goals.  
Radioklgical safety anaiysis is an ongoing process throughout all design phases of the repository 
project.  

The list of events identified previously for consideration a. design basis events was 
evaluated. As a result. the 22 external events w.entified were grouped into 11 potential analysis 
groups. These groups were then prioritizee tn the basis of the potential impact of each on 
repository design, the availability of information to support each analysis, and the importance of 
having the analysis complete to support the viability assessment. Similarly. internal events have 
been grouped into 16 potential analysis groups to facilitate efficient evaluations of all potential 
design basis events.  

In addition, pilot analyses are being perfo'med for a nonmechanistic waste package failure 
in the subsurface and for selected surface events. The pilot analyses allow the development of a 
model for future consequence analyses, identification of potential issues. and the development of 
consistency within the various analyses to be produced within the multidisciplinary design basis 
event task team. The pilot analyses also allow other potential design basis events to be cvaluated 
using any postulated releases and similarities to the pilot analyses.
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One of the 11 specific external analyses in progress is the determinatior. of the probability 
of an aircraft crash on the proposed repository surface facilities. This analysis will provide the 
basis for either screening out this external event or establishing it as a Category I or 2 design 
basis event as defined in 10 CFR Part 60. NUREG-Og00 (NRC, 1987) has been selected to 
define the approach for making this determination.  

4.2.1 iugn Ar4clvtty 2.7.1.1 - Desih ' Evaluation for Comnflance with Radi2ogical Safety 
Design Criteria and Per(ornjnc filh 

The objective of this design activity is to evaluate the repository design against the 
radiological safety design criteria and performance goals at each phase of the design and to 
provide feedback to the designers on needed corrections or modifications. This activity will 
result in a repository design that will protect repository workers and the public from radiological 
hazards during the preclosure period.  

In Progress Report #15, the development of the preliminary MGDS hazards analysis 
(CRWMS M&O. 1996q) was discussed, This analysis identifies hazards with potential 
radiological consequences and is the basis for a systematic evaluation of hazards as potential 
design basis events. The hazards identified represent potential initiating events and design basis 
event scenarios for surface and subsurface repository operations. This analysis identified both 
external and internal events that required some degree of additional evaluation for potential 
impact on a .epository facility. During this reporting period, each external event has teen further 
evaluated (a) to permit grouping of events to allow evaluation of events in the most efficient 
manner and (b) to prioritize events based on potential impacts on a viability assessment of the 
repository design.  

As a result, the 22 external events are currently grouped into I I potential analyses. As the 
evaluation and design progresses, additional combinations of events may occur to recognize 
commonality between scenarios and to make efficient use of resources. The I I external event 
an.dysis groups are as follows: 

External Evenk Analysis Group External Event(s) 

I. Aircraft crash Aircraft crash 

2. Industriallmilitary activity Industrial activity 
Induced accident Military activity 

•, Loss of onsite/offsite power Loss of offsite/onsite power 
Lightning 
Extreme weather fluctuations
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External Event Analysis Group 

4. Seismic activity

5. Winds/storm=

6. Rainstorm related

7. Rockfall/steel set fall

8. Fire hazards analysis

9. Thermal/thermal cycling

External Event(s)

Earthquake 
Subsurface fault displacement 
Surface fault displacement 
Static fracuring 
Debris avalanching

Tornado 
Extreme wind 
Sdndstorms

Flooding 
Landslides 
Debris avalanching dte to rainstorm (including 
rain and snow loads)

Earthquake 
Subsurface fault displacement 
Surface fault displacement 
Subsurface static iractunng 
Dissolution

Fire (range) 
Lightning

Static fracturing

10. Safeguards and security

11. Ashfall roof loading

Inadvertent future intrusions 
intentional future intrusions

Volcanism, ashfall

Sixty internal events were also identified in the preliminary MGDS hazards analysis by 
synthesizing subsurface and surface system functional areas of design and potential interactions 
that could impact a radiological waste form (e.g.. disposal container, waste package, fuel 
assembly. radioactive waste processing system component). This list of events was generated by 
determining the applicability of internal generic events that could potentially interact with the 
waste form and result in a radiological relvase. Each of these events will require the following, 
either indiv:dually or in combination with other events:

9 A frequency analysis that demonstrates the e'vent is incredible

e An analvsis that demonstrates a release does not occur as a result of the event
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* A consequence analysis that demonstrates that the radiological consequences of the 
event arc within regulatory requirements, or that identifies required preven-ive or 
mitigating structures, systems, and components to ensure the radiological consequences 
are within regulatry requirements.  

* Some combination of the above.  

Similar to the external events evaluations, internal groups have also been grouped to facilitate 
their evaluations. Potential surface design bisis events are grouped into I I evaluation groups as 
summarized below:

Surface Internal Event Analysis Group 

1, Shipping cask related 

2. Spent fuel assembly canister related 

3. Spent fuel assembly related

Internal Event(s) 

Shipping cask drop 
Shipping cask slapdown 
Shipping cask collision 
Shield door jams shipping cask 
Handling equipment drop onto shipping cask 
Truck/railcar deriilment 

Spent fuel assmbly canister drop 
Spent fuel assembly canister slapdowti 
Spent fuel assembly canister drop onto sharp 
object 
Spent fuel assembly canister collision 
Spent fuel assembly canister drop onto 
disposal container 
System generated missile striking spent fuel 
Fuel damage due to welding process 
Fuel damage due to laser radiation 

Spent fuel assembly drop 
Spent fuel assembly drop onto sharp ob;,-ct 
Spent fuel assembly collision 
Spent fuel assembly drop onto disposal 
container 
System-generated missile striking spent fuel 
Fuel damage due to welding process 
Fuel damage due to Jaser radiation
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Surffae Interral Event Analysis Group

4. High-level waste canister related

5. Disposal container related

6. Waste package related

Internal Event(s)

High-luvel waste canister drop 
High-level waste canister slapdown 
High-level waste canister drop onto sharp 
object 
High-level waste canister collisior.  
High-level waste canister drop onto disposal 
container 
System-generated missile striking high level 
waste container 
Fuel damage to welding process "uel damage to laser radiation

Disposal container drop 
Disposal container slapdown 
Disposal container drop onto sharp object 
Disposal container collision 
Spent fuel assembly canister drop onto 
disposal container 
Spent fuel assembly drop onto disposal 
container 
High-level waste container drop onto disposal 
container 
System-generated missile striking disposal 
container 
Decon system flooding 
Fuel damage due tr. welding process 
Fuel damage due to laser radiation 
Handling equipment drop onto disposal 
container

Waste package drop 
Waste package slapdown 
Waste package drop onto sharp object 
Waste package collision 
Equipment drop onto waste package 
Transporter derailment 
System generated missile striking waste 
package 
Fuel damage due to welding process 
Fuel damage due to laser radiation
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Surface Internal Event Analysis Group 

7. Fire hazards related 

8. Liquid low-level wasme related 

9. Solid low level waste related 

10. Mixed waste related 

11. Process-upset related 

Potential subsurface design basis events, 
are summarizel below: 

Subsurface Internal Event Analysis Group 

I. In ramp/drift during transporting waste 
package into main drift 

2. In drift during transfer of waste 
package at emplacement drift

Internal Event(s) 

Fire in waste handling building external to 
fuel handling area 
Fire in low level waste area 
Fire in fuel handling area 

Low-level waste drop 
Handling equipment drop onto low-level 
waste 

Low level waste drop 
Handling equipment drop onto low-level 
waste 

Mixed waste dror 
Handling equipment drop onto mixed waste 

Thermal excursion/process upset in low-levcl 
waste system 

which are grouped into four potential analyses, 

Internal Event(s) 

Transporter derailment in ramp or main drift 
Waste package car rolls out of transporter 
Runaway transporter/railcar 
Transport cask door jams waste package 
Rockfall onto transporter 
Steel set drop onto waste package 
Loss of .-Aiste package cart restraint in sloped 
emplacement drift 
Fire-hydrogen explosion (from batteries) 

Emplacement railcar derailment 
Waste package car rolls out of transporter 
Emplacement railcar collision with 
emplacement locomotive 
External ',nioading niechanism fails 
Transport cask internal off-loading 
mechanism fails
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Subsurface Internal Event Analysis Group

2. In drift during transfer of waste 
package at emplacement drift 
(continued)

3. In drift during emplacement of waste 
package into drift

4. In drift during preclosure

Internal Event(s)

Transport cask door jams waste package 
Rockfall onto transporter 
Rockfall onto waste package/emplacement 
railcar 
Steel set drop on waste package 
Fire-hydrogen explosion (from batteries)

Emplacement railcar derailment 
Waste package collision 
Runaway transporter/raillar 
Rockfall onto waste package/emplacement 
railcar 
Steel set drop onto waste package 
Loss of waste package cart restraint in sloped 
emplacement drift 
Fire-hydrogen explosion (from batteries) 
Thermal cycling of waste package

Steel set drop onto waste package 
Rockfall onto waste package/emplace,..  
railcar 
Thermal cycling of waste package

The above internal t.vents depend on the design and arc based on the current revision of the 
preliminary MGDS hazards analysis. A revision is planned to update the hazards analysis to 
reflect recent design changes (as modified in the Controlled Design Assumptions Document).

Two sets of pilot analyses--one for surface and one for subsurface-are being performed 
to evaluate the environmental consequences of selecled potential design basis events. The pilot 
analyses will establish the dose model and assumpions that will be used for subsequent 
radiological consequence anatyses (i.e., for other events), and to serve as a basic template for 
these subsequent analyses. The surface pilot analyses include five cases. Two cases involve 
nonmechanistic waste package failure; one within the waste handling building and the other 
outside. Three drop event cases include one spent nuclear fuel assembly drop onto another 
assembly. c'ip onto the floor of one spent fuel canister containing 2 1 pressurized water reactor 
fuel assemblies, and one defense high-lIcvel waste canister drop onto another defense high-level 
wLste canister. The Fubsurface pilot analyses address only one ca~e, a non-meichanistic waste 
pickage failure within the subsurface facility.

These pilot analyses are the first to incorporate revised radiological safety criteria from the 
NRC's recently approved revision to 10 CFR Pan 60 on design basis events. The design basis 
event 10 CFR Part 60 revision formally introduces the term 'design basis event" and defines it 
on the basis of .wo c~tegories of importance to radiolk,gcal safety:
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Category I Those natural and human-induced events that are reasonably likely to 
occur regularly, moderately frequently, or one or more times before 

permanent closure of the geologic repository operations area; and 

Category 2 Other natural and man-induced events that are considered untikcely to 
occur before permanent closure of the geologic repository operations area, 
but sufficiently credible to warrant consideration, taking into account the 
potential for significant radiological impacts on public health and safety.  

The two categories carry different dose consequence criteria. Because Category I design 
basis events are reasonably likely to occur at least once in the preclosure lifetime of the facility, 
the dose criteria correspond to the normal operating limits of 10 CFR Part 20. For the more 
unlikely Category 2, the dose criterion is 5 rem (total effective dose equivalent) at or beyond the 
nearest boundary of the preclosure cot~trolled area. The categorization of design basis events 
may also change the dose model and assumptions that will ultimately be used for radiological 
consequence analysis.  

An analysis is in progress to determine the probability of an aircraft crash on the proposed 
repository surface facilities. This analysis will provide the basis for either screening out this 
external event or establishing it as a Category I or 2 design basis event. NUREG-0800 is being 
used to define the approach for w~aking this determination. The probability analysis will address 
all Appropriate aspects of Section 3.5.1.6 of this NUREG: the requirements of 3.5.1.6.11.1 (a). (b), 
and (c) will be addressed first to determine it the event can be screened out withtut a specific 
evaluation. If the event does not meet all these requirements. the model defined in 3.5.1.6.111.2 
will be implemented to determine an actual probability. A screening criterion of an event 
probability of less than I x 106 per year will be used as the basis for determining whether to 
eliminate this event as a design basis event. Data are being collected that will permit the abovc 
screening and any subsequent evaluations, if required. The evaluation is being prepared in 
accordance with QAP-3-9. Design Analysis.  

Ongoing identification of waste package-specific design basis events to be used as irput to 
the waste package design effort in support of the viability assessment is discussed in 
Section 5.1.3 of this progress report (Subactivity 1. 10.2.3.5).  

Egiat~,: The development of design basis event analyses in accordance with appropriate 
QA p.,rcedures will continue. Updat.!s on all external and internal events will be provided. The 
aircraft hazards and ashfall analyses are expected te be completed and the hazards analysis 
revised.  

4.3 NONRADIOLOGICAL HEALTH ANO3 SAFETY (SCP SECTION 8.3.2.4) 

This section describes work performed to address nonradiological health and safety issues 
and concerns. Discussions of general work concerning this topic follow. Design 
Actihitics 8.3.2.4.1.1 and X 1.2.4.1.2. discussed respectively in Section, 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of this
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progress report, provide the status of work performed to evaluate repository design against 
certain nonradiological safety design criteria and performance goals discussed in the SCP 
(DOE, 1988) 

Because the safety and health of workers receives high priority in repository design, the 
objective of this design activity is to evaluate the repository design against the nonradiological 
safety design requirements, criteria, and performa.,ce goals at each phase of the design and to 
provide feedback to the designers on needed corrections or modifications.  

System safety efforts for this period focustd vu ,advliogical safety. Areas of 
nonradiological safety depend on new designs or off-the-shelf equipment that may be used in 
new applications, which may introduce new hazards. The design has not progressed sufficiently 
so that nonradiological safety determinations can be made.  

f-.rtlgi: Nonradioiogical safety efforts will include reviews of the Preliminary System 
Safety Analysis (CRWMS M&O, 1996r) th-t was performed for the advanced conceptual design.  
These reviews will result in revisions or updates as required. The radiological scenarios will be 
screened and referred to the design basis events group. through the Preliminary Hazards 
Analysis. for resolution using design basis events process. Nonradiological scenarios in the 
Preliminary System Safety Analysis will be created or updated to reflect hazards scenarios for 
new design items and commercial off-the-shelf-items that are used in new applications and may 
pose new hazards. Typical use of commercial off-the-shelf-items will be reviewed but not 
included in the analysis unless the usage presents a new hazard. This is a proven approach 
similar to that used for job s-fety analyses that will be used as precedent.  

4.3.1 ealan Acivity 8.2_4.1.1 - _l gn Ac&t•ji•j to Verify Access and Ddf Usabi/itv 

lhe methods used to develop the con,.- otual design of the repository were based on 
preliminary data. The ESF offers an opportuniy to verify these design activities and to 
substantiate or provide the basis for adjusting the design techniques used. The objective of this 
specific activity is to ,erity the design techniques used to develo* the conceptual design of the 
repository and to determine the sutab.ity of the ESF acce:,, ramps and drifts for repository use.  

ESF excavation activities continue to demorkstrate the viability of the tunnel boring 
iuachine for excavating the majority of the repositoi , openings, and for roadheaders to excavate 

the balance of the openings. Drilling and blasting remains a back up method where mechanical 
methods may he overly difficult to execute. Discussilons with equipment manufacturers and the 
K,:pository Design Consulting Board indicate that the current layout design anJ excavation 
methods %elected are feasible and in line with current tunneling and mining practices.  

The results of ESF activities have been used to develop data to confirm the ESF design 
and to provide a site characterization baseline for use by repository design and for performance 
confirmation. Key design paiameters. such as rock mass modulus, rock mass strength, and joint 
fritilon 4n0 'ohe%%oi1. v' hi1 we 0 originally dericrd floii empirical relationships based on
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borehole data, have been recalculated based on data from tunnel mapping. The tunnel mapping 
includes scanline mapping and full peripheral mapping.  

Correlaions have also been made between predicted values of tunnel displacement and 
values from actual construction monitoring, such as tunnel convergence and displacement of 
ground support components (e.g.. steel sets). Work continues on comparing the rock mass 
mechanical properties and the construction monitoring data with the as-built ground cuppon to 
gain a better understanding of the controlling factors in order to develop a more site-specific 
approach to ground control.  

Planning for a drift-scale thermal test to observe rock mass and ground support 
performance at elevated temperature hzs included the specification of measurement activities, 
which include: rock convergence, rock/lining convergence, rock mass strain, and concrete lining 
strain. Temperature measurements will also be made of the rock and the lining. Plans were 
made to monitor behavior during heating ai;d to measure concrete mechanical properties before 
and after the test. These test results will bx, used to either validate or modify the current design 
studies.  

E -cz•as: As repository design advances, repository data needs will become better 
identified. and design verification activities will bt modified accordingly. Data gathered from 
the ESF design verification activities during ESF construction and testing will be used as input 
for developing the repository design during FY 1997 and future years and to substantiate 
assumptions identified in the Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS 
M&O, 1996c0, 

4.3.2 DIesIgn ActivXII 8.3.2-4.1.2. l)esIun Activity to Verify Air Quaalty and Venlation 

The objective of this activity iz to assess the impact of site charactcristics on the repository 
ventilation desigit to ensure a safe working environment (temperature, humidity, velocity and 
composition of air). Site characteristics will determine dust quantities produced during 
construction, in ittu gas types and quantities, anti the wall roughness required for ventilation flow 
calculations. Data gathered from construction monitoring and site characterization will be used 
as input for repository ventilation design.  

Field ventilation data (flow rates and pressurcs) were collected for the current ESF 
ventilation system mode of operation. T'he airway resistance factor for the ESF ventilation duct.  
which was established from actual ventilation measurements, is being used in the ventilation 
analysis tor the repository subsurlace design to support the viability ascs'sment.  

Additional data on dust concentrations were obtained from ongoing monitoring of the 
ventilation systeni supporting the current tunneling operations. The field dust information is 
being evalt. ,ted and cunsidered ir the development of the repository subsurface ventilation 
arrangement.
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Fra.umt- A ventilation analysis is being deve'oped as a part of repository subsurface 
des.gn to support the viability assessment. Field ventilation measurements for verification of the 
airway resistance factor for the ESF tunnel will be conducted after the completion of the tunnel 
boring machine excavation of !he south ramp.  

4.4 PRECLOSURE DESIGN AND TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.2.5) 

4.4.1 Doign Actvity 4.4.3.1 - Operations Ptan t Acto pn1any the Advanced Concentual 

The objective of this design activity is to produce an operations plan to accompany the 
advanced conceptual design. A plan is needed to effectively design and evaluate the preclosure 
performance of the potential repository.  

As reported in Progress Report #14, the advanced conceptual design has been completed.  
and therefore. this activity has been closed.  

Egsarec : This activity is closed.  

4.4.2 b•_ J= Actitvty 4.4.3.2 - Operations Plan to Asrompany the License Apulication 

The objective of this design activity is to produce an operations plan io accompany the 
license application design. A plan is needed to effectively design and evaluate the preclosure 
performance of the potential rmpository.  

Under the current plans and schedules, lict.rnse application design is not Ncheduled to begin 
until FY 1998. Because advanced conceptual design is complete, work performed before 
FY 1998 in devcloping a repository operations plan for viability assessment will be reported 
under this design activity.  

The update to the MGDS Concept of Operations (CRWMS M&O. 1996,) was reported in 
the previous pcruld, no furthes- update has occurred. The following sunimarizes the primar> 
design analysis and technical document development activities that .vill impact repository 
operations. Some of these are ongoing and will be reflected in future releases of the concept of 
operations and the systemn design description documents.  

Rep.Lcgy Surtfe Design 

Waste Hiandling Systenm Configuralion Alialysis. Thist analysis (CRWMS M&O. 1997d) 
was performed to determine the design c'oncept required f"i the waste handling building 
Oleitahkontl 1i1 reSpon, e 1o a change troii prcdoiinanlI ca•i'istered t)o uncanistered waste The
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analysis compared wet and dry h drling concepts, preliminarily selected a wet handling 
appoach, and modeled the concepts using the computer simulation program WITNESS.  
Handling operations were selected and modeled for the shipping casks and canisters, bare and 
canistered fuel. and disposal container operations. The impact of equipment reliability and use of 
the operating stations was determined. The analysis also provided time and motion input to the 
operations and staffing analysis, discussed below.  

O2prations and Staffing Analysis. This analysis (CRWMS M&O, 1996t) developed a 
preliminary operating philosophy fof the repository, including management and control, 
maintenance and supply, shift operations, and emergency response. The advanced conceptual 
design operating philosophy and staffing estimates were updated considering changes in the 
designs. The analysis also incorporated new direction associated with uncanistered fuel 
handling, shipping cask maintenance concepts, fabrication of emplacement drift structures at the 
site, and operating philosophies dcfined in the analysis. The operational concepts and staffing 
estimates were influenced primarily by a centralized philosophy for management and 
maintenance and by the design change to support uncanistered waste.  

Radiological Safety Desian A nalysis. This safety analysis will use the Mic~oShield V4.2 
(CRWMS M&O, 1997k) gamma shielding software to analyze gamma shielding and to estimate 
the personnel exposures from radiation. Required shield wall, doors and barrier thickness will t-e 
d.termined in each candidate area of waste handling building operations. and determinations will 
be made of acceptable levels of dose rates. The software was qualified during this reporting 
period, and preliminary assessments are in progress.  

Waste Handling Operations Dose Assessments. This analysis. for which planning is in 
progress, wiil determine occupational dose rates for operatir • personnel, assess the effectiveness 
of the shielding, and re-asses• the shielding approach. Time and distance infornition will be 
provided from the drsign activities, and may be supported b%, the WITNESS simulation model.  

Retositogy Subsurface Design 

Ihernial Manallennt Analysis. rhe thenral management analysis in progress (CRWMS 
M&O. in prep. all is considering further refinement of waste emplacement and development 
design approaches. The spacing between waste packages in the emplacement drifts and the 
spacing betwehn emplacement drifts are being re-evaluated, as discussed in Section 4.1.17 of this 
progiess report. An increase in the drift spacing with a corresponding reduction in waste package 
spacing should minimize the numrher of emplacement drifts that need to be excavated and have 
no dascernable impact on repository op.rations.  

Retrieval Design Analyss, I'his analysis (CRWMS M&O. in prep.ic)l is identifying and 
providing concepts for the equipment required to retrieve a waste package from an emplacement 
drift. Equipment failure modes are being assessed, and the basic acti'ities and sequences 
required *or recovery operations are being determined.
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Pecrformane confirmationData AMi sition System. A design analysis (CRWMS 
M&O, 1997m) demonstrated that it is feasible to use a remote controlled gantry to travel through 
an emplacement drift and obtain data for performance confirmation without first having to cool 
the emplacement drift. Such a system would result in acquisition of better data and also less 
impact on the emplacement drift and waste packages.  

Empl2acment Desiin Analysis. An analysis (CR WMS M&O, in prep.[d)) iii the final 
stages of review is considering various options to replace the advanced conceptual design railcar 
approach for emplacing the waste package in the emplacement drifts. The analysis concluded 
that using a gantry is the preferred option. This approach reduces the number of personnel 
required for operation, uses less equipment, and will likely be more reliable and safer. The two 
track transporter design used in the MGDS Advanced Conceptual Design Report (CRWMS 
M&O. 1996b) was replaced with a single track design. The design is expected to minimize 
subsurface maintenance operations.  

Systems Engineering 

Systems Design Descripuiops. The system summaries portion of the system design 
description documents were completed and a draft of the Writers Guide was developed during 
this period. The operations sections of each system design d&scription document will require that 
the operational philosophy for tich system be described, including outlining organization and 
staffing requirements, shift operations. interface procedures. and operating and maintenance 
procedures.  

Eur:cv The design effort to support the viability assessment will continue, and 
additional operations concepts will he developed. The overall MGDS operating concept, as well 
as alternative concepts, will be captured in the next update of the Preliminary MGDS Concept of 
Operations Document. The reference u:sign will be captured and documented in a new 
document titled Reference Design Description Document. The waste handling building 
operations simulation will he expanded as the design develops to accurately assess system 
performance. outline operating time lines, determine manpower requirements, and support the 
dose assessment activities. Writing of portions of the system design description documents other 
than the summary portions will begin during the next reporting period. However, the preliminary 
operational sections may not he addressed until license applij.ation design begins.  

4.4.3 Design Aclivitv 4.4,4.1 - Renoitory DJeshtn Requirements for License Apnlicall¢J 

"t'he objectie of this design activity is to develop repository design requirements for 
license apphc,.tion design.  

The Repoh'tory Design Requirements Document (DOE, 1994f) captured the initial set of 
design requirements to support the development of license application desi4.i As a iesult of 
streaimlining the dt.-ument hierarchy., epository design requirements will be captured at the
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Project Level in a revision of thl MGDS Requireistents Document (DOE.1996b). Revision 3 of 
the MODS Requirements Document has been drn fted and is in review within the Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management System Management and Operating Contractor. Once Revision 
3 is approved, the Repository Design Requirements Document will be removed from Level 2 
Change Control Board control, The status of the revision to the MODS Requirements 
Document. as well as the status of the Repository Design Requirements Document. is provided in 
Appendix B of this progress report.  

oEC ,: The updated MGDS Requirements Document will be submitted to DOE and 
reviewed and approved by the Change Ccntrol Board, which is discussed in Section 2.1.3 of this 
progress report. The MODS Requirements Document will then be maintain'.d as required.  

4.5 SEAL CHARACTERISTICS (SCP SECTION 8.3.3.2) 

4-5.1 Study 1.12.2,1 - Seal Material Properties DeveloUmCnt 

The ability to seal openings to and inside a repository could significantly impact 
pesiclosure repository performance. The Yucca Mountain sealing program concentrates on 
cementitious and earthen materials emplaced in shafts, ramps, and boreholes. The strategy for 
sealing the proposed repository is to place seals in the shafts, ramps, and boreholes so that they 
do not act as potential pathways for water and gas flow. Current efforts are focused on in situ 
and laboratory testing and analysis of cementitious seal components planned for use in sealing 
exploratory boreholes at Yucca Mountain. Potential sealing locations include nonwelded 
Topopah Spring Tuff and the Calico Hills Formation.  

An issue of importance for sealing is the longevityv nd durability of emplaced seals, 
particularly seal materials. Seal perfonnance for all potential seal locations is related to initial 
perlomiance (including the effect o,* emplacement techniques). as well as to long-term 
performance (mechanical/hydrologic/geochemical stability).  

tiy_ I2.1- Dta~led property dete.lmination of cem ;juitious-babed and earthen 
material. Activity 1.12.2.1.1 concerns the determination of detailed properties of cernentitious 
and earthen materials. The objective of this activity is to conduct laboratory testing and analysis 
to determine material properties for seals 

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfinded activity.  

F•cult: Future lesting anti analyst% will ,'ontinue to focus on evaluiting the 
performance of cementitious seals emplaced in thick-walled cylinders of tuff. Additional 
durability tests conducted under accelerated and extreme environmental conditions are also 
planned. Resumption of this work awaits lundiný. Thlie .,chedule and need for luture work in this 
area will depend on the results of the seals systems study to be completed : FY 1997. (See the 
forecast lot Section 4.5.5 of this progress reixnil
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Activity 1.12.2 !.2 - Hydraulic conductiviy and consolidation testing of crushed tuff.  
This activity concerns establishing the hydraulic conductivity and consolidation behavior of 
crushed tuff to support the development of criteria for shaft rill and drift backfill.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded ac .ivity.  

LaLznaa,: No activity is planned for FY 1997. The schedule and need for future work in 
this area to suppor decisions on sealing and backfill will depend on the results of the seals 
systems study to be completed in FY 1997. (See the forecast for Section 4.5.5 of this progress 
report.) 

4.5.2 Datgn ActIvitY 1.l2.2.2- A Degudation Model for Cemnltitou§ PMatfrials 
Emplaced in a TuffaceouM Eny',ii 

The objective of this activity is to develop a degradation model that will provide insight 
into how material properties of sealing components.. especially permeability and strength, could 
be altered after being in contact with tuff.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

Eg[yl1: No activity is planned foi FY 1997. The schedule and need for future work in 
this -irca to support decisions on r.ealing will depend on the results of the seats system- study 1, 
be completed in FY 1997. (See the forecast for Section 4.5.5 of this progress report.) 

4.5.3 Studl 1,12.2.3 !n SIM Testinr of Seal Commnents 

The objective of this study is to conduct in situ icsting and analysis to evaluate the 
behavior of selected sealing components under botih realistic :n situ conditions and under unlikely 
conditions.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

Foecast: Resumption of work on planring for in situ small-scale borehole tests will 
depe:id on the results of the sea"s system, stu be completed in FY 1997, (See the forecast 
for Section 4.5.i oi this progress -eport.) 

4.5.4 •Dagn Activity 1.12.4.1 - Dejelonm 1 toLchtMranced Conceptual Design for 

The oblective of this activity is to provide the conceptual seal design for the repository.  
However, as rekl)rted in Progress Report #14, advanced conceptual design has been completed,
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a&.d therefore, this activity has been closed, and all further work will be reported under Desigr, 
Activity 1. 12.4.2.  

Eo,1•3S : This activity is closed.  

4.S.5 Ufga Activliy 1.12.4.2. Deyeloprment of tlk License Amplication Design for Sealing 

Design Subactivity 1.12.4.2.1 - Define subsystem design r. uirements. The objective of 
this design subactivity is to refine design requirements that will assist in the development of 
sealing components for the license application design.  

A systems sttuy to address requirements for sealing the repository shafts, ramps, and 
boreholes began. With regard to boreholes, this study is addressing the need for sealing 
boreholes resulting from surface-based testing or subsurface testing. Specifically, the study is 
developing requirements for seals, and is determining t;,' role seals must play in establishing 
compliance with 10 CFR Part 60 with respect to waste o elation and to returning the site back to 
its natural condition. The study also will determine the approach for meeting State end county 
regulations related to abandoned boreholes and the function the seals must play in meeting those 
requirements. This study is evaluating earlier work performed on seals before the development 
of total system performance assessment, before a great deal of site data were collected, and 
before the advanced conceptual design was completed. The earlier results will be updated, if 
necessary, to support the seal design activities.  

Foz•Ntg: The systems study is expected to be completed during the next teporting 
period.  

Design Subactivity 1.12.4.2.2 - Perform tra de--off sJudies to support license application 
design deveopmen. The objective of this design subactivity is to provide technical justification 
for the selection of the final seal designs.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

ECMt" a: This activity v1 ill be addressed in time to support license application design.  

Desimn Subactivity 1. 12.4.,.3 - Q=veloQ lense application design for seals. The 
objective of this design subactivity is to provide the lie .nse application design for seals.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded acavity.  

E,=" ; This activity will he addressed in time to support licene application design.
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CHAPTER 5 - WASTE PACKAGE AND NEAR-FIELD ENVIRONMENT 

lI',, DUCTUON 

The waste package consists of the waste form (spent nuclear fuel assemblies) or canistered 
waste form (canistered fuel or canisters of defense high-level waste glass), fill gas, and a disposal 
container. The fuel canister is an outgrowth of the former multi-purpose canister effort. Arid 
r fers to canisters intended primarily to facilitate handling of the waste. Per 10 CrOR 60.2, the 
waste package may also include shielding, packing, and other absorbent materials, but these 
materials have not been implemented in Lurrent designs.  

The introductory di, cussion in Chapter 4 of this progress report. which describes the 
current focus of repository and waste package design, is applicable to waste package design but 
is not repeated in Chapter 5.  

The waste package program includes (a) the development of waste package design bases.  
(b) development of a reference design, (0) analysis of design, testing, and moc.ling of container 
materials. (d) testing and modeling of the waste form, and (e) working with other Yuca 
Mountain Site Characterization Project (Project) elements to characterize the waste package 
environment. This chapter describes progress in waste package design and progress in the testing 
and modeling activities that support that design. For convenience, it also discusses the waste 
package supports and inverts, although these configuration items are not part of the waste 
package itself. In addition, consistent with the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) organization, 
this chapter discusses the work that is characterizing the predicted relationship between the waste 
package and iit. environment. Waste package materials testing and modeling in support of 
performance as'eessment are described in Chapter 6.  

Wastc package design is an integrated program effort to develop a waste package that will 
meet performance oblecti.es and desiga criteria for the potential repository. Among the more 
significant ohjectwe,, are the following: 

1. Wastce pakagc lifetine should be well in excess of l0(f years.  

2. The uwatc package container must contrit .. to controlling the release rate of 
radionuclide- during the period of isolation 

3 Urticalih. must be controlled during the period of regulatory concern.  

The relationship bctkcen a taorahle vtabilit. assessment and achievement of these objectives 
was dIscus,,d III l'ogte.ss Report #14 (DOE. 199 6g) and the Controlled Design Assumptions 
Doc-unent RkWNIS NIM&). 14 6c). The waste package is also expected to contribute 
significantly to meeting the irerifn pertomiance standard as documented in the Controlled 
Design AssumlptiLns. Dtwument Key A-sumption 060
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The following u,.scussion summarizes some of the more notable waste package and 
engineered barrier system activities that occurred during this reporting period. More details are 
given in Sections 5.1 through 5.4.  

In reading the following text recognize that the Project's understandiag of site 
characteristics continues to evolve. For example, there are several indicL..ions that percelation 
flux may be considerably higher than was previously thought to be the case. Some of' the studies 
and analyses discussed in this chapter assumed a lower percolalion flux than the range of values 
supported by current information and analysis results. Therefore, the results of these studies will 
be re-evaluated as appropriate to address the evolving understanding of site characteristics.  

Evglutiog of Waste Packa&Ce Desin 

As systems strategies and long-term performance strategies have evolved, waste package 
designs have also evolved, As reported in Progress Report #15 (DO[ , 1197e), disposal container 
design is now focused on the following four basic types (as discussed in Section 5.1.1). all of 
which are robust, frultibarrier, metallic designs: 

1. Disposal container for uncanistered fuel assemblies 

2. Disposal container for canistered fuel 

3. Disposal container for defense high-level waste glass pour canisters 

4- Disposal container for defense high-level waste glass pour canisters and U.S.  
Department of Energy (DOE)-owned spent fuel.  

Two disposal cont.mnet designs for uncanisteLed fuel are being analyzed, one with a capacity of 
2 1 prcssuritc-d .vater reactor fuel assemblies and another with a capacity of 44 boiling water 
reactor fuel *issemblics. Additional designs with smaller capacities may be necessary for fuel that 
is unusually reactive or has an unusually high heat output. The Project baseline has been 
extended to encompass [X)E-owned spent nuclear fuel; a modified version of the disposal 
container for defense high-level waste glass is also being considered. The modified design is 
intended to accommodate DOE-owned spent fuel along with waste glass canisters. DOE-owned 
spent fuel includes defense and research reactor fuel. as well as fuel from certain demonstration 
reactors (e.g.. Shippingpoit and Fort St. Vram). The sizes and capacities of the disiposal 
container designs tor canistered fuel will be chosen to accommodate the canisters to be placed in 
them.  

As reported in Progress Report #15. emphasis has been shifted away from canistered 
commercial fuel because of the cancellation of the multi-purpose canister effort Work luring 
the reporting period, therefore, continued to focus on the other types of containers. Unless there 
is renewed emphasis on canisters for commercial fuel, the disposal container for canisteied 
conmnmercial fuel will remaill at the advanced conceptual design stage oie., with little or no further 
design developmenix Because the current planning astitliption is that Navsy spent tuel will be
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emplaced in canisters. future work on development of a waste package for such canisters is 
anticipated.  

Figures 5-1 through 5-4 illustrate disposal container designs under consideration. These 
designs are intended for pressurized water and boiling water reactor spent nuclear fuel, defense 
high-level waste glass, and DOE-owned spen' fuel.  

The container design shown in Figure 5-I would hold 21 uncanistered pressurized water 
fuel assemblies. In this design, the neutron-absorbing material is in the form of interlocking 
plates. which do not require welding. Carbon steel usbes contrioute to conducting heat to the 
surface of the waste package away from the fuel. However, a different design with aluminum 
thermal shunts in the fuel basket may still bc necessary for fuel % ith an unusually high heat 
output.  

For the design shown in Figure 5-2. (boiling water reactor waste container), the grid 
openings in the basket would be smaller than for the design shown in Figure 5-1 because of the 

smaller ;ross section of a boiling water reactor assembly, and because of their lower heat output, 
boiling water reactor ausemblies do not require basket tubes or alumrnnum thermal shunts.  

Two designs for defense waste glass are under consideration. The first, shown in 
Figure 5-3, would contain four waste glass canisters. The second design shown in Figure 5-4.  
would hold both waste glass and VOE owned spent fuel. This second design provides for five 
high-level weste glass canisters surrounding a center gap proposed for disposal of DOIE-owned 
spent nuclear fuel. A circular tube would be placed at the center of the disposal comainer, and a 
basket would be installed in the tube. The basket cells would hold DOE-owned spent nuclear 
fuel. The basket design may vary among waste packages, depending on the type of DOE spent 
fuel to be disposed of in a given waste package.  

Material'; S~lection 

Work during this reporting period emphasized mnaterials for the waste package supports 
and the invert materials rather than the waste packages themselves. This emphasis will continue 
into the next reporting period and the results of material selection for these components will be 
reported in the next progress rexort.  

With regard to waste package materials. current prolX-)sd materials are as lollows: 

ASTM A 51 .tcarbon steel) aid ASTM B 443 (Alloy 625i remain the materials 
wlected for the corrosion-allowance and corrosion-resistant barriers. reipec-tively.  
These material selections are unchanged since the at.ýc reporting period, but uiay 

change pending ntgative results from corrosion testing ASTM A 516 remains the 
reference material for the basket tubes and basket guides.
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Figure 5- 1. Schen-atic of Dfispu.saI Container for lrncanihtered Pressutized Water Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel
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• Neutronmt A978 or equivalent remains the reference material for spent nuclear fuel 
basket criticality control primarily because of its superior corrosion resistance.  

0 Helium remains the reference rill gas.  

Because Project emphasis remains on uncanistered fuel. no additional work on filler material is 
planned. See Section 5. 1.4 for additonal information on materials selection and analysis.  

kir ,An.IXI, 

fksign analyses, di_. issed in Section 5. 1 2. continue to focus on thermal, structural, and 
criticality analyses.  

Thermal lesign eforts have advanced in three mano areas: ( 1) evaluating the repo.sitory 
and emplacement drift thermal behavior and its impact upon waste packages. (2) evaluating 
waste package thernal conditions with regard to meeting the licensing requiremtents, and 
0) evaluating and designing the waste packAge support and invert on the basis of its thermal and 
structural performance under nominal Mmcd (icotogic Di)sposal System (MGI)S) repository 
conditins, 

Two major activities were included w.porting pcrilo. One activity focused on the 
prelminury design of the wastr package sup, ., and pier A dr-.ign analy.,; report. entitled 
Waste Package Support and Pier Static wnd Seismit: Analvscs (CkWMS M&(0, 1997n, 
detormined appropriate dimensions and materials for the waste package hupptrt and pier using 
structural requirernents.  

I he wcond wcivity lo•,:u•d on the wste packag.e structural ana.lys. The D)rop Analvscs 
of( Incamstcred Fuel Waste Package [cgn• t'RWMS M&O. in prep.[[1Cl is Cufrently in 

progre-s. The ptapose o( this analysis is io determine comi4inent dirnenswoni. The compninent 
dittnsiotist •e required to shows the adequdcy of the uncanistered fuel waste package design with 
stainless steel b•ron neutron absorber plates under loading incountlered during waste package 
droop rvents, 

'iIcAhIty v'actisiites petfomiewd Continued to ltwus on reolving dilsposal (postclosure) 
criticality is'wes A steting wi.* lield in hebruary 199J7 with the t S. Nuctex Rrgulatory 
Ctonmmssion iNRC) to di.ctss NRC ,taft comment. on the Disposai Criticality Analysis 
Meththdology !Fechnical Repolt (CRWMS M&(o, I9bi) The reviskori of the repwrt %%W• tw 
t¢mpleted next pelirnng period 

stirmates for material and manulacturing continur t) be collected from varinou 
tnaruixftoters antd venlors. Ibis is an ongoing prtx.ess
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Nevada Line Procedure-7-3 which describes how the programs to develop waste package 
closure processes will be conducted, was developed and approled. The Waste Package Closure 
Methods Technical Guidelines Document (CRWMS M&O, 19970) was written, and 
dtvelopment work started in March 1997.  

In parallel with the closure weld activity, inspection techniques for closure welds are being 
developed. The Nondestructive Examination Technical Guidelines Document has been written 
(CRWMS M&O, 1997p), and the developmemt program began in March 1997.  

See Section 5.4 for additional information on waste package production technologies.  

Near-Field Studies 

Understanding of near-field characteristics ane behavior is essential to accurately predict 
waste package and repository postclosure performance. During this reporting period, the Project 
continued to improve its understanding of near-field thermal-hydrological-mechanical-chemical 
processes. In addition, laboratory and design work in support of important in situ thermal tests 
continued. Major accomplishments included the following: 

A parameter sensitivity study used drift-seepage model to investigate the relationship 
butween water seepage into the drift (drift seepage flux) and percolation flux for both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. The modeling indicated the key 
parameters affecting the predicted threshold percolation flux for seepage into the drift 
were the distribution of aperture sizes for the fractwres and the heterogeneity of the 
major fracture flow paths. A relatively narrow d:stribution of aperture sizes reduces the 
threshold percolation flux at which water is predictrd to be able to seep into the drift.  
The results of this work will be used to develop a more physically-based, predictive 
capability for determining the fraction of percolation flux that can enter a drift (see 
Section 5.2.3).  

Pre-test analyses of the drift-scale thernial test in the Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF) 
we"e conducted with three-dimensional NUFT-based models to determine (a) the 
maximum expected temperature rise at selected locations in the thermal test area.  
(b) the ventilation requirements in the neighboring drifts, and (c) the insulation 
requirements for the thermal bulkhead that separates the heated and unheated portions 
of the heater driA. This information was provided to the ESF test and design 
organizations for use in the design and construction of the drift-scale test (see Section 
5,2.3).  

9 A sensitivity study of the int'uence of percolation flux on temperatures in the drift scale 
test was conducted with a two-dinensional thernal-hydrological model of the drift
scale thcrmal test. For the 5-mm/yr case, the maximum predicted drift-wall temperature 
at the center of the heater drift was more than 100'C lower than for the 0.05-mm/yr 
case. The 5-mm/yr case created a vertical dryout zone, but the zone was only one half 
as thick as in the 0.05-mm/yr case (see Section 5.2.3) The results of this study indicate
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that temperature and dryout measured on the drift scale test may be strongly indicative 
of percolation flux, even at percolation fluxes higher than 5 mm/yr.  

The single-heater west was modeled using a three-dimensional dtnhe lhydrological 
NUFr-based model that represented the effect of heat and mass transfer with all three 
ventilated drifts surrounding the test area. The model was used for a sensitivity study of 
bulk permeability. Results indicated the dryout zone volume increases with increasing 
bulk permeability, while the temperatures inside the boiling and superheated zones 
decrease with increasing bulk permeability. Another important finding is that the 
model calculations conducted with the effective coniinuum model under represent the 
effectiveness of condensate shedding and thereby overrepresent the magnitude of 
refluxing. This information will be useful in guiding the development of models of the 
drift-scale thermal test (see Section 5.2.3).  

A detailed description is being developed of drif,-scale thermal-hydrological conditions 
in emplacement drifts as a function of time and location within the repository. This 
drift-scale themal-hydrological desc~ption requires a three-dimernsional model (ci 
model-abstraction equivalent) that can represent both mountain-scale and drift-scale 
thermal-hydrological behavior. The description will be used in the total system 
performance assessment tmat supports the viability assessment (see Section 5.2.3).  

A three-step procedure has been developed to estimate permeability changes from 
construction-induced stress changes and from heatin;. Literature review shows that 
permeabi'ities are sensitive to changes in shear and normal stress, but little direct 
experimental data quantify the effect of stress changes or heating on permeability 
changes. Permeability is therefore being predicted indirectly from the effects of stress 
on fracture aperture and a cubic law relation between the aperture aid t&a.'nmissivity.  
Permeability of fractured rock masses is often domiinated by preferential flow paths (see 
Section 5.2.4).  

Instrumentation for monitoring deformation and fractwes in the rock was installed in 
the single-heater. drift-scale, and large-block tests. Instrimentation was also installed 
in the large block test to monitor temperatures and other importait test parameters (see 
Section 5.2.5), 

The preliminary results of the coupled thermal-hydrological-geomechanical
geochemical responses of the hewed rockmass in the single-heater test indicated that the 
heat moved the moisture around the heater hole. As of January 30, 1997. a small dryout 
region may have been created around the heater. The primary purpose of the single
heater test is to test thermal-mechanical responses of the rock mass. Therefore. to avoid 
interference with the thermal-mechanical holes, the boreholes for the coupled thermal
hydrological-geomechanical-geochemical processes were not located near the heater 
hole. Thus, the small dryowt region is not well monitoted, and its existence will need to 
be verified later, assuming it expands (see Section 5.2.5).
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Results also showed that the water relocated by the heat is more diluted than the local 
ground water and may have only reached chetical equilibrium with the secondary 
minerals on tlt fracture surfaces. As a result. tiie chemistry of this relocz'ted water is 
likely to be substantially different from the chemistry of J- 13 water. The thermal
mechanical measurement results are not conclusive enough for assessing thermal
mechanical-hydrological couplings. A complete analysis of the data will be conducted 
when the heating phase of the test is completed (see Section 5.2.5).  

Experiments continued to provide data for a near-term engineering assessment of the 
microstructural, mineralogical, and mechanical changes in concrete and changes in 
associated water chemistry as a result of a repository hydrothermal cycle (see 
Section 5.2.6).  

Studies on microbial growth and survival are being conducted in conjunction with the 
large-bloc) test, and additional studies are planned fcr the drift-scale test (see 
Section 5.2,6).  

S.1 WASTE PACKAGE DESIGN (SCP S" MTION 8.3.4.2) 

5.1.1 Dmhnm Activity 1.10.2.1 - Waste Pr.-- _.., Des__ h legment 

The purpose of this activity is to develop waste package designs. This activity includes 
the development of concLptual designs, from which one or more concepts will be chosen for 
further development. Also included is the development of more detailed designs to support 
activities such as license application design.  

Subactivily 1.10-2.1 .1 - Disposal container design, The purpose of this subactivity is to 
develop design concepts for the disposal container itself, as opposed to the waste form that will 
be a pari of the waste package, 

Disp'osal container design is now fo-used on the following four basik container types, all 

of which are robust, multibarrncr, metallic designs: 

1. Disposal container for uncanistered fuel assemblies 

2. Disposal container for canistered fuel 

3. Disposal container for defenie high-level waste glass pour canisters 

4. Disposau € itainer for defense high-level waste glass rour canisters and DOE-owned 
spent ft-,!! 

For handling and emplacement etficienciei and :onvenience. the disposal container 
designs. including thvie for defense high-level waste, are intended to have similar dimenmions

5 It
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R Ioject emphasis has been shifted away from canistered commercial fuel because of cancellation 
of the multi-purpose canister effort. Accordingly, there was little analysis and design 
development of disposal containers for canistered commercial spent fuel during this period.  
Future development of a waste package for canistered Navy spent fuel is likely because the 
current planning assumption is that Navy spent fuel will be emp!aced in the repository in 
canisters.  

Design has shifted to analysis of the key design features discussed in Progress Report #15.  
Thermal, neutronic,4, shielding, structural, and design basis event analysis have been performed.  
A description of the key design features resulting from that work follows.  

Disposal Container for Uncanistered Pressurized Water Reactor Fuel 

In the design concept currently under consideration, uncanistered fuel assemblies would be 
individually placed in the disposal container at the repository, and the two disposal container 
closure lids welded into place. The containment barniers would consist of an outer layer of 
carbon steel and an inner layer of ASTM B 443 (nickei-base Alloy 625). The fuel basket would 
consist of plates of stainless steel-boron alloys and tubes of carbon steel. The stainless steel
boron alloy plates used in the basket construction would provide criticality control, h,'.at 
conduction. and structural support. The plates would interlock to form a grid into which the 
square carbon steel tubes would be inserted. The basket would be supported by basket guides of 
carbon steel that would be welded to the inner containment barrier. The square openings in the 
basket would be lined with carbon steel tubes, which would provide additional structural support 
and an additional Path for conducting heat from the fuel to the surface of the waste container.  
The use of aluminum thermal shunts may also be incorporated to conduct heat from the fuel to 
the surface of the package.  

Disal Conainer for Uncanistered Boiling W'=. Jto Fuejl 

Materials and constructifrn for th- disposal container for boiling water reactor fuel would 
generally L[ similar to those of the dispusal container for pressurized water reactor fuel. .'he grid 
openings in the basket would be smaller because of the smaller cross sectio- of a boiling water 
reactor assembly, and because of their lower heat output, boiling water reactor assemblies do not 
require basket tubes or aluminum thermal shunts.  

Qispgsri Container for Defense High--yc._s .Qss Plus DQE-Owned Spcnt Fuel 

This disposal container is commonly referred to as the "defense high-level waste glass 
disposal container," but a new design is being considered to accommodate both defense high
level waste and DOE-owned spent fuel. During advanced conceptual design, the disposal 
container for defense high-level waste glass was designed to hold four canisters. Aa additional 
design under consideration would allow each disposal container to hold a fifth canister. In the 
center of the disposal container would be a circular tube, The tube could either accept a canister 
containing DOE-owned spent fuel or be fitted with a basket that would hold DOE-owned spent 
fuel. The five sealed pour canisters of high-level rao.uactive waste would encircle the tube. Like
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the uncanistered fuel disposal containers, there would be a double containient barrier, again 
with an outer layer of carbon steel and an inner !ayer of ASTM B 443 (nickel-base Alloy 625), 

IC -a~ins erdFe- l Disnosa C ontain ers 

Because of the reduced Project emphasis on canistered fuel little analysis and design 
development of disposal containers for canistered commercial spent fuel occurred during this 
period.  

Subactivity 1. 10.2.1.2 - De.sign basis fuel. The purpose of this subactivity is to determine 
the design basis spent fuel f.,: use in waste package design.  

A configuration analysis (CRWMS M&O, 1997q) was prepared to assess the capacity of 
the waste par'kage designs and the number of different types of package design types that would 
he requited to handle 100 percent of the expected commercial spent nuclear fuel waste stream, 
should the law be changed to allow or require emplacement of all such waste at Yucca Mountain.  
The objective of the evaluation was to (1) determine the number of different types of waste 
packages needed, (2) determine the capacity of each waste package type, (3) detennine the spent 
nuclear fuel parameters that provide the limits for each waste package type, and (4) provide 
reasonable confidence that the selected system of waste package types will support disposinot 
100 percent of the expected commercial npent nuclear fuel waste stream to be shipped to the 
MGDS repository. This information will help determine the scope of the waste package design 
efforts and will provide goals for determining the design basis spent nuclear fuel type for 
thermal, structural. and neutronics-criticality analysis.  

Because of the large variability in snent nuclear fuel characteristics, several waste package 
designs will be required to accommodate all the spent fuel earmarked for disposal in the first 
repository. Arguably. a potential engineering solution probably exists for any spent fuel decay 
heat or criticality problem such that one design could accommodate all the assembly types.  
Huwever, economics dictate that multiple waste package designs be tailored to portions of the 
waste stream tme., it is not cost effectiv-, to allow the most stressing 10 percent of the was~c 
stream to di 've the design for the other 90 percent). Therefore. a family of waste package 
designs is required. and each individual design must have a specifically designated design basis 
fuel. The purpose of this analysis was to develop rataonal waste package design and design basis 
fuel combination% supported by waste stream coverages, past waste package analyses. and 
engineering judgment 

The paragraph% that follow del cribe the specific areas examined in' the configuration 
analysis.  

Thermal O tton,, for.Desmn Usj., 

Three total waste package heat loads ( 14.2, 18, and 19 Kw) were considered to determine 
performance and cost trends as a function of waste package thermal loading. In turn. this 
information will better define the appropriate design basis fuel for thermal considerations.
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The thermal load on the waste package (and consequently its temperature) is most directly 
determined by the rate of heat generation. Both rate of heat generatior anld waste package 
temperature change with time. However, heat at time of emplacement is the single strongest 
determining parameter for peak waste package temperature. This important desiga parameter is 
constrained by the need to avoid cladding creep and mineral phase tran-.formations at the 
emplacement drift wall. Heat at emplacement is primarily a function of age at emrlacement and 
bumup and is a criterion for distinguishing between asscmbly thermal categories.  

Although the waste package design basis fuel is specified on a per-assembly basis, the 
total waste package heat load will impact the emplacement drift structures and the surrounding 
rock. Previous preliminary analyses [MGDS Adv&-lced Conceptual Design Report (CrWMS 
M&O, 1996b)) have indicated that initial indiviJual waste package heat lo,.'Is of around 18 kW 
can be tolerated assuming a reference repository thermal loading range of 80 to 100 MTU/acre.  
A higher initial heat, such as 19 kW. could possily be tolerated. The stuoy considered other 
system interface issues such as the 14.2 kW heat at emplacement limit imposed in the past for the 
conceptual multi-purpose canister design. Using a 19 kW waste package total heat lo.id would 
significantly increase the risk of not meeting the repository thermal performance criteria for rock 
media temperatures if thermal loads in the 90 to 100 MTU/acre range are selected. A significant 
cost advantage is not believed to exist for this higher waste package heat load to i- selected and 

the additional design risk accepted. It is not be) eved that such a cost advantagt -ts. Even if 
the repository thermal load is kept below 85 MTU/acre as discussed in Section 4.. , of this 
progress report, 19 Kw waste package heat load could still represent a performance problem.  

Cjitic.alitv Qptions for Design Basis Fuel 

Analysis was performed to identify the criticality limits to be placed on design basis fuel.  
The criticalcty performance parameter, k,,'. and the waste package loading scenarios developed 
for this analysis are based on advancec. conceptual design [MODS Advanced Conceptual Design 
Report (ClOWMS M&O. 1996b)) analysis results. All the waste package designs considered 
assume that principal iwotope burnup credit will be accepted by the NRC. The analyses assumed 
that each waste package would be designed with 5-mm-thick carbon steel tubes around the fuel 
assemblies. Whea included, the neutron absorber plates wouPd be 7-rnm-thick borated stainless 
steel and the absorber control rods % -uld be zirconium-clad B4r rods. The analyses concluded 
that the criticality potential would not requie derating a waste pdckage or using a smaller 
package for pressurized water ce,4ctor spent nuclear fuel. This conclusion is based on the 
availability of control rods shipped with the spent nuclear fuel to reduce reactivity of relatively 
reactive assemblies. Because control rods cannot be inserted into boiling water ,eactor 

1k_. is a measure of the criticality potenti;,-' :" a configuration with no neutron leakage.  
Such a configuration with a k.. of I wozd be critical, Because all real configuratior,+ experience 
neutron leakage to the surrounding enm'uonment. a real co,,figurat;on with a k- of I would be 
subcritical. Therefore, use of k. as a performance parameter is conservative. K. is the only 
measure of assembly critic: .,y iniependent of the waste package, The spent fuel assembly 
analysis is performed -; an assembly-by-assembly basis, However, K_ is an analysis tool and 
cannot be used to support compliance with 10 CFR 60 criticality control requirements.
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assemblies, these assemblies may need to be placed in smaller capacity waste packages to 
achieve the tmquired criticality control.  

The analysis also concluded that the spent nuclear fuel can be segregated into three 
categories: that requiring no specific neutron absorbers in the waste package basket, that 
requiring neutron absorber plates, and that requiring the insertion of control rods (or some other 

special treatment) before disposal. The quantities in each of these categories were determined 

from the Energy Information Ad;.inistration data base using the code described in SeLtion 5.1.3, 

Subactivity 1.10.2.313. A system of waste package designs will be developed using combinations 

of these waste types, each with a given capacity and criticality control rating.  

The above analysis constru,;tcd only undegraded fuel. A future analysis (as yet not 

scheuuled) will examine degraded configurations.  

Pack&g; Lading. Options for Design Basis Fuel 

A secondary purpose of the design analysis wý's t. determine the cost effectiveness of 

derating the large waste package (i.e., less-than-fully loading containers if high thermal-output 

fuel is to be loaded) versus using a second, smaller-capacity waste package for the assemblies 

that could not be placed in the large-capacity disposal container. Also investigated was the 

impact of the total capacity of the large waste package on system cost. To bound these possible 

options, the following loading scenarios were considered: large packages with derated secondary 

designs; large package designs, along with smaller waste packages designed specifically for 
smaller capacities, and all smaller capacity waste package :esigns. The results of these 
evaluations are discussed in the pa.agraphs that follow.  

Recommended Design Basis Waste Paclkage Configurations 

Each combination of the above waste package design options (thermal, criticality, and 
loading) was considered and compared on the basis of design feasibility and total waste package 
production cost. Severadl different waste stream% (both typical and bounding) were considered.  
The recommended design basis waste packag. system configuration is presented in Table 5- I.  
and the rationale' supporting ihis selection is provided in reference design analysis (CRWMS 
M&O, .997q).  

Each waste package type in the table is characterized by a design basis heat and criticality 
potential range. Coverage ranges in Table 5-1 indicate the reulting number of waste packages of 
that type and what percentage of the assemblies (pressurized or boiling water reactor) that air 
captured by that waste package type. A range is reported because the coverage varies with the 
waste stream assumed. Different thermal and criticality options are included in the description of 
ewch waste package type.  

For example. a waste package that would hola 2 i pres, -rized water reactor assemblies 
with neutron absorber plates would be able to load pressurized water reactor fuel assemblies with 
a thermal output of up to 850 W and a k- of up to 1. 13. To load the entire waste stream olf
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Tabie 5-1. Design Basis Wasme P'ackaige System Configuration Waste Stream Coverage

l cs.•n Ba is Destn Basis 
14C.41 R3ngc (W) | Critiality Raftgc Coverage Range 

Numobr of Percnt of Asu•blies *a comid be 
Wa-,c P.kugc Tyrs ,mini , ....x k.min .knu x Waste P.kaes Faq-,accd in each wat, Packige Type 

21 yresstsri.nd *,atcr eseaw o - no abucwber (hase 0 950) 0.01 1.00 1375 to 1835 26.9 Io 40.6 
thermal & criticality casel 

21 pressurvild water reaclyw - ,-hsorber plates 0 850 .00 1.13 2399 to 3596 53.1 to 58. 1 
clitic-ity option J) 1 

21 pressurized water rwac-u" - ahmber rd tow) 0 850 I 13 I.45 I I Ito 257 2.6 to 4.J 
absorber prates) icntucaiiiy option 2) 1 

f 2 pressurun d water rea-ti" - no absorber (thermal 850 I .V70 0.00 1.02 80 to 850 1.0 to 7.7 
o1ption I) 

12pressurtze!waterreact -absor'crp; 3to<mg 0 1370 0.00 1.13 ,50to272 1.9to10.5 
waste paciage to aiconmrodatc South Texas Project 

44 •oiling wa"er re,.t(ir - no absorber (base thermal 0 400 0.00 1.00 695 to 997 24.6 to 30.3 
& critictity case) 

44 boiling water rector - absorber plates ictiticaliy 0 400 1.00 1L37 1942 to 2704 68.2 to 741

24 boiling water react'or - thick absorbe plawes 0 520 0.00 1.54 40 to 197 0.8 to 2.8 
(thermal o*ion I and crtcahity option 2) 

Note: The quantities in each of these categories are determined from the Energy Information Administration data base using the code 
described in Section 5.1.3, Subactivity l. 1O.2.3.3 of this progress report
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assemblies that would fall within this category would require 2399 to 3596 such waste packages.  
This type of waste package could emplace 53.1 to 58.1 percent of the waste stream.  

This table shows the rccommended suite of waste package designs that is expected to 
allow emplacement of all conunercial spent fuel that falls within desigit basis limits. The small 
amount of fuel that falls outside the design basis limits will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis.  
This approach is expected to be an optimal solution in terms of cost and flexibility.  

Subacnvity 1.10.2.1.3 - Waste Package Emplacement Support. The purpose of this 
activity is to develop a preliminary design for the in-drift emplacemeat supports for thle waste 
package. The preliminary designs have been developed using thermal and structural analyses and 
interface requirements with preliminary emplacement drift invert and lining designs. ThI 
emplacement support design consists of two main components: a pier and a support. A sketch of 
the design is provided in Figure 5-5.  

The waste package pier wculd interface with the precast concrete drift invert. The pier 
would be constructed primarily of concrete because it would be primarily loaded in compression.  
The concrete would be surrounded by a thin carbon steel shell to provide better interfaces with 
the invert and to slow the drying rate of the concrete that may be increased by the relatively high 
temperatures in the drift. The steel plate on top of the pier would be thicker than the other steel 
plates on the pier to help distribute loads in the concrete.  

The waste package support would sit on top of the pier. Pins on the bottom of the support 
would aid in placing the support on the pier and in holding the support in place. Pipes welded to 
the pins would act as support columns, and rectangular tubing welded in a v.e shape would make 
up the support saddle to hold the waste package. The waste package support would be 
constructed entirely of carbon steel.  

forzn: The disposal conta*aer designs will be analyzed in detail in support of the 1998 
viability assessment. Few significant changes to the design are expected before the viability 
assessment. The analysis of internal criticality and the effects of basket degradation will be 
revised Design concepts for aw additional barrier or "drip shield" will be developed and 
evaluated during fiscal year (FY) 1997.  

5.1.2 DEjlgn Activity 1.10.2.2. DeslIgn Tools 

The purpose of this design activity is to develop, verify, and validate the computer design 
tools for waste package design.  

Plans v..ae revised for verifying and validating new versions of the thermal and struc;tural 
analysis tool ANSYS. ANSYS version 5.2 was to have been verified and validated during the 
reporting period, but it was determined to be more cost effective to continue to use version 5. I, 
and then upgrade directly to version 5.4.
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Two changes affecting the neutronic computer code for waste package design occurred.  
An addendum to the MCNP 4A software qualification report was written to add ENDF/B-VI 
cross sections to the currently approved MCNP library. The use of the MCNP 4A with the 
ElDF/B-VI cross sections is now approved for use in quality-affecting activities. The SCALE 
(Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation) version 4.3 code package was 
verified and validated in accordance with the appropriate procedures. SCALE 4.3. which is now 
approvod for use in quality-affecting activities, will replace the SCALE 4.2 package, which will 
be retired, 

0 : During the second half of FY 1Q97, the DORT computer code and BUGLE-93 
cross section library will be verified and validated for quality-affecting design work. The 
MCNP 4.2 and SCALE 4.2 code systems will be retired during the next reporting period. The 
thermal and structural analysis tool ANSYS will be upgraded to version 5.4. These computer 
design tools wi" support future design products such as those described in Sections 5.1. 1 and 
5.! .3 of this progress report.  

5.1.3 Duhgn Actiit 110.2._3. Deign Evaluations 

The purpose of this activity is to produce evaluations of significant issues pertinent to 
successful waste package design.  

All the thermal studies discussed in this section neglected convection in the drift.  
Convection is believed to be insignificant to peak cladding temperatures. Also, percolation ,lux 
is not expected to impact peak cladding temperatuic and therefore was not a variable or 
assumption of interest in thcse studies.  

Subartiyity 1.1 - The purpose of this subactivity is to perform analyses of 

thermal performance parameiers that affect waste package design.  

Thermal design efforts have advanced in three main areas: (1) evaluating the repository 
and emplacement drift thermal behavior and its impact upon waste packages, (2) evaluating 
waste package thermal conditions with regard to meeting the licensing requirements, and 
(3) evaluating and lesigning the waste package support and invert based on its thermal and 
structural performance under norninal MGDS repository conditions.  

Emplaceient Scale Thermal AnaJyses 

The first step in the themial evaluation of the waste package is to determine the time
dependent response of the repository to the decay heat of the emplaced waste packages. This 
emplacement-scale evaluation must consider that the waste package Ixbth affects (hrough 
iheimal loading) and is affected by the conditions of its near-field environment. Although .i 

given thermal nmuss) loading is typically characterized by a single number, such as 83 MTlJ/acre.  
the thermal response of the repository depends on the heat generation it a function of lime in the 

variuns waste packages, which have different values of this important process .ariable The heat
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generation in turn depends on the characteristics of the waste ,zream such as spent nuclear fuel 
age. receipt rates, delivery scenarios (youngest-fue:-first versus oldest-fuel-first), waste package 
size, emplacement spex'ng, and design basis fuel.  

As reported in the previous progress report, emplacement-scale evaluations have been 
performed to support systems studies considering both emplacement drift backfill and the. nal 
loading and to advance the waste package design effort. The results of these evaluations indicate 
waste package and drift wall temperature% depend in large part on the assumptions ustu !o 
estimate the average waste stream heat loads and the variability in heat loads within the waste 
Atream. These evaluations indicated a need to investigate the impact of waste st rteam variability 
on waste package capacities and design basis heat output. The subsequent evaluation of the 
impacts of waste stream variability on waste package design basis fuel determination, including 
individual waste package heat outputs, is described in Section 5. 1. 1, Subactivity 1. 0.2.1.2.  

During the corrent reporting period, further emplacement-scale evaluations were 
performed to detcraune the impact of higher thermal loadings (100 MTU/acre) and selective 
waste package placement. The near field with multiple waste packages was c.'alu.ted (CRWMS 
M&O, 1997r) to investigate the thermal effects 4 reduced waste package spacings and the 
impact of individual waste package heat load variability. Assuming variable spacings from the 
MGDS Advanced Conceptual Design Report (CRWMF M&O, 1996b) to account for the waste 
loading of each waste package, a multiple waste package evaluation at 100 MTUl/acre was 
performed and compared with previous evaluations at 83 MTU/acre. A thermal (mass) loading 
of itO MTU/acre :s consider -J to be an upper bound (CRWMS M&O, 1996c) for the pCtential 
repository, and was evaluated to ensure design flexibility and compatibility at the limiting 
thermal loading.  

At the 100 MTU/acre loading, the estimate of peak cladding temperatures within the waste 
package with 21 design basis pressurized water reactor assemblies increased by only 4°C as 
compared to a loading of 83 MTU'acre, but the estimated peak drift wall temperature increased 
roughly 20°C. Calculated peak drift wall temperatures did, however, remain below the limit of 
200'C assuming nominal advanced conceptual design spacings. The highest drift wall 
temperature predicted at 100 MTUl/acre was 188'C at 40 years after emplacement. This 
temperature level is close to the assumed drift wall temperature limit. An upper limit of 85 
MeU/acre described in Section 4.1.6 of this piogress rpxort is based on limiting peak 
temperature at the average top of the underlying zeolitic layer.  

More detailed evaluations of peak internal (and cladding) temperatuies, and the effect on 
the waste patckage design, are discussed below in the section on waste package scale thermal 
analyses.  

Evalualions, reported previously. indicated that wast lAige spacings required to 
achieve a 'line loading" would result in temperatures signt' above the assumed design 
goal; (limits). An important caveat for the previous evaluate ... is that the arrangement of waste 
packages was not specified in a way to minimize peak temperatures. For example, two :ste 
packages containing 21 de&ign basis pressuriyed water reac-tot spent fuel asseniblies weic alway,
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assumed to be adjacent to each other. Therefore, the results are considered conservative A 
follow-up evaluation was performed to determine the impact of this caveat on the comclusions of 
the previous work. Assuming a waste package spacing of 0. 1 m (a scenario that was previously 
shown to be more than 50°C above thermal limits) the model was rearranged to always separate 
waste packages with design basis fuel with cooler high-level waste packages in between. As 
expected. the average calculated drift wall temperatures along the drift remained unchanged.  
However, by separating high level wastc packages with the hotter design basis fuel. peak 
temperatures near the hottest package were lowered by nearly 10'C. Estimates of drift wall 
temperatures, both peak and average, remained significantly above the thermal goal. High peak 
drift wall temperature, therefore, remains the primary impediment tr the feasibility of the line 
loading concept.  

Specific finite-element models of waste packages for uncanistered fuel have been 
developed t( address potential changes in the waste package designs. The representative waste 
packagýe designs being evaluated include capacities of 21 pressur;zcd water reactor fuel 
assemblies and 44 boiling water reactor fuel assemblies. The thermal analysis at the waste 
packagc scale tocuses on the internal structures of the waste package. which includes 
interlocking criticality control plates. fuel assembly tubes, basket support guides. and the 
potential thermal shunts.  

The thermal ;alia-tion of the waste package with 21 pressurized water reactor 
uncanistrred fuel assemblies vonsidered the tollowing variables in the design: 0 ) thermal 
conductivity of fhe assembly tubes. (21 tube thickness, and (31 use of aMminum thermal shunts.  

The thernial conductivily of assembly tubes was analyzed to compare the effect of tube 
materials on the wiste package performance. (t'rhon steel A 516, AISI-SAE 1008, and 
altuminum alloy Al 6061 were chosen for analysis. Th1 results showed that changing material 
from carbon steel A 516 to a higher conductivity carbon steel like AISI-SAE 1008 would 
Improve the waste pakage thermal performance. However, the peak temperature reduction 
would be less than t 5-C'. For aluminum tubes, the peak fuel temperatures would decrease more 
than 6O"C. How-ever. the mechanical strength and the cost of (he material must be considered as 
well as the heat transfer properties 

Different thicknesses (5 rmm. 6 mm. and 7 nim)of low-cost A 516 tube material were 
analvyed The results Indicated that the peak fuel temperature would eCe(d its limit unless a 
thickness of 7 mm or greater Is nsed This thicknss would significandI% increase the waste 
1,ac'kage diameter and therefore the cost of the waste package.  

Another option is to use an alternative construction ot the interlocking plates to mci ,de 
four additional aluminum alloy thermal shunts in the basket 'rhis construction takes advai.tage 
of high thermal conduct vity of aluminum to efficiently remove the heat from the center of the 
waste packtge. The results showed that this design can satisfy the claddin ic iperature limit of 
.350" " and thAt It aM, nal.tintains a teasuitable -a.lste package sue.
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Wate Packae Sunort/Invea : TherTal Analysis 

A thermal calculation was performed for the waste package support-invert design tu 
provide thermal parameter information for the preliminary waste package support design under 
nominal MODS repository conditfins. Temperatures of the waste package surface and the 
support components were determii~ed b. using finite-element analysis. The analysis began by 
mode.ing a ful.' three-dimensional waste packAge-support repository model with simplified 
support structure. Detailed design of the waste package support was modeled to determine the 
effective conductivity of the support structure. The results showed that the maximum waste 
package surface. support, and pier temperatures would be around 200°C after 10 years 
emplacement. The temperatures at I m into the rock would be below 2000 C. The temperature 
along the concrete liner would range from 174" to 1570C at the time of peak temperatures. This 
result implies that :he waste package would be likely to meet the temperature limitation if the 
proposed design of waste package support is upplied in the repository. The results also suggested 
that the design of the concrete liner and the invert should consid-_r the temperature effect on the 
material and structural strength.  

Subactivity 1.10.2.3.2-Structural. Two major activities were included in this reporting 
period. One activity focused on the preliminary lesign of the waste package support and pier.  
To support this activity, a design analysis was completed and documented in Waste Package 
Support an,' ,.-er Static and Seismic Analyses (CRWMS M&O, 1997n). Toe objective of this 
analysis w s to determinm appropriate dimensions and materials for the waste package support 
and pier sing structural requirements. The waste package support and pier resistance to the 
weight' f the waste package under static and seismic load conditions were evaluated. The results 
of this eport will provide input for the waste package support and pier drawings. The document 
was i', design review at the end of the reporting period.  

A letter report was also beirg written for the design activity based on the structural and 
thermal analyses of the support and pier assembly. The objectives if the letter report arc to 
present the preliminary designs for the waste package support and pier, summarize results of 
analyses performed on the designs, assess the pier-pier liner interface, and describe an alternative 
design tor an all *teel pier, 

The second activity focused oil the wast• package structural analyses. Development of the 
document Drop Analyses of Uncanistered Fuel Waste Package Designs (CRWMS M&O. inf 
prep.lel) was in progress at the end ot the reporting period. The purpose of these analyses is to 
help determine wast nackage component dim-nsions. The component dimensions are required 
to show the adequacy of the uncanistered fuel waste package design with stainless steel-boron 
neutron absorber plates under loading encountered during waste package drop events. The drop 
events evaluated are 2.m drops onto an essentially unyielding surta-e The objective ot this 
analysis is to detenrine the proper dimensions for waste pakage o.omponentm. The w",e 
package dimensions will become design input for waste package technical diuwings.
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A supporting design analysis was also in progress this reporting period and is documented 
in the analysis entitled "Uncantstered Fuel Waste Package Static Loads, Thermal Expansion 
Loads. and Internal Pressure Analysis" (CRWMS M&O, in prep.1fI). The objective of this 
analysis is to determine appropriate dimensions and materials for the unmani'stered fuel waste 
package designs from structural requirements. This document will contain the waste package 
resistance to the weight of the waste package under static, thermal expansion. and internal 
pressure loads, and will provide input for wast- package technical drawings.  

ANSYS version (V) 5. I. a finite-element analysis computer code. was used in the 
structural analyses. The finite-element solution is based on the forces and iroments developed 
within the solid model due to external forces and mcnent;, these are included in all finite
element solutions. The stresses obtained from the finite-element analysis were compared to the 
material yield strengths for the tube, pipe, and the plate; compressive ultimate strength of the pier 
is compared to the maximum bearing stress. Since the subject components are not pans of it 
pressure vessel, ASM`E code sections are not directly applicable to the design analysis of the 
waste package support at I pier. listead. a common engineering approach was taken by using the 
distortion-energy-theory, which is confirmed to be "the best theory to use for ductile materials'" 
Details of this theory were provided within the report.  

Wdaic Package Suppont and PFi Prlinnry Desagn 

Development of a support structure for in-drift emplacement of the waste packagc3i is in 
progress; Figure 5-5 show:; the prelimirary design. The waste package support sriiucture design 
is intended for use with repository designs that use concrete lining of the emplacement drifts. A 
mcdular design was developed for the waste package support as,...embly. The assembly corsists 
of a waste package pier and a waste package support A modular design is desirable because it 
allows tiexibility in waste package placement in !he drifts and individual component replacement 
tif the support structure is damaged in a waste package handling accident. In such an accident, 

avoiding support structure damage is not as critical as preventing a breach of the waste package.  
The support structure is therefore designed to yield if a waste package handling accident occurs.  

The pier and support would .,old the waste package ott ot the invert to allow or a sorptive 
or filter bed below the waste packages if needed. The bed may be used to trap radionuclides after 
the waste package has degraded. Holding the waste package above the invert would also aid in 
preventing water from contacting the waste package if water in the drift would begin collecting 
on the insert.  

"Two des.ignr, have been considered for use %4 ih thie repitorv designs that tiu, a lprecas.,t 
concrele invert These two designs were determined iy the lower and upper ranges for gar, ry 
wheel sie t300 and O mm in diameter, respecti'elyv The size of the gantry wheel affec's the 
height of the haunchhc, on the precast invert and waste p l.kac pier h cly di(feience 
betwten the iwo designs is the heighit o the waste package pier Htcause of the mmular design, 
the same waste package suppoit mould be, used in both designs.  
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The waste package support would be fabricated from two pieces of rectangular steel 
tubing, two pipes, and two iound bais. The two 7ieces of rectangular steel tubing would be 
welded together to form a vee shape. Then the two pipes would be welded to the tubes. Round 
bars would be engaged into the pipes and welde(. "rom inside the pipes. These bars would serve 
as pins to Fosition the supports on the pier and prevent tipping of the support. The pipes would 
serve as columns tn transmit load from the tubes to the top platt, ot the pier. For this analysis, a 
sta-idard size of rectangular tubing was selected to reduce manufacturing costs. The steel types 
chosen were ASTM A500 Grade B for the rectangulai tube, ASTM A501 for the pipe, and 
ASTM A36 for the round bar These carbon steels are standard m;,terials for these shapes. The 
sizing of the support depended on the required strength, the availabe space in the drift, and the 
desired spacing between the invert and the bottom of the waste package.  

The waste pckage pier is fabricated from steel plates. steel pipe, steel bars. concrete. and 
rebut. Steel would be added to the pier mainly to improve interfaces with other components in 
the drift. The steel plates would be welded to form the waste package pier shell. The steel 
chosen v'as ASTM A36 for the plates. This carbon steel is readily available in the shapes 
specified. The shell would serve as the o'arm for the concrete which is cast in the shell. The shell 
would prevent chipping of the concrete and would slow drying out of the concrete from the 
relatively high temperatures in the emplacement drift. The steel shell would also provide a better 
interface between the pier and the concrete imert. The rebar design has not yet been developed.  
but small reba- sections have been included in the design Aketches as lifting hooks. Holes on the 
top surfa:c of the concrete and the top plate would allow the attachment of the waste package 
suppoct. rhe bars o.. the bottom of the pier would bo. used for positioning on the invert. arl the 
half section of pipe on the bottom of the pier would be provided to allow for drainage of any 
water beft re it contacts the waste package.  

A three-dimensional half-symmetry finite-element model of the waste package support 
structure has been developed to perform a static analysis on the system. The waste package 
weight was applied as an external load on the waste package support at the locations of contact 
with the waste package. Tat weight of the waste package support and pier system was also taken 
into accoumt by the use of gravitational acceleration in the tinite-element model.  

The maximum-distortion-cnt-' y thcory was used to determine the initiation of yield in the 
materials. This theory is based on a comparison of the material yield strength with the maximum 
equivalent stress (von Mises sitresi) observed in the material. The results showed that the 
maximum equivalent stress magnitude would occur on the inner surface of the tube side wall 
The maxinmut equivalent stress magnitude in the tube would be ': -ss than the yield strength of 
the tube (se- Table 5-2). Therefore. the static load does not cause yield in the tube.
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Table 5-2. Waste Package Sdppon and Pier Static Analysis Results'

Suppoft and Pier Maximum Compressive Compressive 
Stitualru Equivalent Tensile Yield Fivaring Stress Yivld Ultimate 

Components Stress Strength (compression) Strength Stren&th 

Tube 172.5 317.0 NAb 700.0 NA

?ipe 89,0 290.0 NA 700.0 NA 

Plate 40.3 248.0 NA 700.0 

Pier NA NA 16.87 NA 34.5 

.:di stress magnitudes tur in MPa 
"NA = not applicable 

A similar comparison was made for the rest of the suppoi t structure components. For the 
pipe. the maximum equivalent stress magnitude was calculated to be on the outer surface of the 
pipe, in the region of contact wi'h the tube. For the plate, the maximum equivalent stress 
magnitude Was found on the top surtacc of the plate in the region of contact with the pipz. In 
either of these comiponents, the rmaximurn calculated equivadent stress magnitudes were less than 
the material yield strength (Table 5-2). Therefore. the static load would not be expected to cause 
permanent detorntmion on these support components.  

Temperature-dependent material proper-ies for ASTM AS00 cold-formed steel, ASTM 
501 hot-formed steel. and ASTM A36 crboii steel were not available for structural analysis. For 
this reason. roonm temperature (20" material properties were used in these analyses. I he 
propenic- of carbon steels for which temperature dependence i, known change little for the 
temperature range of interest. Therefore, for this initial set of calculations, use of room
temperature properties is considered adequate.  

The compressi'e strength of the carbon steel is higher than tensile strength Thus. no 
permanent deformation would be expected to take place due to compression (Table 5-2).  

The structural analyses of the wa:ite package pier also revealed that the maximum hearing 
stress niagnit*Ac in the picr would be less than the compressive ultimate strength of the concrete 
(Table 5 2) 

A scesm,c 4.ctor o( I th• was applied to the load of the static linite-elentent analysis to 
obtain a prlhimnrmx rcsult tor the seismic design of the support and pier structure isee 
Table -31 Th a ,ilih %%ere compared with the material 5ield strengths to deicmine locati•ons of 
"my peiniancnt dclorniation, in the system. The resulting maximum stresses in the support 
structure wcre less than the yield strength of the materials. Thernfore. structural pertornance of 
the wa.ste lpackage supptr1 :.,ystenci conmponents was detertmned acceptable under seisnuc loading.
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Table 5-3. Waste Package Support and Pier Seismic Analysis Results'

Support and Pier Maximum Compressiv- Compressive 

Stnictural Equivalent Tensile Yield Bearing Stress Yield Ultimate 
Components Stress Strength (compression) Strength Strength 

Tube 286.7 307.0 NA" 700.0 NA 

Pipe 147.8 290.0 NA 700.0 NA 

Plate 66.9 248.0 NA 700.0 NA 

Pier NA NA 28.0 NA 4.5 

'All stress magnitude:i are in MPa 
'NA;-. not applicable 

Structural evaluations of the waste package support and pier design presented in the 
structural design anm.lysis document tCRWMS M&O. 1997n) showed that the dimensions and 
material properties are acceptable arid can be used to develrp technical drawings of the subject 
str'cturat components.  

If the Project should decide that concrete will not be used in the emplacement drifts, an 
all-steel pier would likely be designed. This design would be such that the same waste package 
.ui xrt can be used as is used in the concrete pier design. The all-steel pier design may consist 

of a steel plate weldcd on top of a frame constructed of wide flange, l-beams. Four beams angled 
slightly from vertical would be used as legs to support the load. They would be angled to 
provide a wider, more stable base for the pier. The lower erds of the four beams would be linked 
by four horizontal beams to prevent spreading or closing of the space between the legs.  
Components would be sized appropriately to holk the weight of the waste packages.  

Waste _Packag=eStnlctural Analvs 

Supporting design analyses for tie analysis titled Drop Analyses of Uhncanistcred Fuel 
Waste Package Iesigns are being performedt. 'hes, analy:;es will dettrmine the component 
dimensions required to show that the uncanistered fuel ,astc package desigo with stainless steel
bhron neutron absorber plates will perform adequately under loading encountered during waste 
package drop events. This. design analysis is currently n progress. The drop -vents o be 
evaluated are 2-meter drops unto an essentially un~ielding .,rface. The waste package 
orientations during the impact will include horizontal drops with the basket members at 901 and 
45 degrees fronm the unyielding surface. The L.itical basket orientation ts expected to be one ot 
these two configutations. The motre critical orientation of these two " ill be determined for the 
horitontal oltientation drop of the 21 p,.ssuraied walet i'eActot assembly and %% ill be assumed to 
be the same for all other waste package drop orientations that will be anal)zed later This 
analysis will determine the propel dimensions for the waste package conIXnents so that these 
dimensions Way be fonnallN passed on to drafting as input bor dri ing_ of the design for 21 
ptessuriLed vaitei eactor tincanistered muel desi.gn.
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Waste package resistance to the weight of the waste ,iackage under static, thermal 
expansioa, and internal pressure loads is being determined to support the Uncanistered Fuel 
Wa,,e Package Static Loads, Thermal Expansion Loads, and Internal Pressure Analysis. The 
effects of these loads will be amilyzed individually as well as collectively to obtai ,ie most 
critical stress magnitudes on the % aste package. This calculation will also provide input for the 
waste package technical drawings.  

Suhactvirv - 1,10.2.3,3 - Criticality. The purpose of this subactivity is to perform disposal 
criticality control analyses and to determine the impact of criticality control issues on waste 
package design. The criticality activities performed during this reporting period have consisted 
of work in the following areas: developing inputs in support of the disposal criticality analysis 
methodology reports, developing the approach for integral principal isotope burnup credit, 
supporting the differential actin~de-only burnup credit effort, evaluating designs, meetings with 
the NRC staff to discuss the disposal criticality analysis methodology reports, and other 
supp,'ting efforts concerning neutrouics issues for dispo,.al. The work perfor•.ed in each of 
these areas is discussed below in more deiail.  

Disposal Criticality Analysis MCthodolo~y Reports 

The development of tht disposal criticality analysis methodology reports (technical and 
topical) is a major, multiyear task that continued during this reporting period. The Disposal 
Criticality Analysis Methodology Topical Report (to be developed in 1998) is intended to present 
the methodology for performing disposal ,rificallty analysis (including the use of burnup credit) 
for any fissile waste form. waste package design. aiJ proposed repository. The initial issuance 
of the repur, will focus on commercial light water reactor fLel, and additional fuel types will be 
covered in amendmentr or revisions to the topical report. Before the release ef the topical report.  
the disposal criticality analysis methodology is being developed and presented in a technical 
report. Revision 0 of v, lich was issued last reporting period. During tnis reporting pe'iod. the 
NRC staff rcviewcd Revision 0 and provided comments and questions. An Appendix 7 Meetit,g 
was held with the NRC stau to discuss the comment and questions and the methodology. The 
meeting primarily focused on addressing NRC staff comments on the proposed approach to 
validate criticality and neutronics models. Another Appendix 7 Meeting with the NRC staff is 
pl4nned for next reporting period it) further discuss the lechnical repot and the methodology it 
describes.  

Revision 0 of the technical report identified aweas in which auwiaonal sufpporting 
intfornation and analyses arc required to complete the methodology. During this reporting 
pcrioo. technical information was being de'eloped to support Revision I of the technical report.  
The supporting information belt;- developed includes evaluations of commercial reactor 
criticality data, critical benchmark data. and chemical assay data. Other supporting information 
is being developcd for the configurat:on determination and grouping. This wor4 is ongoing.
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Seeking credit for bumup means seeking regulatuy approval to account for the reduced 
reactivity or criticality potential of spent nuclear fuel as compared with the same fuel before 
irradiation. Bumup credit is a major aspect of disposal criticality control, and work to obtain it 
remained a major activity in this reporting period. Burnup credit is not an on or off option.  
Different levels or amounts of bt, mup credit are being sought, and the amount of bumup credit 
depends on the set of isotopes included. For transportation applications, burnup credit is being 
sought for a set of 10 isotopes called the "actinide only isotopes." For disposal activities. bumup 
credit is being sought for a set of 29 isotopes. called the "pritcipal isotopes," which includes the 
10 isotopes from the actinide-only set. The different isotope sets represent the different amounts 
nueded for the two different applications. The principal isotope set accounts for more reduced 
reactivity than the actinide-only set.  

Besides the different isotope sets, there are currently two approaches being pursued to 
develop burnup credit, differential and integral. The differential burnup credit approach is an 
ongoing autivity supporting tansportation applications. A topical report using actinide-only 
differential burnup credit -mains under review by the NRC.  

The integral approach is the main focus of the disposal activities. This approach uses 
integral commercial reactor criticality experiments as the bases for demonstrating the ability of 
the approach to correctly predict the reactivity of systems with spent/irradiated nuclear fuel.  
Commercial reactor criticality data are being used in coijunction with chemical assay data and 
benchmark criticality data to develop the approach. Chemical assay data are used as an 
acceptance criterion to demonstrate the conservatism of the isotopics model portion. %hile the 
commercial reactor criticality and benchmark criticality data are used to determine oiases and 
uncertainties for the criticality modiel portion of the disposal btimup credit approach.  
Commercial reactor criticality evaluations continued this reporting period. This work is ui-going.  

The supporting data being developcd for each approach is. when appropriate, being used 

for the other approach. These activities are ongoing.  

Addaitionial Cnnticallt) ELsaion% 

(.riticahly evaluation, continued tot the 12 and 21 pressuriled water reactor uncanist-red 
fuel. 44 holin %% atef reactor uncanistered fuel and the 5 detense high-level waste glass wasti 
package designs .Material modnifications and small dinmensional changes made for noncriticality 
reasons arc being % onidcicd. These activities arc ongoing. and , ill continue into future 
rcpiorting periods 

Pteviout, eN Jluatit'ns ot the pt.siilbtt ot degi acd AasIe paclkdage CriticalIty havV used 
computer cidxic, 'o track the concenrations ot tisfse and neutron absorber ipecies and eslimate 
kit for the "Io-st likels geonicettc contigufattors Specificalli- twvo getteal codes were
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developed: one for commercial spent nuclear fuel in a waste package with partly or completely 
degraded basket, and the other for degraded immobilized plutonium waste forms (glass or 
ceramic) with fissile material coilected in clay precipitate at the bottom of the waste package.  
V- -se codes are now being combined and extended to cover the four general categories of wasie 
forms expected to be received at the repository that have significant criticality potential: 
(1) commercial spent nuclear fuel, (2) DOE-owned spent nuclear fuel, (3) immobilized 
plutonium waste forms, and (4) mixed-oxide spent nuclear fuel using plutonium from 
lecommissioned weapons. This program will also track all the successive stages of waste form 

degrtdation aid the resulting possible criticality locations: internal, near-field external. and far
field external. The design document for the new combined code system has been written and is 
being reviewed to ensure the accuracy of the abstr3ctions of the geochemical and fluid 
mechanical processes to be captured in this progrz n.  

ConseQuences of a Hwouthetical Criticalit 

Previous evaluations of consequences of a criticality in a repository estimated the increase 
in radionuclide inventory assuming 4 steady state "reactor" operating at precisely ker= I for 
thousands of years. Actually. a critical configuration would expmrience a k,,, increase slightly 
beyond I for a brief transient period until negative feedback mechanisms would take over 
(typically by evaporating moderator or solution containing fissile material) and drop the kf1 
below I. This sequence of overshoot and faliback would be repeated if the fissile material or 
moderctor continue to C '-, into the critical configuration. Furthermore, there is a possibility (for 
certain very unlikely configurations) that the initial feedback when kff increases beyond 1 would 
be positive, and the negative feedback would not take effect until the k,,, had overshot the critical 
value of I by up tu 20 percent. The Project has obtained or is in the process of obtaining the 
following three codes that allow estimating the increased radionuclide inventory and the energy 
relea-, durng such transient perioes.  

I RILAP5 (REactor Leak And Powet excursion). This is the standiad code for icactor 
transient analysis. with coupled neutronic. hydraulic and thermal capability, and the 
capiability to model detailed assembly geometry. The code. developed under the 
auspices of, a•rd certified 0y, the NRC. is directly applicable to the internal criticality 
configuration for intact spent nuclear fuel. The code has been acquired from the 
vendor.  

2. NARY (Nuclear Reactor I)ynamniis Model . This code wax, developed at Sandia 
National L.Aboratortes for use on the Wastc Isolation Pilot Plant and for D01- spent 
iuclear fuel criticality The code ha-,, the capability to model much inoir ventral 
configurations than RELA15, hut with less detail. NARK will be applicable to 
external criticality or severel. degraded internal criticalit5, The Project is in the 
pi-txess of acquirmng the code.  

3 MRVJ This code %kiv developed at Lcos Alanios National Liborawory to model 
potentiall, autocatal.tic conligurations, and Io estimate the partitioning between 
thermal a.lld kinetic energi telease Thi., €',de is onilar in capabilitv to NARK but can
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also model the response of a confining medium. MRKJ will be applicable to external 
criticality of highly enriched fuel. The Project is discussing how to acquire the code 
with thl staff at Los Alamos National Labo itory.  

An updated version of the SCALE netuonics computer code packages (SCALE4.3) was 
validated and verified according to the Quaiity Administrative Procedures during this reporting 
period. The code is being used to support the neutronics evaluations performed for the technical 
and topical reports and for the designs.  

Slubactivity I. -1.2 -R.& ...Lfct. . The purpose of this subactivity is to examine 
radiation effects on waste package degradatior. Shielding evaluations continued that examined 
the details of the radioly'Js effects inside the waste package. The radiation and radiolysis effects 

from alpha radiation from commercial fuel pellets in failed fuel (fuel with ruptured cladding) 

were evaluated for pressurized water and boiling water reactor fuel. Evaluations of beta and 

gamma radiation effects o, radiolysis had previously been evaluated. The evaluations feed 
models of internal waste package maternal degradation 

Suhaj-ivity I. l0..'J.5 - dentification of waste packaye preclosure design basis events 
The purpose of this actvi sty is to review the MODS design to identify a bounding list of credib' 
preclosure desq~n bawo., ewcnts for the waste Fackage. (Iesign basis events axe. by definition in 
10 CFR 60, applicable onl> to preclosure.) This is a new activity, reported for the first time this 
reporting period, that is related to Activity 2.7. 1. 1. reported in Section 4.2.1 of this progress 
irport. The frequency and severity of events involving the waste package, were initially 4ssessed 
in early 1996 based on the advanced conceptual design (CRWMS M&O, 1996b) and reported in 
the Waste Package Off-Noraial and Accident Scenario Report ýCRWMS M&O, 1996u), 
Additional ana!ysis has been perfo.rned in early 1997 using the updated assumptions and MGDS 
design for viability assessment. Complete details of this analysis are provided in the Waste 
Package tesign Basis Events QAP 3-9 design analysis (CRWMS M&O., 1997si The method 
Used for this analysis involve., the following four step.: 

I- The Preliminary MGVS Hahrd. Analysis ('VRWMS M&O. 1996q) and the Waste 
Packagc Off -Normnal and Accident Scenario Report (CRWMS M&O, 1996u) are 
reviewed to identify internal and exlernal .,fcnts that have the potential for adversely 
at. cting the perforrmance of the waste package. Other sources of information .)f t1W 
Cu1relit repository surfat'e and subsurface design may also be used in the identihcation.  
screening, and 'htzctci~ •tioln of internal events. In a,lditiL'. the NRC Standard 
Review Piu '.': ')ry Cask Storage Systems (NRC, 1997b) provides guidance on thie 
types of events itat itre expected to he evalhtated in a license application.
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2. Preclosure events arm screened for applicability to waste package design. An event 
may be screened from furthr consideration if it meets one of the following criteria: 

"The event was screened in the Preliminary MGDS Hazards Analysis (CRWMS 
M&O. 1996q). The Preliminary MODS Hazards Analysis eliminated some 
external events from further consideration because tiuwy were either not applicable 
to the Yucca Mountain site or not applicable to the preciosure phase of the MGDS.  

"r The event cannot directly affect the performance of the waste package. This may 

be because either (a) the waste package is contained within another system, 
structure. or component that has been assigned the function of protecting its 
contents from such an event; or (b) the event results in the disruption of a service 
that is not required by the waste package to continue to perform its functions.  

" The event has an estimated frequency of occurrence of less than I xl 0" events per 

year. The Waste Package Off-Normal and Accident Scenario Report (CRWMS 

M&O, 1996u) initially estimated the frequency of events such as a spent fuel 

assembly drop, waste package drop, waste package slap down, transporter 
derailment and runaway. fire, flooding. rockfall, and missile hazards. The current 
analysis updates these frequencies with new information, as well as estimates 
frequencies for additional events such as inisloads exceeding the thermal or 
criticality design basis of the waste package, and the occurrence of through-wa!l 
manufacturing defects. Events with frequencies less than I xI10 'events per year 
are not considered credible and are screened from further consideration as 
preclosure design basis events, as per the section-by-section analysis of 10 CFR 
60.136 (61 FR 64257).  

3. The severity of events tfrom a wa'-•, package perspective) which are not eliminated 
from further consideration under item 2 is estimated. In addition, the general type of 
analysis that will he required (structural, thermal, or criticality) to determine the effect 
of the event on waste package performance is identified.  

4 Similar events from item 3 are grouped for the purpose of idenrtifyirg a bounding event 
for each groop based on severily.  

Table 5-4 piovidr the bounding list of credible preclosure design basis events for th

waste p4ýkage identified in the Waste Package Design Basis Events analysis (CRYWNIS 
M&O, IQQ7s).  

SUore Terms Ana'ysn for Design Basis Events 

This activity was periornuid in mid- I19 t' define the radiological source te-ms to be used 

in the con,,equence analyses of design basis evtnts in'olving pressurized or boiling water reactor 
spent nuclear fiel, or defense high Ikscl waste glass canisters. Because this work %ias not 

teported in preitkis progre.ss repXort., it Is reported hieir The retilts ot this actis it. represent
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Table 5-4. 13ounding Waste Package Design Basis Events

Analysis Type Event hroup Magnitude and Severty 

Failing Objects - 1• metric tins rock failing 3.1 m Side. Impac:t 

Failing Objects - ".3 metric tons falling 2) m 

End lmpar.t 

Vertical Drops 

and End 2 m drop 
Collisions 

Horizontal frops 
and Side 2.4 na d-op 
Coflhiors 

Strutura Puctur Hazrs1 9 m horizontal drop onto support or 
PuncureHazrds2 4 m horizontal drop onto pier. whichever is worse.  

Top-over and Waste package tips over from a venlic.al positon,• and slaps down onto 
Slap-down a flltt surface.  

Sci-ic ctiitvMaintatin structural ,ntegrity and prevent tip-over foqr 0.66 peak- and 
Seismic ..•tv ground accelernatin 

Missile Hazards 0.5 kg missile at 5 7 m./s 

Nel Rod See CKWMS MI&O (I 997s) for internal pressure a~s a function of gas 
uptre/Inurovatol temperature

Therrnal Stresses 
and Peak Waste 
Form 
"l'einlralture

('riticait.y 
Safety

Exposture of whole ,,aste package for not less than 30 miruts to a 
heat flux not less than that of i radiation environment ot 80(•C with 
an Cmvssivily coefficient of at least 0.9. Surface absorptivity must be 
,it kItasi 0. I9 lsignifidinr. .io"ecivc heat transfer must b1 
considered on the basis of still air at 800'C.  

Waste package flooded and fully loaded with cnitcahty design basis 
fuel except for one assembly that exceeds the design basis 

Waste package dr'- and fully loaded %kith fuel that exceeds the 

cnriicality design basis 

Waste p4ckage dry. NUlN• loaded swith criticality design basis fuel, 
Sith vollapsed basket

"Thermal and 
Strnicturl

Cr'tticahti-
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only a common starting point f-r future design basis event consequence analyses and do not 
represent estimates of actual doses to individuals expected to result from any design basis events.  

'1 he actual dose consequences resulting from a design basis event will be determined in future 

analyses. The method used for this analysis involves the following four steps: 

I lentify bounding fuel characteristics for commercial spent nuclear fuel. For 

rrrsurjzed and boiling water reactor spent nuclear fuel waste packages, this was 

the advanced conceptual design waste package thermal/shielding design basis fuel 

(Vol: III, Sect. 5 of CRWMS M&O, :196b). For single a.-ssembly drop events, the 

bounding assembly was the highest bu.nup assembly (pressurized water reactor, 

74.6 GWd/MTU) in the 1993 Energy Information Administration projections of 

future discharges. This step wat unneces.ary for defense high-level waste glass 

because only maximum values for radionuclide inventory per canister are available 
for this waste form.  

2. Retrieve radionuclide inventories from the appropriate source for each waste form 

using the waste form characteristics identified ir, step I1 The characteristics data 

base was the source of radionuclide inventories for all but the 100 percent bounding 

pressurired water reactor assembly. Because the bumup of this assembly exceeded 

the upper limit of the characteristic% data hase, the SAS211 sequence of the SCALE 

4.3 code was. used to obtain the radionuclide inventorN.  

I Apply U,.S. Environmental Protection Agency iLPA) inhalation and submersion 

dowe conversion factors (EPA, 1988) for the gonad, breast, lung, red marrow, bone 

surface, thyroid. remainder, and the whole body (effective dose) as appropriate to 
obtain the organ dose equivalent/unit waste form for each radionuclide.  

4. Identity radionuclides to be ustd ai, the sotuce icrin r•r each waste forn. The 
nuclides included in t" source termn will be those that are the dominani conhtibutois 

tou , 4percett of the t, I d•se per unit waste form for at least one organ. Those 
nuchides specified in NL t•ceptance criteria for accident antalysis source terms toi 

dry storage facilities tp. 7- 1 of NRC., 107hp will also oe included regardless of their 
contribution to dose.  

The results ot this activity are reported in the Source Terms for Design Basis Event 

Analyses QAP 3 ) design analysis (t'{WMS MA), 1L496vt) Thli. list is closely related to the 

rel)Ository design basis event list that appeats in Section 4.2. I. Boti lists were developed from 
th1e ireliuiiarv M(;[G:S |tdald., Anciysts, wkhich is ditscussed in Section 4.2. . The analyses 
%uitiAxtled ini tis Section (5 1.3) coimstdcret all the events listed in Section 4.2. I that ". ete 
related to the waste packag,. Some additional waste package related events were also identit:ed 
as a result ot re:ent MtUI)S design changes. 1events were then screened, as discussed aN)Ne, 

bhsed on credibility and ability to ditectlv impact the waste package I. hlke the analysis 

described in Section 4.2. 1, the waste eackage event analysis did not classity events as Category I 

or 2 because this analysis dealt only with frequencics oit %k aste package -related initiating e% ents.
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frequencies of iubsquent events in the radiological release sequrince afe required for 
categorization as defined in 10 CFR 60.  

Suhadtivity l JlO.2J.3 Cost ciijj•.in The purpose ol this subactivity is to provide up
to-date rost estlimate for the dcvclopmenc Pnd pioduction of wa.te packages.. The disposal 
coutaincr design and the materials selection have bten substantially changed. aind in support of 
this an update on cost was provietd to support the Prelminamry Draft Program Cost Estimate 
Report. This is an ongoing activty. and the cost estimates will be continually refined to support 
the viability assessment.  

Fganwj: The following design evaluation activiiies are forecast for the next reporting 
period: 

" Thermal un lyses in FY 1997 will continue to use three-dimensional models to analy-te 
several waste packages. However. revised design basis fuels will be used to provide 
extra rigor to support the viability assessment. The three-dirnensional models will be 
used to predict the temperatures of comp uments of the engineered barrier segment 
outside the waste package, Additional thernial analyses of the interior of the Wo.te 
package will te used to choose drigns that will appropriately control internal 
temperatures.  

" Structural evaluatirons will continue. including evaluations ot design basis events for the 
waste package. l'hec design a %cays,% will evaluate the hasket a-'..mbly strtctural 

strength ag;iist dynanic and static loads and containment barncr performance under 
inipiwt loads. in aidition, one work activity will locus on developing the engineered 
bamer %egment was:c package drip shield and addition-l barrier component designs to 
the level ol detail required for the viability assessinetit 

"I hr major disposal criticality activity will be the issuAnce of Revs.,ion I of the D)isposal 
Ctiiitilihy Aoalysi% Methodology rechnical Relxprt Reevision I will describe a further 
refined and developed vriticililv analvsis nethodology from that presented in 
Resision (I toi the report. The Ptolect plaits to issue ',i1 initial rele•ase ot the l)isposal 
('riticAlity Analysts Methodology Iopical Relr in FY 1NW 

The potential for external criticality caued by desradation and trun-iport of highly 
enriched XiW.-owned spent ftuel will continu, to be evaluated 

" " Woil tn identifying design basis e~cnts will continue tith t(lfi peifotmnance of mtlui.  
dis.iplinary amdlyscs. The .maslyscs will d-tciirni waste pitckage res_.nsc to desigi 
basis events.  

"* Ctst estiilltMi will contioue As needed it) r-•dll advAnineN in ind tevisions t. design 

This work will eventual suptirt the total system life c.cle cost ianlasis lor the I-)YM 
VIANhIly ii sse sstlit

•-.4
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5.1.4 _•tn AUdilv1r.1".4 - MM.aUKW Sakuk IW OtI• SMU9'D[ 

The purxvie of tO.-m ativity i% to perfom analyse% anr make recommendationA based on 
the,- inslyws for matrial selection in suppor of engineered baier design Waste package 
nwtiwCil slect.,,n will significantly impa:t the ability of the wwte package components to 

withstand degradation in the repository environment for an extended period of time. Matcrials 

for other corr.ponents of the engineered barner system must also be selected to promote 

performance 

u it"_O-ias -,elction nrce.ss The purpose of this subactivity is to 
perform analyste to ,iipport materials selection for the waste package.  

An analy.is of waste pack -ige material.s for viability assessnhent was discussed in Progress 

Report #15 (DOF. 1997e). Work during this reporting period has emphasized materials for the 

waste package supporm, and the invert materials rather than the waste packages themselves.  

Work on materials• election for thewe two components is in progress and will be reported in the 
next progress report.  

An iripwrtani ,,ource of uncertainty in waste package performance is uncertainty regarding 

the near-field cn vronment. t.tiffots are being made to obtain a clearly defined environment in 

which the waste pickag•s are expected to provide their functions of containment and controlled 

relea-,.  

Su xub.tiv, 2 1.4.2 - C'ontainer •sJ . The purpose of this subactivity is to determine 

the materials of choice tor the waste package containment harriers. The barriers include a 
Lurrosion allowaltc barrier and a corrosion resistant. baritet.  

Ilhc materld tot the currusioit allk•aice barrier rclnairs AS I+M A -" 1 tcarbon steel), and 

the mnaterial for tile corrosion resistant nuateriia rcinai•,. ASTM B 443 (Alloy 625 i. If corrosion 

testing show% tat the corr'us.on resistance of AS'1NI B 143 is imidequate, other highly corrosion 

Wesi1iAIi niaeiiMAl will te considered ds pos%!ihle rmpl..ce'ents 

jb.AL•L~u- 10.2,4- 3 -_Stii.lug. 'I he puqrose ot this sub4ctivity ,s to determin" *he 
mnatctials for the waste package shirle plug, 

A shield plug is not tnicluhded tit the curientlt dksign ot the dislpisal container. Accordingly.  

no effott has been auasde in .elevting shield plug milateltas. No work is fluecast in thi, aea.  

u l - -- .I ule _ fuel Ab~kgj .tt.uc1tual/hthj_1. - The puipose tf this 
sub-iivitv is to determinu the sruvitural niatwf ialk [Or the hasket to• b" contained inside the waste 

package. All cottaners t-or %pent nuclear tu.l in orpirae bhdakti a-0,tnliC0, 'The.Ne assemblies 
providc tructurwl support for the -plient tudlear fuel ci•,,lmhies, assist in heat trnsfefr, and assist 

in criticality control This section discusses those components for which criticality control is a 

sk.condian. ftution

'-.P5
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The structural and thermal components include the basket tubes and the basket guides.  

For both of these components. ASTM A 516 remains the reference material. Other materials 

with higher thermal conductivity will be considered if analysis indicates that some spent fuel 

(such as fuel with exceptionally high hurnur8) requires this to control fuel temperatures.  
Pisposal coataanes for boiling water re-,for f-ui~ do not include basket tubes.  

Subactivity 1. 1024.5 - S ncntnuclear fuel basket (criticalityw. The purpose of this 

subac tivity is to determine the materials to be added to the basket to control criticality in the 

wa.ste form. This .-ectron discusses tho. ý components for which criticality control is the primary 

function, al'hough these components may also perfomi structural and thermal functions.  

In current designs, the components important for criticality control take the form of 

slotted, interlocking plates. Past efforts in ihis subactivity he-an with survi ving the corromon 

behavior of candidate baski materials in the available literature and performing short term 

corrsuiun tests on them. rhe results ot this work, together with a comparison of likely costs of 

the candidate materials, resulted in attention being focused on the boron-containing stainless 

steels and boron carbide as the leading candidates. Mote detailed studies were performed on the 

boron-containing stainless steels, including the synthe,.is of mixed metal borides in macroscopic 

sizes, matching the composition of the micron-scale dispersed borides in the stainless steels.  

"These were used in electrochcmical polarization experiments to determine thcir corrosion 
properties. Borides were found to have a higher open-circuit potential than the stainless steel 

watrix material when a composition near that of Type 30W stainless steel was used, indicating 

that the orides would be galvani'aliiy protected in this instance. Nevertheless, because greater 

overall durability could be obtained with little additional cost by choosing a grade of stainless 

steel sinmilar to Type 316. the reference nmaerial selected was Neutronit A978. Neutronit A978 

or equivalent remains thr" reference material for these plates. Neutronit A978 is a proprietary 
grade of stamnles, t.reel boron plate produced by Bohler Bleche (imbtl of Murziuschlag, Austria.  
It is preferred over standard grades of stainless steel boron plate, such as those described by 
ASIM A 8)1. because the moly-denurn content of Neutronit A918 is expected tit provide better 

restWal'e it) Cutt'sttn_ ColTosion tesistiAnce is im1portant in maintaining long-term criticality 

itontrol Booties have a lower open circuit potential tilan that of the stainless steel niantix, and 

the ilmpornant property for long -terni durability is the corrosion perfoi itiance of the stainless steel 
miatrix, 

in thi% irporting lpri-it, .'eet sarnples of Neutront A978 were tobtained from 1h'
tmanutacturet The sheet %% as cu'- into corrosion coupotins i1n preparation ftm placing the saiiiples 

Into the long ter v-orro.ion test tilitty.  

Botal has also been discus.ed ,a!, a potential material for ctiticality control in the waste 

pakiagC although theie has bet. n concmcr abutit it% lont.-ienmi iesi .tance to dtegradation Samples 
ofl atiditred Boial hase bcvt, ircci-td fikim the tianuifcturcr, AAR Advaui. cd Struttuics. Inc., 

tot scopirng coIosttlun tests. rhis additioiial material is being sutiected to %coplne tests at thti 

IequCst tit 11oltco' Iniernational. !loltev hiteroational bhelieves the anodizing trCattient will give 

the I•olal %inhtit antly i•.proveid lpertoriliarwe oer that observed tot non.tnolthid Btial

S 43.
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Because of the recommendation of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on 
Yucca Mountain Standards that the EPA should consider times out to I million years in their new 
standard, interest has been drawn to the behavioi of criticality control materials out to such times.  
Consequently, planning is underway to perform experiments that will provide information on the 
extent of retention of boron by the waste package corrosion products and provide a basis for 
predicting long-term performance.  

Irradiation corrc )n testing of boron carbide was not performed as planned during this 
reporting period. Preliminary discussions have begun with cobalt-60 facility personnel to design 
experiments that will not require extensive health and safety planning and approvals.  

Subjwtivity L 10.2.4.6 - Filler material. The purpose of this subactivity is to consider 
materials for a filler that might be added to the waste package to displace potential neutron 
moderators and help control criticality.  

With current designs, disposal containers for uncanistered fuel arc not expected to require 
filler material for criticality control. Disposal containers for canistered fuel may require filler 
material. However, because of the Project emphasis on uncanistered fuel, no additional work on 
filler material is planned, 

Subactivity 1.10.2.41 - ill gas. The purpose of this subactivity is to determine the 
appropriate choice of inert material for fill gas to be added to the waste package.  

Helium remains the reference fill gas because it provides a good combination of inertness 
and high thermal conductivity.  

Foirst: Work on materials selection will continue. Reference materials for the waste 
package supports and invert material will be fo. mally selected during the coming reporting 
period. Structural work on basket materials will continue, with emphasis on corrosion testir,7 of 
the A979 material, irradiation corrosion testing of boron carbide, and the interaction of boron 
with corrosion products.  

5.1.5 Desiga.Atl.'ty 1.10.2.5 -Nerfor nce Evalujations 

This design activity includes work on materials performance. Issues addressed are 
container oxidation and corrosion, degradation by mechanica: stress, and thermal degradation of 
fuel cladding.  

Subact N tXy L 10.2,5.1 - Container oxidation and coirosion. The purpose of this 
subactivity is to analyze degradation of potential waste package container materials as a result of 
oxidation and corrosion,
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The rate of waste package degradation depends on the near-field hydrothermal and 
geochemical environment. Corrosion of the containment barriers, for example. will depend on 
the amount of water that contacts the waste package and the composition of the water. Progress 
on predictions of container oxidation and corrosion is currently hampered by the lack of a clearly 
defined environment. Efforts are in progress to develop a consensus on the near-field 
environment and produce controlled documentation of what environment should be used for 
design.  

Subactivity 1.10.2.5.2 - Degradalion of fuel cladding. The purpose of this subactivity is to 
analyze the degradation of spent nuclear t iel c.ladding. Fuel cladding may be useful as a barrier 
for controlling the release of radioactive materials to the environment, although credit has not 
been taken for the cladding in total system performance assessments conducted to date.  

Work focused -n two areas supporting the determination of whether credit can be taken 
for cladding in performance assessment. The first was relating the design of the cladding to 
degradation (CRWMS M&O. 1997t). For cx imple, if dry oxidation or aqueous corrosion are 
important mechanisms for exposing fuel, the thickness of the cladding will be important. The 
intention is to define a design basis cladding for each of the significant :egradation mechanisms.  
The design basis cladding would then be used with degradation models to determine the amount 
of performance that could be claimed for cladding. The results of the study are comparable to 
earlier informal estimates, but this study provides much clearer documentation of how the 
various values were obtained. Because the results indicate that the earlier estimates were fairly 
accurate, there is still reason to believe that cladding will provide significant control of releases.  

It is not possible to construct a rigorous description of the spent nuclear fuel that will be 
placed in a high-level radioactive waste repository. Nuclear reactor licensees generally 
characterize only a few spent fuel assemblies, so there are limited data even for existing spent 
nlclear fuel. Predicting the characteristics of future spent nuclear fuel is even more difficult.  
Nuclear reactors will presumably continue to operate and produce spent nuclear fuel, but much of 
this fuel has not been manufactured yet, and designs and materials may change in the future.  
Operating conditions may also change, so the amount of fuel degradation at the time of reactor 
discharge is also uncertain. Finally, spent nuclear fuel may be stored under a variety of 
r'onditions until a repository is constructed and begins operation, and the amount of damage that 
will occur during storage is difficult to predict.  

Commercial !ight-water reactor spent fuel in the United States may be dividea into two 
classes: that with stainless steel cladding and that with zirconium alloy cladding. In developing 
a design basis cladding for spent nuclear fuel. it is important to determine what quantity of hLel 
falls into each class, because the composition differences between stainless steel and zirconium 
alloy cladling are expected to produce lzrge differences in corrosion performarce after waste 
package breach. From data in DOE reports and data bases, plus information from nuclear plant 
staff. the fuel with stainless steel cladding contains '123 metric tons of uranium. Of this, about 8 
percent is clad with Type 348H stainless steel; the ualance is clad with Type 304 stainless steel.  
Since stainless steels are much less corrosion resistant than the zirconium alloys, no additional 
consideration was given to taking credit for the stainless steel cl wt.
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To date, five degradation mechanisms for zirconium alloy clad fuel have been considered: 
creep r-:pture, dry cladding oxidation, dry fuel oxidation, aqueous cladding corrosion, and 
external mechanical loading. Additional mechanisms may be considered in the future.  

Creep rupture is driven by sitess in the cladding that results from fill gas and released 
fission gas inside 'he fuel rods. The stress in the cladding is the gas pressure times a ratio that 
depends on the diameter and wall thickness of the cladding. For pressurized water reactor fuel, 
without correction for corrosion, the iatia of circumferential stress to pressure can be as high as 
8.9. For boiling water reactor fuel, the highest ratio of circumferential stress to pressure is 8.3.  

In contrast to creep rupture, dry cladding oxidation and aqueous cladding corrosion would 
cause exposure of fuel by consuming the thickness of the cladding. Severa' types of pressurized 
water reactor fuel have been found with a cladding thickness of 0.0225 in. (0.572 mm). Almost 
all boe.ing water reactor fuel has a cladding thickness of at least 0.030 in. (0.762 mm), but there 
are eight assemblies (not assembly types) with thint . cladding.  

Cladding failure by fuel oxidation requires an ey isting breach in the cladding.  
Accordingly. the rate of failure does not depend on the cladding design.  

If the containment barriers are badly degraded. the waste p4. .: may expose the fuel 
assemblies to external mechanical loads. Sources of mechanical loia. ;nclu•ce the products of 
corrosion of the containment barriers and rubble from the crown of the drift. External loading is 
expected to be much more severe for pressurized water reactor fuel than for b-iling water reactor 
fuel because boiling wate- reactor fuel rods are normally euclosed in and protected by flow 
channels, and it is assumed these channels will be disposed of with the fuel rods.  

It is difficult to quantitatively describe the 'Iading on the fuel rods. The loading or. the 
fuel assemblies may be either stotic or dynamic. The loads may be imposed by large or small 
pieces of rubble. The fuel assembly can be either intact or degraded. A conceptual model has 
been developed in which the fuel rods act as horizontal beams with distributed loads, supported 
intermittently by the spacer grids. The rods are assumed sufficiently stiff that those in the top 
layer do not sag into the layer below. Under this assumption, the top layer of rods supports the 
entire rubble bed; rods in lower layers do not share the load, Such a model might be appropriate 
if the rubble is substantially smaller than the distance from one spacer grid to the next but larger 
than the spaces oetv. ten adjacent rods. Such rubble might be provided by backfill or rubble from 
host rock with closely spaced joints. Because the loading configuration is uncertain, the model is 
given simply as an ex.ample. not necessarily as a conservative or realistic description of the loads 
that would occir in a repository.  

In this model, the stress in the cladding depends on four quantities: the outside fuel rod 
diameter, the cladding wall thickness, the fuel rod pitch, and the distance between spu-er grids.  
The maximum stress in the cladding is the product of the area-averaged pressure of the rubble 
bed and a stress multiplication factor, which is a funiction of the four quantities just listed. Ore 
pressurized water reactor assembly ty"'e has a stress multiplication factor of 13,500, and several 
additional assembly types have stress aultiplication fac: "•rs of over 11 .')0. Because the area-
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averaged pressure of the rubble bed does not depend on the assembly design, the fuel assembly 
types with the largest stress multiplication factors are expected to suffer the most damage by 
external loading. Stress multiplication factors were not calculated for boiling water reactor fuel 
because the fuel rods wia normally be protected by the flow channels.  

The second area of focus for this activity was the effects of zirconium-zinc interactions 
(CRWMS M&O, 1996w). This work was motivated by a hydrogen burn in a dry storage cask at 
the Point Eeach nuclear power plant on May 28, 1996. The hydrogen was apparently generated 
by cou r-sion of metallic zinc in a paint that was used to control corrosion on the interior surfaces 
of the cask. The zinc corroded, producing hydrogen, while the rask was submerged in the fuel 
pool, and the hydrogen was ignited during welding of a shield lid, As a result of the hydrogen 
burn, th.re has been renewed scrutiny of the use of zinc in dry storage casks for spent nuclear 
fuel. It has been postulated that, during storage, zinc vapor could attack and degrade the 
cladding. This question has implications for fuel disposal as well, because fuel darnaged during 
dry storage would be expected to have poorer performance after disposal.  

It was determined that zinc could be transported as a vapor to the fuel cladding, bu, the 
amount of zinc available is only sufficient to affect P small fraction of the zirconium in a cask 
However, there may be nonuniformities in the reaction. For example, attack may be more severe 
at grian bound,-ies or in areas of unusually high or low temperature. Nonuniform attack could 
result in greater local cladding degradation. No specific evidence was found that zinc does or 
does not degrade the mechanical properties of zirconium, but several qualitative arguments 
indicated that significant degradation will not occur. Thus, results of work in this area are not 
conclusive. Contact will be maintained with users of dry storage devices that contain zinc to 
collect adcitional information on the subject should it become available.  

FEKrst: An analysis of cladding designs and their effects on degradation will be 
documented. This document will serve as an input to total system performance assessment 
models.  

5.2 INTERACTION BFTWEEN THE WASTE PACKAGE AND THE 

POSTEMPLACEMENT NEAR-FIELD ENVIRONMENT (SCP SECTION 8.3.4.2) 

5.2.1 Destgn Activit" 1.PAt1.1 . Consideration o9 10 CFR 60.135(a) Factors 

The purpose of this activity is to explicitly show that the factors rpocified in 10 
CFR 60 35(a) for interactions between the waste package and its environment have been 
considerea in waste package design. These factors include the in situ physical, chemical, and 
nuclear propenies of the waste package and the effect uf processes such as solubility, oxidation.  
corrosion, and hybrlding. etc.  

Tnis activity mostly involves compiling information obtained in other activities, 
Therefore, the disLussion below refers to accomplishments in the other activities.
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Emplacement-Scale Thermal Analyss 

The. fast step in the thernal evaluation of the waste package is to determine the time
dependent response of the repository to the decay heat of the emplaced waste packages. This 
emplacement-scale evaluation must consider that the waste package both affects (through 
thermal loading) and i. affected by the conditions ot its near-field environment. Although a 
given thermal (mass) loading is typically characterized by a single number. 5uch as 83 MTU/acre, 
the thermal response of the repository depends on the heat generation as a function of time in the 
various waste packages. which have different values of this important process variable. The heat 
generation in turn depends on the characteristics of the waste stream such ar. spent fuel age, 
receipt rates. delivery scenarios (youngest-fuel-first versus oldest-fuel-first), waste package size, 
emplacement spacing, and design basis fuel.  

As reported in Progress Report #15, emplacement-scale evaluations have been performed 
to support systems studies considering both emplacemeni drift backfill and thermal loading and 
to advance the waste package design effort. fhese evaluations indicate drift wall temperatures 
largely depend on the assumptions used to estimate the average waste stream heat loads and on 
the variability in heat loads within the waste stream.  

During this reporting period, further emplacement-scale evaluations were performed to 
determine the impact of higher thermal loadi, .-,s (100 MTU/acre, and selective waste package 
placement. This work, reported in Section 5.1.3 (Activity 1. 10.2.3. 1) of this progress report.  
concluded that thermal loadings significantly higher than the 83 MTU/acre assumed in the 
advanced conceptual design would cause peak drift wall temperatures to approach or exceed 
limits.  

Evaluatior.; continued of the "line loading" concept, in which waste packages would be 
placed close together to achieve a more uniform temperature di•L ibution along the drift than 
would be reached using the advanced conceptual design waste package spacing as discussed in 
Section 5.1.3. The evaluation found that, by separating waste packages cotntaining the hotter 
design basis fuel, peak drift wall temperatures near the hottest package were lowered by nearly 
100C. Estimatts of drift wall temperatures, both peak and average, remain significantly above 
the thermal goal, and temperature remains the primary detraction to the feasibility of the line 
loading concept.  

)a.ilPackagg Scale Thermal Analysis 

Specific finite element models of waste packages for uncanistered fuel have been 
developed to support waste package-scale thermal analyses of potential design changes.  
Evaluations this reporting period, mported in Section 5.1.3, considered support guides and the 
potential thermal shunts, as well as different materials. The results of this work supported, from 
a thermil performance standpoint, use of aluminum alloy thermal shunts in the basket.  
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To examine seismic effects, a seismic factor of 1.66 was applied to the load of a static 
finite-clemeni analysis of a three-dimensional half-symmetry finite-element model of t'e 
proposed waste package support structure. A preliminary result for the sr•-.,ic design of the 
support and pier structure was obtained. The results were compared % discussed in 
Section 5.1.3 of this progress report, to the material yield strengths to determine locations of any 
permanent deformations in the -vstem. The resulting maximum stresses in the support structure 
were less than the yield strength of the materials. Therefore, the structural performance of the 
waste package support -ystem components were considered acceptable under seismic loading.  

Container oxidation a r.4aopoion 

The rate of waste package degradation depends on the near-field hydrothermal and 
geochemical environment. Corrosion of the containment barriers, for example, would depend on 
the amount of water that contacts the waste package and the composition of the water. Progress 
on predictions of containr ox; 'ation and corrosion awaits clearer definition of the near-field 
environment. Efforts are in progress ro develop a consensus on the near-field environment and 
produce controlled documentation of what environment should be used for design. Near-field 
environment work is reported in Sections 5.2.2 through 5.2.7 of this progress report, Work on 
container oxidation and corrosion is also discussed in Section 6.9 of thix progress report.  

Work was performed it, better understand cladding degradation resuting from interactions 
with the environment. This work is discussed in Section 5.1.5. Activity 1.10.2.5.2, of this 
progress leport. For exaaple, if dry oxidation or aqueous corrosion are important mechanisms 
for exposing fuel, the thickness of the c!adding will be important. The intention of this ongoing 
wokk is to define a design basis cladding for each of the significant degradation mechanisms.  
The design basis cladding would then be used with degradation models to determine the amount 
of performance that could be claimed for cladding. The results of nhe study continue to provide 
rea.son to believe that cladding will significantly control the release of radionuclides from spent 
fuel waste.  

Eglremt: Modeling work on I.; CFR 60.135(a) factors will focus on developing the 
ability to moe accurately account for (a) spatially variable ambient percolation flux distributions.  
(b) fracture-matrix interaction, and (c) spatially variable natural system propLrties such as bulk 
permeability in the drift-srale and hybrid drift-scale-mountain-scale thermal-hydrological 
models. A major goal of this effort is to develop the ability to more accurately predict seepage 
flux distributions along emplacement drifts. The thermal-hydrological modeling cffort will 
closely collaborate with site-scale thermal-hydrological modeling activities and with altere-d zone 
activities. There will also be increased effort in modeling drift-scale thermalhydrologi.al 
behavior to assist in model abstractions required by total system performance assessment and 
viability assessment activities.
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Work in the area of fuel cladding degradation will include documrnfting an analysis of 
cladding designs and their effects on degradation. This document will serve as an input to total 
system performance assessment models.  

5.2.2 5JXI - O. A 41 - Characterize Cbemlcal and Mlnra~gd_ ca Canges inth 
r•lg.mwwwcement Enviomelnt 

The purpose of this activity is to establish, to the degree requjired in Performance 
Issues 1.4 ano 1.5 (SCF Sections 8.3.5.9 and 8.3.5. 10), the information necessary to characterize 
the chemical and mineralogical properties and processes of the waste package environment for 
anticipated and certain unanticipated conditions. To accomplish this objective, the study will 
determine the effects of chemical reactions on rock-water systems of the repository hor,; on over 
a range of temperatures and chermical conditions that bound the postclosure waste package 
environment.  

This study had seven activities in the SCP (Activities 1.10.4.1.1 through 1. 10.4.1.7).  
Before writinp the study plan, the study was divided into two studies (near-field geochemistry 
and introduced materials). When the near-field geochemistry study plan was drafted, the 
rtraining material was organized differently than in the SCP. To avoid confusion between 
similarly numbered "old" and "new" activities, the "new" activities were renumbered with higher 
numbers. The cross linkage of the original activities to the current activities is included in 
Appendix A of this progress report The status of the current activities is provided below.  

The only funded activity in FY 1997 was completion of a report on bounds of water 
chemistry that may contact emplaced materials (Glassley, 1997). The report summarized results 
obtained to date and. along with the Near-Field and Altered-Zone Environment Report (Wilder, 
1996; published last year. covered the activities described below, none of which are funded for 
this fiscal year. The report concludes that watet. interacting with repository materials, will be a 
mixture of ambient waters and condensate that have interacted with rock and fracture 
mineralogy, and the residues of evaporative processes. The largest volume is expected to travel 
via fracture flow. The range of compositions that may be expected will fall within the following 
bounds: 

Bounding Condition #1 - The water will have composition" completely dominated by 
evaporative processes, in which case the composition will 
depend on the degree of evaporation.  

Bounding Condition #2 - The water is dominated by condensate, in which case the actual 
composition will depend upon the extent of interaction of water 
with minerals along the pathwaA. This, in turn, is a function of 
flow path length, and fluid velocity. It is expected that this 
water will be a significant, if not dominant, component of water 
interacting with repository materials.
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Bounding Condicion #3 - The water is dominated by fracture flow of ambient fluids 
percolating through the repository block.  

Activity 1_10.4.1.8 - Hydrothermal tgstin_ of vitric and tuffaceous rocks under saturated 
egaditton . The objective of this activity is to conduct a series of long-term saturated tests to 

determine the chemical characteristics of the water and the s3lid phase reaction products that may 
develop during the interaction of rocks near the potential repository horizon, with reference 
ground water and other waters at elevated temperatures. Results from these tests are particularly 
applicable to the &eper, saturated units or to unsatutated units under specific conditions wherein 
condensate exposes the hcst rock to above-ambient water availability.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 1.10.4.1.9 - Hydrothermal teging ot vitric and tuffaceous rocks under unsaturated 

lion5. The objective of this activity is to conduct a series of long-term tests similar to thos'.  
of Activity 1. 10.4.1.8. except that water activity will be controlled to ensure that the activity is 

always less than 1.0. These tests will evaluate how pore water chemistry and secondary 
mineralogy may evolve under conditions where water activity is less than 1.0. Reaction rat Xs and 

mechanisms may also be substantially changed under thee conditions. Furthermore, the degree 
of hydration may change for hydrous phases with a corresponding change in mineral volume.  

This work is designed to complement other work addressing mineral stability and geochemical 
evolution of the site (Studies 8.3.1.3.3.2 and 8.3.1.3.3.3, Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 of this progress 
report).  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 1.10.4.1.10 -Mineral dissolution and gapcititation, The objective of wnis activity 
is to obtain knowledge of the dissolution kinetics of the phases present in the host rock of the 
near-field environment and the precipitation kinetics of product mineral phases. This 
infortmation ;' required to iiterpret observed changes in fluid composition and associated 
development of product mineral phases in hydrothermal rock-water interaction studies.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

a•siIAY 1.10.4. 1.11 - Ion e;&chan&e and sorntjion. The objective of this activity is to obtain 
knowledge of the effect that ion exchange and sorption may have on the composition of mineral 
phases and the composition of coexisting water. This information is required to interpret 
observed changes in fluid composition and associated development of product mineral phases in 
hydrothermal rock-water interaction studies.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

A•?iiit 1. 10A.1,12 - Rock-water inreraction and water chpristry changes in the presence 
gf ! radiAtion figld. "The objective of this activity is to obtain knowledge of the interaction of 
ionizing gamma radiation with the air-steam atmosphere and pore water in the near-field
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environment, with the concomitant spectrum of possible effects on the rock, porn water. and 
emplaced materials.  

No progress was made during i!e reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activiy 1.10.4.1.13 - Simulation of rock-wateri n teractio. The objective of this activity 
is to conduct simulations of the rock-water interaction experiments described in 
Activities 1. 10.4.1.8 and 1.10.4.1.9. using as appropriate. models and data generated from 
Activities 1. 10.4.1.10, 1.10.4.1.11. md 1. 10.4.1.12. The activity also simulates natural system; 
in which processes of interest occur. The activity evaluates computer codes &nd data bases, but 
does not actually develop codes or data bases. The results of this activity will allow simulations 
of repository conditions thousands of years into the future.  

No progress was mad, during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

,ctivity 1. 10.4.1.14 - Validation of E03/6 reaction path modeling codes. The objective 
of this activity is to validate the EQ3/6 code package to be used in Activity 1.10.4.1.13. Fhis 
activity will use laboratory hydrothermal experiments not used in previous modeling efforts.  
analogous natural systems, field-based studies. and ESF studies to validate the calculational 
appioach to reaction path modeling.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

_Ativity 1. 1i0-4.1.15 - Rock-watlg inlteration simulation of scenarios for license 
anication. The objective of this activity is tv use the EQ3/6 code to simulate rock-water 
interactions for short- and long-term periods, for specific scenarios required for lic;:nse 
application. The results will establish the geochemical and mineralogical characteristics of the 
waste package environment for expected and certain unexpected conditions. The characteristics 
will include the expected changes in primary and secondary mineralogy that would occur as a 
result of the interaction of the vadose waler with the waste package environment thermal and 
radiation fields, and with the host rock. The compositional evolution of the vadose water will 
also be established for the range of temperatures and radiation do.;es expected in the w.:ite 
package environment.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 1. 10.4.1.16 - Expcriments and simulations to Weterna the effect of geochemical 
processes on hydrological prcese.. The objective of this activity is to determine, through 
experiments, simulations, and study of tiatural systems, how geochemical processes couple with 
hydrological processes under the expected post-eniplacement hydrothermal conditions. The 
geochemical processes include dissolution and precipitation of minerals. The hydrological 
properties of fracture apertures. pore sizes, pore and fracture connectivity, and imbibition 
properties of the rock will in turn modify the flow pathways and flow rates of water and vapor as 
heating and cooling of the repository occur. This activity will evaluate the extent to which
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chemical changes will modify the hydrological properties and will gdso determine under what 

conditions .%"ese changes are of greatest significance for ieochemistry.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

EgooM: A summary report will be produced of the in:ormation on the effect of 

rock-water interaction on water chemistry. This information will be used to determine changes 

in the local hydrogeological properties of the rock. Dissolution of pre-existing materials could 

increase local porosity and permeability, while precipitatio, of minerals could decrease porosity 

and permeability. Porosity and permeability are important parameters affecting repository 

performance. so this work will be an input to future repository performance assessments.

5.2.3 Stud. i.10.42. H1d0roi2 -c Pronerthes of Wyas PEckaEnvirgnUnn

The objectives of this study are to conduct experrmental and modeling studies relevant to 

the range of potential thermal loads to 

1, Identify hydrological and transport processes at Yucca Mountain t',a: significantly 

affect waste package performance, and radionuclide release and transport 

2. Develop a detailed conceptual and quantitative understanding of decay-heat-driven 

flow processes that govern the waste package environment, including temperature, 

relptive humidit', and fl,-w conditions throughout the repository and tie engineered 

barrier system 

3. Conduct vxperiments and develop relatud models to assess the impact of decay-heat

altered matrix and fracture properti-," on nonequilibrium fracture flow 

4. Develop and conduct laboratory and in situ tests for model validation and hypothesis 

testing thait provide the basis for confidence building for coupled thermal-hydrological

geornechanical-geochemical process models required for total system performance 
assessment.  

This study had three activities in the SCP (Activities 1.10.4.2.1 through 1. 10.4.2.3). When 

the study plan was written and subsequ-. tly revised, the material was organized differently than 

in the SCP. To avoid confusion between similarly numbered "old" and "'neA ' activities, the 
"new" acti 'ities were renumbered with higher numbers. The cross linkage of the original 

activities to the current activities is includt~d in Appendix A of this progress report. The status of 

the current activities is provided below.  

Work during this reporting period regarding Study ). 10.4.2 was confined to 

Activity 1. 10,4.2.6 (model development and analysis of thermal•-hydrological flow and transport).
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Activity 1. 10.4.2.4 - Laborator hydrological property measurements . The objectives of 
this activity are to determine (hc hydrological properties of cepository horizon Topopah Spring 
Tuff samples and other rock units that may fall within the altered zone. The properties include 

effec..ive porosity, saturated liquid- and gas-phase permeability, matrix suction potential vs.  

liquid saturation, the effective coefficient for the binary diffusion of air and water vapor, and the 

Klinkenberg coefficient. The properties will be measured under ambient conditions and 

thermally altered conditions that are relevant to the heating and cooling cycle for a range of 

potential thermal loads.  

No progress was made during this reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 1. 10.4-2.5 - Model validation experiments. The objectives of this activity are to 

develop and conduct laboratory iests for model valida'ion and hypothesis testing that provide the 

basis for confidence building fur ccupled thermal-hydrolegical-geomechanical-geochemical 
process models required for total system performance assessment, The experiments will test the 

adequacy of the models to represent coupled therrial.hydrological-geomechanical-geochen -al 

flow and transport[ jcesses at Yucca Mountain that significantly affect waste package 
performsnce. radionuclide release, and radionuclde transport.  

No progress was made during this r.-porting period: this w. n .. ; funded activity.  

•itivily 1. 1014.2.6 - Model development and analysis of thama_'-h, rf a 

t .- The objectives of this activity are to conduct modeling studies for the range of 

potential repository thermal loading options and for th-. thermal loading cycle to 

I. Identify coupled thermal-hydrological-geomechanical-geochemical processes.  
transport processes, and ambient site conditions (e.g., bulk permeability distribution) 

that significantly affect the waste package and engineered barrier system environment.  

In other wrods, those processes and conditions that affec" waste package performance 

and radionuclide dissolution. release, and transport will be identified, Their effect on 

temperature, relative humidity, and flow conditions throughout the repository and 

engineered barrier system will be emphasized.  

2. Determine the parameter sensitivity of the thermal-hydrological behavior in the near 
field and engineered barrier system to a range of expected 'ite conditions, waste 
package designs. repository configurations, waste package loading scenarios, and 

repository operational options te.g.. ventilation and backfill). Of particular importance 
are dryoui and rewetting behavior.  

3 Develop mathematical and numerical models of rL-pository-heat-driven flow and 
radionuclide transport, emphasizing the waste package and engineered barrier system 

environment. These models should be capable of treating the importance of coupled 
thermal-hydrological-geomeclhanical-geochemical and transport processes in the 

thermally altered zone. These processes include (a) nonequilibrium fracture-matrix 
interaction, (b) coupled reactive transport, (c) the effects of coupled fracture-aperture
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deformation, and (d) the effects of heat-altered thermal ana nydrological flow and 
transport properties.  

4. Establish hypotheses critical to predicting thermal-hycirological behavior and 
engineered barrier system performrance. Lahratory- and field-scale experiments that 
critically test these hypothescs will be designed.  

5. Develop validated subsystem models of the waste package and engineered barrier 
system environment. The experiments of Activity I. 10.4.2.5 will be used, in pan, to 
validate the models.  

The following paragraphs summarize progress made this reporting period on this activity.  

Near-Fielrd and Alered-Zone I hermai-Hyd,, gy 

Moduilng of near-field thermal-hydrology continued. usi.ig a combination of mountain
scale and drift-scale models and the NUFT flow and transport code.  

Three-Dimensional Therma-hvdrolgoical Drift-Scale Model Analyses and Revisions 

Much of the work continued to be conducted with the thre.-dimensional thermal
hydrological drift-scale model that explicitly represents six different waste package types, 
resulting in a waste package inventory that is representative of that assumed for the Advanced 
Conceptual Design (CRWMS M&O, 1996b). The model has been modified to eflect the 
evolving assumptions about waste package and drift sizes anL waste package and drift spacings.  
A benchmark stuey was also conducted with a four-waste pack.ige three-dimensional drift-scale 
conduction-only NUFT-oased model. The results of this study were compared with those 
obtained with an ANSYS-based conduction-only model developed by the Project, Averaged 
over the four waste package locations, both modelF predicted almost identical drift-wall and 
waste package surface temperatures. while the NUFT-based model predicted greater axial 
temperato e variability, with higher temperatures for the hottest waste package location and 
cooler temperatures for the coolest waste package location, 

Both of the conduction-only models represent how thermal radiation distribut-,s the decay 
heat from the waste packages to the surfaces of the emplacement drift (e.g., drift waill). The 
variability of drift-wall and waste-package temperatures (as a function of axial position along the 
emplacement drift) is particularly sensitive to the represenwation of thermal iadiation within the 
drift. Thermal homogenization of temperatures along the ,irift is most readily achieved via 
radiative heat transfer from (I) waste package to drift surfaces, (2) drift surface to drift surface, 
and (3) waste package to waste package. The third me&s of heat transfer is only significart if 
the waste packages are sufficiently close to each other, as is the case with the line-load design.  
Heat transfer in the rock (by conduction or convection) plays a minor role ý homogrnizing the 
axial temperature disuribution along the drift.
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The major purpose of the comparison between the NUFT-bamed and ANSYS-based 
conduction-only models was to compare how 'hermal radiation influences the axiai distribution 

of drift-wall and waste package along the drift. Because the NUFT-based model neglected drift

surface-to-drift-surface thermal radiation. it predicted somewhat less axial thermal 
homogenization than thc ANSYS-based model. In more recent NUFF-based models (such as 

those used to analyze the drift-wcale thermal test) drift-surface-to-drift-surface thermal radiation 

has been included. This has been founa to be important Lo fully account for the influence of 

thermal radiation on the distribution of heat flux along the drift-wall surfaces.  

New Drift SCepage Model 

A new three-dimensional NUFT-based drift-seepage model was developed that uses 

extremely fine gridding (gridblocks roughly 10 cm on a side) and that can precise.y represent the 

cylindrical geometry of the emplacmernt drift and waste package. This model can represent 

highly heterogeneous distributions of thermal and hydrological properties in the fractures and 

matrix. eiher using the Effective Continuum Model or Dual Permeability Model. The NI FT 

code has been enhanced to Xaclude i stochastic-field generation capability with the following 
attributes: 

" Subdomains can be si,ccified. each with its owo statistically consistent stochastic field.  

For example. cs'h lithological unit can have its own statistical properties.  

"• Any set thermal or hydrological parameters within a subdomain can be a function of up 
to three independent stochastic fields.  

"* The stochastic field gmneration works with the Dual Permeability Modcl and nested

mesh capabilitie ý of the NUFT code.  

"* The stochastic field generation algorithm produces a spatially correlated normal or log

normal field ff r gausmian. exponential. oi fractal distributions.  

A parameter sensitivity study was conducted with the drift-seepage nxiJel to investigate 

the relationship between drift seepage flux (into the drift) and percolation flux for both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. Key parameters affecting the predicted threshold 
percolation flux for seepage into the drift were the vav Gerwchien beta parameter for the 
fractures ard the heterogeneity of the major ,-ture flow path3i. The beta parameter for the 
fracture is an indication of how well sorted t. fracture aperture size distribution is. Small values 
of beta indicate a wide distribution of uperure sizes, while large values in~licate that the aperture 
distribution is more uniform (as in a parallel plate). Increasing the beta value reduces the 
threshold percolation flux at which water is predicted to bt able co seep into the drift. Increasing 
the heterogeneity in the fracture properties also is predicted to reduce the threshold percolation 

flux at which water is able to seep into the drift. For exanpls., seepage into the drift would not be 

predicted to occur until at' at 200 mm/yr for a two-dimensional homogeneous case, W Uile for a 

three-dimensional heterogeneous case, seepage into the drift would start to occur at arowi.d
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50 nun/,r. Increasing the fracture beta parameter from 1.47 to 4.23 fo" the homogeneous case 
reduced the predicted threshold percolation flux from 200 to 10 mm/yT.  

Pre-Test Analyses OfThe DiMft-Scalg ThermaLTes 

Pre-test analyses of the drift-scale thermal test in the ESF were conducted with three
dimensional NUFT-based models. Many of the calculations were conducted with a conduction
on!y model that represents the influence of ventilation in all the mined openings in the t:,ermal 
test area. This model explicitly represents heat flow from nine in-drift heaters (simulating waste 
packgses), including radiation from the heaters to the drift surfaces. This model was used for 
design analysis to determine (a) the maximum expected temperature rise at selected locations in 
the therm ' cst area, (b) the ventilation requirements in the neighboring drifts, and (c) the 
insulatior, requirements for the therrral bulkhead that separates the heated and utscated portions 
of the heater drift. This information was provided to the ESF test and design organizations for 
use in design and coristruction of the test.  

A sensitivity study of the influence of percolation flux on temperatures in the drift-scale 
thermal test was also conducted with a two-dimensional thermal-hydrological model of the drift
scale the'mal test. For the 5-mm/yr case, the maximum drift-wall temperature at the center of the 
heater drift was more than IO0"C lower than for the 0.05-mm/yr case. For the 5-mm/yr case the 
vertical dryout zone thickness was only half as large as ii, the 0.05-mm/yr case. The sensitivity 
study also compared the results obtained with a conduction-only version of the two-dimens:. .aA 
drift-scale thermal test model with those obtained with the thermal-hydrologiczl models. The 
two-dimensional conduction-only ,nodel predh'ted a maximum drift-wall temperature that is 
more than 1309C higher than predicted by the two-dimensional thermal-hydrological model for 
"the 5-mm/yr case. The conduction-only model predicteu a maximum drift-w;Al temperature that 
is 50°C higher than predicted by the thermal-hydrological model for the 0.05-mrmyr. case.  
Therefore, depending on the magratude of percolation flux, the conduction-only model can be 
quite conservative with respect to predicting maximum drift-cale thermal test temperatures.  
Depending on how the models partiion between matrix and fracture flow, there can be a large 
sensitivity of temperature to percolation flux. Though this sensitivity study was based on 
0.05 min/yr and 5 nnv/yr, the results are expected to he a valid prediction of trend., in 
temperature and dryouts versus percolation Cux that would FrevAil at fluxes greater than 
S kttfl/yr.  

Temperature and liquid saturation measurements made during the drift-scale thermal test 
will be highly indicative of the 'nrevalent percolation flu.- in the thermal test area. Therefore. in 
addition to providing valuable information about coupled thermal- hydrelogical -geomechaii ical 
geochemical processes, the drif. -scale thermal test will provide a very useful means of 
determining the percolation flux -onditions during the course of the telst.  

MI.• !ina Study of the Single:h-be Tt 

The ,iingle-heater test was modeled with a three-dintensional thenmal-hydrologic"l NUFT.  
based model that represened the effect of heat and mass trai.Iter with all three ventilated drifts 
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surrounding the lest urea. A sensitivity study of bulk permeability was conducted with this 
model. The dryout zone volume was found to increase with increasing bulk permeability, while 
the temperatures inside the boiling and superheated zones decrease v. ith increasing bulk 
permeability.  

Drift-scale.Thermal-Hydrological Modeling and.Ab.,slrKtn 

A major objective of the modeling and analysis tasks in near-field and altered-zone 
thermal hydrology is to provide a detailed description of "drift-scale" thermal-hydrological 
conditions in emplacement drifts as a function of time and location within the repository. This 
drift-scale thermal-hydrological description will be provided as responw surfaces to support the 
total system performance assessment for the viability assessment. This desc;iption requires a 
model (or m(_el-abstraction equivalentu that can represent three-dimensional mountain-scal.  
thermal-hydrological behavior and three-dimensional drift-scale thermal-hydrological behavior.  
Calculating the drift-scale thermal-hydrologic conditions explicitly with the monolithic process
level thermal-hydrological model would require approximmiely 30 million gridblocks to achieve 
the same level of detail as in the drift-scale models used in Chapter I of the Near-Field and 
Altered-Zone Eaviron-nent Report (Buscheck, 1996). Using a thermal-hydrological model with 
a grid-block density comparable to the drift-scale seepage model would require approximately 30 
billion gridblocks. Consequently. it would be impossible to conduct a ,del calculation for just 
one realization, much less the thousands of realization, expected to be required for the total 
system performance assessment for the viability assesrnent. Therefore. a model-al-.traction 
methodology has been developed that facilitates the analysis of thousands of realizations of the 
waste isolation system, ihei y providing a calculational tool that can address variability and 
uncertainty in the distribution of natural system properties ane conditions for a range of 
alternative repository and engineered barrier system designs.  

The model-abstraction procedure for drift-scale tlkrma.l-hydrological conditions was 
dcveloped duinng thi, reporting period. An outline of drifi-xcale and mountain-scale thermal, 
hydrological modtxel calculations required by uus model-abstraction methodology was also 
developed. Implementation of the model-ab:;iraction procedure will occur duwini the next 
reporting perlod 

The primar, objtective of the drift-scale thermal-hydc:,iogical model-abstraction 
methodology i% to determine the distribution of near-field environmental conditions that govern 
waste package dcr,;dauto•. waste-form dissolution, and radionuchAe release from waste 
packages and the engineered barrier system, including the following: 

"* Temperaturc. relative humidity, liquid-saturation, air mass fraction in the gas phase, and 
liqwd-phase flux at the drift-wall surface 

"* Temperaturc. relative humidity, air mass fraction in the gas phase, and liquid-phase flux 
on waste packages

* Temperature at the waste package centerline
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", Liquid-phase flux that seeps inlo the drift 

"* Liquid-phase flux that reaches the drip shield (if present) 

" Liquid-phase flux that drips onto waste packages 

"* I iquid-rhase fluy that drains into the invert.  

This information will be provided as a function of the following: 

"* Waste package location and drift location 

"• Waste package typw (waste form type; spent nuclear fuel age. burnup, and enrichment; 
MTU content) 

"* Waste package sequencing (i.e.. arrangement of different waste package types in drifts) 

"* Thermal and hydrological property distributions 

"* Percosation flux jincluding magnitude and distribution) 

The drift-scale abstraction approach involves superposition, using the results of 
complementary (or parallel) thermal-hydrological or thermal (only) models, including mountain
scale models, hybrid drift-mountain-scale models, and drift-scale models. The superposition 
process accounts for both three-dimensional mountain-sale thenr-.' aydrological behavior and 
three-dimensional drift-scale behavior, including the following: 

"* Hych-ostratigraphic layering, surface topography. a,,u fault zones represented by the 
thre-dinmensional site-scale unsaturated zone Gow model 

"* Conductive and convective heat transfer in thr saturated zone 

"* The influence of potential heat si," s such as the central exhaust drift aui A the east and 
west service mains 

"* Alternative repository designs, waste package layouts, and therm;ý agemcni 
approaches, such as the point- and line-load Jesigns and the influ of lag storage and 
ventilation 

"• Alternative engineered ban ier system cnhanL,,-ments, such as backfill ,,d drip shields 

* The influence of rockfall into tie emplacement drift (if applicable).  

The superposition process provides for computational efficiency and modularity, which 
facilitate the consideration of iwny variables and factors, including how :he variability and
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uncertainty of thermal-hydrological-property ard percolation-flux distributions influence 
thermal-hydrological behavior. The modularity of this approach allows for the ongoing 
developmcnt, modification, and refinement of a data base of results from process-level 
submodels that feed the drift-scale model-abstraction tool. Another motivation for this approach 
is to provide an abstraction framework thnt will more fully use thermal -hydrological model 
results from a variety of modeling grotips in a unified and consistent fashion.  

For..•lg: Pr-test analysis of the drift-scale thermal test will continue with a three
dimensional thermal-hydrological NUF1T-based model. Analyses of the single-heater test and 
large-block test will also be condu, ted with three-dimensional thermal-hydrological NU. T-based 
models. Calculations will be conducted with homogeneous and stochastic fields of properties.  
using both the Effective Continuum Model and Dual Permeability Model.  

The drift-wcalk model-abstraction toot will be developed and delivered to those analysts 
developing the total system performance assessment for the viability assessment A base of 
mountain-scale. drift-scale, and dritt-seepage model results that feed the abstraction tool will 
continue to be developed during this period and also delivered to those developing 'he total 
system performance assessment for the viability assessment. The drift-cale model.absu'action 
tool and process-model data base will be augmenmed to address alternative repository and 
engineered barrier system designs and various waste-streamn management options to support the 
repository design analysis effort.  

The validity of the drift-scale model-abstraction tool will be tested against hybrid 
drfti/mountain-scale models that explicitly represent the thermal-hydrological behavior.  

5.2.4 Study 1.10,43 - Characterization of the Geomechanical Attrjbutes of the Waste 
Package Environment 

The objective of this task is to characterize the geortechanica! response of the rock in the 
near field it) the changing conditions expected to occur over the lifetime of the repository. This 
incl-ides providing data from laboratory. field, and modeling investigations that can be used to 
support evaluations of the suitability of the site and to support licensing. Particular emphasis is 
on coupled processc. mnd behavior at elevated temperatutes and at long times.  

This study had one activity in the SCP When the study plan was writoi, the material was 
reo(ganized into three activities. The description of t' : original activity is included in 
Appendix A of this progress report The status of the current activities is provided below.  

Actisity i.104.3.1 - Blok gtability agnalysis. The objective of this activity is to identify 
and urndestand how the transport. physical, and mecl:anical properties of the near-field region are 
afeected by thernal-inechanical behavior over time. This inctides developing and applying 
constitutive models and numerical codes for analysis of geomechanical influences on the 
tiehavior of rock in the near-field environment over time. Analytic and numerical methods 
include continuuna and statistical methods. Plarticular emphasi,, will be on the development and
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implementation of techniques for coupling of geomechanical with geochem~cal and hydrologic 
codes. Emphasis will also be placed on modification of existing codes as necessary to enhance 
the analysis of the field testing activities, and if appropriate, the integration of the geomechanical 
behavior into the performance assessment modeling of the site.  

A study was initiated to estimate the bounds on the change.- in fracture permeability from 
ti rmnal-mechanical processes associated with the excavation of drifts and the emplacement of 
waste. "'ru'ial to the site suitability evaluation is understanding the hydrologic response of fluids 
present in the proposed repository horizon to the development of a repository anu the subsequent 
storage of high-level radioactive waste. Moreover. one of the ir.herent properties of rock that 
controls moisture movement and fluid flow is its permeability, and the pe.mweability of rock is 
known to deplnd on stress and temperature. Furthermore, the stress fild in the rock surrounding 
the drifts will be altered by both the excavtation of drifts and the heating of the rock associated 
with waste emplacement and storage. Thus, the hydrologic behavior of rock surrounding 
emplacement drifts depends on the mechanical response of the rock to excavation and waste 
emplacement. In addition, the proposed repository horizon at Yucca Mountain contains a 
significant number of fractures, and the mechanical and h- -Irologic properties of fractured rock 
amre not well understoxo. Prior work has shown that incre; uing stress across fractures causes a 
reduction in fracture aperture, and flow in a fracture can be related to approximately the cube of 
the fracture aperture. Gene-Ily, as compressive "tress across a trac:ure is increased, the aperture 
is reduced, which reduces the fluid flow. More recent work indicates increases in shear stress 
across a fracture may also reduce the fracture permeability. Finall,, while a preliminary 
understanding of flow In single fractures is now available, it is also widel,• accepted that the 
hydrologic behavior of a tractur-d rock mass is controlled by a few, well connected fractures in 
the rock mass.  

Given this background. a methodology is now being developed to estimate bounds on the 
changes in fracture permeability from thermal-mechanical processes associated with the 
excavation of drift•s and the emplacement of waste. A three-step procedure has tven icveloped 
to estirnatc permeability camused by construction-induced stress changes and by heating. First, a 
numerical sirtse model I FLAC or ABAQUS) is used to calculate stress changes associated with 
construction or heatiny Second. shear and normal stress criteria for creation of new fractures 
and/or opening of pwt-existing fractures aie applied, and permeability changes of individual 
fractures or set. of t7;,cturCs are estimated. A literature review shows that permeabilities are 
sensi(ive to change% in shear and normal stress, but little direct experimental data quantity the 
effect of ,tress chances or hzating on permeability changes. Predictions of permeability are 
therefore ha,,d inditectl1 o(n the effects of stress on fracture aperture. and a cubic law relation 
between the aperture and transmisivity. Note that permeability o-f fractured rcsk mas.es is often 
domnated hy preferential flow paths. Third, a network tlow m(del (Frac..laii, MAFIC) is 
applied to Cstagioate the chanir'e in permeability of the r,..k inas. Thl'is prt.edure is recomukended 
because the comprehensive hfuraturc review shows it to be consistent with availabilt> of 
I khoitorN and field data and nutrerical 1odels 

Mhe chidice oi the proposed continuum modeling codes FLAC'-3D and ABAQUS builds on 
result• :ront the D1|COVALEX program, which evaluated the pertormance of these codes in
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simulahurg experimental and field data, which include coupled thermal-mechanical-hydrological 
processes.  

The input data required by the stress modeling codes include the in situ stress, mechanical 
and ?hermal properties of tuff, mechanical properties of fractures, and fracture statistics. These 
Jata are available for the repository site. Available information about permeabilitl can also be 
incorporated.  

Agtiyily .I 04_3._2__-_5 ho A[a ,. The objective of this activity is to provide 
information on the potential for static loads on the waste package and for radionuclide releases 
caused by spalling or breakup of the wall of the emplacement drift or borehote.  

No progit-s was made during this reporting period; this was an tinfunded activity.  

Activity I.104.3.1 - GeomechanicaI propgerties analysis. The purpose of thi. vity is to 
pecrtornT experimental in estigations of the coupled thermal- mechanical, thermal-hydrological.  
and thermal-chemical response of ihe rock to conditions similar to the near-field environment of 
the proposed nuclear waste repository. This activity includes testing of 0.5-m-scale blocks of 
tuff. Data at this scale are needed to provide input to models used for analysis ot the repository 
because very few data sets art tlable from in situ rock mascs and data from smallcr samples 
commonly tested in the labora, do not provide information on fracture behavior. Moreover. in 
tests at this scale know:i boun. ry and environmental conditions can be impo:.ýu on a rock 
sample that contains multiple fractures; field data are often poorly constrained because of 
inherent limitations 'n boundary conditions, sampling interv~as, and material characterization

Rock Mass Testin•g 

An experiment was conducted on a 0.5-m scale block of Topopai. Spring tuff that 
contained an artificial, horizontal fracture. The experiment was conducted at effectively zero 
fracture interface stress and at room temperature. The ;.urpose of this test was to establish a 
standard of reerence for subsequent experiments at efrvated strrsses and temperatures. The 
sample was prepared using two right prism bMocks of T1.popah Spring tuff having typical edge 
dimensions of 25 cm. Fluid flow was generated by a point source in the plane of the fracture at 
its center, connected t.3 a prersurized fluid reservoir using a small diameter tubing. This 
configuration creates a cadial flow field to allow prching the effect of anisotropy of th_. rock 
fabric on the flow in the fractiie. Fhiid flow was monitored at 38 locations at .nlervals of about 
2. cni along the perimeter of the fracture.  

kesults ot the experiment can be summarizeki as follows: 

* nibbitton was the primary fluid sink mechanism early ta the exprrimen;. This result 
w., expected because capillary pressures in the material typically are significantly 
larder than one atmosphere.  

* The fracture suirfa.ce in the sample had no natural hydrologic fast paths.
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* Esentially all the measured flow at zero stress for this sample was through the fracture.  
and into 8 of.'.:. '8 channels. Three-fourths of ",e channels reported no flow for the 
nominally isorupic fracture aperture. No flow utrough the fhes of the blocks away 
from the fracture plane was observed in thisi short experiment. This is consistent with 
the analyses of pore structure in this material.  

* Recorded flow was dominated by paths :nerally parallel wil; the observed anisotropy 
of the rock fabric.  

The results indicated chat the impedance of a flow path may change with time and, as expected, 
relatively low drving pressures are sufficient to cause flow through this smooth fracture at zero 
axial stress.  

The method o colitcting fluid at marty discrete locations along the fracture boundary 

appears to be i promising method of quantifying fluid flow through a fracture. -; puarticular.  
quabi-quantitauve measitrements likely can be made of thL ,ffect of the anisotropic rock 1sbric on 
the flow as a function of compressive stre~s and temperature.  

SUVport of the Smigk-Healer lest in ft ESF 

A reflective optical extensometer instrument with inmproved performance was installed in 
the single-heater test thtat i' being conducted in the ESF. The reflectise optiwa1 extensometer 
system is being used to munitur delormation in the hori, ntal plane and in the direction 
pcrpendicular to the heater. The system was used to monitor position of reflective anchors 
placed at di. tances of approximately 2.5 m And 4.3 m fom the heater, for several months starting 
in late August 1996 eaiJ ct.,tinuing through lanuary 1997. The system has opL.rated nearly 
continuously over several months in a location that was nearby to continuous r.ining operations 
iiieluding dtill and blast. and mechanical excavation activities. Thus, th- system has been found 
to be rugged enough to hold up over extended peritds in the underground environment 

While the reflective optical extensometer system operated successfully over this extended 
period, the quality of the data is not as good as expected. lI)ta collected using the system show 
extension over the measured interval. which is c,,nisteni v, th aaalytical predictions of the test, 
and with data observed using conventional multipoint borehule extensomeetr systems in 
boreholes parallel wit' *h reflective optical extensomleter hole While data from the reflective 
_)ptIcal extensometer S) M are within an order of magnitude of the values observed by the 
conventional sys•,-i, a higher precisioti e~ult was expcteou, but was not obtained. This result Is 

disapposinting becat.se the instninmcnt is CaIsable of prevision ill the range of 50 microns. This 
problere i- currently being investigated.  

In addition, dernonstidicd was. the ability to mnAe i rmt-osurement over a length of 
approximately 3 ni with one anchor in the hole- flowevr r. when multiple anchors wele placed in 
the hole. the shallower anchors blocked out some of the return beiamn fromi the deep anchors.  
Even though a detectable beans was retumed frerv the deepest arinchors. the signal level for them
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was below that required by the phase laser instrument. Work is in progress to increase the laser 
lower and to improve the beam collimation to eliminate this problem.  

SuMport of tlh lArg Block Test 

Geornechanics work on the large block test included the installation of three separate 
systemr. for monitoring deformation on the large block. These included 18 three-component 
fracture monitors mounted across significant fractures on the surface of the block. Conventional 
4.anchor multipoint borehole extensome-ters were installed iw 6 boreholes, and reflective optical 
eten%.metei, were installed in 2 holes. All instrumentation is currently operational and 
collecting dat 

lnitih drrtomiamitn data from the multipoint borehole extensometer and fracture monitor 

instrumentati.ti jt,,,.• 'hat expansion started soon after the start of heati::g The multipoint 
borehole exteii- .. •n:r anchors are spaced evenly in the hole, and these data show that most of 
the deforrnation is uccurnng between the second and third anchors, which correspond% to a 
vertical plane bisecting the block. Comparison with fracture maps indicates that a fracture zone 
is located in this region, and the preliminary conclusion is that the heating is causing fractures to 
open in this unconfined environment.  

i~t"t: Work oai hfAk stability analysis will continue to focuw on evaluating available 
methods for estimAting changes in fracture perneability surrounding drifat in the ESF and 
repository in response to cor' truction-induced stress changes and. subsequently. in response to 
the thermal pulse arising from waste emplhement. These rcsulti are needed for modeling 
changes in repository-level moisture movement Selecied techniques will also be used to 
cstimate bounds on the uhanges in the permeability of the host rock resulting from drift 
excavation and from thermomechanical stresses, Experimental data and data from the ESF will 
be used as the) become available. To the extent possible. correlations will be atde withn matrix 
rock properties, fracture patterns, or other parameters readily measured in the ESF or the 
laboratory and available from other actirtltes 

Block stability analysis work will also inlude analysis of deformauon data from the 
suigic-heater and lage block tests and simnulatiun of the drilt-stale test in b)(h t~o and three 
dimensions it) asscss the performance of the thcrmAl-n.echanical modelh.  

Suptpon of the single-heater text will include continued monitoring of ttvk deforiaation 
using tht current rerjective optical extensometer instrument.  

Support of the large block test will include continued monitoring of rock deformation 
using the retlective optical extensometer vsy.iem, Convelnt loaal multlapoirt brehole extenlsonletca 

illstfunelrltaltiOll. anid thr•e clt~ipovllIt l'wlufture l1iituto Itsitllcd on the soltce of thle block.  

Rmk mass testing will include perborrimg laboratory experiments on 0 5-n-scale blocks 
of Topopah Spring Tuff to obtain data on coupled ihermal-hy'drologtcal mlechanrial-chenmical 
processes in a rtok spe,:inien containing multiple fractures These eXprImentls will provide diit",
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on the Wffect of temperature and strtss on fracture permeability and on the coupled processes 
oxcurnng in the fractured rock it lemperatures in the 90 to 250'C range. These tests coupled 
with the single-healer test now under way in the ESF will provide the only experimental data 

(before th thmal systemr performance assessment that will support the viability assessment) on 
nonisothermal flow at a scale laWge enough it) include multiple ffactuies. Tht-se 0.5-m-st-ale 

laboratory tests also illow the investigation of the effects of thermal and n,.i hanical stresses on 

flow. providing a degree of test control that iN not achievable in situ. The rcr..uht will be essentidl 

for constraining models of near-field coupled procesws that support tora! system performance 
asismmnient and tvaste package design Moreover, data from these experiment, will help 
determine pre- and postclosure rock characteristics for models of pre- and postclosure repository 

performante. Dista will also be used in the design and interpretation of the drift-scale test rnow 
being construct ..  

5.2.3 Study Lg J4,4 - Engineered Barrier System Field Tests 

The laboratory tests described in Studies 1. 104.1 through 1.10.4,3 (Sections 52.2 through 
5 2 4 of this progres% report) require validation by in situ field tests in thr repository horizon to 

cstahlish the appli.;ibiluty of the laboratory studies to the repository block The oblective of this 
, tudy is to investigate the geomechanical and geochemical behavior and movement of water in 

the rock •iass under the influence of the thernial loading of th. 'vaste package. The study will 
invcstigaic heal-hlow mechanisnis, fraClure apeiture TChange, geochemiCal reactions, the 

relationship between boiling and dryout, and the rewetting of the dryiout region when the 

repository is cooled down. Coupling between heat, hydrology, geomechanics. and geochcmi.stry 
will be included in the study These activities will te,;t some of the coupled procriss. that will be 
part of the inodels the program plans to use to predic! the repl-sitory neaw-field environment.  

This study had thice activities in the SCP. When the study plai 5Aw, wliiltel alnd 

subsequently revised, the material was organiued differently than in the SCP. The cross linkage 
or the original activity descriptions to the current activities is included in Appendix A of thi' 
progress reporz The status of the cur'nent activities is provided below, 

Sontl of the inatelial that follow,% discusses field tests. Other parts discuss lati atloy tests 

in support of IhN field testing, hi addition, sonc of the la oratory test results provide important 
informatiop to suplport analysis of near-field rock properties. In turn. these analyses will be used 
in p•rxitnoi deign and perforniaiice asi.t'l.  

Ac1& Y1)0L.A4_.4_.. Samnpling and s•mple anal'w_ The ohiectisc ofthis acliS.tt. is to 
collect and analsre material samples (rock, gas, and water) before. dutming. and after h,-ating of 
the rcxk as field testing occurs lV,, latitrator, analyr-s of the srmples % ill determine hydrologic 
and gochclIiAl Piopeitt| s Ot the rUtk and chnCHIstry of the gas and wattl.  

Coreo resulting from the installation of the single-heater test have betn obtained for 
mineralogical aino petrological analyses. The analyses continued this repo)rting period, anti the 
re,,lts will he reported by the end of FY I Q7
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Activity 1.10.4-4.2 -In • "ixu •. The objectives of this activity are to develop detailed 
planning documents for thL engineered barrier system field tests and analysis, to check out and 
debug techniques and hardware, to perform comparative evaluations of candidate tedt component 
methods, to procure eq .ipment. to purchase or manufacture test components. to calibrate and 
install test conmiponcrnts. and to conduct in situ testing.  

Construction of the single-heater test began ;n August of 1995. and the heater was 
energized on Augltt 26, 19% Pre-heat data were collected several dys before the heater was 
activated. The boiting ponn " ?!therm around the heater is at 0.7 to 0.8 m radial distance. The 
data collected from the singi- i' i,-r ,et has hr--n reported in the interim report (CR'WMS 
M&U. 1997u).  

The preliminary iesults oi the LoupICd themwl-hydrological-m r.hanical-chcmical 
ir!spunses of the healed ruckniass indicaie that the heal ialoved the moisture away front the heater 
Ikoeieole. As of January 30, 1907. a %wall dryout region may have been created around the 
heater The primary purpose of the single-heater test is to test thermal-mechanical responses of 
the rock mass. Therefore. to avoid interference with the thermal-mechanical holes, the boreholes 
iitr the coupled thermal-hvdrologiat-mechanical-chemical prncesse, were not located near the 

heater boreholc. T]his, the! small dryout region is not wcll monitored, and its cxistcrnce will need 
to be verified later, as..untiin it expands 

Also the water that has been relo'atcd by the heat is iiore diluted than the Itia1 ground 
A"ater and rway have onily reached chemical equdibrium with the secondary minerals on the 
fraytUre surfaces As a result, the chemistry of thi, relocated water is likely to be substantially 
different fromn the chemistry of J- I A water The thermal- rnechanical meauretrent results are not 
ktmclusivC enough ior assessing theimal-tucchatwal-hydtulogl :id couplings. A conmiplete 
analysis of the data v ill be coinducted when the heating phasc of the test is comiplcted.  

Construction of the drift-scale test continued. Instrument installation has begun. The 
RTI) and "leton'•' tube,,, as neutrou logging hole liner!, were in'dal|¢d on Febh•u-ry 28, 1997, in 
the ESI-hI•l-T-MPI. W hich is th. north longitudinal hole patallel to the healk. drift Mullipoint 
borehole extrfiLonicter anchor, with Teflon"' liners to seal the hole have been installed in the 
nearby, paralleli NF-!U-MPIX I hole.  

The large bhlok test i•struttentt installation wa, completed in Fe'ht-uary 14)(0. The 
Itasttuinents included tile RITD to measure temperature both in. borehole,, and on the b1hk 
suliac.', niultipolin btorehole rxtenlsoineter and otpiiiticniultuiputnt ixor :hoc extrtoimaier, iracture 
gauges on the bi k surtdAc. humnuaps to measurK lative hultnadali1, pfelsuret trfatsducers to 
measure gBs pressure, ERT electrodes, l'eflon"| hiners in netutron holes, and PyrexTtI litters , the 
observation holes. ("oufon,, tit carbon steel and introtuced niatertal '- the FSF were al:io 
installed in the ,,wckers ahmig with the htilinicaps and 1Fessiire tranrisitner, The large bhN ..k
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surface is covered with a layer of moisture barrier, and three layers of insulation materials: one 
layer of ultratemp, one layer of R-19 building insulation, and one layer of reflective insulation.  

The ambient data acquisition began the week of February 17, 1997. The heaters in the 

large block test were energized on February 28. 19_7P 

utlue [low Versus Matria lmnbibition 

A test was conducted to investigate the effect of water head on the fracture flow through a 
thermal gradient. In the pi¢vious test described in Progress Report 15, the water head was 1.45 
meters above the top of the fracture, and no water was observed to pass through the heated zone.  
In the test this period a water head was generated at 2.92 m above the fracture. Although neither 
the sample nor the thermal condition. in the sample were changed, the water was able to flow 
through the boiling zone in less than 0.7 hoiers in the second test conducted with the higher head.  
Therv wa., little imbibition of water into the mattix during kie flow in the fracture. This test 
result indicates that the infiltration rate has a strong effect on the fracture flow.  

Matrix Penrtcabilifv 

Gas permability measurements on the N-I core sample were . ompleted Resuiting data 
will be analyzed to determine the Knudsen diffusion coefficient.  

A•_t1Yity LIO-.44.3 -Pr,- and pst-tesi c.ij lQjA~j. The objective of this activity is to 
perform scoping calculations in suppon of engineered barrier system fie, I test design. planning 
document development, and reducing and analyzing test data. Thia activity includes the 
verification aad validation process necessary to qualify the numerical methods to be used if not 
already accomplished by another activity.  

No progr.•s• ws nmade dur:ng this leporting period. d•is wa: :i. unfunded activity.  

hmutd: The hcatin., of the large block test will continue throughout most of the 
next reporting l.wrio! Ontd i:rio[ t.ock tem'peraturc has reached approirnately 140'C, 
with the temperature at the op of the block kept near 6)0'C, these conditions will be held stable 
for aivut a month. After that irie, the heaters will he turned off to sturt acxol-down phase.  
Data acquisition will continue during the heating and cool-down phases.  

The heating phase of the single-heater test will continuc until about the end of MIay 1997.  
A devision then will be madc whether to co01tinUe the heatiiiV phadsC fLo anothei three moihths or 
to turn the heater off to .+tat a cool-down phase. If a ci-l-do" rn phase is started at the end ot 
May 194~7, it may last throughout the next reporting Ix-tod. Data acquisition will continue 
during both the heating and cool -down phases.  

Installacion activities at the drift-scale test will continue. By the end of this fiscal year 
mnast of the instruments should have been inmtalled in boreholes in the drift scale iest.
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The laboratory characterization of the hydrological properties of the core samples from the 
drift-scale test will continue.  

The frcture flow versus matrix imbibition experiments in the laboratory will continue 
with focus on the effect of fracture aperture and water head on thc fracture flow and matrix 
itubibition.  

The laboratory experiments on fracture healing will continue. The focus of this work will 
be the effect on fracture healing of the volume of water flowing through a sample.  

The design of an experiment to investigate enhanced vapor diffusion in Topopah Spring 
Tuff will be completed. The goal of this experiment is to understand the process of vapor 
diffusion in tuffs at Yucca Mountain, its role in the movement of heat and moisture, and 
conditiuns under which vapor diffusion might be enhanced.  

5.Z.6 Study 12104.5 - ChIracterize tLk Efcts of introduced Materials on Water 
Chgig In the Eg~tgn=Jtcent Environment 

khe objective of this study has been to identify significant chemical modifications if the 
near-field environment to the chemistry that would be expected under thermally perturbed 
geological conditions. The modifications are caused by the construction and operation of the 
repository. The geological conditions are defined by Study 1.10.4.1: discussed in Section 5.2.2 
of this progress report, but nonredundant studies are being conducted under the waste package 
technical area. A complete picture of the modified chemrical and hydrological system includes, in 
addition to construction materials, introduced air and water, crushed tuff or muck rock used as 
backfill or invert material, and introduced or enhanced microbial populations.  

This stud> did not exist in the SCP. It was developed from asp.-cts of the near-field 
geochemistry study (Section 5.2.2 of this progress report) which included the effects of 
introduced materials and radiation from the waste packages. The original draft study plan 
included four activities. but when the draft study plan was revised, the material was organized 
differently than in the first draft. To avoid confusion between similarly numbered activities in 
the initial draft [which was captured in the Site Design and Test Requirements Document (DOE.  
19951)) and the next draft, the current activities were renumbered with higher numbers. The 
cross linkage of the original activities to the current activities is included in Appendix A of this 
progress report. The status of the current activities is provided below.  

Activity 1 10-4.5.5 - Integration: Program Planning* identification characterization and 
screening of materials: and bibliographic maintenance and literature eview. The objectives of 
this activity are to prepare planning documents for the introduced materials study, to develop a 
list of materials that might be used in the repository (including locations, quantities, and 
concentrations). to develop a chemical data base regarding the materials, to rank the materials on 
the basis of aggressiveness under expected and certain unexpected repository conditions. to 
identify materials for which information is inadequate, and to gather. syuithesize. and evaluate
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data from the literature. These objectives are not necessarily sequential, and some products will 
be updated throughout the study.  

This stu~dy is integrated closely with Waste Package study 'Thermal and Chemical 
Degradation of Concrete and Invert Material," reported in Section 6.". 1 of t.is progress report to 

prevent duplication of effort. This work t -s also supplied information to the Near-Field 
Environment Performance Assessment Workshop. and to the Near-Field and Altered-Zone 
Environment Report (Wilder, 1996). Work on this activity during this reporting period consisted 
of support for the development of abstraction and testing methodologies for the total system 
performance assessment.  

ActiviiX 1.10.4.5.6 - Solubility and stability experimental studies at ambient and elevated 

lrm•ralirs. The objective o' this activity is to conduct dissolution and precipitation kinetics 
experiments to determine the sensitivity of the kinetics to temperature and fluid composition.  
Stoichiometric and nonstoichiometric dissolution of introduced materials, in saturated and 
unsaturated environments, will be addressed. The experiments are intended to identify the 
dissolution precipitation mechanisms, the effects of solid solution on rates of dissolution and 
precipitation, the solid reaction products, and the resulting water chemistry. Solid, liquid, and 
gas phase stability will be addressed.  

No progress was made during tL- reporting period this was an unfunded activity.  

Activity 1. 10.4.5.7 -Chemical reactivity stability experimental studies at ambient and 
elevated temperatures. The objective of this activity is to conduct chemical reactivity 
experiments on soluble products of introduced solid phases, on introduced organic and inorganic 
fluids, on introduced material interactions with water and vapor in the presence of a radiation 
field, on the potential effects of introduced materials on predicted natural chemical reactions, and 

on the significance of natural mineral moderation (e.g., zeolites and buffering effects) on the 
aggressiveness of introduced materials.  

The construction material of specific interest this reporting period was concrete because of 
its potential as a structural support in the emplace....-! drifts. This set of experiments was 

intended to provide data for a quick engineering assessment of the microstructural.  
mineralogical, and (to a lesser extent) mechanical changes in concrete and changes in associated 
water chemistry resulting from a repository hydrothermal cycle. The concrete samples that have 
been used in these experiments were intended to support a design decision regarding the use of 
precast concrete liners for mechanical support in repository emplacement drifts. In such a 
location, the concrete would be subjected to elevated temperatures of at least 150 to 2001C and 
perhaps even greater temperature if backfill is used. The objectives of the work have been to 
conduct hydrothermal alteration tests in the laboratory, emplace samples in field tests (large 

block test, single-heater test and drift scale test) and monitor the use of construction materials in 

both types of tests. Concrete coupons, both alone and sandwiched with potential waste package 
materials, have been installed in the single-heater test. Because of the smaller chamber size of 

the large block test packers. only sandwich coupons were emplaced in that test. This work also
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includes observation during the operation of the heater, and collection and follow-up studies after 

the test.  

In addition to the work just described, concrete invert from the ESF (fibercrete from the 

north portal) has been used in a study of vapor and .queous phase alteration at 200°C. T"iree 

experimental runs of progressivelv longer duration have been initiated. The first batch of 

samples (one month duration) has been removed and the analyses (mineralogical, chemical and 

mechanical) are complete. A milestone report on the results for the first batch of samples 

(Meike, 1997a) has been submitted. In this relatively short-term experiment, evidence of 

alteration, sometimes extensive, was found, especially for the vapor phase samples. Some 

samples contain crystalline Ca-Si-hydrates. The analysis of the untreated samples clearly shows 

that carbonates make up a large proportion of the shotcrete and invert aggregate. even the sand 

sized particles. This would significantly alter the results of chemical modeling studies that have 

used a 100 percent quartz sand composition (e.g.. the backfill study by Meike and Glassley 

i1997)].  

The results of analyses of the first batch of hydrothermally treated samples demonstrate 

that alteration occurs even in as little as a month at 200 to 251 VC, and in some instances the 

alteration is extensive. Further interpretation of this data would be premature. Detailed 

interpretation of these results wil be made after the results of longer-duration treatments have 

been analyzed antd trends can be established.  

Activity I. 10.4.5.8 - Colloid stability experimental studies at ambient and elevated 

igmraures. The objective of this activity is to identify introduced materials that can produce 

colloids, and examine the nature and stability of the colloids. This activity is intendcd to 

complement other work being conducted in Study 8.3.1.3.5.2 - Section 3.2. 11 of this progress 

reporl.  

No progre,, was made during this reporting period: this was -?n unfunded activity.  

Activity - 104 5-9 - Biodegý adation stability experimental studies at ambient and elevated 

t The objective of this activity is to identify and characterize microbes that might be 

introduced into the reposttory, and microbes (both native and introduced) that derive nourishment 

from introduccd materials that could be brought into the repository. The activity will identify 

introduced matertcl- that will encourage microbe growth. identify chemical products of microbial 

degradation. and ident.i% and evaluate the potential for intoduction and growth of microbes from 

external %ourcc% Thi% activity is intended to complement other work being conducted in Study 

8.3.1 3.4.2 iSection 3 2.9 of this progress r.pon).  

Wuh rcspec to microbe studies. the objectives have be(n to use the large block test and 

the drift-scale test tor migration and survival studies supported by appropri,1te laboratory 

experiment.s In thi- work. microbes were obtained from the large block test site and labeled by a 

method suitable to the application (Meike. 1996: Meike. 1997b; Meike and Horn. 1997). Tests 

were conducted to understand the longevity and thermal stability of the methods. Suitable
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installation tools wcet designed and maaufactured. Care was taken that the metho -is and 
practices did not interfere with other tests.  

As part of this work, drug-resistant and fluorescent-dye-labeled bacteria *ave been 
developed to study microbial survival and migration, and preliminary longevity anJ thermal 
stability tests have been conducted. Survival specimens have beern placed at intervals along three 
vertical boreholes in the large-block test to take advantage of the thermal gradient that will be 
present after the heater is powered. And, because of variations in placement and coupon design.  
the bacterial samples in each hole are expected to experience different, but relevant chemical 
environments. The migration experiments were initiated by extruding a microbe-inoculated 
gelatinous medium into the heater holes before the insertion of the heater, 

Tiese studies will also be performed in conjunction with the drift-scale test.  

Activity 1.10-4.5. 10. - Hislarial.analogs. The objective of this activity ts to identify sites 
of interest as historical analogs to Yucca Mountain (determined from the materials list developed 
in Activity 1.10.4.5.5); to collect samples from these sites: to analyze the samples for the 
information identified in Activity 1. 10.4.5.5: to provide constraints for the experiments in 
Ac:ivities 1. 10.4.5.7, 1.10.4.5.8. and 1. 10.4.5.9: and to provide long-term data not obtainable 
from experiments fr the development of the introduced material-rock-water interaction 
simulation activity (1.10.4.5.11).  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

lActiity 1. 10.4.5. i -Computer modeling and code development. The objective of this 
activity is to develop the necessary codes (if not otherwise available) and to conduct predictions 
and simulations of experiments, natural analogs, and repository performance with respect to 
introduced materials effects on the near-field environment. Validation of developed models is 
included in this activity, which is complementary to Study 8.3.4.2.4. 1.  

No progress was made during this reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

EFgueas: Hydrothermal experiments on the alterations of concrete will co-.Itinue for the 
longer duration tests. These samples will be removed and analyzed at the appropriate time. A 
more pro,,canced alteration is expected in the longer term samples than those that have been 
analyzed to date.  

Concrete coupons that have been installed in the large block test and the single-heater test 
will be removed and analyzed after the cool-down period. Water that has been found in a single
heater test neutron-logging hole will be collected and analyzed.  

Data and modeling work will be compiled on concrete-water systems that has been laid 
aside after the termination of the International Program's Fundamental Materials Task.
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Work has just been initiated on the collection of microbes for €hc drift-scale test. These 
microbes will be isolated. labeled. and installed for later removwl and analysis at the termination 
of the test.  

53.7 Related InternaVtIWu PM- tem~~emet Near-Field Environ~ment 3YDor 

No progress occurred during the reporting period. As of November 8, 1995, the subsidiary 
agreement under which the cooperati've work had been conducted were terminated, and all 
international collaboration was discontinued.  

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management has bilateral agreements with 
Canada (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL]), Switzerland (S' .National Cooperative 
for the Storage of Radioactive Waste [NAGRA), and Sweden (Swedi. 'clear Fuel and Waste 
Management Company ISKB]) and has participated in activities of int "rnal organizations 
including the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Dcvelopmn .., -ar Energy Agency 
(UECD/NEA), the European Commzison (EC), and the International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA).  

brugal: No international work is presently planned.  

5.3 CHARACTERISTICS AND CONFIGURATIONS OF THE WASTE PACKAGES 

PRECLOSURE (SCP SECTION 8.3.4.3) 

The purposes of this study are as follows: 

!. To ensure that the waste package design complies with prcclosure design criteria of 
10 CFR 60.135 through analysis of the design and comparison of the design with the 
regulatory criteria 

2 To obtain information on the physical characteristics of spent nuclear fuel and high
level waste that is to be accepted into the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
System (CRWMS). This information will include information on the suitabilitv of a 
given waste form for emplacement. receipt rate projections, etc.  

5.3.1 Information Need 2.6.1 - DesIgn Information Needed to Conply with the P=ecimsure 
Crttcrfa fr•nm I0 CFR 60.I3S1b'S 

The purpose of this activity is to obtain information necessary to ensure and verify that the 
waste package design complies with the specific design requirements of 10 CFR 60.135(b)(1) 
through (4). These requirements restrict the presence of explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically 
reactive materials in the waste packages. They also restrict the presence of free liquids in the
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waste package. Finally, they include requirements regarding the ability of the waste package to 
withstand handling loads and for waste packa,e labeling.  

Progress Report #13 (DOE. 19960 discussed the compliance of light water reactor fuel 
and radioactive waste glass with the requirements of 10 CFR 60.135(b) 1) and (2). Chemical 
stability of several types of DOE-owned spent nuclear fuel is being investigated outside the 
Project. The fuel types include Fort St. Vrain fuel and three types of Shippingport fuel. The 
graphite blocks and graphite and silicon carbide coatings of the Fort St. Vrain fuel are not 
chemically reactive.  

To ensure that the DOE-owned spent nuclear fuel and the waste package designs comply 
with the specific requirements of 10 CFR 60.135 (b), Proje :t staff met this reporting period with 
representatives of the DOE National Spent ftul Program, the Office of Naval Reactors, the Idaho 
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, the Hanford Site, and the Savannah River 
Site to identify and discuss the information needed to demonstrate compliance with the 
requirements of 10 CFR 60.135(b) regarding explosive, pyrophoric, and chemically reactive 
materials: free liquids; handling; and unique identification. Because of the wide variety of fuel 
types, operating histories, and storage conditions, it will take a considerable period of time to 
compile the required information and'or perform the necessary characterization tests. Plans and 
schedules for acquiring the information are being developed and integrated into the bu(o!eting 
process.  

The materials referenced in Section 5.1.4 of this progress report are standard engineering 
materials. This may include helium, an inert gas, as a fill gas. None of these materials is 
explosive, pyrophoric. or chemically reactive.  

No work was scheduled on methods to uniquely identify the waste packages to address 
10 CFR 60.135(b)(4). that was an out-year activity. Because this requirement does not affect the 
vi.ibility assessment. no work is planned to address it before FY 1999.  

Fogcast: Work on the presence of explosive, pyrophoric. and chemically reactive 
materials and on free liquids is complkte for light water reactor fuel, high-level waste glass, and 
disposal container materials. Additional analyses, of DOE-owned spent fdel will be performed in 
FY 1997. Additional structural analyses for design basis rockfalls have been delayed because 
rockfall data are %till being acquired, so the rockfall size and frequency cannot be specified at this 
timr:. The Protlect i% currently considering when to complete an analysis of the latest rockfall data 
that will pro vide .iic and frequency distribution.  

5.3.2 Information Need 2.6.2 - lin hformation Needed to C-amply lith Prmlsure 
Criteria from 10 CFR 60.135(c) for Waste Forms 

The purpose of this activity is to obtain information necessary to ensure that high-level 
waste forms to be emplaccd at the repository comply with the specific requirements of 
I0CFIZ 60.l3*tci This regulation requires t iat the waste forms be in solid form in sealed
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containers and that particulate waste forms be consolidated. It also limits the presence of 
comustible wastes.  

Progress Report #13 (DOE, 1996f) discussed the compliance of light water reactor fuel 
and high-level waste glass with the reqairements of 10 CFR 60.135(c). Studies of the chemical 
reactivity of certain types of DOE-owned spent fuel are discussed in Section 5.3.1 of trhs 
progress report.  

Forecast: Work on this activity is complete with regard to light water reactor fuel and 
defense high-level waste glass. Additional analyses of DOE-owned spent fuel characteristics 
will occur in FY 1997.  

5.3.3 J1ntQ AUni .eed 2.,.3 - Waste Suitability 

The objective of this activity is to develop the specifications for determining the suitability 
of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste forms for emplacement at a repository.  

On the basis of the work reported in Section 5.3.2 of this progress report, light water 
reactor fuel and defense high-!evel waste glass were determined to be generally suitable for 
disposal with regard to compliance with 10 CFR 60.135(c).  

Information on the characteristics of the waste continues to become available as additional 
fuel is dischi'rged and the system architecture is defined and refined. Historical and projected 
spent nuclear fuel discharges are updated annually by the DOE Energy Information 
Administration. These data are used by DOE in a variety of ways. Because these data contain 
not only discharge quantities but also spent nuclear fuel characteristics, the data bases form the 
foundation of any waste stream analysis.  

System models are useC to simulate the schedule and rate of pickup from utilities and to 
predict how the filel will be containerized using container technology assumptions (capacity and 
heat limits) and the fuel characteristics. The system models al,;o simulate movement of every 
container and spent muclear fuel assembly through the CRWMS, resulting in a repository arrival 
profile. Since the last progress report, a Waste Quantity, Mix, and Throughput Study (CRWMS 
M&O. 1997i-i has been conducted that generated apdated logistics arrival profiles that will be 
used as input to the design to suppoit the viability assessment. The arrival profiles were 
generated for conmmercial spent nuwear fuel. defense high-level waste. and DOE-owned spent 
nuclear fuel based on reasonably bounding assumptions regarding waste amounts, waste pickup 
schedules. and transport scenarios.  

An activity was initiated to define waste acceptance criteria for material to be accepted by 
the MGDS for disposal. The Waste Acceptance Criteria Document, Revision 0. will define 
prctiminary acceptance critena for commercial spent nuclear fuel, high-level radioactive waste, 
and canisters/casks with a focus on material, physical, dimensional, chemical. thermal, and 
iadiation criteria. 'rai purpose of Revision 0 (to be completed nexi reporting period) is to
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provide a comparative tool largely based upon current repository capabilities as identified in the 

reference design by which outlier DOE-owned or commercial fuels can be identified for focused 

attention prior to the "jability assessment. Tl e Waste Acceptance Criteria Document will evolve 

over time to capture the negotiated interface criteria adjustments to the design or waste forms to 
facilitate waste acceptance.  

Egamati: The DOE is currently pursuing a strategy that will use private regional 
servicing agents to provide waste acceptance and transportation of commercial spent nuclear 
fuel. Future work on waste acceptance will be contingent upon further definition of tasks to 
support the regional servicing agents concept.  

An annotated outline for the Waste Acceptance Criteria document will be completed by 

the end of June 1997. Revision 0 to the document will'be completed by the end of September 

1997.  

5.4 WASTE PACKAGE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES (SCP SECTION 8._ 4.4) 

5.4.1 Dsign Activity 4.3.1.I-Waste Package Fabrication Process Development 

The objective of this activity is to determine the processes to be used in fahricating the 

components of the waste packages other than the waste fom itself. The fabrication techniques 
selected will be important in constructing a waste package that will meet repository containment 

and waste isolation performance objectives. because degradation mechanisms such as corrosior, 
are often sensitive to fabrication techniques.  

Possible processes for material and manufacturing continue to be investigated through 

discussions with vatious manufacturers and vendors. This is an ongoing process.  

E•tec~t: The Waste Package Fabrication Process Report (CRWMS M&O. 1996x) will 

be updated late in FY 1997, This report will be supported by the fabrication methods evaluated 
by fabrication ct full circular mockups The closure weld development will addres.; the manner 
of forming the thick-walled outer barrier cylinder, including any weld seam designs that may be 
needed to complete this component. This mockup will be used to evaluate the shrink fit design 
including any crevices hetween the bartiers and the thermal properties.  

5.4.2 Design Activity 4.3.1.2 - faste Package Closure Process Development 

The objective of this activity is to determine, by using the logical sequence described for 
this issue. the process to be used in the final closure of the disposal containers. The closure 
process i:s vital to waste package performance. Inadequate cOosure or improper closure 
techniques could reduce the ability of affected waste packages to contain and isoiate waste.
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Nevada Line Procedure-7-3. which describes how tte closure p.ocess development 
programs will be conducted, was developed and approved. The Waste Package Closure Methods 
Technical Guidelines Document (CRWMS M&O, 1997o) was written. The actual development 
work for this prograt.. started in March 1997.  

ErWat: The closure weld development program will be comple(ed. This work will 
include the manufacture of a full circular mockup, approximately one third as long. using the 
shi ink fit method of manufaLture. The mockup will be tested for thermal conductivity and 
presence of a crevice between the two barriers. The two lids will be welded into place, and stress 
measurements will be taken boti, during the test and ai the completion. The report for this 
program will be completed and submitted.  

5.4.3 DLhin Activity 4.3.1.3 - Waste Package Closure 1nsriction , e o 

The objective nf this activity is to determine, by usirng the logical sequence dcscribed for 
this issue, the process to ix used in inspecting the final closure of the disposal containers to 
ensure the closure is ad(quate, in compliance withe design. and supportive of meeting repository 
overall performauc, objectives for wasve containment and isolation.  

This activity will be contducted in parallel with the closure weld activity. The 
Nondestructive Examinatio,. Developrment Technical Guidelines Document (CRWMS M&O.  
199 7p) has been written and the development pfogram started in March 1997.  

orecast: The nondestructiv, examination prourawn will be completed. The effort will 
include a method and mapping of the crevice between the two barriers and the actual 
nondestnrctive testing of the two lid welds. A report detailing this phase, of the program will be 
generated.  

5.4.4 Dhaign Activity 4.3.1.4 - Remote ln-Seryic.-k t Jisa Ievelopmeat 

The p'trpose of this activity is to develop ani effective ::ithod and program for remote in
service insi ection of the wa.,.Ze package. Remote inspectior tccnniques will be needed to 
monitoi waste pack,'ge performance and condition ci.. ing the piec'osure period.  

N-) ptog;es. va-s mnadt: during this reporting pcod.; thi was an out -year activity. Related 
work on pertormance ,oAfinnatior, coitcepts is discussed in :section 6. 5 of this progress rt po01.  

E•guj,: No activity is fortcast fer iri-•.ervice i% ection program development because 
o.f its relativety Iow priority, given the length of time to beginning of einplaceflf-t.
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SAS Desin Activity 4313 - Internal Filler Material Process DeWelopment 

"The purpose of this activity is to determine a method of providing effective insertion of 
filler material into the waste package. Filler material may be used to absorb neutrons and/or to 
displace water from the waste packages. Fillers may thereby assist in criticality control.  

No further activity is planned for this program. A feasible process for insertion of filler 
material has been adequately demonstrated into the waste package. should use of filler be 
deoermined necessary or appropriate. Disposal containers for canistered fuel may require filler 
material, but no additional work on filler material is planned because of the Project emphasis on 
uncanistered fuel.
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CHAPTER 6 - PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

INTRDUTION 

Performance assessmetat is the process of quantitatively evaluating component and system 
behavior, relative to containment and isolation of radioactive waste, to determine compliance 
with the numerical criteria associated with 10 CFR Part 60 and 10 CFR Pa:; 960. Performance 
assessment includes evaluations (a) of the preclosure radiological safety of the public and 
workers and (b) of the postelosure waste isolation performance of the Mined Geologic Disposal 
System (MGDS). Performance assessment supports e aluations of site suitability, the design of 
the MGDS, and evaluations of regulatory compliance. A major aspect of performance 
assessment involves mathematical modeling of natural -vents, as well as processes and events 
induced by the construction and operation of the MGDS. The mathematical models are 
developed and validated and the computer codes thai implement the mathematical models are 
verified. benchmarked, and documented. Laboratory and field measurements and experiments 
provide the understanding and data needed to develop and validate the mathematical models.  

Lurrent and Future Fou-% 

A key element in performanie assessment is total system perforrrance assessment, which 
evaluates the postciosure waste isolation perforrwance of the combined natural and engineered 
barner systems for expected and unexpe,'ted events and processes to demonstrate compliance of 
a potential MGDS at Yucca Mountain with the qu'ntitative criteria of 10 CFR Part 60 and 
10 CFR Part 960. Total system performance assessments are conducted iteratively to reflect the 
evolution of site data, the design of the engineered barrier system, the understanding of natural 
and'i engineered barrier system processes, and the development of conceptual and mathematical 
models, including associated computer codes. The latest assessment was Total System 
Performance Assessment - 1995 (CRWMS M&O. 1995e), which was summarized in Pro.:-ess 
Report #l1- [DOE, 1996g). In contrast to earlier assef;ments (Barnard et al., 1992; Eslinger 
ei al., 199'ý, Andrews et al.. 1994; Wilson et a!., 1994), this assessment included the effects of 
long-term peri..-c chmatic changes, more representative conceptual models of the site 
hydrogeolo.) and more realistic models ot engineered system behavior. Current efforts are 
focused on I-; taring for the next total system performance assessment. planned for the 1998 
time frame, in support ( f .Ae vialhility assessment (see Section 1.2.2 of this progress ;eport).  

During the . ing period, the major performance assessment emphasis was on 
(a) additional prelimina,., preclosure radiological safety analyses of ,he advanced conceptual 
MGDS design. (b) the beginning of a waste retrievability study to identify retrievability-related 
MGDS design requiremenis. (ci workshops to define efficient and valid abstractions of detailed 
models of natural and engineered barrier system processes for total system perfomiance 
assessmen', tdl continued waste form and waste container material experiments and related 
modelir.g to determine waste release rates and container degradation rates in valious potential 
near-field reposttor. environments. te) the preparation of a Performance Confirmation Plan to 
identify performa., e confirmation activities after the submittal of a license application to the 
U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). and (t) continued evaluations of the potential 
impacts of site characieri~ation activities, including the construction and operation of the
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Exploratory Studies Facility (ESF). on the pnstclosure waste isolation performance of a potential 
repository.  

Following is a summary of the major performancz assessment activities and results of the 
reporting period.  

[EM&s9re Perfoarmac Assesment 

The meteorologiral program has colle :ed and analyzed additional wind data to allow 
more accurate predictions of dispemrsion and extreme conditions than previously possible, 
Evaluation began of commercially available software to allow local topography k.- be considered 
in dispersi..n calcul-tions.  

A draft outline of the Preclosure Radiological Safety Chapter (Chapter 7) of the Project 
Integrated Safety Assessmeat was produced.  

WasLe Retrievability 

A waste retrievability study is being conducted to develop the trchnical rationale for t'ie 
MGDS &-sign approach to be used for complying with the 10 CFR Pan 60 requirements related 
to retrievability This study will also identify potential scenarios concerning the final disposition 
of the retrieved waste. The Retrievability Strategy Report (CPWM. M&O, in prep.1gJ) will be 
completed in April 1997. and the related MODS retrieval design actii.ty will be completed at the 
end' of fiscal year (FY) 1997.  

Hiaher-Level Findings and NRC Siting Critejia 

There was no activity w.th irispect to formulating higher-level findine, in accordance with 
10 CFR Part 960 and with resivct to the NRC Siting Criteria of 10 CFR 60.122 Refer to Section 
2.11 of this progress report for relevant regulatory activi,ics.  

Total System perfominc- As e5me_ nt (finijuding Ground.Ware: Travel Time, Individual 
Protecton, and Ground W'1 I 

Total system performa ice asessmnent activities concentrated on preparing, conducting.  
and evaluating the results of several workshops to facilitate the ab,ar..ction of detailed natural and 
engineered ban ier system process models for inclusion in a total system performance assessment.  
An abstraction is def ned as a siznplified/idealized model that reproduces or bounds the essential 
;-rforman"e assessment elements of a more detailed process rn .I 1. The complexit)y of the 
repository system. the long regulatory time penods, and the stochasti nature of the standards 
make the use of three-dimensional proces models numerically i.itrictable. Thteiefore, 
abstra.:ti,'n of the most sensitive 4wspecti of the problem is it c.i.:,al e!ement of total !,ystem 
performance 4sses ;ment model development. IThe abstract-on, however. m-ist capture 
uncenainty and variability. The abstractionv must also be tested against process inodels to ensure 
their validhiy.
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During this reporting period, workshops were held on the following seven topics: 
(1) saturated zone fluid flow. (2) waste package degradation, (3) thermohydrology.  
(4) unsaturated zone radiontidide transport, (5) waste form degradation and mobilization, 
(6) near-field .-nvironment. .;ad (7) nuclear criticaiity. Two more workshops are planned for t',e 
next reporting period: (1) saturated zont ground-wzter flow and radionuclide transport and 
(2) biosphere (which will include radiation doses to humans). The workshops identify (a) iSSLeS 
that need to be addresed by process-level modeling, (b) the detailed processes to be modeled, 
(c) the abstractions of specific proc."sses neeced and the details to be included, and (d) plans for 
implementing the model abstractions.  

EnFin.-gred Barrier Materials Experimeuts a1d hMoQleing 

Engineered barrier mater~as experiments and modeling included (a) testing and 
performance evj.0uations of spent nuclear fuel and canduidate waste container materials and 
(b) participation in the waste package degradation workshop for deve-ioping model abstractions 
for total system postiosure performance assessments. Summaries of this work follow. Refer to 
Chapter 5 of this progress report for related work.  

Revision I of Volume 3 af the Engineered Materials Characterization Report (McCright, 
in prep.) was submitted to the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Offi -e (YMSCO) for 
review and approval. Volume 3 conkains the results of testing and modeling activities that have 
o,curred since the report was originally issued iii D.ecember 1994 as Revisiim, 0 (Van 
KonynenblArg and McCright. I ,N5). Volume I (on the background and history of the engineered 
toarrier system candidate materials) and Volhme 2 (on the physical and mechanical properties of 
the candidatce material.s) were not revised.  

Specimens of Allcy 625 •ASTM B 443), a nickel-chromium-niolybdenum alloy, were 
,nirchaed and added to the corrosion test'ng program (CRWMS M&O. 1996y). specifically the 
long-term comprehensivc corrosion test, the electrochemically based corrosion tests, 
microbiologically influenced ,:orrosion 'csts, 6alvanic corrosion tests, and the humidity chamLer 
oxidation aad corrosion tests.  

A new stuJy began in th,.; reporting reriod to identity effects of the interaction between 
en&,necr'd barrier materials and wzaer cr water vapor in the. repository. These materials include, 
in audi'.)n to construction materials, introduced air and water, crjshed tuff or muck rock as 
backfill or invert mate, ial. and introduced or enhanced microbial populations. Ir particular. the 
interest is i-, those effects that may be outside the bounds of predictions that are based on 
thermally pertuwbed took. The present experiments are intended to pIupe,, a design decision 
regarding the use of precast concrete liners for nlecbanicw support. in repolsitory emplacement 
drifts.  

Eftort. began to both prAdute and evaluate ceramic coatings fot cwabon steel applied by 
arious tnermal spray techmques Tht evaluation includes alumina. tatania, combinations of 

the.w two materials, and magnesium alunisnate spinel. Fot initial Wock. aluminum oxide was 
!,prayed u. ing a direct-current electric arc plasma. Die penetrant and metallogiaphic studies 
began it. characterize the re,,ultatnt coatini and provide a working knoA ledge of the properties 
pifotuced under sauiotva condititons. l'thrinwi ,tudies were initiated at 3X). 6X) and 90W)-C to
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extrapolate whether phase transformations take place over tine at the lower repository 
temperatures. The relative proportion of phases was determined using x-ray diffraction. After 
six weeks, no clear indication was found that any transtormation had taken place. An 
experimental matrix was designed for the impact tests on coatings, which will use a 2-m drop 
lower to simuiaie rockfall in the repository. A ceramic impactor of appropriate chemistry and 
density will be used to represent the Yucca Mountain welded tuff. In preparation for corrosion 
studies to follow, substrates were prepared consisting of cylinders 25 mm (I in.) in diameter by 
150 mm (6 in.) long with hemispherical ends. Suitable racks have been ordered to includ', these 
coupons in long-term corrosion studies.  

A degradation mode survey on the effects of fabrication and weldiag on the performance 
of candidate corrosion-resistant nickel-base and titanium-base alloys was issued (Roy et 
al.. 1996a). This report addresses nxckel-base alloy, (specifically Alloys 825, G-3, C-4, and 
C-22) iod candidate titanium-base alloys tGradcs 12 and 16). Specifical.y. it provides 
information on the response of the alloys to the combined effects of te'- ncrature. oxidizing or 
rcducing gascous environments, and prcssures inherent in container fabrication and welding 
operations on the metallurgical phase stability, and mnechanical properties. The report also 
c.xammies the response of the alloys to the expected environmental conditions in tile potential 
repository. One of the important concerns with these high-performance materials is the possible 
for.nation of brittle phases. esp,:ially in and around the welded regions.  

Long-term corrosion testing began last period iii eight of the first twelve test vessels. The 
.:orrosion-allowance materials, carbon and low alloy ster's. were emplaced in the first four test 
vessels, which contained dilute and concentrated aqueous solutions of -ear neutral pH at 60 and 
90'C. TI, intermediate corrosion-resistant materials. 70/30 copper nickel and Monel 400. were 
emplaced in the next two vcssels. which contained concentrated acidic solutions (pH 2.6) at 
60 and 90'C. Th: cr'mTosion-resistant materials, the nickel-cchromiuin-molybdenuth-and titanium 
alloys, were emplaced in the next two vessels. which also catained cenrentrated ac-dic so lutions 
(pH 2.6) ut 60 and W()"C. The corrosion-resistant materials will be emplaced in the remaining 
four vessels, which will contaiii dilute and concentrated aqueous solution. of near neutral pH.  
Alloy 625 (AS 11M B 443) test speciniens were added to the corrosion-resistant ma:erials testing.  

llurnid air co!-ro:.ý.nO on salt cover.'d (NaCI) carbon steel fAS16 Gr55) specimens wv, 
investgated to understand the mnechanistiac aspect, of tte 'legiadation process. For testing lasting 
about 14 days at relative hbmidities greater tha 70 percent ad at a temperatuie of WO"C. salt
covered specimens cotrode very last trivially. With time, however, the salt is "consumed" by the 
oxidation process and the corrosionr rate evertually cea.e.s. At 'onger tirne, tiie oxide tmanst.orm,.  
to a more stable oxide and spalls off the vertical surfaces. X-ray diffraction studies wcvi' uisctd tc 
trý to explain till. process. Long-term testing u-ider constant 4:ot.dutions, 80"C anwi 50 pcix..ct 

relative humidi.y has begun in an environmcntal chamhet. Specimens include weigh! lo.": 
coupons that are clean. salt-covered, and sandwiched (metal to metal in order to crcuitt crevice, 
Initial matetials being tested are carbon steels, Alloy 6,25 amckl-chromwni-rolybdenum alloy).  
and a ddute itanium alloy. l'iGr 2. Numerous specimens tre being tested to al!,a pe it., ii: 
removal for kinetic and mechanistic charactenrtat ion 
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Strtss-corrosion crack growth tests using fatigue-precracked and wedge-loaded double 
cantilever beam specimens began in Novembe- 1996. Results obtained so far indicate that 
Alloy 8?5 oecame susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking after exposure to the test environment 
for 30 and 60 days. Specimens were tested in acidified 5 percent NaCI solutions (pH 2.7) 
maintained at 90°C. The in;tial stress intensity was high and ranged from 33 to 52 ksi-in'. The 
stress intensity generall) Jecreases as the crack grows. This combination of test conditions is 
severe, but the intent of this first series of experiments was to discern significant differences in 
the behavior of the candidate materials. The observed cracking in Alloy 825 appears to follow art 
intergranular pattern 

Testing of carbon steel :pecimens in microbially inoculated test cells at room temperature 
has been completed. The results of thes, studies were reported in li;ogress Report #15 (DOE, 
1997e); in summary. it was found that a combination of sulfate reducing, iron oxidizing, and 
slime producing bacteria demonstrated rates ut corrosion five tames greater than that shown in 
sterile, abiotic control cells incubated under the same conditions. This same experimental 
protocol. using the same Nets of bacteria. i% now being followed to determine corrosion rates of 
carbon steel test coupons at 5()'C.  

Electrochemicai cyclic potentiodynami, polaxuzation experiments involving 
iron- nick,1-chrunau- rnmolybdenuni alloys (Alloys 825, G-3, and G-30), nickel-chcomium
molybdenum alloys (Alloys C4. C-22. and 625). and a titanium-base alloy are ongoing. The 
experinwtits were completed that subjected thtse alloys to brines of various salt content (I to 
10 weight percent NXIC) and p't (2-3, 6-7. and 10-11) at ambient and elevated temperatures (up 
to 90'C). Rsuhts indicate that Alloys 825. G-3. and G-30 underwent pitting and crevice 
corrosion wit all tested environmints. with Al',y 825 showing the maximum susceptibility. As to 
the localized corrosion behavior of nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloys. Alloy C-4 suffered 
from pittin in all tested environments. But the extent of pitting was less severe than tL.  
observed Aith iron-nickcl ch-omiurp-molybdenum alloys Alloy C-22 and Ti (.rade-12 were 
immune t, locahzed attack under all experimental conditions. Alloy 625 suffered from pitting.  
crevice and :nteryranular corrosior in all tested environments -nder potentiod)ynarnic control.  

(iahnic corrosion tests were initiated in January 1997 considering the following relevant 
lactJr, (a, environn•intal tacors such as temperature. pH. and electrolytic composition.  
(hb mctallurgical la,'tor, sucha as surface condition and thermomechanical history, and 
(C) eletiol'de Uesein ,ucbh ai% anode-to-cathode area ratio, distaice oe•ween electroies, and 
geometric ,azpe', Thc.,e pzelininary ex-periments are currently being performed at ambient 
tlnrýlJuilt using Mor'osion-allowa.ice nmat'.rlal (A 5t 1, as a;- anode and a corrosion-resistant 
allo.•i tihmc Aliot, N%25 and G-3) as a cathode. galvanically %;onnected in an acidic brine b': a 
plotei'Ia,,t As 16 l, compositionally simi!ar to 1020 carbon steel used in other metallic barrier 
L'r)rIvstotn ,tudle, 

As c .euilt of the , te kagc degradation workshop, some individual nmodcis for the 
iti;terefit ,orosion rlnode. were tonsohdat-d, part,-.'ularly tor those modes affecting the inner 
•ba-ler nijeurai and iis interaction with tho corrosion produc-, and remaining structarr of the 

oitel ba;rn r Woik cortinues oni a detetmnst-, model to predict long-term effects of 
Io% -c•enltiat,,c o,\idtiron. :utrrentl% ft,'tsing ,n carbon steel. the prtiicipail c-indi6ite tor thc 
outcr lb'cili .olit.14.;1V' Itliateal. tnltv-d enlpha.i, is, on humid-air ,.ixdation. in which
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atmospheric water influences oxidation through condensing on hygioscopic surface 
contamination or as thin films.  

3Maste Form ExSr~imnts and Modeling 

Waste form experiments and modeling included testing and performance evaluations of 
commercial spent nuclear fuel and defense high-level waste gla.,s dissolution and leaching, spent 
nuclear fuel oxidation, thermodynamic data development for geochemical modeling, and 
participation in the ware form degradation and mobilization workshop for developing model 
abstractions for total s, ',tem postclosure performance assessment. Summaries of this work 
follow. Refer to Chapter 5 of this progress report for related work.  

Spent nuclear fuel flow-through tests foci sed in two different areas: (1) uranium oxide 
(UO:) matrix flow-through dissolution rate tests on pressurized water reactor and boiling water 
reactor fuels at a variety of bumups and alkaline and acidic pHs; and (2) gap inventory tests for 
iodine- 129. The four flow-through tests with ATM- 105 fuel were completed and three flow
through tests with ATM- 103 grain-size powder specimens were started with experimental 
conditions that complement two ongoing tests. These tests investigzt. grain boundary leaching 
rates 

rwo commercial spent nuclear fuels, ATM- 103 and ATM-I106, are being tested for three 
types of unsaturated conditions: high drip rte tests, low drip rate tests, and vapor tests. A 
section from the ATM- 103 spent nuclear fuel fragment, from the high drip rate lest, was 
examined with :;canning electron microscopy after 3.7 years of reaction. Results indicated that 
reaction occaired primarily as a reaction front through the grains, with limited reaction down the 
grain boundaries. The depth of reacrion was a minimum of 20 pm. the diameter of a totally 
reacted grain. The transmission ele,.,on microscopy examination of another section from the 
same ATM- 103 fragment indicated thý.r (aj technetium. molybderum. and ruthenium were being 
renioved from epsilon-phas.,e panicles it reacted areas of the fu, grains, (b) 1 to 2 weight percent 
ruthenium and molybdenum were being incorpornted into the uranium silicate anteration product 
present on the surface of the spent nuclear fuel, (L ) small amounts (partm per million) of 
technetium were also incorporated into the utanium silicate alteration product, and (d) plutonium 
appeared to bIe concentrating on the fuel surface at areas adjacent to reacted grains. Additional 
sample,,S and results were obtained fo. all unsaturated tests after 4.1 years of reactionl.  

Dynamic ight scattering is being developed as a mrnthod to study colloids formed from the 
r.actnon of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste glass with ground water tinder potential 
repository conuitions at Yucca Mountain. The data to be obtained will include size classe,. and 
conccnti.tions ot colk.ids present in the solution.. Samples from ongoing waste form corrosion 
tests were examined as they became available.  

Dtry-bath %.-eight gain ,ests are in progress to deternine spent nuclear fuel oxidation 
response. These are lmg-tc--m tests conducted in a hot ceU These tests primarily ue low 
temperatures dless than 200T'1) io examine oxidatior b . ut one dry bath operates at 255C'C to 
accelerate the mxidation rate. On the basis of inl'-rmation obtained from the dr-v-bath tests, 
thernogtavmetrn i -ipparatus teir's r,-re initiated it a higiter range of temperatures 1250 to

0o is



320'C). These two types of tests will provide temperature-time-phase response a.- UO, spent 
nuclear fuel oxidizes to U4.,0,, then to UO,,1 , and finally to UO:.  

The dry-bath oxidation testing continued at a reduced level until January 1997. when a 
facility-wide electrical outage caused the tests to be shut down. Previous work to interpret the 
mechanisms of oxidation of spent nuclear fuel from the UO, (UO,2 ) state to the UO, phase has 
be:n complicated by extensive scatter in the data from thermogravimetric analysis. Detailed 
analysis has 'ed to the probability that the scatter is caused by the difference in radial bumup in 
the samples coupled with the small (200 mg) sample size. This hypothesis seems to be 
confirmed by analyses of previously oxidied samples of ATM-105 fuel with thermal ionization 
mass spectrometry. In all instances (within uncertainty) at each temperature, the lower burnup 
fragments oxidized faster than the higher burnup samples.  

Long-term unsaturated Pests (drip tests) of two glass compositions (Savannah River 
Defense Waste Processing Facility and West Valley ATM-10) continued in two test series to 
determine the types and quantities of radionuclide elements released from waste glasses when 
subjected to an intermittent dripping water contact scenario. Both soluble and colloidal 
radionuclide rcleases of actinides and technetium are being measured. A 304L stainless seel 
sample holder is also present in these tests to simulate the presence of the pour canister material 
on glass waste form behavior. As of March 31, 1997, t.hese two series have ben in progress for 
5U8 weeks ( 10.9 years) and 493 weeks (9.5 year,), respectively. Both tests were sampled in 
January. The results are p.oviding data on radionuclide release mechanisms and 
degradation/alteration rates of glass waste forms for radionuclide release model developm;,.it.  

The thermodynamic data base GEMBOCHS wai augmented by the inclusion of 
reference-state thermodynamic data ar d heat-capacity coefficients for a large number of 
cadrmum, haftnum. lead, titanium, zinc, and zirconium species, not previously available in 
GEMBCI-HS. 1 hose coefficients are used in geochemical modeling software, such as lEQ3/6 
(Daveler and Wolery. 1992: Wolery, 1992a and b; Wolery and Daveler, 1992).  

Development of a radionuclide release rate model for t'nsaturated conditions, 11sing the 
unsaturated test uata, continued. The model assumes quasi-steady rate processes for dissolution 
rates, precipitation rates, colloidal kinetics, and adsorption kinetics. On the basis of this 
assumption, the mass balance cquatio:. for a generic species can be simpsified and reduced to a 
mass transport expression that strongly depends on water flux flowing over a wetted area. For 
unsaturated flows, this results in a weak dependence on tne total surface of spent nuclear fuel 
expxuscd. in that only the wetted; surface contributes to the release rate.  

A glas% alteration niodel was developed for use in waste package performance modeling.  
whicV. is reported in the Waste Form Characterization Report. Version 1.2 (Stout et al., 1996).  
The model covers water contact modes of trickle flow ,wer the glass surface and gradu A 
immersion in the container in a bathtub mode byi a slo%, inflow ol water The model is based on 
results of 4 matrix of batch tests with sudden immersion in a fixed quantity of water and on 
flow-through tests at -10atively high water f"w rates, The experiniental tests show dependence 
on temperature. pHl, and dissolved silica content in the water Because the silica content 
increases with the glas dissolitiop, the mixtel track,, the changing silca coptent during the wate,"
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contact in each mode. A corollary is that the fraction of silica reprecipitated is important in 
determining the amount of silica remaining in solution.  

At the workshop on waste form degradation and radionuclide mobilization, the highest 
ranked issues for spent nuclear fuel were dissolution/alteration rate, release rate. solubility limits, 
colloidal kinctics, and cladding degradation. High burnup spent nuclear fuel test samples were 
also identified as an issue. For high-level waste glass, the highest ranked issues were 
dissolution/alteration rate, release rate, solubility limits, and colloidal kinetics.

There was no seal performance as 
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Chances from PrcvioM Prorerss Reports 

This progress report continues the format of Progress Reports started with Progress 
,ort #13 (DOL. 1996f) for Chapter 6, which established a one-to-one correspondence with the 

Site Characterization Plan (SCP) (DOE, 1988) fourth-level performance assessment sections.  
with the exception of Progress Report Section 6.21 "Site Impact Evaluations." which does not 
have a com-sponding SCP section. As before. not all the SCP sections, however, apply any more 

to present Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project (Project) activities. In addition, some 
performance assessment activities are more logically related to technical subjects covered in 
other progress report chat.;er s. These instances are called out in the affected sections of this 
chapter. Section A.5 in Appendix A of this progress report summarizes the SCP approach for 
performance assessments, describes the current status and changes in ,hese plans, explains the 
reasons for these changes, and identifies references where these changes and reasons are 
documented.  

6.1 STRATEGY FOR PRECLOSUKL`• PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.1) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.1 addresses the development of the preclosure performance assessment 
strategy for resolving K1.y Issue 2. This i, sue asks whether the projected releases of radioactive 
materials to restricted and unrestricted areas and the resulting radiation exposures of t[le general 
public and workers during repository operation, closure, and decommissioning at Yucca 
Mountain meet the applicable requirements set forth in 10 CFR Part 20. 10 CFR Part 60, 
10 CFR Pan 960, and 40 CFR Part 191. In determining the strategy for preclosure performance 
as'-*.;sment. due considerati,)n has been given to changes in these regulations.  

Part of the effonr in this period was directed to producing a draft outline of the Preclosure 
Radiological Safety Chapter (Chapter 71 ot the Protect Integrated Salfety Asses.sment. This 
outline, which is currently tinder review. was developed t,, ;vstematicafly address regulatory 
requirements. It -also includes i.onsideration of radiological safety issues and evaluations that 
have been required by the NR.' in similar licensing activities.  

EQl•g1: Review ctninients for Chapter 7 of the Project Integrated Safety Assessment 
will he addressed. Effort will also he directed to producing thc appropriate section (preclosure 
radiological satety) of a technical guidance dcxument for the prepara'ion of the license 
application, as a continuation ot the Chapter 7 work -or the Project Integrated Safety As,ýcssrnlnt.  

6.2 WASTE RE'rRIEVABI,1ITY (SUP SECTION 8.3.5.2) 

SC'P Section H.3-5.2 addresses lstue 2.4. which asks kk hether the repostor% .:an be 

destlFId, collslu cted. ol-'i ated. tlosed. and drckwmrs,,iotind so that the option of waste retrieval 
will be preserved as requited by 10 CR O- .11I -

(I %
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A retrievability requirements study is being conducted during this reporting period and is 
scheduled for completion at the end of April 1997 (CRWMS M&O, in prep.[g]). The objective 
of the study is to develop the technical rationale for a decision regarding the MGDS design 
approach to be used for complying with the 10 CFR Part 60 requirements related to retrievability.  
Options available for potentially atisfying these requirements range from one extreme of 
developing a waste package and excavatian design that allows retrieval, if necessary. but does 
not include features (e.g.. equipment and surface storage) that facilitate the retrieval, to the 
opposite extreme of including features in the design that facilitate retrieval and. indeed, building 
the retrieval capabtvqy into the repository at the time of repository development. This activity 
will recommend the extent to which the repository and waste package designs must 
accommodate the retieval option, develop requirements associated with the time required for 
retrieval, and identify the potential conditions requiring retrieval and the potential conditions 
involved during waste package retrieval. This study will also develop and evaluate potential 
scenarios concerning the final disposition of the retrieved waste.  

This study will provide the technical bases for retrievability requirements and provide 
sufficiently specific rcquircments for MGDS design development, using I1 CFR Part 60 as the 
basis for developing the requiremnits. Retrieval will be addressed at the level of detail needed to 
support development of the license application plan (FY 19971 and the license application itself.  
The regi'latory and licensing organization will use the results in deeloping the license 
application plan for FY 1997.  

The results of this study will be used by the surface and subsufface design organizations to 
facilitate the concurrent retrieval design ,ctivity. The scope of the design activ ity is the 
development of retrieval equipment requiremer•s, capabilities, and descriptions sufficient to 
support a license application. This activity is developing equipment concepts needed to 
accomplish the tasks required during the retrieval process. The fexCus of this activity is the 
r.:finement of a reliable retrieval concept and the development of equipment detail- for retrie-al 
celuipencnt and mechanical components. 0,aste package retrieval and transport is addressing two 
conditions: (1 ti{nomual waste package retries al activities (a reversal of waste package 
ciplacenienti. and t2) off.-norrnal waste package retrieval activities •with sp'rcialzied retrieval 
equipment ).  

Fk)gt: The Retricvability Stratcg) Rctxprt (CRWNMS M&O, in prep.[g]) %i!l be 
completed in Apill 1997 and the retriesal design activity wi% be completcd at the end of FY 
1997 

6.3 PUBLIC RADIOLO(GICAL EXPOSURES - NORMAL CONDITIONS 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.3) 

SCP Seýt'oui N' I S aacdresse.I sue ' I. 16hkch W .sk' I herlicik. ',c-ied pICclo owe I ladi atiut 

do..s received by members tl the public duiing relpomtors operation. .:Iosute. mitd 
deconuis.sioning "ill be les. than allowed b', 10 CFR 60 i 1. 40 CFR 1q 1 Subpart A, and 
10 C'FR l3art .0

Scc Sciuu 4.2 of this ptogL-',s relxqt
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6.3.1 Perfo A w t Activity 2.1.1.1 - Rtflntm i of Site Data Nr•aitars 
Reqired for Issue 21 

The objective of this activity is to refine the population, agricultural, surface water, 

meteorological, host rock. and offsite nuclear installation data needed for determining preclosure 
radiological exposures to members of the public resulting from normal repository operations.  
This information is collected as pan of th: environmental, geological, and hydrological site 

programs descnrbed in Chapter 3 of this progress report.  

The ongoing meteorological program (as reported in detail in Section 3.8 of this progress 
report) has collected and analyzed additional wind data that allow more accurate predictions of 

dispersion and extreme conditions. Commercially available software is being evaluated that 

wotild allow local topography to be considered in dispersion calculations.  

A telephone study of the residential population in the vicinity of the proposed facility was 

conducted This study was undertaken to define the population in terms of parameters needed to 

assess the chronic effects of radionuchde releases in both 'he preclesure and postclosure phases 

of the potential repository.  

F grw•: Collectior. and analysis of required site specific data will continue.  

6.3.2 pgformance As-m.Ment Activity 2.1.1.3 - Advanced Conceptual _I_ gn A& r_ nt 
of the Public Rjidiologica/ Safety during the Normal Ogeratlons of the Potential 

yucca Mountan RekU~itory 

The objective of this activity is to perform a public radiological safety assessment of the 
.Itvanced conceptual design of a potential Yucca Mountain repo.l.itory. Secondary objectives are 
!,, provide information for the refinement ef the site data parameters list for SCP Issue 2 1 

SP-ertormance Ases~sent Activity 2.1 I I. see Section 6-.1t I of this progwss report) and to 
provide feedback to the preclosure risk assessment methodology program for future ruethod: 
development activities (Performance As~ssmcnt Activity 2.1. i .2. we Section 6.3.3 of this 
progress feporli 

See Section 4.2 of this progress repent 

6,33 Perforn-e Assesnent Acttviy 2.1,1,2 - 1)evelopnwrt of PeroanceAjsstsmDn1 
Activitie thrcuh the PrfIjure Risk Assessment Methodo logygftgram 

"t1w objective of this acti, iity is to benefit from the pertortmuice assessment nieihdXhs 
development ,.torts- tor the preclosure risk assesment methodology program. A secondarn 
objecttve is to use the infornation dewvloprd in this activitý to a,,ist in refining the site 

paramcters list tor SCP Issue 2, 1 (Performalnce Assessnierit A.tmi it. 2. 11-1, see Section 6.3 1 of 
:his progress report).  

No piogies• -as made during the reporting pcritoJ this wis an wifunded ictiv-it-

t Ii
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Forecza: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.4 WORKER RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY . NORMAL CONDITIONS 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.4) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.4 addresses Issue 2.2, which asks whether the repository can be 
designed, constructed, operated. closed, and decommissioned in a manner that ensures the 
preclosure radiological safety of workers under normal oper;,tions as required by 10 CFR 60.111 
and 10 CFR Part 20. Results of analyses are reported in Section 4.2 of this progress report.  

6.4.1 Performance AUMsnent Activitie 2.2.1.1 skid 2.2.2.1 -Refinement of Site Data 
Parameters Reautred for Issue 2.2 

The objective of this activity is to refine (a) the data needed on the subsurface radiation 
environment due to natural and man-made radioactivity and (b) the meteorological. host rock.  
and ground-water data needed for determining radiological cxposures to workers resulting from 
normal repository operations. This information is collected as part of the environmental.  
geological, and hydrological site programs described in Chapter 3 of this progress report.  

Fgrgtcas: No performance assessment work is planned for the remainder of FY 1997.  

6.4.2 Performance A&UNMaen Activivies 2.2.1.2 and 1.22;.3- Advanced Conceptual ýesign 
Assussmenl of the Worker Radiological Safty during the Normal Operations of the 
Potential 111com Muitjai~n Repwsory 

The objective of this activity is to perform a worker radiological safety assessment 3f the 
advanced conceptual design for a potential Yucca Mowntain repository. Secondary objectives are 
to provide intonnation for the refinement of the site data parameters list for SUP Issue 2.2 
(Performance Assessment Activities 2.2.1 1 and 2.2.2. 1, see Section 6.4.1 ot this progress report) 
and to provide teedback to the preclosure risk assessment methodiology program tor tuture 
methods development activities (Performance Assessment Activity 2.2.2.2, see Section 6.4.3 of 
this progress report).  

'Inis activitv tias tven conducted as an ongoing design activity and is reported in 
Sect:on 4.2. 1 ok ihis progress report.  

l 1: This will be a continuing design activity.

(C 12
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6A4.3 Performam-•_A=,,.•ma Activity .2-= - vWoMnn of Perfr ance Mt Activilta thromh the Preflourt Risk AU•M =1n MeHdt•_1 EroMr 

The objective of this activity is the development of performance assessment activities to 
benefit from the preclosure risk assessment methodology program. A secondary objective is to 
use the information developed in this activity to assist in refining the site data parameters list for 
SCP Issue 2.2 (Performance Assessment Activities 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.2. 1, see Section 6.4.1 of this 
progress report).  

No prosress was made during the re -orting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

hj.MgJI; No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.5 ACCIDENTAL RADIOLOGICAL RELEASES (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.5) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.5 addresses Issue 2.3, which asks whether the repository can be 
designed. constructed, operated, closed, and decommissioned in such a way that credible 
accidents do not result in projected radiological exposures of the general public and of workers in 
excess of applicable limiting values.  

Sec Section 4.2 of this progress report.  

6.5.1 erformnapc1 Axss.ment Acilyities 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.2.1 - ef'mnement of Site Data 
Parameters Required for Issue 2.3 

The objective of this activity is to refine the population, agricultural. surface-water. and 
meteorological data needed (aI for c.etermining credible accident sequences and thei. respectivc 
frequencies, ib) for developing candidate design basis accidents, and (c) for determining 
preclosure radiological exposures to members of the public and to workers as a result of credible 
accidenlal radiological releases. This information is collected as part of the environmental, 
geological, and hydrological site progranis described in Chapter i of this piogre.s report 

The only item identified as a potential problem in the last progress report (maximum wind 
speed) has been studied. See Section 6.3. of this progress report for details.  

E ,cyciW: See Section b 3.1 of this progress report.

tlH
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6.5. Mu ý ~Aw L t Agavity2..3 . Dalarmlingop of C tf~i~t Agkfl 
.Samom and their FremQ iaAnoieable to the_ pientW YUMa Mountgin 

The objective of this activity is to develop a comprehensive list of accidents th., are both 
credible and applicable to a potentiAl Yucca Mountain repository.  

As reported in the previous progress report and again discussed in Section 4.2 of this 
prog-ess report, the Preliminary Hazards Analysis (CRWMS M&O, 19969) has been used as 
source document for event definition. As design details emerge for each of the waste handling 
processes, event probabilities are assessed.  

6..3 Performance Assessment Activity 2.3.1.3.- JevClopment of CIIIdic9(te DesiQgn Basis 
Aecidnti for thi Potential Yucca Mountain Repository 

The objective of this activity is to develop a set of candidate design basis accidents to be 
analyzed a- part of the total saf -tv analysis.  

See Sections 4,2 and 65.2 of this progress report.  

Fo gala: See forecast at the beginning of Section 6.5 of this progress report.  

6.5.4 Performanct AsWsWmmnt Activity 2.3.2.2 - Consequence Analyse•_ of Credible 
Accdents at h ueential YuC 9lat Rewitfar 

The objective of this activity is to determine the consequences of credible accidents in 
terms of radiation doses to the essential repository workers and the public 

See Section 4.2 of this progress report.  

6.5.5 Peifat=nce Assessment Activity 2.3.2.4 - Sensitivity and htnortance Analyses of 
Credible Accidents at the Potential yucca Mountain RnosItogy 

The objectives of this activity are (a) to quantify uncertainties and setivitivitie, in the 
accident risk assessment and (h) to establish imporlance rankings -or ,ysltems, structures, and 
components of a potential Yucca Mountain repository with respect to radiological safety.  

See Section 4.2 of this progress report.
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6.5. PjdWf a"' •-,--.--t Activity 22M 7-4_- o tu.,allou of ImWUul ofalt 
AnnlviM p•1 CAWLmosin to Ap lfrabhe "11ijitinll" yalues 

The objectives of this activity are (a) to produce documentation of the resuIl:. of the 

accident risk assessment in the necessary format and (b) to make comparisons of the results to 

applicable limuting values. This activity will complete the resolution of SCP Issue 2.3 at the end 

of the license application design.  

See Sec.tion 4.2 of this progress report.  

6.6 HIGHER-LEVEL FINDINGS - PRECLOSURE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.6) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.6 addresses Issue 2.5, that asks whether the higher-level findings 

required by 10 CFR Part 96() can b-. made for the qualifying condition of the system guideline 

anti the qualifying and disqualifying conditions of the technical guidelines for population denity 

and distribution, site ownership and control, rrieteorology, and off'site installations and 

operations.  

No progress was made during the rcporting period: this was an out-year activity See 

Section 2.2.1 of this progress report for relevant regulatory activities.  

j•lr"~a•: No performance assessment work is planned for F-Y W997.  

6.7 HIGHER-LEVFL FINDINGS - EASE AND COST OF CONSTRUCTION ISCP 

SECTION 9.3.5.7) 

S('P Section 8.1 5 7 addresses .Issue 1.4. that ask% whether the hipher-level finding, 

iequired by 10 CUR Part 960 can be made for the qualifying condition of the system guideline 

"aId the qualifyiig 9nd disqualhlying coniditliois of the technical guidelines for surface 

thwacltristwcs, ro.k characteristics. hydrologN, and tectonics 

No progress was made during the reporting per•rod this was an out-year activity Se 

Section 2.2.1 of this progress report for relevant regulatory activites.  

Nirsg: No performance assessment work is planned for FN' 1997.  

6.9 STRATEGY FOR POSTCI.OSURE PERFORMANCE ASSFUSSMENT 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.81 

SCP Section 8.3.5 8 addresses the development of the posiclosure pwrforniazce ass•ssmnent 

strategy for resolving Key Issue I This issue asks wheiher the MGDS at Yucca Mountain will 

iolate the radloatxc uewaste irolm the acccs.tbhle el' irolnleil a•ter t.losiuic in Accoldaiuce % ith 10 e 

iequltiur-it-t ol It (I'R Palt 04.. 1l0 L'FR P'art RJ4a. ,und A) t'1-R Pirt 19)1. Po.tctosurc
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performance awscwent activities have been revised in anticipation of revised U.S.  
Environmental Protection Agency standards for Yucca Mountain as rriridated in the Energy 
Policy Act of 1992 This Act mandates a process for setting a standard to I'i applied specifically 
to the potential repository system at Yucca Mountain. The resultant changes in the performance 
asser.sm•nt activities pnmarily result from the expected ch-1ge from a release-based to a dose
based standard U!se of a dose-based standard will require inclusion of the biosphere .nd 
additonal emphasis on elements of the saturated zone 

The viability assessment for the potential repository system. as defined in the FY 1997 
Encrgy and Water Appropriation_ Act, includes four major components: three of the 
components are related to (I) repository and waste package design, (2) plan and cost to complete 
a license application, and (3) an estimate of cost- to construct the repository. The fourth 
component is "a total system performance assessment based on the design concept and scientific 

A mid 4nalysis available by September 30, 1498. describing the probable bkhavlor of the 

,,,iitory in the Yucca Mountain geological setting relative to the overall system performance 
-iandard-' " Part of the hai, for developing the total system performance assessment is the 
subject of a series of abstraction-testing activities described in the following sections.  

The models used to perform the total system perforniance assessment for the viability 
assessment are generally expected to be formulated as "ab :ns'" from more detailed process 
models. For a total system performance assessment. an abstraction is defincd as a simplified or 
,dealized inodel that reprodiuces or bounds the essential elements of a more detailed process 
model. For an abstraction, the inpits may be those mat form a subset of tho.,, required for a 
prt-wess model, or they may be a response function derived from intermediate results.  
Regardless, the abstracted form must capture uncertainty and variability. 'I'he abstractions must 
also be tested against process models to ensure their validity. Abstractions are used because of 
th probabilistic or stochastic nature of total system performance assessment analyses. The intent 
of the abstraction process i, to retain key aspects of prtocss models, while produOing rosults 
usable in multiple reali7ation probabilistic models.  

lFollo%, ng is a genrial di ssion of the activities currently ongoing to produce abstracted 
mllbels Also prrscnied are the c ific results genecrated to date fur the aCt•ities that have been 
Initiated 

6.s.1 CIMjft

During F)Y 1997. a ,cries of abstraction testing activities were initiated to identity and 
contrict appropriate numeri'ail or analytical representations (f components of the potential 
Yucca Mountain ret)sitory syst,-m to ensure the development of :t valid, defensible total system 
lie)rifiailce asevsSiint l'o1 the., iability Assssn,,tient. This objective requires that performance 
a-ssesment incorpo.•rate the most complete and current inlormation avilable from the Project 
Tiw tbiel'it•e amo requires iati the essential behaviti: of key processes idefined relative it) the 
coni•bu•ion that each process makes to long-temi performance of the repository sYstem) of each 
corptnent be identified and captured in a compumationallv efficient manner. The impxrtant 
Issue" , including the alternIative hvpOttiese. 11U.tV he Identitl-,i, quatiftled, and evaluated 
tiec;Ause ol tinic AnJ resoulc constraill ns, thi, Ilmodel det telko)l[c1pit l"St bhe 1cuScd On 0111 tho.,e
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issues that ame most important to performance. And, to provide traceability and transparency, the 
b•.ses for assumptions must be well defined, justified, and documented.  

The total system performance assessment to be performed for the viability assessment will 
be constructed of models developed to represent processes and features of both the natural and 
the engineered barrier system. Although the responses of the components are strongly 
interdependent, the performance assessmf nt analysts have broken the processes into somewhat 
artificial components to facilitate analysis. The iine components are: (W) unsaturated zone flow, 
(2) waste package degradation. (3) unF iturated zone thermohydrologic flow, (4) unsaturated 
zone transport, (5) waste form alteration and mobilization, (6) near-field environment, 
(7) potential nuclear criticality, (8) saturated zone flow and transport, and (9) biosphere. A 
separate abstraction-testing activity has been defined for each of these nine components.  

To meet the goal of constructing a valid, defensible total system performance assessment 
for the viability assessment, the abstraction-testing activities were designed to integrate site 
characterization. MGI)S design. environmental programs. and performance assessinent. To 
achieve this integration. analysts from each of these areas of the project have been identified to 
participate in all aspects of the activifirs. These activities have three major elements. The first 
part includes the planning needed to identify a preliminary list of relevant issues for the subject 
component and (o define the activities to be accomplished in a workshop. This work is 
accomplished by a team (the Abstraction Core Teani) that includes at least one subject matter 
expert in the comniment of interest. ; vtal system performance assessment expert, and a 
performance assessnent subsystem modeler. The performance assessment subsystem m( deter is 
the task lead for the entire activity. The next step in the activity is to hold a workshop to develop 
a consensus on the reitive importance of issues related to the primary process and to develop 
plans to analye the highest ranked issues. The schedule for the workshops and for the 
deliverables repornmg the results of the workshop is shown in Table 6-1. The last stage is the 
imlplmenlatikn Wl the analyses identified during the workshop process to develop the 
parameter%. model oft processes. and alternate conceptuali7ilions for use in the total system 
performance a,,erment for the viability assessment.  

Becduse the ultiniate goal of these activities is a single total system perloitniance 
a.ssessil.ltilt to, Ihe % natbilt, assehssrien, there is a need to integrate the coip•uwt'ts fto the final 
analye,, The prlnlar, reponsibilily for the integration process lies with an oversýight group 
called the Total Sstolii Perormnance Assessment Core Team and with performance assessment 
inanagement The I vtal S.'stem Performance Assessment Core Team and nerformatice 
assessnilit ranacement alend all the workshops and a representative trot" the Total System 

t'erformanice Asse,,nient Core l'eam is part of each Abstraction Core Team to ensure 
consisteitc% and usetulnesN of the produvts generated by all the activities In addition, the 
Abstraction Core Team leads are responsible for ensuring consistency and commonality among 
the vahioutl input,. output.. a4nd model domains for all the analyses. The leads for unsaturated 
zone flow. 15 t,,al.u ated zo'ie transport. a'id thermohydrology met in February l1910, to develop a 
schedule that Ioal nk. tiiel all their activities and analysis "deliverables.'" They also 
determined the need to Lis a single "'bse case" tor certain analyses and assigned responsibilities
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Table 6-1. Performance Assessment Abstraction Testing Workshops

Topic Workshop Dates Report Deliverable Date 

Unsaturated Zone Flow 12/11/96 - 12/13/96 02/27/97 

Waste Package Degiadation 01/08/97 - 01 i 10/97 02J24/97 

Unsaturated Zone 0 1121/97 - 01/23/97 03/i 8/97 
Thermohydrology 

Unsaturated Zone Transport 02105/97 - 02/07/97 04/30/97 

Waste Form Alteration and 02/19/97 - 02/11/97 05115/97 & 06/25/97 
Mobilization 

Near-Field Environment 03/05/97 - 03/07/97 06/30/97 

Nuclear Criticality 03/18/97 - 03/20/97 ()9/25/97 

Saturated Tone Flow and 04/01,97 - 04/03/97 06/30/97 
Transport 

Biosphere 106/03/97 - 06/05/97 08/15/97 

for establishing this base case. A similar meeting for the Abstraction Coie Team leads associated 
with the engineered components will meet in early April after the criticality workshop.  

6.8.2 Workshop ErCe Sjn0is 

In a very general senrse, all the abstraction-' .ting workshops can be broken down into 
three phases• pre-workshop plknning, workshop implementation. and pos -workshop follow-up.  
Although each workshop will vary somewhat from other workshops, each follows a basic format 
described in the following paragraphs.  

During the pre-woikshop planning. the Abstraction Core Team, along with their facilitatoi, 
tai defines the scope of the workshop in terms of issues (.e., important parameters, processes.  
and alternative conceptual models) relevant to the workshop topic (unsaturated zone flow.  
unsaturated zone thernohydrohluoy tlow, waste package degradation. etc.): (b) defines the 
workshop participants list and elicits input from them'. (c determines appropriate priuritization 
criteria :o rank topi issues fronm the relevant subshystem performance ricasures: (d) revises the 
agenda using par-ticipant inputs- (e) creates an initial list of subissues cx~pected to be developed at 
the workshop; and tI) assigns each participant to one of four work .ng groups to include data 
colleciorN, prtwess modelers, subsystem modrlers. and total svy ten pterformance asse,,sinent 
modelers.

a
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The workshop itself is a facilitated activity that has three individual goals: (1) to deveiop a 
comprehensive list of issues that might be addressed in analyses after the workshop; (2) to 
prioritize the subissues to ensure that most of the effort in the abstraction-testing activity is 
dedicated to those issues expected to have the most impact on long-term performance; and (3) to 
develop analysis plans to address the high-priority issues.  

Following each workshop, the primary task for the post-workshop followup is completing 
the details of the abstraction-testing plans. These, along with the details related to the workshop 
planning and implementation, are incorporated into a deliverable report.  

The results of the workshops held to date are summarized below. First is a listing of the 
pei-formahce measures or prioritization criteria against which all issues were ranked for 
importance to postclosure performance. Next is a list of the highest priority issues, as defined 
during the workshop. The number of issues in each list is variable and was based on where there 
appeared to be significant "breaks" in the numerical values derived for each during the 
prioritization process. Finally. a short synopsis of the current expectations for the various 
analysis plans is shown. These results are preliminary and are expected to evolve as analyses 
proceed and new information is obtained. The wording of the criteria, the issues list, and the 
analysis plan summaries are taken directly from the workshops. and so the style of presentation 
and wording varies from group to group.  

6.8.3 Uniaturaed Zone Flow Ahstractjon-Testing Workshop Results 

Criteria for Prioritization 

"• Does the issue have a strong cffect on percolation flux at the repository? 

"• Does the issue have a strong e'ffect on seepage into the drift? 

"• Will the issue be important to flow and transport below the repository? 

"* Does the issue have a strong effect on the partitioning of flow between the fractures 
and the matrix? 

Top Priority Issues for Unsaturated Zone Flow 

1, Issues related to infiltration: 

"* Spatial variability resolution 
"* Temporal variability resolution 
"• Range of values in the infiltration model (uncertainty) 
"• Appropriate inclusion of climate change.
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2. Issues related to lateral flow: 

"* Does lateral flow contribute to focusing flow? 

"• What is the appropriate dimensionality to use to model lateral flow for total system 
performance assessment? 

"* What are the potential impacts of hydrothernal alteration on lateral flow? 

"* How do the properties of zeolites affect lateral flow (including fracture versus 
matrix flow)? 

3. Issues related to perched water: 

"* How are perched water bodies formed? 
"* What is the source for perched water bodies? 
"* How representative are water chemistry ana isotopic data? 
"* What is the extent of the perched water bodies? 
"• How do thermal perturbations affect perching? 
"* How is perched water considered in calibration? 

4. Issues related to fracture matrix interaction: 

"* Can direct correlation between fracture matrix coupling and fracture saturation be 
assumed? 

"* What are the differences in fracture/matrix coupling in different hydrogeologic 
units and faults? 

"* What features processes, and parameters affect fracture/matrix interactions 
(coatings, connectivity, aperture. etc.)? 

"* HoA does fra:ture/mnatnx interaction change with infiltration changes? 

5 and 6. Isue. related to flow channeling and seepage into the drifts: 

"* Ho% do thermalimechanical effects change channeling and seepage? 

"* Arc s.ep locations predictable? 

"• Howk do fracture/matrix properties impact seeps and channeling? 

How do different conceptual models impact seepage and channeling? 

* Hou do flux differences influence seeps and channeling (spatial. temporal.  
volume )" 
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7. Issues related to matrix properties: 

* How should matrix properties be upscaled? 
* Should grid-scale heterogeneity be included? 
* How should correlated parameters be treated? 
• Should subgrid block fractures be lumped with the matrix? 

8. Issues related to fracture properties: 

"* Are bulk hydraulic conductivities values representative? 
"* What are the appropriate conceptual models for fracture flow? 
"* 'tow should spatial heterogeneity of fractures be considered? 
"* dow should discrete fractures be scaled? 
"* Are bulk hydraulic conductivities related to other fracture properties? 

9. Issues related to calibration: 

"* What are the applicability and robustness of available data to calibration? 

"* What is the appropriate approach for model calibration? 

"• Should models be "calibrated" o- "bounded"? Is it different for different 
parameters? 

"* Should faults be part of the calibration? 

10. Issues related to conceptual models: 

"• Should a hybrid model for total system performance assessment be developed (dual 
permeability model, equivalent continuum model, Weeps model)? 

"• Shoula flow for total system performance assessment be modeled in three 

dimensions, two dimensions, or one dimension? 

* How should spatial variability in the parameters be considered? 

0 What is the appropriateness of transient versus steady state! 

4 How should different models for thermohydrology, flow, and transport be dealt 
with? 

• Can time-dependent total system performance assessment calculations be done? 
Are different models for "hot" versus "cool" periods needed? 

* Can changes in flow paths be constrained with changes in parameters?
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Synopsis of Analysis Plans for Addressing Ton-Ranked Unsaturated Zone Flow Issues 

Analysis Plan 1: Sensitivity Studies Conducted on the Site-Scale Model to Determine 
Abstraction Methods for Unsaturated Zone Flow 

The objective of this plan is to produce a simplified model of the unsaturated zone from 
which numerous simulations can be run for unsaturated zone abstractions for total system 
performance assessment and also to conduct sensitivity studies to help prioritize and clarify 
related issues.  

Analysis Plan 2: Flow Seepage into Drifts under Pre-Waste-Emplacement Conditions 

The objective of this plan is to develop a drift-scale model of seepage into drifts for total 
system performance assessment. This model wi!l specifically address the spacing of the drips 
and under what hydrogeological conditions water will drip into the drifts.  

Analysis Plan 3: Testing of Perched-Water Concepts and their Implications for Total System 
Performance Assessment Calc-dations for the Viability Assessment 

The objective of this plan is to identify physical controls on perched-water formation and 
to test assumptions through numerical simulation using two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
models. The assumptions to be tested are that the infiltration spatial distribution, pump test data, 
and geochemical signature of the perched water body are important to understanding the location 
and extent of perched water and that the conceptual model of the formation of the perched water 
plays a key role in understanding the volume and residence times of the perched water bodies.  

Analysis Plan 4: Subgrid-Scale Fractures and Model Calibration 

The objective of this plan is to determine the sensitivity of subgrid scale fractures to 
radionuclide transport calculations in order to simplify total system performance assessment 
calculations.  

6.8.4 .Wasik Packilue Deg~radatidn Abstraction/Testing Workshop Results 

C•traLPr fagriti.ation 

"* How significantly does the process/issue affect the time of waste package failure? 

"* How significantly does the process/issue affect the rate of waste package failure? 

"* How signJficantly does the process/issue affect the rate of waste package perforation.  
and thus the rate of radionuclide release from the waste package9
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Priority Issues" WasIe Package De tr ~aion 

1. Issues related to outer barrier corrosion: 

"* Refluxing and concentration of electrolytes 
"* Microbiological conditions (aerobic/anaerobic) 
"* Temperature dependence on corrosion 
"* Model of salt buildup 
"* Critical relative humidity (dry-humid) 
"* Critical relative humidity (humid-aqueous) 
"* Aqueous corrosion (localized/pitting) 
"* Flow rate and episodicity of water.  

2. Issues related to inner barrier corrosion: 

"• Aqueous corrosion (localized/pitting) 
"* Crevice corrosion 
"* Cathcdic protection 
"• Choice of waste package materials 
"• Barrier interface environment, 

3. Issues related to galvanic effects 

"• Barrier materials (alloy choice) 
"• Water chemistry versus time 
"• Crevice corrosion (including at welds) 
"* Threshold for galvanic protection cessation 
"• Ionic conductivity at interface 
"* Electrode area ration 
"• Fabrication process (contact effectiveness) 
"* Water-contact mode inside and outside cottainer 
"* Negative effects of ferric ions on the inner barrier.  

4. Issues related to microbially induced corrosion: 

"* Water availability 
"* Amount of nutrients 
"* Sulceptibility of inner barier 
"• Preferential weld susceptibility 
"* Container materials (microconstituents).  

5. Issues related to rockfall and juvenile failures: 

"* Timing of rockfall 
"* Backfill (design or natural) 
"• Time dependency of thinning of waste package walls (including structural failure) 
"* Drift size (rockfall impact).
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Synopsis of Analysis Plans for Addressing Top-Ranked Waste Package Deegradition Issues 

Analysis Plan 1: Carbon-Steel Outer-Barrier Corrosion 

The four objectives of this plan are to: (1) develop a model of humid-air general corrosion 
for the carbon-steel outer barrier for use in the waste-package degiadation model for total system 
performance assessment: (2) develop a model of aqueous general corrosion for the outer barrier.  
including the transition from non-aqueous ;o aqueous processes, for use in the waste-package 
denadation model for total system performance assessment: (3) develop a model to represent 
localized corrosion (or variation in corrosion) of the outer barrier in humid-air and aqueous 
corrosion condions; and (4) exercise the models to investigate the sensitivity of waste package 
degradation to the corrosion of the carbon-steel outer barier.  

The models and abstractions will be developed based on the following three hypotheses: 
(I) humid air corrosion can be represented as a function of relative humidity, temperature, sZ t 
scale formation, and water dripping; (2) aqueous corrosion can be represented as a function of 
pH, temperature, water chemistry, relative humidity, and water contact duration; and 
(3) localized variations in corrosion on a single waste package can be represeated by a pitting 
factor as a multiplier on the (average) general corrosion depth. The multiplier may vary as a 
function of corrosion depth.  

Analysis Plan 2: Corrosion-Resistant Inner-Barrier Corrosion 

The objective of this plan is to develop a corrosion model for predicting the rate of 
penetration of the inner barrier, which consis's of corrosion-resistant material, as a function of 
the near-field envi:onment. The near-field environment is characterized by temperature, 
humidity, in-drift water dripping, and the chemistry of the contacting water. Penetration of the 
corrosion resistm,, material will be assumed to be caused by localized corrosion (i.e.. pitting and 
active crevice corrosion). This miode!ýng activity a.zcounts for the interaction between the outer 
barrier, which consists of a corrosion-allowance material, and the inner barrier. Interactions will 
include (a) pH suppression in the crevice caused by the hydrolysis of products from corrosion
allowance material corrosion. (b) crevice formation between those precipitmies ajid the corrosion
resistant material. (c) galvanic coupling, and (a) the accumulation of corrosion products. Several 
of these effects will be accounted for with a ncar-field environment correction (ialculation of pH 
and mixed potential) applied at the interface between the corrosion-allowance material and 
corrosion-resistant material. Microbial action, such as the conversion of Fe(ll) to Fe(ll), can be 
considered in this interfacial near-field environment correction.  

The analysis will be based on several hypotheses. As the outer barrier degrades, the inner 
barrier will be exposed in patches. Penetration of the corrosion-allowance material will be by 
either (a) humid air corrosion or (b) aqueous corrosion. Each exposed area (or patch) can be 
subdivided into three generic zones. Zone I : the corrosion-resistant material will be directly 
expsed to the near-field environment, via humid air or a thin layer of oxygenat.ed and acidified 
water. Zone 2: the corrosion-resistant material will be exposed to a thin layer of acidified water, 
with a gradient in oxygen concentration. Zone 3: the corrosion-resistant material will be 
exposed to a thin layer of acidified and deoxygenated water.
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Analysis Plan 3. Microbiologicaily Influenced Corrosion 

The three objectives of thisi plan are to: (1) develop the best model(s) possible in the time 
available for total system perfr.rmance assessment for the viability assessment; (2) identity 
sources of information that can be acquired to test the model(s) (i.e.. literature, laborator, testing, 
iatural analogs); and (3) exercise the model(s) and present the results to a body of experts.  

It is assumed that nricrobiologically influenced corrosion can be modeled as localized 
corrosion incorporating additional factors such as temrieratue, water availability, nutrient 
availability, and pH.  

Analysis Plan 4: Effects of Variability in Near-Field Conditions, Manufacturing, and Materials 
on W/ate Pzckage Degradation 

The three objectives of this plan are to. (1) develop model(s)/abstractions(s) to represent 
variability in waste-package materials, was:e-package manufacturing, and near-field conditions 
including rockfall; (2) develop method(s) to incorporate the model(s)/abstraction(s) for the 
variabilities into the waste-package degradation model: and (3) exercise the model(s)/ 
abstrartion(s) to investigate the sensitivity of waste-package degradation to these variabilities.  

The models and abstractions will be develope.) based on the following four hypotheses; 
(1) effects of variability in waste dackage materials, waste-package manufacturing. and near-fitld 
conditions including rockfall can be represented by sampling over indi. idual model parameters: 
(2) there is a physical basis for a localization factor to represent eahanced corrosion at the welded 
regions of the carbon-steel outer container: (3) enhanced corrosion at the welded regions of the 
corrosion-resistant inner container can be represented by changes in the corrosion model 
parameters; and (4) effects of rockfall/backfill on the waste-container corrosion processes can be 
represented as providing preferential sites for localized corrosion processes. Rockfall/backfill 
would form crevices where it contacts the waste packages and provide wetter ct'nditions at these 
contact points.  

6.8.5 Unsaturated Zone Radionudide Trunsport Ahstraetlon-Testing Workshop RwaIli 

Criteria for Prioritizati*n 

"* Radionuclide concentration 

"* Water flux 

"* Radionuclide velocity 

l Temporal and spatial distribution of travel time to thi water table 6. e.. spread of the 
breakthrough curve.



Top P rioy las=es for Unsaturated Zone Radionuclide Transoort 

1. Lsucs r-lad io physical transport processes: 

"* What conceptual model should be uwed for fracturelmatrix interactions? 

"* !!ow should long-term transient flow be included in unsaturated zone radionuclide 
":ansport modeling? 

"* What range and dependencies should be used for the fracture/maxnx interaction 
parameters? 

"* What are key fracture and matrix properties to consiec!r (i.e., fracture porosity)? 

2. Issu~es related to chemical interactions and repositoi-y perturbed environment: 

0 Is the minimum Kd approach an appropriate modeling approach for unsaturated 
zone radionuclide transport? 

& Do colloids play an important role in unsaturated zone radionuclide transport? 

• Is thermal-cherrical alteration of existing minerals important for unsaturated zone 
radionuclide tian!mport? 

3. Issues related to heterogeneity and model calibration: 

"• Is lateral diversion of radionuclide pathways important for unsaturated zone 
radionuclide transport? 

"* Is a more detailed stratigraphy than currentd modeled (Topopah Spring welded.  
Topopah Spring vitric, Calico Hills nonwelded vitric, Calico Hills nonwelded 
zeolitized, and Prow Pass nonwelded tuff hydrogeologic unit) below the repository 
important for unsaturated zone radionuclide transport? 

"• Are areal :ariations in abundance and composition of zeolites to be important for 
unsaturated zone radionuclide transport? 

Synopsis of Analysis Plats for Addressing Top-Ranked Unsaturated Zone Transport lssueS 

Analysis Plan I: Fracture/Matrix Interaction 

The objective of this plan is to conduct sensitivity studies investigating the effects of 
fracture/matrix interaction on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. These studies will 
identify the significance of fracture/matrix interaction for unsaturated zone transport under 
differing transport conditions and which parameter ranges are important for a total system 
performance assessment. The parameter sensitivities to be investigated are the matrix sorption 
coefficient, fracture sorption coefficient, and matrix diffusioi coefficient for each unit.
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Variaf ns in the How field will be investigate 'through variations in infiltration and the 
fractureflnatrix interaction parameter. Comparisons between three-dimensioral ard two
din.nns.onal models will be made for base-car. .,tfiltration and the fracture/jmatix interacton 
parameter to help calibrate interpretations of re;ults from two-dimensionrd models .^r the real 
system. B.eaket.rough cu.rves and peak mass flux at the water table will be used to cumpare the 
results of different transport calculations Relationships between the chemical transport 
parameters. peak mass flux value, and the time to peak mass will be devel,ped. This may be 
done in the form, of a response surface between the five parameters and the peci.k mass flux value 
and time of peak mass flux arrival.  

Analysis Plan 2: Tiransient Flow and Transport 

The objective of tiis plan is to consider an abstraction approach for treating the effects of 
longrr-term transient flow and radionuclide transport using a quasi-steady flow and transport 
calculation. This analysis will be carried out using the three-dimensional site.scale model for 
simulations of unsaturated zone flow anL' radionuclide ,ransport with longer-term transient flow 
resulting from the effects of climate change on infiltration. The calculations will be performed 
using a dual pemieability model without the effects of repositor. heating. A spatially variable 
infiltration rate that is scaled ternporahy will be uwd as the upper boundary condition.  
Sensitivities will be evaluated by varying the base infiltration rate between I and 10 mm/year.  
The simulations will be run for 10.000 years. A quasi-steady flow field that tracks changes in 
infiltration rate will be tested as a model abstraction for simplifying and bounding the effects of 
fully transient flow and transport. The lateral boundaries will be modeled as ,mpermcablk to 
flow and tianbport. The lower boundary is defined by the water table. Both the present water 
table and 100 m above the present water table (wetter future climates) will be used. The ranges 
of radionuclide release rates fircm the potential repository will he based on Total System 
Performance Assessment - 1995 analyses &CRWMS M&O. 1995e). unless additional information 
is available. The calculations will consider sorbing {neptuniurn-23 7 ) and nonsorbing 
(technetium-99) radionuclides.  

Analysis Plan 3: Colloid-Facilitated Radionuclide Transport 

The objective of this plan is to assess the role of colloids in facilitating radionuclide 
transport, and if significant, attempt to provide an abstracted model for total system performance 
assessment. The subject of colloid transport will be studied for plutonium colloids. Two 
flnw/transpon models will t.! tested: (,I ) a one-dimensional calculation in which fracture 
transport of colloids is unaffected by matrix interactions: and (2) a detailed, two-dimensional 
transport calculation. The detailed flow and transport models will use base-case hydrogeologic 
parameters and boundar) conditions.  

Analysis Plan 4- Sorption Models for Radionuclide Transport 

The objective of this plan is to assess the effects of using Kds versus more sophisticated 
sorption models on radionuclide transport through the unsaturated zone. However, mor.  
complete documentatiorn is required to support the model abstraction that a linear Kd model 
bcunds the effects of more complex chemical interactions betmeen radionuclides and tock that
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ar- known to occur. Therefore. exist;ng icrk will be reviewed and summarized to see if further 

analysis on this subject is warranted.  

Analysis Plan 5: Effects of Dispersion and Fine-Scale Heterogeneity on Radionuclide Transport 

The objective of this plan is to test the impact of fine-scale heterogeneous mineral 

distributions and physical dispersion on models of radionuclide transport. This modeling effort 

will help define tUe reladve ihtportance of theie fine-scale features, the use of effective 

properties, and physical diipcrsion on unsaturated zone radionuclide transport. Flow and 

transport calculations will use the base-case unsaturated zone flow parameters and boundary 

conditions and base-case transport properties in a two-dimensional model domain.  

Higher-resolution gridding will be used to capture fin---scale heterogeneity and to more 

accurately represent physical dispersion. Heterogeneous property distributions will be derived 

from infirimation available from the three-dimensional mineralogic model (Chipera et al., in 

prep.) combined with geostatistical realizations. The model will be used to simulate transport for 

nonsorbing (techaetium-99) and poorly sorbing (neptunium-237) species. The radionuclide 

source term will be spatially distributed throughout the potential waste emplacement drifts 

represented in the model. The sensitivity calculations will be performed for cases in which the 

radionchide inventory is released ovtr 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 yeirs. Breakthrough curves 

for conservative (technetium-99) and poorly sorbing (neptunium-237) radionuclides can be used 

to distinguish the effects on radionuclide transport. Comparisons with calculations using a 

coarse-gridded model will be used to test the use of effective parameters and the influer.ce of 

physical dispersion. The distribution of mean travel time for alternative representations of the 

heterogeneous case will be compared with each other and a homogeneous stratigraphic case.  

Analysis Plan 6: Use of Environmental Data for Unsaturated Zone Flow and Radionuclide 
Transport 

The two objectives of this plan are to: (1) ensure that total system performance 

assessment modelers are al' .arc of the existing daka bases that bear on flow and transport issues, 

and (2) provide process modelers and abstraction modelers with a status report that attempts to 

integrate the various geocicmical and isotopic lines of evidence. The final product will be a 

report that synthesizes the data fir each issue. clearly identifying what conclusions can be 

considered "firm," and what aspects are considered inconsistent, inconclusive, or inappropriate 

(e.g., because of uireliable data or questionable assumptions). This report will inciude an 

assessment as to whether the evidence supports or refutes various conceptual models of flow and 

transport for the Yucca Mountain site and whether these models would be provided within a time 

frame that ailows such information to be useful for influencing the total system performance 
assessemt.nt for the viability essessnient. A list of key performance assessment issues that can be 
addressed by environmental data, beginning with the lists of issues prepared for the two 
workshops on unsaturated zone flow and transport will be identified.
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6.g. _WAMU Form Atration and Mobilizatio Ah&,aetto0.-Testig Workshop Result4 

_Critria for Prioritization 

& Radionuclide concentration at the waste form 
* Mass release rate of radionuclides from the engineered barrier system 
* Time and spatial variability in mass release rate 
* Form of radionuclides entering the unsaturated zune for transport.  

To9 Priority Isues for Waste Form Alteration and MN.bilization 

1. Issues related to spent nuclear fuel: 

"* Dissolution rate 
"* Time dependent evolution of solution and alteration layer 
"* Representation of evolution of the near field.  

2. Issues related to defense high-level waste and other spent nuclear fuel types: 

"* Time dependent evolution of solution and alteration layer 
"• Vapor hydration 
"• Evolution of near-field environment 
"* Dissolution rate, 

3. Issues related to mobilization and transport: 

"* Physical processes - water contact mode 
"• Colloids 
"• Chcrmcal processes - mobihzation - fluid dependence 
"* Physical processes - transport paths.  

Syoppii nayis Plans forL Addressins? Top-Ranked Waste Form Alteration and MQbilization 

Analysis Plan 1: Cladding and Canister Credit 

The objective of this plan is to develop a time-dependent distribution for cladding and/or 
canister perforation and fuel exposure. The activity will propose how to take credit for and 
model the performance of cladding and/or canisters, This model will be developed for 
commercial spent nuclear fuel cladding and may be extended to U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE)-owned spent nuclear fuels and canistered waste.  

Analysis Pln 2: Spent Nuclear Fuel Dissolution 

The objective of this plan is to develop a time-dependent description of spent nuclear fuel 
sIrface area and dissolution that will provide fuel-dominated water chemistry and fuel 
dissolution rate (to Analysis Plan 3 below) Input to this activity will include the initial spent
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nuclear fuel condition and the chemica.; composition of the inflowing water. This activity will 
produce an updated ruodel for xid&^ fuel alteration and disso!ution consistent with current 
exirerimental results.  

Analysis Plan 3: Post-Dissolution Water Chemistry and Precipitated Phase Formation 

The objective of this plan is to take dissolution model output (from Analysis Plan 2 
above), including water chemistry, to detprrnine rate of precipitated phase formation (secondary 
phases). The output includes (a) dissolved and transpon-L-ble species (f. 3lloids) that provide 
radionuclide release rate from the waste form ane (b) aitered water chemistry for furt.er waste 
form interactions. This activity will provide -,a impro,,ed representation of tht. chemical 
processes at the waste form sarface that co.itiol the mobilization of radionuclides.  

Analysis Plan 4: Defense High-Level Waste GLhs Degradatic.. and Radionuclide Release 

The objective of this plan is to model the alteration of defense high-level waste glass and 
the release of radionuclides as a function of temperature. water chem.stry, water contact mode 
and the extent of vapor hydration before liquid water contact. This activity will proouce an 
improved model for standard dcfense high-level waste glass.  

Analysis Plan 5: Solubility Limits on Dissolved Radionuclides 

The objective of this plan is to derive constraints on dissolved radionuclide concentrations 
based on the long-term interactions with :he geologic environment, This -ctivity will provide 
updated radionuclide solubility values, ranges. and uncertainties 5ased en current understanding.  

Analysis Plan 6: Engineered Barrier System Transport/Release 

The objective of this plan is to define scenarios and pathways for radionuclide transport 
from the waste forms to the host rock, consistent with drift-scale water contact scenarios.  

6.8.7 Thermohydrology AbstrAclion-Tstbing Workshop Roltsi 

Criteria for Prioritizaton 

• Waste package temperature 
• Relative humidity around the was'e package 
* Liquid water flow rate into the drift environment and onto ,i waste package 
• Aqueous flow from the repository to the saturated zone

Ton Priority Issues WoE Tkermolhydpol"u 

I. Issues related to thermohydrologic processes and parameters: 

Wihat model should be usd foi fracture--mnatrix interactions il ;oial systenl 
performance assessment?
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"* How to upscale fracture properties and thennohydrologic processes.  

"• Should lateral (intra-unit) property heterogeneity be included in total system 

performance assessment? 

2. Issues related to mountain-scale models

* What alternatives for repository design should be considered in mountain-scale 

models by total system performance assessment? 

* How important is the tradeoff between one-dimensional/two-dimensional modeling 
and three-dimensional modeling 

* How important is dual permeability at the mountain scale? 

3. Issues related to drift-scale models: 

"* Will variability of heat output among waste packages allow for condensate 

shedding onto cooler packages? 

"* How to model seepage onto drifts and waste packages under non-isothermal 
conditions.  

"° Is it necessary for total system performance assessment to provide drift-scale 

models that represent tepository edge as well as repository center conditions? 

4. Issues related to coupled processes: 

"* Will phase-change processes cause chemical deposition and thus ahiration to 
fracture and matrix properties? 

"* Will thermal stresses cause significant hydrologic-property alterations in regions of 
compre.,sion and tension? 

* Wh'at cffects would drift collapse have on temperature of the waste pack age, 
rclati% c humidity in the drift, and seepage water contacting a waste package? 

Svynopsis %f Anal) ,_- Pjans. for Addressing Top-Ranked Th miohydrology Issues 

Analysis Plan I Mountaini-Scale Thernohydrologic Abstraction and Testing 

The objecta\ c of this plan is to provide abstraction information at the si:aie of the 

mountain. Thi v, %ll include development of thermally altered flow fields (both gas and liquid) 

both above and bclo,% the potential repository. Temperature and liquid saturation fields will be 

determined for the mountain and specifically at timponant strata such as the Paintbrush 

nonwelded tuff hydrogcologic unit (PTn). basal vitzophvrc. zeolites. and the potential repository 

horizon. The effect% of model dimensionality will be assessed using the three-dimensional
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site-scale thermal model and existing two-dimensional models currently in use. The same base 
case model will be used f both unsaturated zone flow and uniaturated zone transport analyses 
to ensure consistency in the final representation of the mountain.  

Aoflvsis Plan 2: Abstracting Lrift-Scale Temperature. Relative Humidity, Uquid Satw ionm 
and Liquid-Phase Flux as a Function of.Location in the Repository 

The objective of this plan is to provide abstraction information in the drift environment 
and at the waste package itself. This will include predictions of temperature and relative 
humidity at the waste package surface. Waste form temperatures will •e comptuted using 
existing waste package models and the other results from this task. Drift wall temperatures and 
liquid rock and invert saturations will also be caJ'ulated. The analyses will use existing 
drift-scale models. for different waste package types. Different repository locations (e.g.. center 
and edge) will be captured by nesting drift-scale model domains into mountain-scale models.  

Analysis Plan 3: Thermall-Hydrologic Modeling of Seepage into Drifts 

The objective of this plan is to provide additional abstracted information for the drift 
environment. This task will focus on liquid water seepage into the drift and onto 'hot" waste 
packages. This model is at the scale of the drift and will aprly alternative conceptual flow 
models. Investigations will include dual permeability model and a "Weeps" flow model 
modified to include evaporation processes.  

Analysis Plan 4: Coupled Processes Abstraction and Testing P!an 

The objective of this plan is to perform sensitivity studies of the coupled processes at the 
mountain and drift scales. Analysts will detern-ine if it is ,iecessar, to include' flow property 
changes resulting from chemical and/or mechanical processes in the flow predictions for the total 
system performance assessment calcuiations.  

6,8.S Ner-Field Envlronncnt Abstraction-_Teing Workshp RpR sul 

CrIteria fol Prioritizauon 

* Effect on dissolved radionuclide concentration 
E Effeci .m Lolloidal radionuclide abundances 

* Effect on in-drift sorption capacities 
SEffect on in-drift porosity and permeability.  

Tug Priority Issues for Near-Field Environment

I. Issues related to solid phascs: 

• Volume and flux of water in dilft
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"* Compositions, abundances, and distribution (c'ment, a~loys, organics, microbes, 
ceramics) 

"* Aqueous and gas reactions on materials 

"• Aqueous and gas reactions (corrosion) on waste packages 

"* In-drift system open or ckcsed.  

2. Issues reatea to gas phase: 

- Gas flux 
, Retions with solids and micr3bes (exv.luding waste package) 
o Reictions with waste package 
• Thermal effects (water reaction's) 
* Temporal heterogencity.  

3. issoes related to the aqueous phase: 

"* Aqueous phase reactions with major introduced materials iexcluding waste 
package) 

"* Open versus closed system 

"* Aqueous phase ,eactions with waste package 

"* Temporal evolution of aqueous phase composition.  

4. Issues related to colloids: 

"* Reversibility of radionuclide sorption onto colloids 
"* Wiuter-composition effects 
"* Waste form.  

_Sy&noMisf Anpt~ys Plans forl Adftassmi•g T-_aked Nigar-Fid EEnjvudonmgnt Issues 

Analysis Plan 1: Near-lield Environment Water-Solid t. hemistry Model 

Trhe main objective of this pian is to d:velop a mnodel of the water compositions tMat 

(a) are likely to react with the waste packisge and the waste form and Nb) fonti the medium for 
transport through ihe engineeted barrier system. The primary products of this efiort are expected 
to be tinme-depcndent bounds on the ranges of dissolved constituents needed as tuputs to 
.,ubsystem models like wasic packa-e corrosion (e.g.. pH, chloride, fluori.%, silica, carbonate, 
sulfate, calcium. and sodium). Analyses will be conducted over a number of scenarios, includit,g 
variable starting water and gas compositions and extent of equilibration for reaction , ith 
concretc, backfill (crushed tunff. and steel sets. The results of the an-ldses wil. ne cast as either 
tangos of concentrations or rtsponse hyper volumes.
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Analysis Plan 2: Sensitivity Study and Potential Abstraction for Colloid-Facilitated 
Radionuclide Transport tlhough the Near Field and the Unsaturated Zone 

For the colloid issues, the existiagy -lt.n from the un-aturated zone transport workshop was 
augmentcd to address additional considt:!,i . of introduced colioids in the near field. The 
main objective of this combined plan is to conduct sensitivity studies to assess the contribution to 
radionuclide release from colloids and, if shown to be substantial compared with dissolved and 
gaseous radionuclide releases, provide an abstracted model for total system performance 
assessment. A simplified model will be developed to examine the effect on plutonium release 
from intrinsi. plutonium colloids (plutonium hydrous oxide polymers) and plutonium sorbed on 
nonrudioactive colloids (spec:fically iron oxides). These analyses will consider interaction of 
plutonium with the solids in the drift and the rock minerals in both the rock matrix and fracture 
systemr 

Analysis Plan 3: Abstraction of the Effects of Microbial Communities on the Near-Field 
Geochemical Environment 

The main objective of this plan is to develop response surfaces or analytic approximatiois 
that bound the effects of microbial processes on pH and gas composition evolution mainly 
carbon dioxide (CO.) after emplacement. The three products of this plan will be (i) a 
spatial-temporal descr-ption of pH. (2) the temporal generation of CO., and (3) the temporal 
evolution of miciobial population (i.e., biomass) as affected by nuuint availability, relative 
humidity, temperature. microbial reaction rates, and initial microbial community. These outputs 
will be cast in the form of response surfaces for the above parameters and fed to subsystem 
performance models, as well as to the other planned activities resulting from this workshop.  

Analysis Plan 4: Abstracted Evolution of Gas Composition Throughout the Repository Drifts 

This plan will address potential temporal changes in tour gas constituents (water vapor.  
carbon dioxide. oxygen, and nitrogen). The main objective is to assess the competition between 
external drivers (i.e.. the flux into the drifts) and in-drift source/sink terms for these gas 
constituents. The results will be given as response surfaces (with uncertainties) for the oxygen 
and CO. content of the gas in the drift through time. Initially, simple mass balance calculations 
between incoming gas and the capa'ity of source/sink terms to affect that incoming composition 
will be performed to assess the need for cal.,ulating more complex interactions. The analyses 
will consider a range of possible system permeabilities and two locations within the potential 
repository (center and edge) to evaluate sensitivities in the system. The response surfaces will 
constitute direct inputs to ihe waste package and waste form subsystems. and would be used by 
other abstractioii-testing activities resultirig from the neau-field geochemical environment 
workshop.  

6.8.9 Interations with the NRC 

Performance assessment staff participated in the DO/NRC Technical Exchange on the 
Probabilistc Volcaiuc Hazard Analysis held February 25 26. 1997. in White Flint, Maryland 
"Tne performance a,%essment presentation discussed ho, the probabihty-distribution estimates
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kerived from the probabilistic volcanic hazard analysis experts will be used in conjunction with 

the performance assessment consequence models to provide estimates of volcanic risk for the 

total system performance assessment for the viability assessment. In more detail, the talk 
reviewed the Total System Performance Assessment - 1991 models (direct releases at the 

surface) (Barnard et al., 1992; Eslinger et al., 1993) and the Total System PKrformance 
Assessment - 1993 models (indirect effects of volcanism on the ground-water transport 5ource 
term) (Andrews et al.. 1994; Wilson ct al., 1994). Th#. implications drawn from prior work were.  
that Total System Performance Asses'ment - 1991 used very conservative models for wste 
entrainment and Total System Pertonnance Assessment - 1993 showed insignificant radiatio'i 
doses from the indirect effects of a dike intrusion.  

A preliminary strategy for the total systen performan. 4xsessment for the viability 
assessment includes adapting new work on volcanic entrainistnt, dike plumbing, and dissolution 
into the Total System Performance Asse..sment - 1991 modcl to make it more realistic. Indiiert 

effects will also te incorporated by using new work on neit transfer and gas flow from nearby 
intrusive dikes. These indirect effects will be considered for all dike-waste interactions.  

regardless of whether direct entrainment is modeled. Additionally, the alteration of grourd-water 

flow patterns at the potential repository site from a nearby dike may also be modeled.  

EUrtSWI: The remaining two workshops will be held: ( saturated zone ground-water 

flow and radionuclide transport and (2) biosphere (which includes radiation doses). The plans 

developed in all the nine workshops will be implemented.  

6.9 CONTAINMENT BY WASTE PACKAGE (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.9) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.9 addresses Issue 1.4, which asks whether tle waste package will ineet 
the pcrformance objective for containment as required by 10 CFR 60.113.  

Waste package coxmtainer designs, as described in the Controiled Design Assumptions 
Document (CRWMS M&O. 1996c). currently locus on a multibamer approach and include 

families of materials other than the copper-base materials and the iron to nickel-base "aus~enitic" 
niaterials that were the subject of the SCP conceptual design (SNL, 1997). The only option of 

these "alternate materials" currently being pursued is the "to;metallic/sihgie metal," which is the 
multibarrier design in the advanced conceptual design report (CRWMS M&O. 1996b). Thus, 
progress on evaluating these "alternate materials" is discussed under Performance Ass.essment 
Activily 1 4.2.4 iSection 6.9.6 of this progress report) and Performan:t Assessment Acti\'itt 

1.4.3.3 (Section 6.9.9 of this progress report).  

6.9.1 Performance Assessment Activity 1.I.L-jigril1t D-jian and Material 
imn rnMtion thMetal Container 

The current waste package container designs ftcus on a multibarrier approach for both 
spent nuclear fuel packages and for vitrified high level waste packages. These designs are robust 

in the sense that (a) niultibarriers provide reinforcement to the containmnent function. (bh thick
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sections are used for sorr, of the barrier materials, and (c) some of the barrier mnterials are very 
highly resistant tr, corrosion under a wide range of environmental conditions.  

.Enllgineve, MLiaird•:•huracenzation Repog 

Revision ! of Voiume 3 on of the Engineered Materials Chartcterizatiun Report 
(McCright. in prep) has been submitted to YMSCO f,- review and approval. Volume " contains 
the results of testing and modeling avtivities that have occurred since the report was originally 
issced in Decemb'" 1994 as 1.evision 0 Wan Konynenburg and McCright. 1995). Volume I (on 
the ,ackgrourJ asnd history of the engineered barrier system candidate materials) and Volume 2 
(on the phvsical and mechanical 1,roperties of the candidate materials) were not revised. Current 
corri.zson test data and model development are discussed in Sections 6.9.6 and 6.9.9 of this 
progress report.  

FDrZg: Followirg YMSCO approval. Revision 1 of Volume 3 of the Engineered 
Materials Characterization Report will be published.  

Y P-ackage Materials/D.-sign lntedfac~jjpj 

integration between the waste package development effort a-d the waste package materials 
effort has continued witl, ,echnical discussions and exchanges of w, ekly and monthly piogress 
teport,,. Integration meetings arc regularly scheduled between the two areas. The generai 
fabrication techniques for the multibarrier container and how the barriers will be configured have 
been discussed between the two areas. In particular, fabrication techniques and barrier 
configuration impact the galvanic interaction between the barriers and the extent gal-anic 
prote-tion provided by the outer barrier can prolong t!:e containment 'ife of the inner barrier.  
Contact between the inetals is an important fac, ,n determining the effeciveness of galvanic 
protection.  

The waste package design gioup is evaluating different processes for fabricating and 
welding 0he w, package containers. A "shrink-fit" airangement is made by heating and 
expanding the outer b'rricr and slipping it over the inner barrier and then allowing the outer 
baroer to roo! and contract. This ensures a reasonably intimate tnond between the two metals 
over nearly all the surface area. The contact area between the two materials making up the 
galvanic couple is an important materials test parameter. so useful intormation will be obtained 
from and shared with the waste package desiga group to evaluate container fabrication processes.  

Earwi : Waste package materials/design interface activities will continue because of the 
many techni,.al issues :omnmon to both group,. In paiaiculaz. dhcussions wnd infoimation 
ex "hanges on the container fabrication/"-elding pr:cess evaluations will iontinur to receive 
attention beause itany aspects of the container performance are related to these processes.  

Ajdition of Alloy 625 

S •"cc Progress Relxrt #15. specimens of Alloy 625 ASTM B .4!4). a nickel-chromium
mol'bdcWium a'loy, were purchased and addcd to the corrosion testing. prcgram aCRWNIS M&O.  

Q)6y.,spetifically the long-term comprehensie corrosion test, the electrocheinically-based 
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corrosion tests, microbiologicalty influenced corrosion tests, galvanic corrosion r.;i,. ;rd the 

huridity ch.anber oxidation/corrosion tests. These tests a-t discussed in Section 6.9.6 of this 

progress report.  

E2otiafl: Alloy 625 is now fully integrated into the metallic barriers teoting effort 

Ua,"kf'~lJ Materials Study 

No additional work has been performed on the effects of chemical additions to th, ,ackfill 

to buffer the pH and the Eh of the environment, since that reported in Progress Report #15 and 

incorporated into the draft Engineered Barrier System Performance Requirements Study Report 

(CRWMS M&O, 1996bb).  

omu•: No additional work is planned on backfill materiils in the next reporting 

period.  

7TnIMz goand Chemical Detradation of Concrete and Inyert Material 

This is a new study that began in FY 1997. The objective of this study is to identify 

effects of the interaction between engineered barrier materials and water or water vapor in the 

potential repository. These engineered barrier system materials include, in addition to 

construction materials, introduced air and water, crushed tuff or muck rock as backfill or invert 

material, and introduced or enhanced microbial populations. In particular, tne interest is in those 

effeErts thiat may be outside the bounds of predictions based on thermally perturbed rock.  

Complementary. 'ut nonredundant studies of introduced materials are described in Section 5.2.6 

of this progress report. The present experiments were intended to suppor a design decision 

regarding the use of precast concrete liners for mechanical support in repository emplacement 

drifts. In such a location the concrete will be subjected to elevated temperatures of at least 150 to 

200"C and perhaps even higher if backfill is used.  

An important objecti e ,..I this work is to study the potential influences of microbial 
populations on an environment containing la-ge volumes of concrete. A set of experiments has 

been developed to provide data for comparison with data froma ahiotic stuaies of introduced 

materials tsee Section 5.2.6 of this progress report). The main objective wa& to understand the 
use of concrete by a microbial community as a function of provided macronutrients. carbon.  

nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur. The first matrix of 40 experiments evaluates microbial activity 

as a function of selected combinations of high. intermediate and starvation levels of the 
macronutr."nts at two different temperatures, 25 and 50(C. in a microcosm of crushed tuff. This 
was to 9iroide the baseline information for the second set of experimnents, which are identical 

with the exception of added crushed ESF concrete invert. A further objective of this work has 

been to compile expenrmental data and to assess thý welevance of the available thermodynamic 
data for the long-fteri chemical modeling of engineered harrier ni.- Et:lak . The emphasis this yea 

is on the corrosion products of metals used in construction in gencil .a nind on iron-based alloys in 

pa"Iculai.  

During the tirst few months, an activity plan was written and approved, and the necessar%.  

staff %,as hired and trained The required glassware. plumbing, iticubators and sterile hoods have
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been purchased. Presently, the scoping experiments are being plumbed in order to test filters.  
flow rates, and sterile controls. Sterile controls for this experiment must be extremely well 
characterized. because they mut be chemically indistinguishable from the aciual tests. The 

che mical sigatur-s (catiors. anions and total organic carbon) of five different sterilization 
methods are currently being tested in order to choose the most appropriate method. The chosen 
method will either have an obviou¼s ,ignaturc in a range that is not significant to the experiments 

(e.g., mercury), or will have an insignificant signal that is within the experimental error of the 

experiments.  

With vespect to the (d;ta collection and modeling studies, data from corrosion experiments 

conducted on pote..tial w,.r package materials have been examined. The present GEMBOCHS 

thermodynamic data base may not be adequate io simulate these corrosion tests.  

knroum: Scoping experiments will establish an experimental protocol and should he 

completed soon. rlr first matrix of experiments are expected to be running in the next two 

months, and the first checmical results will iL: available very soon thereafter. The duration of the 

extperiment is determined by the amount of time required to achieve chemical stasis. This will be 

d-.termined to some extent during the scoping experiments but is expected to vary from 

experiment to experiment, depending on the chemical and thermal conditions. Ultimately, this 

informatioli will be used to asess the ability to model long-term chemistry in the presence of 

rwctobial activity.  

With respect to chemical simulation studies, the next effort will be to attempt to simulate 

some of the corrosimn experiments (those conducted at 1(X) percent relative humidity and the 

lorg-venn exposure aqueous experiments, discused in Section 6.9.6 of this progress report), .-d 

.efveby tailor the currently available kinetic parameters.  

Petrius- Confrmiation Pjan Inut 

Input was prepared for fhc Performance Confirmation Plan tCRWMS M&O. in piep[hj).  

lhe input covered .he test a'd analysis scope sheets for the five testing concepts for the waste 
package. which were initially developed for the Performance Confirmation Concepts Study 
Repolt {CRWMS M&O. 1996ti in the previous reporting period and descritxbd in Progress 

Rep,)rt #1i5 ':.e five concepts are. 11) conduct laboraiory riteasurements performed "off site" 

oreaning away from thr repositor> v (2) performn in situ monitoring, (3) retrieve and ,haracterize 
radioactive waste packa ges; (4 retrieve and characterize dummy waste packages: and (5) pull 
test specilriwl'. from iarious locations in tile pttential repository and characterize them. Tile 
characterizations would be ptilornicd at the potential repository or at an offsite location, 
depending on the complexity of the analyis aid the facilities that h.ill be constructed at the 
potential repository location. The te.t and analysis scope sheets included the objective,, and 
der.i'ptions ot the concepts. the particular cnstraints inherent in each concept, and the 

requwrel.cItt., Io[ lacilit- constructitw. hdids,-are. '1t011 are. and data acquisition.  

FUM" st: As needed the waste package mateoakt organitation will supfx)rn systems 
engineering in the formal review ariJ modi'fication of the Performance Confinmation Plan 

t6 i
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idm Amai-mit Aitlvlt 1.4.1.2-InZ len ad lHriah
hhomfion (Afalt Urdes I nv_•tseiemtn) 

The purpose of this task is to characterize the behavior of ceramic materials and to 
determine degradation rates and mechanisms. One of the barriers incorporated in the disposal 
container may be fabricated from an oxide ceramic due to superior long-term aqueous corrosion 
performance. This activity is directed toward determining the feasibility of making a ceramic 
barrier part of the waste packages.  

No survey work was done during this reporting period to evaluate alternative barrier 
dck-igns. materials and processes in order to determine the feasibility of fabricating a satisfactory 
waste package.  

In this reporting period. efforts were begun to both produce and cvaluate ceramic ý4iatings 
for carbon steel applied by various thermal spray techniques. An impervious oxide -:oating will 
protect a metallic substrate from contact with water and therefore corrosion. In genei.,d, thermal 
spray is a process of projecting molten droplets of metallic or ceramic materials onte a relatively 
cool surface so that they spread, cling, and solidify on impact. Many such droplets overlapped 
together form continuous coatings. The melting operation can be accomplished using an electric 
arc. by combustion or by detonation. Almost any surface can be coati. as long as the relative 
thermal expansions of the substrate and coating are well matched and as long as the surface is 
suitably roughened in advance (as by grit blasting) 

Various thermal spray systems are being investigated in an attemp: .o evaluate which will 
produce the best coatings. The overall evaluation includes alk.mina, titania, combinations of 
rhese two materials and magresium aluminate spinel. Of these, alumina is most desirable from a 
cost perspective. A contract was arranged with Vattech Inc. at Idaho Falls. Idaho, to generate 
samples of the listed materials using two variations on arc plasmas and a high-velocity oxy-fuel 
system. This work is ongoing.  

For initial work, aluriinuni oxide was -.prayed ., direct-current electric arc plasma.  
Die penetrant and metallographic studies began to chai,, -:--iiie the resultant coatings and provide 
a working knowledge of the properties produced under ý;u ios condition%. These procedures 
wIll be used in evaluaions of coating materials and coating processes.  

Thermal TranIornation 

Because two distinct structural forrni of alumina cin exi-t in a iaptdly quenched couatig.  
thermal transformacton studies began to determine whether the transtormation might takt place 
over time at repository temperatures. The relative proportions of phases was determined for 
pla_-,ma-spraycd alumina samnples using x-tay diftraction Thesc samples were then placed in 
separate furnace,, held at teniMperaure, of X, ()(X) and 4(X)'( Th* steel s'ib,•lrates failed at 
900WC, but the others. are being held at their rspect iv tempetatures tor peritodic sampuing The
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first samples were withdrawn after six weeks, giving nc clear indication that any transformation 
had iaken place. The sampling process will continue for an indeterminate period unless the 
transformation is found to occur, allowing a lifetime prediction.  

llmlagStudies 

An experimental matrix was designed to include impact testing on coatings , .,,y a 2-m 
drop tower to simulate rock fall in the repositor'. A ceramic impactor of approprial,., chemistry 
and density will be used t. represent the Yucca Mountain welded tuff. The rock itself is too 
variable on a small scale to provide reproducible results and machining costs to achieve the 
appropriate shapes are too high in any event. A slightly porous porcelain frcomn which to 
manufacture the impactors was formulated to simulate welded tuff.  

In preparation for corrosion studies to follow, substrates were prepared consisting Lf 
cylindrical coupons 6 in. (150 mm) long and I in. (25 mnm, diameter, with hemispherical ends.  
Suitable racks have been ordered to include these coupons in long-term corrosion studies (see 
Section 6.9.6 of this report).  

I•a&: Siudies begun in October 19% will continue through the remainder of 
FY 1997. Thcrmal transformation specimens will be sampled at six monhs for further x-ray 
diffraction. The samples ordered from Vartech arrived in March 1997, which will allow 
microstructural and die p1enetrant evaluations to proceed. This. combined with additional 
samples, which may be obtained triom other sources in the near term, will allow selection of both 
a material and specific coating process for long-t-erm corrosion and impact testing.  

6.9-3 brfiaL& A aM.nt Activity 1.4.2.1 -Selction of the Container Material for th& 
License Anjllcatlon Ijlun 

The objective of this activity is to select the container material for more detailed 
chatacte•Lzation of its properties relevant to attaining the performance objectives of the emplaccd 
container. Thi% ac•ivity involves the metallic materials and ceramic-metal systems.  
bimetallic/single neta systems, and coatings and filler systems.  

,abJh" il.Li. 2..LL:A! tablhshment of selction criteria and (ther _wgcwhtng ta' I hc 
selection criteria and weighting factors for the viabidity assessment design were reported in 
Progres, Repo•r #15. These criteria and weighting factors remiain in effect.  

,ubctivit- I.J.2- I|ieral_.slectlon The selection criteria and weighting factors 
were Applied to the candidate materils, and reference materials were selected tor the viability 
assessment design. That selection, which was, discussed in Progress Report #15, remains in 
effect rhe reference materials wre listed in Section 5.1 4 of this progress report under 
Suba•.At• ties 10 2.4.2 through 1. 10 2.4 7
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ErgF mj: No additional activity on disposal container material selection is planned for 
the viability assessment design phase, which includes all of FY 1997. Revision of the selection 
may be necessary, however, if the disposal container design is changed. if significant new 
informiation becomes available on the near-field environment or materials degradation, or if an 
even longer containment life is required of the waste package.  

a.9.4 ftrfornmact AssessmintlAt 1,42.2 -Deradatloa Modes Affecting Candidate 
Copper.Based Container Materials 

The objective of this activity is to analyze which degradation modes have any significant 
chance of occurring on the candidate copper-based materials in the postemplacement periods and 
to perform laboratory testing and analysis activities to provide information for modeling the rate 
ot degradation of the container materials (Performance Assessment Activities 1.4.3. I. 1.4.3.2.  
and 1.4.3 1. see Sections 69:7. 6.9 8. and 6.9.9 of this progress report).  

Current design.., as described in the Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS 
M&O. 199(6c), focus cnltiraly on multibartier waste package container configurations; therefore, 
degradation mode activities are reported under Performance Assessment Activity 1.4.2.4 in 
Section 6.9 6 of this progress rcport, The only ,ption currently being pursued under the 
controlled design assumptions is the "bimetallic/single metal." which k, the multibamer design.  
See the beginning of Section 6.9 of this progress report.  

No progress was made during this reporting period on the eight subactivities within this 
activity that address the degradation of copper-based materials and related laboratory testing and 
analysis; these were unfunded activities 

tiotrgua: See the forecast for Subactavity 1.4.2.4.3 in Section 6.9.6 of this progress 
rc porft 

6.9.5 Fe4orMnIce Ammmnt Activily I.1,2-3 - Degradatlon Moda Affectlina Candidate 

The objective of this activity is to determine which degra;dation modes have a significant 
chance of .-curring for the candidate austenatic materials in the postemplacement periods and to 
perform labtrat'ry tesing and anatysis activi'tie, to provide information for modeling the rate of 
degradation of the container materials (Performance Assessment Activities 1.4.3.1. 1.4.3.2. and 
1.4.3 3, see Sections 6.9.7, 6.9.8. and 6.9.9 of this progress report).  

Current designs. as described in the C'ontro'ýed lksign Assumptions Ilocument tCRWNIS 
M1&O, l 996.. focu.s .tenmld. on tmullihbariet ,. .ate package cotltainei configurations, therefore, 
degradatioi, mode activities are reported undet Pertormance Assessnient Activity 1 4.2 4 in 
Section 6 9 6 of this progress report. The nnly option currently being pursued under the 
controlled de!ign assumptions is the "bimetallic!singe metal." which is the multibarrier design
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No progress w" madc during this reporting period on the nine subactivitieb within this 
activity, these were unfunded activities. The single exception is the inclusion of stainless steels 
in the test matrix for stress corrosion cracking (see Section 6.9.6 of this progress report).  

&3"fiil: See the forecast for Subactivity 1.4.2.4.3 in Section 6.9.6 of this progress 
report.  

6.9.6 PerfonWOece Ajasment ActUiyty 1.4.2.4. Degradation Modes Affecting Ceramic
Metgl. BiimetallmlSlinle Metal or Coatint and Filkr sUstems 

The objective of this activity is to evaluate potential degradation modes that can affect an 
alternative waste package container developed under the alternate barrier investigations and to 
perform the testing iieeded to quantify and model these degradation phenomena. These 
degradation phenomena apply to the post-emplacement periods. Laboratory tes"ng and analysis 
activities are to provide information for modeling the rate of degradation of the container 
materials (Performance Assessment Activities 1.4.3. 1. 1.4.3.2, and 1.4.3.3., see Sections 6.9.7, 
6,9.8. and 6.9.9 of this progress report).  

All the work discussed in the following suba-tivities is applicable to the bimetallic/single 
metal case for design alternatives discussed in the SCP (DOE, 1988).  

Suba-tivt'y J .- 4.-1-- Assessment .f deagradation nmthks affectin2 cramc-metal systemk., 
Please refer to Section 6.9.2 of this progress report for discussion on the evaluation of ceramic 
coatings on steel substrates.  

Sgba.tivtv i 4.2. 4.2 - LabratoQy tst plan_ for ceramic-netal systems of the alternate 
ba;) rs " "stitat. s. Please refer to Section 6.9.2 of this progress report for discussion on the 
evaluation of ,erantic coating--- on steel substrates.  

Subactyit. 1 4. .4.3 - Assessment oi d gradation modes affecting bimctallic/single metal 
X . The obiectives of degradation mode surveys are (a) to compile relevant previously 

published information about a candidate material and its performance in a number of 
environments ard (b) t) interpret this body of information in the context of a potential repository 
in Yucca Mountain. Iii many instances, the degradation mode survey indicates the ways in which 
a material can degrade and serves to indicate the rate and kind of degradation in environments 
that have .ome ,imilaritv to what a metal barrier may experience in the Yucca Mowitain %ctting.  
In other instances, the lack of information suggests what work will be required to determine the 
behavior of the candidate material under Yucca Mountain environmental conditions 

The two most recently produced degradation mode survey,, tRoy et al . 1946a. Goldberg 
atnd Dalder ct al. l.,'1951 discussed in Prouress Report #15 have firrnihed the basis tor some otr 
the %,ork discussed in Section 6 9.6 ot this progress report.  

E€aTJW: No additional surveys are planned for the immediate future, but welding effects 
in the corrosion allowance malertak should te -urxesed The welding effect-', relative to thhi%
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class of materials appear to be less of a performance is-ie than they are for corrosion resistant 
materials.  

Subptivity 1.4.2.4.4 - Laboratory Lest plan for bimitsllic.sinile mpetal material system.  

L. _-TerUm Corrosion Studies 

The objective of the long-term corrosion studies is to determine comprehensive corrosion 
properties of metallic alloys being considered for constructing the multibarrier waste package 
container Three classes of materials are to be addressed: corrosion resistant, corrosion 
allowance, and intermediate corrosion resistant. Corrosion properties to be addressed are general 
corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion. intergranular corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, 
hydrogen embrittletnent, and galvanic corrosioih. This activity will provide kinetic and 
mechanistic information about the corrosion degradation of candidate materials. This 
information will support materials selection. performance analysis, and model development.  
Tests are conducted in environments that bound the range of environmental conditions and water 
chemistries that are projected to develop near the container surface over long periods of time.  
"These comprehcnsive corrosion tests arc planned to last at least five years, with test specimens 
periodically removed and inspected to measure corrosion degradation as a function of exposure 
time• 

Testing ha% begun in eight of the first twelve test vessels. The corrosion-allowance 
material-s. carbon and low alloy steels, were emplaced in the first four test vessels, which 
contained dilute and concentrated aqueous solutions of near neutral pH at 60 and 90'C. The 
intermediate corrosion-resist ant materials, 70/30 copper nickel and Monel 400. were emplaced in 
the next two vessel., which contained concentrated acidic solutions (pH 2.6) at 60 and 90*C.  
The corrosion-resistant rmaterials. the nickel-chromium-molybdenum and titanium alloys, were 
emplaced in the next two vessels, which also contained concentrated acidic solutions (pH 2.6) at 
60 and 90"'C- The corrosion-resistant materials will be emplaced in the remaining four vessels.  
which will contain dilure and concentrated aqueous solutions of near neutral pH 

Alloy o25 test specimens were included in the corrosion-resistant materials testing. This 
niaterial % as added t, the candidate list of corrosion resistant materials at the request ot the waste 
p*kage destngigup A lull compliment of specimens was purchased and characterized 
(weighed and nwasurcdi These specimens were emplaced in thl test vessel with the other 
corrosioIl-resitant nmaterials.  

The first set ti the ctrrosion-allowance specimens were withdrawn from a dilute solution 
test vessel ;t the enJ oi kMarch 1997. This represents six months ot time in the test solution The 
spcttretm•e % Ill bt, analyzed for corrosion degradation. This information will te shared ,, tth the 
pertormaice st,,,esment and the wa.ste package design groups.  

iwelxe additional te,,t vessel%ý will be tn,,talled and operattonal in FY 11)97. The 
infra.itruciurc fot these additional test vessels has been installed. Thi. include.- the sterl support 
-tMctIUre. let and ail feed lilies. power feed lines, and the sutppr•i structure for the electronic 
conierk, of tie te,. ,e',,el,, The electronic and mechanical hawdstare for these ve,,ek, ha, been 
purvhascd. I'lh.' Inciude% the h KAI heaters, the le,,ei snsor,, the thcrintwouples. the condensc,,..
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the air flow meters, th, power control units for the heaters. water feed solenoids. and the 
electronic support structure.  

The twelve additional test vessels have been ordr.red. The vessels will accommodate the 
galvanic specimens and specimen testing in the concentrated alkalized solutions. To 
accommodate the p!t I 2 test solutions, a different containment material for the test vessels is 
necei'ry_ They will be lined with a TeflonT4-like material with better mechanical properties.  

Galvanic specimens have been designed and quotes for fabricating the specimens have 
been obtained Bids are being requested for labricating the te t racks for the galvanic specimens.  

SWithin the next six months the first sets of corrosion-allowance test specimens 
will be withdrawn from the first four test vessels. This will represent six months of testing. The 
specimens will be analyed for corrosion degradation. The order for the galvanic speclimens will 
he placed Twelve additional test vessels will be ins.talled and operational within the next six 
months. These vessels will accommodate the galvanic specimens and the alkaline test solutions.  
"rest racks will be designed to acomrmdaie test specimens of potential basket materials, ceramic 
coated materials. and nossibly fuel clad material specimens. These specimen racks will bec 
insened into the access port: •6 of the test vessels Access ports #1 to #5 ot each test vessel are 
reserved for teting ot the candidate materials. Galvanic specimens will be purchased and 
characterized i weighed and measured).  

Hlunud Air C'orwion and Oxidion Studies 

The objectives of this work are to determine the conditions under which aqueous film 
corrosion procests occlr after the emplacement of the watc package and to characterize the 
mechanistic protesses occurmng. The conditions of susceptibility to aqueous film corrosion are 
particularly significant for a potential repository in the unsaturated zone, bec.ause the extent of 
degradation of the caididate materials becomes much greater when aqueous film prcce.xses 
begin The kry pafracters appcar to he relative humidity, temperature, gascous contaminants.  
surlace contanminants tsailsi. and surfii-e condition of the metal Thernmogravtnietric analysis, is a 
particularly sensitive technique that us~es a microanalytical balance to measure very small 
changes in weight gain as a material reacts with the environment In addition, long temi testing 
under constant temperature and relative hunmdity in environmental chambers will gisc 
complimentars information.  

I luivid air corroion tn nalt-cosered (NaCI t carboon trtel AS 16 (i 31) ,%,ulkcmen, I% Wjs 
i:",citgatcd tto understand the niechanistic aspects ut the degradation procss,, The following 
distussion lielains to corn.sion kwcurrting under rlatie lhumridities greater than 70 percent and at 
a lemperature of 1O"C The duration ti the testing is ot the order of 14 days 

A -alt co'rwd ,fivtinien inutallIN c,.it. ts ,e.s ld-i With utme, hoc,•kc,. the i•,ah is 

ctnsumed' bh the oxidAtion prf.es,, and int" t-ortowlon rate e¢entulall> ceisrs At longer timfs 
the oxide transtorins it, a nwtirr %table -oxdr and ,,pall,,, tff the ,-rrtal .,urfatce.  

1.4% d•liwiIotl \tUdits idIc-te that Ihn ttin the nlitial -tave,, to coritioi titiUmieitis 

cr-silliit tlCoxidC •p'c,,i auc piresent on the surface After the c' rrston a,, .t..sd. the s-las
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diffraction patterns indicate that hematite (Fe,O,) is a major component of the oxides on the 
specimen surface. The reddish-brown color of the oxide is also consistent with it being hematite.  
The oxide ns also very porous and nonadherent.  

Note that carbon steel species were visually monitored during testing and no visible water 
was observed even up to relative humidities of 90 to 95 percent. This is in contrast to salt
covered Alloy 625. a corrosion-resistant material, on which visible water was observed at 
S5 percent relative humidity. becreasing the relative humidity below 70 percent resulted in rapid 
evapnration of the visible water. No visible corrosion occurred on Alloy 625.  

[Long-term testing has begun in an environmental chamber under constant conditions, 
80°C and 50 percent relative humidity. Specimens are weight-loss coupons, which are clean, salt 
covered, and sandwiched tmctal to metal) to creat revices, Initial materials being tested are 
carbon steels. Alloy 625. and a dilute titanium alloy, TiGr 12. Numerous specimens are being 
tested to allow periodic removal for kinetic and mechanistic characterization.  

QMMIul : There will !e continued investigation of the corrosion susceptibility of carbon 
steel at lower temperatures and with absorbed salts murc typical of those present at Yucca 
Mountain. Aqueous salt solutions corresponding to those used in long-term corrosion studies 
will b: used to deposit salts on the thermogravimetric test specimens. Testing will also be 
performed with elevated carbon dioxide (CO): levels that are speculated to be possible in the 
atMosphere at Yucca Mountain. Limited testing of the other candidate corrosion-allowance 
nmateriAl. a lo%, alloy steel, will be performed under similar conditions to make comparisons with 
carbon steel Additional test specimens will be added .u the environmental chamber. and testing 
in a chamber with higher relative hunudity is scheduleu.  

tLlgs W ion Cri+k ..rowth Tests 

The objective of these tests is to evaluate the susceptibility of candidate corrosion-resistant 
metalhli container materials to environmentally assisted cracking, including qtres, corrosion 
crackinlg and hydregen enhbrittlement under metallurgical and environmental conditions relevant 
to the potential underground repository. ti'hese test data will then be used in developing 
predictive models 

Strcss cosrrsion cracking tcst, u.sing fatigue, prrctAcked and w.edge-loadcd double 
cantilever beam specimens hegao in Novemnber 19. Results obtained so far indicate that 
Aliot) 825 becanme susceptibk to sti.-%s corrosion cracking upon exposure to the test environment 
fot 30 and .4) da.+s Spec•mens were tested in acidified 5 percent salt tNaC.i solutions tpH 2 7) 
niintazlted at 90)(" 1 he 1tinitil ,tress intensity vas high and ranged from 33 to 52 ksi in"-. The 
,tress intensitv generally decirease a-s the crack grows. This combination of test conditions is 
severe. but the intent ot this tirsi series ot expriamens, wais t) di%'ern signilicant difterences in 
the hehav.vo of th. ý.andidaw inateiials T'ie otbsetied cracking it Allo 925 appears to 10llos an 
intergrantlar pattern 

fk2rsc : Stre,.s corrosion cracking e's", using double cantilever beam specimens are 
onfoini, inoll ins Alhos, s2". ( 41 and ' 4 it ,A sinlr cms itiotnient toi duratiows rangingz 
betwcen I and 10 illuiths. leSIed spleVcimns are I "ing Valuati.led to detlCiilnne the fitnal wedge 
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',ad and crack extension for calc, 'ng the citi.ad stress intensity (Kiscc) for stress corrosion 
cracking. The final crac!, length of eact. specimen after testing is being evaluated by 
metallography, which . ,l triable an estimation of crack growth rate as a function of Kiscc
Future tests using a similar approach wi!l involve other corrosio'i-resistint materials such as 

Alloys C-22 and 625. and Ti Grade- 12.  

Microbiologicallv. (_nlunced Corrosion Studies 

The objective of microbiologically influenced corrosion studies is to determine if 

corrosion is enhanced by the presence and propagation of microorganisms, particularly bacterial 
species. Metabolic products from these nicroorganisms can alter significantly the chemical 

environment, and this can occur on a localized level or over a wide area of the container surface.  
Different microorganisms attack different alloys because of the metabofic diversity of microbial 

physiology combined with the chemical specificity of the corrosion process. This study surveys 

microbiologically influenced corrosion effects on the candidate waste package materials. The 
study also seeks to determine the causative biochemical reactions occurring under varying 

environmental conditions and to establish boundary conditions for microbial activity and 
propagation.  

Testing of carbon steel specimens in microbially inciculated test cells at room temperature 
has. been completed. The results of these studie, were reported in Progress Report #15: in 
summary. it was lound that a combination of suwate-reducing, iron-oxidizing, and 
slime-produc ig wbacteria demonstrated rates of corrosion five times greater than ,hat shown in 
"sterile. ablotic control cells incubated under the same conditions. This same experimental 

prottool, using th, -.same sets of bacteria, is ntow being iollowed to determine corrosion rates of 
carbon steel test coupR,in at 5•4C 

("oncurreni with the karbon steel testing, some modifications have been made to the 
.ysteItni (foi d(iecIining the cot rosiori rates of imote corrosiont-resistant alloys. Generally, the goal 
has been to Vro, id" the most atspicious conditions for corrosion, in order to detect corrosion of 
resistant material%, enable accelerated testing, and detei mine the greatest microbiologically 
influenced corrosion .ate•. Specifically, a varied formulation of UE-25 J#13 well water (which 
is also being u,.d fot the long-termn corrosion testing) is being used as the solvent for the R2 

iedia (Rkesonet and Goldreich. 1985); this version of sinmulated UE-25 0#13 well water is used 
at ten-fold the concentration found in the well. Because of tile higher concentration of salts, this 
increased ckctrol% ic concentration improves the conductance of the media to facilitate 
electrochenical monitoring of these more corrosion -resistant matehials. The R2 media has also 
been supplemented %% ith 0.5 percent glucose and 0.75 percent proteose peptone #3 (Difco).  
ThL•e added nutrients hate been found to promote the production of acids and sulfides.  
respectv-le. results of these studies are outlined in the Engineered Materals Characterization 
RepTKrt •NcA.'rght. in prep ). which are both central to the microbiologically influenced corrosion 
pik.C'ss 

In addiuton. the bacteria used in these studies are inoculated directly onto the metal 
coupons betore the coupon is added to the test celL this method of inoculation better enables 

dilect corltact ot ttc test b.&-terta on the coupon Thu\ far. cells containing both Alloy 825 and 

1V.' 1WI stainles, steel 11loi comiparison puiloserst have been moculated with acid-producing and
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slime-producing bacteria isolated from the Yucca Mountain site, alore and in combination.  
These test cells have been incubated at room temperature while preliminary polarization 

resistance measurements are conducted and compared with sterile, uninoculated corrosion cells.  

Thus far, after only two to three weeks of incubation, there has been no apparent evidence of 

corrosion of these alloys. However, both monitoring protocols (i.e.. scan window and rate) and 

incubation conditions may have to be alteree to detect corrosion of resistant metals using this 

method. For example. as stated previously, the semisolid state of .he media caused by the 

inclusion of agar inhibits diffusion of oxygen into the system- alteration to a completely fluid 

incubation system may alleviate this limitation and increase corrosion rates.  

Ftad: The 50 0C tests on 1020 carbon steel exposed to a variety of microbial 

organisms will continue. Iron-oxidizing bacteria, enriched from Yucca Mountain tuff, and 

sulfate-reducing bacteria are now being grown from stock cultures to extend the analysis of their 

corrosion potential to more resistant candidate alloys. Both Alloys C22 and 625 will also be 

incorporated into the testing program; 1020 carbon steel will also be retested under the improved 

incubation conditions. It is also planned to expand the size of the coupons to facilitate an 

improved signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, acid-producing, slime-producing, iron-oxidizing, and 

sulfide-producing bacteria (all isolated from Yucca Mountain) will be inoculated into the 

improved testing system. and assayed for their possible effect on the corrosion of various inner 

barrier candidate materials.  

Electrochemically Based Corrosion Studies 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the susceptibilities of candidate waste package 

container materials to localized corrosion, such as pitting and crevice corrosion, in a range of 

localized environments possible in the potential repository. Pitting is one of the most desuuctive 

and insidious forms of corrosion and requires an extended initiation period before visible pits 

appear. Pitting is an autocatalytic process, because the corrosion processes within a pit produce 

conditions that are both stimulating and necessary for the continuing activity of the pit. Crevice 

corrosion is usually associated with a small volume of stagnant solution caused by holes, gasket 

surfaces. and lap joints. This type of damage is believed to be the result of differences in metal 

ion or oxygen concentration between the crevice and its surroundings. This study focuses on 

determining critical potentials for the onset of pitting corrosion and crevice corrosion.  

Electroctemical cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments involving 

iron-nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloys (Alloys 825, G-3 and G-30), nickel-chromium

molybdenum alloys (Alloys C-4, C-22 and 625), and titanium-base alloy (Ti Grade-12) are 

ongoing. Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments involving all these alloys in brines of 

various salt content (I to 10 wt% NaCI) and pHs (2-3, 6-7, and 10-I 11) at ambient and elevated 

temperatures (up to 90'C) were completed. the results of which were presented in two recent 
reports (Roy et al.. 1996b and 1997).  

Results indicate that Alloys 825. G-3 and G-30 underwent pitting and crevice corrosion in 

all tested environments, with Alloy 825 showing the maximum susceptibility (Roy et al.. 1997).  

As to the localized corrosion behavior of nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloys, Alloy C-4 

suffered from pitting in -all tested environments. But the extent of pitting was less sevcre than
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that observed with iron-nickel-chromium-molybdenumn alloys. Alloy C-22 and Ti Grade-12 were 
immune to localized attack under all experimental conditions tested.  

Consistent with the results of other investigators, for alloys susceptble to pitting, the 
critical pitting potential (E,.) in acidic brines was shifted to more active (negative) values with 
increasing chloride ion (CF) concentration. The mechanism for transit'on from passivity to 
pitting in susceptible alloys may be based on reversible competitive adsorption of CI" into the 
oxide-liquid interface (double layer) with oxygen for sites on the alloy surface. At a sufficiently 
high concentration corresponding to EW, Ct' ions succeed at favored sites in destroying passivity 
by displacing adsorbed oxygen ions. For Alloy C-22 and Ti Grade-12, which showed sufficiently 
noble critical potential to overlap the transpassive region, formation of protective oxide films on 
alloy surface resulting from oxygen evolution from electrolysis of test solutions may possibly 
account for the enhanced resistance to pitting corrosion, 

In brines containing 10 weight percent NaCI, E,, for susceptible alloys was shifted to more 
noble (positive) values because of a change in pH from acidic to neutral. At alkaline pH, Alloys 
G-3. G-30, and C-4 showed somewhat lower Ep,, values compared with those in neutral brines.  
For Alloy 825, E,, was shifted to a slightly more noble value in alkaline brine. The more active 
E., value for susceptible alloys in acidic brines may be the result of the acceleration of cathodic 
reaction caused by high concentration of hydrogen ions. The ihibitive effect of hydroxyl ions 
may possibly account for more noble E.,, value at alkaline pH.  

Consistent with the results of other investigators, E. became more active with increasing 
temperature, suggesting the occurrence of a temperature-induced change in properties of 
protective surface films. As to the effect of electrochemical potential scan rate on E,,, a general 
trend was not observed that would be valid for all alloy-environment combinations studied. E1,, 
response to scan rate appears to be a function of the kinetics of passive film formation at applied 
potentials.  

No consistent pattern on the effect of Cl concentration. temperature, and pH on corrosion 
potential (E,,,) and protection potential (Ep,,) was observed.  

As to the corrosion behavior of Alloy 625. the results indicate that this material suffered 
from pitting. crevice, and intergranular corrosion in all tested environments under 
potentiodynamic control. Metallographic evaluation is ongoing on Alloys 625 and C-22 
specimens (unused and tested) to study the rnicrostsuctural characteristics of both these alloys, 
and to relate them to their performance in cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments.  
Preparation of a technical report based on these findings is in process.  

Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments involving all seven candidate inner 
container alloys were also performed at 60 and 90*C in dilute and concentrated aqueous .  
environments containing species present in well UE-25 J#13 water. The pH of these solutions 
ranged from 8.50 to 9.00. More complex shapes of the polarization curves were observed than 
those obtained from simple chloride solutions. The electrochemical data obtained from this 
study are currently being evaluated.
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Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments at 601C and 90°C using several 
corrosion-allowance P I corrosion.resistant alloys in aqueous solutions containing 6 wt% ferric 
chloride (FeCI,) have I .gun. The significance of these experiments is to determine if there is a 
possible detrimental effect from corrosion products generated from the outer barrier material on 
the performance of the inner barrier. Particularly. if ferric corrosion products are formed under 
acidifying conditions (such as in a crevice or in the presence of acid-producing bacteria), then 
localized corrosion of the inner barrier may be enhanced despite otherwise favorable galvanic 
effects between the two metals 

Longcr-er4n electrochemical polarization experiments at controlled potentials 
(potentiostatic) were initiated to evaluate the initiation and growth of stable pits in susceptible 
environments using Alloy 825. Current tests are beiny performed at ambient temperature using 
controlled potentials based on measured E,,, valve in an acidic brine to establish the pit initiation 
and growth behavior as a function of the combination of materials and environment over a 
pre-set duration. The magnitude of the applied controlled potential will gradually be modified 
(made more noble with respect to E,,) if no pits are initiated. A similar technique will be used 
for elevated temperature (up to 90'C) potentiostatic polarization tests.  

Fn= -: Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization experiments performed in 60 and 90°C 
iron chloride (FeClo solution will continue. Potentiostatic polarization tests at various controlled 
electrochemical potentials both at ambient and elevated temperatures wail also continue. Results 
from both types of tests will be used in model development (see Section 6.9.9 of this progress 
report).  

al vanic _Corosjon Studies 

The objective of thes studic: is to provide an understanding of the electrochemical 
interaction between the dissimilar metals proposed for multibarrier waste package designs, The 
corrosion--allowance outer barrter is expected to provide galvanic protection to the inner barrier.  
A first objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of this protection. A second objective is to 
determine if tiis protection will function in all circumstances. Even though the thicker outer 
corrosion-allowance barrier, under the current all-metallic multibarrier waste package design 
concepts, may provide corrosion protection to the inner corrosion-resistant barrier, galvanic 
corrosion resulting from the breaching of the outer container may impact the performance of the 
inner container. Therefore, the galvanic corrosion behavior of inner and outer container 
niaterials must be evaluated to predict their service lives. Galvanic corrosion can be defined as 
accelerated corrosion of a metal because of an electrical contact with a more noble metal while 
exposed to a common electrolyte.  

A literature survey on galvanic corrosion behavior of ditferent candidate corrosion
allowance and corrosion-resistant metallic container materials in various environments was 
presented in a recent report tRoy et al., 1996a). Galvanic corrosion susceptibility of welded 
joints containing dissimilar metals was also discussed in this report. Even though the precise 
environment surrounding the waste packages in the potential underground repository is unknown, 
the various tested environments cited in this report should coer -xpssiblc environmental 
conditions that might be encountered b% the candidate containet miaterials
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Environmental factors (such as temperature, pH, and electrolytic composition) and 
metallurgical factors (such as surface condition and thermomechanical history) can influence the 
galvanic corrosion involving two or more dissimilar conducting materials. Apart from these 
parameters, factors such anode-to-cathode area ratio, distance between electrodes, and geometric 
shapes are unique to galvanic corrosion. Accordingly, galvanic corrosion tests taking all these 
factors into consideration and using a modified cell were initiated in January 1997. These 
preliminary experiments are currently being performed at ambient temperature using 
corrosion-allowance material (A 516) as an anode, and a corrosion-resistant alloy (either 
Alloy 825 or G-3) as a cathode, galvanically connected in an acidic brine by means of a 
potentiostat. This A 516 is compositionally similar to 1020 carbon steel used in other metallic 
barrier corrosion studies. An equal area of anode and cathode is being used in these tests.  
Eventually tests are being planned at two other area ratios and electrode distances. The data 
generated from these experiments are usually presented as either the current density versus time, 
or the potential versus time. These test data are currently being evaluated and will be reported 
later.  

Eoraf : Potentiodynamic polarization experiments involving A 516 steel are planned in 
various environments to superimpose the resulting polarization curves on the polarization curves 
of corrosion-resistant alloys, previously tested in similar environments, to estimate the 
equilibrium potential (mixed potential) and current density from galvanic coupling in a common 
electrolyte. These data will then be compared with those obtained from the zero-resistance 
ammeter currently being used. The current galvanic corrosion testing will be extended to other 
coupl-es involving other corrosion-allowance and corrosion-resistant materials at anibicnt and 
elevated temperatures. Anode-to-cathode area ratio will be modified (greater than or less than 
one). Furthermore, the electrolytic resistance will be modified by varying the distance between 
the two electrodes.  

6,9.7 Performance Ases'menatActivity 1.4.3.1 - Models for CoppoIer and Cop er Alloy 
1egrmlaton 

Current designs. as described in the Controlled Design Assumptions Document (CRWMS 
M&O, 1996c), focus entirely on multibarrier waste package container configurations: therefore, 
modeling activities are reported under Performance Assessment Activity 1.4.3.3 in Section 6.9.9 
of this progress report.  

No progress was made during this reporting period for the modeling of various 
degradation processes of copper and copper-alloy materials: these were unfunded activities.  

Eozsý,aM: See the forecast for Performance Assessment Activity 1.4.3.3 in Section 6.9.9 
of this progress report.
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6.9.8 Performan=e Aumwsmwt Activit• 1.4.3.2 - Models for Austtic Material 

Current designs, as described in the Controlled Design Assumptions Document, focus 
entirely on multibarrier waste package container configurations; therefore, modeling activities are 
reported under Performance Assessment Activity 1.4.3.3 in Section 6.9.9 of this progress report.  

No progress was made during this reporting period on this activity and the eight 

subactivities for modeling of various degradation processes of austenitic materials: these were 
unfunded activities.  

FsJCloaa: See the forecast for Performance Assessment Activity 1.4.33 in Section 6.9.9 
of this progress report.  

6.9.9 PerfR nce Asseimtnt Activity 1.4.3.3 - Modes for Degradation of Ceramic
Meta, Bimetallle/Single Metal. and Coatings and Filler Alternative Systems 

The modeling work discussed below applies to the bimetallic/single metal design 
alternative. as discussed in the beginning of Section 6.9 of this progress report.  

Subactivity 1.4.3.3.1 - Models for cgerMic-metal systems. Work in this subactivity is just 
starting. It is being coordinated with the progress made in demonstrating the feasibility of 
applying a thermally sprayed ceramic to a metal substrate.  

Subactivitv 1.4.3.3.2 - Models for degradati`on of bimetallic/single metal systems.  

Performance Assessment Model Abstractions 

Work reported in Section 6.8.4.  

Oxidation and Corrosion Model for the Outer Barrier Material 

Work continues on a deterministic model to predict long-term effects of low-temperature 
oxidation, The material of focus is carbon steel, the principal candidate for the outer barrier 
container material. Initial emphasis is on humid-air oxidation, in which atmospheric water 
influences oxidation through condensing on hygroscopic surface contamination or as diuin films.  
Once aqueous conditions are established on the carbon steel surface. the degradation rate 
becomes higher. and the pH and several other chemical parameters influence the d'-gradation 
rate. This work will eventually be joined with a companion model on general aqueous 
corrosion--meaning more-or-less uniform (as opposed to pitting) corrosion in the presence of 
bulk water.  

The transitions between the three regimes of dry oxidation, humid-air oxidation. and 
general aqueous corrosion will be modeled according to experimental studies if the critical 
relative humidity for the onset of aqueous effects on the metal surface. The experimental work is 
discussed in Section 6.9.6 of this progress report. As previously reported, physically based
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model calculations lead to the conclusion that dry oxidation will not significantly degrade the 
perfonnance of thick, corrosion-allowance materials for hundreds to thousands of years. These 
model calculations were recently presented (Henshall, 1996). Modeling of humid-air corrosion is 
in its early stages. Most of the work has involved reviewing relevant theories and experimental 
literature.  

e : Further s.'idies are in progress to consider internal oxidation (particularly 
important for the alloy steels). A deterministic model is planned for aqueous corrosion of ihe 
outer barrier and tCie progression of corrosion from dry to humid to wet conditions. The humid 
and wet conditions are expected to have terms expressing the rate as a function of temperature, 
pH. dissolved oxygen content, and chemical speciadion in the atmosphere and in the water.  

Inner Barrier Corrosion Model 

The overall objective of this activity is to derive predictive tools that will enable 
performance assessment of caadidate materials during extended periods of time while exposed to 
Yucca Mountain conditions. L, particula.r, the inner barrier material may be subject to localized 
corrosion once the outer barrier is breached. Much of the modeling effort depends on the 
characteristics of the environment that eventually contacts the inner barrier surface. Many of the 
environmental characteristics must be projected from assumptions ior different scenarios of how 
water will enter the repository drifts and contact the waste packages.  

As a result of the January model abstraction workshop on waste package degradation.  
some rethinking occurred on how bcst to put together the various models for corrosion of the 
inner barrier. Most recently. attention has been directed towards developing a corrosion model to 
predict the irate of penetration of the corrosion-resistant inner barrier, a function of the near-field 
environment. Note that the near-field environment is characterized by temperature, humidity.  
in-drift water dripping, and the chemistry of the contacting water. There are several modes of 
generalized and localized corrosion that may play an important role in the ultimaie failure of 
engineered barriers used for the geological disposal of high-level radioactive wastes. Penetration 
of the corrosion resistant material will be assumed to be frorr localized conosion: pitting 
corrosion, active crevice corrosion, or both. This model will ccount for the interaction between 
the corrosion-allowance outer barrier and the tiner barrier. Interactions will include pH 
suppression in the crevice caused by the hydrolysis of products from corrosion-allowance 
material corrosion, establishment of a protective mixed potential at the corrosion-resistant 
material surface, and eventual crevice corrosion of the corrosion-resistant material beneath the 
accumulated corrosion product. Several of these effects will be accounted for with a near-field 
environment correction tcalculation of pi1 and mixed potential) applied at the interface between 
the corrosion-allowance material and corrosion-resistant material, before applying the stochastic 
pitting model, or before applying a genet al corrosion model.  

At t. waste package degradation abstraction-testing workshop. the following three 
hypotheses were formulated: (1 ) penetration of the outer barrier comprised of corrosion
allowance material will be by either humid air corrosion or aqueous corrosion: (2) the inner 
barrier composed of cormrion-resliant material will be exposed in patches as the outer barrier 
corrodes- and t3) the %crevicc region surrounding each exposed patch can be subdivided into three 
generic zones. These zones are defined as flllows: Zone I is the corrosion-resistant material that
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will be directly exposed to the near-field environment, via humid air or a thin layer of oxygenated 
and acidified water; Zone 2 is the corrosion-resistant material that will be exposed to a thin layer 
of acidified water, with a gradient in oxygen concentration; and Zone 3 is the corrosion-resistant 
material that will be exposed to a thin layer of ac:.dified and deoxygenated water. The corrosion 
phenometia in these zones may progress through two distinct phases. Furthermore. corrosion 
within the crevice progresses through two phases: Phase I i% the active corrosion of the 
corrosion-allowance material crevice wall- and Phase 2 is the classical crevice corrosion of the 
corrosion-resistant material, with passive-active transition.  

During Phase 1. the corrosion-allowance material wall will undergo active anodic 
dissolution, while the conosion-resistant material wall will be maintained below the damage 
threshold. Initially, the crevice between the corrosion-allowance material and corrosion-resistant 
material will be fillWd with water as the temperature of the container drops below 100°C. This 
water will be acidified by the hydrolysis of corrosion products from the anodic dissolution of the 
outer barrier. The pH of this electrolyte is suppressed by various hydrolysis reactions involving 
dissolved iron. The corrosion potential of the corrosion-allowance material at the point of 
penetration will be located between the reiuction-oxidacion potentials for cathodic oxygen 
reduction and anodic iron dissolution, as well as hydrogen evolution. This value can be 
calculated from mixed potential theory, is expected to be below the damage threshold of the 
corrosion-resistant material, and should galvanically protect the corrosion-resistant material.  
Passivation of the crevice wall formed by the corrosion-allowance material will not be possible at 
the pH and potential maintained at the mouth of the crevice. The rate of formation of 
precipitated products from corrosion of tb,: corrosion-allowance material wall will be greatest 
near the mouth of the crevice. These hydroxides and oxyhydroxides will accumulate near the 
crevice mouth, eventually filling the spacve.  

During Phase 2. a second crevice will form between the precipitated, tightly packed 
corrosion products and the corrosion-resistant material. Initially, the two walls of this new 
crevice will be formed by the precipitated solids, which will be relatively dielectric, and the 
passive surface of the corrosion-resistant material. At a critical distance into this crevice (d,), 
which can be calculated from classical corrosion theory, the potential of the corrosion-resistant 
material will pass through the passive-active tiansition (F,,). At distances less than d_. the 
localized chloride concentration, pH. and potential may po'ssibly cause localized breakdown of 
the passive film (initiation of pitting and stress corrosion cracking). At distances greater than d,.  
the corrosion-resistant material will experience active crevice corrosion. Note that classical 
crevice corrosion theory requires passive crevice walls near the mouth for the generation of a 
potential drop in the crevice. This potential drop causes depassivation within the crevice, at a 
critical distance from the mouth, This wi,1U will begin to corrode at a rate limited by the 
availability of cathodic reactants necessary for depolarization of the anodic dissolution reaction.  
These reactants will piobably be dissolved oxyger. entering the crevice through the mouth. or 
hydrogen from the electrolyte.  

£Ag : A first-order approach to the interaction between corrosion-allowance material 
and corrosion-resi slant material will be to account for the effects of the corrosion-allowance 
material corrosion on the locaiized environment thai exist, in the ;revice separating the outer and 
inner barriers. This will involve ta) a decrcawc in the pH caused by hydrolysis of corrosion 
products. 0b, initial estabL.hshnTnt of the nlixed electrode potential below the danmage threshold of 
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the corrosion-resistant material: and (c) crevice corrosion attack of the corrosion resistant 
material beneath precipitated corrosion products. These interfacial effects will "set the stage" for 
localized attack (pitting, active crevice corrosion, etc.) of the corrosion-resistant material, and 
will be accounted for with an "interfacial near-field environment correction." This relatively 
simple correction will facilitate the application of other corrosion models at this boundary.  
including the stochastic pitting model described in Progress Report #15 (DOE. 1997e), 
Necessary data such as equilibrium constants for hydrolysis, oxygen solubility, diffusion 
coefficients, and electrokinetic rate constants can be gleaned from the literature and from the 
corrosion testing reported in Section 6.9.6 of this progress report.  

Particular attention will be paid to the crevice that may form between the corrosion
allowance material and corrosion-resistant material, depending on how the container is fabricated 
and on the pattern of corrosion attack through the outer barrier. A deterministic crevice model 
will b used to define localized conditions within the crevice. This model will account for (a) pH 
shift to acidic values caused by the hydrolysis of dissolved iron, nickel. and chromium; 
(b) differential oxygenation in the crevice from mass transport limitations; and (c) the temporal 
and spatial dependence of general and localized corrosion within the crevice.  

6.9.10 Perfom sce Mame Activty 1.4.4.1 - FstiMate o[ theRates and Mechanisms 
of Container Degradation In the Repo•itory Environment Uor Anticipated and 
Unanticidated Processes and Eventsg and CalCulation of ontainer Failure Rate&as 
a unction of Time 

Work on SCP Subactivities 1.4.4.1. I (deterministic calculations) and 1.4.4.1.2 
(probabilistic calculations) is described together because the work performed includes both 
deterministic and probabilistic aspects.  

Performance Asseasment ModelAbstraCtions 

V' ork is reported in Sections 6.8.4. 6.8.7, and 6.8.8 of this progress report.  

l.calized Corros.ion Subinodel 

The localized corrosion submodel PIGS takes into account the possibility that pit growth 
may cease for deeper pits on a random basis. The model has been applied to a single data set so 
far. The model is able to reproduce the behavior of the actual data, lending credence to the 
postulated mechanisms. In this reporting period, a draft report was prepared (Henshall, in prep.) 
covering a description of the mathematical basis for the model and its application "o one data set.  
Additional laborator) data have been obtained to attempt to provide additional confirmatio-o of 
the model using experimental data.  

wiUcgu: Enhanced subsystem models will be developed for intended use in 
model-testing sensitivity analyses and in the total system performance assessment for the 
viability assessment. The development will tx, guided by plans being developed in and 
.ubwsquent to the Aorkshops mentioned aboe t(see discussion in Section 6.9.9 of this progress 
report). See also the forecasts of Sections 6.10.8 and 6. 10. 10 of this progreiss report.
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6.9.11 nt Activity 1.4...1 - Dettrmimation ot Whether the 
$._h -K AqllycgNmf _deConjlinn~ t iRaulrmm ~t is Sadst 

The objective of t*is activity is to use waste package modeling results from Performance 
Assessment Activities 1.4.4.1. 1.5.4.1, and 1.5.4.2 (see Sections 6.9.10,6.10.9, and 6.10.10 of 
this progress report) to predict waste package containment performance using the scenar'is and 
models developed in Performance Assessment Activities 1.5.3.1 through 1.5.3.5 (Sections 6.10.4 
through 6.10.8 of this progress report). The results of these calculations will then be coompared 
with the interpretation of substantially complete containment to determine whether the 
performance objective has been met for all times duf 1ng the containment period.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity. The 
current emphasis for the total system performance assessment for the viability assessment is on 
total system performance measures, rather than on subsystem performance measures such as 
substantially complete containment.  

Farad: Improved modeling of substantially cormplete containment will becume 
possible from developments in Sections 6.9.9, 6.10.8 and 6.10.10 of this progress report, 
although the near-term emphasis of those activities will be on release-rate modeling to support 
the total system performance assessment for the viability assessment.  

6.10 ENGINEERED BARRIER SYSTEM RELEASE RATES (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.10) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.10 addresses Issue 1.5. which asks whether the waste package and 
repository engineered barrier systems will meet the performance objective for radionuclide 
release rates as required by 10 CFR 60.113.  

6.10.1 Perdfrznajncessessment Activityl.5.1.1 - Integrate Waste Forj Data and Waste 
Pac ka~D2CJi•g Data 

The ob*iectave of this activity is to accumulate the waste form data and waste package 
design data from %% jse producers. fuel manufacturers, and other repository studies. No tests or 
analyses are perlormed in this activity.  

Sbpau15 .J_-..J ntegrate spent nuclear fuel information. The spent nuclear fuel 
waste form testing dat and modeling needs are being addressed in support of the Controlled 
Design Assumption, Decument (CRWMS M&O, 1996c). Activity plans for oxidation tests.  
dissolution/releawe tests,. and modeling dissolution/release are being revised. The information on 
spent nuclear luel release modeling was incorporated in Section 3.5 of the Waste Form 
Characteristics Rexpn. version 1.2 (Stout and Leider. 1996). Progress during this reporting 
period is presented in Sections 6.10.2 and 6.10.6 of this progress report. A workshop on waste 
form alteration and radionuclide mobilization was held in February 1997. The highest ranked 
issues were dissolution/alteration rate. release rate. solubility limits, colloidal kinetics, and 
cladding degiadittn High burnup spent fuel test sarmples. were also identified as an is~ue.
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Current planning is in progress to identify and procure cladding segments of a high burnup spent 
fuel from United States fuel vendors.  

5ubabtivity L.5.1 ,12 - '"egrate g1ass waste form information. The glass waste form 
testing data and modeling, .As are being addressed in support of the Controlled Design 
Assumrtions Document. Information was incorporated in Section 3.5 of the Waste Form 
Characteristics Report. version 1.2 (Stout and Leider, 1996). Progress during this reporting 
period is presented in Sections 6.10.3 and 6.10.7 of this progress report.  

Sgbactivity 1.5.1.1.3 - Integrate waste package and repository design information. No 
progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

Fortulm: The Waste Form Characteristics Report will be updated for the spent nuclear 
fuel and glass waste forms. This report is being revised section by section, rather than waiting to 
revise the entire document.  

6.10.2 Perfornmnce Assement Activity 1.5.2.1 - Characterization Lf the S nent Nudear 
Fuel Waste Form 

The objective of this activity is to conduct tests that will provide data on the release rate of 
radionuclides from the spent nuclear fuel waste form.  

Subactivity 1.5.2.1.1 - Dissolution and leaching of spent nuclear fuel. The objective of 
this subactivity is to generate spent nuclear fuel dissolution data for use in performance 
assessments and for direct use in licensing. As part of this task. saturated flow-through tests on 
spent nuclear fuel and uranium oxides are designed to measure dissolution rates of these 
materials and their dependence on several parameters such as solution pH, temperature, oxygen 
fugacity, flow rate, and solution anions, particularly carbonate species. The unirradiated uranium 
oxides represent new or zero burnup fuel. in addition, unsaturated drip tests are used to 
d&tertiine dhe rate of fi'el alteration and release rates of different radionuclides under conditions 
of low-water-volume contact rates. Colloidal actinide species may form under these unsaturated 
conditions and be a major transport mode for radionuclides.  

In the spent nuclear fuel flow-through tests. effort was focused in two different areas: 
1) uranium oxide ('O.) matrix flow-through dissolution rate tests on pressurized water reactor 

and boili[z Water reactors fuels at a variety of burnups and alkaline and acidic pH1-s; anid (2) gap 
inventory tests for iodine- 129. Four flow-through tests with ATM-105 fuel in a mini-matrix 
r2 x 10, M carbonate and 2 x 10' M carbonate, both at 25 and 75°C) were completed. and the 
tests were terminated. The final steady-state dissolution rates observed for these four tests were 
essentially unchanged from .the interim values. Three new flow-through tests with ATM- 103 
grain-size powder specimens were started: one test with pH = 6 nitric acid at 25'C, one test with 
pH = 6 nitric acid at 75*C, and one test with pH = 4 nitric acid at 25°C. These te!sts complement 
two ongoing tests with pH = 6 nitric acid at 25°C that are being conducted with two different size 
ATM- 103 fuel fragments (- 1 mm and -5 nim fragments) to investigate grain boundary leaching 
rates.
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Grain-boundary inventory measurements of iodine- 129 were conducted with four different 
ATM- 105 and ATM- 106 specimens from different rods with differing fission gas release 
percentages. However, the results are questionable and, thus at least some of the tests will be 
repeated.  

In the unsaturated tests, two commercial spent nuclear fuels. ATM- 103 and ATM- 106, are 
being tested in three types of tests: high drip rate tests, low drip rate tests, and vapor tests. A 
surrogate water. EJ- 13, was produced by reacting water from ground-water well UE-25 J# 13 with 
Yucca Mountain tuff for approximately 80 days at 90°C. The spent nuclear fuel in the tests has 
undergone 54 months of reaction at 90CC by the end of March.  

Scanning electron microscopy examination of a section from the ATM-f103 spent nuclear 
fuel fragment, which was from the high drip rate test after 3.7 years of testing, indicated that 
reaction occurred primarily as a front through the grains, with limited reaction down the grain 
boundaries. The depth of reaction was a minimum of 20 rm. the diameter of a totally reacted 
grain. The transmission electron microscopy examination of another section from the same 
ATM- 103 fragment indicated that (a) technetium. molybcienum. and ruthenium were being 
removed from epsilon-phase particles in reacted areas of the fuel grains, (b) I to 2 weight percent 
ruthenium and molybdenum were being incorporated into the uranium silicate alteration product 
present on the surface of the spent fuel; (c) small amounts (parts per million) of technetium were 
also incorporated into the uranium silicate alteration product: and (d) plutonium appeared to be 
concentrating on the fuel surface at areas adjacent to reacted grains. Epsilon-phase particles are 
pL,.ticles containing the fission products molybdenum. palladium, rhodium. ruthenium, and 
technetium in a UO, matrix.  

All seven unsaturated tests were sampled after 4. 1 years of reaction. Scanning electron 
microscopy results for identification of the alteration products in the ATM- 103 vapor test 
indicate that the major alteration product was dehydrated schocpite (UO,-0.8 HO). The 
presence of large quantities of dehydrated schoepite. a highly soluble uranium product, shows the 
extent of the spent fuel reaction in a short reaction time, 4. 1 years. under unsaturated conditions 
with only water vapor presen. The iodine- 129, strontium-90, and technetium-99 data for the low 
drip rate and vapor tests for the 3.1 year reaction interval were analyzed. An increase in the 
release fraction for technetlium-99 was noted in both ATM- 103 tests. The release fractions for 
these two tests were only 50 and 100 times less, respectively, than the release fraction. -5 x 10'.  
observed in the high drip rate test at the 3.1 year reaction interval. An increase in the release 
fraction for iodine- 129 was noted for both vapor tests, as well a.; the ATM- 103 low drip rate test.  
The iudine- 129 release fractions, - 10". were ,oniparable in vapor, low drip rate and high drip 
rate tests for ATM-103. No increase in the release fraction was noted for strontium-90. which 
remained at I x 10'. The results for the ATM- 106 low drip rate test. in which the fuel had been 
rinsed in FRJ- 13 water for less than 20 minutes. could not be directly compared with the other 
data Examination of a clay colloid collected in a high drip rate test after 3.1 years of reaction 
indic. ted that both technetium-49- and molybdenum were incorporated into the clay.  

Aliquots of the leachate and acid strip solutions from the seven unsaturated tests after 
4 .1 Nears of reaction were prepared and submitted for inductively coupled plasma-mass 
specttoscop. analyst. Results ot the.,e analyses will be presented in luture repmrts. The 
inductively coupled plasna-n•na-, lpecn oi'wcopý dJta fro.i thle 3 7 yeaw samipling of tht two high
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drip rate tests were analyzed and are being incorporated into existing data tables. Samples of the 
fuel after 4 1 years of reaction under vapor and low drip rate conditions were :nicrotomed for 
later transmission electronic microscopy examination.  

Dynamic light scattering is being developed as a method to study colloids formed from the 
reaction of glass and spent fuel with ground water under potential repository conditions at Yucca 
Mountain. The data obtained by dynamic l-iht scattering will include size classes and 
concentrations of colloids present in the solutions. The dynamic light scattering unit is 
operational and samples from ongoing, waste form, corrosion tests will examined as they become 
available.  

EUwag: Flow-through dissolution measurements on spent nuclear fuel will continue.  
There are still major gaps in the data base of flow-through tests for fuels with different burnups, 
most notably as follows: (a) the remaining three extreme conditions should be tested for the 
highest bumup fuel currently available for testing. ATM- I06, (b) there are no data for low 
burnup fuels t- .twcen zero (UO:) and 30 MWd/kgM (ATM- 103) (fuel specinmens with burnups of 
about 15 to 20 MWd/kgM are available for testing from the ends of fuel rods on hand. and the 
current test plan calls for testing these fuels in the near future); and (c) fueci with burnups up io 
about 79 MWd/kgM should be tested, but none are currently available.  

The unsaturated tests will continue. Detailed analysis of the leachates from the spent 
nuclear fuel tests will continue to determine whether there is a decrease in the leach rate and a 
change in the composition. ferrm, and quantity of the radionuclides. The alteration products on 
the spent nu,.leai fuel will continue to be identified. Attention will be naid to the type and depth 
of reaction within a spent nuclear fuel fragment. A detailed test plan has been approved and will 
be implemented to address issues identified during the ongoing testing of spent nuclear fuel.  
Additional spent nuclear fuel samples from the unsaturated tests will be cross-sectioned so that a 
three-dimensional representation of the sample reactions and a more quantitative determination 
of crystal phase compositions can be obtained.  

Subactivitl I 52.1 - O2i.hdtion of spent nuclear fuel. The oxidation of spent nuclear fuel 
under potentnai rclotitory conditions depends primarily un temperature and time after the spent 
nuclear fuel i,, e.px,,ed to atmospheric oxygen. Spent nuclear fuel oxidation is a degradation or 
alteration mode that can significantly increase the potential radionuclide release rate in the 
potential repositor%: This results from the transformation of the UO, phase of spent nuclear fuel 
to a U40, lattice ,lihgh' volume decrease) and then to U,O, (about a 30 percent volume 
expansion), incrL',ing the surface area of the spent nuclear fuel exposed relative to the original 
pellet tragment or grain area. The UPO phase can split the zircaloy cladding lengthwise.  
Dry-bath weight %aan tests are in progress to determine spent nuclear fuel oxidation response.  
These are long-term weight gain tests conducted in a hot cell. These tests primarily us,' low 
temperature, f less than 200"'C) to examine oxidation rate, but one dry bath operates at 2550C to 
accelerate the oxidation r-Ite. On the basis of information obtained from the dry-bath tests, 
thennogravi'metirc apparatus tests were initiated at a higiier range of temperatures (250 to 

320'C. These tmo types of tests will provide temperature-time-phase response as UO, spent 
nuclear fuel oxidue, to 1'4,0.,. then to U;O,.,. and finall) to UT.o
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The dry-bath oxidation testing continued at a reduced level until January 1997, when a 
facility-wide electrical outage caused the tests to be shut down. The baths are being maintained 
in a manner where they can be restarted if additional ATM samples are obtained. Existing 
funding is being focused on thermogravimetric analysis testing.  

Previous work to interpet the mechanisms of oxidation of spent nuclear fuel from the 
U,O, (UO, .) stale to the UýO phase has been complicated by extensive scatter in the data from 
thermogravimetric analysis. Detailed analysis has led to the probability that the scatter is caused 
by the difference in radial burnup in the samples coupled with the small (200 mg) sample size.  

To test the hypothesis of a burnup effect on the oxidation of UO24 to U3O0, nine of the 
previously oxidized samples of ATM- 105 fuel were analyzed using thermal ionization mass 
spectrometry. The measured atom ratios were used in accordance with ASTM procedure 
E I 21-79 "Standard Test Method for Atom Percent Fission in Uranium and Plutonium Fuel 
tNeodymium- 148 Method)" to calculate the localized burnup of each individual sample. The 
estimated experimental uncertainty is ± 2.5 percent. All these samples, with the exception of one 
which came from the top of the fuel rod, came from the same 22 in. (56 cm) axial length 
segment of the same fuel rod. The axial gamma scant indicate a variation of only a few percent, 
but because of the small sample size used (-200 mg) coupled with the radial burnup distribution.  
a burnup distribution of 27.5 to 32.5 MWd/kgM within the samples tested was found.  

More importanly. the results s."em to verify the hypothesis of the burnup dependence of 
the oxidation kinetics from UW, 4 to UI,0. In all instances (within uncertainty) at each 
temperature, the lower burnup fragirn's oxidized faster than thc higher burnup samples, Also, it 
appears that for any measurable plateau of the oxygen-to-me'al ratio to exist at 305'C. the burnup 
must be -30 MWd/kgM. At 283°C. it appears that the length of time on the plateau increases 
with increasing burnup.  

Two fragments from the radial center of ATM- 104 Rod MKP- 109 segment M underwent 
gamma energy analysis before being loaded in the thermograviimetric analysis. An attempt was 
made to minimize the amourt of rim in each sample, although it is not possible with the 
equipment available to totally ensure that none of the outer rim is present in either sample.  

Sample 12-3-96-104-01, a single fragment weighing 184.53 rag. was loaded in 
thermogravimetric analysis #1 and has operated for 650 hours (120 days on March 31) at 305'C.  
An oxygen-to-metdal ratio of 2.40 was reached within 50 hours, and the sample remained on the 
plateau for approximately 450 hours. Thereafter, the sample has been slowly gaining weight and 
is currently at an oxygen-to-metal ration of -2.44. This test continues to run. Sample 
12-3-96-104-02. a single fragment weighing 213.90 ing. was loaded in therniogravimetric 
anal'yss #2 and also has operated for 650 hours (120 days on March 31) at 305'C The first 
plateau at an oxygeni-to-inttal ratio of -2.30 was reached wihin 50 hours. this sample is still on 
the plateau and the test continues to run.  

The nominal pellet average bumup for the A I'M- 104 fuel in this region is 44 MWd/kgM, 
highet than the -30 MWd/kgM for the ATM- 105 fuel used in previous tests. The higher burnup 
AiM i(4 tuel xas hypothesized to hive a longer plateau, or at least a longer time to toi m t',O 
than the ATM. 105 fuel. The ATM- 105 fragments oxidized previowsly at 105VC exhibited rno
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extended plateau behavior; the one sample taking the longest to oxidi7, to an oxygen-to-metal 
ratio above 2.4 loosely displayed a plateau for about 50 hours, The current runs. with a minimum 
plateau of 450 hours, seem to verify the hypothesis that higher hurnup fuel stabilizes the UO2 

matrix and delays the onset of U30, formation.  

&grec : Dry-bath testing will continue. Operation of the two thermogravimctric 
analysis systems and the analysis of the data will continue. Future tests, in accordance with the 
approved test plan addendum, inmlude oxidation at 3050C of ATM-108 (gadolinium-doped) fuel.  
and fresh fragments of ATM-105 fuel cut to differentiate the radial surface and center fragments.  

Subactivities 1.5.2.1.3 through 1.5.2.1.6. No progress was made during this reporting 
period on the tour subactivities that address (1) the corrosion of zircaloy. (2) the corrosion of and 
radionuclide release from other materials, (3) the evaluation of the inventory and release of 
carbon-14 from the zircaloy cladding, and (4) other experiments on the spent nuclear fuel waste 
form.  

6.10.3 Performance Assesmenl Activity 1.5.2.2 -!Characterization of the GIlass Was 
E=rm 

The objective of this activity is to provide the data required to calculate radionuclide 
release rates from glass waste forms.  

Subactivity 1.5.2.2.1 - Leach tcstinl of glass. Long-term unsaturated tests (drip teStS) of 
two glass comiositions (Savannah River deflcnse waste processing facility and West Valley 
ATM-IO) continued in two test series labeled the N2 and N3 series. These tests are being used to 
determine the types and quantities of radionuclide elements released from waste glasses when 
sub•jectcd to an intermittent dripping water contact scenario. Both soluble and colloidal 
radionuclide releases of actinides and technetium are being measured. A 304L stainless steel 
sample holder is also present in these tests to simulate the presence of the pour canister material 
on glass waste form behavior.  

The defense waste processing facility glass is being tested in the N2 test sries, which .,as 
been in progress for 568 weeks (10.9 years) as of March 31, 1997, Tne tests were sampled on 
January 23. 1997. as scheduled. Preliminary evaluation of solution analyses from these tests 
shows that the #10 test continues to release plutonium and americium at a rate substantially 
greater than the rates of. tests #9 and # 12. while the release of soluble elements is comparable in 
all the tests. This observation is consistent with colloidal release of the actinides in test #10 
(Fortner et al., 1996).  

The West Valley glass (ATM 10) is being tested in the N3 test series, which has been in 
progress for 493 weeks (9.5 years) a.% of March 31, 1991. The tests were succeistully sanpled on 
January 13, 1997, as scheduled, Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy data for solution 
analyses from these tests indicates the elemental release rates are maintaining steady va1,ies 
similar to those provided in Progress Relort #15 (DOE. 1997e).
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For both of the N2 and N3 samples, transuranic entrainment by colloids and partic.ulates is 
being determined by ultracentrifugation-filIration of the test solutions, which removes materials 
with dimensions greater than about 0. 1 micron. Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy 
analysis of cation concentrations in the solutions from both the N2 and N3 tests is in progress.  
No further analytical work on either of these sample sets will be performed.  

These tests are providing data on radionuclide release mechanisms and degradation/ 
alteration rates of glass waste forms. These data are being used to constrain and guide on-going 
model development for glass corrosion. Additional glass waste form testing will be required to 
model glass degradation/alteration modes and the subsequent dissolution/release of radionuclides 
as soluble and colloidal species over the range of potential repository environments.  

ii. 2.2 - Materials interactions affecting glass kad=. The N2 and N3 test 

series contain stainless steel holders that simulate the presence of the 304,L pour canister that will 
be present in the repository. Colloidal-sized iron particles have been identified in the N2 and N3 
test solutions. This is important because sorption of radionuclides onto these particles provides a 
transport mechanism for radionuclides that is not solubility contiolled. No other work in this 
subactivity is in progress.  

Foreua: Degradation/alteration testing of the glass waste form in these long-term 
unsaturated tests will continue. limited analysis of colloids from previous tests will continue.  

Subactivity 1.5.2.2.3 - Cootrativc testing with waste producers. No progress was made 
during the repolting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

6.10.4 Performance Asessment Activity 1.53.1 -lntegriteScenarios for Release From 
Wmle Pfkm 

The objecttve of this activity is to first identify the features, events, and processes and then 
to develop the scenarios made up of these features, events, and p icesses for which the 
engineered harrier system subsystem must be analy7ed in accordance with 10 CFR 60.113. This 
paragraph of 10 CFR Pait 60 sets qua, rative performance requirements to be satisfied by the 
waste package and engineered barrier system, a,:suming anticipated processes and events. Thus, 
this activity must identify which features, events, and processes and scenarios are expected.  

Subactivities 1 L thgrough 1.5.3..4 No progress was made during the reporting 
period; this was 4n unfunded activity- The current emphasis for the total system performance 
assessment for the viability assessment is on total system performance scenarios. rather than on 
subsysten4 performance. The four subactivittes. cover: (I) developing scenario identifications.  
(2) separating scenarioi, into anticipated and unanticipated c•itegories. (3) developing parainetes 
of !he seenaC,0 0, and 4 1 compaz ing the anticipated scenarios with the design envelope of the 
waste package. The identification and evaluation of waste package design basis accidents is 
addressed li Section 5.1.3 of this progress report. Analyses reported in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3 
of this progress report will contribute to the technical basi, lox developing the scenarios for the 
next total system peirtortace asse.ssnient. Subuiodel dc tciopment in Section tC, 1(.8 of thi,
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progress report will use and possibly extend work on the scenarios reported in Section 6.10.4 in 
Progress Report #13 (DOE, 1996f).  

Eorecast: Improved analysis of engineered barrier system scenarios will become possible 
from developments in Sections 6.10.8 and 6. 10. 10 of this progress report. although the near-term 
emphasis of those activities will be on release-rate modeling to support total system performance 
assessment for the viability assessment. Engineered barrier system scenarios will be incorporated 
in the sensitivity studies and scenawio development for the total system performance assessment 
for the viability assessment.  

6.10.5 Performance Assesument Activity 1.5.3.2 - Develop_ Gechemtcal Sptlation and 

The objective of this activity is to further develop the geochemical modeling code EQ3/6 
for use in modeling of waste form radionuclide release and the behavior of the released 
radionuclides.  

Subact viiy 1.5.3.2.1 - Develop data base for geochemica modeling. GEMBOCHS was 
aug.nented by including reference-state thermodynamic data and heat-capacity coefficients for a 
large number of cadmium, hafnium, lead, titanium, zinc, and zirconium species not previously 
available in GEMBOCHS. In aggregate, these data expand significantly the compositional range 
of problems thai can be addressed using geochemical modeling software-. they pennit improved 
modeling capabilities for both direct and analog geochemical scenarios relevant to the potential 
repository at Yucca Mountain. Numerous relatively small-icale additions and revisions have 
also been incorporated into the data base and associated software. New thermodynamic data file 
suites that incorporate all the foregoing improvements have been generated for use with the 
gcochemical softwarc packages EQ3/6 and GWB (The Gcomhernist's• Workbench) and are 
available to Project participants via anonymous Internet file transfer protocol (ftp) access.  

In suppoil of modeling studie:, associated with altered zone characterization (see 
Section 3.14 of this progress report), graphical software was augmented to facilitate generation of 
GEMBOCHS-derived thermodynamic data files for use with the reactive-transport software 
package OS3D/GIMRT (Heefel and Yabusaki, 1995). Several such files were generated and 
have been used extensively by those involved with altered zone modeling.  

Existing theinodynamnc and solubility data lot important radionuclides (anmericiufl.  
nickel. neptunium. plutonium, technetium. uranium, and zirconium) at both ambient and elevated 
temperatures are being evaluated with particular attention paid to solid phases that may control 
solubilities under expected repository conditions.  

b, ast: The GEMBoCHS data base and software library will continue to he improved 
by including new and revised thermodynamic data and extrapolation algorithms as they become 
available in the scientific literature. These improvements will be incoiporated into revised 
LQ3/6, GWB. .nd 0S3D/GIMRT data file suites, which will be available via anonymous 
Internet tile transier protocol (s'p) acce.ss.
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A limited number of new data will be collected so that a recommendation can be macte on 
the ability to extrapolate thermodynamic properties of the key radior.uclides to elevated 
temperatures. If extrapolation is not possible, a recommendation will be made assessing the risk 
the Project is assuming if thermodynamic properties are not measured at elevated temperatures.  
A recommendation will also be made assessing the risk the Proj-!ci is assuming if solubilities are 
not m easured at elevated temperatures.  

A critical review of literature values for the thermodynamic data on nickel and zirconium 
will be conducted. These two elements are not being covered by the Nuclear Energy Agency 
revie,,,s. The goal is to use th- Nuclear Energy Agency critical rev':w procedures to provide the 

Project with a qualified data base for the two radionuclides with priority one data needs that are 

not being addressed by the Nuclear Energy Agency or Project data collection efforts.  

Subactivity 1.5.3.2.2 - Develop geochemical modeling code. The objective of this task is 

to develop the geochemical modeling software EQ3/6 (Daveler and Wolcry. 1992; Wolery, 
1992a and b; Wolery and Daveler. l"92), which provides capabilities fc,r analyzing and 
simulating interactions among water, rock, nuclear waste. and other reposito~y components in the 

near-field environment, the altered zone. and the far-field environment. Qualified versions of the 

msftware are teing maintained in the Version 7 line, and additioial nmodeling capabilities were 

added in previous reporting periods to the Version 8 line. EQ3/6 is sapported on both UNIX 
workstations mnd 386/486/Pentium personal computers.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was -a unfunded activity.  

EoLumtI: No work is planned tor FY 1997.  

6.10.6 performance Assessment Activity 1,S.3.3 - Generate Models for Release Frgm 

The objective of this activity is to develop models for the oxidation. degradation.  
dissolution. and radionuclide release rate response of spent nuclear fuel waste forms 

Subactivity 1.5.3.3. 1 -Generate release nmodels for sp ent nuclear fuel. The primary 
transport mode of radionuclides from spent nuclear fuel waste forms is by witer ,-onlacting.  
,Aetting. dissolving, and reacting at the surface of the spent nuclear fuel The dexelopment of a 
model to describc the physical, chemical and radiolytic protcesses requires several suhniodeling 
steps These include a submodel to predict the oxidation state of the tuel (110, U,(,.,. 11,0,or 
11i, (lIt ven the oxidation state, the transport equation, which is the i.ass balance equation. is 
the basis tor developing release submodels that depend on degradation ind dissolution rates.  

U ,) spent nuclear fuel, oxidi:, to highei uratum oxide phases in aii oxygen atmosphete.  
The oxidation resronse of spent fuels affects the radionu'lide release in potential repository 
environments because of two independent functional consequences of the higher oxides. The 
first eftcet is geonittrical and result. from the surface area and volume changes that occur as the 
lhiihct oxidcs hlti. I' ,he sc.nd effect isults from the hlihicr div.solhtion rate of the U ,0, oxidc 

and the 110 oxide h~drates
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The basis of spent fuel oxidation responre model development depends strongly on 
experimental data obtained from thermogravimetnic analysis and oven dry bath oxidation testing 
methods (see Sections 6.9.6 and 6 10.2 of this progress report). The models provide response 
functions for the elapsed time to higher oxidation phases as a function of temperature and 
nominal grain size aLd for the quantity /volume) of a higher oxidation phase as a function of 
time, temperature, and nominal grain s.ie- Tbe two spent nuclear fuel oxidation lphase responses 
examined thus far are the UO: to L'40• phase transformat on and the UO, to UO) phase 
transformation. For •hese two-phase transformations, oxidation response models have been 
developed. Thex,e models were d'veloped indpendentiN from dry oxidation data obtained at 
255"C. A combination of these models was applied to predict in a bounding manner the 255'C 
dry-bath data. The predicted results of the model using several distinct grain sizes were 
compared with the 255"C data. The comparisons show that 'he experimental results are bounded 
by the models at small grain sizes- A refinement to this response model that uses a distribution 
of grain sizes would be more nomina~l, renresentative of the actual test data. These models are 
simplistic in form. bw.ed on limited data. but useful for the cuntnt stage of design and 
perfioraance assessment analyses. The o.iuation models and their comparison with data at 
155'C were included *v the recent revision of Section 3.2.2 of the Waste Form Characteristics 

Report. version 1.2 (Stout and Leider, 1996,.  

The framework for developing dis,,-olution response models is nonequilibrium 
thermodynamics (Stout. 1996). Three d.:'erene function forms have been developed to describe 
the dissolution response of unoxid'zed LIU, spent nuclear fuel waste forms. The first form is a 
classical Onsager relationship (deGroot and Mazur. 1962) for the dissolution rate. which is 
linearly coupleJ to the energy change of the sohid dissolving into a liquid and the diffusional 
mass flux energy changes. This is expected to describe the dissolution response close to 
thermot•nt. 'nc equilibrium. In addition to ihis near-equilibrium Onsager model, two 
ntnequii i:i0111n1 models were derived for aissolution reaction processes occurring far from 
thernodý naniic equilibrium. In the first mnoiel, a functional form was derived that is similar to 
the classical Butler-Volmer rclitlonship (Bockris and Khan, 1993) used in electrtcwemical 
40"1-11)1O1 processes This riodel has an exponential representa ion for the energy changes.  
chemical plus electrochemical potentials. (x:curring during dissolution across a sohd-liquid 
interface. A -econd model was denried in this reporting period and is referred to as the second 
Butlet.Voline, model. L.ogarithmic dependent chemical l+ixentials were substituted in this 
model. which is similar to the classical chemica! kinetic rate law cSturnrn and Morgan, 1981) for 
gaseous and liquid chemical reaction processes. These noiiequilibiuni miodels povide a 
chemical thermodynamic basis for sl, nt furl dissolution models.  

Regression anaiysis ot the set of unirradiated ltQ ii aid s.penit 1I1 nuclear fuel 
f1o• through dissolution rate data provided a .,atisfactory tit to the two Butlet-Voliner nicdlels.  
In addition to temperature and the watet cheimstry % ariables. burnup is included as a surrogatw 

for fsionl pro t " onen-tilations. 1For regression purposes, the Butler Volmer models used a 
tluidraic poliynomaial Ito chemical Ix)teittal energy charqges hI this reporting pei iod. tht :;econd 
Butler Volmer niotoel was used tor regression analyses, and used a polynomial of logarithrnic 
tetins for chemic.,l lotent'al energv changes. Some interaction and quadratic terms were 
included with both models to improve ,he ht. These featmres make both model% nonlinear.  
tn'cause the chmeintal pitential cntg.i chatiic tic. ii'.. ale in hc. expol.rtial tunction and cointai 
tquadra.ttic ternm, Thi% %econd Llutiet-Volici niodcl :pi ovides, tettct dis"solution rate ,.stimate,
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compared with the first form, particularly when it is extrapolated to the less Jokaline and reactive 
pH range of 7 to 8. Additional dissolution data for higher bumup fuels are needed to increase the 
reliability of the models. The function forms and the results of the regression analyses were 
incorporated in the recent revision of Section 3.4.2 of the Waste Form Characteristics Report.  
version 1.2 (Stout and Leider, 1996).  

Model development to describe release rates on the basis of the unsaturated test data 
continued. The unsaturated test data indicated that significant alteration of the fuel su-face has 
occurred during the approximately four years of testing. and the surfaces of grains are probably 
exposed and wetted by a thin water film. The model development assumes quasi-steady rate 
processes are occurring for dissolution rates, precipitation rates, colloidal kinetics, and •dsorplion 
kinetics. Using this assumption, the mass balance equation for a generic species can be 
simplified and reduced to a mass transport exprrssion that strongly depends on water flowing 
over a wetted area. For unsaturated flows, this results in a weak dependence on the total surface 
of spent fuel exposed in that only the wetted surface contributes to the release rate, Using the 
high and low drip-rate test data. preliminary values for a length scale parameter are being 
determined.  

Ursm.tcaI: Development of submodels for release rate terms in the mass transport model 
will continue. Submodels will be refined that are consistent with the limited subsets of 
dissolution.release data. To include known effects of UO, spent nuclear fuel oxidation on release 
rates, updates. refinements, and impacts of the current oxidation models will be completed as 
additional thermogravinietric and oxidation dry-bat, data become available.  

6.10.7 Performance Assment Activity 1.5.3.4 - Generate Modes for Releaje From Glass 
wMate ElMm 

Suactivty 1.5 3.4.1 - (igncrate re leas.b oKcls for glass waste forms. Chemical modeling 
of glass degradation is being used to synthesize results fri.nm on-going experimental work.  
determine the rate-limiting chemical mechanisms controlling glass alteration rates, and provide a 
mechanistically kased method for making long-term predictions of glass degradation 

Current work is focused on examining the effect of dissolved cations such as aluminum.  
iron, magnesium and others on glass waste form performance, with most of the work 
concentrating on magnesium Previous experimental data suggest that dissolved magnesium can 
have a significant benctwmal effect on glass durability. To better understand the mechanism by 
which dissolved magnesium enhance-, glass durability, and to quantify the effect, glass 
dis,,olutiot rate,, are being measured in fluw -through tests where the pH buffer fluids have been 
doped with magnesium The tests will begin in the next reporting period 

A literature ic iell.w of available data on the effects of dissolved species on glass durability 
was completed and written up. I'his review has been incorporated into the current version of the 
Waste Form Charac-teristics Report. %ersion 1.2 (Stout and Leider. 1996).  

kt'cAg: The theoicttical and .xlei, iiental aualvsi, of thc ettct't ot Jdils ed spcoies on 
gla~ss wste lotIMi durabilitm will continuc The Ilok -through tests w ith dissolsed itiagtiesium
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present wt). b." completed, and another set examining the effect of dissolved iron started. Results 
of these expenments will provide parameters that can be ir.corporated into the glass dissolution 
mrd1l apd us,:d to nmodl other available experimental data for model validttion.  

(%10-9 • nam-actAma uA_-.tyity U1-5._3 - W'aste Packa___c Peirforniance Assesment 

The obje•live,, of this activity are to (a) integrate submodels of prccesses that affect 

iadionuclide release from waste packages into a system miodel for waste package performance 
(Subactivity 1.5.3. ), (b) develop a rnethod] for providing probability uistributions for 
itidividual waste package and ensemble performance that incorporate uncertainties in conditions 

and waste package parameters (Subactivity 1.5.3.5.2). and (C) deternine experimentally what 
friction of the walet dripping on:, a contaiaer would enter the container through a breach in the 
-,;ntaip.tr wall (Subactivity 1.5.3 5.3.  

PerfoanAce Assesswent Model Abh:rKuons 

Work is reported in Se-tions 6.8.4, 6.8 6. and 6.8.7 of this progress repo.t.  

"Ckss Alteration Submodel 

A glw_• alteration model lia., beer, developed for use in the subs) ..tem performance 
:,,sessment model, which is reported in the Wa'site Form Charipcicristics Repo)rl, Version 1.2 
(Stout and Leader. 19(M), The model covers ý,ater contact modes of tri:kle flow over the glhss 
.,urfacr and gradual imimcrsion in the cootaiiaer in a hathtub ratn, by a slow inflow of water. The 

d-ntekl is based on results of a matrix of batch tests with sudden immersion In a fixed quantity of 
w:jier and on flow through tests at relatively high water flow rates. Attention to the experimental 
t shows dependence on temperature, pH. Ad dissolved sihLa content in the water. The silica 
c nlttni incretsws with the gluss dissolution, hence the ino.lel tra'ks the changing silica con.ent 

,uring the water contact in each nite. Another coroiiar'v is !'at the fraction of silica 
repccipitated i- imiortant in detcrn it-ing the aimount of sillwa remaining in solutionl.  

Subarlivit% 1.5.3, . -. _ holnient o t ". No progress was made 
during the reporting period:- :his was an unfunded activity.  

5ubk 53.5.3•_ • •. . j .rLe.i.ncrtj .Iheid ILn No progress 6--as 

'made during the repiorini peritid, this w,., in uniunded ,ctivity 

Eorec•t: t-nhanced suhby.ieni itjioels wil! he developed during the next reporting period 
")i inwendcd use in niiudcl-Iestiný t'liislivitv arla'scs and III the total s'.cnlm pert e 

at'.;iiei itot thi" viability ass:ssment. The devclopment will be ý,uidcd by plaits bcinF.  
develor.d in and subsequent to the workshops aeld thiz. relporting period
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6.10.9

The objective of this activitv is to use the! waste package system model developed in 
Performance Activity 1.5 3.5 (Section 6.10.8 of this progress report) to predict the performance 
of waste packages in given envirotnmental time histories for analysis of sensitivity to 
environmental parameters and design alternatives, for use within the probabilistic calculation of 

the perform. ce of the waste packages in the potenual repository. and 'Kr use in total system 

performan.e assessment analyses.  

No calculations in this category were. carried out. Instead, effort was on a cycle of 
improvemnerts to the models; see Section 6.10.8 of this progress report.  

Eonrt: See Section v. 10. 10 ol this progress report 

6.10.10 Performarnce AUement Activity U&.,42 - Probabilistic Cjlculation of Releases 

from the Waste Pkagck 

The objective of this activity is to provide a probabilistic analysis of waste package 

perfomiance addressing uncertainties in the waste package environmeita and component: and to 
provide the probability distribution of radionuclide release rate., for use in SCP Issue I. i 

(Section 6. 13 oi this progress report). using the uncertainty model developed in Perfornmance 
Assessment Activity ..5 3.5 iSection 6. 10.8 of this progress report).  

No calculations in this category were caiiied out. instead, effort was on a cycle of 
improven..rits to the models; see Sectio, 6. 10.8 of this progress report.  

Esac1: Scoping calculations using prototype advancements of sut)models will be 
performed a% model testing and senstimvity analyses in support of the model development; see 
Section 6. 10 8 of this propress ieport. Results will be used as feedback to the subsystem model 
developyient and ,cenario development for the total 'systern performance assessment for the 
viability aissssment 

6.10.11 Performiinct As-essment Activity I.,, Detennine Radionuclide TransgWr 

The obl¢ccu'v ot thi, activity is to mecasure the distrihiti'on, transport. and interaction ot 
actinide., and m io.t•n produkcis in the engineered barrier sy,.ein and ncr-tield environment 
aiterial, L-nginccc, bart ici syslein and near-field environment materials will be subjected to 
contact x tti rladionuldebarmng s.olutions under a variety ol tonditions to identify the mode of 
niateriakl 1-,ei action and radiontuchlde transport and to derive parameters that can be used to 
tx Ad the radiono, hidc %Iuri•e temr

perforn~nn AHMMMA• & cttvity 1.5A.4. - Detenrmnistic Calculation of Releps• 
from the _Wast PASk
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Estimating the radionuclide source term requires a combination of experimental and 

modkihng task% designed to assess both the release of radionuclides from the waste form and their 
iransport through and interaction with the components of the engineered barrier system and 

near-field environment. Integrated testing is planned to bound the flux of radionuclides that pass 

through the engineered haree: system and near-field environment. ThiS activity will measure 
and model Wa} the potential for transport of radionuclide elements from the waste form through 

the introduced materials. (b) theii alteration products, and (c) the altered host rock that will make 

up the post-emplaccment near-lick: environment of the potential repository at Yucca Mountain.  

Experimental measurements will be combined with conceptual and mechanistic models to bound 

the concentrations of radionuclide elements that will he released from the engineered barrier 

system and near-field environment. " e estimated releases will be used in the performance 

assessment ,f the engineered barrier system and near-field environment subsystem to calculate 

the radionuclide source term to be used in total system performance assessment.  

Silb;iti i A5ilA - RadionMclide distribution in tUff wafers. No progress was made 
during tWe reporting perild. this activity was incorporated in Subactivity 1-5.5. 1.3 (see below.  

Subati•yliv_1 S 1.5.5.1.2- Radionuclide distribution in tuff crts. No progress was made 

during the reporting peiiod. this activity was incorporated in Subactivity 1.5.5.1.3 (see below).  

SubactivitX 1.5.5.1 3 - Determine radionuclide tranoort parameters necessCa lo define the 

t . Experiments began to determine the transport of uranium and neptunium through 

waste packagc corrosion prdiucts and hydr,•thermally altered concrete.  

In urce set of experiments, water-jacketed chromatography columns were set up containing 

mixtures of fine-graiined quarwt and hematite to simulate transport of radionuclides through 

corrosion products. Conservative (iodine) and adsorbing (uranium and neptunium) tracers are 

being passed through these colunins at pHs between 4 and 8 and at temperatures between 
ambient and 800C 

II the otther set of experiments, crushed materia; and fractured cores from the .SF 
colncrete invert were placed in hydrothermal vessel.s and treat,!d at 200T: to prepare them for 

radio)nuclide trans.p'rl expcrmlenkt. Foi these experiments. the crushed material wIll be placed in 
chromatography columns and the f,-' red cores will be placed in a core-thdy, device.  

Fam t: The exivrliieti Isureriient of iodine, uranium, anti neptunium transport 
through a heinatite/quatz minxture anu thxough hydiu-thermahll altered crushed and fractured 
concrete will continue. The result, will be used to define model parameters for predicting the 
tadionclidt:e souice term frt.n the enginecred bartiti sV.sletll.

b 6S
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6.10.12 PerM A AMm j AStivity 13,,. - ltkugft TansoW Modin_ in the 
Ne.IkudW Aa~t, Mugsa_ EnAiMuaM, 

The objcective of this activity is to use the flow and transport model for hydrologic 
ieprescntation of the near-field host rock developed in Design Studies 1. 10.4.1 through 1.10.4.5 
iSectrons 5.2.2 through 5.2.6 of this progress reprt). The model will be validated using data 
from integrated testing activities and tracer tests planned in the ESF, 

Subacuyti"y 1.5.5.2.1 - Validation of near-field transpgrt model using lahboratory and field 
ti •m L . Near-ficld transport of waste package releases wai modeled using the total 
system performance assessment computer code RIP (Golder. 1995) in support of the Engineered 
Barrier System Performance Requirements Study (CRWMS M&O. 1996bb). which is discussed 
in Section 4.1.19 of this progress report.  

kwiual: No work is currently planned for FY 1997. I)evelopment of engineered barrier 
system transport scenarios and model requirements may evolve, however, from the performance 
assessment abstraction-testing workshop on waste form alteration and radionuclide mobilization 
see Analysis Plan 6 in Section 6.8.6 of this progress report).  

Subactivity 15.5.5.,2 - Appiication of neair-field transporo model to waste package releass.  
Mechanistic coupled flow and transport models as implemented in the computer modeling codes 
OS3L)/GLMRT (Steefel and Yabusaki, 1995) and XlIt have been used to define transport 
experiment protocol:, and to make predictions of transport experiment results.  

Jo•tm 1: Experimental results will be compared with model predictions Mechanistic 
models will he apphed to bound transpcmt of selected radionuclides through engineered barrier 
system and near-field environment materials. A simplified model abstraction of transport 
through near-field cnvironment and enginecred barrier system mnaterials will be developed for use 
in the total system perormiance assessment for the viability asSCssment 

6.11 SEAL PERFORMANCE (SCP SEC•TION 8.3.1.11) 

SCP' Section 83 5. II addresses whether the design of the seal system will meet the 
requirements of 10 CFR 00.134{a) and (hi and how seal performance will contribute to !he 
engineered barrier system performance in accordance with 10 CFR 60. 1 13(a( IH. The seal 
%steni 1, defited as heirig comxiposed of shatts, ramps, exploratory boreholes and their seals, and 
the seal ing colnponents of the uadergrk :nld facilith.  

No piogress was made during this meporltng eitrod. lthis s as an unlunded acti1 it. See 
Section 4 5 ot this progress report "or related information

F•M~mU: No work is planned for F 1 14,7.
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6.12 GROUND-WATER TRAVEL TIME (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.12) 

SCP Section b.3.5.12 addresses Issue 1.6. which asks whether the site will meet the 
perfonnance objective for pre-wa-te-emplacement ground-water travel time as required by 
10CFR 60.113.  

A %cries of workshops were held to address the abstraction of process-level models for 
total system performance assessments. During this reporting period, ground-water travel time 
and related topics were addressed in three of these workshops: 

I- Unsaturated wone flow workshop (Section 6.8.3) 
2. Thermohydrology workshop (Section 6.8.7) 
3. Unsaturated zone radionuclide transport workshop (Section 6.8.5).  

Two more workshops addressing ground-waler travel time and related topics will be held in the 
next reporting period: 

I. Saturated zone flow and radionuclide transport workshop 
"2. Biosphere workshop.  

Dkscriptions of the workshops held to date are included in Section 6.8 of this report.  

6.12.1 prformanac Asssment Acttvi'Y 1.6.2.1 - ,odel Devel o8n 

The objective ot this activity is to develop calctlational models for predicting pre-waste
emplacement ground- water travel time.  

No progrcs, ua,, mide 'uring the reporting period- this was an untunded activity.  

Furmg: No wink is planned for FY 1997.  

6.12.2 Performanct Assesment Activilty 16.2.26- 6 erflcatijn and Validation 

The obiectiNC ot 11h1" activity is verification of computer Lodes and validation of 
miathematical oisdel, tor ground water travel lime analyses.  

No perem,, % j% made dunng the reporting period, this was am untundei activiI, 

rit% : V• wok is planned for FY l197

t) 7()
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6.123 Perfornnce Amnm AdIAity 1.63.l - Analyis _Unsaturated Flow System 

The objective of this activity is to determine which flow paths or sets of flow paths of 
likely radionuc;ide travel in the unsaturated zone will he used in ground-water travel time 
calculations.  

Work during this reporting period concentrated on the preparation. supporting analyses.  
and evaluations for the unsaturated zone flow. unsaturated zone transport. and thermehydrology 
workhops (see Section 6.8 of this report for detuik).  

EQ_•MggL: Modeling of heterogeneous inflow into drifts will continue to provide input to 
performance assessment of flow and transport processes on the drilt scale. The episodic pulse 
infiltration will be systematically quantified. The stochastic continuum model and other 
heterogeneous models will b-. used in additional sensitivity analyses to account for the spatial and 
temporal variability of percolation mio the repository drifts 

6.12.4 Performance As•_ nmnt Activity 1.6._4. - C#lhu1atlon of re-Waste-Emlacement 

Qround-Wate Trave~lIm 

The objective of thin activity is to define performance measures and to perform related 
analyses of pre.waste-emplacement ground-water travel time.  

No progress was niade on any of the three subactivities of this activity during the reporting 

period: SubactLvity 1.6.4.1. A-Performarnce allocation tfr Issue 1.6. Subactivity 1.6.4,1.2
Sensitivity and uncertaintv analyses of ground-water travel time, and Subactivity 1.6.4.1.3
Deterniination of the pre-waste-cmplacement ground-water travel time. This was an unfunded 
activity.  

kras:: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.12.5 Idcfformance Asassiesnt Activili 1.6.5.1 - Ground-Water TravelTtin, after 
RJepgitor. Construction and 3&aste F1lWaCeMenJ 

The objectivc of this activity is to predict the ground-water travel time to the water table 
using the hydiologic properties changed as a resul: of repository coastruction and wasu
emplacenient This is needed for comparing pre- and iost-ernplacement ground-water travel 
times to establish the extent of the disturbed zone. This objective include.s dev'eloping the model 

domain, conceptual flo,% models. computational codes., model parameters. and boundary 
ctinditions to mnodel ground-water lo1W at Yucca Moulltain influenced by thermally driven 
alterations to the hydtology.  

Work conentrated on the preparation. supplrfing analyses. and evaluations lot the 
un,,aturated zone flow. unsaturated zone tiansport. and thcrrmohydrologv workshops see Section 
6 8 ot Ith ois t folo f detalls) 

6_~'1
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!•!]uI:E Work will continue using the three-dimensional site-scale model grid to 

evaluate the effects of thermal loading on ground-water travel times and the effects of three

dirnensional geolopc features, such aj faults, on the ambient moisture, gas and heat flow in fhe 
Yucca Mountain.  

6.12-6 hNrfo.m',,, AAsmnm.t Activity 1.60.2 - Definition of the Disturbed Zome 

The objective o( tbis. activity is to re-evaluate the definition of the distutbed zone.  

No progress was made during the reportng period; this was an unfunded activity.  

EQMAI: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.13 TOTAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.13) 

SCP Sect-on 8.3.5.13 addresses Issue I. 1. which asks whether the 1MGDS will meet the 

svstem performance objective for limiting radionuchde releases to the accessible environment as 

required hy 1OCFR 60.112 and 40 CFR 191.13.  

See Section t).8 ol this progress report for related work.  

6.13.1 Eam mAm--pcc A munmnt ActIviy 1.1.2.1 - PrelimInary Identification of Potentiall 
SigmifiYcani Kck=.•_ E~nar•C a-

The objecrive of this aotivity i• to preliminArily id(ntify significant release scenairio classes 

lor the purpose ot detcmuning data mnd information needs that must be supplied hy the Yucca 

Mountain site chazacteritation progi am.  

No progress was made on any of tle two suhactivities of this activity during the reporting 

peritod. Subactiviiy . 1.2.1. --Preiminar> ,dentftcauon of potentllt s fgnIicant sequences of 

esents and processes at the Yucca Mountain reposiory site and Subactivity !. 1.2 1.2--Pre

hminary identification ol potentially significant release scenario claasse,. This wa&, an untunded 
acti vty.  

ESzItt"a: No' work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.13-.2 PftXr~apct Aseu mient AcAyfty U122.n. fal StIviio Sik a nt.Btle= 
h_ trw* _1'6" to• tw La 10e( LicJte"nsl• Assements 

T.ie objective of this activity is to use data and information obtained in the Yucca 

MNouruin site charxctenzration prograr.i to miodiy, if necessary, the set of significant release 
.•enark Clx~srs dccloped in Petort imiiicc Ass.%me. . AciI it> 1. 1.2 I kS€ion 6 13 1 ot this 

progress rrpo;rt and provide inormnation for Pertormance Asiwssmeni Activities I I 1 I. I 1 4 I1 

t' -2
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UAn 1. 1,41 (Sections 8, 13.3 through 6.13.5 of this progress report) inl the preliminary phases Of 

wflký 

No progress was made during the reporting penod: this was an unfunded activity.  

Egg l No ,work is planned for FY 11997.  

6.13.3 Pgu~e se~njtAivt .. 1 eeoiel fMtuji~a oeso 

The objective of this activity is to construct mathematical models of the scenario classes 

developed in Performance Assessment Activities 1. 1.2.1 and [.1.2.2 (Section% 6.13.1 and6&A3.2 

of this progrcsis report I 

No progress was rniide during Ihe reportinp penod; this was an Unfuindtc activity.  

kq~pW: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.13.4 Perforapce Aase~snt Actavity 1..- The Scraegine f PoEntIgfally Shlonificant 

Sjeaaoaio Chs~ Aa~ the Criterkio of Relative Coajgqjaen 

The oh -jc~tive of this ~activity is to identify the %et ofscenario claosses represtriting the 

signitacant '-vents and prtocesses mcntionied in 10 CFR 60.112 and 60.115.  

No progress was made during the reporting period. this was an unfunded activity.  

Fougrgti: MNo Work Is planneid bor FY 1997.  

ComutMIionihlV IE~flcnt hModels of Lbg Final Sce 'ri CILifte RepeSeuting the 

Sinnilkicnt PrUOUMse and Events Motnhloned In Proposed 10 C1R 60.112 and 60.115 

Thf. 0heC~taVC of this activity is to provide the simplified, computationally efficient models 

M t he linitl --cow itt classes rep'wsenting the significant es ents and processes mnittioned ina 

10 CFR b).1112 and 60-113.  

No progre~s ts wimtde during the iqxorting Ipeiaod. this %%as an unfuialed aovis'ty 

ku~~s~1:No ý4ork ; pluined lor FY 1947 

t .- 17
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6.13.6 eforrtQM cA MM ntActivity 1.15.1 - Calculation of/an _Emirical 
Componl~mrny 'Curnulative Distribution Fundifu 

The objective of this activity is to construct an efficient. total system simulator that is 
capable oi providing probabilistic estimates of radionuclide releases to the accessible 
environmcit, under both nominal and disturbed conditions, for 10.000 years after repository 
closure.  

No progress was made during tLe reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

fgreSM: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.14 INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.14) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.14 addresses Issue 1.2. which asks whether the MGDS will meet the 
requirements for limiting individual radiation doses in the accessible "nvironment for 1000 years 
after waste dispo:;al as required by 40 CFR 191,15.  

See Section 6.8 of this progress report for related work.  

6.14.1 performance Assessment Activity 1.2.1.1 - Calculation of Doses Through tht 
Ground-W3ater Pathway 

The objective of this activity is (o use the methodology developed for total system 
performance assessment (Section 6. 13 of this progress report) to calculate the radionuclide 
transport to the boundary of the controlled area and radiation doses from drinking contaminated 
ground water during the first 1000 years after waste disposal.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an unfunded activity.  

orcas1: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.14.2 Ptrformance Assessment Activity 1.2.2.1 - Calculation of Transport of Gaseous 
Car ofnl.4Dioxide Through the Overburden 

The objective of this actiN iti is to estimate the transport time for gaseous carbon-14 
01 *xide from the potential repository to the land surface during the first 1000 years after waste 
cilsposl.  

No piogress was Imade during the reporting period. this wvas an unfunded activity.  

tFgrla: No work is planned for FY 1997
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6.143 - Adilyt1-2-2.2. Calculation of lAnd.Su&M eW and 
Dam, to, ub, I& h A,=_ bLe En mlro t Thrumah tk GMMu PAMhay% 

Carhm14 

The objectives of this activity are to collect the necessary data on carbon-14 inventory and 

meteorology and to calculate upper-bound values for external and internal radiation doses.  

Internal radiation doses include doses from both inhalation and ingestion.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Frcast: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.15 GROUND-WATER PROTECTION (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.15) 

SCP Section 8,3 5.15 addresses Issue 1.3, which asks whether the MGDS will meet the 

requirements for the protection of special sources of ground water for 1000 years after waste 
disposal as required by 40 CFR 191.16.  

See Section 6.8 of this progress report for related work.  

6.15.1 Performance An-lysis 1.3.1.1 - Determine whether any Aquifers near the Site Meet 
the Clas I or Snedal Source Criteria 

The objective of this activity is to determine whether any aquifers within the controlled 
area or within 5 km of the controlled area meet the Class I criteria as defined by the U.S.  
Environmental Protr:tion Agency Ground Water Protection Strategy of 1984 (EPA, 1984) or 
special source criteria as defined by 40 CFR 191.12, 

No piogress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

Forewt: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.15.2 Performance Analysis 1.3.2.1 - Determine the Concentrations of Waste Pf gin 
any Special Source of Ground Water during the First 100 Years After IMsposal 

Thl objective of this analysis is to calculate the concentration of waste products in any 
special-source aquifers during the first 1MA) years after waste disposal.  

No progress was made during the reporting period: this was an unfunded activity.  

Forema: No work is planned for FY 1997.
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6.16 PERFORMANCE CONFIRMATION (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.16) 

This section of the progress report addresses SCP Section 8.3.5.16, Issue 1.7. on 

performance confirmation, which is directly related to the performance confirmation program 
requirements of 10 CFR 60.137.  

The Performance Confirmation Plan is in preparation (CRWMS M&O, in prep.[h]). The 

plan will be based on the Performance Confirmation Concepts Study Report (CRWMS M&O, 

1996z) completed in the previous reporting period and revised this period. The Performance 

Confirmation Plan will define the activities necessary to conduct the Performance Confirmation 

Program as specified in 10 CFR Part 60 Subpart F. This plan will specify those monitoring, 

testing, and analysis activities to be conducted for evaluating the accuracy and adequacy of the 

information to be used in the license application to determine that the waste isolation 

performance objectives for the period after permanent repository closure will be met.  

The Performance Confirmation Program objectives are to: ta) confirm that subsurface 

conditions encountered and changes in those conditions during construction and waste 

emplacement during construction and waste emplacement operations are within the limits 

assumed in the license application. kb) confirm that natural and engineered systems and 

components that are required for repository operations, or that are designed or assumed to 

operate as barriers after permanent closure, are functioning as intended and anticipated; 

(c) evaluate compliance with regulatory and license requirements, related to postclosure 
performance requirements; and (d) evaluate the repository readinces for permanent closure.  

The performance confirmation approach includes six major steps. The first step will 

define a performance confirmation baseline. This baseline will identify what processes and 

parameters are important to postclosure performance. The second step will predict valu's and 

variations of critical performance measures for the parameters in the performance confirmation 
baseline. These predictions will establish what is expected to be seen during construction and 

operations. The third step will establish tolerances or acceptable limits of deviations from 

predicted performance. The fourth step will monitor performance. perform tests, and collect 
data. The data will be analyzed and evaluated. Other evaluations will include process model 
validation. statisticzl tests. and total system performance assessment Finally, if there are 

deviations from what was predicted or assumed, the Performance Confirmation Program will 

recommend and implement corrective actions. If the results indicate that postclosure regulatory 

pertormance requirements can be met with reasonable assurance. the Project will evaluate the 

repository readiness for permanent closure.  

greast: The Performance Confirmation Plan wih be completed at the end of FY 1997.  

The plan will supplement performance confirmation program requirerents for the MGDS 
design. The plan w ill dexctibc the performance confirmation program to be included in the 

Lacense Application Plan. The Performance Confirmation Plan will contain a concept of 

operations, which will outline the operations necessary to conduct the performance confirmation 
program. The development of the performance confirmation program plan and the performance 
confirmation requirements will also facilitate the process of achieving compliance with the 

10 CFR Parn 6) requiremcnt to begin pcrformance confirmation during site characterization.
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6.17 US. NUCLEAR RFGULATORY COMMISSION SITING CRITERIA 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.17) 

SCP Section 8.3.5,17 addresses Issue 1.8, which asks whether demonstrations for 
favorable and adverse conditions can be made as required by 10 CFR 60.122.  

No progress was made during the reporting period; this was an unfunded activity.  

[gmaaI: No work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.18 HIGHER-LEVEL FINDINGS - POSTCLOSURE SYSTEM AND TECHNICAL 
GUIDL•INES (SCP SECTION 8.35.18) 

SCP Section 8.3.5.18 addresses Issue 1.9, that asks whether the high-level findings 
required by 10 CFR Part 960 can be made for the qualifying condition of the postclosure system 
guideline and the qualifying and disqualifying conditions of the technical guidelines for 
geonydrology, geochemistry, rock characteristics, climatic changes, erosion. dissolution.  
tectonics, and human interference.  

No progress was made during the reporting period, this was an out-year activity. See 
Section 2.2.1 of this progress report for relevant regulatory activities.  

ENUMt: No performance assessment work is planned for FY 1997.  

6.19 COMPLETED ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES (SCP SECTION 8.3.5.19) 

The purpose of this section is to identify analytical techniques and related process models 
and computer codes that were completed or acquired during this and prior reporting periods and 
that are being used or could be used to conduct pre- and postclosure performance asse:;sment 
analyses.  

The compilation in Table 1-1. in Appendix I, is expecl-d w, provide a quick overview of 
available models and codes for performance assessments. sit:, characterization, MGDS design.  
and related technical analyses. Progress with respect to model and code development, 
improvement, testing, verification, and validation during this reporting period is described in 
other sections of this progress report. Table 1-2 identifies sections of this progress report where 
this work is described. Table I- I includes mathematical models and computer codes that may 
need to be modified as new site information becomes available, as the engineered system design 
develops, as new understanding of natural and engineered barrier characteristics and processes is 
gained, and to demonstrate compliance with revised regulatory requirements. The listed codes 
and models may need additional verification and validation before they will be approved for use 
in a license application for an MGDS at the Yucca Mountain site.
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Some of the listed computer codes are being used in support of MGDS design and Yucca 
Mountain site characterization and are not yet used in performance assessment analyses. They 
are listed because they could be used to support future performance assessment analyses. Some 
of the computer codes are not being used and funded at present. Not all computer codes are 
expected to be used in support of the license application. Also, a single table is presented rather 
than separate pre- and postclosure tables because some of the computer codes are used or could 
be used for both pre- and postclosure performance assessment analyses.  

6.19.1 tad re Pe&=ace A-ment Analytical Technlue 

See the preceding introductory text of Section 6.19 and Table I- I in Appendix I of this 
progress report.  

6.19.2 ecioure Peform ce A m ent Analytical Technioues 

See the preceding introductory text of Section 6.19 and Table I- I in Appendix I of this 
progress report.  

To support the design basis event pilot analyses, a simple Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program 
was developed. This spreadsheet was used for consequence analysis for each design basis event 
evaluated to date. Use of the spreaisheet is expected to continue, with additional and/or 
improved process models being incorporated as available.  

6.20 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES REQUIRING DEVELOPMENT 
(SCP SECTION 8.3.5.20) 

The purpose of this section is to discuss (a) the need to develop analytical techniques for 
those areas where well-developed methods (as listed in Section 6.19 of this progress report) are 
currently not available and (b) the vet ification of computer codes and validation of mathematical 
models on which the methods are based.  

SCP Section 8.3.5.20 lists the following five subsections: (1) analytical techniques.  
(2) plans for verification and validation. (3) verification of aiialytical techniques. 4) model 
validation. and (5) validation program. Descriptions of model and code development.  
improvement, testing, verification. validation, and applications during this reporting period.  
howevet. are covered both in other sections of this chapter and in other chapters. Table I- I in 
Appendix I lists technical computer codes available in the Project. computer codes needing 
additional development and dtoumentation are listed as "working versions." Table 1-2. in 
Appendix 1. lists sections of Progress Report #16 where activities are described that mention the 
computer codes listed in Table I- I. To establish a one-to-one correspondence betwecei these two 
tables, all computer codes listed in Table I- I are also listed in Table 1-2. although some of them 
hay not have been identified in other sections of this progress report.
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6.21 SITE IMPACT EVALUATIONS 

The objective of site impact evaluations is to identify any potentially adverse effects of site 
characterization activities on the postclosure waste isolation performance of a potential high
level radioactive waste repository at the Yucca Mountain site. These evaluations are documented 
in the detertination of importance evaluations (see Section 2.3.2 of this progress report), which 
include test interference evaluations and which establish control requirements intended to limit 
adverse impacts of site characterization activities on waste isolation. Site impact evaluations are 
required by 10 CFR 60.1 5(c)(1). which states that 'investigations to obtain the required 
information shall be conducted in such v manner as to lim+it adverse effects on the long-term 
performance of the geologic repository to the extent practical." 

Site impact evaluations are performed to estimate the potential effe'.ts of site 
characterization activities, including the construction and operation of the ESF, on testing and the 
waste isolation capability of the Yucca Mountain site. Controls on activities are established to 
limit adverse effects, if needed, on the basis of these t1,-nical analyses. Evaluations during this 
reporting period included an analysis of subsurface water and materials use in the Thermal 
Testing Facility in the ESF. The previously established limits for underground water use 
(CRWMS M&O, 1997v) were re-interpreted for a new water use activity involving the drilling o," 
a dense pattern of boreholes for instrumentation around d.he "termal Testing Facility. Work 
concerning the use in the subsurface ESF and potential repository of committed concrete (i.e., 
concrete that will remain underground in a potential repository aftetr closure) is being pursued in 
an attempt to bound the geochemical effects of such materials on posiclosure performance.  

6.21.1 Tracers. Fluids. and Materials (excluding water) 

A strategy is being pursued to address potential postclosure performance issueb concerning 
use of large quantities of committed cementitious materials within the potential waste
emplacement drifts (e.g.. precast concrete lining segments). This strategy includes performance 
analyses of the consequences caused by geochemical effects of these materials reacting over 
geologic time and incorporating constraints on (a) the potential geochemical effects inside the 
drift (e.g., pH, mineral dissolution/precipitation): (b) the potential geochemical effects in the 
geosphere (e.g.. cement fluid-driven rock alteration). (c) the impacts to performance parameters 
from the identified potcntial geochemical effects inside the drift (e.g.. increased solubility limits, 
generation of colloids). and (d) the impacts to performance parameters from the identified 
potential geochemical effects in the geosphere (e.g., reducea radionuclide sorpion, 
porosity/permeability changes). This work would consist mainly of summary reports of existing 
dati and modeling studies of the prucesses .nvolved. Work was begun in a number of these -ueas 
at the end of FY 1996.  

At the request of the -epository design group, perforn~ance assessment staff planned an 
overview study to address potential postclosure performance issues concerning use of large 
quantities of conmitt.' cementitious materials within the potential wast,--cmplacement drifts 
(e.g., ptecast cq ncretc Iii.ng segments-. Only the FY- 1996 portion ot this work was executed 
dirtctly and was suninux.zed in a status report (CRWMS M&O. 1996aa). This work focused on 
sensitivity studies to analyze the consequences of pH perturbations and on evaluating the
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importaric. of cement composition to the generation of geochemical effects. The second portion 
was conducted primarily by (a) a meeting of performance assessment. MGDS design. and site 
characterization personnel with outside experts on cements and (b) evaluating the reports 
resulting from that meeting. The , latus report provides details on both of these; below is a brief 
summary of the results of these activities.  

Preliminary sensitivity analyses were conducted using current total system performance 
assessment models. These sensitivity analyses included the evaluation of enhanced solubility of 
radionuclides (americium, neptunium and plutonium) and of reduced sorption in the unr-aturated 
zone (cases for no retardation for 10 m. 100 rrs. ant. the entire unsaturated zone) caused by 
alk dine fluids that may result from the use of cementitious matzrials, These analyses indicate 
that for migration of alkaline pH fluids, order-of-magnitude increases in peak radiation dose and 
substantial sh .is to earlier times may result from the following: 

"* Negation ef sorption throughout the entire unsaturated zone 

"• Increased concentrations of neptunium and plutonium 

"* Combination of no retardation for 10 or 100 in into the geosphere and increased 
concentrations of neptunium. and plutonium (this case would most represent an alkaline 
plume migrating through the rock matrix).  

On the basis of the information gathered. recommendations are preliminary at this time.  
However, if concrete is desirable as lining for ground support, then minimizing the potential 
postclosure impacts to the waste isolation capabilities of the site will most likely be achieved by 
(a) using precast concrete. (b) designing a n"x with lower calcium to sili.zon ratio, (c) us-ng 
techniques such as particle size engineering, steam-curing, or pressure-curing to reduce the 
cencrete permeability and water content needed for higher silica cements, (d) using tuff 
aggregate, and (e) investigating alternative cements, such as C.S (a calcium oxide/silicon dioxide 
cement), that may have a lower pH than standard Portland cements.  

In addition to the above study, performance assessment personnel continued to integrate 
with the repository design group in order to progress in our ability to constrain geochemical 
effects from concrete including p1i perturbations and tom organic materials within the cements.  

Forawd: Performance assessment support of repository design will continue as part of 
the performanf'e assessment efforts in the determination of importance evaluations and near-field 
:nvironment work. The cement system i% being addressed by constiucting a bounding model for 
the evolution of the material through time given pottrntial repository conditiutAs. Constraints on 
the conditions are being generated within the performance assessmnit near-field environment 
effurl and simnple models should be available by the end of FY 1997.
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6.21.2 WfaterM snagzLntJfld 

Control of water use during site characterization is necessary to ensure that these activities 
do not affrct some characteristic that may be important to the postclosure waste isolation 
performance of a potential repository. The control requirements and supporting analyses were 
documented in the determination of importance evaluations (see Secton 2.3.2 of this progress 
report).  

The primary focus of site impact evaluations for water management was the interpretation 
of existing subsurface water use analyses (CRWMS M&O, 1997v) as applied to activities in the 
Thermal Testing Facility (CRWMS M&O. 1996b). Analyses addressing the adverse effects on 
potential repository performance of water consumptiou (i.e., the water discharged and not 
recovered) were used to control the quantity and distribution of water consumption such that the 
identified adverse effects are negligible. The application of existing controls for underground 
water use, primarily for the, tunnel boring machine and drill and blast excavation operations. were 
interpreted for wet drilling a dense pattern of instrm.nentatiun holes in the Thermal Testing 
Facility and for the effects of mobilization of in situ water from heater testing.  

The revised analyses for subsurface water use (discissed in detail in Progress Report #15) 
have been issued (CRWMS M&O, 1997v).  

&fgMI: The evaluations for the ESF will have to be reworked or modified to adIress 
the effects of added water during construction of potential repository emplacement drifts.  
Continuing work concerning the effects on potential repository performance of committed 
concrete in the subsurface ervironinent will be a part of the integration and abstraction-testing 
effort for both near- field geochemical and waste-form mobilization modeling. Work proposed 
for an cast-west ESF drift may require new analyses depending on the location and potential uses 
of this excavation.
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